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Apparently I’m
a ‘Geriatric
Millennial’. I
have found
my people

o you ever feel like you don’t
belong? I do, all the time. I’ve
reached the age of 40 without
ticking many of the boxes laid
out for a person – a woman – of
my age. I don’t own a house or have any
children. I was the youngest in my family
and the only girl and I pay a therapist to
help me analyse how those early
experiences might feed into my feelings of
alienation.
I often worry that I’m not doing life
“right” and Google this possibility in the
wee small hours of the morning. Google
reassures me that I’m not alone in this
fear. I started buying avocados circa 2014
in what I now suspect was an attempt to fit
in with my younger and unfairly maligned
Millennial peers. There they were, upending the economy with their lattes and their
exotic “nature’s butter” and I didn’t feel
like I belonged with them either.
I was born in 1980. A year too early to be
considered a true Millennial and a little too
late to be lumped in with Generation X’s
negative equity. I fell between two stools of
generational marketing jargon and felt the
isolation keenly.
Imagine my glee then when I was
recently presented with a cohort in which I
truly belonged: the Geriatric Millennials.
The term Geriatric Millennial started
circling online a couple of months ago
after an article by workplace expert Erica
Dhawan went viral. Dhawan said these
elder Millennials, born in the early 1980s,
were great leaders because they perfectly
bridged the digital/analogue divide. I had
found a place to belong if only on the
battlefield of the generational culture
wars.
Okay, so the term Geriatric Millennial
has a bit of a branding problem in much
the same way as women over 35 being told
they’re having “geriatric pregnancies” is
only slightly more palatable than being
told they’re of “advanced maternal age”.
I’m thrilled with the label, though. I had
felt left out of the true Millennial gang
because I’m old enough to remember
when all this was fields and while it may be
patronising to insist that one can only
remember the proverbial fields if they
were born pre-1985, I’m afraid those
simply are the rules.
Millennials have been sold to us as tech
savvy 1990s kids who barely remember a
time before being online. They were on
social media in their teens and were the
first completely internet literate
generation. I remember learning about
the internet when I was about 16 and
thinking “no thank you, that sounds
terrifyingly vast”. I started college with no
clue how email worked.
Millennials deal heavily in childhood

1990s nostalgia, but I often felt out of step
with it. I was slightly too old by the time
Pokemon and Harry Potter came along
and to this day I’ve never seen an episode
of Spongebob Squarepants. Reclassifying
as a Geriatric Millennial means I have
found my people; those of us just old
enough to remember Italia 90, Riverdance
and Bishop Eamon Casey Halloween
costumes with maximum adolescent
innocence.
Being a Geriatric Millennial feels safe.
It’s somewhat free of the hugely unfair
bashing true Millennials endured for years
in the media, blamed for everything from
the failure of the cereal industry to the
downturn in diamond sales and so, so
many lazy avocado jibes. I feel excused too
from the slagging Millennials have
received more recently from their
successors Gen Z, aka the Tik Tok
generation. Gen Z lets the Millennials
away with nothing. Skinny jeans, side
partings and the cry laughing emoji are all
objects of ridicule to Gen Z.
Of course, every generation blames the
one before and Millennials in turn have
ripped their predecessors to shreds for
hoarding wealth and maintaining a more
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Millennials have been sold
to us as tech savvy 1990s
kids who barely remember
a time before being online
conservative status quo. Geriatric
Millennials might remember when it was
acceptable to smoke in supermarkets but
at least we’re largely left alone with our Ian
Dempsey-on-The-Den memories.
When my writing partner Sarah Breen
and I dreamed up the Complete Aisling
character nearly 15 years ago, we didn’t
know we were creating a fictional Irish
millennial who would find a place in the
hearts of people spanning the generations.
We’re both Geriatrics but Aisling is a true
Millennial, 10 years our junior. We throw
problems at her and then worry is this true
to life for a 31-year-old woman? We find
Aisling’s problems are often universal
though, even if presented through the lens
of a very white culchie with a mother who
can’t use Facetime. You can worry about
the same things if you’re 20 or 70.
Generational labels are largely useless
and we should focus on uniting against Big
Pharma and Japanese Knotweed. I suspect
there are many 20 and 70-year-olds
who’ve Googled if they’re doing life
“right”. They are all my people.
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W
SEÁN
MONCRIEFF
I chose to hustle
for a living. My
children have
little choice
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e’re doing a few
things to the kitchen. Changing a few
cupboards. But it’s
not finished yet,
which makes me nervous. Nothing
matches. The new cupboards are
laughing at the old stuff. It’ll look
terrible if we have to sell the house.
Not that we plan to. But, you
know.
I’ve been lucky enough to consistently work for the vast majority of
my adult life. But there have been
quite a few bumps, and you never
know when the next one is coming.
No one is indispensable. To paraphrase screaming racist Enoch
Powell, most broadcasting careers
end in failure. Most people go
before they want to. Most don’t
want to go at all.
So, I have a freelance mentality,
because most of my professional life
has been that way. Contracts that
last years or weeks or a few days.
You start and you already see the
end.
When I was a young lad, my
parents found it astounding that I
would opt for such a precarious life;
especially as I had, at their insistence, applied for a job in the bank
and got it.
Like druids, they had chanted out
the sacred qualities of this gift.
Permanent. Pensionable. Cheap
mortgage: all meaningless
word-gloop to me. My father sat me
down and told me that working in
the media wouldn’t be like All the
President’s Men. I’d no idea what
that meant either.
This should be the inspirational
bit where I tell you that I persisted
because I had a dream and had
resolved to believe in myself,
whatever that means. But the truth
is that I was armed with the superpower of ignorance.
I was young and stupid. And
being young and stupid, I was
convinced that I knew better than
anyone else. I had virtually no idea
what being a journalist involved;
that there might be boring bits to it.
That I might be broke a lot of the
time; that the overwhelming majority of people on my journalism
course wouldn’t end up in journalism.
It wasn’t like All the President’s
men.It was only when I was older,
when I had kids of my own, that I
fully understood where my parents’
anxiety had stemmed from. Career
bumps are little more than personal
disappointments until you have
mouths to feed: then it becomes
more urgent, the potential failure
more all-encompassing.
The blast radius can take in all

your family.
Like most parents who resolved
to do things differently to their
parents, I ended up doing things
exactly like them. It took my kids to
teach me that the Leaving Cert-College-Permanent Job life model no
longer applies in many cases,
perhaps even most of them. As
things stand now, only one of my
children is in college studying for
what could be viewed as a “traditional” job; and even in that case she
may well end up being self-employed.
When I was their age, being a
freelance was unusual. Now it’s the
norm. Son No 1 and Daughters 1 and
3 make some or all of their income
through methods that didn’t exist
when I was their age.

Index
PoachersPremiumIrish
Mixers

Brilliant range of mixers for summer
drinks. We particularly lik e the citrus
tonic with Irish rosemary

SpiceBagtoastie

A creation brought to you by Hot Box
in Bray

Unsettled

Rosaleen McDonagh’s new book

BizzieBudz

Adorable colourful charm jewellery
for your inner (or actual) child, made
in Ireland: bizziebudz.bigcartel.com

Pestoeggs

Eggs fried in a dollop of pesto.
Dividing social media but tasty once
you go easy on the pesto

PhotoIrelandFestival

Across three venues for the month
of July: 2021.photoireland.org

‘‘

My father sat me down
and told me that
working in the media
wouldn’t be like All the
President’s Men. I’d no
idea what that meant
Oh yes, it’s an exciting new world
of entrepreneurial jargon-speak;
and I am impressed by and proud of
how they are making their way. But
this process will be continual. There
will be no “getting them settled”.
They will have to continually
hustle; and when you have to hustle
for an income, any joy you might
find in it becomes secondary.
Anxiety becomes a constant presence. When you have to hustle, the
chances of saving to buy a home or
setting up a pension scheme become more remote.
I fear that they are a generation
becoming impoverished before our
eyes. And while the new ways of
working and the gig economy were
facilitated by the digital revolution,
they weren’t invented by it. They
were invented by neoliberal economics.
Everything is different, but not
really: wages go down so other
people can get rich.

PilotFestival
Good luck to
everyone this
weekend at
another pilot
outdoor gig;
this one taking
place at IMMA

Village
Yard

A mini-food market in Ballybrack,
Dublin, serving great burgers and
chicken sandwiches

TheStrawberrySessions
Songs from the Strawberry Beds
airing on Virgin Media on July 7th

Thriftifyforkids

The online charity shop is now
stocking children’s clothes: thriftify.ie

ToTheSea

Wondrous new tune and video from
Lux Alma coming this week

Fresh,Fried&Crispy

Looking for an eye-widening, deep
fried food show? This one is on
Netflix

Hindsight

A new podcast from Body & Soul
booker, Jenny Wren

WE LOVE..
Girls and boys
However you dress it up, children soak up signals and, as
author Emma Jane Leeson says, fall into labels. Leeson is
best known for her beloved Johnny Magory series, and her
latest book, with illustrator Emma Healy, Ode to a Tomboy,
says it’s perfectly all right to dress how you like. Ninja warrior, world champion tree climber, dinosaur-loving girl or yes,
if you like, a princess. Boys too. “We can be anything we want
to be in this world,” says Leeson. “If my book helps just one
kid realise this, I’d be over the moon.” ¤10
johnnymagory.com
GemmaTipton

Dive in
Okay, so the weather may be patchy, but can you
commit to 10 sea swims during July to raise money
for the thousands of babies, kids, teens and adults
with disabilities? Sign up to Get in the Sea for the
CRC on idonate.ie, or find the group on Facebook,

where you can also get tips and advice on taking
the plunge, as well as share snaps of the splashy craic –
though this one (by Niall Meehan from Sea Studio)
looks hard to beat.
GemmaTipton

Connemara love

Sleepy eyes

If you’re looking for a way to reduce the plastic
you use (and when better than Plastic Free
July?) then look to the shores of Connemara
where the Lee family creates a diverse range of
sustainable handmade seaweed products, from
food to fertiliser. The family’s Connemara
Seaweed Company also makes a range of
organic beauty products from hand-harvested
seaweed, including pretty conditioner and
shampoo bars (¤10.95) scented with cedarwood and rosemary essential oils. Good for
your hair and the environment – what’s not to
love? connemaraseaweedcompany.ie
Filomena Kaguako

The average person spends about a third
of their life sleeping, so why not make it
the best (sleeping) time of your life?
Jennifer Rothwell’s new eye masks are one
of the latest additions to her vibrant
collections of wearable art. Made of
100 per cent pure silk, the natural,
lightweight and breathable fabric of the
eye masks might just put you in a
comfortably deep slumber. Sometimes, all
you need is a long snooze and a good laugh.
Rothwell has the sleep part covered – the
rest we’ll leave up to you. Hummingbird
eye mask (pictured) at ¤50.
jenniferrothwell.com
FilomenaKaguako

Elephant memories
A hundred years ago, visitors to
Dublin Zoo could climb onto an
elephant’s back for a tour through
the Phoenix Park. The brochure
advertising the services of elephants
is just one of many elephantine
curiosities collected at Marsh’s
Library, Ireland’s oldest public
library. Its summer exhibition, The

Wild Elephants of Dublin 8, illustrates how these now-endangered
pachyderms were regarded (and
treated) throughout history. The
first recorded dissection of an
elephant took place in Dublin in 1681,
and a copy of the grisly illustrated
report is also on display.
marshlibrary.ie
SaraKeating
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ROSS O’CARROLL-KELLY
‘I would rather rip out my own molars with a pliers
than go on holidays in Ireland again’

‘Y

ou still haven’t told us how
you got on,” Sorcha goes.
I’m there, “In terms of
what?”
She’s like, “Er, in terms of
the Leaving Cert?”
“Yeah, no,” I go, “I’m
quietly confident, although I won’t know for sure
until the results come out in September.”
She’s like, “Well, I want you to know that we are
– oh my God – so proud of you, even if you do end
up failing?”
“You’re the wind beneath my wings, Sorcha.”
“As a matter of fact – so exciting! – I have a little
surprise for you.”
“A surprise?”
“An actual present – just to say-”
“Fair focks?”
“Exactly.”
“Okay, don’t just sit there saying nothing with a
dumb grin on your face,” I go, “like I did during
my French oral. What is this present?”
She’s like, “Well, I was thinking that you
deserve to go on a – wait for it! – Leaving Cert
holiday!”
Honor looks up from her phone. She’s like,
“Oh! My God!”
I say something along pretty similar lines.
I’m there, “Are you actually serious?”
Sorcha’s like, “Of course I’m actually serious.
You worked hord all year, Ross. You deserve a
reward.”
“Yeah, no, I suppose I do.”
“Oh my God, I remember my Leaving Cert
holiday. We went to Ayia Napa and I went totally
wild, even though I couldn’t drink because I was
on Benadryl for my hay fever. There was one day I
ended up nearly getting a tattoo!”
“Whoa, Britney!” Honor goes. “Did you end up
in, like, rehab?”
She can be very funny when she’s being
horrible and you’re not the one in the firing line.
I’m there, “So, just as a matter of interest,
where’s everyone going on the Leaving Cert
holiday this year?”
“Magaluf!” Honor goes. “Oh my God, you are so
lucky! Can I come with you?”
Sorcha’s there, “Of course you can!”
I’m like, “I don’t know, Sorcha, I’m wondering
would it possibly cramp my style to have to drag
my daughter around with me like a dead weight –
no offence, Honor.”
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“Ross,” Sorcha goes, “we’re all coming with
you.”
I’m there, “Excuse me?”
“We’re going to make it our actual family
holiday this year.”
“Yeah, don’t take this the wrong way, Sorcha,
but I’m not sure you’re going to want to watch me
cutting loose in Magaluf – you know how
possessive you can get. Unless we make it
separate aportments.”
“We’re not going to Magaluf, Ross.”
“Excuse me?”
She goes, “The Government is still advising
against all non-essential travel to Spain.”
I’m there, “Is that where Magaluf is?”
Yeah, no, I think we can take it for granted that I
won’t be passing Geography.
“It’s on the Balearic island of Mallorca,” Honor
goes, looking at her phone, her two thumbs
working the keys. “Oh my God, there’s an
amazing five-stor destination spa hotel – it’s
getting rave reviews on, like, Trip Advisor?”
“Are you two even listening to me?” Sorcha
goes. “We are not going to Magaluf!”
I’m like, “So where are we going then?”
She’s there – and this is, like, word for word
what comes out of her mouth – “We’re going to
Ballycanew.”
I end up staring at her for a good, like,
30 seconds.
“What country is that in?” I eventually
go.
She’s like, “It’s in Ireland, Ross.”
I’m there, “I thought it might be. Has
that kind of ring to it alright.”
Honor goes, “I would rather rip out
my own molars with a pliers than go
on holidays in Ireland again.”
Sorcha laughs.
She goes, “Oh, come on, you two!
We live in this amazing, amazing
country and we’ve hordly seen any
of it.”
Honor’s there, “What’s there to even see?”
“Er, hello?” she goes. “Ireland is one of
the most beautiful countries in the world!”
although she doesn’t name anything
specific, I notice. “We should use this
pandemic as an opportunity to see as
much of it as we possibly can.”
I’m like, “So what’s there to see in
Ballycanew?”

“A Daybreak and a Londis,” Honor goes.
“That’s according to Wikipedia.”
I’m there, “I’m presuming there’s a five-stor
destination spa hotel as well, though.”
“No,” Sorcha goes, smiling at me in a
patronising way, “we’re going to be staying here,”
and she shows me a photograph on her phone of –
I’m not making this up – a literal caravan.
I’m there, “Sorcha, I’m not being melodramatic
here, but this is turning out to be the worst day of
my life.”
I look at Honor and she’s just, like, white in the
face.
I’m there, “Honor, breathe!”
“It belongs to Claire’s parents,” Sorcha goes.
I’m there, “Claire from Bray of all places?”
“Yes, Claire from Bray of all places. She used to
spend entire summers in it when she was growing
up.”
“Yeah, presumably because they couldn’t
afford a place in QDL. Honor, please breathe –
you’re storting to scare me now.”
I grab the Donnybrook Fair shopping bag from
the island, tip out the contents and hand it to the
girl. She holds it to her mouth and tries to bring
her breathing under control.
“She had so much fun staying in it when
she was younger,” Sorcha goes.
I’m there, “I can’t believe you tried to
sell this to me as my Leaving Cert
holiday. That’s some honours
standard bullshit right there, Sorcha.
It’s a genuine mystery that the voters of
Dublin Bay South rejected you at the
polls.”
But the worst news is yet to come.
She’s there, “Ross, Claire and Garret
have invited us to come and stay with
them and that’s what we are going to
do.”
I’m like, “Whoa, whoa, whoa – say that
again?”
“It’s got three bedrooms,” she goes.
“There’s one for us and one for the kids.”
“But I hate Claire and Garret! I hate them
more than, I don’t know, war!”
“Ross,” she goes, “we are staycationing in
Ballycanew next week with Claire and Garret and
that’s the end of the matter.”
I suddenly tear the Donnybrook Fair bag
out of my daughter’s hands and I go, “Sorry,
Honor, my need is greater.”

CHANGE

We should
have libraries
for more
things than
books

SPEND IT BETTER
CATHERINE CLEARY

I

saved my neighbour’s bacon recently, or
at least serendipity did. Paddling pool
weather had broken out and big promises
were made to excited children. But the
paddling pool was pumpless. Ashen-faced, he arrived at the door to look for a
loan of ours.
The universe of stuff was smiling on us. A few
hours earlier, during a rare clear-out, a plug-in
pump had turned up in a wardrobe. The day was
saved.
If we’re lucky, our homes are full of these
magical things: utterly redundant for 364 days
of the year but vital for one or two moments.
Australian illustrator Brenna Quinlan put it
brilliantly recently on Instagram when she
mused about the joy of stuff that is also an
emotional drain, the moving of it, storing of it,
cleaning it. Why, she asked, are our happiest
memories made when we’re free of it?
In de-growth economies, we need a rethink of
how we spend. The algorithms hear a whisper
of a camping trip and drop beguiling ads for
must-have sleep mats into our feed. We swipe to
buy. Another shipping container sets sail and
more Arctic ice melts.

■ Community sharing schemes can give us

access to swathes of stuff.

Our yearning to own is easily triggered.
Anthropology and psychology students must be
studying the Land of Middle Aisle, where our
hunter-gatherer brains get a dopamine hit to
spice up the boredom of the grocery shop.
But consuming less doesn’t have to mean
having less. Community sharing schemes can
give us access to swathes of stuff, assets that
would otherwise sit stranded in cobwebbed
corners. Many of us created these networks
during lockdowns when neighbours and friends

became the source of things. I have a virtual tool
shed now because I know my friend D has a
long-handled loppers and that A has a reliably
sharp saw.
So far, so privileged. But how do you tap into a
sharing circle without an existing network?
That’s where Libraries of Things come in.
Dublin had one for a while thanks to the great
people at WeShare and the Dublin Food Co-op.
The Toronto Tool Library, torontotoollibrary.com, is a great example. A $55 yearly
subscription gets you a serious array of power
tools, with staff who organise their lending and
maintenance. Camping gear, mitre saws, the
stuff that we spend time and money accumulating and then tripping over, could all be ours for
just the time we need them and then someone
else’s storage and maintenance responsibility
when we don’t. Float the idea by your favourite
WhatsApp group, friends or school-gate gang.
A web of Libraries of Things could help us all
get more space, time, money and connection.
And less could become more.
Catherine Cleary is co-founder of Pocket
Forests.

COVER STORY

‘I’d love a big f**king
easy famous job’
Aisling Bea, actor, comic and writer talks to Una Mullally about the painful process of creating
the second series of This Way Up in lockdown and setting her sights on a superhero movie

T

he second series of This Way Up
on Channel 4 really wasn’t
meant to go this way. But then
none of us expected a pandemic.
In the aftermath of the first series, which documents the relationship between two sisters, Aine (Aisling Bea), and
Shona (Sharon Horgan) as the former
emerges from treatment following an intentionally vague collapse in her mental
health, Bea won a Bafta for Breakthrough
Talent. The series was tender, loaded with
humanity and a realism that was both simultaneously pierced and bolstered by
Bea’s hilarious and vulnerable writing.
There was a sense at the time that the Kildare woman, known for her graft as much
as her craft, was working flat out. She had
starred in the Netflix series, Living With
Yourself alongside Paul Rudd, a big break.
She came back to Ireland to work on Amy
Huberman’s Finding Joy. She had a short
Netflix stand-up comedy special. She was
in ITV’s Quiz, Nick Hornby’s State of the
Union, and the feature film Love Wedding
Repeat.
She was writing, acting, doing stand-up
gigs, and a guest on panel shows and
podcasts. It was all go.
But it was her authorship of This Way Up
– the writing of it, working as executive
producer, and how she embodied the lead
role – along with the pitch-perfect dynamic
with her co-star and friend Horgan that
changed things. After being an actor who
does stand-up, and a stand-up who is a fine
comedic actor, she was now seen as a
contemporary Irish voice flying at comedy
and screenwriting alongside Horgan and
Lisa McGee.
When that first series came out in
August of 2019, Bea ended up doing press
for it until December of that year. It was
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■ Aisling Bea, Sorcha Cusack and Sharon Horgan in This Way Up. The fragility of

mental health underscores the series. PHOTOGRAPH: CHANNEL 4

recommissioned for a second series in
November 2019, and here we are. Well, not
quite.
To prepare for the interview, Channel 4
send the first three episodes to watch, half

‘‘

I didn’t want to be alone
writing because it nearly
killed me the last time
around . . . it’s definitely come
at a cost of my mental health
and stuff like that

of the series. They are, unequivocally, brilliant. It’s ironic that the show was made
with such monumental constraints, because it feels more expansive, spreading
out into the lives and emotional interiors of
other characters.
At the outset of our conversation, I tell
Bea, honestly, that it’s the best television
I’ve watched in some time. She bursts into
tears. “Sorry. Sorry. It was so hard to make.
You’re the first person who’s a journalist
who has watched them, so, I’m still editing,
I’m still trying to finish editing, so that’s really nice to hear. Sorry.”
Her outpouring of emotion is pronounced, and the interview slips out of its
artificial mode. I ask her if she’s okay. “It’s

genuinely so cathartic to start hearing
that.” She wipes the tears away, but before
our time is out, there are a few more at
different points.
It’s very obvious that Bea has gone
through an incredible slog. Everyone carries their professional
traumas from the past year.
For many in the arts, working
in the real world became impossible, but when you had to
keep doing it, as Bea did, it’s
must have been like wading
through concrete.
Some people, Bea thinks, have
the temperament to be a writer all
the time. But in her world, she finds it hard
not to be able to show people stuff as she
goes along. Stand-up allows for this. The
one thing she told herself and others going
into writing the second series is that she
didn’t want to go it alone.
“I didn’t want to be alone writing because it nearly killed me the last time
around. They were all like ‘oh yeah’, and
then lockdown. So it couldn’t have been
more the opposite of the way I wanted to
work. It’s definitely come at a cost of my
mental health and stuff like that.”
When Bea was shooting a new Home
Alone film in Canada last year – a job that
was meant to be a few days long, but with
the pandemic ended up stretching over a
month – she was chatting to Jordan Carlos,
a New York stand-up also in the film, “This
is not his quote, but he said: if series one is
the war, series two is peace. Whether you
won the war or lost the war, how does that
look?”
This perspective, of what recovery looks
like for Aine, also bled into writing
characters in relationships and how to
authentically represent them on screen.

■ Aisling Bea: ‘I don’t know what

lockdown has done, but making the
show definitely left me a lot harder, with
edges I don’t totally love.’

PHOTOGRAPH: JOSEPH SINCLAIR; STYLING: HOLLY ELGETI,
MAKEUP: JUSTINE JENKINS, HAIR: NARAD KUTOWAROO

“So much of romance, what we get at the
end of movies, is clearly a toxic relationship
that was based on chaos.”
And stalking. “Yeah, and stalking. Not a
healthy basis of: do they communicate
well? Are they nice? Do they go to the shop
for you? Not just will they know you’re the
person because they ran away and are
about to leave the country and you ran
through an airport. You know? They
should have known before that.”
Bea finds it almost impossible to separate the experience of the pandemic, and of
lockdown, from the experience of making
the series, “My lockdown won’t end until it
airs I think . . . We were just on set suddenly, in masks, no one touching each other,
making the show, hoping it sounded okay
out loud, or that the cuts I’d made worked.
That’s so not creative. I hope I made something good, but like, it was definitely a personal cost.
“But if you have to write your book,” she
says of commitment to a project, “it doesn’t
matter if you don’t have a good time, as
long as the book’s good. That’s ultimately,
with artists and writers and stuff, always
the handshake you’ll make with the devil.
You’ll never go ‘oh, will I be happy and the
thing be average? Oh, no thanks!’ You’ll
always take your ego at any cost.”
She’s also not yet sure what new qualities
lockdown brought, as our personalities all
morphed throughout the year and a half. “I
don’t know what lockdown has done, but
making the show definitely left me a lot
harder, with edges I don’t totally love. I
think I’m very interested often in the idea
of reacting versus responding. That was
something I learned through therapy, the
idea of reacting to things when you’re supposed to respond, not react . . . I think everybody could do that up until about September. And then everybody is just reacting, because we’re all in THIS.
“If you drip something on someone’s
head, it’s probably going to be more oppressive than knocking someone in the head
and over. I think that’s what this
[pandemic] has felt like, slow drips, and
we’re not even realising. I find taxi drivers
snap more. I’m snapping more. We’re all
just snapping.”
What the lockdown did allow for was Bea
to be at home in London for the longest
stretch in around three years. She was able
to meet friends in the park, and feel settled.
In many ways, she says, she was living
something of an isolated and locked down
life before the pandemic began, shunted in
and out of trailers on sets, stuck in airplanes, going from one project to the next.
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COVER STORY
“There are honestly, no good things to
come out of the pandemic, but if we’re
scraping the barrel, I think maybe it’ll give
people more of an understanding about
what mental health issues are. Because
people go ‘oh, that? I did have a bit of that.’”
A week previously, she was having a pedicure and the pedicurist said (as Bea puts on
a flawless Welsh accent to do her justice),
“‘you know I did actually suffer a bit from
anxiety. I did actually. I would never have
had anything like that before, but I did find
it tough.’ I thought, oh, that’s interesting, it
was people’s first time ... Lockdown is what
it’s like to have depression and Covid in the
air is this reason you can’t go out but you
can’t see it. So people go: oh, that’s what it
feels like.”
The fragility of mental health underscores This Way Up. The unseen triggers.
The confusing slips when everything
seems “fine”. The hyperness of happiness
and the cascading darkness that can seep
in unannounced. The lightness for Bea personally, has recently come from a rediscovered passion for stand-up. When the stakes
lowered, she found a point of entry again.
“I fell in love with stand-up again last
summer when we could start it up. I’m starting gigging again next week. And it’s the
first time in years I’ve felt actually excited
to do it, not like ‘yeah, hi Una, I’m really excited about the shows coming up,’ like I’m
actually looking forward to going out the
door. I got that back during the summer. I
think it was something to do with always
feeling like, if my work is my children, always feeling like you haven’t been a good
enough mother, or that you were doing one
thing at the cost of another.”
There’s also a levelling of the playing
field in stand-up culture that the absence of
live performance has created, “there’s
something about us all starting back at the
same time. Sometimes you’re on a bill and
it’s like ‘oh god, it looks like they’ve been
gigging every week and I’m only doing one
at the moment’, or ‘I haven’t gigged in a
month, I’m going to be a bit shite, and people expect a lot.’ Whereas actually, no one
had been out of the house. The expectation
was so low, which is my favourite level of expectation! Hate it high! Keep it low!”
Last September, she did a gig with Sara
Pascoe and Kiri Pritchard-McLean, “the
three of us had a f*cking ball. I put together
a new set in only five weeks – and sometimes it can take me ages – because I loved
gigging and finding an audience again.”
She also enjoyed the reduced pressure of
doing stand-up during the pandemic. “No
one is going to come [to a gig] and go: ‘oh,
we should turn that into a Netflix special!’
The gigs are not ‘career’, it’s creative. Because if they did you’re like, ‘well, it’s too
late, they’ve done another lockdown, so
can’t do it!’ It’s a little bit like hiding from
the big bosses.”
Bea has found a level of fame and suc-
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■ Aisling Bea with Paul Rudd in the Netflix series Living With Yourself.
PHOTOGRAPH: NETFLIX

cess, but it has come with a sense of pressure that isn’t exactly pleasant. “I think the
stakes should be low for creativity. Because
as soon as you bring in wage packets and
pre-production, and all that kind of stuff,
and paying your bills, it dampens where creativity comes from, which is a very childish
place. And unfortunately, to make a living
out of it, you have to match childish with
deadlines . . . you’ve to get scripts in on
time. All the big girl stuff.
“But that inevitably ruins the feeling of
[childish creativity]. So when you’re allowed just go and like do gigs with Sara,
and no one was coming to try and turn it
into something that would make any more
money than the two hundred quid for the
night. Woohoo! That’ll barely cover anything! My Ubers for the week! That feels
lovely.”
The pressure from bigger productions is
“awful”, Bea says. “‘We’ve hired the people
and the team and availabilities, and also
there’s an airborne virus so if we don’t get it

done in the week then the numbers are up
and people could just die.’ Oh great, so I’ll
just do the rewrite tonight then, will I?
Aagghhh! That’s what it felt like for a lot of
it.”
Before we wrap up, I ask her whether
there’s a dream project idea that she’d love
to get off the ground, expecting to hear
about some film she’s starting to sketch
out, or another television show.
“I’d love a big f*cking easy famous job,”
she says, “Some kind of like ‘quick, we have
to get all of the megablasters out of the
transformer!’” It’s a surprising answer, but
you get the feeling she’s only half-joking,
given the level of commitment, effort, and
exhaustion her own show demands and
causes.
“The work I put into my show, and the
viewing figures are good, but like, you
know, you’re still like . . . ” she mimics talking to an apathetic journalist, ‘And it’s This
Way Up’, ‘oh, like the side of a box?’ ‘Yeah,
This Way Up. It’s on Channel 4, on de-

‘‘

As soon as you bring in wage packets and pre-production,
and all that kind of stuff, and paying your bills, it dampens
where creativity comes from, which is a very childish place.
And unfortunately, to make a living out of it, you have to
match childish with deadlines

mand, and Australia . . .’, you know all that?
I’d love a big, easy aul job that you’re not going to bring it home with you and think too
much, about finding the crystal in the
maze, or ‘Well, we’ve got a few things for
you to look at, James, this one is a pen that’s
also a dagger.’”
So, breeding raptors?
“Yeah. Something like chasing a thing. I
know that’s not the artsy answer, but I’ve
got arty projects coming out of my arsehole. Because of the show I get approached
a lot about ‘grittier but with comedy’
things. Let me point a gun at someone like,
‘that’s easy for you to say, GO! Bang bang
bang.’ Cinemas, widely released, you barely have to do press.”
She talks about how so many more people now know the claustrophobia of not being able to escape your work, when you
work from home. “When a lot of your work
is here,” she says, pointing to her head,
“you can’t leave. That’s what I feel about
the show. My work from home is just there
all the time.” She takes a pause, “So can you
target this [article] at like, lads who do Marvel movies?”
Like Wolverine?
“Yeah, like Wolverine’s sister. Something like that. Does he have a sister?” The
plan hits a speed-bump in real time, “You
probably have to watch them to be in
them,” she thinks aloud. I say I don’t necessarily think so.
“I’m saying this so you’ll write it in. Say
what a big fan I am of them, but I’ve never
watched them. But absolutely: big fan.”
The funny thing is, Bea is not that far removed from the pre-sold franchise Goliaths of the comic-book-movieverse. “Kumail Nanjiani is one of my pals, and he’s all
of stand-up [comedians’] ‘G’wan Kumail!’
He was suddenly in a Marvel thing. He’s a
good-looking man, has always been... Then
Marvel stepped in with some cash and got
him ripped. He’s now one of the most handsome men in the world. He’s ripped. And
loads of stand-ups were like ‘ahhhhh! That
could be us!’
“If someone would just pay to have your
fish delivered at one and six every day.
Someone training you for money for six
months. That’s what happened with Paul
[Rudd] with Ant-Man. Paul did normal
enough comedies, brilliant comedies. But
then someone stepped in and gave him
chicken three times a day and then he got
ripped. He bloody loved it.”
She’s on a roll now in the full Marveltraining fantasy. “Bee-Woman? I don’t
know. Something where people just take
all the responsibility out of you and tell you
what to eat, and you have to do something
physically hard for ages that’s not existentially draining.”
Sounds like a plan, I say.
“Yes,” she says, “Whatever that is.”
■ ThisWayUpairsonChannel4thismonth
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SOCIETY

Tuning in to
the young
‘We believe that access to music is actually a fundamental children’s
rights issue’ – Music Generation is reaching out to young peopl.e to
create a beautiful noise, writes Patrick Freyne

A

t 5.30 in the evening outside a
Community Resource Centre
on the edge of Longford town
17 Roma teenagers are gathered in the open air as they take
turns playing fast traditional music on electric instruments. There are walking bass
lines, funky guitars on a ska off-beat, disco
drums and distinctive melodies on piano
and organ.
This is music for dancing too, though no
one is dancing. Occasionally a few of the
young men self-mockingly strike up dance
moves and one pretends to spin an invisible
turntable for a few moments before beatboxing. A girl bounces a small child to the
beat. For the most part they stand around
chatting, waiting their turn behind the instruments, shouting out suggestions or
jokes or exclamations of approval. As the
evening wears on, different young people
slip in and out of the makeshift ensemble
and all of them seem to be able to play several instruments proficiently.
“There’d be nights here and the lads are
playing and if the sun is shining, you feel
like you’re not in Ireland any more,” says
youth services officer Mark Noble. “It’s a
chance for them to really turn the music up
and hear what they’re playing. Because obviously, if you’re living next door you don’t
want 15 young lads blowing the head off
you with the music whereas out here we’re
a little bit isolated.”
This is a musical project that’s been fostered by both Longford Youth Service and
the national music education programme
Music Generation. The population of Longford is very diverse. This youth service has
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groups for Syrian refugees, for young people in Direct Provision, for Traveller young
people and for LGBTI+ teenagers. They
practise the “detached model of youth
work” which means they go out and engage
with young people on the streets where
they hang out, getting to know them and
their families, rather than expecting them
to find the centre by themselves.
“The Roma youth group were particularly interested in music and when Music Generation came along last year we were able
to link up with them and do some music
workshops and music groups,” says Sarah
Jane McNaboe, co-ordinator of Longford
Youth Services. “It just grew and grew and
grew.”
McNaboe and Noble are here supervising things and step in from time to time to
ensure everyone who wants time with an instrument gets it. They sporadically have to
shout, with good-humoured patience, over
exuberant young people and loud music in
order to be heard. They’re often assisted by
18-year-old Patrik Nistor who has lived in
Ireland since he was four and acts as a sort
of translator for those with less English.
Nistor has musical notation tattooed on
his neck and he’s in a band with two of the
other young men here, his cousin Miro Nistor and Dominick Sarissky. “We’re called

‘‘

I feel the music. I feel free
when I play it. In my family,
nearly everybody plays

Galaxy Band,” says Nistor. “If you play a
party you could play to 600 people…
There’s food and everything. People
dance. But we can’t play because of Covid.”
They all try to explain the nuances of the
different forms of music they play. All of it
is some sort of fusion of traditional Roma
music with western musical styles. One
group of lads here favour faster funkier music with a brass section while the others like
“disco-style” beats. They all suggest acts
that I should listen to on YouTube. Most of
the teenagers here are originally from Slovakia though Dominick Sarissky is from
the Czech Republic. As a consequence, he
tells me, he plays piano differently from the
others.
“They hold their chords with their [left
hand] fingers but I use my fingers for bass.”
Like many, though not all, of the young people here, Sarissky was taught the basics of
music by an older relative but is otherwise
self-taught. He picked up bass guitar for
the first time a few months ago and he is already a better bass player than most of the
bass players I ever played with (sorry to my
former bass players). He’s been getting
into jazz. “Jazz is the best. There are loads
of chords you can learn.”
As part of this programme Music Generation provides tutors. Several of the younger kids are getting classes. Fifteen-year-old
Kristian Pompa, who has been slinging out
funky guitar riffs all evening, learned to
drum from his godfather when he was
three (“I didn’t have drums, just sticks making the tempo”) but only started learning
guitar just over a year ago. “I like playing,”
he says. “I feel the music. I feel free when I

play it. In my family, nearly everybody
plays. Usually Roma people play music. If
they don’t play, they sing. If they don’t sing,
they play.”
From time to time, some of the other residents of Longford passing by on the road a
few hundred metres away stop to peer over
and see the source of the music. It’s an unusual sound in this country, although
18-year-old Miro Nistor says, “In my city
everyone, even kids, can play this.” Miro
came here 14 years ago from the city of Kosice in Slovakia and has been playing piano
since he was seven. He has a tattoo of a crucifix with the words In God’s Hands on his
forearm and a small religious icon of the virgin and child hangs around his neck. Playing music, he says, “calms you down. It’s relaxing.”
Mark Noble finds that having young people on-site once a week doing something
they love gives the staff a chance to help
them with any problems they might be having and to point them towards educational
or training opportunities. Due to language
gaps and simple lack of knowledge, he says,
some migrant families are unaware of how
the system works when it comes to college
or apprenticeships. “It can be very hard to

■ Clockwise from main: Roma teenagers play music with Longford

Youth Service in partnership with Music Generation; Shelly Stanka
sings while taking part in the project; Dillon and Danielle Hogan from
Roscommon Youth Orchestra. PHOTOGRAPHS: DARA MAC DÓNAILL, LEON FARRELL

be the first in your family to do something
like that without support.”
After a while, a 17-year-old girl with a
powerful voice takes a microphone to sing.
Her name is Stanka Pompova but her “musical name”, she tells me, is Shelly. She has
a YouTube channel called Stanka Shelly Official. She begins singing a soulful version
of I Will Survive backed by Kristian’s
13-year-old brother David on keyboards.
This duo are soon joined by a drummer,
bassist and guitarist. They improvise
around the chords until it evolves into an idiosyncratic Eastern European disco groove
that was probably far from Gloria Gaynor’s
mind when she first sang it. “We play as
Roma,” says Peter Kroscen, the drummer.
“We made it different.”
Shelly also sings a song called Me Tut
Uzarav (I Wait for You), and does so beautifully, but she later tells me she prefers to
sing English-language pop or country
songs. Her favourite singers are Celine
Dion and Mariah Carey. She gestures in the
direction of the other teenage musicians.
“That is my culture of course, but my passion is English music.”
In Slovakia, she says, she experienced
racism and bullying and she’s glad her par-

ents brought the family to Ireland when
she was 13. “They came here for a better
life,” she says. She is determined and driven. She wants to be a famous singer (“My
mom, she was famous when she was younger in Slovakia”) but she’s also remarkably
realistic about this and is undertaking a
pre-Garda studies course. “My dream is to
be a guard and a singer. I imagine my life: I
wake up in the morning and go to work and
I’m a Garda, and then in the nights I have
concerts.” She laughs. “I’ll be a singing
guard.”
Over the course of the pandemic, Music
Generation has continued to run projects
over Zoom and, when possible, in socially
distanced or outdoor environments all
over the country. These projects are diverse, a product of their partnership model
which allows local groups to dictate the
shape of the project that best suits them.
Rosaleen Molloy, Music Generation’s national director, tells me about singing
groups in Direct Provision and after-school
groups who have podcasts. There are harp
orchestras, trad groups and opera writing
projects.
“We believe that access to music is actually a fundamental children’s rights issue,”

she says, “and it shouldn’t be a case of
where you live, what background you come
from and whether or not you come from a
family where you can afford private lessons. Every child has the ability to make
and create. And every child has the right to
be a musical citizen.”
Sixteen-year-old Dillon Hogan and his
15-year-old sister Danielle play clarinet and
trumpet, respectively, in the Roscommon
Youth Orchestra, another project run
through Music Generation. They start with
borrowed instruments. “I was given a flute
mouthpiece and a clarinet mouthpiece,
and given a week to see which one I could
get a sound out of. And the clarinet is what
worked for me.”
Danielle says: “I used to watch [the youth
orchestra] performing and I saw girls playing the trumpet. So I went to the brass
teacher and I asked for the trumpet … I was
actually surprised to see girls playing it.”
Were those instruments difficult to
learn? They laugh. “It sounded like screeching dying animals in the early days,” says
Dillon.
Over the course of lockdown they continued their lessons over Zoom and, more recently, they’ve been able to meet up to play

with their specific sections of the orchestra. “When you have a piece that you can
play well, you can just rip into it,” says Dillon. “I would find that very therapeutic.”
“You can put your own spin on it,” says
Danielle. “If you’re angry, you can put
more blast on it.”
Sixteen-year-old Isobel Fallon, also from
Roscommon, is part of another music project that continued to create music over
Zoom and with online recording software
throughout the lockdown.
She was always interested in music, she
says, first learning the bodhrán. After
some failed experiments with the fiddle
(“To be honest I just couldn’t listen to myself playing it”) she ordered a guitar with
some birthday money when, she says herself, she was meant to be doing some online
studying. “I really took a shine to it.”
As part of the Music Generation project,
Fallon and her friends wrote and recorded
a song. The project has paused for the summer holidays, she says, but she and a friend
are planning to go busking soon. “When
you’re playing music with each other,
you’re teaching each other different
things… I feel like an important part of music is other people.”
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CLUBS

Club together
This summer is the perfect time to pick up a new hobby, pastime or outdoor activity. From seeing stars
to going underground, whatever you fancy, there’s a club for that, writes Gemma Tipton

I

always thought I was a little allergic
to clubs. There’s something about
the idea that implies committees and
seething resentments amongst
members. But we live and learn, and
clubs are having a well-deserved moment.
Brilliant for dipping a toe into something
new, clubs are all about learning new stuff
about things you’re into, meeting
like-minded people and, crucially, making
sure you don’t give up on a pastime that
may turn into a passion for life.

ly the latest craze, it’s been around since
the late 1980s, but is having a revival. Two
teams of two use their hands to hit a ball off
a round, ankle-height net, with only three
passes allowed between team members before hitting the net and changing possession. It’s easy to pick up, and there are lots
of ways to score extra points. A basic starter set costs ¤59.95.
Shop and sign up at roundnetireland.com to get connected with a community, and find tournaments and events in
fields and on beaches around the country
this July and August, leading up to the
National Championships in Dublin on
September 4th.

Oldfavourites

The GAA hardly needs any introduction.
Ditto golf and tennis clubs. While golf and
tennis courts can be wildly costly, with prices on application only and lengthy waiting
lists, for every K Club or Fitzwilliam Lawn
Tennis Club, there’ll be a local spot with affordable membership and you won’t need
spotless whites to get a swing in. Tennis
can be a very social sport too, with many
clubs holding round robin tournaments
over the summer, where you can play
games with others at your level, from beginners upwards.
Find your local tennis club at tennisireland.ie, and find the same for golf at golfireland.ie. If you’ve never tried GAA, you can
find a social, non-competitive game of hurling or football in your area with the “Dads
and Lads” and “Mothers and Others”
games, aimed at beginners and inexperienced adult players. Check out your local
GAA club for details, see gaa.ie.

of the Audubons. You don’t need any special gear, apart from a rain hat, possibly binoculars and an ability to stay silent at the
right moments. Oh and since you asked: a
twitcher ticks off birds – a bit like a trainspotter (with apologies to both parties),
while a birder likes to take their time.

Forthebirds

Horsingaround

Discover the difference between a birder
and a twitcher and never miss another rare
corncrake sighting again. Birdwatch
Ireland has clubs around the country,
where you can go to talks, take walks and
talk to other feather fanciers. Membership
is from ¤30, with details of local clubs at
birdwatchireland.ie.
Also find links to avian sites in Ireland
and around the world at irishbirding.com,
where you’ll quickly find yourself clicking
from link to link as you’re distracted by lapwings, caught up with cuckoos and in awe
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Headforthehills

■ There are many ways to glide over the water, from the gentle grace of stand-up

paddleboarding to the more elaborate thrills of dashing through white water rapids

A bit like boat ownership, buying a horse is
the least costly part of having a horse, but
you can have lots of pony fun without owning an animal. Start at your local stables
and work your way from there to full gallop. Then you can start having real fun with
the likes of Riding Club and Polocrosse. A
group lesson for an adult costs approximately ¤30-¤40 per hour (¤35 at Feeney’s
Equestrian Centre in Galway, feeneysequestriancentre.com) and when your local
centre is confident you know what you’re
at, many will let you rent a horse for club

outings and polocrosse tournaments (Carrickmines Equestrian Centre charges
approximately ¤30 an hour, carrickminesequestrian.ie).
Polocrosse is brilliant fun. Essentially
lacrosse on horseback, you get to zoom
around while hitting things with sticks.
Once you’ve got the hang of it, join the Irish
Polocrosse Association (polocrosseireland.com) to take part in tournaments
around Ireland all summer. Or try Riding
Club (airc.ie) for competitions, social ride
outs, treks, training and more. Membership approximately ¤100. Hard riding hat
and safe boots essential, but you don’t need
the rest of the fancy gear until you’re well
and truly reined in.

Haveaball

There seems to be no end to what you can
achieve with a net and a ball. Roundnet
(also known in the US as Spikeball) is hard-

If the idea of mountaineering makes you
think of that bit at the start of Mission
Impossible 2, where Tom Cruise is hanging
off the side of a large lump of rock, think
again. Yes, you could end up rising to the
challenge and meet other peaky people if
you’re already at that level, but at
Mountaineering Ireland you’ll also find
beginners events, and very pleasant walking, rambling and hill-walking clubs too.
Membership fees from ¤35 a year cover
your insurance, while individual clubs have
their own membership fees on top of that –
usually under ¤50 a year, and the weekly
meet-ups will definitely keep you at it.
Some say the best bit is the sandwiches (or
drinks after), and you’ll need stout boots
and good trousers.
Rookie error? Wearing jeans.
Apparently they’re dangerous when wet.
mountaineering.ie.

Men’sSheds

Men’s Sheds are great if (a) you’re a man
and (b) aren’t sure what you fancy turning
your hand or foot to, but do fancy doing
something. From walking to music sessions to putting up bird boxes, membership fees vary from club to club, but as their
ethos is to not cost too much and they try
not to turn away anyone, you’re bound to
make your way in. Find your local one, or
info on how to get set up at menssheds.ie.

Watercolours

Once you get over your shyness, painting
outdoors (or en plein air) is lovely. You do
have to be ready for people to come up and
look over your shoulder as you wield your
brush, which is why it’s much nicer to do it
in a group. The Dublin Plein Air Painting
Festival takes place on July 19th-21st, including workshops and competitive craic,
register for ¤65 at dublinpleinair.ie, or
there’s Wexford’s Art in the Open on July
30th to August 1st, ¤40. Find it, and other
local clubs at pleineire.ning.com.

Caveexploring

Here’s one for the pub quiz or crossword
clue: speleology. It means the study or exploration of caves, so if dark enclosed spaces with the odd mysterious drip isn’t for
you, look away now. Ireland is riddled with
brilliant caves and for help exploring, membership of the Speleological Union of Ireland costs ¤29 for basic, or ¤112.50 including personal accident insurance. Find
them at caving.ie, where you’ll also find local club details, including some fascinating
add ons – such as yoga for cavers, via the
Dublin Caving Group (on Facebook).

Stargazing

Wildswimming

Judging from the clusters of Dry Robes at
every watery junction and roadside in Ireland, swimming would be the hottest thing
if it wasn’t a bit chilly in there. Swim Ireland have a handy map of local clubs
(swimireland.ie), from Kinsale’s Sandycove Island Masters to the Athlone Waterpolo Club, the Kilkenny Swimmers to the
Splashworld Sharks in Tramore.
Don’t be put off, those serious-looking
faces aren’t unfriendly, they’re just
steeling themselves for the plunge. Some
clubs are hotly competitive, some are great
for finding safe spots for swimming, while
others will get the kids out of waterwings,
safely. It all depends on local enthusiasm
and geography.

Membership fees vary (from ¤5 up), as
do the state of individual club websites.
Fees include membership to Swim Ireland.
Also check out outdoorswimming.ie for
blogs on where to safely swim, though the
best places are usually closely-guarded
secrets.

Onthewater,notinit

There are many ways to glide over the water, from the gentle-looking grace of SUP
(stand-up paddleboarding) to the more
elaborate thrills of dashing through whiter
waters on a kayak or canoe. (By the way,
you kneel in a canoe, and sit down in a kayak.) Canoeing Ireland (canoe.ie) has a map
with information on local clubs, though no
live links – but, for example, membership

■ Clockwise from top: Roundnet, which

has been around since the late 1980s, is
enjoying a revival; local tennis clubs
have affordable membership; polocrosse
– essentially lacrosse on horseback – is
brilliant fun

of the Galway Kayak club costs ¤145, and includes membership of Canoeing Ireland.
Once signed up, you can take part in white
water kayaking, sea kayaking and even kayak polo, galwaykayakclub.com.
Clubs vary, but beginners can usually
borrow gear until they’re hooked. You’ll
tend to need a wetsuit, safety hat, life vest
and maybe a boat of your own, eventually.

The people at Astronomy Ireland must be
wonderful optimists, pitting their stargazing skills against Ireland’s unpredictable
weather, but what a joy it is to learn your
Mars from your Saturn, and your Rigel
from your Betelgeuse. Join Astronomy Ireland from ¤60 at astronomy.ie.
The Armagh Planetarium is also a great
spot for stargazing, and you can look up
astral events month by month at
armagh.space. Or head out into the blackest nights at Ireland’s Dark Sky Parks –
spots with minimal light pollution in Mayo
(mayodarkskypark.ie), Kerry (kerrydarkskytourism.com) and Omagh (omdarksky.com). All websites have events, and local club affiliations.
Astronomy in Ireland has a rich pedigree, with the great telescope at Birr Castle
being the largest one in the world when the
Third Earl of Rosse designed and built it in
the 1840s. Little known fact: Mary Rosse,
the Countess of Rosse was an accomplished blacksmith and made many of the
metal bits for its construction. See the telescope at birrcastle.com, and go solo with
an app such as Sky Guide (iPhone only for
$2.99) where you can even lie in bed and
identify the stars you would have seen if it
wasn’t for the roof.

Andfinally

For every seemingly random passion
there’s going to be other people keen to
give it a go. Meet Up is your mecca for
finding groups into everything from
mushroom hunting to Argentine tango to
urban gardening.
Find them all at meetup.com, where you
can also start your own sessions. Pro tip:
just add /ie at the end of the web address for
each category you find to narrow your results to Ireland.
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Sponsored

The bold and
the beautiful

Daring design choices, dramatic tones and textures plus a love of layering have created
a house that’s truly one-of-a-kind

O

rnate, opulent and eclectic
are just three words you
could use to describe Kathleen Lonergan’s west Dublin
period home. The Facebook
employee, her husband David and their
“diva” dog Woolly moved in nearly three
years ago, having bought the house in
July 2018.
Although the property was structurally sound, the couple decided to undertake an extensive renovation at the back
of the house to transform the functionality and aesthetic of the downstairs space.
Having lived in the property for a couple of months before the works commenced, Kathleen says being in situ allowed them to fully establish what they
wanted.
“It helped us understand how the sun
moved around the garden and where we
would want our living space to be and
how we wanted to design it as well,” Kathleen says.They worked with architect
Antóin Doyle, who approached the project from an engineering and construction perspective and “not just lots of ideas”, to create a streamlined, light-filled
extension that reflects the couple’s love
of nature and being outdoors.
“He focused on what would be possible, not just what would be amazing to
do,” Kathleen explains. “He was so conscious of the site we have and the aspect
of the garden. Even in winter time in the
den area off the kitchen you can just feel
like you’re outside, even when it’s lashing
rain and two degrees.”
As the house had been painted white
just before they moved in, she says the
blank canvas helped them to see what the
rooms looked like at different times of
the day, which in turn dictated their new
colour palette accordingly.
Remaining in the house while the renovation took place (they initially thought it
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■ The dining room perfectly encapsulates Kathleen’s style

would take six months to complete),
Kathleen describes the process of living
and working there during the renovation
as “really tough”, especially because they
had no kitchen for most of the time.
“At one stage we had all the windows
gone at the front of the house, the entire
back of the house was a building site and I
was in one room trying to work and make
sure my dog didn’t run out into the middle of the road,” she laughs.
When the work was completed in November 2019, Kathleen was finally able
to put her own stamp on the house and
embrace her love of bold interiors.
“If I look at the evolution of my taste
journey, with this one it’s very different,”
she muses. With the couple now in their
third home, Kathleen is sure of what she

likes and confident in her tastes; those
preferences, she says, were honed at her
mother’s knee.
“One of my inspirations would have to
be my mother, who passed away in 2008.
She had a love for antiques, textiles, bold
wallpaper patterns and ceramics, and
she was very confident in her style. So I
guess this is probably where I get my love
of antiques and vintage shopping from.”
As a self-described maximalist, Kathleen’s love of the bold and beautiful can
be seen throughout the interiors in her
home. It is her use of dramatic paint colours and patterned wallpaper, and also
her careful eye for antiques and judicious
sprinkling of contemporary furnishings,
that help to make this house a home.
When it came to creating her

eye-catching interiors, she used patterned wallpaper as her starting point, to
create décor that “brings a smile to your
face. That’s really, really important to
me. It’s all stuff that I really love.”
Kathleen has played to the house’s
strengths; in the original interconnecting drawing and dining rooms, she’s used
the deep, aquatic tones of Farrow &
Ball’s Hague Blue on walls and woodwork as well as wallpaper by Divine Savages to play to the available light and proportions. It’s bold, and it works.
“It’s everything I wouldn’t have done
10 years ago. There are jaguars on the
wallpaper, there are oriental pieces in
there, there’s a blush pink marble table
that took me about a year to decide upon.
It’s a really important room to me. It’s got

animal stuff, the dark hues I love, the natural stone and a lot of brass touches as well
and a lot of sentimental pieces in terms of
antiques and ceramics passed down from
my mum.”
By contrast, in the large, bright,
open-plan kitchen diner, the look resonates with pattern, print and colour too – including a dramatic quartz countertop – but
in softer pink and green tones that really
suit the space.
And while Kathleen is content with the
look she’s achieved so far, this keen antique
hunter believes the space will continue to
develop over time. “My home is definitely
going to be an evolving home. If I see something that I really love and I can afford it, I’ll
get it. Mixing colours, patterns and textures, that doesn’t bother me at all. I’ll al-

■ Kathleen

Lonergan documents
her lavsish decor on
Instagram
@houseofklaximalism
PHOTOGRAPHS: ARTHER DE
URBANIC.
STYLING: SOPHIE MCKENNA

ways find somewhere to put something.”
It will come as no surprise to find that
there is a phase two of this home renovation in the works. Kathleen and her husband are currently planning an upstairs
renovation, which will consist of an extensive bedroom suite featuring a luxury bathroom, bedroom, dressing-room and powder-room, and a similar suite for guests in
an attic conversion. They also plan to work
in a couple of smaller bedrooms that can
double up as office spaces.
For a house to be a true home, it has to
perform, so the couple wants to create a
home that has form and function. “We’re
going to make more space for what we
need,” Kathleen says. “There’s only the
two of us here so we want to make sure the
space is working for us.”

Whether you’re buying one or making one
Welcome Home, talk to Bank of Ireland about
Home Improvement loans today,
www.bankofireland.com
*Lending criteria,
terms and conditions
apply. Over 18s
only. Bank of Ireland
is regulated by the
Central Bank of
Ireland.
*Participant has
received a gratuity
for the creation of
this content
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FASHION

What Katie O
did next
Free-spirited designs committed in sensual silky shapes
and pioneering use of wool are in Katie McGuigan’s Lost
Summer, writes Deirdre McQuillan
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ne of the stars of this year’s Create in Brown Thomas (opening
on Tuesday next July 6th) is
London-based Irish designer
Katie Ann McGuigan with her
new collection, one of her most beautiful
and free spirited to date. Called “Lost Summer” it is true to form in its commitment to
print and colour, in sensual silky shapes
and pioneering use of Irish wool for the
first time thanks to sponsorship from Yarn
Vibes and Donegal Yarns. “The quality is
amazing and our knitters loved using luxury yarns from Ireland”, she says.
Two sweaters – one called Knockbridge
in bold geometric coral and cream with a
matching skirt, the other a stylish new take
on the traditional Aran called the Cliffs of
Moher with lace tie dress in a printed silk
and cotton – are standout pieces. Her handwork is evident throughout.
“I still cut out the patterns myself and we
sew everything up in the studio because we

make a conscious effort to source within
the UK and Ireland. Our commitment to design extends across the supply chain from
sewing, pattern making and shoemaking
to textile sourcing and yarns,” McGuigan
says. Cropped, close fitting sweater vests
and roll necks are created in ethical yarn in
a continuation of McGuigan’s work with
Wool and the Gang.
This season the work of Belgian photographer Harry Gruyaert and his “Irish Summer” series shot during a tour of the west of
Ireland in the early 80s and acclaimed for
capturing the changing light of the Irish
coast, informed her approach.
“My collection explores a longing for the
outdoors against a reimagining of the stability and comfort of life indoors”. That
translates into puff-sleeved baby-doll
styles, A line shapes cinched at the waist,
100 per cent silk dresses, innovative knits
and relaxed tailoring. Signature prints this
season were inspired by wallpaper and tap-

ASK ROE
ROE McDERMOTT
Was I too hasty in leaving
my uncertain boyfriend?

D

ear Roe,
I’m a woman in my 30s and
was recently seeing a man
for a few months. Although
lockdown limited some of
our dates and how we managed our
relationship, we were in a good space
and it was all very lovely. Out of nowhere, he said he wanted to put the
brakes on and that he was confused
about what he was looking for. It
completely floored me. He didn’t give
any explanation except to say that he
didn’t want to see me that weekend as
planned and that he needed time to
think about how he was feeling. He
asked if we could meet again after he
had time to think, but I told him that I
didn’t want to do that and that it was
better if we just ended things. We
haven’t had any contact since. I’m
really upset about this and miss him. I
really thought that things between us
had long-term potential. I’m wondering if I was too harsh and if I should
have hung in there and let him have the
time to think. At the same time, I want
to be with someone who wants to be
with me too and knows that they do.
Did I do the right thing, or was I too
harsh?
estry with a romance and delicacy all of
their own.
The singer Loah who appeared recently
in one of her autumn/winter dresses – in
printed green silk for the Bob Dylan tribute
at the American residence in the Phoenix
Park sparked a demand for the dress
though McGuigan’s sizes only go up to 14,
something she may need to address in future collections.
For a small Irish brand, dealing with the
pandemic has been a question of survival,
but her website was up and running when it
happened and online sales have grown. In
the meantime, she has also moved into furnishings (born from her upbringing in her
family’s company Orior Furniture in Newry) “because the circle of fashion can be
quite vicious”, she says wryly, with a line of
rugs in tandem with her brother Ciaran
along with cushions and face masks in her
own prints.
“There are ongoing conversations”

■ From left: Delphi lace tie dress in

printed silk and cotton ¤1,335 and hand
knitted Cliffs of Moher jumper ¤820;
Sheer crew neck top ¤225, Delphie lace tie
dress ¤1,335, printed cushion ¤205;
Dublin open back dress ¤1,335;
Balla sheer crew neck top ¤225, Down
Doll dress ¤865, print cushion ¤175;
Kerry gingham vest ¤595, Ballinahinch
cinch blazer ¤640, Tipperary trousers
¤515.

about tablecloths and other interior lifestyle items. In the meantime, her reputation continues to grow.
Create at Brown Thomas runs from Tuesday July 6th to August 26th. Its theme this
year is Push for Progress and will feature
amongst others a dozen new Irish designers who have established businesses out of
lockdown.

There seems to be a potential middle
ground between the binary you have
created for your relationships; a possibility that exists between respecting your
desire to feel secure and appreciated, and
completely deferring to this man’s
confusion and uncertainty. That possibility is, simply, making room for both
experiences.
It’s understandable to feel unmoored
and hurt by a partner’s sudden withdrawal or expression of doubt about a relationship you were invested in. Your response
seems like a very understandable protective mechanism to prevent your emotions
from being toyed with. But protective
mechanisms can also be walls. By shutting out any vulnerability and uncertainty, you’re also shutting out the possibility
for joy or simply, understanding. This
relationship may indeed not have worked
out: it was early days, he had doubts,
Covid relationships are tough, life hap-

pens. But by pre-emptively deciding that
his uncertainty was a reason to immediately end the relationship and never
speak to him again, you’ve actually
trapped yourself in a cycle of uncertainty,
as you wonder whether you did the right
thing.
In the future, either with this man or in
other relationships, what would it mean
to hold space for uncertainty and vulnerability – yours and your partner’s? What
would it have meant to respond to his
request for space to say “To be honest,
that makes me feel vulnerable because I
want to be sure the person I like is invested in me, and this sudden uncertainty is
throwing me a lot. So waiting for you in an
open-ended way won’t work for me
emotionally. But can we talk in a week to
clarify how we’re both feeling, either
way?” You can make space for other
people’s feelings while respecting your
own needs and setting boundaries. You
can hold some space for uncertainty

‘‘

By shutting out any
vulnerability and uncertainty,
you’re also shutting out the
possibility for joy or simply,
understanding
while not letting it – or the fear of it –
define your life.
You can protect yourself from people
who don’t fulfil you, while not shoving
them out of your life so rapidly that you’re
left looking at their coats in your closet
forever. You can tell potential partners
about your needs, listen to theirs - and if
they don’t align, thank them for stopping
by and waving them off, certain that you
did what was best for you.
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BEAUTY

LAURA
KENNEDY

The makeup artist’s guide to concealer

C

A coverage masterclass from international makeup artist Christine Lucignano

oncealer is the single most important makeup
product for makeup that looks professionally
done. The problem is that concealer is often
only as good as the person wielding it is skilled,
and those professional tips and tricks for
making coverage look natural and last through the day
make all the difference.
Thankfully, what Dublin-based international makeup
artist Christine Lucignano doesn’t know about creating
perfect makeup simply isn’t worth knowing, so I asked her
for a coverage masterclass.
When choosing a concealer, she says, you need to ask,
“Do I need to brighten under the eyes or to spot conceal,
or do I need coverage for melasma or hyperpigmentation?”
To make sure that you are literally covered for all
eventualities, keep two concealers in your makeup bag.
“Undereye concealer should be sheerer – hydrating and
brightening. For concealing a scar or blemish, you may
need a more opaque and slightly matte finish.”
While concealing works the same for everyone regardless of skin tone, colour correction is where a bespoke
approach is needed. Corrector is especially useful under
the eyes, Lucignano advises, particularly with pigmentation changes that naturally occur in the skin over time.
Opposite colours are used for correction because they
have the visual effect of cancelling one another out –

“purple tones are corrected with a yellowy shade. Green
tones are very useful in correcting redness in lighter skin,
especially pigmentation scarring from a prior spot”.
“Generally, a tiny touch of colour corrector works really
well. Most scarring of that kind presents with a purple or
red tone, so remember to colour correct with the opposite
tone. With deeper skin tones, discoloured areas are often
most prevalent around the base of the nose and mouth
area – a corrector in the orange to red colour family work
best. An appropriate foundation for your skin tone should
always be used after corrector.”
When it comes to covering an “active” or angry blemish, which every makeup lover knows is by far the trickiest
to conceal, Lucignano advises avoiding drying products or
solutions before you apply makeup – they’ll make it harder
to achieve a smooth, natural finish.
Her technique for flawless blemish cover takes a bit of
work but will effectively cover a spot and remain in place
all day.
“Start out with a sheer layer of loose powder on the
area.” This will help give concealer something to grip on
to.
“Follow up with a sheer layer of a blurring primer, then
sheer layers of concealer applied with a clean brush.
Several very sheer layers in a perfectly skin-matched
shade (anything else will just draw the eye) will look more
natural and last far better than one heavy application.”

PRODUCTOF
THEWEEK

TheBodyShopissettolaunchproduct
refillstationsinstorethismonth.
Refillableproductswillbebothmore
affordableandsustainable.

FOUR TO TRY
1) Double Wear Stay-in-Place Flawless
Wear Concealer (¤28 at lookfantastic.ie)
2) NARS Radiant Creamy Colour Corrector (¤30 at Brown Thomas)
3) AYU Instant Undereye Concealer
(¤18 at ayu.ie)
4) Glossier Stretch Concealer (¤18 at
glossier.com)

1

2
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COMPETITION

Best Place to Live in Ireland 2021

Monaghan village leads the field
There have been 500 nominations so far, including 65
for the village of Glaslough, writes Conor Goodman

A

village in Co Monaghan is leading nominations for the Irish
Times Best Place to Live in Ireland 2021 competition, three
weeks after its launch. Sixty-five people have nominated the village
of Glaslough for the accolade.
“It’s a beautiful picturesque village meticulously maintained with a wonderful
community spirit and fabulous welcome,”
writes Sorcha McPhillips, one of those who
submitted an entry for Glaslough. “It’s set
in gorgeous rural surroundings yet boasts
fantastic facilities including country pubs,
fab restaurant, spa, and artisan chocolatier
and gelateria.”
Glaslough, situated in the north of the
county, has a population of 453. It won a
Tidy Towns award in 2019. Perhaps its best
known feature is Castle Leslie, the luxury
hotel that was the venue for the wedding of
Paul McCartney and Heather Mills in
2002.
“Bohemian atmosphere in a beautiful
setting. Great amenities and lovely friendly
people,” writes John McCarville. “I don’t
live there but sometimes I do wee jobs
there,” writes Francis Neeson. “The people
are friendly and it a lovely place.”
The Irish Times launched its search for
the Best Place to Live in Ireland 2021 on
June 12th, and invited people around the
country to nominate their favourites. The
nominated places will be researched and
put before a panel of judges, who will
choose an eventual winner in September.
There have been just short of 500 entries so far for the 32-county competition,
and nominations come from every county
in Ireland. The highest number of nominations comes from Co Dublin, with 84, followed by Co Monaghan at 83 and Co Cork
at 41. Co Kerry has 29, Galway 28.
The Irish Times ran the original Best
Place to Live contest in 2012, won by Westport, Co Mayo. This year’s competition is
supported by Randox Health. To enter, go
to irishtimes.com/bestplace where you will
be invited to write a short “pitch” of 300
words or less, for the place you think is the
best in Ireland.
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■ Above: Castle Leslie in Glaslough, Co Monaghan

Times Magazine and on irishtimes.
com/bestplace so watch this space. The
closing date is July 25th. The winner will be
announced in September.

Termonfeckin Development Board in its
2021-27 plan is seeking cycle paths to
Drogheda, a local heritage trail and playground facilities. –AnnBurke

Aflavourofthenominations

Inishowenpeninsula,CoDonegal
Flanked by two stunning waterways,
Lough Foyle and Lough Swilly, the peninsula is bookended northwards by Malin
Head and to the south by Derry City. At Malin Head, I can hear the staccato click-clack
of the corncrake, while at Culdaff, I enjoy
the competing calls of cuckoos on walks.
I love the pristine, golden sandy beaches,
not just because of their bucket-and-spade
memories but their natural diversity. The
sand dunes are among the highest in Europe, with Blue Flag beaches at Culdaff and
Shrove. Bocan Stone Circle, the Temple of
Deen and Cara court tomb form a Bronze
Age Triangle with Carndonagh hosting the
first free-standing High Cross in Ireland.
The Isle of Doagh is a spectacular gallery of
rock-art.
Remote? Yes, but with great schools,
affordable housing and services, we are not
insular. Derry airport keeps our families
abroad close while Greencastle-Magilligan
and Buncrana-Rathmullan ferries
enhance our tourism. I love Inishowen – geographically, yes, extreme north – but for
all the right reasons. –SeanBeattie

To give a sense of what we’re looking for,
here are two of the entries sent in so far.

Criteria
What’s a “place”? You decide: it could be a
town, village, city, suburb, island, or other
distinct community – such as a peninsula,
valley, townland or even a county.
Each place will be judged on criteria including: natural amenities; buildings; community initiatives and spirit; presence of
clubs, societies and activities; good local
services; diversity; a welcome for outsiders; transport links; employment opportunities; local economy; the price of property
and housing supply; cost of living; digital
links for distance working; safety and security . . . and the X factor.
Thewinner
Every stage of the contest – launch, reader
nominations, process, longlist, shortlist
and winner – will be documented in detail
throughout the competition, in The Irish

Termonfeckin,CoLouth
On the northern bank of the Boyne estuary,
within view of the Mourne Mountains lies
the coastal parish of Termonfeckin. The village landmark is the quaint humpbacked
bridge with majestic overhanging trees
and a little riverbank garden.
Termonfeckin has a diverse and vibrant
community encouraged by the local
church, schools and many voluntary
groups. It is less than an hour’s drive from
Dublin Airport. Forgefield Farm and Coffee Shop, home to Fine Feckin Foods, is a
community magnet.
The beach walk from Seapoint carpark,
accessed from the village by a brand new
footpath, to The Haven (Boyne Estuary) is
nourishment for the body and soul regardless of the weather, but not of the tides. The
rare Little Tern has a sanctuary in the
dunes. The village is designated as a zone of
archaeological protection, boasting 40
archaeological features.
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Sligo

ANINSIDERS’GUIDETOIRELAND

From the majesty of Benbulben to
its stunning beaches, Sligo may be
small but it packs a real punch,
writes Fionn Davenport

A

h, Sligo. So small yet so full of stuff to do.
Take Sligo town, its shopfronts and stone
bridges and stunning new architecture
carefully laid out across both banks of the
Garavogue. The impressive collection of
modern and contemporary art at the Model (themodel.ie) is worth the trip alone; this year it’s celebrating
the 150th anniversary of the birth of Jack B Yeats with a
series of exhibitions that run right until the end of
September.
You can deepen your Yeats knowledge with a guided
walk courtesy of Auriel Robinson at Seatrails (seatrails.ie), or you can ditch the arts altogether in favour
of a horseback ride on the beach or a themed walk
around geology or the Spanish Armada. With multiple
degrees and years of heritage experience, Auriel
knows of which she speaks.
Reward your efforts with a gelato at Fabio’s (Wine
Street) or a fine fish meal at the wonderful Hargadon’s
(4/5 O’Connell Street; hargadons.com) – its uneven
flagstone floors and roaring peat fires are everything
an Irish pub should be. Another good option – when it
reopens – is Gary Stafford’s cafe in Lyons department
store.
Want some more Yeats connections? Climb to the
top of Dooney Rock, a limestone knoll on the southern
shores of Lough Gill, about 7km southeast of Sligo
town on the R287 and it’s a gentle 1.2km stroll (the
lakeshore is dotted with little beaches and is a great
spot for a swim).
There are gorgeous views of the lake from the top,
including the pint-sized Innisfree, which alas you can’t
actually arise and go to or explore the bee-loud glade,
as per WB Yeats’s poem. But there’s something magical about the whole scene, especially at sundown: for
added mysticism you can recite Yeats’s The Fiddler of
Dooney and “dance like a wave of the sea”. You
wouldn’t be the first.
Immediately west of Sligo town is Strandhill, the
county’s most popular seaside resort. The beach is a
beaut, even if the only way you can get into its waters is
on a surfboard: the Sligo Surf Experience (Shore Road;
sligosurfexperience.com) has five-day summer Ocean
Warrior surf camps available for kids. The southern
end of the beach is the most popular for a walk – ice
cream from Mammy Johnston’s (Shore Road; mammyjohnstons.org) optional but highly
recommended – while the sandy path on
the northern end leads to the lovely ruins
of Killaspugbrone church and the sheltered Nun’s Beach.
Your Strandhill experience isn’t
complete without a visit to Shells (sea-
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■ Clockwise from above: Lough Gill and Dooney Forest helped to inspire WB Yeats; the beach at Strandhill is

a real beaut; a horseback ride on the beach at Sligo town is a treat

front; shellscafe.com), which has outdoor seating, and
a dip in the seaweed baths at Voya (voyaseaweedbaths.com) next door, which has seamlessly Covid-proofed its whole booking system to minimise
in-person contact (online questionnaire, lots of plexiglass and a one-way system) while keeping the whole
bath experience intact.
A seaweed bath is the ideal tonic for tackling Strandhill’s best hike, the 6km Queen Maeve trail that starts
opposite Sligo Rugby Club and brings you to the
summit of the 300m-high Knocknarea, crowned by the
cairn that is believed to be the burial site of Queen
Maeve herself (the site has never been excavated,
despite speculation there might be a Newgrange-sized
tomb here). Neolithic mysteries aside, the views from
the top – of Benbulben, Rosses Point and the crashing
Atlantic beyond – are wonderful. Just don’t touch the
rocks!
Another tomb that wasn’t properly investigated is in
the cemetery at Drumcliff, but while it is no longer
assumed that Yeats is buried there, reading the famous
epitaph and then gazing on the famous shape of Benbulben is still a moving experience.
A word about Sligo’s most famous natural feature:
Benbulben isn’t really fit for climbing. You have to
cross private land and scaling it can be
dangerous unless you’re with an experienced climber who knows what they’re
doing. Much better is to take the 5km
ramble through Benbulben forest, which
rewards you with the best views of the
mountain – right below its distinctive head.

Sligo’s prehistoric bona fides are virtually unparalleled: besides the pile on Knocknarea you can explore
the Neolithic sites at Carrowmore (heritageireland.ie)
– one of the largest Stone Age cemeteries in Europe –
and Carrowkeel, a stunning spot high in the Bricklieve
mountains that is as spectacular as it is undeveloped.
The views of southern Sligo and distant Lough Arrow
from the 2km walk from the car park (5km south of
Sligo town on the R295) make the journey worthwhile.
But pay attention to the roof box over the entrance to
Cairn G, which is aligned with the midsummer sunset
just as Newgrange is aligned with the winter one.
For more contemporary pastimes, the Sligo shoreline is a major surf spot – and not just at Strandhill. To
the south, there’s Enniscrone and Easky: in the latter,
be sure to pick up a picnic basket full of homemade
goodies from Pudding Row.
North of Sligo town, Rosses Point is a quieter alternative to Strandhill; it’s also home to County Sligo Golf
Club (countysligogolfclub.ie), one of the best links
courses in Ireland with an especially dramatic setting
in full sight of Benbulben.
Further north, close to the border with Leitrim, is
Mullaghmore, a family-friendly seaside resort where
you can engage in all kinds of adventure sports from
mountain biking to coasteering with Mullaghmore
Adventures (mullaghmoreadventures.com) or watch
the big-wave surfing off the shores of Mullaghmore
Head. And then work off the hunger at the wonderful
Eithna’s by the Sea (eithnasrestaurant.com); in fine
weather you can take your plate of fresh seafood and sit
out by the harbour.

TRAVEL-NEWS
times in the summer they team up with
Gormleys to stuff them full of art. So wander the hotel and the 12 acres of grounds
and spot FE McWilliam, Dalí, Banksy, Picasso, Lynn Chadwick, Andy Warhol,
Patrick O’Reilly, Orla de Brí and more.
The art is all for sale, there are guided
tours, and other treats include a Bolli
Bus (for Bollinger Champagne, dahling),
a Bridgerton-inspired afternoon tea, or
an arty one for £35. Room only from
£125pps. Exhibition ends July 18th.
hastingshotels.com

GEMMA TIPTON

Newsensations

A couple of years ago, Danni Barry
wowed diners at the West Waterford Festival of Food, where she served up wonders at the Woodhouse Estate. Only the
second Irish woman ever to win a
Michelin star (while at Michael Deane’s
Eipic in Belfast), she’s now feeding lucky
residents at the ow Escape, a full-on foodie destination run by Lisa Wilkinson (of
Elbowroom) with a focus on local, fresh
and foraged. Their all-in rates get you
two nights including cocktails, a
wood-fired feast with beer pairing, breakfast, a picnic and a five-course tasting
menu with wine pairing. Oh, and a walk
or two to make room for brunch. From
¤543pps. thewicklowescape.com

Summerdays,softnights

Gently does it as we get back to having
fun. SoFFT Nights is a series of mini festivals – or festival-lets if you like – taking
place over weekends all summer long at

■ The Holywood International Art and Sculpture Fair at Culloden Estate boasts a

‘Bolli bus’ while Michelin star chef Danni Berry will be feeding lucky residents at the
Wicklow Escape.

Dunderry Park, Co Meath. First up, on
July 16th and 17th, is the fabulous Cormac Begley, with Bunoscionn and Lemoncello. Future gigs include Soda
Blonde, Pillow Queens and Art of Algebra. It’s booze-free, and they’re also suggesting you might enjoy shamanic journeying, astronomy and forest gong
baths. Sure why wouldn’t you? ¤67, sofft-

productions.com. Sleepover not included, so stay at Trim Castle, which is beside
rather than actually in the castle, for
¤150 B&B per room.
trimcastlehotel.com

Arttrails

Belfast’s five-star Culloden Estate and
Spa has gorgeous gardens, and some-

Perfectpitch

Summer Glamp offers fun in a field just
outside Wexford town. Stay in a bell tent
and enjoy outdoor bars, wood -fired hot
tubs, food trucks, bars, an outdoor cinema and more nice, safe, socially distanced things. There are two three-night
packages available: Tuesdays to Fridays
are calm, family-friendly events, while
weekends are for adults to kick back. Bell
tents sleep up to six, from ¤399.95 for
two people for three nights midweek.
summerglamp.ie

Advertisement
Advertisement

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SOLUTIONS FOR HAIR LOSS

Hair loss can occur for a variety of

reasons, such as pattern baldness, or as
a result of stress or illnesses.
At Tír na nÓg Clinic we have seen an
unprecedented amount of stress related
hair loss and scalp irritation since we
reopened in July. Covid 19 is showing its
effects in ways previously unseen by the
Clinic.
While some men adjust better to hair
loss than others, the reality is that many
people struggle with the transition.
As hair restoration technology has
advanced, so too has the numbers of
Irish men having procedures to create a
look they are more comfortable with.
The family-run Clinic is owned by
husband and wife team Dr Kevin
and Natasha McDonald.
Dr McDonald is a highly skilled
Surgeon. Prior to hair transplant surgery he
worked in Cardiothoracic Surgery for over
ten years, in some of the top public and
private hospitals in Dublin and the UK.
“We’re a close knit team here in our
Clinic, and we like to be as open with our
patients as we can," comments Natasha

Emer O'Byrne, Dr Kevin and Natasha
McDonald, Julie Cahill and Natasha Cooney
“We also know that going into any Clinic can
sometimes be a daunting experience and we do
all we can to help put everyone at ease.
Discretion and confidientiality are of utmost
importance to us.”
Based in a state-of-the-art medical centre in
North Dublin, Tír na nÓg Clinic uses the latest
in equipment, knowledge and technology: “The
treatments that we recommend for our patients
are purely on a medical basis, while still being
able to deliver them an affordable price. We
offer packages tailored to our clients’ needs, and
work closely with them as a team to provide
holistic, long-term solutions to their hair loss,”
continues Natasha.
"These packages involve both medical and
surgical treatments, and included is PRP
(platelet-rich plasma), a therapy that uses
injections of a concentration of the patient’s
own platelets to accelerate healing, a couple of
weeks after every Transplant". Medication is

also offered to stop further hair loss, and it can
help to regrow hair that has gone into a dormant
stage but hasn't yet died.
During lock down the Clinic was working hard
to put together a hair foam version of the
medication offered: “We really wanted to do this
because oral medications may not be suitable for
some clients, as they can suffer from some of the
side-effects"Continues Dr McDonald.
The medical hair foam version, which contains
both Minoxidil® and Finasteride, helps avoids
those risks. We have achieved our goal in this.
We now are the only Clinic in the country to
provide this medical hair foam as an alternative
to oral medication.
“What is most important to the team at Tír na
nÓg Clinic is that our patients get the best
possible treatment for their hair loss. We
regularly see them come back with hair, and
more importantly their confidence within
themselves,” concludes Dr McDonald.
We consider the safety of our patients and staff
to be of utmost importance and adhere to a strict
Covid-19 procedure at our clinic, this can be
viewed on our website. Dr McDonald offers
either video or in Clinic consultation free of
charge. Hair transplants prices range between
€2,500 and €5,000. Call or message Natasha or
Julie to book an apointment.

01-8489159/086-8755979
www.tirnanogclinic.com
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What Aimsir
did next

Former Aimsir chef Tom Downes and partner Stina
Hjalmarsson have become full-time gardeners aiming to supply
the restaurant with ingredients, writes Marie Claire Digby

T

here’s a chandelier, a dining table and some of those spindly
gold chairs beloved of wedding
planners in one of the four polytunnels in the garden at Cliff at
Lyons, the hotel in Co Kildare that is home
to two restaurants, including the Michelin
two-star Aimsir.
They are not just another decorative
flourish in the quest for perfection that pervades the estate. “Come into our office,”
says Tom Downes, who was the first member of the kitchen team that Aimsir head
chef Jordan Bailey hired. The 27-year-old
arrived at Cliff at Lyons in the autumn of
2018, coming from the kitchen at Michelin
three-star Maaemo in Oslo, where Bailey
had been head chef.
Downes is no longer pulling on pristine
chef’s whites to go to work; his uniform
now is more casual, and instead of joining
the team in the kitchen, his work colleague
is his girlfriend, Stina Hjalmarsson. She is
also a chef and they met while both were
working at Maaemo. But now, they are fulltime gardeners and soon-to-be farmers,
and the driving force behind Jordan Bailey’s plans to create a much expanded garden and small farm at the property.
Visitors to Cliff at Lyons will already be
familiar with the pretty raised beds and
fruit trees clustered around the entrance to
Aimsir. Seeing chefs clipping herbs and
flowers with tiny scissors here, just prior to
service, is part of the show.
But walk towards the hotel’s bedrooms
and beyond, and a completely new vista is
being created. As well as the four well
stocked polytunnels, work is underway
here on an almost two acre field, to create
an extensive and ambitious vegetable and
flower garden and orchard. There is a clock-
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tower in the middle of the plot, and original
estate walls partially enclosing it. A piggery, hen house and beehives are also part
of the plan.
“I’ve been talking about this from day
one,” Bailey says. The inspiration for the
garden comes from Henne Kirkeby Kro in
southern Denmark, where Bailey’s wife Majken, now general manager at Aimsir and
operations manager for Cliff at Lyons, was
working when they met for the first time.
Part of the Aimsir and Cliff at Lyons experience, once the project is completed, will
be to visit the gardens before dining at either the Michelin-starred restaurant or at
The Mill restaurant, where Sean Smith is
head chef. This is where Downes and Hjalmarsson will reign, and what that fancy
chandelier, table and chairs are for.
Guests can take a guided tour of the gardens to see where part of the meal they are
about to order was grown, where the flowers in their guest rooms came from, and
where parts of their breakfast were produced. They’ll get to clip herbs and aromatics to brew their own tea. Downes says he is
looking forward to connecting with the diners in this way. “I do miss the kitchen in its
own way, I think just the buzz of it. I love going to tables and explaining [dishes], I love
that side of things.”
Both Downes and Hjalmarsson, who is

‘‘

We want to be able to come to
Jordan in the kitchen and
say ‘we have the things you
wanted, and next week we will
have the things you asked for’

from Gothenberg in Sweden, are relative
newcomers to horticulture, at least on this
scale. “My family has always been very interested in growing their own vegetables.
We have a house in the countryside, where
my grandparents used to grow a lot of vegetables. My father is also very good at growing,” Hjalmarsson says.
Downes spent successive lockdowns
working on an organic farm in Norway,
and later reading up and watching YouTube videos on how to grow the crops he
knew Cliff at Lyons would need. If they
have any questions, “I ask my family,” Hjalmarsson says, “and you have your garden
crush,” she says to Downes, referring to
Richard Perkins, a global expert on regenerative and sustainable farming.
Though they no longer work kitchen
hours, the couple have put in a lot of hard
graft to bring the garden to where it is now.
“We’ve put a lot of time into it, especially at
the start. It felt like my little baby, like at
the weekend, if it was hot, I’d think, we
need to go water the seedlings. I think I still
carry the ways of the kitchen – I want it to
look nice,” Downes says.
Work on gardens began in March, and
despite delays getting seeds and compost,
due to a pandemic fuelled upswing in cultivation, and the cold May weather, just
three months on there is lots of produce already growing and ripening. “I have designed the new menu all around this and
what’s going to be available,” Bailey says.
“That’s how I have always worked with suppliers, they tell me what they have.”
Despite the size of the plot they are now
cultivating, Bailey has no plans to become
100 per cent self-sufficient and will continue to support specialist Irish suppliers.
“The things we have chosen to grow is stuff

■ Above: accommodation at Cliff at Lyons; below: the Grand Canal passes nearly

How Cliff at Lyons used
lockdown to improve its offering

■ Chefs Tom Downes and his partner

Stina Hjalmarssen have decided to leave
the kitchen and become gardeners,
growing food for the Aimsir restaurant in
Co Kildare. PHOTOGRAPH: NICK BRADSHAW

that I can’t really get from anywhere else,
like all the different currents and berries,
it’s so hard to find all that stuff.”
Downes and Hjalmarsson both see their
future in the great outdoors rather than
the kitchen, and are hopeful that the career
change will go well for them. “It’s our first –
we’ve only been gardeners since March – so
for both of us it’s important that it goes
well. We want to be able to come to Jordan
in the kitchen and say ‘we have the things
that you wanted, and for next week we will
have the things that you asked for’,”
Hjalmarsson says. Being out of the
fast-paced environment of the kitchen is
something she says happens only occasionally, “mostly because I miss how it is to be in
the kitchen if you have a great team. A good
service - there’s nothing that beats it.”
“But it’s very fulfilling and enjoyable to
see that we actually could grow things. We
had no clue. We said to Jordan when he
asked us to come, we can’t promise you
anything [will grow] , but we can promise
you that we will try our hardest.”

As rolling pandemic restrictions forced
Irish hospitality to shut up shop for
much of 2020 and early 2021, hotels
around the country were left with lots of
downtime.
“At one point we were open one
month, closed one month, open one
month, closed again,” says Majken Bech
Bailey, operations manager at Cliff at
Lyons, just outside Celbridge, Co
Kildare. After the first lockdown in
spring 2020, “we reopened for a few
weeks and then we had the Kildare
lockdown so we had to close again. In
the beginning nobody knew much about
Covid . . . by the second lockdown we
were constantly preparing how to run a
hotel with Covid restrictions,” she says.
Originally a collection of houses,
barracks, a forge and a mill on part of
the Lyons Demesne, what is now the
Cliff at Lyons village had been renovated
by Ryanair’s Tony Ryan when he bought
the demesne in the late 1990s. Today the
hotel and cottages are spread out across
a 16-acre estate on the Grand Canal, a
configuration that was conducive to
welcoming guests for spells last summer
and autumn.
“People are more relaxed,” Bech
Bailey says of the set-up. “We have our
restaurant and lounge in one building,

reservation in another, Aimsir in
another. People are outside a lot; it’s a
very controlled environment. The
building with the most rooms has eight
bedrooms . . . so only the people who
have a bedroom in these buildings go
into them.”
The hotel closed one more time on
December 27th. Since then, the estate
has seen a number of significant changes, not least a new garden and farm at
the Michelin-starred Aimsir restaurant.
“We also converted one of our banqueting halls into a new restaurant, we built
a new terrace,” says Bech Bailey – who is
also general manager of Aimsir, where
her husband Jordan Bailey is head chef.
“We weren’t afraid of starting bigger
projects because we could see the
lockdown was going to last longer.”
Chef Sean Smith has decamped from
his kitchen at the Cliff Townhouse on St
Stephen’s Green to the Co Kildare
estate, where he runs the new restaurant, The Mill, which serves his take on
modern Irish cuisine.
The configuration of accommodation
has changed, too. The seven cottages
dotted around the village have been let
to long-term residents, so for now,
guests can stay in 22 hotel rooms in
other buildings around the village, some
of which are pet-friendly.
As for the summer, there’s a focus on
outdoor pursuits in the area, with bike
rides and stand-up paddleboarding
(SUP) available, while plans are afoot to
open a new outdoor treatment area
beside the Well in the Garden spa, with
two enormous copper baths.
Roomsfrom¤420pernight;Paddleand
Picnicpackageincludesone-nightB&B,an
SUPsession,picnicfromthePantry.
cliffatlyons.ie
RachelCollins
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Transforming an
unloved room
Interiors stylist Alannah Monks has revamped an underused room with
some beautiful pieces from DFS’ Halo Luxe range

I

t’s safe to say the past 15 months
have brought new meaning to the
concept of staycations. From working at home to weekly Zoom quizzes, we’ve had to adapt and accommodate every element of our personal
and professional lives within the same
four walls.
The pandemic has also afforded many
of us the opportunity to reassess the functionality of our homes, and improve and
upgrade our spaces accordingly. For interiors stylist (find her on Instagram
@theabodestylist) and mum of two Alannah Monks, this has equated to turning a
previously unloved junk room used to
store work props and equipment, into a
stylish adult-only space.
Monks lives in Naul in north county
Dublin with husband Patrick, daughters
Rose, aged 12, and seven-year-old Alice
as well as three canine companions.
“When the girls were small everyone was
sitting in the one room and we were constantly together, but as they’ve got older
they want their own space,” she says of
her decision to create a new room for herself and Patrick.
“Originally we only had one sitting
room but the girls have claimed that as
their own, and that’s where they hang out
and have their sleepovers with their
friends. So that was the big incentive to
do the second sitting room, because we
needed our own space.”
With a background in fashion, Monks
has always had a creative mindset, but it
wasn’t until she set about building her
house from scratch a decade ago that her
passion for design came to the fore.
She admits that as the couple built the
house in a rush to escape the “rat race” of
the Dublin rental market and provide a
permanent home for their growing family, mistakes were made.
Her appetite for DIY projects and eye
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■ A love of DIY saw Alannah tackle the wall panelling as well as the construction and tiling of the bar area

for eclectic fixtures and furnishings has
rung the changes on the house in recent
years, garnered her a devoted Instagram
following, and helped to secure a coveted
spot on series six of RTÉ’s Home of the
Year, which aired in 2020.
“Our house is constantly evolving and
not even in the way it needs to,” she
laughs. “A lot of things don’t need to be
tinkered with. Sometimes I just have an
idea and I have to get it out and I have to
either paint the wall or build something.
I’m very impatient when it comes to creating things, I want it done yesterday. So
the house is constantly changing just
from me wanting to have a creative outlet, it’s like a canvas.”
When it came to designing the new

adult living room, Monks sought a departure from her usual penchant for prints
and rattan furniture, and wanted to create a streamlined, grown up vibe.
The room is now a chic, upscale
scheme decorated in tobacco, saffron
and slate shades. Brass accents and generous leather seating add to the vibe and
the room also includes a bar that Monks
built and tiled herself, along with a stylish
seating area planned with comfort in
mind.
Her starting point came courtesy of
The Space sofa and The Rest footstool
from the DFS Halo Luxe collection. “A
lot of times what happens with me is that
there’s one individual starting point, be it
a particular paint colour or a piece of fur-

niture,” she explains of her design process.
This time? “It grew for me around the
sofa,” she says of The Space’s contemporary boxy style, upholstered in soft,
graphite hand tipped leather that shows
off the natural patina of the high quality
hide. Its streamlined design provides an
elegant backdrop to the The Rest deeply
buttoned rectangular footstool. A clever
piece, this provides form and function,
playing triple duty as a centrepiece, coffee table and additional seating.
Making the space accessible and adaptable for guests in the post-lockdown era
was also a major motivation for her furniture choices.
“You can fit four people on the sofa and

■ Alannah Monks

takes five on her
DFS sofa from the
Halo Luxe range in
her newly
decorated,
adults-only living
room.
PHOTOGRAPHS:
PHILIP LAUTERBACH

you can use the footstool as extra seating.
We wanted this room for entertaining, so
we needed to have the maximum amount
of seating possible.”
Monks has used a dark palette on the
walls and vintage inspired industrial
light fixtures which complement the
graphite leather of The Space sofa and
The Rest footstool perfectly.
“When I saw the sofa I think that really
sparked something in me that I wanted
something a bit more minimal and a lot
more modern than the rest of the house.”
While lockdown restrictions have
meant the couple haven’t been able to
share the space with friends and family
just yet, she admits it’s become a haven

for her husband in particular as he has
been forced to work from home for the
first time in his career.
“It’s very hard to finish work and close
the door, and feel like you’ve finished
work if you’re here morning, noon and
night. So it’s great to have that separate
space that you don’t go into during the
day,” she says.
As the room has an east-facing perspective and doesn’t get a lot of natural light
during the day, it organically morphed
into the nocturnal nook of the house.
“It’s very much a nighttime room, so
when we’re finished work and finished
dinner and the kids have gone to bed, we
have somewhere separate to go. It’s only

really used Thursday through to Saturday, there are no late nights on a Monday, and it feels like we have somewhere
to go out to.”
Thrilled with the change she’s brought
about in a rarely used, unloved space in
her home thanks to some clever furniture choices and cool, contemporary decor, Monks says the new room evokes
happy memories of nights out too.
“We were joking that when thi that
when things start toopenweshould start
charging admission, especially as the
weather is picking up,” she laughs. “It’s
very exciting to think of entertaining people again.”
We say cheers to that.

Discover the Halo Luxe range at stores
nationwide. DFS has been making furniture for over five decades. With every
sofa handmade, and a design to suit every home, DFS is Europe’s largest sofa expert. DFS has stores in Blanchardstown
Retail Park and Carrickmines in Dublin;
City Gate, Mahon, Cork; Ballysimon
Road, Limerick; and Well Park Retail
Park, Galway, and delivers nationwide.
www.dfs.ie
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COOK
PAUL FLYNN

Embrace an Italian vibe
It’s lighter, the colours
pop and dazzle and
the flavours will
transport you

T

he full return of hospitality is
only days away. Reopening
this time was particularly
challenging. Innovation has
been important. A successful
business cannot stand still.
We carry on because we still take
pride in our business, but also because
we have to. Being self-employed has
many benefits but also many downsides,
the buck always stops with you.
So we’ve resolved to mind ourselves
and our staff. The decision to only open
the restaurant five days a week in what
will be a massively busy summer has
been a huge one. The rooms remain
open for seven. It just means that it’s one
team, with days off together so they, and
we, can wind down and get to the other
side intact.
I’m mostly on an Italian vegetable
vibe this week. This is the way I love to
cook in summer. It’s lighter, the colours
pop and dazzle and the flavours transport you. This pepperonata dish is vibrant and tasty. I’ve added puff pastry
(any excuse) and some tangy creaminess with the feta. Let the peppers cook
slowly, it makes all the difference.
I’ve got a bit of a crush on polenta at
the moment. It’s the ease of it and the
fact that it takes on other flavours so
well. It’s a beautiful blank canvas.
There’s a bit of knife work in the caponata. Take your time to get it right.
Yotam Ottolenghi turned me on to quinoa. I’ve added n’duja into the mix but
you can leave it out, of course for a vegetarian option.
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■ Harry Weir Photography

Pepperonata puff pie with feta and olives
Serves 6
Ingredients
50mls olive oil
2 cloves of garlic, peeled and sliced
2 red peppers, deseeded and sliced
2 yellow peppers, deseeded and sliced
2 onions, peeled and sliced
1 tsp ground cumin
1 tsp ground coriander
1 tin chopped tomatoes
1 tbsp honey
A pinch of chilli flakes
Salt and pepper

200g feta cheese
16 lareg stoned olives, roughly chopped
1 roll of puff pastry
1 egg beaten with a little milk
Method
1. Set the oven to 185 degrees.
2. Put the olive oil in a pan with the garlic,
peppers and onions.
3. Cover and cook gently for 20 minutes until
everything softens.
4. Add the cumin and coriander and continue
to cook for a further 10 minutes, uncovered.

5. Add the tomatoes, honey and chilli. Cook a
little longer until the mixture gets sticky,
season then transfer to a casserole dish.
6. Crumble the feta over the top followed by
the olives, allow to cool.
7. Unfold the pastry (it will be easier if you let it
come up to room temperature) then lay it over
the casserole.
8. Brush with the beaten egg and score the
pastry lightly to make an attractive pattern.
Scatter a few more chilli flakes over the top.
9. Bake for 30 minutes until golden. Serve with
a crisp green salad.

Soft smoked polenta, easy caponata
and Knockalara cheese
Serves 4
Ingredients
4 tbsp olive oil
1 red onion, peeled and cut into 1cm dice
2 cloves of garlic, peeled and sliced
1 tsp cumin powder
Sprig of thyme
1 aubergine, finely diced
50g raisins (soaked in boiling water)
2 tbsp red wine vinegar
A drizzle of honey
2 tbsp small capers
Salt and black pepper
150ml milk
100ml water
1 tsp smoked paprika
100g instant polenta
1 tsp butter
50g grated Parmesan
150 g Knockalara sheep’s cheese (or another
creamy cheese)
Some rocket to garnish
Method
1. Put the olive oil in a pan with the onion and
garlic, cook over a gentle heat for five
minutes then add the cumin, thyme and
aubergine and turn the heat up to medium.
2. Cook for 15 to 20 minutes until the auber-

Stuffed aubergine with fennel
quinoa and n’duja
Serves 4
Ingredients
2 aubergines
1 bulb of fennel
50ml olive oil, plus more for drizzling
2 cloves of garlic
sprig of rosemary, finely chopped
100g n’duja, chopped
6 dried apricots, chopped
150g quinoa (tricolore of possible)
450mls lightly salted water
squeeze of lemon

gine completely softens then drain the
raisins and add along with the vinegar,
honey, capers, salt and pepper.
3. Cook for five more minutes to allow the
flavours to come together, then set aside.
4. Meanwhile, bring the milk, water and
smoked paprika to a simmer.
5. Add the polenta in a thin drizzle, and cook
whilst stirring occasionally for 3-4 minutes,
before adding the butter and Parmesan (it
shouldn’t be too stiff).
6. Season and serve straight away on warm
plates with the sheep’s cheese and rocket.

Method
1. Half the aubergines, then carefully cut out
the flesh, leaving a 1cm-thick shell.
2. Chop the flesh into fine dice, then trim and
dice the fennel the same size.
3. Put the olive oil, garlic and rosemary into a
pan and cook for two minutes, then add the
aubergine and the fennel.
4. Cover and cook over a medium heat until
everything starts to soften (about 15 minutes) stirring occasionally, taking care that it
doesn’t colour.
5. Add the n’duja and the apricots, cook for a
further 10 minutes, season and set aside. It
should all be melting and glossy.
6. Meanwhile, cook the quinoa in the water

for 12 to 15 minutes, until just soft.
7. Drain any excess water off then add to the
aubergine then season.
8. Drizzle a little olive oil over the raw
aubergine shell and season.
9. Stuff the mixture into the aubergines (you
can put them into the fridge until needed)
10. Set the oven to 185 degrees.
11. Bake the aubergines for 30 minutes until
the top gets a little crisp and the skins are
cooked.
12. Serve with a squeeze of lemon and a little
salad.

Magnificent Malta
Solo Friendly

WW1: Flanders & The
Somme

Historical Capitals of
Andalucia

8 days from only €1,079pp

4 days from only €749pps

8 days from only €1,129pp

Fully escorted price includes:
• Return ﬂights from Dublin to Malta
• Professional tour manager & executive coach transfers
• 7 nights at the 4* Hotel Dolmen, St Paul’s Bay with breakfast &
dinner daily NO SINGLE SUPPLEMENT IN NOVEMBER
• Great guided excursions to include the fortress city of
Valletta, 3 cities - Vittoriosa, Sengles & Cospicua & the beautiful
island of Gozo. Visit Marsamxett, Grand Harbour, Marsaxlokk
village & the ancient city of Mdina with time to relax & explore!

Fully escorted price includes:
• Return ﬂights from Dublin to Brussels (Cork to Amsterdam)
• Professional historian guide and executive coach transfers
• 3 nights accommodation in the superior Novotel Ieper Centrum
Hotel, Ypres, including breakfast
• Great guided excursions including full day visits to the
Flanders Battleﬁelds and the Somme Battleﬁelds, visit to the
world renowned Memorial Museum Passchendaele 1917, a visit
to the interactive In Flanders Field Museum in Ypres plus
attendance at the emotive Last Post Ceremony at Menin Gate

Fully escorted price includes:
• Return ﬂights from Dublin to Malaga
• Professional tour manager & executive coach transfers
• 7 nights 4* Hotel Principe Sol in Malaga with breakfast & dinner
each day (including wine) NO SINGLE SUPPLEMENT
• Fantastic excursions including beautiful Seville, Plaza de
España, Cathedral & Alcazar. Experience the vibrant city of
Granada incl the famous Alhambra & Royal Chapel. Also explore
historic Cordoba including the Mezquita & enjoy vibrant Malaga!

Explore Valletta, The Three Cities, Gozo & Mdina

Travelling 10 - 17 Sep & 10 - 17 Nov 2021

Follow in the footsteps of Irish soldiers

Travelling 21 - 24 Sep & 09 - 12 Nov 2021 Armistice Day

To book call: 01 808 5206
www.irishtimes.com/traveloffers

Seville, Granada & Cordoba - No Single Supplement

Travelling 27 Sep & 15 Oct & 02 Nov 2021

GTI

The Group Travel Specialists

Holidays organised & operated by GTI, Network House, Ballisk Court, Donabate, Co. Dublin K36 WE24 (T.A. 0533), a company independent of The Irish Times, whose booking conditions apply. When you respond to oﬀers we may use your information to contact you
with oﬀers/services we believe will be of interest. Please give your mobile or email details if you wish to receive oﬀers by sms or email. We will not give your data to other companies without your permission; please let us know if you are happy for us to do so. Prices
are based on two sharing, subject to availability. Single rooms and optional insurance available at a supplement. For feedback to The Irish Times, email travelreaderoﬀers@irishtimes.com E&OE.
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LILLY HIGGINS
FASTFAMILY FEASTS

FOOD FOR
THOUGHT
JP McMAHON
Of all the vegetables that speak about the
reality of the seasons in Ireland, peas and
broad beans must be the top two. We
imagine all things green arrive in spring,
which begins, need I remind you, in
February. Nothing much green grows in
February in Ireland, unless it’s in the
cabbage family. Though cabbage doesn’t
exactly taste of spring.
I’ve yet to see an Irish pea or broad bean
this year. Niall Burke of Burke’s Fruit and
Veg in Galway tells me everything in
running behind this year. Is it just Galway
and the west of Ireland? Last week at
Airfield Estate, in Dublin, where Food on
the Edge’s relocation for this year was
announced, the weather was extraordinary. If you haven’t been to this urban
farm, I urge you to go. Not only do they
have their own cows and chickens, but
they grow a variety of vegetables, including trials of lentils, wheat, and barley.
Their little microclimate offers them the
ability to grow things, such as grapes, that
are difficult to grow elsewhere in Ireland.
Broadbeans,peasandsheep’syogurt
Broad beans and peas need next-to-no
cooking. All they need is a little love. Bring
a pot of salted water to the boil. Blanch the
broad beans for one minute, then plunge
them into ice cold water. This will stop the
cooking process immediately. Do the
same with the podded peas.
When both are cold, peel the broad
beans. This is important, as they have a
rubbery outer layer. Peas do not have to
be peeled unless you working in Noma
and are pursuing a third Michelin star. A
peeled pea is a beautiful thing but only if
you have six children helping you.
Dress the peeled broad beans and peas
with a little extra virgin olive oil. If you
like, look for a flavoured one. I tried a
smoked olive oil recently from Castillo de
Canena that was outstanding. Your little
green salad will need some acidity, so add
a dash of vinegar of your choice, perhaps a
nice sherry vinegar. Finish the lot with a
dollop of sheep’s yogurt, flaky sea salt and
some green herbs.

After such a difficult year of start and
stop schooling, the summer holidays
have come just in time. Even though
summer camps are now in full swing,
the pace is more relaxed and the days
less structured so we have time to
make the most of mealtimes. I enrol
my own children in various kitchen
preparations, be it washing salad
leaves or just running out to the
garden to pick some herbs. They
usually start off quite hesitant, but
then get engrossed in the process.
I have some of the very clever,
child-friendly pieces of kit available
from the coolfoodschool.ie. The
Kiddies Safety Kutter is ideal for
roughly chopping peppers, mushrooms and softer vegetables. The
safety peeler is really handy too. All of
my kids, aged six, eight and nine, are
happy to use them.
Giving children a little bit of responsibility and ownership when it comes
to cooking usually ensures they will
enjoy the finished dish, or at least try
it. Cooking is a really important life
skill that I’m eager they master. More
than ever we need to be educated in
where our food comes from and how
to make the most from that gorgeous
food. The summer holidays are a great
opportunity to swat up.
This week’s recipe brings together a
few key skills such as peeling, chopping, whisking and grating. All very
doable for kids aged four years and up.
Courgette lasagne is a real celebration
of the summer courgette. I use thin
strips of it to crown this lasagne. I’ve
laid them across as it looks so striking
but this can be a bit messy when
cutting, so I sometimes just scrunch
the ribbons of courgette and pile them
on top, then drizzle with oil, or else
make them in individual dishes. It’s a
great way to include even more
vegetables and a twist on this real
family favourite.

Courgette
Lasagne
Ingredients
500g minced beef
1 tbsp olive oil
1 onion, finely chopped
2-3 cloves garlic, crushed
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2 carrots, peeled and finely diced, or
grated
1 red pepper, seeds removed and
diced
Splash of red wine, optional
1 tin chopped tomatoes, and half
fill the tin with water
3 tbsp chopped herbs (thyme,
oregano, marjoram)
3 courgettes, peeled into thin strips,
lengthways
50g butter
50g white flour
1 tbsp Dijon mustard
600ml milk
Salt and pepper
100g white cheddar cheese, grated
Method
1 Add the olive oil and minced beef to a
large pan over a high heat. It’s good to get
some colour and caramelisation on the
beef here, so let it cook for about five
minutes before stirring and leaving to
cook for another few minutes. Remove the
meat and set aside.
2 Add the onion and another tablespoon of
oil to the pan, saute over a medium heat

till translucent. Add the pepper, carrot
and garlic and stir until fragrant.
Add the wine, if using, and leave
to soak up and evaporate before
adding the tinned tomatoes and
herbs. Add half a tin-full of
water to the pot too. Stir well and
place the lid on. Leave to simmer for
10 minutes then season to taste.
3 Melt the butter in a small pan over a
medium heat. Add the flour and mustard.
Whisk well for a few seconds then remove
from the heat and slowly add the milk
whilst stirring continuously. Return to a
low heat, whisking till smooth and thick.
Add the cheese and whisk. Taste for
seasoning.
4 To assemble, place half the meat mix on
the base of an A4 sized oven proof dish.
Add a layer of courgette strips followed by
a few spoonfuls of the white sauce. Add
the remaining meat mix and top with
another layer of courgette followed by the
remaining cheese sauce and some more
courgette strips. Drizzle with olive oil and
season. Bake at 200 degrees for 15-20 minutes, until bubbling and golden. Serve
with a green salad.

FOOD

BAKE
AOIFE NOONAN
Thirstquenching and
lip-puckering

I

have a penchant for sharp and tangy. I
tend to resist making or eating overly
sweet desserts, and I like it that way. Most
of my dessert recipes, and the desserts I
would opt for when eating out, lean more
on the savoury, soothing or sour side of things.
Anything on the menu that brings to mind a
toothache, I am inclined to bypass.
Passionfruit and lime have a thirst-quenching, lip-puckering, sour sense to them, the kind
of combination you want to eat or drink on a
beach somewhere very hot. I love using tropical fruit in desserts, they add a prickly feel to
your mouth, and work well in so many dishes. Like rhubarb, passionfruit needs a little
sugar to help balance its sourness, but just
enough to sweeten so that the flavour of the
fruit shines through.
This week’s recipe started off as a custard
tart laced with little pearls of passionfruit and a
soft accent of lime, until I tasted it and realised
it could benefit from a little more texture, and
dare I say it, a touch more sweetness. One
scant sprinkle of sugar and a blowtorch later, I
had a creme brulee tart: two birds with one
stone, and a delightful hybrid dessert. The
sugar gives the tart just the right amount of
sweetness to balance the passionfruit and lime
custard, and scorching it adds a beautiful sheet
of sugar, as thin as glass, that breaks into tiny
sweet golden shards once your spoon cracks
into it.
The tart is gorgeous on its own, with perfect
short pastry and a soft, wobbly custard centre,
but the creme brulee top adds another level of
elegance and refinement as well as a sweet and
satisfying crunch.
This recipe makes enough for six individual
tarts, or one larger 23cm tart. It will take
slightly longer to cook if making a larger tart,
about 10 to 15 minutes, so keep an eye on it. It
should be set around the outside with a very
slight wobble in the centre.
Once baked, the cooked tarts will keep for
two or three days in the fridge.
The brulée top is best made right before
serving; the tarts should be completely set and
cooled before sprinkling with sugar and
popping under the grill for a few minutes to
blister, no blowtorches necessary.

■ Harry Weir Photography

Passionfruit and lime crème brulée tarts
Ingredients:
For the pastry:
225g plain flour
150g unsalted butter, cubed
Pinch of salt
25g icing sugar
1 egg
1 egg yolk
For the filling:
185ml cream
40g caster sugar
3 passionfruit
1 egg
3 egg yolks
Zest and juice of 1 lime
For the topping:
2 tbsp caster sugar
Method
For the pastry:
1. Rub the flour and butter together until
the mix resembles fine breadcrumbs. Add

the salt, icing sugar and the egg and mix
until the dough just comes together. Wrap
the dough in clingfilm and chill in the fridge
for at least 30 minutes.
2. Preheat the oven to 180 degrees, or 160if
using a fan oven. Grease six small tart tins
(10cm in diameter) or one large tart tin
(24cm in diameter). Divide the dough into six
(if making individual tarts). Roll out on a
lightly floured surface until you have a disc
that is slightly larger than your tart tin, and
press the pastry into the tin, leaving a little
pastry hanging over the edge. Prick the base
of each tart with a fork and place the tins in
the fridge for 15 minutes to chill.
3. Line each tart with parchment paper and
fill with baking beans or rice. Bake for 15
minutes, before removing the parchment
and beans and continue to bake for a further
five minutes, until lightly golden. Brush the
tarts with egg yolk and return to the oven
for two minutes.Remove from the oven and

allow to cool slightly. Reduce the oven
temperature to 110 degreesor 90 degrees
fan.
For the filling:
1. Heat the cream in a small saucepan to a
simmer. Whisk the remaining filling ingredients in a large bowl, and once simmering,
pour the cream over the egg and passionfruit mix, whisking all the time. Pour the
custard into a large jug.
2. Place the tarts back in the oven, and
slowly fill each tart case up with custard.
Bake for 35 minutes until just set with a
very slight wobble in the centre. Remove
from the oven and leave to cool completely.
For the topping:
1. Sprinkle the sugar over the top of the tarts
and place each one under the grill for two to
three minutes until the sugar has melted
and is starting to blister. Serve immediately.
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REVIEW
CORINNA HARDGRAVE

N

Summer loving, had me a blast

ot everyone has mates who
will willingly part with ¤95
for food, plus wine, plus
¤100 taxi fare. Each way.
But that’s what you need to
get one of the nine tables that seat four
to six people at Allta Summer House in
the grounds of Slane Castle.
Luckily, we’re friends with the gastronomes, who will travel any distance
for good food. Even to elBulli, where
we first met them. And they offer to
drive. #Goals.
Allta Summer House is chef and Allta co-owner Niall Davidson’s response
to a summer of outdoor dining. After researching the top producers, with the
input of Boyne Valley locals, the GastroGays, he and the Allta team spent four
weeks building a kitchen, and setting
up a dining room under an incredibly
beautiful South African stretch tent.
He has the scars to prove it.
Smoke wafts from open fires, one in
a parilla (a Basque grill), another in a
Gozney wood burning oven. All the rest
feels pure Noma. It’s by the water, the
wooden bench seats have faux sheepskin fleeces, and wild flowers tumble
from metal pipes high above each table. It’s breathtaking.
The 12-course, no choice, menu is all
new, with no Allta dishes. And so too is
the superb organic wine list. It warms
my heart to see that the cheapest white
is not a Sauvignon Blanc, but Cantine
Rallo ‘Ciello’ Bianco, ¤34, a Catarratto
from Sicily, which works perfectly with
our meal.
Highlights include a summer broth,
poured from a glass teapot into small
earthenware bowls, which have a slug
of green, grilled cucumber oil on the
bottom. It is tomato in its purest form;
intense, yet light and ethereal, revealing layers of flavour, velvety like a fine
Burgundy, over top notes of cucumber,
lemon balm, and mint.
Cromane oysters, an Allta staple, are
scented with a sorrel granita, and local
Dexter beef is given the tartare treatment. The precise cubes of meat with
filaments of smoked egg yolk sit on a
buckwheat crisp, slicked with buckwheat miso, bringing crunch to this ex-
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An exhilarating taste of the Boyne Valley
in an enchanting setting

9.5
–––

10

AlltaSummerHouse,SlaneCastle,CoMeath;
alltasummerhouse.ie
Facilities:CleanPortaloos.
Music:Amazingsoundsystemanddream
playlistatjusttherightvolume.
Foodprovenance:Localandtopproducers
includingSlaneCastlepork.
Vegetarianoptions:Vegetarianmenuon
request,noveganmenu.
Wheelchairaccess:Fullyaccessible,with
accessibletoilet
THEVERDICT:Toptiercookinginamagical
corneroftheBoyneValley.

hilarating savoury bite. A little less successful is the lobster crudo, the fine slices of lobster just a little lost in the dressing of white soy, green strawberries,
crème fraiche and pea puree.
House-made haloumi arrives blistered black from the oven, with a heady

smoked aubergine and McNally Farm
broad beans, sitting in an intense consommé. I desperately need some
Ølands wheat sourdough to mop this
up. My only complaint.
The crescendo builds on this cleverly
paced menu. Tentacles of squid,

pressed into dark brooding squid ink,
contrast with a terracotta Romeseco
sauce with a punch of heat from scorpion chilli miso.
And then, so our palates don’t get
overwhelmed, we have flatbreads.
More seductive flavours of the Boyne
Valley – molten Bán goats’ cheese, a
touch of honey, and a judicious dab of
Drummond House black garlic. You
could set up a food truck and sell only
these.
Turbot, barbecued Basque style on
the parilla and drizzled with Txakoli
wine, is brought to the table whole –
head, eyes, tail and liver. The
barbecued char adds an earthiness, but
the fermented gooseberry beurre
sauce has pooled underneath the fish,
serving it on the side would be more
successful.
The Tamworth pork from Slane
Castle’s own farm is a triumph. Succulent with brittle crackling, it has been
confited, pressed, and finished on the
grill, served with a fermented pepper
sauce which has a good kick of acidity.
And there are sides of grilled hispi
cabbage with apple ice wine.
Dessert is simple, but oh so amazing.
Goats’ milk ice cream and a sorbet of
crushed strawberries are served with
sweet, incredibly beautiful strawberries, and notes of tarragon ping
through in a revelatory way. Adding to
the delight is a brioche feuilletée.
The main theme here may be cooking over fire, but there is also a load of
technique. Misos, kojis, lacto-ferments, all the Nordic tropes are called
upon to kick in with umami flavour, but
they are used in a very considered way.
It is confident, resolved cooking
from a particularly talented team,
which, as well as Davidson, includes
Kevin Burke and Hugh Higgins. It is resolutely one Michelin star level with
some dishes nudging higher. It is also
hugely generous. An absolute feast in
an enchanted Boyne Valley setting.
Which makes this stupendously good
value. It is most definitely worth a special journey.
Dinner for two with a bottle of wine
and 12.5 per cent service charge was
¤252.
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The secret
to ripe fruit
Patience is all you need to ripen fruit such as peaches at
home. And a bit of vigilance, writes Russ Parsons

T

ruly ripe fruit is one of the great
joys of summer. Peaches so juicy
they dribble down your chin. Melons so fragrant they entice you
from across the room. But given
the state of most fruit you buy in the market
these days, you’d be forgiven for thinking
that those are only food writer fantasies.
Not so. Getting ripe peaches and melons
is easier than you think. In fact, there’s one
simple trick that will vastly improve your
summer fruit.
But beware, there’s a bit of science involved.
To start off, it’s important to remember
that when it comes to fruit, ripeness and
maturity are two separate processes. You
can think of maturity as the assembling of
the building blocks that will result in deliciousness – sugar, and the other basic components that will make up aroma and flavour. Ripeness is the process that puts
them all together.
During ripening, the cell walls of the
fruit soften and become more permeable. This allows those simple components to mix and create new,
more complex combinations.
Rarely does chemistry become
so delicious.
In some fruits, maturity and
ripening happen at the same time.
In others, they don’t. The first
group, which includes things such as
berries, grapes and citrus, is relatively simple to buy because they’re as good as
they’re going to get.
Botanists call the second group “climacteric”. These are the tricky ones. For the
most part, climacteric fruits achieve maturity well before they become fully ripe (sadly, as the parent of any teenager will attest,
this is the opposite of what happens in humans).
Many, if not most, of our favourite summer fruits are climacteric: peaches, plums,
nectarines, many types of melons, and figs,
as well as tomatoes.
(At this point your produce pedant lets
slip a weary sigh: Never mind where they fit
in the menu, botanically, anything that con-

tains a seed is a fruit, and yes, that includes
tomatoes, as well as cucumbers, aubergines and courgettes. But of those only tomatoes are climacteric.)
Furthermore, though we say that a fruit
is ripe, it’s important to remember that
ripeness is not a single fixed point. Rather,
it is a process that begins with hard, green
and sour and ends in a puddle of fermented
mush. The ideal spot is somewhere in between, but exactly where depends upon
your taste.
All of this is not just botanical mumbo-jumbo. It has tremendous practical implications. You can buy peaches rock-hard
and, provided they were harvested at a reasonable level of maturity, they will still become delicious and juicy. They won’t actually get any sweeter. Sugar only increases on
the tree. But they may actually seem sweeter because they taste and smell so good.
In fact, you are probably better off buying them firm. Fruit that is ripe and soft is
extremely susceptible to damage, particularly given the kind of rough
handling that is common in
harvesting and shipping.
One of my favourite growers in California picks his
peaches as ripe as he can,
but places them immediately in foam rubber cups to keep
them intact just for the
two-hour drive to the farmers’ market. Imagine what a tree-ripe peach
shipped from Spain might look like by the
time it arrives in Ireland.
So how do you work this magic? You really don’t need to do anything special. Patience is all that is required to ripen fruit at
home. The only thing that peach really
needs is a little bit of time. Leave it on the
counter at room temperature for a few
days and that’s it.
If you want to speed the process, put it in
a paper bag. Ripening fruit gives off ethylene gas, which actually hurries along the
process. The paper bag will collect the gas,
without collecting the moisture that will
lead to spoiling. If you really want to speed
it up, add an apple or a banana – these are

super ethylene generators.
Just don’t forget to check it every day. A
watched pot may never boil, but an unwatched peach will turn to rot before you
know it.
There is one thing you never want to do
with any climacteric fruit. And it is the first
thing that most shoppers do almost reflexively as soon as they get home from the grocery: put them in the refrigerator.
Chilling these fruits before they’re ripened stops the process dead and, in fact,
even damages the fruit. Flavourless, mealy

■ Russ Parsons: “The only thing that a

peach really needs is a little bit of time.
Leave it on the counter at room
temperature for a few days and that’s it.”

tomatoes and peaches were probably refrigerated at some point. In fact, if you go
into a grocery and see them sitting in the
chiller, walk back out and go someplace
that knows how to take care of its fruit. It’s
just science.
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WINE
JOHN WILSON

Greatest of all summer drinks

O

Beaujolais can be drunk the day you buy it and goes very well with a variety of foods

ne of my first wine trips
was to the Beaujolais
region. On a balmy summer evening, I found
myself wandering along
the tree-lined banks of the river Saône
in Mâcon, where I came across a large
airy restaurant serving a no-choice
menu to diners seated at long benches.
It turned out to be run by the wives of
members of the nearby Beaujolais
co-operative.
I started with a plate of local rosette
salami, radishes served with salt and
butter, followed by a grilled local
sausage with plainly boiled potatoes
and mustard, a green salad, then
finishing with a local cheese.
I ordered a half bottle of Beaujolais-Villages and fell into conversation
– using my rudimentary franglais –
with a Parisian couple returning from
holiday and a father who appeared
more interested in us than talking to
his children. We shared a bottle of
Fleurie, which improved my
French-speaking skills no end. Every
time I drink a glass of Beaujolais I think
of that evening, the perfect introduction to the greatest of all summer
drinks.
The white wines of Beaujolais are
very underrated and can be excellent.
The rosés can have real charm, but the
vast majority of wines are red. Basic
Beaujolais, in good hands, can be a
true vin de soif, light, fresh and fruity.
Beaujolais Villages is the next step up

ANOTHER
ROUND
Redbreast has been one of the success
stories for Irish Distillers. Originally a
brand of Jameson owned by wine and
spirit importer Gilbeys, it has always
had an affinity with sherry, possibly
because it was first matured in used
oloroso casks. More recently, the
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in quality, generally with more concentration, flavour and a bit of structure.
At the very top, there are 10 villages or
crus, each with a different form of
granitic soil.
As a result, the wines vary from light
and elegant in crus such as Chiroubles,
Régnié and Brouilly to more full-bodied, structured and long-lived in
Morgon and Moulin-a-Vent.
Happily all Beaujolais can be drunk
the day you buy it, and it goes very well
with a variety of foods.
At the less expensive end of things,
Aldi has a light, juicy Beaujolais for
¤7.49, and Marks & Spencer a very
good value Beaujolais Villages for
¤11.80.
Supervalu has the Goichot Beaujolais Villages (¤12.99) and Centra the
Thorin (¤11.99).
All of these are very drinkable, but
once you pay more than ¤15, the
quality rises exponentially.
Wines Direct has a range of excellent wines from Jean-Paul Brun, Bret
Brothers and others. Mitchell & Son
has a fine selection of Beaujolais
including the Domaine de la Madone
below.
For an extra ¤4 you could treat
yourself to the same producer’s very
stylish, fruit-filled Fleurie (¤20.95).
Other favourites, available from
independents, include Domaine des
Nugues, Domaine du Vissoux, Desvignes, Longere, Chasselay, Frédéric
Berne and Daniel Bouland.

limited edition Mano a Lámh was
matured exclusively in sherry casks,
while the Redbreast Lustau was
finished or spent its final year in a
sherry cask. Two limited editions of
Redbreast were released recently.
The Redbreast Dream Cask Oloroso Sherry Edition is a 29-year-old pot
still Irish whiskey. A mere 924 bottles
were produced and were made
available exclusively to the members
of the Redbreast Birdcage for ¤520.
Even then it was allocated by ballot,

BeaujolaisLeRonsay
2019,Jean-PaulBrun,
13.5%,¤16.55
Vibrantandjuicywith
bouncylightrefreshingdark
fruits.Perfectsummer
drinkingbyitselforwith
mixedsnacksbeforedinner.
Stockists:WinesDirect,
Mullingar,winesdirect.ie

Beaujolais-Villages2018,
DomainedelaMadone, 1
2.5%,¤16.95
ClassicBeaujolaiswith
enticingrefreshingraspberryandstrawberryfruits.
Thishadmedreamingofa
plateofmixedcharcuterie,
includingsomepatéen
croute,andsemi-firm
cheeseswithcrustysourdough.
Stockists:Mitchell&Son,D1,Sandycove,andAvoca,Kilmacanogue&
Dunboyne,mitchellandson.com;1601
Off-licence,Kinsale;MylesDoyle
Grocer,Gorey,NectarWines,D18,
Nectarwines.com;Whelehan’s,Loughlinstown,Whelehanswines.ie.

CôtedeBrouillyTerres
Dorée2018,Jean-Paul
Brun, 12.5%,¤23.85
Forme,aglassofthisis
summerholidays,the
delightful,fragrantaromas
andflowingsucculentfruits
enjoyedwithagrilled
Toulousesausageanda
saladintheeveningsun.
Stockists;WinesDirect,
Mullingar,winesdirect.ie

Jean-MarcBurgaud
MorgonLesCharmes
2019,13%,¤27.99
Racyacidity,fleshyseductivedarkcherryfruitswitha
pleasinggrippyedge.You
could drink thisthroughout
themealwithmostfoods,
butaroastchickenor
creamychickendishes
wouldbeprefect.
Stockists:64wine,
Glasthule,64wine.com;Blackrock
Cellar,Blackrock,blackrockcellar.com;
TheCorkscrew,D2,thecorkscrew.ie;
ElyWineStore,Maynooth;elywinebar.ie;Wineonline.ie.

and vastly oversubscribed. If you are
interested in next year’s Dream Cask
release, see redbreastwhiskey.com.
This is the fourth Dream Cask
release, put together by master
blender Billy Leighton and blender
Dave McCabe. The Dream Cask 4 is
mellow, rich and smooth with complex, lingering flavours of leather,
Christmas cake fruits and spice.
The Single Malt Fund is a new
venture, a publicly listed Alternative
Investment Fund for whiskey and

whisky. Listed on the Nordic Growth
Market in Sweden, it invests in rare,
independent bottlings and collectible
whiskies. These are then offered for
sale worldwide by The Single Malt
Club, based here in Ireland.
Its first offering was a single cask of
Redbreast, a 22-year-old single pot
still whiskey that has spent the past 11
years in an oloroso sherry cask.
Bottled at full strength (55.9%) it is
available for ¤475. See thesinglemaltshop.com for details.

TV & RADIO SEVENDAYS
This week’s
highlights

back visitors. In the first of three one-hour
specials, presenters Joe Swift, Rachel de
Thame, Adam Frost and Arit Anderson
will lead viewers through this colourful
world of blooms and blossoms, and garden
experts Carol Klein, Toby Buckland, Nick
Bailey and Mark Lane will be on hand to
dish out advice on getting your own garden
up to RHS standards.

AnnualEcumenicalEmbraceFarm
AccidentRemembranceService2021
Sunday,RTÉOne,11am
Many families in rural Ireland have lost a
loved one to a farm accident, but for a long
time, bereaved family members have been
lacking a support network. Embrace Farm
was set up by Brian and Norma Rohan
from Shanahoe, Co Laois in 2014, after
Brian lost his father, Liam, in a farm
accident, and the annual ecumenical
remembrance service is a way to commemorate those who have died in farm accidents, and to provide comfort to the
families affected by such tragedy. In the
lead-up to this year’s service, President
Michael D Higgins and his wife, Sabina,
presented a tree to the Rohan family in
acknowledgement of the good work done
by Embrace Farm.
2021VirtualIFTAAwards
Sunday,VirginMediaOne,10pm
The Irish Film and Television Academy
Awards are going virtual for the second
year in a row, and it’s no surprise to see
that Normal People, the drama that
basically made lockdown bearable, has
received 15 nominations. No doubt
another array of top stars will be
Zooming in from various parts of the
world for this year’s ceremony, but the
big news is that Gráinne Seoige will be
presenting, marking her return to Irish
broadcasting after spending time away in
South Africa. Other stars nominated in
this year’s awards include Jessie Buckley,
Aisling Franciosi, Ciarán Hinds, Colm
Meaney, Clare Dunne, Gabriel Byrne,
Lola Petticrew, Brendan Gleeson,
Andrew Scott, Fiona Shaw and the
late Nika McGuigan.
Ireland’sRichList2021
Monday,RTÉOne,9.35pm
Every year, The Sunday Times releases its
Rich List, and every year I feverishly scan
the list hoping to see my name on it. Until I
realised it’s not an actual lottery, where
lucky readers are chosen to have untold
wealth bestowed on them, but a list of those
fortunate souls who have accumulated
their wealth the old-fashioned way – getting
up early in the morning. As I tend to roll
back over as soon as the alarm goes off, that
kind of puts me out of the running. Richard

OurTown
Thursday,RTÉ2,9.30pm
It’s the final episode of this three-part
series, filmed over 18 months in Bray,
Co Wicklow, and time to meet more of the
young townspeople hoping to make their
mark on the world. Among them is Ciara,
who has been dealing with the death of her
brother, and more recently her mother,
and is meeting life’s challenges head-on
via working with horses, and learning all
about the benefits of equine therapy. We
also meet aspiring young singer and actor
Joni, who was about to do her Junior Cert,
and had landed a part in an international
TV series, Foundation, which is filming in
Ireland. But then Covid hit, forcing
the Junior Cert to be cancelled, and
production on the TV series to be paused.
Meanwhile, rappers CJ and Sammy
are ready to unleash their new Bray
Wanderers anthem – will it be a banger?

Curran hosts this two-parter rounding up
the country’s most minted, and it’s no
spoiler to reveal that Ireland’s youngest
billionaires, the Collison brothers,
founders of online payments company
Stripe, are high on the list. In part one,
Curran looks at the rich folk of Leinster
and Munster, and meets Norman Crowley,
head of a company in Powerscourt, Co
Wicklow who are making high-end electric
cars that will sell for a cool million or more,
and Cork power couple Dan and Linda
Kiely, who are consolidating their success
with customer support solutions company
VoxPro by setting up a hub for bright
young entrepreneurs. A bunch of top
business journalists will be on hand to
explain why these people are rich and you
are not. Hmm, maybe I should try putting
my alarm on extra loud.

■ Richard Curran, Ireland’s Rich List 2021.
PHOTOGRAPH: RTÉ

RHSHamptonCourtPalace
GardenFestival
Wednesday,BBCTwo, 9pm
Multiple lockdowns have seen homeowners
spend more time in their gardens, and
many will be checking out the summer
horticultural shows for tips on maintaining
their little patch of paradise. We’ve had
the virtual Bloom festival in June, and in
September there’s the postponed Chelsea
Flower Show, which is planning to have
punters present, but meantime, if you
need your flower fix, there’s this year’s
Royal Horticultural Society wing-ding in
Hampton Court Palace, and the world’s
largest flower show will be welcoming

RacetotheCenteroftheEarth
FromFriday,Disney+
Reality TV challenges are getting more
challenging every day; it’s not enough to
survive a couple of weeks in the jungle with
other self-centred celebs – now you’ve got
to perform seemingly impossible feats of
physical endurance – Ireland’s Fittest
Family isn’t even in it. This one sounds
straight from a Jules Verne novel – can this
really be a race to reach the earth’s core?
What next - free-diving to the bottom of
the Marianas Trench, or land on an
asteroid and blow it up before it destroys
the earth? Luckily, the four teams taking
part don’t actually have to do any drilling –
this contest takes place on or above the
Earth’s surface, the centre is a point in the
middle of the ocean, and each team sets off
from different corners of the globe using
whatever means of transport is at hand.
They’ll have to travel through jungles,
deserts, mountain ranges, bustling cities
and crowds of people drinking on Portobello Plaza to get to their goal. At journey’s
end is a buoy containing a million dollars,
and the first team to reach it claims the
grand prize. They’re welcome to it.
KEVINCOURTNEY
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SATURDAY JULY 3
MUSICAL SHOWCASE Pride Hits at the BBC
BBC Two, 10pm You probably won’t be surprised
by the songs and artists who crop up in this
selection of tunes culled from the BBC archive
to celebrate International Pride month. Gay
icons Elton John, Kylie Minogue and Dusty
Springfield are all set to feature, while Bronski
Beat’s Small Town Boy, Tom Robinson Band’s
Glad to Be Gay and, of course, Gloria Gaynor’s
anthemic I Will Survive are also included.

LAST IN SERIES The Young Offenders RTÉ2,
10.15pm Here’s a welcome opportunity to see the
concluding episode of the hilarious sitcom’s third
series – it’s also the last edition of the entire show
to date, although fans are longing for a fourth
run. Here, Conor and Jock announce their future
lies in Spain, where they plan to manage a bar –
it’s news that leaves poor Mairead in shock. But
perhaps she’ll be distracted by Billy Murphy and
a request from Sergeant Healy.

RTÉ One

RTÉ2

Virgin One

TG4

BBC One

BBC Two

6.00 EuroNews 6.40 Teleshopping
8.15 Ros na Rún R 9.15 Fair City
Omnibus S 10.40 The Great British
Bake Off R S 11.55 The Mallorca
Files R S 12.50 News S
1.00 Dubai Duty Free Irish Open
2021 Coverage of day three. S
5.45 Nuacht Followed by The
Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 6.50 Children’s
Programmes
12.30 Live International Rugby
Union Ireland v Japan (Kick-off
1.00pm). S
3.30 Top Gear R S
4.30 UEFA Euro 2020 Coverage
of the third quarter-final (Kick-off
5.00pm). S

6.10 Who’s Doing the Dishes? R S
7.00 The Royal Today R 8.00 Cash
Trapped R S 9.00 Ireland AM S
11.55 Johnny Briggs: Coronation
Street Legend R S 12.25 Beat the
Chasers R S
1.25 Live Racing Coverage from
Sandown Park and Haydock Park.
4.00 The Chase Celebrity Special
R S 5.00 Red Rock R S 5.30 News
S

7.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg R 8.00 Cúla 4
10.30 GAA 2021 R 11.30 Tour de
France: Súil Siar R
12.00 Tour de France Beo Live
coverage of stage eight. 4.45 Cúla
4 R 4.47 Dónall Dána R S 4.58
Taffy R 5.07 Harvey Beaks R S
5.35 Lurgan Beo R

Schedules are subject to
change due to Euro
2020 fixtures
6.00 News S 10.00 Saturday
Kitchen Live S 11.30 Our Food, Our
Family with Michela Chiappa R S
12.00 News S 12.10 Regional News
S
12.20 Wimbledon 2021 Coverage
of day six. S
4.15 News S
4.30 MOTD Live: UEFA Euro
2020 Coverage of the third
quarter-final (Kick-off 5.00pm). S

6.35 Wild & Weird R S 6.50 The
Dengineers R S 7.20 The Dog Ate
My Homework R S 7.50 Blue Peter
R S 8.20 What’s Cooking Omari?
R S 8.30 Deadly Dinosaurs R S
9.00 Human Universe R S 10.00
Mountain: Life at the Extreme R S
11.00 Wimbledon 2021 Coverage
of day six. S
3.15 The Championship
Monaghan v Fermanagh (Throw-in
3.30pm). S
5.45 Wimbledon 2021 Coverage
of day six. S

6.01 NEWS The latest national
and international headlines.
S
6.35 FILM: MADAGASCAR 3:
EUROPE’S MOST
WANTED
(2012, Animation, PG) Ben
Stiller, Chris Rock. The
escaped zoo animals try to
get back to New York by
joining a circus travelling
across Europe. Dir: Eric
Darnell, Tom McGrath,
Conrad Vernon. S
8.20 IRELAND’S FITTEST
FAMILY CELEBRITY
SPECIAL Brian Dowling,
Jacqui Hurley, David
O’Sullivan and Rob and
Marian Heffernan and their
families compete in a
special edition of the show
to win money for charity.
Last in the series. R
9.20 NEWS S
9.50 FILM: THE POST
(2017, Drama, 12) Meryl
Streep, Tom Hanks. In 1971,
an American military
analyst uncovers the depths
of the US government’s
deceptions about the
futility of the Vietnam War,
and takes action by copying
top-secret documents that
would become the
Pentagon Papers.
Washington Post owner Kay
Graham and her editor Ben
Bradlee discover The New
York Times is preparing an
explosive expose on those
papers and, determined to
compete, set out to publish
them first. Dir: Steven
Spielberg. S

7.30 UEFA EURO 2020
Coverage of the concluding
quarter-final (Kick-off
8.00pm), held at Stadio
Olimpico in Rome, as the
winners of the seventh and
eighth last-16 matches
battle it out. Hosts France
were the final team to book
their last-four berth at Euro
2016, producing a fine
display to overwhelm
surprise package Iceland
5-2. Peter Collins presents,
with analysis from Damien
Duff, Liam Brady and Richie
Sadlier. S
10.15 THE YOUNG OFFENDERS
See Choice R S
10.55 APRES MATCH OF THE
DAY A sideways look at
Ireland v England at Euro
88, joining Des Lynam,
Jimmy Hill and Terry
Venables in the TV studio
and Bobby Robson and Jack
Charlton for their postmatch reactions. R S
11.25 UEFA EURO 2020
HIGHLIGHTS Action from
the third and fourth
quarter-finals, held at
Olympic Stadium in Baku
and Stadio Olimpico in
Rome. S
11.55 FILM: THE SOCCER
NANNY
(2011, Drama, PG) Traci
Lords, Havard Lilleheie.
Recently widowed mother
Helen decides to hire a
Norwegian football player
to be a male au pair and
help raise her two sons.
Dir: JT O’Neal. S

6.00 THE CUBE ‘Hair coach’
Natasha and fire-fighter
Ben set their sights on the
£250,000 jackpot, as Phillip
Schofield challenges them
to complete a series of
increasingly difficult feats,
ranging from agility tests to
skill trials, under pressure
to hold their nerve as
friends, family and the
studio audience watch their
every move. R S
7.00 TIPPING POINT: LUCKY
STARS
See ChoiceS
8.00 IT’LL BE ALRIGHT ON
THE NIGHT Compilation of
TV clangers, gaffes and
fluffed cues, all rescued
from the cutting-room floor
to delight the nation.
9.00 CELEBRITY
CATCHPHRASE Stephen
Mulhern hosts a celebrity
edition of the game show,
asking former professional
boxer Tony Bellew, singer
and fashion designer Kelly
Osbourne and BBC
Breakfast presenter Dan
Walker to guess the familiar
phrases hidden in animated
clues. One of them will
make it through to the
Super Catchphrase round,
where they could win
£50,000 for the charity of
their choice. R S
10.00 THE GRAHAM NORTON
SHOW With guests
including Dolly Parton and
Rupert Everett. R
11.00 WHO WANTS TO BE A
MILLIONAIRE? Big-prize
quiz.

6.05 SURVIVOR: EDGE OF
EXTINCTION Two tribal
councils take place in one
hour, and a surprise
advantage may pay off. R
7.00 NUACHT TG4
7.15 AN BEARNA A LÍONADH
The story of how experts
and academics based at NUI
Galway worked together
with medics at University
Hospital Galway to produce
life-saving medical
equipment during Covid. R
8.15 VIVA CEOL TIRE Jo Ní
Chéide showcases country
music videos filmed on
location. Performers on this
edition include Mick Flavin,
Mary Duff, Jimmy Buckley,
Claudia Buckley and Shunie
Crampsey. R
8.45 TOUR DE FRANCE: SÚIL
SIAR A look back at the
best action from Stage 8 of
Tour de France 2021, where
the cyclists undertook
150.8km starting in
Oyonnax and finishing in Le
Grand-Bornand.
9.20 FILM: THE PAINTED VEIL
(2006, Drama, 12) Edward
Norton, Naomi Watts. An
English doctor’s wife in
1920s China has an affair
with a politician. When her
husband finds out, he plots
revenge by forcing her to
accompany him on a mercy
mission to a remote
disease-ravaged village.
Dir: John Curran. S
11.40 TURAS BÓTHAIR In-car
conversations about sex,
mental health and dreams.
R

7.30 MOTD LIVE: UEFA EURO
2020 Coverage of the
concluding quarter-final
(Kick-off 8.00pm), held at
Stadio Olimpico in Rome, as
the winners of the seventh
and eighth last-16 matches
battle it out. Hosts France
were the final team to book
their last-four berth at Euro
2016, producing a fine
display to overwhelm
surprise package Iceland
5-2. Olivier Giroud scored a
brace, and Paul Pogba,
Dimitri Payet and Antoine
Griezmann also found the
net, but while that
performance further
reinforced their status as
favourites, they eventually
met their match against
Portugal in the final. S
10.10 NEWS S
10.30 IRISH OPEN GOLF 2021
HIGHLIGHTS Stephen
Watson presents action
from day three at Mount
Juliet Estate in
Thomastown, Kilkenny, as
the tournament won by
America’s John Catlin in
2020 continued. S
11.10 CROUCHY’S YEAR LATE
EUROS: LIVE Former
England striker Peter
Crouch gives his unique
take on the latest Euro 2020
action alongside Maya
Jama, with music from Alex
Horne and the Horne
Section. S
11.55 UEFA EURO 2020
HIGHLIGHTS Action from
the third and fourth
quarter-finals. S

8.30 TODAY AT WIMBLEDON
Clare Balding introduces
highlights of the sixth day’s
play at the All England
Club, where the line-up for
the last 16 was set to be
decided. This first Saturday
of the tournament is always
one of the busiest days and
will have been eagerly
anticipated, even more so
after the competition did
not take place last year due
to the Covid-19 pandemic. S
9.30 PRIDE LIVE AT THE
APOLLO Part one of two.
Celebrating LGBT+ standup comedy at the BBC,
showcasing the funniest
moments from stars who
have appeared on Live at
the Apollo. This edition
features sets from Fern
Brady, Desiree Burch, Alan
Carr, Larry Dean, Eddie
Izzard, Joe Lycett and Zoe
Lyons. R S
10.00 PRIDE HITS AT THE BBC
See Choice S
11.00 FILM: PRIDE
(2014, Drama, 15) Ben
Schnetzer, Bill Nighy. Gay
rights activists gather in
London for a pride march in
1984, and decide they have
a common cause with the
miners’ strike. When their
fundraising activities are
rejected by the miners’
union, they travel to a
Welsh pit village to show
their support in person. Dir:
Matthew Warchus. S

12.00 FILM: Denial (2016, Drama,
12) Rachel Weisz, Tom Wilkinson.
Dir: Mick Jackson. S
2.00 Waking the Dead R S 3.50
Impossible R S 4.35 EuroNews

1.45 Mr Mercedes R S 2.50
EuroNews

12.00 Piers Morgan’s Life Stories:
Joan Collins 1.00 The Best of
Ireland AM 2.25 Close

12.10 Perpetual Grace LTD R S 1.10
France 24

12.25 MOTD: UEFA Euro 2020
Replay S 2.00 News S

12.55 FILM: Summertime (2015,
Drama, 15) Cecile de France, Izia
Higelin. A farmer’s daughter falls
in love with a feminist in the 1970s,
but their relationship is greeted
with disapproval. Dir: Catherine
Corsini.
2.35 This Is BBC Two S
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ENTERTAINMENT Tipping Point: Lucky Stars
Virgin Media One, 7pm What’s better than an
episode of Tipping Point? That’s right, a
celebrity-filled edition, that’s what. This time,
former cricketer (and Strictly Come Dancing
participant) Graeme Swann appears alongside
comedians and writers Rob Delaney and Holly
Walsh. All three will be hoping to come out on
top so that they can hand over a large cash prize
to their favourite charity. Ben Shephard hosts.

Channel 4
6.00 Everybody Loves Raymond
R S 7.35 The Big Bang Theory R S
8.25 The Simpsons R S 11.25
Couples Come Dine with Me R S
12.30 Live International Rugby
Union Ireland v Japan (Kick-off
1.00pm). S
3.00 Live W Series Motor
Racing Coverage of the second
round of the season at Spielberg
in Austria. S
4.15 A Place in the Sun S 5.00
Kirstie and Phil’s Love It or List It
RS
6.00 NEWS S
6.30 FORMULA 1 AUSTRIAN
GRAND PRIX QUALIFYING
HIGHLIGHTS Action from
the battle for pole in the
ninth round of the season,
held at Red Bull Ring in
Spielberg. Having also
contested a Grand Prix on
this track last week, the
drivers will have been
familiar with the track and
hopeful of posting some
impressive times. S
8.00 FILM: THE POST
(2017, Drama, 12) Meryl
Streep, Tom Hanks. In 1971,
an American military
analyst uncovers the depths
of the US government’s
deceptions about the
futility of the Vietnam War,
and takes action by copying
top-secret documents that
would become the
Pentagon Papers.
Washington Post owner Kay
Graham and her editor Ben
Bradlee discover The New
York Times is preparing an
explosive expose on those
papers and, determined to
compete, set out to publish
them first. Dir: Steven
Spielberg. S
10.15 FILM: MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE – ROGUE
NATION
(2015, Thriller, 12) Tom
Cruise, Jeremy Renner. The
agents of the Impossible
Mission Force become
fugitives in order to bring
down a shadowy society of
assassins. Dir: Christopher
McQuarrie. S
12.45 FILM: Sleepless (2017,
Thriller, 15) Jamie Foxx, Michelle
Monaghan. Dir: Baran bo Odar. S
2.25 The Last Leg R S 3.20
Hollyoaks Omnibus R S 5.20
Coach Trip: Road to Tenerife R S
5.50 Kirstie’s Vintage Gems R S

Virgin Two

GENERAL

Virgin Three

Sky One

8.00 Tipping Point R S 9.00
Sunday Night Takeaway R 10.30
WWE SmackDown 11.30 In for a
Penny R 12.00 Tipping Point R S
1.00 Hospital R 2.00 Million Pound
Pawn R S 3.00 The Celebrity
Chase R S 4.00 Gok’s Lunchbox
R S 5.00 Celebrity Catchphrase
RS
6.00 THE NEXT GREAT
MAGICIAN R S
7.00 BIGGEST & BADDEST
8.00 DRESS TO IMPRESS R S
9.00 LOVE ISLAND
10.05 CELEBRITY PLASTIC
SURGEONS OF BEVERLY
HILLS Following cosmetic
surgeons in Los Angeles. R
10.35 BRITISH AND IRISH
LIONS HIGHLIGHTS
11.35 GOGGLEBOX IRELAND R S
12.35 WWE SmackDown R
1.35 FILM: Pregnancy Pact
(2010, Drama, PG) Thora Birch,
Camryn Manheim. A journalist
encounters hostility from parents
as she investigates the unusually
high number of teenage
pregnancies in her home town. Dir:
Rosemary Rodriguez.
3.35 Close

6.00 Monkey Life R S 7.00 Monkey
Business R S 8.00 Modern Family
R S 10.00 Supergirl R 11.00 The
Flash R 12.00 NCIS: Los Angeles
R S 3.00 The Simpsons R S 5.00
Formula 1 R
6.45 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.10 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.35 THE SIMPSONS R S
8.00 A LEAGUE OF THEIR OWN
RS
9.00 FILM: MEET THE
FOCKERS
(2004, Comedy, 12) Ben
Stiller, Robert De Niro. A
hapless groom-to-be faces
a new ordeal when he takes
his staid prospective in-laws
to Florida to meet his
eccentric parents. Dir: Jay
Roach. R S
11.05 BREEDERS Jim and Jackie
are excited about a possible
move to the coast. R
11.35 S.W.A.T The mayor asks
Hondo to be the public face
of a new outreach
campaign. R S
12.30 The Force: Manchester R
1.30 Road Wars R S 3.00 S.W.A.T
R S 4.00 Highway Patrol R

Sky Atlantic

UTV

6.00 The Guest Wing R S 6.55
Richard E Grant’s Hotel Secrets
R S 9.45 Dexter R S 3.15 The
Sopranos R
6.40 THE SOPRANOS Adriana
finds Christopher’s business
becoming increasingly
noticeable at her club and
Tony pays a visit to the
track to check out Ralph’s
new horse. Gritty crime
drama, starring James
Gandolfini and Michael
Imperioli. R
7.50 THE SOPRANOS Artie
Bucco agrees to help his
new hostess’s brother by
lending him money,
Carmela arranges a date for
Furio, and Tony receives
disturbing news about his
ex-mistress. R
9.00 GAME OF THRONES The
fate of Jon Snow is
revealed, Ramsay sends his
dogs after Theon and Sansa,
while Ellaria and the Sand
Snakes make their move.
RS
10.05 GAME OF THRONES The
Night’s Watch stands
behind Alliser Thorne. R S
11.10 GAME OF THRONES
Tommen confronts the High
Sparrow. R S
12.15 Game of Thrones R S 2.25
Californication R S 4.10 Storm
City R S

Schedules are subject to
change due to Euro
2020 fixtures
6.00 CITV 8.25 News S 8.30
Martin & Roman’s Weekend Best!
S 9.25 James Martin’s Saturday
Morning R S 11.35 Simply
Raymond Blanc R S 12.40 James
Martin’s American Adventure R S
1.10 News S
1.25 ITV Racing: Live from
Sandown Coverage from
Sandown Park and Haydock Park.
S
4.00 News S 4.05 UTV Live S
4.15 UEFA Euro 2020 Live
Coverage of the third quarter-final
(Kick-off 5.00pm). S
7.15 UEFA EURO 2020 LIVE
Coverage of the concluding
quarter-final (Kick-off
8.00pm), held at Stadio
Olimpico in Rome, as the
winners of the seventh and
eighth last-16 matches
battle it out. S
10.20 NEWS S
10.40 THE JONATHAN ROSS
SHOW: SPECIAL GUESTS
A look back at some of the
most memorable moments
from recent series. R S
11.05 TOUR DE FRANCE
HIGHLIGHTS Action from
stage eight.
12.10 Shop: Ideal World 3.00 FYI
Extra 3.15 Britain’s Brightest
Family R S 3.45 ITV Nightscreen

7.00am Teletubbies. 7.30 In the Night Garden. 8.00
Bob the Builder. 8.30 Fireman Sam. 9.00 Judge
Judy. 12.00 The Chase Australia. 1.00 Emmerdale.
4.00 Agatha Christie’s Poirot. 6.00 John Bishop’s
Ireland. 7.00 Tonight at the Palladium. With James
Blunt and Samurai Hayashi. 8.00 The Hotel
Inspector. Ruth Watson revisits a hotel in Newquay,
Cornwall. 9.00 Jericho. Martha’s fever gets worse
but Annie cannot get her to a doctor. 10.00 The Bay.
Return of the crime drama, starring Morven
Christie. 11.00 Film: Turbulence (1997, Thriller, 18)

BBC Four

7.00pm Bill Oddie’s Top 10 Birds. A light-hearted
guide to Britain’s birds. 8.00 Coast Great Guides:
England’s South East. Tessa Dunlop hitches a ride
with the Thames river police. 9.00 Beck. New.
Martin Beck and the team investigate a drugs gang.
10.30 The Ruth Ellis Files: A Very British Crime
Story. Gillian Pachter re-examines the case of the
last woman to be hanged in Britain. 11.30 The
Killing II. Lund and Strange head to Afghanistan.

ITV2

6.00am You’ve Been Framed! Gold. 6.30 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show. 9.00 Dress to Impress. 11.00
Celebrity Supermarket Sweep. 12.05 Catchphrase.
12.50 You’ve Been Framed! Gold. 1.50 Film: Step Up
All In (2014, Drama, PG) 4.05 Film: Sing (2016,
Animation, U) 6.15 Film: Wonder Woman (2017,
Fantasy, 12) 9.00 Love Island: Unseen Bits. A roundup of everything that has been happening in the
villa over the past week. 10.05 Family Guy. 11.30
American Dad!

ITV3

6.00am Outside Edge. 7.00 Coronation Street.
10.00 Film: Carry On Abroad (1972, Comedy, PG)
11.50 Midsomer Murders. 3.50 Lewis. 5.50 Wycliffe.
A kidnap victim turns up dead. 7.00 Midsomer
Murders. 11.05 Agatha Christie’s Poirot. An
aristocrat’s wife is stabbed to death.

E4

Woman (1944, Mystery, U) 9.00 Contagion (2011,
Thriller, 12) 11.10 The End of the Affair (1999, Drama,
18)

Film4

1.10pm Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country
(1991, Sci-Fi, PG) 3.20 Star Trek: Generations (1994,
Sci-Fi, PG) 5.40 Star Trek: First Contact (1996, SciFi, 12) 7.50 Star Trek: Insurrection (1998, Sci-Fi, PG)
10.00 Watchmen (2009, Sci-Fi, 18)

Sky Cinema Premiere

1.25pm The Climb (2019, Comedy, 15) 3.10 Silk Road
(2021, Thriller, 15) 5.10 Kindred (2020, Horror, 15)
7.00 Bill & Ted Face the Music (2020, Comedy, PG)
8.40 The Burnt Orange Heresy (2019, Thriller, 15)
10.30 Take Back (2021, Thriller, 15) 12.05 School’s
Out Forever (2021, Comedy, 15)

Sky Cinema Comedy

12.15pm Anchorman: The Legend of Ron Burgundy
(2004, 12) 1.55 This Is the End (2013, 15) 3.45 Jerry
Maguire (1996, 15) 6.05 Racing Stripes (2004, U)
8.00 Stuber (2019, 15) 9.45 As 12.15pm. 11.25 As
1.55pm.

Sky Cinema Family

12.40pm Jumanji: The Next Level (2019, Fantasy, 12)
2.45 Thunderpants (2002, Comedy, PG) 4.15 Hook
(1991, Fantasy, U) 6.40 Dora and the Lost City of
Gold (2019, Adventure, PG) 8.25 As 12.40pm. 10.35
Monster Family (2017, Animation, PG) 12.15 RoboDog (2015, Drama, PG)

SPORT

eir Sport 1

10.40am Football Gold. 2.45 2016 O’Donovan
Brothers Race. 3.00 Football Gold. 4.45 Pro14
Rainbow Cup. 6.30 2016 O’Donovan Brothers Race.
6.45 Classic GAA. 7.30 Gaelic Games Gold. 10.20
Boxing Gold. 12.50 Tyson: Raw and Uncut. 1.20
Boxing.

eir Sport 2

11.00am Wembley Gold. 12.00 Football Gold. 1.00
Pro14 Rainbow Cup. 9.00 Football Gold.

Virgin Sport

11.55am Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA. 1.50
Film: The Spiderwick Chronicles (2008, Fantasy, PG)
3.40 The Big Bang Theory. 7.10 Film: Crocodile
Dundee (1986, Comedy, 15) 9.00 Celebrity
Gogglebox. Shows including Countdown, Titanic,
First Dates and Serengeti are appraised. 10.00
Gogglebox.

10.30am Six Nations 2018. 1.30 Live Racing.
Coverage from Sandown Park and Haydock Park.
4.00 Extreme E: Electric Odyssey. 4.30 Formula E
Top Tens. 6.30 Racing. 9.00 Heineken Champions
Cup Rugby. 12.40 Extreme E: Electric Odyssey. 1.10
Close.

More4

10.20am Cycling: Tour de France. 11.35 Tour de
France – The Breakaway. 12.05 Live Cycling: Tour de
France. Coverage of stage eight. 4.35 Cycling:
French Road Championships. 5.50 Olympics:
Essential Stories. 6.00 Olympic Outposts. 7.00
Motocross World Championship. 8.00 Cycling: Tour
de France. 9.00 Tour de France – The Breakaway.
9.30 Hall of Fame – Greatest Jumpers. 10.00
Tennis: Wimbledon. 11.30 Cycling: Tour de France.
12.30 Tour de France – The Breakaway. 1.00 Hall of
Fame – Sydney 2000.

11.35am A Place in the Sun: Home or Away. 12.35
Bake Off: The Professionals. 1.35 Come Dine with
Me. 4.20 Four in a Bed. 7.00 Scotland’s Scenic
Railways. Documentary exploring the railways
crossing the Scottish Highlands. 8.00 999: On the
Front Line. A 93-year-old war veteran may have a
life-threatening infection. 9.00 24 Hours in A&E.
11.10 8 Out of 10 Cats Does Countdown.

Channel 5

11.55am Friends. 1.20 Crafting Magic: Lovely Things
at Home. 2.20 World’s Most Expensive Cruise Ships.
4.10 Elephant Hospital. 6.00 News. 6.05 Our
Yorkshire Farm. 8.00 William & Harry: Princes at
War? The truth behind the headlines of a rift
between Princes William and Harry. 9.30 Elizabeth
II & the Traitor King: A Secret Friendship. The story
of King Edward VIII told through the prism of his
relationship with Elizabeth II. 10.30 When Classic
TV Goes Horribly Wrong. Less-than-perfect
moments from the nation’s favourite shows.

National Geographic

Noon: Air Crash Investigation.

FILMS

TCM Movies

12.40pm Johnny Guitar (1954, Western, PG) 3.00
South of Death Valley (1949, Western, U) 4.20
Denver & Rio Grande (1952, Western, PG) 6.15
Sherlock Holmes and the Voice of Terror (1942,
Thriller, U) 7.40 Sherlock Holmes and the Spider

Eurosport 1

Sky Sports Main Event

10.45am Live Formula 1. The Austrian Grand Prix
third practice session. 12.10 Lewis Hamilton in
Bahrain. 12.30 Jenson Races Silverstone 500. 12.40
Ricciardo’s First Day at McLaren. 12.50 GTR Race
Feature. 1.00 Live Formula 1. The Austrian Grand
Prix qualifying session (Start-time 2.00pm). 3.35 My
Icon: Martin Offiah. 3.50 My Icon: Kadeen Corbin.
4.00 Live British and Irish Lions Tour. Lions v British
& Irish Lions (Kick-off 5.00pm). 8.00 Live PGA Tour
Golf. The Rocket Mortgage Classic. 11.00 Live LPGA
Tour Golf. The Volunteers of America Classic. 1.00
Euro Report.

Sky Sports Premier League

11.00am Soccer AM: The Best Bits. 11.30 Matchday
Plus. 11.45 Premier League. 7.15 Matchday Plus.
7.30 Premier League Icons. 8.00 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 9.00 PL Retro. 11.00 Premier League
Years. 1.00 PL Legends: Michael Owen. 1.30 PL
Legends: Gianfranco Zola.
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SUNDAY JULY 4
NEW SERIES Mayans MC BBC Two, 11.30pm &
12.25am The much-admired Sons of Anarchy
spin-off returns for its third series – and a
fourth is already in the pipeline. The drama
picks up a few months after the assassination
of the Vatos Malditos. EZ is struggling to find
his place within the club’s hierarchy; he’s also
haunted by Dita’s murder. Plus, Angel is on
rocky ground and finds solace in sex, booze and
finance – until a chance at redemption appears.

WILDLIFE DOCUMENTARY Bushfire Animal
Rescue RTÉ2, 8pm Last year, Australia wasn’t just
hit by coronavirus, it also had to deal with some
of the worst bushfires in living memory; it’s
estimated around 72,000 square miles burnt.
Thirty-four people were killed, but nearly three
billion terrestrial vertebrates were impacted,
leaving some species facing extinction. Here,
cameras follow those braving the elements to
rescue and care for creatures injured in the blaze.

RTÉ One

RTÉ2

Virgin One

TG4

BBC One

BBC Two

6.00 EuroNews 6.10 Teleshopping
7.45 Holby City S 8.55 Casualty S
9.55 Emma R S 11.00 Service.
See Choice S 12.00 The Week in
Politics S 1.00 News S
1.10 Dubai Duty Free Irish Open
2021 Coverage of day four. S
5.40 Nuacht Followed by The
Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 7.05 Children’s
Programmes
12.45 The Sunday Game Live
Roscommon v Galway and
Tipperary v Clare or Waterford
(Throw-ins 1.15pm and 3.45pm). S
5.55 FILM: Crocodile Dundee II
(1988, Comedy, PG) Paul Hogan,
Linda Kozlowski. The Australian
adventurer lures the drug dealers
who kidnapped his girlfriend to
the Outback for a showdown. Dir:
John Cornell. S

6.10 Who’s Doing the Dishes? R S
7.00 The Royal Today R 8.00 Cash
Trapped R S 9.00 Ireland AM S
12.00 The Hotel Inspector R S 1.00
The Cube R S 2.00 Tipping Point:
Lucky Stars R S 3.00 Celebrity
Catchphrase R S 4.00 The Chase
Celebrity Special R S 5.00 Red
Rock R S 5.30 News S

7.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg R 7.02 Cúla 4
na nÓg R 8.00 Cúla 4 10.20
Naíonáin an Zú R 10.50 Timpeall
na Tíre 11.20 Tour de France: Súil
Siar R
11.50 Tour de France Beo Live
coverage of stage nin.
5.20 Lúthchleasaíocht Beo

6.00 News S 9.00 The Andrew
Marr Show S 10.00 News S 10.30
Sunday Morning Live S 11.30
Murder, Mystery and My Family S
12.15 Homes Under the Hammer
R S 1.00 News S 1.15 Songs of
Praise S 1.50 Bargain Hunt R S
2.25 Escape to the Country R S
2.55 FILM: Clash of the Titans
(1981, Fantasy, PG) Harry Hamlin,
Laurence Olivier. Dir: Desmond
Davis. S
4.50 Spy in the Wild R S 5.50
News S

6.05 Life in a Cottage Garden R S
6.35 Britain in Bloom R S 7.05
Gardeners’ World R S 8.05
Countryfile R S 9.00 Landward
R S 9.30 Beechgrove R S 10.00
Saturday Kitchen S 11.30 Mary
Berry’s Country House Secrets R S
12.30 Reel History of Britain R S
1.00 FILM: Into the Woods (2014,
Fantasy, PG) Dir: Rob Marshall. S
3.00 Sporting Traditions R S
3.15 The Championship Armagh
v Antrim (Throw-in 3.30pm). S
5.45 The Yorkshire Dales R S

6.01 NEWS S
6.30 PRIMATES Chris Packham
narrates a look at what is
being done to protect
primates, with scientists
making ground-breaking
discoveries about this
remarkable animal family.
Last in the series. R S
7.30 NATIONAL TREASURES
John Creedon presents the
show from Dublin’s CHQ
building, where discoveries
include a Bosco mug and
some bones that may have
belonged to St Peter and St
Paul. R S
8.30 FAIR CITY Pete finds that
Vinny is a tough opponent
when their row escalates.
Despite opposition from
union man Ray, Orla presses
ahead with her big plans for
the garage. S
9.00 NEWS S
9.30 FILM: METAL HEART
(2018, Comedy, 15)
Jordanne Jones, Leah
McNamara. A bubbling
rivalry between shy goth
Emma and her blonde
socialite twin sister Chantal
comes to a head when their
parents leave them home
alone for the summer.
Chantal’s plans are put on
hold when she suffers a
minor car crash, and
matters take an intriguing
turn when Dan, a
mysterious young
neighbour moves in next
door. Dir: Hugh O’Conor. S
11.10 THE WEEK IN POLITICS
The latest political issues,
hosted by Áine Lawlor. R S

8.00 BUSHFIRE ANIMAL
RESCUE
See Choice S
9.00 CLOCH LE CARN The life
and career of Joe
McDonagh, the former GAA
president and one-time
hurler who died last year,
featuring contributions
from family, friends and
colleagues. R S
9.30 THE SUNDAY GAME Des
Cahill introduces highlights
and studio discussion of the
best of the weekend’s GAA
action. S
11.30 HORIZON TOKYO
Documentary following
nine athletes on and off the
track over the course of
three years as they try to
qualify for the Olympic
Games in Tokyo. Kellie
Harrington must overcome
broken hands, a corruption
scandal and a pandemic to
qualify her place on the
Irish Olympic team, while
Ciara Mageean’s move to
Manchester sets her up for
the Games of her life, and
Shane Ryan looks to secure
his spot at his second
Olympics. Narrated by
former boxer Andy Lee, who
competed at Athens in
2004. R S

6.00 WINNING COMBINATION
Quiz, hosted by Omid Djalili,
in which contestants are
assigned combinations of
numbers that represent the
size of the jackpot they play
to win in a final round. S
7.00 BEAT THE CHASERS
Contestants from across
the UK take on Jenny Ryan,
Anne Hegerty, Shaun
Wallace, Mark Labbett and
Paul Sinha, hoping to win
big money. Bradley Walsh
hosts. R S
8.00 THE CHASE CELEBRITY
SPECIAL Bradley Walsh
invites Jamie Theakston,
Faye Tozer, Ben Cohen and
Sara Pascoe to take part in
the quiz, with thousands of
pounds in charity donations
up for grabs. Last in the
series. R S
9.00 LOVE ISLAND After a
scorching first week in the
Love Island villa, the
Islanders have already
discovered that the journey
to true love is never easy. R
10.00 IFTA FILM & DRAMA
AWARDS 2021 Coverage of
the award ceremony.
Nominations were
shortlisted by Irish
Academy Members
alongside a specialist Jury
panel of industry experts
from around the world.
11.30 WHO WANTS TO BE A
MILLIONAIRE?
Big-prize quiz in which
another line-up of
contestants answer
questions that could
change their lives.

6.30 NA BAILITHEOIRÍ CEOIL
The musical life of
landscape artist George
Petrie, who noted down
ancient melodies in the
streets of Dublin and the
Aran islands in the 19th
century. Presented by Seán
Corcoran. R
7.15 NUACHT TG4
7.30 OLLCHLÁR ROS NA RÚN
Colm, tired with having to
deal with Caitríona’s
constant questioning, lets a
piece of information slip
that only the Gardaí or the
killer would know.
8.30 GO GASTA Two teams of six
from two villages go head
to head in a series of
challenges on a playing
field. This edition comes
from Co Galway, where
Kinvara take on
Clarinbridge. R
9.30 HUP Music from Miltown
Malbay, Co Clare, where the
Willie Clancy summer
school is in full swing.
Includes a performance by
Noel Hill, Tony Linnane and
Alec Finn. R
10.00 GEANTRAÍ Music and song
from Friel’s Pub in Milltown
Malbay.
10.30 TOUR DE FRANCE: SÚIL
SIAR A look back at the
best action from stage nine.
11.00 COGADH AR MHNA
Testimonies from some of
the women who were
subjected to sexual violence
during the Irish Revolution,
highlighting the silencing of
women and their stories in
Irish history. R

6.05 REGIONAL NEWS S
6.15 COUNTRYFILE Matt Baker
and Ellie Harrison celebrate
the 150th anniversary of
Wimbledon Common, and
encounter the horseback
patrols that enforce the
Common’s 57 bylaws. S
7.15 ANTIQUES ROADSHOW
Fiona Bruce presents from
the National Botanic
Garden of Wales in
Carmarthenshire, with
items including a rare
12th-century bronze
statuette brought back
from Calcutta in the 1920s.
RS
8.15 FILM PREMIERE:
YESTERDAY
(2019, Comedy, 12) Himesh
Patel, Lily James. A
musician wakes up after
being hit by a bus to find he
is the only person in the
world who remembers the
Beatles. Dir: Danny Boyle. S
10.00 NEWS S
10.20 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.30 IRISH OPEN GOLF 2021
HIGHLIGHTS Stephen
Watson presents action
from day four at Mount
Juliet Estate in
Thomastown, Kilkenny. S
11.10 MOTD TOP 10: MOMENTS
OF EURO ’16 S
11.40 FILM: MOLLY’S GAME
(2017, Drama, 15) Jessica
Chastain, Idris Elba. The
true story of Molly Bloom, a
skier who ran the world’s
most exclusive high-stakes
poker game and became an
FBI target. Dir: Aaron
Sorkin. S

6.15 AFRICA WITH ADE
ADEPITAN Ade concludes
his journey by exploring
southern Africa. In
Mozambique, he discovers
that a declining tourist
trade has benefited wildlife
and explores local attitudes
to disability. Moving on to
South Africa, he
investigates how much life
has changed in the 25 years
since the downfall of
apartheid. His journey ends
in Zimbabwe, a country that
is struggling economically.
Last in the series. R S
7.15 THIS FARMING LIFE
Raymond and Jen take a
busman’s holiday to
Switzerland. Kirsty and
Aimee go shopping to
double their flock and bad
news forces Stevie to make
a shocking decision. R S
8.15 OUR WILD ADVENTURES
Chris Packham remembers
a recent filming trip where
he had the privilege to spot
some extremely rare birds
circling the skies above
Hampshire – white-tailed
eagles. S
9.15 QI XL Sara Pascoe, Colin
Lane and Jimmy Carr join
regular panellist Alan
Davies and host Sandi
Toksvig for an extended
edition of the quiz show. R S
10.00 HEROES OF THE SOMME
The stories of seven of the
men whose bravery won
them the Victoria Cross. S
11.00 NEWS R S
11.30 MAYANS M.C
See Choice S

12.15 Dublin Murders S 1.25 Call
the Midwife R S 3.20 Celebrity
Bainisteoir – The Rivals R S 4.15
EuroNews

12.30 Yellowstone R S 1.20 North
and South: Book I S 3.00
EuroNews

12.30 You, Me and Surrogacy R S
1.30 The Best of Ireland AM 2.55
Close 5.20 Who’s Doing the
Dishes? R S

12.02 FILM: Jump (2012, Drama,
15) Nichola Burley, Martin McCann.
A gangster’s daughter is saved
from suicide on New Year’s Eve by
a man whose brother may have
been killed by her father. Dir:
Kieron J Walsh.
1.35 France 24

1.50 News S

12.25 Mayans M.C. See Choice S
1.15 News S 1.45 Sign Zone:
Question Time R S 2.45 Holby City
R S 3.25 This Is BBC Two S
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Cable & Satellite

A MOVING MOMENT Service RTÉ One, 11am
Recently, at Aras an Uachtarain, President
Michael D Higgins and his wife Sabina presented
the Rohan family with a tree to acknowledge the
work that Embrace FARM does in support and
remembrance of families affected by farm
accidents. Now the annual ecumenical service is
taking place, featuring an address from ex-Irish
Country Living editor Mairead Leavy and
traditional music led by Tina Cuddy.

Channel 4
6.00 Everybody Loves Raymond
R S 8.00 The Simpsons R S 9.30
Sunday Brunch S 12.30 The
Simpsons R S
1.30 Live International Rugby
Union England v USA (Kick-off
2.00pm). S
4.15 Grand Designs R S 5.15
George Clarke’s Amazing Spaces
RS

6.00 NEWS S
6.30 FORMULA 1 AUSTRIAN
GRAND PRIX HIGHLIGHTS
Steve Jones presents action
from the ninth round of the
season, held at Red Bull
Ring in Spielberg, as a
Grand Prix took place on
this course for the second
successive week. Valtteri
Bottas of Mercedes led
from start to finish in this
race last year, with Ferrari’s
Charles Leclerc and
McLaren’s Lando Norris
finishing second and third
respectively, as Bottas’
teammate, eventual
champion Lewis Hamilton,
had to make do with fourth
place. With analysis from
David Coulthard and Mark
Webber. S
9.00 THE HANDMAID’S TALE
June faces Aunt Lydia and
endures a torturous
interrogation. Nick and
Lawrence collaborate to
protect June. In Toronto,
Luke struggles with how to
help June and Hannah. S
10.20 CELEBRITY GOGGLEBOX
A rolling cast of famous
faces offers sharp,
insightful, funny and
sometimes emotional
critiques of popular and
topical TV shows. R S
11.15 FIRST DATES Those taking
part this time include
Melina, a 23-year-old makeup artist who has struggled
to find a man who is willing
to accept that dating her
also means dating her
whole family. R S
12.20 Fargo S 1.25 Ramsay’s
Kitchen Nightmares USA R S
2.15 FILM: 13 Hours: The Secret
Soldiers of Benghazi (2016,
Thriller, 15) John Krasinski, James
Badge Dale. Dir: Michael Bay. S
4.35 George Clarke’s Amazing
Spaces R S 5.30 Coach Trip: Road
to Tenerife R S

Virgin Two

7.30 Tipping Point R S 9.30 The
Next Great Magician R S 10.30
WWE: Raw 11.30 In for a Penny R
12.00 Celebrity Supermarket
Sweep R 1.00 5 Gold Rings R 2.00
The Cube R S 3.00 Tipping Point
R S 4.00 Back to Mine R 4.30
Sunday Night Takeaway R
6.00 A GIANT’S WELCOME –
NORTHERN IRELAND R
6.30 ZOO DAYS R
7.00 HOSPITAL R
8.00 JOE WICKS: THE BODY
COACH Fitness advice and
tips for healthy eating. R
9.00 FEEDING THE SUPER
RICH R
10.00 LOVE ISLAND: AFTERSUN
11.05 FILM: COYOTE WAITS
(2003, Drama, PG) Adam
Beach, Candice Costello.
Two tribal police officers
uncover a mysterious plot
involving a lost fortune and
an ancient historical
artefact on a Navajo
reservation. Dir: Jan
Egleson.
1.10 Love Island R 2.10 WWE: Raw
R 3.10 Celebrity Juice R 4.00
Close

GENERAL

FILMS

7.00am Teletubbies. 7.30 In the Night Garden. 8.00
Bob the Builder. 8.30 Fireman Sam. 9.00 Judge
Judy. 11.00 Red Rock. 12.00 The Chase Australia.
1.00 Coronation Street. 3.55 Agatha Christie’s
Poirot. 5.00 Film: The Scarlet and the Black (1983,
Drama, PG) 8.00 Wycliffe. A hit-and-run suspect
claims she ran over a ghost. 9.05 The Casebook of
Sherlock Holmes. A wealthy horse owner gambles
all his money. 10.10 David Suchet: In the Footsteps
of St Peter. Part two of two. The actor continues
tracing the life of Jesus’ close confidant. Last in the
series. 11.25 Vera.

12.05pm They Died with Their Boots On (1942,
Western, U) 3.00 Ride the High Country (1962,
Western, PG) 5.05 Return of the Gunfighter (1967,
Western, U) 7.15 Nazi Agent (1942, Thriller, U) 9.00
The Holcroft Covenant (1985, Thriller, 15) 11.25 Heat
(1995, Drama, 15)

BBC Four

Sky Cinema Premiere

Virgin Three

Sky One

6.00 Hour of Power R 7.00 The
Mighty Ones 7.25 Madagascar: A
Little Wild R S 7.50 All Hail King
Julien R 8.15 Dawn of the Croods
R 8.40 Trolls: Trollstopia 9.05
Modern Family R S 11.00 The
Simpsons R S 12.00 MacGyver R
1.00 Hawaii Five-0 R S 4.00 The
Simpsons R S
6.00 FORMULA 1 The Austrian
Grand Prix. Action from the
ninth round of the season at
Red Bull Ring in Spielberg.
7.00 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.30 THE SIMPSONS The family
goes on a camping trip. R S
8.00 AN IDIOT ABROAD 2 Karl
Pilkington prepares for a
15-hour trek to the summit
of Mount Fuji in Japan. R S
9.00 MACGYVER Mac, Bozer and
Riley tackle a crime while
quarantined.
10.00 S.W.A.T Chris asks the
SWAT team for help with
her personal mission.
11.00 PRODIGAL SON R S
12.00 NCIS: Los Angeles R S 1.00
The Blacklist R 2.00 The Force:
Manchester R 3.00 Night Cops R S
4.00 Air Ambulance ER R S

Sky Atlantic

UTV

6.00 Richard E Grant’s Hotel
Secrets R S 9.45 Dexter R S 3.15
The Sopranos R S
6.40 THE SOPRANOS Dr Melfi
disagrees with Tony about
his self-evaluation, while
Christopher is faced with a
tough decision. R S
7.50 THE SOPRANOS Tony’s
housing development funds
scam hangs in the balance
as Carmine and Johnny
deliver an uncompromising
set of demands. Meanwhile,
Janice begins to lose
patience with Bobby. R S
9.00 FILM: BEFORE I GO TO
SLEEP
(2014, Thriller, 15) Nicole
Kidman, Colin Firth. A
woman who cannot retain
her memories following a
traumatic accident is
contacted by a mysterious
neuropsychologist, who
offers to help her recover
the truth about her
condition. As she tries to
piece together the events of
her past, she begins to fear
neither her husband nor the
doctor are who they seem
to be. Dir: Rowan Joffe. R
11.15 CITY ON A HILL R S
12.20 Totti: One Captain R 1.05 Six
Feet Under R S 2.15
Californication R S 4.00 Storm
City R S

6.00 CITV 8.25 News S 8.30
Martin & Roman’s Weekend Best!
S 9.25 Love Your Garden R S 9.55
The Masked Singer US R S 12.40
Australian Ninja Warrior S 2.10
News S
2.20 FILM PREMIERE: Hotel
Transylvania 3: A Monster
Vacation (2018, Animation, U)
Adam Sandler, Andy Samberg.
Dir: Genndy Tartakovsky. S
4.10 Tipping Point: Best Ever
Finals R S 4.40 The Chase
Celebrity Special R S 5.40 News S
6.00 UTV LIVE S
6.10 FILM: HARRY POTTER
AND THE
PHILOSOPHER’S STONE
(2001, Fantasy, PG) Daniel
Radcliffe, Rupert Grint. An
orphaned boy with magical
powers enrols at a special
school for young wizards.
Dir: Chris Columbus. S
9.00 HARRY & WILLIAM:
WHAT WENT WRONG? S
10.00 NEWS S
10.20 EXTRAORDINARY TWINS
Part one of two. Following
conjoined twins in Idaho. R S
11.20 JOANNA LUMLEY’S
UNSEEN ADVENTURES
RS
12.10 Tour de France Highlights
1.00 Shop: Ideal World 3.00 FYI
Extra 3.15 Motorsport UK R S 4.05
ITV Nightscreen 5.05 Tipping
Point R S

7.00pm Nicola Benedetti: BBC Young Musician
Winner 2004. Profile of the BBC Young Musician of
the Year 2004. 7.15 Discovering The Bridge on the
River Kwai – Malcolm Arnold. The BBC Concert
Orchestra perform the score to David Lean’s 1957
film. 8.15 Maps: Power, Plunder and Possession.
How maps fuelled the plunder and conquest of the
world. Last in the series. 9.15 World War Two:
Behind Closed Doors. The mistrust that threatened
Churchill’s first meeting with Stalin. 10.15 Britain’s
Most Fragile Treasure. The history of York Minster’s
Great East Window. 11.15 Petite Fille: Storyville.

ITV2

6.00am You’ve Been Framed! Gold. 6.30 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show. 8.10 Secret Crush. 11.15 Take Me
Out. 12.30 Catchphrase. 1.15 You’ve Been Framed!
Gold Top 100 Sportstars. 2.20 You’ve Been Framed!
Gold. 2.50 Film: The Flintstones (1994, Comedy, U)
4.40 Film: Mamma Mia! Here We Go Again (2018,
Drama, PG) 6.50 Film: Step Up (2006, Drama, PG)
9.00 Love Island. There are plenty of twists and
turns lined up for the hopefuls. 10.00 Love Island:
Aftersun. Laura Whitmore is joined by a panel of
celebrity superfans. 11.05 Family Guy.

ITV3

6.00am Man About the House. 6.25 Emmerdale.
9.25 Wycliffe. 11.40 Inspector Morse. 2.00
Midsomer Murders. 10.00 DCI Banks: Aftermath.
12.00 Coronation Street.

Film4

1.00pm Big Mommas: Like Father, Like Son (2011,
Comedy, PG) 3.10 The Great Escape (1963,
Adventure, PG) 6.35 Gods of Egypt (2016,
Adventure, 12) 9.00 Independence Day (1996, Sci-Fi,
12) 11.50 The Last Stand (2013, Thriller, 15)
1.00pm Redemption Day (2021, Drama, 15) 2.50
Kindred (2020, Horror, 15) 4.40 Max Winslow and
the House of Secrets (2019, Drama, 12) 6.20 Bill &
Ted Face the Music (2020, Comedy, PG) 8.00 As
1pm. 9.50 The Burnt Orange Heresy (2019, Thriller,
15) 11.40 Silk Road (2021, Thriller, 15)

Sky Cinema Comedy

12.40pm Beverly Hills Cop (1984, 15) 2.30 Team
America: World Police (2004, 15) 4.20 Wayne’s
World (1992, PG) 6.05 Wayne’s World 2 (1993, PG)
8.00 The Longest Yard (2005, 12) 10.05 Coming to
America (1988, 15) 12.05 As 12.40pm.

Sky Cinema Family

12.45pm Sonic the Hedgehog (2020, Fantasy, PG)
2.30 Peter Pan (2003, Fantasy, PG) 4.30 Call of the
Wild (2009, Adventure, PG) 6.15 Matilda (1996,
Fantasy, PG) 8.00 As 12.45pm. 9.55 Casper (1995,
Comedy, PG) 11.40 James and the Giant Peach
(1996, Fantasy, U)

SPORT

eir Sport 1

10.20am Football Gold. 12.05 Pro14 Classic Finals.
3.15 2014 Masters Official Film. 4.10 Masters Final
Round 1996. 7.00 Football Gold. 10.00 Pro14 Classic
Finals. 1.10 Football Gold.

eir Sport 2

11.00am Football Gold. 1.00 The Big Match:
Everton. 3.05 Pro14 Rainbow Cup. 6.45 Classic
GAA. 9.30 The Big Match: Man Utd. 11.30 FIFA World
Cup Stories. 12.00 Football Gold.

E4

11.40am Come Dine with Me. 12.10 Ramsay’s
Kitchen Nightmares USA. 2.10 Film: Rango (2011,
Animation, PG) 4.20 The Big Bang Theory. 6.50
Film: Crocodile Dundee II (1988, Comedy, PG) 9.00
Film: The Inbetweeners 2 (2014, Comedy, 15) 11.00
Naked Attraction. 12.00 Batwoman.

Virgin Sport

11.00am Heineken Champions Cup Rugby. 11.50
Formula E Highlights. 1.50 Close.

Eurosport 1

More4

11.35am George Clarke’s Old House, New Home.
12.35 Four in a Bed. 3.15 Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
5.20 Four in a Bed. 8.00 999: On the Front Line. An
hour in the life of ambulance crews in the West
Midlands. 9.00 999: What’s Your Emergency? The
rise in racially aggravated hate crimes. 10.00 24
Hours in A&E. An 86-year-old man is rushed to St
Georges after a suspected stroke. 11.05 Emergency
Helicopter Medics.

Channel 5

11.50am Friends. 1.20 George Clarke’s Build a New
Life in the Country. 4.10 Film: Beaches (1988,
Drama, 12) 5.10 News. 5.15 Film: Beaches (1988,
Drama, 12) 6.35 News. 6.40 When All Inclusive
Holidays Go Horribly Wrong. 8.00 10 Years Younger
in 10 Days. The team helps an exhausted single
mum, and an ex-gambling addict. Last in the series.
9.00 Film: Robin Hood (2018, Drama, 12) 10.05
Entertainment News on 5. Showbiz news and
gossip. 10.10 Film: Robin Hood (2018, Drama, 12)
11.15 Film: The Terminator (1984, Sci-Fi, 15)

National Geographic

TCM Movies

Noon: Air Crash Investigation. 7.00 Lost Cities with
Albert Lin. Great feats of ancient water engineering
from around the world. 8.00 Lost Treasures of the
Maya. Evidence of human sacrifice is found in a
pyramid complex. 9.00 Air Crash Investigation.

10.45am Tour de France – The Breakaway. 11.15
Live Porsche Supercup. 12.15 Live Cycling: Tour de
France. Coverage of stage nine from Cluses to
Tignes. 5.10 Cycling: French Road Championships.
6.10 Cycling: Tour of Flanders. 6.30 Olympic
Games: Head to Head. 7.00 La Course by Le Tour.
8.00 Cycling: Tour de France. 9.00 Tour de France –
The Breakaway. 9.30 Hall of Fame – Greatest
Sprinters. 10.00 Tennis: Wimbledon. 11.30 Cycling:
Tour de France. 12.30 Tour de France – The
Breakaway. 1.00 Hall of Fame – London 2012.

Sky Sports Main Event

10.30am Live One-Day International Cricket.
England v Sri Lanka. 1.30 Live Formula 1. All the
build-up to the ninth grand prix of the season. 1.55
Live Formula 1. The Austrian Grand Prix (Start-time
2.00pm). 4.00 Live One-Day International Cricket.
England v Sri Lanka. 7.00 Live Betfred Super
League. St Helens v Wigan Warriors (Kick-off
7.30pm). 10.00 Live PGA Tour Golf. The Rocket
Mortgage Classic. 11.00 Live LPGA Tour Golf. The
Volunteers of America Classic. 1.00 Euro Report.

Sky Sports Premier League

11.00am Soccer AM: The Best Bits. 11.30 Matchday
Plus. 11.45 Premier League. 7.15 Matchday Plus.
7.30 Premier League Icons. 8.00 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 9.00 PL Retro. 11.00 Premier League
Years. 1.00 PL Legends: Gary Neville. 1.30 PL
Legends: Robbie Fowler.
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MONDAY JULY 5
NEW SERIES High: Confessions of an Ibiza Drug
Mule BBC One, 11.05pm In 2013, at the age of 19,
Co Tyrone-born Michaella McCollum was
arrested at Lima airport in Peru; the authorities
had found 11kg of cocaine in the luggage carried
by herself and Scottish fellow passenger Melissa
Reid. Now McCollum is set to discuss her story
in detail, and begins by recalling how she was
charmed into participating by a man she was
dating while on holiday.

NEW SERIES Kathy Burke: Who Wants to be
Rich? Channel 4, 10pm Following the success of
her 2019 series All Woman, the actor, writer and
director returns to the small screen with another
factual project. This time, over the course of two
episodes, she’s examining the world’s obsession
with money. Burke wants to understand our
relationship with the stuff, from those who
pursue wealth to those who sneer at others with
it and the folk who won’t discuss it at all.

RTÉ One

RTÉ2

Virgin One

TG4

BBC One

BBC Two

6.00 EuroNews 6.30 Teleshopping
8.05 Holby City R S 9.10 Casualty
R S 10.10 The Ellen DeGeneres
Show S 11.05 Dr Phil S 12.00
Shortland Street S 12.30 Keeping
Up Appearances R S 1.00 News S
1.30 Home and Away S 2.00
Neighbours S 2.30 Fair City R S
3.00 EastEnders R S 3.30 My
Kitchen Rules: Australia R S 4.35
News 4.45 The Durrells R S 5.40
Nuacht Followed by The Angelus
R

6.00 EuroNews 7.00 Children’s
Programmes 11.50 The Sarah
Jane Adventures R S 12.55 Junior
Bake Off R S 1.30 Cloudy with a
Chance of Meatballs R 1.55 Malory
Towers S 2.25 Danny & Mick R S
2.40 Hetty Feather S 3.10 Secret
Life of Boys R S 3.35 Jamie
Johnson R S 4.10 Hart of Dixie R S
5.00 The Goldbergs R S 5.30
Shortland Street R S

6.10 The Six O’Clock Show R 7.00
Ireland AM S 10.00 This Morning
12.30 News S 1.00 The Chase R S
3.00 Elaine 4.00 A Giant’s
Welcome – Northern Ireland R
4.30 Judge Judy 5.30 News S

7.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg R 9.23 Cúla 4
10.30 WAC R 11.00 Little House on
the Prairie R S 11.55 Abair Amhrán
R 12.10 River Cottage Australia
R S 12.40 Tour de France: Súil Siar
R 1.10 Murder, She Wrote R S 2.05
Weakest Link R S 3.00 Cúla 4 na
nÓg 3.02 Children’s programmes
4.00 Cúla 4 R 4.02 Whiz Sa
Chistin R S 4.33 Dónall Dána R S
4.44 Taffy R 4.53 Adventure Time
R 5.04 Harvey Beaks R S 5.26
SpongeBob SquarePants R S 5.55
Irish Paint Magic R

6.00 News S 9.15 Morning Live S
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer
R S 11.00 Murder, Mystery and My
Family S 11.45 Island Medics R S
12.15 Bargain Hunt S 1.00 News S
1.30 Regional News S
1.45 Wimbledon 2021 Coverage
of day seven. S

6.15 Murder, Mystery and My
Family R S 7.15 Sign Zone: The
Repair Shop R S 8.15 The Super
League Show S 8.45 The Week in
Parliament S 9.15 Politics Live S
10.00 News S
10.30 Wimbledon 2021 Coverage
of day seven. S

6.01 NEWS S
7.00 NATIONWIDE S
7.30 TASTES LIKE HOME
Catherine Fulvio looks back
at her visits to
Blanchardstown, Dublin and
Playa del Carmen in Mexico.
She also creates dishes
based on the flavours she
tasted during her Mexican
trip. R S
8.00 EASTENDERS Frankie is
feeling downbeat so Zack
offers to take her on a
driving lesson – but his good
deed has terrible
consequences. Kat asks
Denise to reconsider letting
Phil into Raymond’s life,
Patrick returns the things
that Isaac stole to Ruby and
Martin, and Peter resolves
to help Bobby move on with
his life. S
8.30 ECO EYE Reports on the
most pressing
environmental issues of the
day.
9.00 NEWS S
9.35 IRELAND’S RICH LIST
2021
See Choice S
10.35 HORIZON TOKYO
Documentary following
nine athletes on and off the
track as they try to qualify
for the Olympic Games in
Tokyo, focusing on Thomas
Barr, Orla Walsh and Leon
Reid. S
11.40 SILENT WITNESS Part one
of two. The body of a
woman is found on train
tracks in London, badly
damaged from electrical
burns. R S

6.00 NEIGHBOURS Pierce tells
Chloe that she is making
the same mistake with
Nicolette as she did with
him. R S
6.30 HOME AND AWAY Nikau is
pressured to take appetite
suppressants after a day-inthe-life photo shoot meant
to increase his social media
presence. R S
7.00 WHAT PLANET ARE YOU
ON? Maia Dunphy presents
this environmental
challenge in which four
families try to reduce their
carbon footprint, with the
winners after four weeks
awarded 5,000 euros. R S
8.00 GREAT BEAR STAKEOUT
First in a two-part
documentary following the
grizzly bears of the Alaskan
wilderness, beginning with
the plight of a mother and
her cub as they struggle to
survive. R S
9.00 FILM: GUARDIANS OF
THE GALAXY VOL 2
(2017, Fantasy, 12) Chris
Pratt, Zoe Saldana. After
saving Xandar from Ronan’s
wrath, intergalactic
outlaws Peter Quill,
Gamora, Drax the Destroyer,
Groot and Rocket Raccoon
are recognised as heroes.
Now, they must fight to stay
together as they unravel
the mystery surrounding
Ego, a man who claims to be
Quill’s father. Dir: James
Gunn. S
11.30 DOLLFACE Stella elicits
Izzy’s help in breaking up
with a guy. S

6.00 THE SIX O’CLOCK SHOW
Chat show. S
7.00 EMMERDALE Meena
manipulates Jacob. Matty
puts his foot in it. Faith is
grateful. S
7.30 CORONATION STREET
Todd, determined to prove
Summer can trust him,
returns home and proposes
to Billy. Izzy’s work samples
prove problematic for Carla.
Fiz tells Tyrone that he
needs to tell the girls about
the baby today. S
8.00 NEWS S
8.30 CORONATION STREET
Paul warns Billy that if he
marries Todd, he will live to
regret it. Carla tells Sarah
that the situation with Izzy
is untenable and if she
refuses to come back to
work, they’ll have to get rid
of her. S
9.00 LOVE ISLAND There are
plenty of twists and turns
lined up for the hopefuls,
and with a huge prize up for
grabs for the winning
couple, everybody is in it for
the long haul. R S
10.05 THE TONIGHT SHOW Matt
Cooper and Claire Brock
offer their unique take on
the big stories of the day
with a panel of guests.
There is also a panel
discussion covering the key
issues in the news. S
11.05 VITAL SIGNS A look at the
impact Covid-19 will have on
general practice in Ireland,
examining the changes
accelerated by the
pandemic.

6.25 GLÓR TÍRE: ROGHA &
TOGHA Performances by
Mick Flavin, Patrick Feeney,
Mike Denver, Shawn Cuddy,
Lee Matthews, Jimmy
Buckley and Justin McGurk
at the Quays Bar Music Hall.
RS
7.00 NUACHT TG4 The day’s
regional, national and
international news stories.
7.30 GAA CÚL CAMPS Reality
series exploring a virtual
Cúl Camp, featuring
Donegal star Ryan McHugh
along with Cork Camogie
captain Linda Collins.
Cameras follow the Forde
and Ó Maoilchiaráin
families as they practise
their skills at home.
Séamus Kennedy
showcases some hurling
skills, while Dublin Ladies
Football captain Sinéad
Aherne also features.
8.00 GAA 2021 GAA
championship highlights,
including football and
hurling action.
9.00 TOUR DE FRANCE: SÚIL
SIAR A look back at the
first nine stages, following
the action from Brest to
Tignes.
9.30 FILM: FENCES
(2016, Drama, 12) Denzel
Washington, Viola Davis.
Adaptation of the August
Wilson play about a
working-class AfricanAmerican dad trying to
raise his family in the 1950s,
while coming to terms with
the events of his life. Dir:
Denzel Washington. S

6.00 NEWS S
6.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
7.00 THE ONE SHOW The first
visit of the week to the One
Show studio, featuring the
usual mix of topical stories
and celebrity chat. S
7.35 LIFE IS MAGIC Illusionist
Joel M meets the student
formal committee at Our
Lady of Lourdes High
School in Ballymoney to
help plan an epic trick for
their formal dance. S
8.05 EASTENDERS
As RTÉ One, 8pm. S
8.30 BREXIT: SIX MONTHS ON
– PANORAMA Report on
British businesses dealing
with post-Brexit trading
rules six months after the
UK left the EU single
market. S
9.00 GOLD RUSH: OUR RACE
TO OLYMPIC GLORY New.
Documentary exploring how
Britain turned its sporting
reputation around over 16
years to triumph at the 2012
Olympics. Featuring Linford
Christie and Kelly Holmes. S
10.00 NEWS S
10.25 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.35 COUNTRYSIDE COLLEGE
The lockdown forces the
students to continue their
work online. Last in the
series. R S
11.05 HIGH: CONFESSIONS OF
AN IBIZA DRUG MULE
See Choice S
11.40 CRISTIANO RONALDO:
IMPOSSIBLE TO IGNORE
The story of football star
Cristiano Ronaldo’s life and
career. R S

8.30 TODAY AT WIMBLEDON
Clare Balding introduces
highlights of the seventh
day’s play at the All England
Club, where the line-up for
the quarter-finals in the
singles draws was set to be
decided. This is invariably
one of the most exciting
days on the schedule, with
all of the men’s and ladies’
fourth-round singles
matches set to be played. S
9.30 HEIST: THE NORTHERN
BANK ROBBERY Darragh
MacIntyre and Sam McBride
shed new light on the
Northern Bank Robbery.
Two families were held
hostage for 24 hours, while
two bank employees were
forced to rob £26.5million.
Despite an international
police investigation and
heavily rumoured IRA
involvement, the case
remains unsolved after 16
years. Darragh and Sam
examine internal bank
CCTV, police 999 calls,
archive footage and court
transcripts for fresh clues,
and consider the impact of
the crime on the peace
process. R S
10.30 NEWSNIGHT S
11.15 GO DOMHAIN SAN FHUIL
Part two of two. John and
Colm O’Brien talk about the
challenges of fishing as
with the price of crab
falling, the pressure is on to
spend longer at sea just to
remain in business. In Irish.
RS
11.45 NEWS S

12.40 The Trump Show R S 1.40
Ghosts R S 2.10 Unstoppable:
Sean Scully and the Art of
Everything R S 3.35 Nationwide
R S 4.00 Dr Phil R S 4.45 Doctors
R S 5.15 EuroNews

12.05 Shortscreen S 12.10 NCIS S
1.00 American Housewife R S 1.50
EuroNews

12.05 Mr Selfridge R 1.05 The
Restaurant R S 2.00 Close 5.20
The Tonight Show R

12.00 Geantraí R 12.35 The Bridge
R 1.40 Weakest Link R S 2.35
France 24

12.45 Have I Got a Bit More News
for You R S 1.25 News S

12.15 Sign Zone: Countryfile R S
1.10 The Sheriffs Are Coming R S
1.55 Frontline Fightback R S 2.40
This Is BBC Two S
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NEW SERIES Ireland’s Rich List 2021 RTÉ One,
9.35pm The Covid-19 pandemic has had an
impact on most people’s finances during the past
16 months – but who came out of it with more or
less money than they had before? We’re about to
find out as Richard Curran examines the
finances of the Irish nationals who appear on
this year’s Sunday Times Rich List. Expert
comment comes from the likes of entrepreneur
Norah Casey and business journalist Mark Paul.

Channel 4
6.00 Countdown R S 6.40 Cheers
R S 7.35 Everybody Loves
Raymond R S 8.55 Frasier R S
10.25 Escape to the Chateau: DIY
R S 11.25 News S 11.30 Posh
Pawnbrokers R S 12.30 Steph’s
Packed Lunch S 2.10 Countdown S
3.00 A Place in the Sun R S 4.00
Mend It for Money R S 5.00
Couples Come Dine with Me R S

6.00 THE SIMPSONS Homer is
appointed Springfield’s new
sanitation commissioner,
but spends his entire year’s
budget allocation in the
first month. Featuring the
guest voices of U2 and
Steve Martin. R S
6.30 HOLLYOAKS Luke comes
to a big realisation and
wants to make things right.
Felix has a proposition for
Fergus and Warren. Tony
tries to encourage Diane to
go outside. R S
7.00 NEWS S
8.00 DEVON AND CORNWALL
A steam engine enthusiast
embarks on an ambitious
coast-to-coast journey
across Devon, travelling
across the county’s rolling
hills in an 80-year-old
steamroller with a top
speed of eight miles per
hour. Farmers on Dartmoor
rear a rare breed of sheep,
while at Falmouth, a group
of free divers explores a
spectacular underwater
cave. S
9.00 24 HOURS IN A&E A
56-year-old woman is
rushed to St George’s with
an open ankle fracture after
falling in her garden, and a
man suffering chest pains
looks back on his career on
the railway. S
10.00 KATHY BURKE: MONEY
TALKS
See Choice S
11.05 SEX PARTY SECRETS The
hidden world of the UK’s
self-proclaimed ‘sexual
elite’. R S
12.05 Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA R S 1.00 Couples
Come Dine with Me R S 1.55 Bake
Off: The Professionals R S 2.50
Wife Swap USA R S 3.40 George
Clarke’s Amazing Spaces R S 4.35
Location, Location, Location R S
5.30 Coach Trip: Road to Tenerife
RS

Virgin Two

8.30 Cash Trapped R S 9.30
Tipping Point R S 10.30 Dress to
Impress R S 11.30 The Switch R
12.30 Alphabetical R S 1.30
Ireland AM R S 2.30 Emmerdale
R S 3.00 Coronation Street R S
4.00 Tipping Point R S
6.00 THE CHASE R S
7.00 THE CHASE R S
8.00 THE CELEBRITY CHASE
With Charlie Brooks,
Richard Whitehead, Shappi
Khorsandi and David
Dickinson. R S
9.00 THE CHASE AUSTRALIA
Andrew O’Keefe presents
the Down Under version of
the quiz show in which four
people must work together
to beat the Chaser and win
a cash prize.
10.00 IBIZA WEEKENDER The
hotel is troubled by a guilty
secret.
11.00 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One, 7.30pm. R S
11.30 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One, 8.30pm. R S
12.00 Emmerdale R S 12.30 Love
Island 1.35 The Graham Norton
Show R 2.35 Close

GENERAL

Virgin Three

Sky One

6.00 Animal 999 R S 7.00
Futurama R S 8.00 Monkey
Business R S 9.00 Motorway
Patrol R S 10.00 Stop, Search,
Seize R S 11.00 NCIS: Los Angeles
R S 1.00 Hawaii Five-0 R S 3.00
S.W.A.T R S 4.00 Modern Family
R S 5.00 The Simpsons R S 5.30
Futurama R S
6.00 FUTURAMA R S
6.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.00 THE SIMPSONS Marge
contemplates an affair. R S
7.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
8.00 A LEAGUE OF THEIR OWN
RS
9.00 FILM: I AM LEGEND
(2007, Sci-fi, 15) Will Smith,
Alice Braga. A Manhattanbased scientist tries to find
a cure for a viral plague that
has turned all other
humans into vampire-like
creatures. Dir: Francis
Lawrence. R
11.00 BREEDERS R
11.30 THE BLACKLIST R
12.30 Road Wars R S 1.30 NCIS:
Los Angeles R S 3.30 Road Wars
R S 4.00 Stop, Search, Seize R S
5.00 S.W.A.T R S

Sky Atlantic

UTV

6.00 The British R S 7.00
Elementary R S 9.00 Six Feet
Under R S 11.15 Deadwood R S
1.30 Elementary R S 3.20 Dexter
R S 5.30 The Sopranos R S
6.35 THE SOPRANOS
Christopher is released
from the drug rehabilitation
centre and the prosecution
case collapses at Uncle
Junior’s trial. Carmela goes
over the edge and ends up
throwing Tony out on the
street. Last in series. R S
8.00 GAME OF THRONES The
fate of Jon Snow is
revealed, Ramsay sends his
dogs after Theon and Sansa,
while Ellaria and the Sand
Snakes make their move.
RS
9.00 SAVE ME Nelly infiltrates a
secret network that may
hold the key to his
daughter’s return. Goz
makes a shocking discovery
that someone in the Towers
may know more than they
are letting on. R S
10.05 DEADWOOD Brian Cox
joins the cast as a
flamboyant stage promoter.
RS
11.10 DEADWOOD Alma opens
the town’s first bank. R S
12.20 Deadwood R S 1.30 True
Blood R S 2.40 Californication R S
4.00 Urban Secrets R S

6.00 News S 9.00 Lorraine S
10.00 This Morning S 12.30 Loose
Women S 1.30 News S 1.55 UTV
Live S 2.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal
R S 3.00 Tenable R S 4.00 Tipping
Point R S 5.00 The Chase R S
6.00 UTV LIVE S
6.30 NEWS S
7.00 EMMERDALE
As Virgin One, 7pm. S
7.30 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One, 7.30pm. S
8.00 MAHON’S WAY Joe Mahon
visits Cregagh Wood on the
sunlit slopes of Glendun in
the Glens of Antrim. S
8.30 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One, 8.30pm. S
9.00 LONG LOST FAMILY New.
Davina McCall and Nicky
Campbell return to tell
incredible stories of people
desperate to find missing
family and answer
questions that have
haunted entire lives. S
10.00 NEWS S
10.30 UTV LIVE S
10.45 VIEW FROM STORMONT A
report on the latest political
developments in Belfast,
London and Dublin. S
11.45 MONSTER CARP R S
1.00 Shop: Ideal World 3.00 FYI
Extra 3.15 Tour de France
Highlights 4.05 Lingo R S 4.55 ITV
Nightscreen 5.05 Tipping Point
RS

7.00am Teletubbies. 7.30 In the Night Garden. 8.00
Bob the Builder. 8.30 Fireman Sam. 9.00 Elaine.
10.00 Cash Trapped. 11.00 Vet School. 12.00 The
Chase Australia. 1.00 Agatha Christie’s Marple.
3.00 Guess This House. 4.00 The Royal. 5.00
Heartbeat. 6.00 Agatha Christie’s Marple. 8.00
Heartbeat. Rosie goes on a blind date. 9.00 Cold
Feet. 10.00 Smalltown. 11.00 DNA.

BBC Four

ITV2

6.00am Totally Bonkers Guinness World Records.
6.30 You’ve Been Framed! Gold. 7.00 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show. 8.00 Celebrity Supermarket
Sweep. 9.00 You’ve Been Framed! 9.30 Ellen’s
Game of Games. 10.30 Dress to Impress. 11.30
Secret Crush. 12.30 Celebrity Catchphrase. 1.30
You’ve Been Framed! Gold. 2.00 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show. 3.00 Dress to Impress. 4.00 The
Masked Singer US. 5.00 You’ve Been Framed! Gold.
6.00 Catchphrase Celebrity Special. 7.00
Superstore. 8.00 Bob’s Burgers. 9.00 Love Island.
The Islanders keep their eyes on the prize. 10.05
Celebrity Karaoke Club. 11.05 Family Guy.

ITV3

6.00am Classic Coronation Street. 7.00 Classic
Emmerdale. 8.05 Heartbeat. 9.15 Bless This House.
9.45 Man About the House. 10.20 Inspector Morse.
12.40 Heartbeat. 1.45 Classic Emmerdale. 2.50
Classic Coronation Street. 3.55 Midsomer Murders.
5.55 Downton Abbey. 8.00 Lewis. 10.00 DCI Banks.
12.00 Inspector Morse.

E4

Noon: Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 1.00 The Big Bang
Theory. 3.00 The Goldbergs. 4.00 Black-ish. 5.00
Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 6.00 The Big Bang Theory. 7.00
Hollyoaks. 7.30 Come Dine with Me. 8.00 Ramsay’s
Kitchen Nightmares USA. 9.00 Celebrity
Gogglebox. 10.00 Rick and Morty. 10.30 Harley
Quinn. 11.00 Birdgirl. 11.30 Duncanville. 12.00
Naked Attraction.

More4

11.05am Find It, Fix It, Flog It. 12.10 Car S.O.S. 1.10
Emergency Helicopter Medics. 2.15 Four in a Bed.
4.55 Grand Designs New Zealand. 5.55 The
Supervet. 6.55 Escape to the Chateau. 7.55 Grand
Designs. 10.00 The Billion Pound Hotel. 11.05 24
Hours in A&E.

Noon: Air Crash Investigation. 1.00 Wicked Tuna.
2.00 Car S.O.S. 4.00 Megafactories. 5.00 Food
Factory. 6.00 Panama Canal Revealed. 7.00
Seconds from Disaster. 8.00 Airport Security:
Brazil. 9.00 Air Crash Investigation. 10.00 Banged
Up Abroad: Crime & Punishment. 11.00 Air Crash
Investigation. 12.00 World War I Apocalypse.

FILMS

TCM Movies

1.30pm Streets of Ghost Town (1950, Western, U)
2.45 Sherlock Holmes: Terror By Night (1946,

12.50pm Apache Drums (1951, Western, U) 2.25
Beneath the Planet of the Apes (1969, Sci-Fi, 15)
4.15 Alvarez Kelly (1966, Western, PG) 6.25 X-Men:
Days of Future Past (2014, Sci-Fi, 12) 9.00 Pitch
Perfect 3 (2017, Comedy, 12) 10.50 Shooter (2007,
Adventure, 15)
2.00pm Max Winslow and the House of Secrets
(2019, Drama, 12) 3.40 Silk Road (2021, Thriller, 15)
5.40 The Climb (2019, Comedy, 15) 7.20 Bill & Ted
Face the Music (2020, Comedy, PG) 9.00 What Lies
Below (2020, Horror, 15) 10.40 The Burnt Orange
Heresy (2019, Thriller, 15) 12.30 Reunion (2020,
Horror, 15)

Sky Cinema Comedy

Noon: Misbehaviour (2020, 12) 1.50 The Ugly Truth
(2009, 15) 3.30 The Golden Child (1986, PG) 5.10
Johnny English (2003, PG) 6.45 Johnny English
Reborn (2011, PG) 8.30 As 12noon. 10.30 As 1.50pm.
12.10 Corporate Animals (2019, 15)

Sky Cinema Family

12.05pm Pinocchio (2019, Drama, PG) 2.25 Furry
Vengeance (2010, Comedy, PG) 4.10 Two Brothers
(2004, Adventure, U) 6.10 Molly Moon and the
Incredible Book of Hypnotism (2015, Drama, U) 8.00
As 12.05pm. 10.05 The Secret Garden (2020, Drama,
PG) 11.50 Racing Stripes (2004, Adventure, U)

SPORT

eir Sport 1

10.00am Pro14 Rainbow Cup. 2.00 Football Gold.
7.00 Olympic Games Official Films. 9.25 FIFA World
Cup Official Film. 10.50 Football Gold. 11.50 2016
O’Donovan Brothers Race. 12.05 1992 – Va Ser Mitic.
1.00 Football Gold.

eir Sport 2

11.00am Football Gold. 1.00 The Big Match: West
Ham. 3.15 Football Gold. 7.00 Masters Final Round
2005. 12.00 Football Gold. 1.00 Passing it On:
Ballymun Kickhams.

Virgin Sport

10.00am UEFA Nations League. 8.00 Six Nations
2019. 9.00 Alan Quinlan: Red Blooded. 11.00
Formula E Top Tens. 1.00 Close.

Eurosport 1

11.15am Room to Improve. 12.20 News. 12.25 Build
a New Life in the Country. 1.15 Home and Away. 1.45
Neighbours. 2.15 Film: Deadly Delusion (2017,
Thriller, PG) 4.00 Bargain-Loving Brits in the Sun.
5.00 News. 5.30 Neighbours. 6.00 Home and Away.
6.30 News. 7.00 The Motorway Cops: Catching
Britain’s Speeders. 8.00 Wetherspoons: How Do
They Do It?! 9.00 Great British Gardens with Carol
Klein. 10.00 Casualty 24/7: Every Second Counts.
11.05 999: Critical Condition.

National Geographic

Film4

Sky Cinema Premiere

7.00pm The Joy of Painting. 7.30 The Cruise. 8.00
Art of Persia. 9.00 Turner: The Man Who Painted
Britain. Artist JMW Turner’s revolutionary works.
10.00 Simon Schama’s Power of Art. 11.00 Frank
Bowling’s Abstract World. 11.30 Apples, Pears and
Paint: How to Make a Still Life Painting.

Channel 5

Mystery, PG) 4.00 The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse (1961, Drama, PG) 7.20 Gunsmoke in
Tucson (1958, Western, U) 9.00 Tigerland (2000,
Drama, 18) 11.05 Posse (1993, Western, 15)

11.00am Cycling: Tour de France. 12.00 Tour de
France – The Breakaway. 12.30 World Superbikes.
1.30 Best of Roland-Garros. 2.30 Hall of Fame –
Sydney 2000. 3.30 La Course by Le Tour. 4.30
Cycling: Tour de France. 5.30 Tour de France – The
Breakaway. 6.00 Olympic Games: Ben Johnson.
7.00 Olympic Games: The Sleeping Giant. 8.00
Show Jumping. 9.00 Olympic Games: Head to
Head. 10.00 Tennis: Wimbledon. 11.30 Cycling: Tour
de France. 12.30 Tour de France – The Breakaway.
1.00 World Superbikes.

Sky Sports Main Event

11.00am Euro Football Show. 12.00 Euro Report.
1.00 Sky Sports News. 5.00 Euro Report. 7.00 Sky
Sports News. 7.30 Live Betfred Super League.
Warrington Wolves v Leeds Rhinos (Kick-off
7.45pm). Coverage of the match from the 13th
round of fixtures, taking place at Halliwell Jones
Stadium. 10.00 Euro Report. 12.00 NFL: Total
Access. 1.00 Euro Report. 1.30 Live NBA Playoffs
42.

Sky Sports Premier League

11.00am Euro Football Show. 12.00 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 1.00 Premier League. 2.45 PL Greatest
Games. 4.00 Best PL Goals 92/93. 5.00 Premier
League. 9.00 Gary Neville’s Soccerbox. 10.00
Premier League Icons. 10.30 PL Retro. 12.30
Premier League Icons. 1.00 Premier League Years.
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TUESDAY JULY 6
AMERICAN CRIME DRAMA Blue Bloods RTÉ2,
10.15pm Things get very personal indeed for the
Reagan family when Danny and Maria stumble
upon new family member Joe Hill taking part
in an illegal gun sale. Frank isn’t pleased that
nobody within the family had been told that Joe
was working undercover – or that he was even
back in New York. However, Danny knows
more about the case than he’s letting on – and
matters are about to get a whole lot worse...

EYE-OPENING DOCUMENTARY Forensics: The
Real CSI BBC Two, 9pm After a break, the second
series resumes with a disturbing case in the West
Midlands. After receiving reports of a violent
attack, police officers arrive at the scene after the
culprits have fled. Their victim, however, is still
there, and after the incident, a second man dies
as a result of injuries inflicted during the event.
Detectives then rely on forensic investigators to
help them bring those responsible to justice.

RTÉ One

RTÉ2

Virgin One

TG4

BBC One

BBC Two

6.00 EuroNews 6.15 Teleshopping
7.50 Holby City R S 8.55 Casualty
R S 9.55 The Ellen DeGeneres
Show S 10.50 Dr Phil S 11.45
Shortland Street S 12.15 Keeping
Up Appearances R S 12.45 Telly
Bingo 1.00 News S 1.30 Home and
Away S 2.00 Neighbours S 2.30
EastEnders R S 3.00 At Your
Service R S 3.30 My Kitchen Rules:
Australia S 4.35 News S 4.45 The
Durrells R S 5.40 Nuacht
Followed by The Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 7.00 Children’s
Programmes 11.50 The Sarah
Jane Adventures R S 12.55 Junior
Bake Off R S 1.30 Cloudy with a
Chance of Meatballs R 1.55 Malory
Towers S 2.25 Danny & Mick R S
2.40 Hetty Feather S 3.10 Secret
Life of Boys R S 3.35 Jamie
Johnson R S 4.10 Hart of Dixie R S
5.00 The Goldbergs R S 5.30
Shortland Street R S

6.10 The Six O’Clock Show R 7.00
Ireland AM S 10.00 This Morning
12.30 News S 1.00 The Chase R S
3.00 Elaine 4.00 A Giant’s
Welcome – Northern Ireland R
4.30 Judge Judy 5.30 News S

7.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg R 9.23 Cúla 4
10.30 WAC R 11.00 Little House on
the Prairie R S 11.55 Garraí Glas R
12.25 Tour de France: Súil Siar R
1.00 Tour de France Beo Live
coverage of Stage 10. 5.00 Cúla 4
R 5.02 Dónall Dána R S 5.13
Harvey Beaks R S 5.38 SpongeBob
SquarePants R S 5.55 Bailte R

Schedules are subject to
change due to Euro
2020 fixtures
6.00 News S 9.15 Morning Live S
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer
R S 11.00 Murder, Mystery and My
Family S 11.45 Island Medics R S
12.15 Bargain Hunt R S 1.00 News
S 1.30 Regional News S
1.45 Wimbledon 2021 The
women’s singles quarter-finals. S

6.15 Murder, Mystery and My
Family R S 7.00 Bargain Hunt:
Gadgets Special R S 7.45 Sign
Zone: Gardeners’ World R S 8.45
Beechgrove R S 9.15 Politics Live
S 10.00 News S
12.30 Wimbledon 2021 The
women’s singles quarter-finals. S

6.01 NEWS S
7.00 SCANNAL A look back to
June 2001, when young
innocent school girls
attending Holy Cross
Primary School in North
Belfast were targeted
during Loyalist picketing. S
7.30 EASTENDERS As Zack
calls an ambulance to say
he has found Nancy
unconscious in the street,
the severity of his actions
hits home – and what it
would mean if the truth
comes out. Kat is stunned
when Phil reveals he has
told Raymond the truth,
and Peter arranges to meet
Dana behind Bobby’s back. S
8.00 THE GREAT HOUSE
REVIVAL Karen Whyte and
her partner Donnacha
Curley purchased Grove
House a few years ago with
a plan to save it from
dereliction. Empty for years,
the Westport building was
damp, water-damaged, and
largely unloved. A native of
Westport, Karen is keen to
restore the building back to
the grand home it once was.
RS
9.00 NEWS S
9.35 PRIME TIME In-depth
analysis of current affairs
and topical reports
presented by Miriam
O’Callaghan and Sarah
McInerney. S
10.05 THE NEST Emily makes a
shocking discovery. S
11.15 OUR TOWN Teenager
Regan makes a life
changing decision. R S

6.00 NEIGHBOURS Amy and
Roxy face off after Amy’s
accusation of theft, and
Sheila sees Levi is still
caught up in depressed
thoughts about Bea, so
resolves to keep his mind
occupied. R S
6.30 HOME AND AWAY Bella is
excited about her exhibition
with Emmett, but is
frustrated at him for
getting distracted with
other girls. Nikau’s focus on
his body image puts his
health in danger. R S
7.00 UEFA EURO 2020
Coverage of the opening
semi-final (Kick-off
8.00pm), as the winners of
the second and first
quarter-finals meet at
Wembley Stadium. Darragh
Maloney presents, with
analysis from Damien Duff,
Liam Brady and Richie
Sadlier, and commentary by
George Hamilton and Ray
Houghton. S
10.15 BLUE BLOODS
See Choice S
11.10 UEFA EURO 2020
HIGHLIGHTS Action from
the opening semi-final at
Wembley Stadium, as the
sides battled it out for a
place in the final. S
11.40 ONE BORN EVERY
MINUTE First-time parents
Rochalla and her partner
Craig arrive 10 days
overdue. Her pregnancy
defied medical odds as she
conceived just weeks after
an aggressive course of
chemotherapy. R S

6.00 THE SIX O’CLOCK SHOW
Chat show, featuring
celebrity interviews, food
from leading chefs and
guidance on a wide range of
topics. S
7.00 CORONATION STREET
ICONS: SALLY METCALFE
Sally Lindsay celebrates the
best moments from Sally
Dynevor’s career on
Coronation Street, with the
help of clips from the
archives and interviews
with co-stars. R S
7.30 RARE BREED – A
FARMING YEAR The series
returns to chart the lives of
farming families
throughout 2016, beginning
in January as Antrim dairy
farmer George Bingham
and his family run their TB
test. R
8.00 NEWS S
8.30 RED ROCK Rachel goes to
great lengths to say
goodbye to Brian. Sean
makes a last-ditch attempt
to persuade Adrijan not to
leave Ireland, while Rory
sees an opportunity to
impress Supt Dunne at
Nikki’s expense. R S
9.00 LOVE ISLAND The
Islanders keep their eyes on
the prize as the romantic
game show puts them
through more twists and
turns. R S
10.05 THE TONIGHT SHOW Matt
Cooper and Claire Brock
offer their unique take on
the big stories of the day. S
11.05 THE HOTEL INSPECTOR
See Choice S

6.25 GLÓR TÍRE: ROGHA &
TOGHA Featuring music by
Louise Morrissey, Michael
English, Nathan Carter,
Mike Denver, Mick Flavin,
Johnny Brady, Gina and the
Champions, and Jim Devine.
RS
7.00 NUACHT TG4
7.30 TRÍD AN LIONSA Úna Ní
Bhroiméil explores early
images from inside and
outside the National
Library, which was
established in 1877 and
quickly became a genderneutral space. Last in the
series. R
8.00 7 LÁ Politics and the
economy, regional, national
and international affairs.
With live debate on the
major issues of the day with
a panel of analysts, experts
and political pundits.
8.30 ROS NA RÚN Mo is no
longer able to carry the
burden of Frances death.
Knowing her life will never
be the same again , she
decides to tell the truth. –
shocking Tadhg by her
admission.
9.00 TOUR DE FRANCE: SÚIL
SIAR A look back at the
best action from stage 10.
9.30 VIVA CEOL TIRE Country
music videos filmed on
location in Ireland.
10.00 RACHT An Antrim medic
arrested on suspicion of
killing a patient in England
in 1957. R
10.30 FARGO Malvo finds a new
target. S
11.40 ROS NA RÚN R

6.00 NEWS S
6.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
7.00 MOTD LIVE: UEFA EURO
2020 Coverage of the
opening semi-final (Kick-off
8.00pm), as the winners of
the second and first
quarter-finals meet at
Wembley Stadium. Portugal
ended Wales’ fairytale run
in the corresponding match
of Euro 2016 in Lyon, with
two goals in the space of
three second-half minutes
by Cristiano Ronaldo and
Nani proving decisive, but
the Welsh went home with
their heads held high,
having topped a group
containing England, and
defeated Northern Ireland
and Belgium in the
knockout stages. S
10.10 NEWS S
10.35 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.45 CROUCHY’S YEAR LATE
EUROS: LIVE Peter
Crouch, Maya Jama and
Alex Horne are back for
more live Euros fun and
the stakes are high as the
first of the semi-final gets
under way. Tonight they’ll
be joined by stars of People
Just Do Nothing, Kurupt
FM, for the usual mix of
chat and games. Plus, there
will be live music by the
Horne Section. S
11.30 UEFA EURO 2020
HIGHLIGHTS Action from
the opening semi-final, as
the winners of the second
and first quarter-finals met
at Wembley Stadium. S

8.00 TODAY AT WIMBLEDON
Clare Balding introduces
highlights of the eighth
day’s play at the All England
Club, where the line-up for
the ladies’ singles semifinals was due to be
decided, as the battle to
succeed Simona Halep as
champion continued. Plus,
there is a round-up of the
day’s headlines, as well as a
look ahead to the men’s
singles quarter-finals,
which are scheduled to
enthral the crowds at SW19
tomorrow. S
9.00 FORENSICS: THE REAL
CSI
See Choice S
10.00 CUNK ON BRITAIN
Philomena Cunk from
Charlie Brooker’s Weekly
Wipe carries out in-depth
investigations, travelling
the length and breadth of
the country and enlisting
the help of a variety of
experts. She begins by
examining the origins of the
universe, and interviews
Robert Peston about British
politics. Comedy
documentary, starring
Diane Morgan. R S
10.30 NEWSNIGHT S
11.15 A DANGEROUS DYNASTY:
HOUSE OF ASSAD
Documentary about the
al-Assad family, which has
ruled Syria since 1971 and
established an
authoritarian government
in the country under the
control of the Ba’ath Party.
RS

12.20 The Terror R S 1.15 Holby
City R S 2.25 Prime Time R S 2.50
Telly Bingo R S 3.00 Dr Phil R S
3.45 Doctors S 4.15 EuroNews

12.40 The Walking Dead R S 1.35
Ireland’s Fittest Family Celebrity
Special R S 2.35 The Great House
Revival R S 3.30 Creedon’s Atlas
of Ireland R S 4.25 Operation
Transformation R S 5.20
EuroNews

12.05 Mr Selfridge R 1.05 The
Restaurant R S 2.00 Close 5.20
The Tonight Show R

12.12 Orange Is the New Black R S
1.15 Fíorscéal R 2.20 France 24

12.05 Bates Motel S 1.35 MOTD:
UEFA Euro 2020 Replay S 3.20
News S

12.15 Sign Zone: Dom Digs In R S
1.00 Brian Cox’s Adventures in
Space and Time R S 2.00 Frontline
Fightback R S 2.45 This Is BBC
Two S
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JULY 6 TUESDAY
Cable & Satellite

NEW SERIES The Hotel Inspector Virgin Media
One, 11.05pm You just can’t keep a good woman
down. Last week, the 14th run of Alex Polizzi’s
show reached its conclusion, and now she’s
back on our screens with another new series.
This time, she travels to Liverpool, where
Epstein House – a guest house in the home
once owned by Beatles manager Brian Epstein
– is struggling. The owner can’t understand
why he isn’t seeing a profit – until Alex steps in.

Channel 4
6.00 Countdown R S 6.40 Cheers
R S 7.35 Everybody Loves
Raymond R S 8.55 Frasier R S
10.25 Escape to the Chateau: DIY
R S 11.25 News S 11.30 Posh
Pawnbrokers R S 12.30 Steph’s
Packed Lunch S 2.10 Countdown S
3.00 A Place in the Sun R S 4.00
Mend It for Money R S 5.00
Couples Come Dine with Me R S

6.00 THE SIMPSONS With the
guest voice of Brendan
Fraser. R S
6.30 HOLLYOAKS Luke is
heartbroken to hear that
Cindy and Shaq spent the
night together. Joel gets
caught snooping around
The Loft. R S
7.00 NEWS S
8.00 BAKE OFF: THE
PROFESSIONALS Tom
Allen and Liam Charles
bring together the three
best teams from both sets
of heats, whose first
challenge is to create 24
identical almond pithivier
pies and individual savoury
brioche, all in just three and
a half hours. Then, judges
Benoit Blin and Cherish
Finden ask them to produce
a striking sugar showpiece,
inspired by a futuristic
jungle theme, along with
two types of confectionery
of their choice. S
9.00 999: WHAT’S YOUR
EMERGENCY?
Northamptonshire officers
respond to calls from
people subjected to racist,
homophobic and
transphobic abuse,
including one where the
victim is only 13. R S
10.00 999: ON THE FRONT LINE
The team receive a call
from a woman at a hotel
who is about to give birth.
RS
11.05 NAKED ATTRACTION
A pansexual opera singer is
looking for a man as tall as
she is. R S
12.05 24 Hours in A&E R S 1.05
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA
R S 1.55 Undercover Boss USA R S
2.45 Wife Swap USA R S 3.30 Food
Unwrapped: Sweet Tooth Special
R S 4.20 Location, Location,
Location R S 5.15 Coach Trip: Road
to Tenerife R S 5.40 Kirstie’s Fill
Your House for Free R S

Virgin Two

8.30 Cash Trapped R S 9.30
Tipping Point R S 10.30 Dress to
Impress R S 11.30 The Switch R
12.30 Alphabetical R S 1.30
Ireland AM R S 2.30 Emmerdale
R S 3.00 Coronation Street R S
4.00 Tipping Point R S
6.00 THE CHASE R S
7.00 THE CHASE R S
8.00 THE CUBE A police officer
takes part. R S
9.00 THE CHASE AUSTRALIA
Andrew O’Keefe presents
the Down Under version of
the quiz show in which four
people must work together
to beat the Chaser and win
a cash prize.
10.00 ONE NIGHT WITH MY EX
USA A pair of ex-partners
spend a night together.
10.30 TRICKED USA Magician
Eric Leclerc plays elaborate
tricks on random people on
the street. R
11.00 EMMERDALE S
11.30 RED ROCK A flaw is found
in Rachel’s alibi. R S
12.00 Love Island 1.05 The
Graham Norton Show R 2.05
Close

GENERAL

National Geographic

Virgin Three

Sky One

6.00 Animal 999 R S 7.00
Futurama R S 8.00 Monkey
Business R S 9.00 Motorway
Patrol R S 10.00 Stop, Search,
Seize R S 11.00 NCIS: Los Angeles
R S 1.00 Hawaii Five-0 R S 3.00
S.W.A.T R S 4.00 Modern Family
R S 5.00 The Simpsons R S 5.30
Futurama R S
6.00 FUTURAMA Zoidberg gets
on the wrong side of the
Robot Mafia. R S
6.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.00 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
8.00 SUPERGIRL The stakes
with Lex are raised higher
than ever.
9.00 AN IDIOT ABROAD 2 Karl
Pilkington prepares for a
15-hour trek to the summit
of Mount Fuji in Japan. R S
10.00 RUSSELL HOWARD LIVE
A performance by the
comedian. R S
11.30 PRODIGAL SON R S
12.30 MacGyver R 1.30 DC’s
Legends of Tomorrow R 2.30
Night Cops R S 3.30 Road Wars R
4.00 Stop, Search, Seize R S 5.00
S.W.A.T R S

Sky Atlantic

UTV

6.00 The British R S 7.00
Elementary R S 9.00 Six Feet
Under R 11.15 Deadwood R 1.30
Elementary R S 3.30 Dexter R
5.40 The Sopranos R S
6.45 THE SOPRANOS Tony
attends a meeting with
Jack Massarone, unaware
that his fellow mobster has
turned on him and the FBI is
secretly monitoring the
whole exchange. R S
7.50 GAME OF THRONES Bran
trains with the Three-Eyed
Raven, while in the north of
Westeros at Castle Black,
the Night’s Watch stands
behind Alliser Thorne.
Fantasy drama, starring
Isaac Hempstead-Wright
and Owen Teale. R
9.00 CITY ON A HILL Jackie
confronts Grace, who can
no longer ignore her son’s
criminal activity.
Meanwhile, Decourcy finds
comfort in the strength of
Siobhan.
10.05 TOTTI: ONE CAPTAIN The
renewal of the contract
leaves Totti with a decision
to make. Starring Pietro
Castellitto. In Italian. R
10.50 SIX FEET UNDER George
returns from hospital. R S
12.00 Six Feet Under R S 1.10 True
Blood R S 2.15 Californication R S
4.00 Urban Secrets R S

Schedules are subject to
change due to Euro
2020 fixtures
6.00 News S 9.00 Lorraine S
10.00 This Morning S 12.30 Loose
Women S 1.30 News S 1.55 UTV
Live S 2.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal
R S 3.00 Tenable R S 4.00 Tipping
Point R S 5.00 The Chase R S
6.00 UTV LIVE S
6.30 NEWS S
7.00 UEFA EURO 2020 LIVE
Mark Pougatch presents
coverage of the opening
semi-final (Kick-off
8.00pm), as the winners of
the second and first
quarter-finals meet at
Wembley Stadium. S
10.30 NEWS S
11.00 UTV LIVE S
11.20 HARRY & WILLIAM:
WHAT WENT WRONG?
Key royal insiders help to
trace how the relationship
between Prince William and
Prince Harry has
deteriorated in recent
years, as private fallingsout became public. R S
12.20 Tour de France Highlights.
Action from stage 10 of the race,
featuring a flat 191km course from
Albertville to Valence. 1.10 Shop:
Ideal World 3.00 FYI Extra 3.15
Winning Combination R S 4.05 ITV
Nightscreen 5.05 Tipping Point
RS

7.00am Teletubbies. 7.30 In the Night Garden. 8.00
Bob the Builder. 8.30 Fireman Sam. 9.00 Elaine.
10.00 Cash Trapped. 11.00 Vet School. 12.00 The
Chase Australia. 1.00 Agatha Christie’s Marple.
3.00 Guess This House. 4.00 The Royal. 5.00
Heartbeat. 6.00 Agatha Christie’s Marple. 8.00
Heartbeat. Vernon arranges a poker night. 9.00
Shetland. The return of the detective drama,
starring Douglas Henshall. 10.15 Bodyguard. 11.30
Wentworth Prison.

BBC Four

7.00pm The Joy of Painting. 7.30 The Cruise. 8.00
Yes Minister. 8.30 The Good Life. 9.00 Hemingway.
9.50 Michael Palin’s Hemingway Adventure. 10.40
Philly DA: Breaking the Law. 11.35 Art of America.

ITV2

6.00am Totally Bonkers Guinness World Records.
6.30 You’ve Been Framed! Gold. 7.00 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show. 8.00 Emmerdale. 8.30
Coronation Street. 9.30 Ellen’s Game of Games.
10.30 Dress to Impress. 11.30 Secret Crush. 12.30
Emmerdale. 1.00 Coronation Street. 2.00 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show. 3.00 Dress to Impress. 4.00 The
Masked Singer US. 5.00 You’ve Been Framed! Gold.
6.00 Catchphrase Celebrity Special. 7.00
Superstore. 8.00 Bob’s Burgers. 9.00 Love Island.
There are more surprises in store as the romantic
saga continues. 10.05 Celebrity Karaoke Club. 11.05
Family Guy.

ITV3

6.00am Classic Coronation Street. 7.00 Classic
Emmerdale. 8.05 Heartbeat. 9.15 Bless This House.
9.50 Man About the House. 10.20 Inspector Morse.
12.40 Heartbeat. 1.45 Classic Emmerdale. 2.50
Classic Coronation Street. 3.55 Man About the
House. 4.30 Midsomer Murders. 6.30 Downton
Abbey. 8.00 Midsomer Murders. A man’s body is
found tied down in a miniature village. 10.00 DCI
Banks. 12.00 Inspector Morse.

E4

Noon: Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 1.00 The Big Bang
Theory. 3.00 The Goldbergs. 4.00 Black-ish. 5.00
Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 6.00 The Big Bang Theory. 7.00
Hollyoaks. 7.30 Come Dine with Me. 8.00 Ramsay’s
Kitchen Nightmares USA. Problems at Cafe
Kingston in Pasadena, California. 9.00 The Great
Celebrity Bake Off for Stand Up to Cancer. With
James Blunt, Alison Hammond, Alex Jones and Joe
Sugg. 10.15 Gogglebox.

More4

11.05am Find It, Fix It, Flog It. 12.10 Car S.O.S. 1.10
Emergency Helicopter Medics. 2.15 Four in a Bed.
4.55 Grand Designs New Zealand. 5.55 The
Supervet. 6.55 Escape to the Chateau. 7.55 Grand
Designs. A family home inspired by a giant farm
shed. 9.00 The Windsors: Inside the Royal Dynasty.
The young Elizabeth II takes her first steps as
Queen. 10.00 The Windsors: Secrets of the Royal
Tours. 11.00 24 Hours in A&E. 12.00 8 Out of 10 Cats
Does Countdown.

Channel 5

11.15am Room to Improve. 12.20 News. 12.25 Build
a New Life in the Country. 1.15 Home and Away. 1.45
Neighbours. 2.15 Film: Body of Evidence: Darrow &
Darrow (2018, Mystery, PG) 4.00 Bargain-Loving
Brits in the Sun. 5.00 News. 5.30 Neighbours. 6.00
Home and Away. 6.30 News. 7.00 The Dog Rescuers
with Alan Davies. A vet in the West Midlands reports
her concerns about a young dog that recently left
surgery. 8.00 The Yorkshire Vet. Julian Norton
deals with one of his nosiest patients ever in the
shape of Mako the alpaca. 9.00 Agatha Christie’s
England. Retracing Agatha Christie’s footsteps
across England. 10.00 Film: The Taking of Pelham
123 (2009, Thriller, 15) 11.05 Entertainment News on
5. 11.10 Film: The Taking of Pelham 123 (2009,
Thriller, 15)

Noon: Air Crash Investigation. 1.00 Wicked Tuna.
2.00 Car S.O.S. 4.00 Megafactories. 5.00 Food
Factory. 6.00 Icebreakers – Arctic Giants. 7.00
Seconds from Disaster. 8.00 Impact with Gal Gadot.
Women making an extraordinary impact on their
communities around the world. 10.00 Expedition
Amelia. 11.00 Air Crash Investigation. 12.00 World
War I Apocalypse.

FILMS

TCM Movies

12.20pm South of Death Valley (1949, Western, U)
1.30 Jeremiah Johnson (1972, Western, PG) 3.50 3
Godfathers (1948, Western, U) 6.05 Nazi Agent
(1942, Thriller, U) 7.50 The Navajo Trail (1945,
Western, U) 9.00 Red Planet (2000, Sci-Fi, 12) 11.10
Contagion (2011, Thriller, 12)

Film4

2.10pm Tobruk (1967, Adventure, PG) 4.20 Star
Trek: The Motion Picture (1979, Adventure, PG) 6.55
Behind Enemy Lines (2001, Drama, 12) 9.00 The
Equalizer (2014, Thriller, 15) 11.40 Star Trek II: The
Wrath of Khan (1982, Sci-Fi, 12)

Sky Cinema Premiere

1.20pm Silk Road (2021, Thriller, 15) 3.25 Max
Winslow and the House of Secrets (2019, Drama, 12)
5.15 Bill & Ted Face the Music (2020, Comedy, PG)
7.00 The Burnt Orange Heresy (2019, Thriller, 15)
9.00 Josie & Jack (2019, Drama, 15) 10.50 As
1.20pm. 12.50 What Lies Below (2020, Horror, 15)

Sky Cinema Comedy

12.15pm Think Like a Man (2012, 12) 2.30 Think Like
a Man Too (2014, 12) 4.25 Jackie Chan’s The Tuxedo
(2002, 12) 6.20 Say Your Prayers (2020, 15) 8.00 How
to Lose a Guy in 10 Days (2003, 12) 10.00 As 12.15pm.
12.05 As 2.30pm.

Sky Cinema Family

12.35pm Paddington 2 (2017, Animation, PG) 2.30
Monster House (2006, Animation, PG) 4.15 The
Witches (2020, Drama, PG) 6.15 Five Children and It
(2004, Fantasy, U) 8.00 As 12.35pm. 9.45 Robo-Dog
(2015, Drama, PG) 11.20 Call of the Wild (2009,
Adventure, PG) 1.00 As 2.30pm.

SPORT

eir Sport 1

10.00am Pro14 Rainbow Cup. 2.00 Football Gold.
7.00 Pro14 Rainbow Cup. 10.40 Football Gold.

eir Sport 2

11.00am Football Gold. 12.00 Wembley Gold. 1.00
Football Gold. 3.00 The Big Match: Man Utd. 5.00
Football Gold. 7.00 Pro14 Classic Finals. 11.00
Football Gold.

Virgin Sport

10.00am UEFA Nations League. 8.00 Six Nations
2019. 9.00 Shane Carthy: Dark Blue. 10.00 Brian
Kerr – A Life in Football. 12.00 Six Nations 2018.
1.00 Close.

Eurosport 1

10.15am Cycling: Tour de France. 11.15 Tour de
France – The Breakaway. 11.45 Live Cycling: Tour de
France. 5.05 Triathlon: Super League. 5.35 Cycling:
Strade Bianche. 6.00 Return to 2012: Gymnastics.
8.00 Cycling: Tour de France. 9.00 Tour de France –
The Breakaway. 9.30 The Cycling Show. 10.00
Tennis: Wimbledon. 11.30 Cycling: Tour de France.
12.30 Tour de France – The Breakaway. 1.00 World
Superbikes Extra.

Sky Sports Main Event

11.00am Euro Football Show. 12.00 Euro Matchday.
10.00 Euro Report. 12.00 NFL: Total Access. 1.00
Euro Report.

Sky Sports Premier League

11.00am Euro Football Show. 12.00 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 1.00 Premier League Years. 3.00 PL
Greatest Games. 4.00 Best PL Goals 94/95. 5.00
Premier League. 9.00 Gary Neville’s Soccerbox.
10.00 Premier League Icons. 10.30 PL Retro. 12.30
Premier League Icons. 1.00 Premier League Years.
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WEDNESDAY JULY 7
NEW SERIES RHS Hampton Court Palace
Garden Festival BBC Two, 9pm Despite ongoing
lockdown restrictions, the world famous event
is still going ahead, albeit under strict
guidelines. Over the next few days, the BBC will
be bringing those unable to attend a colourful
array of highlights, including tours of garden
plots on a variety of themes, including Lifestyle,
Global Impact and Show. There’s also a chance
to hear tips and advice from leading experts.

AMERICAN MEDICAL DRAMA Grey’s Anatomy
RTÉ2, 10.15pm It’s the penultimate episode of the
series and Meredith, who’s still recovering from
Covid-19, is forced to face the fact that she may
never be able to perform surgery again. Bailey
has a plan, however, which could set her on a
whole new career path. Jo’s hopes of adopting
Luna take a devastating blow, Amelia admits
something that may ruin her relationship, and
a heart transplant patient causes concern.

RTÉ One

RTÉ2

Virgin One

TG4

BBC One

BBC Two

6.00 EuroNews 6.40 Teleshopping
8.15 Holby City R S 9.20 Casualty
R S 10.25 The Ellen DeGeneres
Show 11.15 Shortland Street S
11.50 Leaders’ Questions S 1.00
News S 1.30 Home and Away S
2.00 Neighbours S 2.30 At Your
Service R 3.00 EastEnders R S
3.30 My Kitchen Rules: Australia S
4.35 News 4.45 The Durrells S
5.40 Nuacht Followed by The
Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 7.00 Children’s
Programmes 11.50 The Sarah
Jane Adventures R S 12.55 Junior
Bake Off R S 1.30 Ancient
Yellowstone R S 1.45 Live Six
Nations Under-20s S 4.15 Hart of
Dixie R S 5.05 The Goldbergs R S
5.30 Shortland Street R S

6.10 The Six O’Clock Show R 7.00
Ireland AM S 10.00 This Morning
12.30 News S 1.00 The Chase R S
3.00 Elaine 4.00 A Giant’s
Welcome – Northern Ireland R
4.30 Judge Judy 5.30 News S

7.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg R 9.23 Cúla 4
10.30 WAC R 11.00 Little House on
the Prairie R S 11.55 Garraí Glas R
12.25 Tour de France: Súil Siar R
1.00 Tour de France Beo Live
coverage of stage 11. 5.05 Cúla 4 R
5.07 Dónall Dána R S 5.18 Taffy R
5.26 SpongeBob SquarePants R S
5.55 Comhrá R

Schedules are subject to
change due to Euro
2020 fixtures
6.00 News S 9.15 Morning Live S
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer
R S 11.00 Murder, Mystery and My
Family S 11.45 Bargain Hunt R S
12.30 Wimbledon 2021 Sue
Barker presents live coverage on
day nine of the tournament. S
1.00 News S 1.30 Regional News S
1.45 Wimbledon 2021 The men’s
singles quarter-finals. S

6.15 Murder, Mystery and My
Family R S 7.00 Bargain Hunt R S
7.45 Sign Zone: See Hear S 8.15
The Super League Show R S 9.00
News S 10.00 News S 11.15
Politics Live S
1.00 Wimbledon 2021 The men’s
singles quarter-finals. S

6.01 NEWS S
7.00 NATIONWIDE Anne Cassin
and Blathnaid Ní Chofaigh
present an eclectic mix of
reports, features and
events from all around the
country. S
7.30 DONAL’S FAMILY FOOD IN
MINUTES Donal Skehan
demonstrates how to make
some of his favourite dishes
to feed the whole family,
from midweek saviours to
lazy brunches, taking
inspiration from his own
childhood, cooking for
friends and family and his
children’s favourite meals.
In the first episode, he cooks
a family taco feast, an
indulgent chocolate biscuit
cake and a shepard’s pie. R S
8.00 THE GREAT HOUSE
REVIVAL Architect Hugh
Wallace meets Ronan and
Charles, who are
transforming Kilglass
House in Longford, an
18th-century former rectory
in dire need of rescuing. R S
9.00 NEWS S
9.35 FILM: THE DA VINCI CODE
(2006, Thriller, 12) Tom
Hanks, Audrey Tautou. A
respected academic goes
on the run when he is
framed for the murder of a
French historian. Pursued
by the detective on the case
and a sinister assassin
monk, he strives to unmask
the culprit, leading to a
conspiracy determined to
preserve a 2,000-year-old
secret at any cost. Dir: Ron
Howard. S

6.00 NEIGHBOURS Toadie feels
claustrophobic in his
relationship with Melanie,
and strives to get some
alone time. Levi attempts
to access the police
database. R S
6.30 HOME AND AWAY Nikau
puts working out before
everything else and
considers taking even more
drastic measures to look his
best. Christian tries to avoid
talking about the wedding.
RS
7.00 UEFA EURO 2020
Coverage of the second
semi-final (Kick-off
8.00pm), as the winners of
the fourth and third
quarter-finals meet at
Wembley Stadium. Darragh
Maloney presents, with
analysis from Damien Duff,
Liam Brady and Richie
Sadlier, and commentary by
George Hamilton and Ray
Houghton. S
10.15 GREY’S ANATOMY
See Choice S
11.10 UEFA EURO 2020
HIGHLIGHTS Action from
the second semi-final at
Wembley Stadium, as the
line-up for the showpiece
match was confirmed. S
11.40 THE HANDMAID’S TALE
June and Luke work
together to save Hannah,
and Serena and Fred greet
unexpected visitors from
Gilead. Meanwhile, Janine
tries to assist Aunt Lydia
when a Handmaid-intraining goes on hunger
strike. R S

6.00 THE SIX O’CLOCK SHOW
Chat show, featuring
celebrity interviews, food
from chefs and guidance on
a wide range of topics, from
consumer affairs to the
latest trends. S
7.00 DON’T LOOK BACK IN
ANGER Archive news
stories, looking back at the
headline stories of the past
20 years, focusing this week
on 2007. R
7.30 NEWS S
8.00 EMMERDALE Ben is on
edge, and Meena is caught
out. David and Victoria
make plans. S
8.30 EMMERDALE Ben is on
edge, and Meena is caught
out. David and Victoria
make plans. S
9.00 LOVE ISLAND The
temperature is rising as the
romantic saga continues,
but there are plenty more
surprises in store. As ever,
nothing is quite what it
seems in paradise. R S
10.05 THE TONIGHT SHOW Matt
Cooper and Claire Brock
offer their unique take on
the big stories of the day
with a panel of guests.
There is also a panel
discussion covering the key
issues in the news. S
11.05 THE STRAWBERRY
SESSIONS Live
performances from
Strawberry Beds in Dublin,
featuring Damien Dempsey,
Jerry Fish, Wyvern Lingo,
Paul Noonan, Gemma
Dunleavy, The Scratch and
True Tides.

6.25 GLÓR TÍRE: ROGHA &
TOGHA With music by
Justin McGurk, Mick FLavin,
John McNicholl, Lee
Matthews, Patrick Feeney,
Mike Denver and JImmy
Buckley from the stage in
the Quays Bar Music Hall.
Last in the series. R S
7.00 NUACHT TG4
7.30 GO GASTA Two teams go
head to head in a series of
challenges on a playing
field. This edition comes
from Co Galway, where
Kinvara take on
Clarinbridge. R
8.30 AR SCÁTH NA SLÉIBHTE
Cormac Ó hÁdhmaill
reveals how Co Donegal’s
Marble Arch Caves were
discovered.
9.00 TOUR DE FRANCE: SÚIL
SIAR A look back at the
best action from Stage 11 of
Tour de France 2021, where
the cyclists undertook
198.9km starting in Sorgues
and finishing in Malacène.
9.30 DE GAULLE IN ÉIRINN
Documentary looking back
at Charles de Gaulle’s visit
to Ireland in 1969, exploring
the extraordinary
circumstances of his visit
and his interest in Daniel
O’Connell. R
10.30 PERPETUAL GRACE LTD
Part two of two. Pa drives a
stolen ice-cream truck to
Hector’s house. R S
11.30 SURVIVOR: EDGE OF
EXTINCTION Another
blindside could be in sight
after alliances start to
crumble.

6.00 NEWS S
6.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
7.00 MOTD LIVE: UEFA EURO
2020 Coverage of the
second semi-final (Kick-off
8.00pm), as the winners of
the fourth and third
quarter-finals meet at
Wembley Stadium. A brace
by Antoine Griezmann put
hosts France in the final at
the expense of Germany at
this stage of the 2016
tournament, with Didier
Deschamps’ men proving to
be the more clinical and
claim a fairly comfortable
victory despite the Germans
having 65% of the
possession. The sides also
met in the group stage of
this tournament, with the
French again prevailing, this
time 1-0 courtesy of Mats
Hummels’ own goal. S
10.10 NEWS S
10.35 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.45 CROUCHY’S YEAR LATE
EUROS: LIVE Peter
Crouch, Maya Jama and
Alex Horne are joined
by former England star
Alex Scott and comedian
Jack Whitehall for the
last of their live shows,
as they react to the
concluding semi-final and
look forward to the final.
Last in the series. S
11.30 UEFA EURO 2020
HIGHLIGHTS Action from
the second semi-final, as
the winners of the fourth
and third quarter-finals met
at Wembley Stadium. S

8.00 TODAY AT WIMBLEDON
Clare Balding introduces
highlights of day nine’s play
at the All England Club,
where the line-up for the
men’s singles semi-finals
was due to be decided. In
addition to detailed analysis
of those contests, there is a
round-up of the latest
headlines, as well as a look
ahead to the ladies’ singles
semi-finals, which are
scheduled for Centre Court
tomorrow. S
9.00 RHS HAMPTON COURT
PALACE GARDEN
FESTIVAL
See Choice S
10.00 QI Josh Widdicombe, Susan
Calman and Rich Hall join
regular panellist Alan
Davies and host Sandi
Toksvig for an
unconventional look at the
theme ‘Origins and
Openings’. As ever,
correctness and even
intelligence go out of the
window, as the fiendishly
difficult questions lead to
points being awarded for
the answers its
questionmaster finds most
interesting, as opposed to
correct. R S
10.30 NEWSNIGHT S
11.15 A DANGEROUS DYNASTY:
HOUSE OF ASSAD Bashar
al-Assad is now president
and his British-born wife is
First Lady, but they face
problems on all sides and
their regime is accused of
killing a political enemy. R S

12.10 Quiz R S 1.15 Davy’s Toughest
Team R S 2.15 Hawks and Doves:
The Crown and Ireland’s War of
Independence R S 3.15 All Walks of
Life R S 3.40 Home of the Year R S
4.05 How to Be Good with Money R
4.30 Bernard’s Working Comics R S
5.15 Home Rescue R S 5.40
EuroNews

12.45 Broke S 1.55 EuroNews

12.05 Sticks and Stones R 1.05
Love Island: All the Feels R 2.00
Close 5.20 The Tonight Show R

12.25 Visions of Greatness R 1.25
Dáil Éireann R 1.50 France 24

12.05 Gold Rush: Our Race to
Olympic Glory R S 1.05 MOTD:
UEFA Euro 2020 Replay S 2.50
News S

12.15 Sign Zone: See Hear R S
12.45 Building Britain’s Biggest
Nuclear Power Station R S 1.45
Horizon Special: The Vaccine R S
3.15 This Is BBC Two S
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PROPERTY Location, Location, Location: 20
Years and Counting Channel 4, 8pm Kirstie
Allsopp and Phil Spencer’s latest trip down
memory lane involves houses with character.
They look back on some of their most
extraordinary searches, including a trip to
Cambridgeshire, where a couple discovered that
even having a big budget might not get them
what they wanted. Plus, hunts for a Victorian
folly and a picturesque cottage are also included.

Channel 4
6.00 Countdown R S 6.40 Cheers
R S 7.35 Everybody Loves
Raymond R S 8.55 Frasier R S
10.25 Escape to the Chateau: DIY
R S 11.25 News S 11.30 Posh
Pawnbrokers R S 12.30 Steph’s
Packed Lunch S 2.10 Countdown S
3.00 A Place in the Sun R S 4.00
Mend It for Money R S 5.00
Couples Come Dine with Me R S

6.00 THE SIMPSONS Bart uses
industrial adhesive to stick
novelty items to his face,
while Lisa persuades Homer
to let her visit the museum
– but takes the wrong bus
and becomes lost in an
unfamiliar part of
Springfield. R S
6.30 HOLLYOAKS A shocking
event makes Luke realise
that he has to sort things
out with Ollie. Becky
accidentally reveals to Tony
that Diane did not go to her
hospital appointment. R S
7.00 NEWS S
8.00 LOCATION, LOCATION,
LOCATION: 20 YEARS
AND COUNTING
See Choice S
9.00 GRAND DESIGNS Kevin
McCloud follows the
progress of Nathan and
Amye as they build a giant
cathedral-like property
modelled on Dutch barnstyle houses, but with a
contemporary twist. R S
10.00 FILM: PATRIOTS DAY
(2016, Drama, 15) Mark
Wahlberg, Michelle
Monaghan. A police
sergeant appointed to
security duty for the 2013
Boston marathon gets
caught up in the aftermath
of the bombing. He is drawn
into the FBI investigation
into the attack, and joins
survivors, first responders
and investigators in a race
against the clock to hunt
down the bombers before
they flee the city. Dir: Peter
Berg. S
12.40 Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA R S 1.30 Couples
Come Dine with Me R S
2.20 FILM: Stonehearst Asylum
(2014, Horror, 15) Kate Beckinsale,
Jim Sturgess. Dir: Brad Anderson.
S
4.15 Building the Dream R S 5.05
Location, Location, Location R S

Virgin Two

GENERAL

Virgin Three

Sky One

8.30 Cash Trapped R S 9.30
Tipping Point R S 10.30 Dress to
Impress R S 11.30 The Switch R
12.30 Alphabetical R S 1.30
Ireland AM R S 2.30 Emmerdale
R S 3.00 Red Rock R S 3.30 Safari
Vet School R 4.00 Tipping Point
RS
6.00 THE CHASE Quiz show,
hosted by Bradley Walsh.
RS
7.00 THE CHASE Quiz, hosted by
Bradley Walsh. R S
8.00 5 GOLD RINGS Two
married couples compete in
the game show. R
9.00 CORONATION STREET S
9.30 CORONATION STREET S
10.00 THE VAR ROOM The
concluding part of the
sitcom set at the Euros.
Last in series.
10.30 BRITISH AND IRISH
LIONS HIGHLIGHTS Cell C
Sharks v British & Irish
Lions.
11.30 CORONATION STREET R S
12.00 Coronation Street R S 12.30
Emmerdale R S 1.00 Love Island
2.05 The Graham Norton Show R
3.05 Close

6.00 Animal 999 R S 7.00
Futurama R S 8.00 Monkey
Business R S 9.00 Motorway
Patrol R S 10.00 Stop, Search,
Seize R S 11.00 NCIS: Los Angeles
R S 1.00 Hawaii Five-0 R S 3.00
S.W.A.T R S 4.00 Modern Family
R S 5.00 The Simpsons R S 5.30
Futurama R S
6.00 FUTURAMA A trio of
wildlife documentaries
reimagining the crew as
various creatures. R S
6.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.00 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
8.00 DC’S LEGENDS OF
TOMORROW Ava hopes
Spooner’s special powers
will lead them to the aliens.
9.00 PRODIGAL SON Malcolm
and Ainsley both race to
find the killer.
10.00 A LEAGUE OF THEIR OWN
RS
11.00 BREEDERS R
11.30 S.W.A.T R
12.30 Road Wars R 2.00 Stop,
Search, Seize R S 3.00 Night Cops
R S 4.00 Stop, Search, Seize R S
5.00 S.W.A.T R S

Sky Atlantic

UTV

6.00 The British R S 7.00
Elementary R 9.00 Six Feet Under
R 11.15 Deadwood R 1.30
Elementary R S 3.30 Dexter R
5.40 The Sopranos R S
6.45 THE SOPRANOS Carmela
and Tony try to put their
differences aside to discuss
their son’s future, but AJ
himself is more concerned
with having the night of his
life in New York. Gritty
crime drama, starring
James Gandolfini. R S
7.50 GAME OF THRONES While
Daenerys meets her future,
Bran meets the past.
Elsewhere, Tommen
confronts the High Sparrow,
and Arya continues her
training. Starring Emilia
Clarke, Maisie Williams and
Isaac Hempstead-Wright. R
9.00 TOTTI: ONE CAPTAIN As
the much-feared forties
arrive, Totti has the
opportunity, at the last
Derby, to announce his
retirement. Starring Pietro
Castellitto. In Italian.
10.00 THE WIRE Marlo makes a
deal with Avon. R S
11.10 THE WIRE Marlo offers a
reward for information
about Omar. R S
12.25 The Wire R S 1.40 True Blood
R S 2.50 Californication R S 4.00
Urban Secrets R S

Schedules are subject to
change due to Euro
2020 fixtures
6.00 News S 9.00 Lorraine S
10.00 This Morning S 12.30 Loose
Women S 1.30 News S 1.55 UTV
Live S 2.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal
R S 3.00 Tenable R S 4.00 Tipping
Point R S 5.00 The Chase R S
6.00 UTV LIVE S
6.30 NEWS S
7.00 UEFA EURO 2020 LIVE
Mark Pougatch presents
coverage of the second
semi-final (Kick-off
8.00pm), as the winners of
the fourth and third
quarter-finals meet at
Wembley Stadium. S
10.30 NEWS S
11.05 UTV LIVE S
11.20 CHEFS’ BURNT BITS In a
special selection of comical
bloopers, famous TV cooks
including Gino D’Acampo,
James Martin, Ainsley
Harriott and Lisa Faulkner
look back at times they
made mistakes live on air
for millions of viewers to
see. R S
11.50 BRITISH TOURING CAR
CHAMPIONSHIP
HIGHLIGHTS S
1.05 Shop: Ideal World 3.00 FYI
Extra 3.15 Tour de France
Highlights 4.05 ITV Nightscreen
5.05 Tipping Point R S

7.00am Teletubbies. 7.30 In the Night Garden. 8.00
Bob the Builder. 8.30 Fireman Sam. 9.00 Elaine.
10.00 Keeping Australia Safe. 11.00 Vet School.
12.00 The Chase Australia. 1.00 Agatha Christie’s
Marple. 3.00 Guess This House. 4.00 The Royal.
5.00 Heartbeat. 6.00 Agatha Christie’s Marple.
8.00 Heartbeat. Part one of two. A new doctor
arrives in Aidensfield. 9.00 The Bay. Lisa discovers a
significant lead from her only eyewitness. 10.00 Mr
Selfridge. 12.00 This Morning.

BBC Four

7.00pm The Joy of Painting. 7.30 The Cruise. 8.00
Japan: Earth’s Enchanted Islands. The wildlife of
the east Asian country, beginning on the island of
Honshu. 9.00 The Joy of Winning. A witty, mindexpanding guide to the science of success. 10.00
Raising a School Shooter: Storyville. 11.10
Handmade in Japan: Mingei Pottery. 11.40 Beck.

Island. 6.00 Big, Bigger, Biggest. 7.00 Seconds from
Disaster. 8.00 Apollo: Missions to the Moon. Archive
footage of key moments from the Apollo space
programme. 10.00 The Challenger Disaster: Lost
Tapes. 11.00 Air Crash Investigation. 12.00 World
War I Apocalypse.

FILMS

TCM Movies

1.30pm Secret of Treasure Mountain (1956,
Western, U) 3.00 Bad Men of Tombstone (1949,
Western, U) 4.45 The Omaha Trail (1942, Western,
U) 6.05 They Died with Their Boots On (1942,
Western, U) 9.00 Fire Down Below (1997, Adventure,
18) 11.10 Tigerland (2000, Drama, 18)

Film4

1.05pm Hatari! (1962, Adventure, U) 4.25 Star Trek
III: The Search for Spock (1984, Sci-Fi, PG) 6.30 Star
Trek IV: The Voyage Home (1986, Sci-Fi, PG) 9.00
Deadpool 2 (2018, Comedy, 15) 11.20 Cowboys &
Aliens (2011, Sci-Fi, 12)

ITV2

Sky Cinema Premiere

6.00am Totally Bonkers Guinness World Records.
6.30 You’ve Been Framed! Gold. 7.00 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show. 8.00 Celebrity Supermarket
Sweep. 9.00 You’ve Been Framed! Gold. 9.30 Ellen’s
Game of Games. 10.30 Dress to Impress. 11.30
Secret Crush. 12.30 Celebrity Catchphrase. 1.30
You’ve Been Framed! Gold. 2.00 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show. 3.00 Dress to Impress. 4.00 The
Masked Singer US. 5.50 You’ve Been Framed! Gold.
6.15 Catchphrase. 7.00 Superstore. 8.00 Bob’s
Burgers. 9.00 Love Island. The temperature’s rising
as Love Island continues. 10.05 Celebrity Karaoke
Club. 11.05 Family Guy.

1.10pm Take Back (2021, Thriller, 15) 2.50 The Burnt
Orange Heresy (2019, Thriller, 15) 4.35 Max Winslow
and the House of Secrets (2019, Drama, 12) 6.25 Bill
& Ted Face the Music (2020, Comedy, PG) 8.00
Locusts (2019, Drama, 15) 9.40 Redemption Day
(2021, Drama, 15) 11.30 As I Am (2020, Comedy, 15)

ITV3

12.15pm Home Alone: The Holiday Heist (2012,
Comedy, PG) 2.00 Annie (1982, Musical, U) 4.10
Monte Carlo (2011, Comedy, PG) 6.10 Dora and the
Lost City of Gold (2019, Adventure, PG) 8.00 A Boy
Called Sailboat (2018, Drama, 12) 9.45 Bogus (1996,
Comedy, PG) 11.40 As 12.15pm.

6.00am Classic Coronation Street. 7.00 Classic
Emmerdale. 8.05 Heartbeat. 9.15 Bless This House.
9.45 Man About the House. 10.20 Inspector Morse.
12.40 Heartbeat. 1.45 Classic Emmerdale. 3.20
Classic Coronation Street. 3.55 Wycliffe. 5.00
Midsomer Murders. 7.00 Downton Abbey. Mary
hopes to receive a bailout from her grandmother
Martha. 8.00 McDonald & Dodds. The detectives
investigate the death of a rugby player. 10.00 DCI
Banks. 12.00 Inspector Morse.

E4

Noon: Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 1.00 The Big Bang
Theory. 3.00 The Goldbergs. 4.00 Black-ish. 5.00
Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 6.00 The Big Bang Theory. 7.00
Hollyoaks. 7.30 Come Dine with Me. 8.00 Ramsay’s
Kitchen Nightmares USA. The chef helps a
struggling restaurant in California. 9.00 Gogglebox.
11.05 Naked Attraction.

More4

11.05am Find It, Fix It, Flog It. 12.10 Car S.O.S. 1.10
Emergency Helicopter Medics. 2.15 Four in a Bed.
4.55 Grand Designs New Zealand. 5.55 The
Supervet. 6.55 Escape to the Chateau. 7.55 Grand
Designs. A disabled Royal Marine builds a specially
adapted home. 9.00 24 Hours in A&E. Doctors
investigate the medical conditions that may have
caused a motorist to crash. 10.00 8 Out of 10 Cats
Does Countdown. 11.00 24 Hours in A&E.

Channel 5

Noon: Air Crash Investigation. 1.00 Wicked Tuna.
2.00 Car S.O.S. 4.00 Megafactories. 5.00 Lawless

12.50pm She’s Out of My League (2010, 15) 2.50
Playing With Fire (2019, PG) 4.35 Ferris Bueller’s
Day Off (1986, 12) 6.30 Beethoven (1992, U) 8.00 The
Terminal (2004, 12) 10.15 As 12.50pm. 12.05 As
2.50pm.

Sky Cinema Family

SPORT

eir Sport 1

10.00am Pro14 Rainbow Cup. 2.00 Football Gold.
7.00 Gaelic Games Gold. 10.20 Football Gold. 10.50
2016 O’Donovan Brothers Race. 11.05 Football Gold.
12.00 Once in a Life Time. 1.00 Football Gold.

eir Sport 2

11.00am Football Gold. 12.30 Wembley Gold. 1.00
Football Gold. 7.00 Boxing Gold. 9.20 Boxing. 11.25
Tyson: Raw and Uncut. 11.55 Sports Extra. 12.00
Football Gold. 1.00 FIFA World Cup Stories.

Virgin Sport

10.00am UEFA Nations League. 8.00 Six Nations
2019. 9.00 Matt Williams: A Life in Rugby. 10.00
Champagne Football. 11.00 Extreme E Highlights.
1.00 Close.

Eurosport 1

11.15am Room to Improve. 12.20 News. 12.25 Build
a New Life in the Country – Was It Worth It? 1.15
Home and Away. 1.45 Neighbours. 2.15 Film: Deadly
Double (2018, Thriller, PG) 4.00 Gibraltar: Brits in
the Sun. 5.00 News. 5.30 Neighbours. 6.00 Home
and Away. 6.30 News. 7.00 Inside Waitrose: Britain’s
Poshest Supermarket. Documentary exploring the
secret of the supermarket chain’s success. 8.00
Ambulance: Code Red. 9.00 Casualty 24/7: Every
Second Counts. A 78-year-old comes to casualty
after being bitten on the nose by a dog. 10.00 A&E
After Dark. 11.05 Police: Hour of Duty.

National Geographic

Sky Cinema Comedy

10.40am Live Cycling: Tour de France. 5.05 The
Cycling Show. 5.35 Cycling: Strade Bianche. 6.00
Return to 2012: Rowing. 8.00 Cycling: Tour de
France. 9.00 Tour de France – The Breakaway. 9.30
Olympics: Day Jobs. 10.00 Tennis: Wimbledon.
11.30 Cycling: Tour de France. 12.30 Tour de France
– The Breakaway. 1.00 British Speedway.

Sky Sports Main Event

11.00am Euro Football Show. 12.00 Euro Matchday.
6.00 Live British and Irish Lions Tour. Sharks v
British & Irish Lions (Kick-off TBA). 10.00 Euro
Report. 12.00 Live MLS. New England Revolution v
Toronto FC (Kick-off 12.00am).

Sky Sports Premier League

11.00am Euro Football Show. 12.00 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 1.00 Premier League Years. 3.00 PL
Greatest Games. 4.00 Best PL Goals 96/97. 5.00
Premier League. 9.00 Premier League 100. 9.30
Gary Neville’s Soccerbox. 10.00 Premier League
Icons. 10.30 PL Retro. 12.30 Premier League Icons.
1.00 Premier League Years.
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REVEALING CHAT Comhrá TG4, 7.30pm Each
episode may only last 30 minutes, but they
never fail to delight or keep viewers thoroughly
entertained. In fact, they whizz by. Expect the
same to occur when Tadhg Ó Conghaile from
Co Galway takes centre stage. He’s now retired,
but he previously spent 28 years working with
Údarás na Gaeltachta and has a long
association with the GAA between club and
county boards; he discusses both here.

LAST IN SERIES Our Town RTÉ2, 9.30pm At just
15 when filming began, Joni is the series’
youngest participant. An aspiring singer and
actor, she discusses how lockdown impacted on
her career, just as it appeared it was getting off
the ground. Ciara, meanwhile, is seen dealing
with personal tragedies via equine therapy,
Dylan returns to playing football and CJ and
Sammy prepare to start gigging again after
unveiling their anthem for Bray Wanderers FC.

RTÉ One

RTÉ2

Virgin One

TG4

BBC One

BBC Two

6.00 EuroNews 6.40 Teleshopping
8.15 Holby City R S 9.20 Casualty
R S 10.25 The Ellen DeGeneres
Show S 11.15 Shortland Street S
11.50 Leaders’ Questions S 12.45
Telly Bingo 1.00 News S 1.30
Home and Away S 2.00
Neighbours S 2.30 Room to
Improve R S 3.00 At Your Service
R 3.30 My Kitchen Rules: Australia
S 4.35 News 4.45 The Durrells S
5.40 Nuacht Followed by The
Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 7.00 Children’s
Programmes 11.50 The Sarah
Jane Adventures R S 12.55 Junior
Bake Off R S 1.30 The Strange
Chores S 1.45 Malory Towers S
2.15 Danny & Mick R S 2.40 Hetty
Feather S 3.10 Secret Life of Boys
R S 3.35 Jamie Johnson R S 4.10
Hart of Dixie R S 5.00 The
Goldbergs R S 5.30 Shortland
Street R S

6.10 The Six O’Clock Show R 7.00
Ireland AM S 10.00 This Morning
12.30 News S 1.00 The Chase R S
3.00 Elaine 4.00 A Giant’s
Welcome – Northern Ireland R
4.30 Judge Judy 5.30 News S

7.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg R 9.23 Cúla 4
10.28 WAC R 10.55 Little House
on the Prairie R S 11.50 Tour de
France: Súil Siar R
12.20 Tour de France Beo Live
coverage of stage 12. 4.50 Cúla 4
R 4.52 Dónall Dána R S 5.07 Whiz
Sa Chistin R S 5.38 SpongeBob
SquarePants R S 5.55 Tríd an
Lionsa R

6.00 News S 9.15 Morning Live S
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer
R S 11.00 Murder, Mystery and My
Family S 11.45 Island Medics R S
12.15 Bargain Hunt R S 1.00 News
S 1.30 Regional News S
1.45 Wimbledon 2021 The
women’s singles semi-finals. S

6.15 Beechgrove R S 6.45 Murder,
Mystery and My Family R S 7.30
Bargain Hunt R S 8.15 Sign Zone:
Dragons’ Den R S 9.15 Politics Live
S 10.00 News S
12.30 Wimbledon 2021
Coverage of day 10. S

6.01 NEWS S
7.00 HOW TO BE GOOD WITH
MONEY Eoin McGee meets
compulsive spender and
travel addict Rachel Byrne
from Dublin, who despite
earning good money, is
always broke by the end of
the month. R S
7.30 EASTENDERS Phil is angry
when Denise refuses to let
him see Raymond again, but
refuses to give up without a
fight. Lola realises she
needs to step up as Isaac
returns home. S
8.00 FAIR CITY Mairead and
Damien deal with a
distraught Phoebe. Sean
suffers the fallout in Vinny
and Pete’s ongoing battle,
and Orla comes to a lifechanging decision. S
8.30 THE STYLE
COUNSELLORS Eileen
Smith and Suzanne Jackson
help a Tipperary woman
struggling to balance work,
family and a recent move to
find a new look that suits
her quirky personality. R S
9.00 NEWS S
9.35 PRIME TIME In-depth
analysis of current affairs
and topical reports,
presented by Miriam
O’Callaghan and Fran
McNulty. S
10.15 THE GOOD FIGHT Legal
drama, starring Christine
Baranski. S
11.10 IRELAND’S RICH LIST
2021 The big winners and
losers from The Sunday
Times Rich List from
Leinster and Munster. R S

6.00 NEIGHBOURS Melanie is
left hurt after Toadie
reveals he needs space
from her. Levi covertly
prints out the police records
of his attackers and tries to
decide whether or not to
act. R S
6.30 HOME AND AWAY Jasmine
encourages Christian to
open up to Tori. R S
7.00 BEST LAID PLANS Charlie
Luxton helps Leena and
David deal with an extension
in Buckinghamshire, while
Sophie Morgan meets a
mother-daughter duo
restoring an 18th-century
property in Surrey. S
8.00 GRAND DESIGNS: HOUSE
OF THE YEAR Kevin
McCloud visits five more
inspiring homes in the
running for the 2018 Royal
Institute of British
Architects House of the
Year, including an old
Victorian gin distillery. R S
9.00 FATHER TED Bishop
Brennan orders Ted to
campaign against a
controversial film – which
subsequently becomes the
biggest box-office hit in the
island’s history. R S
9.30 OUR TOWN
See Choice S
10.30 THE HANDMAID’S TALE
June risks everything to
ensure her own kind of
justice. Last in the series. S
11.35 NCIS: NEW ORLEANS The
team discover a murder
victim was also a key
witness in multiple
excessive force cases. S

6.00 THE SIX O’CLOCK SHOW
Chat show. S
7.00 EMMERDALE Sparks are
flying between David and
Victoria. Nicola is sceptical
of Bernice’s advice. Ryan
questions Mack’s
desperation. S
7.30 RED ROCK Nikki is furious
with Rory for going behind
her back, while Rachel
moves up on the suspect
list when a flaw is found in
her alibi. Elsewhere, Bridget
sacrifices everything in a
desperate attempt to
escape loan shark Joe’s
clutches. R S
8.00 NEWS S
8.30 EMMERDALE Ryan is
pleased when Mack
appears. Gabby is left
shaken. Bernice gives
unconventional marriage
guidance counselling. S
9.00 LOVE ISLAND The
temperature’s rising as
Love Island continues, but
there are plenty more
surprises in store. R S
10.05 THE TONIGHT SHOW Matt
Cooper and Claire Brock
offer their unique take on
the big stories of the day
with a panel of guests.
There is also a panel
discussion covering the key
issues in the news. S
11.05 SMALLTOWN Conor
speaks to his mother but it
does little to ease the pain.
Eager to escape the house,
he goes in search of Sarah –
but as they catch up, things
remain awkward between
them. R S

6.25 GAA CÚL CAMPS Reality
series exploring a virtual
Cúl Camp at home,
featuring Donegal star Ryan
McHugh along with Cork
Camogie captain Linda
Collins. R
7.00 NUACHT TG4
7.30 COMHRÁ
See Choice
8.00 BAILTE Síle Nic
Chonaonaigh visits the
small fishing village of Cill
Chiaráin. As its population
declines dramatically, the
community looks to the sea
to ensure its survival. R
8.30 ROS NA RÚN Mo makes a
huge decision today that
will impact not only her, but
those who love her. Berni
confronts Briain about what
happened last night, and is
left shaken by his response.
9.00 TOUR DE FRANCE: SÚIL
SIAR A look back at the
best action from stage 12,
where the cyclists
undertook 159.4km starting
in Saint-Paul-TroisChâteaux and finishing in
Nîmes.
9.30 HECTOR Ó SIBERIA GO
SAIGON Hector Ó
hEochagáin arrives in
Bangkok, where he goes
diving for treasure in the
bay, and witnesses how the
famous food streets are
surviving today. R
10.30 FÍORSCÉAL The history of
the terrorist organisation
the Ku Klux Klan. R
11.35 ROS NA RÚN Berni
confronts Briain about what
happened between them. R

6.00 NEWS S
6.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
7.00 THE ONE SHOW Ronan
Keating and Clara Amfo
host the magazine show
featuring celebrity chat and
stories of interest. S
7.35 EASTENDERS
As RTÉ One, 7.30pm. S
8.00 EAT WELL FOR LESS?
Parents Steph and Matt
Hulme are stuck in a food
rut due to their son
William’s serious food
allergies. Gregg Wallace
and Chris Bavin outline the
main allergens to be aware
of and suggest meals that
side-step them, offering
some much-needed ‘kitchen
confidence’. Chris also
takes a visit to Hastings to
find out the benefits of
eating herring. S
9.00 DRAGONS’ DEN Two
business partners showcase
their unique recycled
building system, while an
entrepreneur seeks
investment for his plantbased, biodegradable
chewing gum. Last in the
series. S
10.00 NEWS S
10.25 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.35 HIGH: CONFESSIONS OF
AN IBIZA DRUG MULE
Michaella McCollum
recounts her story of
walking 12kg of cocaine into
an airport in Peru. S
11.15 MOTD TOP 10: EUROS
TEAMS The best teams in
the history of the European
Championship. S
11.45 NEWS S

8.00 TODAY AT WIMBLEDON
Clare Balding introduces
highlights of the day’s play
at the All England Club,
where the ladies’ singles
last-four matches would
decide who progressed to
Saturday’s final. Plus, there
is a round-up of the day’s
headlines, and a preview of
the men’s singles semifinals, which are scheduled
to feature on Centre Court
tomorrow. S
9.00 RHS HAMPTON COURT
PALACE GARDEN
FESTIVAL Joe Swift,
Rachel de Thame, Adam
Frost and Arit Anderson
present further coverage
from the grounds of
Hampton Court Palace.
New to the show this year
are the RHS Allotments, in
which community groups
exhibit for the first time,
and the RHS Flower Market,
bringing together florists
and cut-flower specialists
to showcase the latest
trends in displays. S
10.00 LIVE AT THE APOLLO:
THE ONE ABOUT
Highlights from the standup show, with Rob Brydon,
Sara Pascoe, Dara O Briain,
Lou Sanders, Rich Hall,
Dane Baptiste and others
offering their thoughts on
sex. R S
10.30 NEWSNIGHT S
11.15 ODI CRICKET
HIGHLIGHTS England v
Pakistan. Action from the
first match in the threematch series. S

12.15 Secret Bridesmaids’
Business R S 1.10 Lark Rise to
Candleford R 2.35 Prime Time R S
3.10 Telly Bingo R 3.20 Dr Phil R S
4.05 Doctors R S 4.35 EuroNews

12.25 Chicago PD R S 1.15 Vikings
R S 2.05 EuroNews

12.05 FILM: Murder in the Mirror
(2000, Thriller, 15) Jane Seymour,
James Farentino. Dir: James
Keach.
1.55 Close 5.20 The Tonight Show
R

12.05 No Tears R S 1.05 Dáil
Éireann R 1.30 France 24

12.20 News

12.15 Sign Zone: The Sheriffs Are
Coming R S 1.00 Dom Digs In R S
1.45 A Pandemic Poem: Where Did
the World Go? R S 2.45 This Is BBC
Two S
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Cable & Satellite

NEW SERIES Gordon Ramsay: Uncharted
Channel 4, 10pm Originally made and broadcast
by National Geographic, this offbeat travel and
cookery show sees the celebrity chef journey to
remote destinations across the planet. Along
the way he broadens his cultural horizons while
learning about the local cuisine. Ramsay’s first
stop is Peru’s Sacred Valley of the Incas, but
some animal lovers may prefer to look away
when they see what the locals serve up...

Channel 4
6.00 Countdown R S 6.40 Cheers
R S 7.35 Everybody Loves
Raymond R S 8.55 Frasier R S
10.25 Escape to the Chateau: DIY
R S 11.25 News S 11.30 Posh
Pawnbrokers R S 12.30 Steph’s
Packed Lunch S 2.10 Countdown S
3.00 A Place in the Sun R S 4.00
Mend It for Money R S 5.00
Couples Come Dine with Me R S

6.00 THE SIMPSONS Homer
and Marge try to spice up
their love life, while Bart
and Lisa use Grampa’s
metal detector to hunt for
hidden treasure. R S
6.30 HOLLYOAKS Donna Marie
is rejected by her daughter
Juliet yet again, Shaq is
doing his best to impress
the Maalik family, and Sally
continues to worry about
her safety. R S
7.00 NEWS S
8.00 THE SUPERVET: PUPPY
SPECIAL Documentary
looking back at some of
some of Noel Fitzpatrick’s
most memorable cases and
catching up with the
animals at the heart of the
stories. Up first are puppies,
including four-month-old
West Highland terrier
Rodney, who had been born
without back feet. R S
9.00 ESCAPE TO THE
CHATEAU: MAKE DO AND
MEND Dick and Angel
Strawbridge help transform
Lexie’s dark, dingy cellar
into a sumptuous
1920s-style speakeasy,
complete with coal chute
bar, banquette seating and
art deco detailing. S
10.00 GORDON RAMSAY:
UNCHARTED
See Choice S
11.05 CELEBRITY GOGGLEBOX
A rolling cast of famous
faces offers sharp,
insightful, funny and
sometimes emotional
critiques of popular and
topical TV shows. R S
12.10 100 Vaginas R S 1.05 Kathy
Burke: Money Talks R S 2.00
Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares USA
R S 2.50 Undercover Boss USA R S
3.35 Extraordinary Escapes with
Sandi Toksvig R S 4.30 Location,
Location, Location R S 5.25 Coach
Trip: Road to Tenerife R S 5.50
Food Unwrapped R S

Virgin Two

GENERAL

Virgin Three

Sky One

4.00 Tipping Point R S
6.00 THE CHASE Quiz, hosted by
Bradley Walsh. R S
7.00 THE CHASE Quiz, hosted by
Bradley Walsh. R S
8.00 CATCHPHRASE
CELEBRITY SPECIAL With
Shirley Ballas, Bhavna
Limbachia and Dr Ranj
Singh. R S
9.00 THE CHASE AUSTRALIA
10.00 THE GRAHAM NORTON
SHOW With Judi Dench,
Michael Buble, Hugh Grant,
Matthew McConaughey and
Coldplay. R
11.05 EMMERDALE
As Virgin One, 7pm. R S
11.35 EMMERDALE
As Virgin One, 8.30pm. R S
12.05 Red Rock R S 12.35 Love
Island 1.40 The Graham Norton
Show R 2.40 Celebrity Juice R
3.25 Close

6.00 Animal 999 R S 7.00
Futurama R S 8.00 Monkey
Business R S 9.00 Motorway
Patrol R S 10.00 Stop, Search,
Seize R S 11.00 NCIS: Los Angeles
R S 1.00 Hawaii Five-0 R S 3.00
S.W.A.T R S 4.00 Modern Family
R S 5.00 The Simpsons R S 5.30
Futurama R S
6.00 FUTURAMA R S
6.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.00 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
8.00 THE FLASH A delighted
Barry gains the gift of speed
thinking.
9.00 ROB & ROMESH VS TEAM
GB Rob and Romesh try
their hand at weightlifting.
10.00 BREEDERS Ally and Paul’s
marriage is in crisis.
10.30 MICKY FLANAGAN’S
DETOUR DE FRANCE R S
11.30 THE FORCE:
MANCHESTER R
12.30 Road Wars R S 1.30 The Late
Late Show with James Corden:
Best of the Week R 2.30 Road
Wars R S 3.00 NCIS: Los Angeles
R S 4.00 Stop, Search, Seize R S
5.00 S.W.A.T R S

Sky Atlantic

UTV

6.00 The British R S 7.00
Elementary R S 9.00 Six Feet
Under R S 1.30 Elementary R S
3.30 Dexter R S 5.40 The
Sopranos R S
6.45 THE SOPRANOS Carmela
starts a new relationship,
while Tony Blundetto tries
to make a success of life on
the straight and narrow, but
is forced to return to his
family. Steve Buscemi stars.
RS
7.50 GAME OF THRONES The
fantasy drama continues as
Tyrion strikes a deal, while
Jorah and Daario undertake
a difficult task as they seek
to catch up with Daenerys.
Back across the Narrow
Sea, Jaime and Cersei try to
improve their situation.
Starring Peter Dinklage. R S
9.00 LITTLE BIRDS Lucy gets
herself an invitation to an
exclusive wrap party, which
she attends with Adham.
Later, she is invited to lunch
with the Secretary without
her husband. R S
10.00 CITY ON A HILL Jackie
confronts Grace, who can
no longer ignore her son’s
criminal activity. R
11.10 OZ Prison drama. R S
12.20 True Blood R S 2.40
Californication R S 4.00 Urban
Secrets R S

6.00 News S 9.00 Lorraine S
10.00 This Morning S 12.30 Loose
Women S 1.30 News S 1.55 UTV
Live S 2.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal
R S 3.00 Tenable R S 4.00 Tipping
Point R S 5.00 The Chase R S
6.00 UTV LIVE S
6.30 NEWS S
7.00 EMMERDALE
As Virgin One, 7pm. S
7.30 EAT, SHOP, SAVE Ranvir
Singh and her team help a
Newcastle family. S
8.00 EMMERDALE
As Virgin One, 8.30pm. S
8.30 MARTIN CLUNES: MY
TRAVELS AND OTHER
ANIMALS The actor
explores horses in history. S
9.00 DIANA’S DECADES New.
How Diana, Princess of
Wales, was shaped by the
world around her. S
10.00 NEWS S
10.30 UTV LIVE S
10.45 HEATHROW: BRITAIN’S
BUSIEST AIRPORT Staff
at the airport deal with one
of the UK’s worst winter
storms. R S
11.15 THE MOTORBIKE SHOW
Henry Cole takes a ride
through the Cotswolds. R S
12.10 Tour de France Highlights
1.00 Shop: Ideal World 3.00 FYI
Extra 3.15 Martin & Roman’s
Weekend Best! R S 4.05 ITV
Nightscreen 5.05 Tipping Point R S

8.30 Cash Trapped R S 9.30
Tipping Point R S 10.30 Dress to
Impress R S 11.30 The Switch R
12.30 Alphabetical R S
1.30 Live Racing Coverage of

day one of the July meeting
from Newmarket.

7.00am Teletubbies. 7.30 In the Night Garden. 8.00
Bob the Builder. 8.30 Fireman Sam. 9.00 Elaine.
10.00 Keeping Australia Safe. 11.00 Safari Vet
School. 12.00 The Chase Australia. 1.00 Agatha
Christie’s Marple. 3.00 Guess This House. 4.00 The
Royal. 5.00 Heartbeat. 6.00 Agatha Christie’s
Marple. 8.00 Heartbeat. Part two of two. Merton
makes a life-changing decision. 9.00 Shetland.
Perez grows convinced of Michael Maguire’s
involvement in the man’s death. 10.15 Bodyguard.
11.30 Aquarius.

BBC Four

7.00pm The Joy of Painting. 7.30 The Cruise. 8.00
The 39 Steps. Adaptation of John Buchan’s
adventure novel, starring Rupert Penry-Jones. 9.25
John Buchan: Master of Suspense. Profile of the
author of The Thirty Nine Steps. 10.25 Film: Clash
of the Titans (1981, Fantasy, PG)

ITV2

6.00am Totally Bonkers Guinness World Records.
6.30 You’ve Been Framed! Gold. 7.00 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show. 8.00 Celebrity Supermarket
Sweep. 9.00 You’ve Been Framed! Gold. 9.30 Ellen’s
Game of Games. 10.30 Dress to Impress. 11.30
Secret Crush. 12.30 Catchphrase Celebrity Special.
1.30 You’ve Been Framed! Gold. 2.00 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show. 3.00 Dress to Impress. 4.00 The
Masked Singer US. 5.00 You’ve Been Framed!
Unchained! 6.00 Catchphrase Celebrity Special.
7.00 Superstore. 8.00 Bob’s Burgers. 9.00 Love
Island. The temperature is rising for the couples as
Love Island continues. 10.05 Celebrity Karaoke
Club. 11.05 Family Guy. 12.00 American Dad!

ITV3

6.00am Classic Coronation Street. 6.25 Classic
Emmerdale. 8.00 Heartbeat. 9.05 Bless This
House. 9.40 Man About the House. 10.10 Inspector
Morse. 12.25 Heartbeat. 1.30 ITV Racing: Live from
Newmarket. 4.00 Classic Emmerdale. 5.00 Classic
Coronation Street. 6.00 The Comedy Years. 7.00
Downton Abbey. Edith’s big day arrives. 8.00 Vera.
The detective investigates a death in a coastal
community. 10.00 DCI Banks. 12.00 Inspector
Morse.

E4

Noon: Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 1.00 The Big Bang
Theory. 3.00 The Goldbergs. 4.00 Black-ish. 5.00
Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 6.00 The Big Bang Theory. 7.00
Hollyoaks. 7.30 Come Dine with Me. 8.00 Ramsay’s
Kitchen Nightmares USA. Gordon Ramsay revisits
three restaurants he tried to save. 9.00 Celebrity
Gogglebox. 10.00 Naked Attraction.

More4

11.05am Find It, Fix It, Flog It. 12.10 Car S.O.S. 1.10
Emergency Helicopter Medics. 2.15 Four in a Bed.
4.55 Grand Designs New Zealand. 5.55 The
Supervet. 6.55 Escape to the Chateau. 7.55 Grand
Designs. A project to build a bespoke metal home
next to an airfield runway. 9.00 The Plane That
Saved Britain. 10.00 World’s Greatest Shipwrecks:
History Beneath the Waves. 11.00 24 Hours in A&E.

Channel 5

11.15am Room to Improve. 12.20 News. 12.25 Build
a New Life in the Country. 1.15 Home and Away. 1.45
Neighbours. 2.15 Film: Dream Killer (2019, Thriller,
PG) 4.00 Gibraltar: Britain in the Sun. 5.00 News.
5.30 Neighbours. 6.00 Home and Away. 6.30 News.
7.00 The World’s Most Scenic Railway Journeys.
8.00 Farrow & Ball: Inside the Posh Paint Factory.
9.00 The Hotel Inspector. 10.00 Nightmare
Tenants, Slum Landlords. 11.05 999: Criminals
Caught on Camera.

National Geographic

Noon: Air Crash Investigation. 1.00 Wicked Tuna.
2.00 Car S.O.S. 4.00 Megafactories. 5.00 Food
Factory. 6.00 History’s Toughest Prisons. 7.00
Seconds from Disaster. 8.00 Wicked Tuna.

9.00 To Catch a Smuggler. 10.00 Airport Security:
Rome. 11.00 Air Crash Investigation. 12.00 World
War I Apocalypse.

FILMS

TCM Movies

1.30pm Stage to Tucson (1950, Western, U) 3.20
The Navajo Trail (1945, Western, U) 4.35 The Train
Robbers (1973, Western, U) 6.30 Operation
Crossbow (1965, Adventure, PG) 9.00 Heat (1995,
Drama, 15) 12.30 Red Planet (2000, Sci-Fi, 12)

Film4

12.55pm The Long Memory (1952, Thriller, PG)
2.45 Last Train from Gun Hill (1959, Western, 12)
4.40 Star Trek V: The Final Frontier (1989, Sci-Fi,
PG) 6.50 Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country
(1991, Sci-Fi, PG) 9.00 The Vanishing (2019,
Thriller, 15) 11.10 Total Recall (2012, Sci-Fi, 12)

Sky Cinema Premiere

12.25pm The Burnt Orange Heresy (2019, Thriller,
15) 2.15 Take Back (2021, Thriller, 15) 3.55 Locusts
(2019, Drama, 15) 5.30 Bill & Ted Face the Music
(2020, Comedy, PG) 7.10 Dark Web: Cicada 3301
(2021, Comedy, 15) 9.10 Redemption Day (2021,
Drama, 15) 11.00 As 12.25pm. 12.50 Josie & Jack

(2019, Drama, 15)

Sky Cinema Comedy

12.30pm Pixels (2015, 12) 2.25 Last Vegas (2013, 12)
4.15 My Cousin Vinny (1992, 15) 6.20 The Nutty
Professor (1996, 12) 8.00 The Intern (2015, 12)
10.05 As 12.30pm. 11.55 As 2.25pm.

Sky Cinema Family

12.35pm Mirror Mirror (2012, Fantasy, PG) 2.35
Home Alone 4 (2002, Comedy, U) 4.15 Bratz (2007,
Comedy, PG) 6.00 Cats (2019, Fantasy, U) 8.00 As
12.35pm. 10.00 Fairytale: A True Story (1997,
Drama, U) 11.55 Adventures of Rufus: The Fantastic
Pet (2020, Animation, PG)

SPORT

eir Sport 1

10.00am Pro14 Rainbow Cup. 2.00 Football Gold.
11.20 2016 O’Donovan Brothers Race. 11.35 Barca
Legends: Abidal. 12.00 Out of their League. 1.00
Football Gold.

eir Sport 2

11.00am Football Gold. 12.00 Wembley Gold. 1.00
The Big Match: Leeds Utd. 3.00 Football Gold. 11.45
Sports Extra. 12.00 Football Gold. 1.00 Out of their
League.

Virgin Sport

10.00am UEFA Nations League. 12.00 The Mourne
Mountain Trail Race. 12.30 Six Nations 2018. 1.30
Live Racing. 4.00 Formula E Highlights. 6.00
Extreme E: Electric Odyssey. 6.30 Racing. Action
from Newmarket. 9.00 Bellator MMA. 12.40
Extreme E: Electric Odyssey. 1.10 Close.

Eurosport 1

10.30am Olympics: Essential Stories. 11.40 Tour de
France – The Breakaway. 12.10 Live Cycling: Tour de
France. 4.50 Cycling: Tour of Flanders. 5.50
Olympics: Essential Stories. 6.00 Return to 2012:
Aquatics. 8.00 Cycling: Tour de France. 9.00 Tour
de France – The Breakaway. 9.30 Olympics: Day
Jobs. 10.00 Tennis: Wimbledon. 11.30 Cycling: Tour
de France. 12.30 Tour de France – The Breakaway.
1.00 Bennetts British Superbikes Extra.

Sky Sports Main Event

8.00am Live European Tour Golf. 12.30 Live OneDay International Cricket. 9.00 Live PGA Tour Golf.
The John Deere Classic. 11.00 Live US Seniors Tour
Golf. 1.00 Euro Report.

Sky Sports Premier League

11.00am Euro Football Show. 12.00 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 1.00 Premier League Years. 3.00 PL
Greatest Games. 4.00 Best PL Goals 00/01. 5.00
Premier League. 8.45 Matchday Plus. 9.00 Premier
League 100 Club. 9.30 Gary Neville’s Soccerbox.
10.00 Premier League Icons. 10.30 PL Retro. 12.30
Premier League Icons. 1.00 Premier League Years.
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FRIDAY JULY 9
STAR-STUDDED ENTERTAINMENT Celebrity
Gogglebox Channel 4, 9pm You might expect to
get bored of watching other people watch TV,
but not a bit of it. This version of the longrunning show has, if anything, been even better
than its predecessors, not least because of new
blood such as Tom Jones. But the veterans
remain hugely entertaining too. Expect the likes
of Shaun Ryder and Bez, Chris Eubank and his
son Chris Jr and many more to pop up tonight.

HORTICULTURAL ADVICE Gardeners’ World
BBC Two, 9pm Last year, many people spent
their lockdown in the garden, discovering the
joys of growing their own fruit and vegetables.
Monty Don has always grown such things, of
course, but in this week’s episode, he has tips
for novices that should help them make the
most of their plots. Plus, Carol Klein is inspired
by Cothay Manor and Gardens, and Arit
Anderson investigates slugs and snails.

RTÉ One

RTÉ2

Virgin One

TG4

BBC One

BBC Two

6.00 EuroNews 6.15 Teleshopping
7.50 Holby City R S 8.55 Casualty
R S 9.55 The Ellen DeGeneres
Show S 10.50 Dr Phil S 11.45
Shortland Street S 12.15 Keeping
Up Appearances R S 12.45 Telly
Bingo 1.00 News S 1.30 Home and
Away S 2.00 Neighbours S 3.00
EastEnders R S 3.30 My Kitchen
Rules: Australia 4.35 News 4.45
The Durrells 5.40 Nuacht
Followed by The Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 7.00 Children’s
Programmes 11.50 The Sarah
Jane Adventures R S 12.55 Junior
Bake Off R S 1.30 The Strange
Chores S 1.45 Malory Towers S
2.15 Danny & Mick R S 2.40 Hetty
Feather S 3.10 Secret Life of Boys
R S 3.35 Jamie Johnson R S 4.10
Hart of Dixie R S 5.00 The
Goldbergs R S 5.30 Shortland
Street R S

6.10 The Six O’Clock Show R 7.00
Ireland AM S 10.00 This Morning
12.30 News S 1.00 The Chase R S
3.00 Elaine 4.00 A Giant’s
Welcome – Northern Ireland R
4.30 Judge Judy 5.30 News S

7.00 Cúla 4 na nÓg R 9.23 Cúla 4
10.30 WAC R 11.00 Little House on
the Prairie R S 11.55 Garraí Glas R
12.30 Tour de France: Súil Siar R
1.00 Tour de France Beo Live
coverage of stage 13. 4.55 Cúla 4
R 4.57 Dónall Dána R S 5.13
Harvey Beaks R S 5.38 SpongeBob
SquarePants R S 5.55 Domhan an
Dúlra

6.00 News S 9.15 Morning Live S
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer
R S 11.00 Murder, Mystery and My
Family S 11.45 Island Medics R S
12.15 Bargain Hunt: Rare and
Unique Special S 1.00 News S 1.30
Regional News S
1.45 Wimbledon 2021 The men’s
singles semi-finals. S

6.30 Murder, Mystery and My
Family R S 7.15 Bargain Hunt R S
8.00 Sign Zone: Building Britain’s
Biggest Nuclear Power Station R S
9.00 News S 10.00 News S
12.30 Wimbledon 2021 Coverage
of day 11. S

6.01 NEWS S
7.00 NATIONWIDE A mix of
reports, features and
events from around the
country. S
7.30 NO PLACE LIKE HOME
Kathryn Thomas travels to
County Waterford and East
Cork, including Waterford
Greenway and the town of
Cobh. Anne Doyle and
Aengus Mac Grianna
sample the delights of
Donegal. R S
8.00 EASTENDERS The Vic gets
a surprise visitor for the
Euros, Ben receives
unexpected news and Bobby
fights for Dana. Gray makes
a grand gesture. S
8.30 STILL OPEN ALL HOURS
Granville takes delivery of a
bargain consignment from
Spain and tries to reunite
Eric and Cyril after they fall
out over a lost compass.
Comedy, starring David
Jason. R S
9.00 NEWS S
9.35 FILM: MISSION:
IMPOSSIBLE – FALLOUT
(2018, Adventure, 12) Tom
Cruise, Henry Cavill. Ethan
Hunt and the IMF team join
forces with CIA assassin
August Walker to prevent a
disaster caused by
mysterious arms dealer
John Lark and a group of
terrorists known as the
Apostles. However, Hunt
and his colleagues are soon
pushed to their limits
thanks to a face from their
past. Dir: Christopher
McQuarrie. S

6.00 NEIGHBOURS Chloe is
shocked to see the remains
of her destroyed album, and
Hendrix is rattled by a
barbed exchange he
witnesses between Pierce
and Nicolette. R S
6.30 HOME AND AWAY Justin
continues to weave a web of
lies around his pain killer
addiction. Nikau ignores
Tane’s fitness advice, and
Roo struggles at the Bait
Shop. R S
7.00 THE BIG BANG THEORY
Sheldon spills one of
Leonard’s secrets. R S
7.25 DOLPHINS – SPY IN THE
POD Part two of two. A
young bottlenose strikes
out on its own and soon
makes friends with a rare
humpback dolphin, joins a
pod and takes part in a
bizarre initiation ceremony.
RS
8.25 COAST AUSTRALIA The
team focuses on northern
New South Wales, with Neil
Oliver exploring Byron Bay’s
history and Tim Flannery
examining the story of a
record-breaking raft
journey in Ballina. R S
9.30 FILM: THE CLIENT
(1994, Drama, 15) Susan
Sarandon, Tommy Lee
Jones. A boy with
information about a
politician’s disappearance
hires a lawyer to protect
him from the Mafia. Dir:
Joel Schumacher. S
11.40 BACHELORS WALK The
new tenant Russell causes
worries for Raymond. R S

6.00 THE SIX O’CLOCK SHOW
Chat show, featuring
celebrity interviews, food
from leading chefs and
guidance on a wide range of
topics, from consumer
affairs to the latest trends,
with viewers invited to
contribute with pictures,
comments, stories and
gossip. S
7.00 EMMERDALE Kim makes
Gabby an offer, A discovery
is made, and Bernice
struggles. S
7.30 NEWS The latest headlines
from the Virgin Media News
Hub. S
8.00 CORONATION STREET
Paul confronts Billy,
demanding to know why he
would let Summer hang out
with Will when he nearly
got her killed. S
8.30 CORONATION STREET
Daisy makes a move on
Ryan, Peter returns home
from hospital, and George
sings Sean’s praises to a
bemused Eileen. S
9.00 LOVE ISLAND The
temperature is rising for
the couples as Love Island
continues. The singles are
having the time of their
lives, but who is in danger of
getting dumped? R S
10.05 FILM: THE PLAYBOYS
(1992, Drama, 12) Robin
Wright, Albert Finney. A
single mother in an Irish
village falls for a travelling
actor – to the dismay of her
admirer, the local
policeman. Dir: Gillies
McKinnon.

7.00 NUACHT TG4
7.20 PEIL NA MBAN BEO Live
coverage of round 1 of the
Ladies Football TG4
Championship. Presented
by Máire Ní Bhraonáin.
9.15 TOUR DE FRANCE: SÚIL
SIAR A look back at the
best action from stage 13,
where the cyclists
undertook a 219.9km route
starting in Nîmes and
finishing in Carcassonne.
9.45 FILM: COMES A
HORSEMAN
(1978, Western, 15) James
Caan, Jane Fonda. A female
rancher resists pressure
from a neighbouring former
lover to sell her land.
However, both ranchers find
their property under threat
from an unscrupulous land
baron planning to turn their
valley into an oilfield. Dir:
Alan J Pakula. S
11.55 CELTIC CONNECTIONS
Performances from the
2018 music festival,
including Declan O’Rourke
with songs from his seventh
album, plus Jarlath
Henderson and Laura
Cortese, and the Dance
Cards. R

6.00 NEWS S
6.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
7.00 THE ONE SHOW Alex
Jones and Ronan Keating
round off the working week
with the usual mix of
celebrity guests and stories
about people in
extraordinary
circumstances. S
7.30 NOT GOING OUT Lee and
Lucy take in a package for
their neighbour and
inadvertently discover that
it contains an embarrassing
object that Lee now has to
return. R S
8.00 WOULD I LIE TO YOU?
Host Rob Brydon and team
captains Lee Mack and
David Mitchell return for an
episode of previously
unseen material from the
hit comedy panel show. R S
8.35 EASTENDERS
As RTÉ One, 8pm. S
9.00 DEATH IN PARADISE A
hen party on the island ends
in tragedy when the brideto-be is found dead in her
bath the following morning.
Meanwhile, Camille has a
big decision to make.Amy
Nuttall, William Ash and Ali
Bastian guest star. R S
10.00 NEWS S
10.25 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.35 FILM: OUT OF SIGHT
(1998, Thriller, 15) George
Clooney, Jennifer Lopez. A
US Marshal pursues an
escaped convict, but as the
chase intensifies, so do
their feelings for each
other. Dir: Steven
Soderbergh. S

8.00 TODAY AT WIMBLEDON
Clare Balding introduces
highlights of the day’s play,
where the men’s singles
semi-finals were scheduled
to take centre-stage at the
All England Club, with the
players hoping to stay in
contention to succeed 2019
champion Novak Djokovic.
Plus, there is a round-up of
the day’s headlines, and a
preview of tomorrow’s
ladies’ singles final. S
9.00 GARDENERS’ WORLD
See Choice S
10.00 THE MOMENTS THAT
MADE RICHARD WILSON
See Choice S
10.30 NEWSNIGHT S
11.05 A DANGEROUS DYNASTY:
HOUSE OF ASSAD As a
glamorous profile of Asma
appears in Vogue magazine,
the Arab Spring protests
reach Syria. Bashar must
decide whether to concede
to their demands for
greater freedom or follow in
his father Hafez’s famously
hardline steps. What
unfolds shocks the world in
its brutality, but as the
chaos of civil war rages, the
so-called Islamic State
emerges and it looks like
Bashar is on the brink of
losing the Assad dynasty’s
control of Syria. Last in the
series. R S

12.10 FILM: About a Boy (2002,
Comedy, 12) Hugh Grant, Toni
Collette. Dir: Paul Weitz, Chris
Weitz. S
2.00 Casualty R S 2.55 Telly Bingo
R 3.05 Nationwide R S 3.30 Dr
Phil R S 5.00 Doctors R S 5.30
EuroNews

12.25 Live at the Apollo R S 1.20
Other Voices R S 2.20 EuroNews

12.20 IFTA Film & Drama Awards
2021 R 1.50 Vera R S 3.45 Close

12.55 Euro ’16 – Je Mo Peil R 1.25
Fargo R S 2.35 France 24

12.35 News S

12.05 Mayans M.C R S 1.50 Sign
Zone: Brexit: Six Months On –
Panorama R S 2.20 Brian Cox’s
Adventures in Space and Time R S
3.20 This Is BBC Two S
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JULY 9 FRIDAY
Cable & Satellite

DOCUMENTARY PROFILE The Moments That
Made Richard Wilson BBC Two, 10pm We don’t
believe it – here’s a look back at the life and
career of the man who became a household
name by playing legendary curmudgeon Victor
Meldrew in the sitcom One Foot in the Grave.
Now 84, Wilson worked in a laboratory until he
was 27 before the acting bug bit. Those who
have worked with him, including Arabella Weir
and David Tennant, offer their opinions.

Channel 4
6.00 Countdown R S 6.40 Cheers
R S 7.35 Everybody Loves
Raymond R S 8.55 Frasier R S
10.25 Escape to the Chateau: DIY
R S 11.25 News S 11.30 Posh
Pawnbrokers R S 12.30 Steph’s
Packed Lunch S 2.10 Countdown S
3.00 A Place in the Sun R S 4.00
Mend It for Money R S 5.00
Couples Come Dine with Me R S

6.00 THE SIMPSONS Mr Burns
puts on a variety show at
the Springfield Bowl in
exchange for rebuilding the
town after it is burned to
the ground. With the guest
voice of Amy Schumer. R S
6.30 HOLLYOAKS Tony tells
Becky that he has been
worried about Diane’s
mental health. Donna-Marie
visits Juliet, but she is far
from welcome. R S
7.00 NEWS S
8.00 GREAT CANAL
JOURNEYS Part two of
two. Sheila Hancock and
Gyles Brandreth continue to
explore the waterways of
Staffordshire, taking a ride
on an old working boat and
uncovering the history of
Stourport. R S
9.00 CELEBRITY GOGGLEBOX
See Choice S
10.00 THE LAST LEG Adam Hills,
Josh Widdicombe and Alex
Brooker are joined by
celebrity guests for a comic
review of the significant
moments of the past seven
days. The boys also look
ahead and count down to
this summer’s Tokyo
Paralympics. S
11.05 FILM: AMY
(2015, Documentary, 15)
Amy Winehouse, Pete
Doherty. Asif Kapadia’s
portrait of soul, jazz and
R’n’B singer-songwriter
Amy Winehouse, whose
death in July 2011 followed
a well-publicised history of
drugs and alcohol abuse.
Dir: Asif Kapadia. S
1.30 FILM: The Grand Budapest
Hotel (2014, Comedy, 15) Ralph
Fiennes, Tony Revolori. Dir: Wes
Anderson. S
3.10 Come Dine with Me R S 5.25
Coach Trip: Road to Tenerife R S
5.50 Kirstie’s Handmade
Treasures R S

Virgin Two

8.30 Cash Trapped R S 9.30
Tipping Point R S 10.30 Dress to
Impress R S 11.30 The Switch R
12.30 Alphabetical R S
1.30 Live Racing Coverage of day
two of the July meeting.
4.00 Tipping Point R S
6.00 THE CHASE Quiz show,
hosted by Bradley Walsh.
RS
7.00 THE CHASE Quiz show,
hosted by Bradley Walsh.
RS
8.00 CELEBRITY
SUPERMARKET SWEEP
With Charley Webb,
Matthew Wolfenden, Jenny
Ryan, Megan McKenna,
Melvin Odoom and Rickie
Haywood-Williams.
9.00 THE CHASE AUSTRALIA
10.00 SCHITT’S CREEK David
goes on a date with Patrick.
10.30 SCHITT’S CREEK
11.00 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One, 8pm. R S
11.30 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One, 8.30pm. R S
12.00 Emmerdale R S 12.30 Love
Island 1.35 The Graham Norton
Show R 2.35 Close

GENERAL

Virgin Three

Sky One

6.00 Animal 999 R S 7.00
Futurama R S 8.00 Monkey
Business R S 9.00 Motorway
Patrol R S 10.00 Stop, Search,
Seize R S 11.00 NCIS: Los Angeles
R S 1.00 Hawaii Five-0 R S 3.00
S.W.A.T R S 4.00 Modern Family
R S 5.00 The Simpsons R S 5.30
Futurama R S
6.00 FUTURAMA R S
6.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.00 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
8.00 FREDDIE FRIES AGAIN R S
9.00 RUSSELL HOWARD LIVE:
DINGLEDODIES A
performance by the
comedian at the Brighton
Dome. R S
10.15 THE LATE LATE SHOW
WITH JAMES CORDEN:
BEST OF THE WEEK
11.15 ROB & ROMESH VS TEAM
GB Rob and Romesh try
their hand at weightlifting.
R
12.15 A League of Their Own R S
1.15 Road Wars R S 2.10 Hawaii
Five-0 R S 3.05 NCIS: Los Angeles
R S 4.00 Stop, Search, Seize R S
5.00 S.W.A.T R S

Sky Atlantic

UTV

6.00 The British R S 7.00
Elementary R S 9.00 Six Feet
Under R 1.30 Elementary R S 3.30
Dexter R 5.40 The Sopranos R S
6.45 THE SOPRANOS Family
and friends gather at the
Soprano household to
celebrate the birthday of
Carmela’s father, and Tony
Blundetto considers taking
on a side job. R S
7.50 GAME OF THRONES
Tyrion’s agenda in Slaver’s
Bay sees him seeking a new,
strange ally. In the North,
Brienne goes on a mission,
while in Braavos, Arya is
given a chance to prove
herself. Beyond the Wall,
Bran makes progress with
his mystical tuition,
learning a great deal in the
process. R
9.00 TOTTI: ONE CAPTAIN As
the much-feared forties
arrive, Totti has the
opportunity, at the last
Derby, to announce his
retirement. Starring Pietro
Castellitto. In Italian. R
10.00 OZ Schibetta and the prison
brass race to find Ortolani’s
killer. R
11.15 OZ The unsolved murders
cause concern. R
12.30 True Blood R S 2.50
Californication R S 4.00 Richard E
Grant’s Hotel Secrets R S

6.00 News S 9.00 Lorraine S
10.00 This Morning S 12.30 Loose
Women S 1.30 News S 1.55 UTV
Live S 2.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal
R S 3.00 Tenable R S 4.00 Tipping
Point R S 5.00 The Chase R S
6.00 UTV LIVE S
6.30 NEWS S
7.00 EMMERDALE
As Virgin One, 7pm. S
7.30 CORONATION STREET S
8.30 ENDEAVOUR Morse
suspects a connection
between a disappearance
and an unsolved murder,
while Thursday takes on a
lorry hijack which he
believes is connected to a
local gangster. Inspector
Morse prequel, starring
Shaun Evans. R S
10.20 NEWS S
10.50 UTV LIVE S
11.05 THE JONATHAN ROSS
SHOW: SPECIAL GUESTS
Featuring David Beckham,
Tina Turner, Samuel L
Jackson and Paul
McCartney. R S
11.35 ALAN CARR’S EPIC
GAMESHOW The comedian
hosts an updated version of
Bullseye. R S
12.25 Tour de France Highlights
1.15 Shop: Ideal World 3.00 FYI
Extra 3.15 Martin & Roman’s
Weekend Best! R S 4.05 ITV
Nightscreen

7.00am Teletubbies. 7.30 In the Night Garden. 8.00
Bob the Builder. 8.30 Fireman Sam. 9.00 Elaine.
10.00 Keeping Australia Safe. 11.00 Safari Vet
School. 12.00 The Chase Australia. 1.00 Agatha
Christie’s Marple. 3.00 Guess This House. 4.00 The
Royal. 5.00 Heartbeat. 6.00 Agatha Christie’s
Marple. 8.00 Heartbeat. Festive special, guest
starring veteran singer Alan Price. 9.00 Vera. The
key to a murder lies deep in the memory of the
victim’s son. 11.00 Wentworth Prison. 12.00 This
Morning.

BBC Four

ITV2

6.00am Totally Bonkers Guinness World Records.
6.30 You’ve Been Framed! Gold. 7.00 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show. 8.00 Emmerdale. 9.00 You’ve
Been Framed! Gold. 9.30 Ellen’s Game of Games.
10.30 Dress to Impress. 11.30 Secret Crush. 12.30
Emmerdale. 1.30 You’ve Been Framed! 2.00 The
Ellen DeGeneres Show. 3.00 Dress to Impress. 4.00
The Masked Singer US. 6.00 Catchphrase Celebrity
Special. 7.00 Superstore. 8.00 Bob’s Burgers. 9.00
Love Island. The relationship-based reality show
continues. 10.05 Celebrity Karaoke Club. 11.05
Family Guy.

ITV3

6.00am Classic Coronation Street. 7.00 Classic
Emmerdale. 8.05 Heartbeat. 9.05 Bless This
House. 9.40 Man About the House. 10.10 Inspector
Morse. 12.25 Heartbeat. 1.30 ITV Racing: Live from
Newmarket. 4.00 Classic Emmerdale. 5.00 Classic
Coronation Street. 6.00 The Comedy Years. 7.00
Downton Abbey. Branson’s political views land him
in trouble. 8.00 Doc Martin. 10.05 DCI Banks.

E4

Noon: Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 1.00 The Big Bang
Theory. 3.00 The Goldbergs. 4.00 Black-ish. 5.00
Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 6.00 The Big Bang Theory. 7.00
Hollyoaks. Sid tries to convince Ste to give James a
second chance. 7.30 Come Dine with Me. Darren
tries to put a fancy twist on what seems to be a
basic menu. 8.00 Ramsay’s Kitchen Nightmares
USA. A failing cafe in Philadelphia. 9.00 Film: The
Inbetweeners 2 (2014, Comedy, 15) 11.00 Naked
Attraction.

More4

11.05am Find It, Fix It, Flog It. 12.10 Car S.O.S. 1.10
Emergency Helicopter Medics. 2.15 Four in a Bed.
4.55 Grand Designs New Zealand. 5.55 The
Supervet. 6.55 Escape to the Chateau. 7.55 Grand
Designs. Transforming a 1960s forester’s lodge into
a unique Japanese home. 9.00 Nordic Murders.
New. Karin’s daughter goes missing. In German.
11.00 24 Hours in A&E.
11.15am Room to Improve. 12.20 News. 12.25 Build
a New Life in the Country. 1.15 Home and Away. 1.45
Neighbours. 2.15 Film: Killer Secrets in the
Sisterhood (2019, Thriller, PG) 4.00 Gibraltar:
Britain in the Sun. 5.00 News. 5.30 Neighbours.
6.00 Home and Away. 6.30 News. 7.00 Scotland: A
Year in the Wild. It is autumn in Scotland and as the
weather cools, food resources dwindle. 8.00
Michael Ball’s Wonderful Wales. New. The singer
and broadcaster explores his own heritage. 9.00
Draining Loch Ness. Advanced scanning technology
is used to explore the depths of Loch Ness. 10.00
1997: Britain’s Biggest Hits. A celebration of the
biggest-selling singles of 1997. 11.30 Diana: Her Last
Summer.

National Geographic

Noon: Air Crash Investigation. 1.00 Wicked Tuna.
2.00 Car S.O.S. 4.00 Megafactories. 5.00 Food

FILMS

TCM Movies

1.30pm Dallas (1950, Western, U) 3.25 Action in the
North Atlantic (1943, Adventure, PG) 6.00 South of
Death Valley (1949, Western, U) 7.15 The Oklahoman
(1957, Western, U) 9.00 Contagion (2011, Thriller, 12)
11.15 Wild Geese II (1985, Adventure, 18)

Film4

1.10pm The Great Escape (1963, Adventure, PG)
4.35 Star Trek: Generations (1994, Sci-Fi, PG) 6.50
Star Trek: First Contact (1996, Sci-Fi, 12) 9.00
Mission: Impossible – Fallout (2018, Adventure, 12)
11.55 The Strangers: Prey at Night (2018, Horror, 15)

7.00pm Athletics: Diamond League Monaco. The
Herculis EBS. 9.00 TOTP: 1991. 10.00 The Beatles:
Made on Merseyside. 11.25 Film: Yesterday (2019,
Comedy, 12)

Channel 5

Factory. 6.00 Tallest Towers. 7.00 Seconds from
Disaster. A reconstruction of the Deepwater
Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. 8.00 India
From Above. 10.00 Secrets of Tutankhamun’s
Treasures. 11.00 Air Crash Investigation. 12.00
World War I Apocalypse.

Sky Cinema Premiere

12.10pm Take Back (2021, Thriller, 15) 1.50 Locusts
(2019, Drama, 15) 3.25 Redemption Day (2021,
Drama, 15) 5.20 Dark Web: Cicada 3301 (2021,
Comedy, 15) 7.20 Bill & Ted Face the Music (2020,
Comedy, PG) 9.00 Midway (2019, Drama, 12) 11.20
The Burnt Orange Heresy (2019, Thriller, 15)

Sky Cinema Comedy

1.05pm Love Actually (2003, 15) 3.30 The Cable Guy
(1996, 12) 5.20 The Bounty Hunter (2010, 12) 7.20 Rio
(2011, U) 9.00 Bridget Jones’s Diary (2001, 15) 10.50
Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason (2004, 15) 12.50
As 1.05pm.

Sky Cinema Family

12.15pm Babe: Pig in the City (1998, Comedy, U)
2.05 Marmaduke (2010, Comedy, U) 3.50 The Cat in
the Hat (2003, Comedy, PG) 5.30 Penelope (2006,
Fantasy, U) 7.15 The Mortal Instruments: City of
Bones (2013, Fantasy, 12) 9.30 Babe (1995, Comedy,
U) 11.10 Call of the Wild (2009, Adventure, PG) 12.50
As 12.15pm.

SPORT

eir Sport 1

10.00am Pro14 Rainbow Cup. 2.00 Football Gold.
7.00 Pro14 Classic Finals. 10.45 2016 O’Donovan
Brothers Race. 11.00 Football Gold. 12.00 Passing it
On: Ballymun Kickhams. 1.00 Football Gold.

eir Sport 2

11.00am Wembley Gold. 1.00 The Big Match:
Everton. 3.00 Football Gold. 1.00 Kerr’s Kids:
Golden Generation.

Virgin Sport

10.30am Formula E Highlights. 1.30 Live Racing.
4.00 Formula E Top Tens. 6.00 Extreme E: Electric
Odyssey. 6.30 Racing. Action from Newmarket.
9.00 Bellator MMA. 12.40 The Mourne Mountain
Trail Race. 1.10 Close.

Eurosport 1

10.45am Live Cycling: Tour de France. 5.00 Cycling:
Tour of Flanders. 6.00 Return to 2012: Road Cycling.
8.00 Cycling: Tour de France. 9.00 Tour de France –
The Breakaway. 9.30 Olympics: Day Jobs. 10.00
Tennis: Wimbledon. 11.30 Cycling: Tour de France.
12.30 Tour de France – The Breakaway. 1.00
Bennetts British Superbikes.

Sky Sports Main Event

8.00am Live European Tour Golf. 12.30 Live
European Tour Golf. 6.30 Live Women’s
International T20 Cricket. England v India Women.
10.00 Live PGA Tour Golf. 11.00 Live US Seniors
Tour Golf. The US Seniors Open. 1.00 Euro Report.

Sky Sports Premier League

11.00am Euro Football Show. 12.00 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 1.00 Premier League Years. 3.00 PL
Greatest Games. 4.00 Best PL Goals 04/05. 5.00
Premier League. 9.00 Premier League 100 Club.
9.30 Gary Neville’s Soccerbox. 10.00 Premier
League Icons. 10.30 PL Retro. 12.30 Premier
League Icons. 1.00 Premier League Years.
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RADIO
Saturday

Sunday
Afternoon. 6.00 Club Classics. 12.00 Classic
Hits Through the Night.

BBC Radio 1

π Lillian Smith, Rising Time,
RTÉ Radio 1, 6am

RTÉ Radio 1

FM: 88.2-90.0; 95.2 MHz, LW: 252 kHz.
News on the hour
6.00am Rising Time. 8.00 Countrywide.
9.00 Playback. 10.00 The Business. 11.00
Brendan O’Connor. 1.00 Saturday with Katie
Hannon. 2.00 Saturday Sport. 9.00 Céilí
House. 10.00 South Wind Blows. 11.00
Country Time. 11.59 Late Date. 2.00 RTÉ
Gold on RTÉ Radio 1.

RTÉ 2FM

FM: 90.4-92.2; 97.0 MHz
7.00am Weekend Breakfast with Carl and
Aifric. 9.00 Louise McSharry on 2FM. 11.00
Chris and Ciara. 1.00 Dave Fanning. 3.00
Stephen Byrne. Music, entertainment news
and sports updates. 5.00 Weekends on 2FM.
7.00 The Electric Disco with Jenny Greene.
The soundtrack to Saturday night. 9.00
Mo-K. The biggest hip hop, urban and dance
anthems. 11.00 The Spring Sessions. 1.00
White Noise. 2.00 The Late Night Sessions.

RTÉ Lyric FM

FM: 96-99 MHz
7.00am Daybreak with Evonne Ferguson.
10.00 The Hamilton Scores. 1.00 Movies and
Musicals with Aedin Gormley. 4.00 Evelyn
Grant’s Weekend Drive. Selection of the
world’s best music. 6.30 Culture File Weekly.
7.00 Opera Night with Paul Herriott.
Tchaikovsky’s Eugene Onegin. 10.00
Vespertine with Ellen Cranitch. 1.00 Lyric
Through the Night.

RTÉ Raidió na Gaeltachta

FM: 92.6-94.4; 102.7 MHz
8.00am Béal Maidine. 10.00 Bailiuchan
Bhairbre. 10.30 An Cúinne Dána. 11.00
Príomhscéalta na Nuachta. 11.08 Aistí ón
Aer. 12.00 Príomhscéalta na Nuachta. 12.08
Togha agus Rogha. 1.00 Nuacht a hAon. 1.20
Cas Ceirnín. 2.00 Spórt an tSathairn. 6.00
Nuacht a Sé. 6.30 An Chéad Ghlúin Eile. 7.00
Reacaireacht an Tráthnóna. 9.00 An
Ghealach Ghorm. Music show presented by
Áine Hensey. 12.00 Scoth na Seachtaine.

Today FM

FM: 100-102 MHz
8.00am Alison Curtis. 11.00 Jessica Maciel.
2.00 Pumped Up Kicks. 6.00 Saturday Hits.
9.00 Claire Beck’s Saturday SoundSystem.
Three hours of absolute bangers to get you
ready to go ëout-out’, or indeed ëin-in’.
Expect everything from house classics and
festival favourites to future dancefloor
fillers. 12.00 Overnight Music.

Newstalk 106-108fm

FM: 106-108 MHz
7.00am In Case You Missed It. 8.00 Newstalk
Breakfast with Susan Keogh. 9.00 The Home
Show with Sinead Ryan. 10.00 Down to
Business with Bobby Kerr. 12.00 Futureproof
with Jonathan McCrea. 1.00 Off the Ball.
5.00 Tech Talk with Jessica Kelly. 6.00
Screentime with John Fardy. 7.00
Soundscape. 8.00 Embedded: Tech in Town.
9.00 Documentary and Drama on Newstalk.
10.00 Best of The Pat Kenny Show. 11.00
Best of Newstalk.

Classic Hits 4fm

FM: 94; 104 MHz
6.00am Something for the Weekend. 10.00
Classic Hits. 2.00 Barry Lang in the

FM: 97.6-99.8 MHz
6.00am The Happy Hour from Radio 1. 7.00
Radio 1 Weekend Breakfast with Adele
Roberts. 10.00 Radio 1 Anthems with Adele
Roberts. 10.32 Radio 1 Anthems. 11.02
Jordan North. 1.00 Matt and Mollie. 4.00
Radio 1’s Dance Anthems with Charlie
Hedges. Charlie mixes up the biggest Dance
Anthems. 7.00 1Xtra’s Takeover with DJ
Target. 9.00 1Xtra’s Rap Show with Tiffany
Calver. 11.00 Diplo and Friends. 1.00 Radio 1’s
Classic Essential Mix. 3.00 Danny Howard.
4.00 Radio 1’s Dance Anthems with Charlie
Hedges. 5.00 Radio 1 Relax.

BBC Radio 2

FM: 88-90.2 MHz
6.00am Sounds of the 60s with Tony
Blackburn. 8.00 Dermot O’Leary. 10.00
Claudia Winkleman. 1.00 Pick of the Pops.
3.00 Vernon Kay. Sitting in for Rylan ClarkNeal. 6.00 Liza Tarbuck. 8.00 The Rock Show
with Johnnie Walker. 9.00 Spice Up Your Life
– 25 Years of Girl Power. 10.00 The Craig
Charles House Party. 11.30 The Craig Charles
House Party Mixtape. 12.00 Ana Matronic’s
Dance Devotion. 2.00 TBA. 3.00 Sheridan’s
Showstoppers. 4.00 TBA. 5.00 Tracks of My
Years.

BBC Radio 3

FM: 90.2-92.4 MHz
7.00am Breakfast. 9.00 Record Review.
11.45 Music Matters. 12.30 This Classical
Life. 1.00 Inside Music. 3.00 Sound of
Gaming. 4.00 Music Planet. 5.00 J to Z. 6.30
Opera on 3 from the Met. A 2017 performance
of Bellini’s I Puritani. 10.00 New Music Show.
12.00 Freeness. 1.00 Through the Night.

BBC Radio 4

FM: 92.4-94.6 MHz, LW: 198 kHz.
News on the hour
6.07am Open Country. 6.30 Farming Today
This Week. 7.00 Today. 9.00 Saturday Live.
10.30 Rewinder. 11.00 The Week in
Westminster. 11.30 From Our Own
Correspondent. 12.00 News. 12.04 Money
Box. 12.30 Dead Ringers. 1.00 News. 1.10 Any
Questions? 2.00 Any Answers? 2.45 One to
One. 3.00 Drama: Ready Player Marx. 4.00
Weekend Woman’s Hour. 5.00 Saturday PM.
5.30 The Bottom Line. 6.00 Six O’Clock
News. 6.15 Loose Ends. 7.00 Profile. 7.15 The
Poet Laureate Has Gone to His Shed. 8.00
The Archive Hour: Millions Like Us. 9.00
Pilgrim. 9.45 The Hotel. 10.00 News. 10.15
The Moral Maze. 11.00 The 3rd Degree. 11.30
Poetry Please. 12.00 News. 12.30 From Fact
to Fiction. 1.00 As BBC World Service. 5.30
News Briefing. 5.43 Bells on Sunday. 5.45
Profile.

World Service

Online.
News on the hour
6.00am Weekend. 8.30 The Conversation.
9.06 BBC OS Conversations. 9.30 The
Lazarus Heist. 9.50 Over to You. 10.00 News.
10.06 Sports Hour. 11.00 The Newsroom.
11.30 WorkLifeIndia. 12.00 News. 12.06
World Book Club. 1.00 Newshour. 2.00 News.
2.06 Sportsworld. 6.00 The Newsroom. 6.30
Spitfire: The People’s Plane. 6.50 Sporting
Witness. 7.00 News. 7.06 The Documentary.
8.00 News. 8.06 The Arts Hour. 9.00
Newshour. 10.00 News. 10.06 Music Life.
11.00 The Newsroom. 11.20 Sports News.
11.30 The Cultural Frontline. 12.00 News.
12.06 BBC OS Conversations. 12.30 Spitfire:
The People’s Plane. 12.50 Over to You. 1.00
News. 1.06 The Science Hour. 2.00 The
Newsroom. 2.30 Healthcheck. 3.00 News.
3.06 World Book Club. 4.00 News. 4.06 From
Our Own Correspondent. 4.30 The Cultural
Frontline. 5.00 The Newsroom. 5.30 The
Documentary.
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π Florence Price, Aedín Gormley’s
Sunday Matinée, RTÉ Lyric FM, 1pm

RTÉ Radio 1

FM: 88.2-90.0; 95.2 MHz, LW: 252 kHz.
News on the hour
6.00am Rising Time. 8.00 World Report. 8.30
Bowman: Sunday: 8.30. 9.00 Sunday Miscellany.
10.00 Sunday with Miriam. 11.00 (FM) Brendan
O’Connor. 11.00 (LW) Sunday Worship. 11.45 (LW)
Brendan O’Connor. 1.00 This Week. 2.00 Sunday
Sport. 6.00 Mooney Goes Wild. 7.00 Beo ar
Éigean. 8.00 Drama on One. 9.00 The Rolling
Wave. 10.00 Simply Folk. 11.00 Late Date. 2.00
RTÉ Gold on RTÉ Radio 1. 5.30 Rising Time.

RTÉ 2FM

FM: 90.4-92.2; 97.0 MHz
6.00am 2FM Overnight. 7.00 Breakfast with
Carl and Aifric. 9.00 Louise McSharry on 2FM.
11.00 Chris and Ciara. 1.00 Dave Fanning. 3.00
Stephen Byrne. 5.00 Weekends on 2FM. 7.00 The
Request Show with Emma Power. 9.00 Tara
Stewart on 2FM. 10.00 The Alternative with Dan
Hegarty. 12.00 Hysteria with Bingo Players. 1.00
Rave Culture Radio Tritonia. 2.00 2FM Overnight.

RTÉ Lyric FM

FM: 96-99 MHz
7.00am Vox Nostra with Vlad Smishkewych.
10.00 The Hamilton Scores. 1.00 Aedín
Gormley’s Sunday Matinée. 4.00 Evelyn Grant’s
Weekend Drive. 6.00 The Lyric Feature. 7.00
Mystery Train with John Kelly. 9.00 Sound Out
with Ian McGlynn. 10.00 Vespertine with Ellen
Cranitch. 1.00 Lyric Through the Night.

RTÉ Raidió na Gaeltachta

FM: 92.6-94.4; 102.7 MHz
8.00am Béal Maidine. 10.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 10.08 Cartlann Bhóthar na Léinsí.
10.40 Baile an Droichid. 11.00 Aifreann an
Domhnaigh. 11.45 Togha agus Rogha. 1.00
Nuacht a hAon. 1.15 Ceol an Lae. 1.45 Spórt an
Lae. 6.00 Nuacht a Sé. 6.30 An Cúinne Dána.
7.00 An Braon Gaelach. 8.00 Siulach Scealach.
9.00 Tequila Tíre. 11.00 Lasracha. 12.00 Scoth
na Seachtaine.

Today FM

FM: 100-102 MHz
8.00am All Irish. 9.00 Alison Curtis. 12.00
Jessica Maciel. 4.00 Philip Cawley. 7.00 Pamela
Joyce. 10.00 Ed Smith. 1.00 Overnight Music.
5.00 Pamela Joyce.

Newstalk 106-108fm

FM: 106-108 MHz
6.00am Best of Newstalk. 7.00 Documentary
and Drama. 8.00 Newstalk Breakfast with
Susan Keogh. 9.00 Alive and Kicking with Clare
McKenna. 10.00 Taking Stock with Vincent Wall.
11.00 On The Record with Gavan Reilly. 1.00 Off
the Ball. 7.00 Talking History with Patrick
Geoghegan. 8.00 Soundscape. 9.00 Futureproof
with Jonathan McCrea. 10.00 The Tom Dunne
Show. 12.00 Best of Newstalk.

Classic Hits 4fm

FM: 94; 104 MHz
6.00am Best of the Niall Boylan Show. 8.00
Classic Love Songs. 11.00 Classic Hits Sunday
with Damien Farrelly. 2.00 Barry Lang in the
Afternoon. 6.00 Classic Songs Investigations.
10.00 Best of Niall Boylan at Night. 12.00 Classic
Hits Through the Night.

BBC Radio 1

FM: 97.6-99.8 MHz
6.00am Radio 1’s Chillout Anthems. 7.00 Adele
Roberts. 10.00 Radio 1 Anthems with Adele

Monday
Roberts. 10.32 Radio 1 Anthems. 11.02 Jordan
North. 1.00 Matt and Mollie. 4.00 Radio 1’s Life
Hacks with Vick and Katie. 6.00 The Official
Chart: First Look on Radio 1 with Vick and Katie.
7.00 Radio 1’s Chillest Show with Sian Eleri. 9.00
Rock Show with Daniel P Carter. 11.00 BBC
Introducing on Radio 1 with Gemma Bradley.
12.30 BBC Introducing Dance. 1.00 Radio 1’s
Residency. 3.00 Radio 1’s Chill Mix. 4.00 Radio 1
Dance. 5.00 Radio 1 Early Breakfast with Vicky
Hawkeswort.

BBC Radio 2

FM: 88-90.2 MHz
6.00am Good Morning Sunday. 9.00 Steve
Wright’s Sunday Love Songs. 11.00 The Michael
Ball Show. 1.00 Michelle Visage on Sunday. 3.00
Sounds of the 70s with Johnnie Walker. 5.00
Patrick Kielty. 7.00 CMA Songwriters. 9.00 My
Life in a Mixtape. 10.00 Dr Rangan Chatterjee.
12.00 OJ Borg. 2.30 One Hit Wonders with OJ
Borg. 3.00 Pick of the Pops. 4.00 Vanessa Feltz.

BBC Radio 3

FM: 90.2-92.4 MHz
7.00am Breakfast. 9.00 Sunday Morning. 12.00
Private Passions. 1.00 Radio 3 Lunchtime
Concert. 2.00 The Early Music Show. 3.00
Choral Evensong. 4.00 Jazz Record Requests.
5.00 The Listening Service. 5.30 Words and
Music. 6.45 Sunday Feature: Reclaiming the
Bridgetower Sonata. 7.30 Drama on 3: Orlando.
9.00 Record Review Extra. 11.30 Slow Radio:
Soller – We’re All Going on an Aural Holiday.
12.00 Classical Fix. 12.30 Through the Night.

BBC Radio 4

FM: 92.4-94.6 MHz, LW: 198 kHz.
News on the hour
6.00am News Headlines. 6.05 Something
Understood. 6.35 On Your Farm. 7.00 News. 7.00
Sunday Papers. 7.10 Sunday. 7.54 Radio 4
Appeal. 8.00 News. 8.00 Sunday Papers. 8.10
Sunday Worship. 8.48 A Point of View. 8.58
Tweet of the Day. 9.00 Broadcasting House.
10.00 The Archers. 10.45 (LW) Test Match
Special. 10.54 (FM) Tweet Take 5: Shag and
Cormorant. 11.00 (FM) Desert Island Discs. 11.45
(FM) Marketing: Hacking the Unconscious. 12.00
(FM) News. 12.04 (FM) I’m Sorry I Haven’t a Clue.
12.04 (LW) Test Match Special. 12.32 (FM) The
Food Programme. 1.00 (FM) The World This
Weekend. 1.30 (FM) The Listening Project. 2.00
(FM) Gardeners’ Question Time. 2.45 (FM)
Thought Cages. 3.00 (FM) Drama: DH Lawrence:
Tainted Love. 4.00 (FM) Bookclub. 4.30 (FM)
Poetry Please. 5.00 (FM) File on 4. 5.40 (FM)
Profile. 5.57 (LW) Test Match Special. 6.00 (FM)
Six O’Clock News. 6.15 (FM) Pick of the Week.
7.00 Little Lifetimes. 7.15 Lucy Porter: Back in
the Family Way. 7.45 The Chronicles of Burke
Street. 8.00 More or Less. 8.30 Last Word. 9.00
Money Box. 9.25 Radio 4 Appeal. 9.30 Analysis.
10.00 The Westminster Hour. 11.00 The Film
Programme. 11.30 Something Understood.
12.00 News. 12.15 Sideways. 12.45 Bells on
Sunday. 1.00 As BBC World Service. 5.30 News
Briefing. 5.43 Prayer for the Day. 5.45 Farming
Today. 5.58 Tweet of the Day.

World Service

Online.
News on the hour
6.00am Weekend. 8.30 The Food Chain. 9.00
From Our Own Correspondent. 9.30 Outlook.
10.00 The Documentary. 10.30 Heart and Soul.
11.00 The Newsroom. 11.30 The Compass. 12.00
The Documentary. 1.00 Newshour. 2.00 The
Forum. 2.50 More or Less. 3.00 Music Life. 4.00
Sportsworld. 7.00 The Newsroom. 7.30 Heart
and Soul. 8.00 Business Weekly. 9.00 Newshour.
10.06 The Documentary. 10.30 The Lazarus
Heist. 10.50 More or Less. 11.00 The Newsroom.
11.20 Sports News. 11.30 Outlook. 12.00 From
Our Own Correspondent. 12.30 Heart and Soul.
1.00 World Business Report. 1.30 Discovery. 2.00
The Newsroom. 2.30 The Climate Question.
3.00 The Documentary. 3.30 The Lazarus Heist.
3.50 Over to You. 4.00 The Newsroom. 4.30 The
Conversation. 5.00 Newsday.

π 2FM Breakfast with Doireann,
Donncha and Carl, RTÉ 2FM, 6am

RTÉ Radio 1

FM: 88.2-90.0; 95.2 MHz, LW: 252 kHz.
News on the hour
7.00am Morning Ireland. 9.00 The Ryan
Tubridy Show. 10.00 Today with Claire Byrne.
12.00 The Ronan Collins Show. 1.00 News at
One. 1.45 Liveline. 3.00 The Ray D’Arcy Show.
4.30 Drivetime. 7.00 Arena. 8.00 The John
Creedon Show. 10.00 Mooney Goes Wild.
11.00 Late Date. 2.00 Playback Daily. 3.00
RTÉ Gold on RTÉ Radio 1. 5.30 Rising Time.

RTÉ 2FM

FM: 90.4-92.2; 97.0 MHz
6.00am 2FM Breakfast with Doireann,
Donncha and Carl. 9.00 Jennifer Zamparelli
on 2FM. 12.00 Tracy Clifford. 3.00 Jenny
Greene on 2FM. 6.00 Game On. 7.00 Tara
Stewart on 2FM. 10.00 The Alternative with
Dan Hegarty. 12.00 2FM Overnight.

RTÉ Lyric FM

FM: 96-99 MHz
7.00am Marty in the Morning. 10.00 Niall
Carroll’s Classical Daytime. 1.00 The Full
Score with Liz Nolan. 4.00 Lorcan Murray’s
Classic Drive. 7.00 Mystery Train with John
Kelly. 9.00 The Blue of the Night with Bernard
Clarke. 12.00 Lyric Through the Night.

RTÉ Raidió na Gaeltachta

FM: 92.6-94.4; 102.7 MHz
7.00am Nead Na Fuiseoige. 8.00
Adhmhaidin. 9.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 9.15 Iris Aniar. 10.15 Tobar an
Cheoil. 10.55 Tuairisc Spóirt. 11.00
Barrscéalta. 12.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 12.08 An Saol ó Dheas. 1.00 Nuacht
a hAon. 1.30 Bailiuchan Bhairbre. 2.00
Binneas Béil. 4.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 4.10 Aistí ón Aer. 5.00 Tús Áite.
5.55 Tuairisc Spóirt. 6.00 Nuacht a Sé. 6.30
Fógraí an Lae. 7.00 Ceol Binn ó na Beanna.
9.00 An Bóthar go Nashville. 10.00 An Taobh
Tuathail. 12.00 Scoth an Luain.

Today FM

FM: 100-102 MHz
7.00am Ian Dempsey’s Breakfast Show. 9.00
Dermot and Dave. 12.00 Mairead Ronan. 2.00
Fergal D’Arcy. 4.30 The Last Word. 7.00
Pamela Joyce. 10.00 Ed Smith. 12.00
Overnight Music. 5.00 Pamela Joyce.

Newstalk 106-108fm

FM: 106-108 MHz
6.00am Breakfast Briefing with Shane
Beatty. 6.30 Breakfast Business with Vincent
Wall. 7.00 Newstalk Breakfast with Shane
Coleman and Ciara Kelly. 9.00 The Pat Kenny
Show. 12.00 Lunchtime Live with Andrea
Gilligan. 2.00 Moncrieff with Seán Moncrieff.
4.00 The Hard Shoulder with Kieran Cuddihy.
7.00 Off the Ball. 10.00 The Tom Dunne
Show. 12.00 Best of Newstalk.

Classic Hits 4fm

FM: 94; 104 MHz
6.00am The Colm and Lucy Breakfast Show.
10.00 Classic Hits with Trina Mara. 12.00
Niall Boylan. 2.00 Damian Farrelly. 7.00 80s
and 90s at Night. 9.00 Niall Boylan at Night.
1.00 Classic Hits Through the Night.

BBC Radio 1

FM: 97.6-99.8 MHz
7.00am The Radio 1 Breakfast Show with
Greg James. 10.00 Radio 1 Anthems with

Tuesday
Greg James. 10.32 Radio 1 Anthems with
Clara Amfo. 11.02 Clara Amfo. 12.45
Newsbeat. 1.00 Scott Mills. 3.32 Nick
Grimshaw. 5.45 Newsbeat. 6.00 Radio 1’s
Future Sounds with Annie Mac. 7.00 Radio 1’s
Power Down Playlist with Annie Mac. 8.00
Rickie, Melvin and Charlie. 10.00 Radio 1’s
Future Artists with Jack Saunders. 12.00
Radio 1’s Drum & Bass Show with Rene
LaVice. 2.00 Radio 1’s Decompression
Session. 3.00 Radio 1’s Workout Anthems.
4.00 Radio 1 Dance. 5.00 Radio 1 Early
Breakfast with Vicky Hawkesworth.

BBC Radio 2

FM: 88-90.2 MHz
6.30am The Zoe Ball Breakfast Show. 9.30
Ken Bruce. 12.00 Jeremy Vine. 2.00 Steve
Wright in the Afternoon. 5.00 Sara Cox. 6.30
Sara Cox’s Half Wower. 7.00 Jo Whiley’s
Shiny Happy Playlist. 7.30 Jo Whiley. 9.00
The Blues Show with Cerys Matthews. 10.00
Trevor Nelson’s Rhythm Nation. The DJ
introduces a mix of soulful tunes. 12.00 OJ
Borg. 3.00 TBA. 4.00 Vanessa Feltz.

BBC Radio 3

FM: 90.2-92.4 MHz
6.30am Breakfast. 9.00 Essential Classics.
12.00 Composer of the Week: Berlioz. 1.00
Radio 3 Lunchtime Concert. 2.00 Afternoon
Concert. 4.30 Early Music Now. 5.00 In Tune.
7.00 In Tune Mixtape. 7.30 Radio 3 in Concert.
10.00 Music Matters. 10.45 The Essay: Adrian
Edmondson – Signs of Life. 11.00 Night
Tracks. 12.30 Through the Night.

BBC Radio 4

FM: 92.4-94.6 MHz, LW: 198 kHz.
News on the hour
6.00am Today. 9.00 Rethink: Education.
9.45 (FM) Book of the Week: Nature Cure.
9.45 (LW) Daily Service. 10.00 Woman’s Hour.
11.00 Elon Musk: The Evening Rocket. 11.30
Loose Ends. 12.00 News. 12.04 Brighton
Rock. 12.18 You and Yours. 1.00 The World at
One. 1.45 A History of the World in 100
Objects. 2.00 The Why Factor. 2.15 Drama:
The House That Vanished. 2.45 Where to,
Mate? 3.00 The 3rd Degree. 3.30 The Food
Programme. 4.00 Written in Scotland. 4.30
The Curious Cases of Rutherford & Fry. 5.00
PM. 6.00 Six O’Clock News. 6.30 I’m Sorry I
Haven’t a Clue. 7.00 The Archers. 7.15 Front
Row. 7.45 Two Minutes Past Nine. 8.00 The
New Deal – A Story for Our Times. 8.30
Analysis. 9.00 Lost for Words. 9.30 Rethink:
Education. 10.00 The World Tonight. 10.45
Book at Bedtime: Brighton Rock. 11.00
Rewinder. 11.30 Today in Parliament. 12.00
News. 12.30 Book of the Week: Nature Cure.
1.00 As BBC World Service. 5.30 News
Briefing. 5.43 Prayer for the Day. 5.45
Farming Today. 5.58 Tweet of the Day.

World Service

Online.
News on the hour
8.00am News. 8.06 HARDtalk. 8.30
Business Daily. 8.50 Witness History. 9.06
The Climate Question. 9.30 CrowdScience.
10.00 News. 10.06 The Cultural Frontline.
10.30 Spitfire: The People’s Plane. 10.50
More or Less. 11.00 The Newsroom. 11.30 The
Conversation. 12.00 News. 12.06 Outlook.
12.50 Witness History. 1.00 The Newsroom.
1.30 CrowdScience. 2.00 Newshour. 3.00
News. 3.06 HARDtalk. 3.30 World Business
Report. 4.00 BBC OS. 6.06 Outlook. 6.50
Witness History. 7.00 The Newsroom. 7.30
Sport Today. 8.06 The Climate Question.
8.30 Discovery. 9.00 Newshour. 10.00 News.
10.06 HARDtalk. 10.30 The Conversation.
11.00 The Newsroom. 11.20 Sports News.
11.30 World Business Report. 12.00 News.
12.06 The History Hour. 1.00 News. 1.06
Business Matters. 2.00 The Newsroom. 2.30
The Documentary. 3.00 News. 3.06 Outlook.
3.50 Witness History. 4.00 The Newsroom.
4.30 In the Studio. 5.00 Newsday.

Wednesday
BBC Radio 1

π Étáin Ní Churraoin, An Chéad Ghlúin
Eile, RTÉ Raidió na Gaeltachta, 1.30pm

RTÉ Radio 1

FM: 97.6-99.8 MHz
7.00am The Radio 1 Breakfast Show with
Greg James. 10.00 Radio 1 Anthems. 10.32
Radio 1 Anthems with Clara Amfo. 11.02
Clara Amfo. 12.45 Newsbeat. 1.00 Scott
Mills. 3.32 Nick Grimshaw. 5.45 Newsbeat.
6.00 Radio 1’s Future Sounds with Annie Mac.
8.00 Rickie, Melvin and Charlie. 10.00 Radio
1’s Future Artists with Jack Saunders. 12.00
Annie Nightingale Presents. 2.00 Radio 1’s
Chillout Anthems. 4.00 Radio 1 Dance. 5.00
Radio 1 Early Breakfast with Vicky
Hawkesworth.

FM: 88.2-90.0; 95.2 MHz, LW: 252 kHz.
News on the hour
7.00am Morning Ireland. 9.00 The Ryan
Tubridy Show. 10.00 Today with Claire Byrne.
12.00 The Ronan Collins Show. 1.00 News at
One. 1.45 Liveline. 3.00 The Ray D’Arcy Show.
4.30 Drivetime. 7.00 Arena. 8.00 The John
Creedon Show. 10.00 RTÉ Concert Orchestra
Presents Emily Dickinson. 11.00 Late Date.
2.00 Playback Daily. 3.00 RTÉ Gold on RTÉ
Radio 1. 5.30 Rising Time.

BBC Radio 2

RTÉ 2FM

BBC Radio 3

FM: 90.4-92.2; 97.0 MHz
6.00am 2FM Breakfast with Doireann,
Donncha and Carl. 9.00 Jennifer Zamparelli
on 2FM. 12.00 Tracy Clifford. 3.00 Jenny
Greene on 2FM. Bringing you the best of live
music, chances to win big and general craic.
6.00 Game On. 7.00 Tara Stewart on 2FM.
Showcasing the best in brand new music.
10.00 The Alternative with Dan Hegarty.
12.00 2FM Overnight.

RTÉ Lyric FM

FM: 96-99 MHz
7.00am Marty in the Morning. 10.00 Niall
Carroll’s Classical Daytime. 1.00 The Full
Score with Liz Nolan. 4.00 Lorcan Murray’s
Classic Drive. 7.00 Mystery Train with John
Kelly. 9.00 The Blue of the Night with
Bernard Clarke. 12.00 Lyric Through the
Night.

RTÉ Raidió na Gaeltachta

FM: 92.6-94.4; 102.7 MHz
7.00am Nead Na Fuiseoige. 8.00
Adhmhaidin. 9.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 9.15 Iris Aniar. 10.15 Tobar an
Cheoil. 10.55 Tuairisc Spóirt. 11.00
Barrscéalta. 12.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 12.08 An Saol ó Dheas. 1.00 Nuacht
a hAon. 1.30 An Chéad Ghlúin Eile. 2.00
Binneas Béil. 4.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 4.10 Ar an mBóthar. 5.00 Tús Áite.
5.55 Tuairisc Spóirt. 6.00 Nuacht a Sé. 6.30
Fógraí an Lae. 7.00 Ceol Binn ó na Beanna.
9.00 Rí-Rá ar RnaG. 10.00 An Taobh Tuathail.
12.00 Scoth na Máirte.

Today FM

FM: 100-102 MHz
7.00am Ian Dempsey’s Breakfast Show. 9.00
Dermot and Dave. 12.00 Mairead Ronan. 2.00
Fergal D’Arcy. 4.30 The Last Word. 7.00
Pamela Joyce. 10.00 Ed Smith. 12.00
Overnight Music. 5.00 Pamela Joyce.

Newstalk 106-108fm

FM: 106-108 MHz
6.00am Breakfast Briefing with Shane
Beatty. 6.30 Breakfast Business with Vincent
Wall. 7.00 Newstalk Breakfast with Shane
Coleman and Ciara Kelly. 9.00 The Pat Kenny
Show. 12.00 Lunchtime Live with Andrea
Gilligan. 2.00 Moncrieff with Seán Moncrieff.
4.00 The Hard Shoulder with Kieran Cuddihy.
7.00 Off the Ball. 10.00 The Tom Dunne
Show. 12.00 Best of Newstalk.

Classic Hits 4fm

FM: 94; 104 MHz
6.00am The Colm and Lucy Breakfast Show.
10.00 Trina Mara at Work. 12.00 Niall Boylan.
2.00 Damian Farrelly. 7.00 Lisa Gernon at
Night. 9.00 Niall Boylan at Night. 1.00
Classic Hits Through the Night.

FM: 88-90.2 MHz
6.30am The Zoe Ball Breakfast Show. 9.30
Ken Bruce. 12.00 Jeremy Vine. 2.00 Steve
Wright in the Afternoon. 5.00 Sara Cox. 6.30
Sara Cox’s Half Wower. 7.00 Jo Whiley’s
Shiny Happy Playlist. 7.30 Jo Whiley. 9.00
The Jazz Show with Jamie Cullum. 10.00
Trevor Nelson’s Rhythm Nation. 12.00 OJ
Borg. 3.00 Moby: 20 Years of Play. 4.00
Vanessa Feltz.
FM: 90.2-92.4 MHz
6.30am Breakfast. 9.00 Essential Classics.
12.00 Composer of the Week: Berlioz. 1.00
Radio 3 Lunchtime Concert. 2.00 Afternoon
Concert. 5.00 In Tune. 7.00 In Tune Mixtape.
7.30 Radio 3 in Concert. 10.00 Free Thinking.
10.45 The Essay: Adrian Edmondson – Signs
of Life. 11.00 Night Tracks. 12.30 Through
the Night.

BBC Radio 4

FM: 92.4-94.6 MHz, LW: 198 kHz.
News on the hour
6.00am Today. 8.31 (LW) Yesterday in
Parliament. 9.00 Rethink: Education. 9.45
(FM) Book of the Week: Nature Cure. 9.45
(LW) Daily Service. 10.00 Woman’s Hour.
11.00 My Cat the Judge. 11.30 Unreal: The
VFX Revolution. 12.00 News. 12.04 Brighton
Rock. 12.18 Call You and Yours. 1.00 The
World at One. 1.45 A History of the World in
100 Objects. 2.00 The Archers. 2.15 The
House That Vanished. 2.45 Where to, Mate?
3.00 Short Cuts. 3.30 Made of Stronger
Stuff. 4.00 King Louis the First of Britain.
4.30 A Good Read. 5.00 PM. 6.00 Six O’Clock
News. 6.30 Ed Reardon’s Week. 7.00 The
Archers. 7.15 Front Row. 7.45 Two Minutes
Past Nine. 8.00 File on 4. 8.40 In Touch. 9.00
Inside Health. 9.30 Rethink: Education. 10.00
The World Tonight. 10.45 Book at Bedtime:
Brighton Rock. 11.00 Fortunately. 11.30
Today in Parliament. 12.00 News. 12.30 Book
of the Week: Nature Cure. 1.00 As BBC World
Service. 5.30 News Briefing. 5.43 Prayer for
the Day. 5.45 Farming Today. 5.58 Tweet of
the Day.

World Service

Online.
News on the hour
8.00am News. 8.06 People Fixing the World.
8.30 Business Daily. 8.50 Witness History.
9.00 News. 9.06 The Documentary. 9.30
Discovery. 10.06 The Arts Hour. 11.00 The
Newsroom. 11.30 In the Studio. 12.00 News.
12.06 Outlook. 12.50 Witness History. 1.00
The Newsroom. 1.30 Discovery. 2.00
Newshour. 3.00 News. 3.06 People Fixing the
World. 3.30 World Business Report. 4.00
BBC OS. 6.00 News. 6.06 Outlook. 6.50
Witness History. 7.00 The Newsroom. 7.30
Sport Today. 8.06 The Documentary. 8.30
Digital Planet. 9.00 Newshour. 10.00 News.
10.06 People Fixing the World. 10.30 In the
Studio. 11.00 The Newsroom. 11.20 Sports
News. 11.30 World Business Report. 12.00
News. 12.06 The Arts Hour. 1.00 News. 1.06
Business Matters. 2.00 The Newsroom. 2.30
The Compass. 3.00 News. 3.06 Outlook. 3.50
Witness History. 4.00 The Newsroom. 4.30
On the Podium. 5.00 Newsday.

Anthems with Clara Amfo. 11.02 Clara Amfo.
12.45 Newsbeat. 1.00 Scott Mills. 3.32 Nick
Grimshaw. 5.45 Newsbeat. 6.00 Radio 1’s
Future Sounds with Annie Mac. 8.00 Rickie,
Melvin and Charlie. 10.00 Radio 1’s Future
Artists with Jack Saunders. 12.00 Benji B. 2.00
The Radio 1 Interview. 2.15 The YUNGBLUD
Podcast. 2.30 Radio 1 Playlists. 3.00 Radio 1’s
Ibiza Anthems. 4.00 Radio 1 Dance. 5.00 Radio
1 Early Breakfast with Vicky Hawkesworth.
π Marty Whelan, Marty in the Morning,
RTÉ Lyric FM, 7am

BBC Radio 2

FM: 88.2-90.0; 95.2 MHz, LW: 252 kHz.
News on the hour
7.00am Morning Ireland. 9.00 The Ryan Tubridy
Show. 10.00 Today with Claire Byrne. 12.00 The
Ronan Collins Show. 1.00 News at One. 1.45
Liveline. 3.00 The Ray D’Arcy Show. 4.30
Drivetime. 7.00 Arena. 8.00 The John Creedon
Show. 10.00 Paddy’s People. 10.30 Almanac of
Ireland. 11.00 Late Date. 2.00 Playback Daily.
3.00 RTÉ Gold on RTÉ Radio 1. 5.30 Rising Time.

FM: 88-90.2 MHz
6.30am The Zoe Ball Breakfast Show. 9.30
Ken Bruce. 12.00 Jeremy Vine. 2.00 Steve
Wright in the Afternoon. 5.00 Sara Cox. 6.30
Sara Cox’s Half Wower. Sara plays the
biggest and best tunes to get listeners
dancing. 7.00 Jo Whiley’s Shiny Happy
Playlist. 7.30 Jo Whiley. 9.00 The Folk Show
with Mark Radcliffe. Traditional and
contemporary folk and acoustic music.
10.00 Trevor Nelson’s Rhythm Nation. 12.00
OJ Borg. 3.00 Sounds of the 90s with Fearne
Cotton. 4.00 Vanessa Feltz.

RTÉ 2FM

BBC Radio 3

RTÉ Radio 1

FM: 90.4-92.2; 97.0 MHz
6.00am 2FM Breakfast with Doireann,
Donncha and Carl. 9.00 Jennifer Zamparelli
on 2FM. 12.00 Tracy Clifford. 3.00 Jenny
Greene on 2FM. 6.00 Game On. 7.00 Tara
Stewart on 2FM. 10.00 The Alternative with
Dan Hegarty. 12.00 2FM Overnight.

RTÉ Lyric FM

FM: 96-99 MHz
7.00am Marty in the Morning. 10.00 Niall
Carroll’s Classical Daytime. 1.00 The Full
Score with Liz Nolan. 4.00 Lorcan Murray’s
Classic Drive. 7.00 Mystery Train with John
Kelly. 9.00 The Blue of the Night with Bernard
Clarke. 12.00 Lyric Through the Night.

RTÉ Raidió na Gaeltachta

FM: 92.6-94.4; 102.7 MHz
7.00am Nead Na Fuiseoige. 8.00
Adhmhaidin. 9.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 9.15 Iris Aniar. 10.15 Tobar an
Cheoil. 10.55 Tuairisc Spóirt. 11.00
Barrscéalta. 12.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 12.08 An Saol ó Dheas. 1.00 Nuacht
a hAon. 1.30 Tar Liom go dtí an Choill. 2.00
Binneas Béil. 4.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 4.10 Comhrá An Tráthnóna. 5.00
Tús Áite. 5.55 Tuairisc Spóirt. 6.00 Nuacht a
Sé. 6.30 Fógraí an Lae. 7.00 Ceol Binn ó na
Beanna. 9.00 Rí-Rá ar RnaG. 10.00 An Taobh
Tuathail. 12.00 Scoth na Céadaoine.

Today FM

FM: 100-102 MHz
7.00am Ian Dempsey’s Breakfast Show. 9.00
Dermot and Dave. 12.00 Mairead Ronan. 2.00
Fergal D’Arcy. 4.30 The Last Word. 7.00
Pamela Joyce. 10.00 Ed Smith. 12.00
Overnight Music. 5.00 Pamela Joyce.

Newstalk 106-108fm

FM: 106-108 MHz
6.00am Breakfast Briefing with Shane
Beatty. 6.30 Breakfast Business with Vincent
Wall. 7.00 Newstalk Breakfast with Shane
Coleman and Ciara Kelly. 9.00 The Pat Kenny
Show. 12.00 Lunchtime Live with Andrea
Gilligan. 2.00 Moncrieff with Seán Moncrieff.
4.00 The Hard Shoulder with Kieran Cuddihy.
7.00 Off the Ball. 10.00 The Tom Dunne
Show. 12.00 Best of Newstalk.

Classic Hits 4fm

FM: 94; 104 MHz
6.00am The Colm and Lucy Breakfast Show.
10.00 Trina Mara at Work. 12.00 Niall Boylan.
2.00 Damian Farrelly. 7.00 Lisa Gernon at
Night. 9.00 Niall Boylan at Night. 1.00
Classic Hits Through the Night.

BBC Radio 1

FM: 97.6-99.8 MHz
7.00am The Radio 1 Breakfast Show with Greg
James. 10.00 Radio 1 Anthems. 10.32 Radio 1

FM: 90.2-92.4 MHz
6.30am Breakfast. 9.00 Essential Classics.
12.00 Composer of the Week: Berlioz. 1.00
Radio 3 Lunchtime Concert. 2.00 Afternoon
Concert. 3.30 Choral Evensong. 4.30 New
Generation Artists. 5.00 In Tune. 7.00 In
Tune Mixtape. 7.30 Radio 3 in Concert. 10.00
Free Thinking. 10.45 The Essay: Adrian
Edmondson – Signs of Life. 11.00 Night
Tracks. 12.30 Through the Night.

BBC Radio 4

FM: 92.4-94.6 MHz, LW: 198 kHz.
News on the hour
6.00am Today. 8.31 (LW) Yesterday in
Parliament. 9.00 Rethink: Education. 9.45
(FM) Book of the Week: Nature Cure. 9.45
(LW) Daily Service. 10.00 Woman’s Hour.
11.00 Mitchell on Meetings. 11.30 Michael
Palin’s Memory Palaces. 12.00 News. 12.04
Brighton Rock. 12.18 You and Yours. 1.00 The
World at One. 1.45 A History of the World in
100 Objects. 2.00 The Archers. 2.15 The
House That Vanished. 2.45 Where to, Mate?
3.00 Money Box Live. 3.30 Inside Health.
4.00 Sideways. 4.30 The Media Show. 5.00
PM. 6.00 Six O’Clock News. 6.30 Unite. 7.00
The Archers. 7.15 Front Row. 7.45 Two
Minutes Past Nine. 8.00 The Moral Maze.
8.45 Four Thought. 9.00 The Media Show.
9.30 Rethink: Education. 10.00 The World
Tonight. 10.45 Book at Bedtime: Brighton
Rock. 11.00 Heidi Regan: No Worries. 11.15
The Skewer. 11.30 Today in Parliament. 12.00
News. 12.30 Book of the Week: Nature Cure.
1.00 As BBC World Service. 5.30 News
Briefing. 5.43 Prayer for the Day. 5.45
Farming Today. 5.58 Tweet of the Day.

World Service

Online.
News on the hour
8.00am News. 8.06 HARDtalk. 8.30
Business Daily. 8.50 Witness History. 9.06
The Compass. 9.30 Digital Planet. 10.00
News. 10.06 World Book Club. 11.00 The
Newsroom. 11.30 On the Podium. 12.00
News. 12.06 Outlook. 12.50 Witness History.
1.00 The Newsroom. 1.30 Digital Planet.
2.00 Newshour. 3.06 HARDtalk. 3.30 World
Business Report. 4.00 BBC OS. 6.00 News.
6.06 Outlook. 6.50 Witness History. 7.00 The
Newsroom. 7.30 Sport Today. 8.00 News.
8.06 The Compass. 8.30 Healthcheck. 9.00
Newshour. 10.00 News. 10.06 HARDtalk.
10.30 On the Podium. 11.00 The Newsroom.
11.20 Sports News. 11.30 World Business
Report. 12.00 News. 12.06 World Book Club.
1.00 News. 1.06 Business Matters. 2.00 The
Newsroom. 2.30 Assignment. 3.00 News.
3.06 Outlook. 3.50 Witness History. 4.00 The
Newsroom. 4.30 The Food Chain. 5.00
Newsday.
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Thursday

π Seán Ó hÉanaigh, Ceol na nGael, RTÉ
Raidió na Gaeltachta, 7pm

RTÉ Radio 1

FM: 88.2-90.0; 95.2 MHz, LW: 252 kHz.
News on the hour
7.00am Morning Ireland. 9.00 The Ryan
Tubridy Show. 10.00 Today with Claire Byrne.
12.00 The Ronan Collins Show. 1.00 News at
One. 1.45 Liveline. 3.00 The Ray D’Arcy Show.
4.30 Drivetime. 7.00 Arena. 8.00 The John
Creedon Show. 10.00 Callan’s Kicks. 10.30
Spoken Stories: Independence. 11.00 Late Date.
2.00 Playback Daily. 3.00 RTÉ Gold on RTÉ
Radio 1. 5.30 Rising Time.

RTÉ 2FM

FM: 90.4-92.2; 97.0 MHz
6.00am 2FM Breakfast with Doireann,
Donncha and Carl. 9.00 Jennifer Zamparelli on
2FM. 12.00 Tracy Clifford. 3.00 Jenny Greene
on 2FM. 6.00 Game On. 7.00 Tara Stewart on
2FM. 10.00 The Alternative with Dan Hegarty.
12.00 2FM Overnight.

RTÉ Lyric FM
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Anthems. 11.02 Jordan North. 12.45
Newsbeat. 1.00 Vick and Katie. 3.00 Radio 1’s
Party Anthems with Vick and Katie. 4.00 The
Official Chart Show with Scott Mills. 5.45
Newsbeat. 6.00 Radio 1’s Dance Party with
Annie Mac. 8.00 Danny Howard. 10.00 Pete
Tong. 12.00 Radio 1’s Essential Mix. 2.00
Radio 1 Dance Presents. 3.00 Annie Mac in
the Mix. 4.00 Radio 1’s Wind Down Presents.
5.00 Radio 1 Relax.

Anthems with Clara Amfo. 11.02 Clara Amfo.
12.45 Newsbeat. 1.00 Scott Mills. 3.32 Nick
Grimshaw. 5.45 Newsbeat. 6.00 Radio 1’s
Future Sounds with Annie Mac. 8.00 Rickie,
Melvin and Charlie. 9.30 Club Charlie. 10.00
Radio 1’s Indie Show with Jack Saunders. 12.00
Radio 1’s Soundsystem with Jeremiah Asiamah.
2.00 Radio 1’s Drum & Bass Mix. 3.00 Radio 1’s
Motivate Me Mix. 4.00 Radio 1 Dance. 5.00
Radio 1 Early Breakfast with Darcy Kelly.

HOMEDELIVERY
SERVICE

A NEWSPAPER
TO YOUR DOOR
FIRST THING
EACH MORNING

Friday

FM: 96-99 MHz
7.00am Marty in the Morning. 10.00 Niall
Carroll’s Classical Daytime. 1.00 The Full Score
with Liz Nolan. 4.00 Lorcan Murray’s Classic
Drive. 7.00 Mystery Train with John Kelly. 9.00
The Blue of the Night with Bernard Clarke.
12.00 Lyric Through the Night.

RTÉ Raidió na Gaeltachta

FM: 92.6-94.4; 102.7 MHz
7.00am Nead Na Fuiseoige. 8.00 Adhmhaidin.
9.00 Príomhscéalta na Nuachta. 9.15 Iris Aniar.
10.15 Tobar an Cheoil. 10.55 Tuairisc Spóirt.
11.00 Barrscéalta. 12.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 12.08 An Saol ó Dheas. 1.00 Nuacht a
hAon. 1.30 Baile an Droichid. 1.45 Binneas Béil.
4.00 Príomhscéalta na Nuachta. 4.10 Cartlann
Bhóthar na Léinsí. 4.45 Ceol an Tráthnóna. 5.00
Tús Áite. 5.55 Tuairisc Spóirt. 6.00 Nuacht a Sé.
6.30 Fógraí an Lae. 7.00 Ceol na nGael. 8.00 An
Braon Gaelach. 9.00 Rí-Rá ar RnaG. 10.00 An
Taobh Tuathail. 12.00 Scoth an Déardaoin.

Today FM

FM: 100-102 MHz
7.00am Ian Dempsey’s Breakfast Show. 9.00
Dermot and Dave. 12.00 Mairead Ronan. 2.00
Fergal D’Arcy. 4.30 The Last Word. 7.00 Pamela
Joyce. 10.00 Ed Smith. 12.00 Overnight Music.
5.00 Pamela Joyce.

Newstalk 106-108fm

FM: 106-108 MHz
6.00am Breakfast Briefing with Shane Beatty.
6.30 Breakfast Business with Vincent Wall.
7.00 Newstalk Breakfast with Shane Coleman
and Ciara Kelly. 9.00 The Pat Kenny Show.
12.00 Lunchtime Live with Andrea Gilligan.
2.00 Moncrieff with Seán Moncrieff. 4.00 The
Hard Shoulder with Kieran Cuddihy. 7.00 Off
the Ball. 10.00 The Tom Dunne Show. 12.00
Best of Newstalk.

Classic Hits 4fm

FM: 94; 104 MHz
6.00am The Colm and Lucy Breakfast Show.
10.00 Trina Mara at Work. 12.00 Niall Boylan.
2.00 Damian Farrelly. 7.00 Lisa Gernon at
Night. 9.00 Niall Boylan at Night. 1.00 Classic
Hits Through the Night.

BBC Radio 1

FM: 97.6-99.8 MHz
7.00am The Radio 1 Breakfast Show with Greg
James. 10.00 Radio 1 Anthems. 10.32 Radio 1
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BBC Radio 2

FM: 88-90.2 MHz
6.30am The Zoe Ball Breakfast Show. 9.30 Ken
Bruce. 12.00 Jeremy Vine. 2.00 Steve Wright in
the Afternoon. 5.00 Sara Cox. 6.30 Sara Cox’s
Half Wower. 7.00 Jo Whiley’s Shiny Happy
Playlist. 7.30 Jo Whiley. 9.00 The Country
Show with Bob Harris. 10.00 Trevor Nelson’s
Rhythm Nation. 12.00 OJ Borg. 3.00 Sounds of
the 90s with Fearne Cotton. 4.00 A Dance
Through the Decades. 4.30 Vanessa Feltz.

BBC Radio 3

FM: 90.2-92.4 MHz
6.30am Breakfast. 9.00 Essential Classics.
12.00 Composer of the Week: Berlioz. 1.00
Radio 3 Lunchtime Concert. 2.00 Afternoon
Concert. 5.00 In Tune. 7.00 In Tune Mixtape.
7.30 Radio 3 in Concert. 10.00 Free Thinking.
10.45 The Essay: Adrian Edmondson – Signs of
Life. 11.00 Night Tracks. 11.30 Unclassified.
12.30 Through the Night.

BBC Radio 4

FM: 92.4-94.6 MHz, LW: 198 kHz.
News on the hour
6.00am Today. 8.31 (LW) Yesterday in
Parliament. 9.00 Rethink: Education. 9.45
(FM) Book of the Week: Nature Cure. 9.45 (LW)
Daily Service. 10.00 Woman’s Hour. 11.00
From Our Own Correspondent. 11.30 Written
in Scotland. 12.00 News. 12.04 Brighton Rock.
12.18 You and Yours. 12.45 (LW) Test Match
Special. 1.00 (FM) The World at One. 1.45 (FM)
A History of the World in 100 Objects. 2.00
(FM) The Archers. 2.15 (FM) Drama: The House
That Vanished. 2.45 (FM) Where to, Mate?
3.00 (FM) Open Country. 3.27 (FM) Radio 4
Appeal. 3.30 (FM) Bookclub. 4.00 (FM) The
Film Programme. 4.30 (FM) BBC Inside
Science. 5.00 (FM) PM. 5.57 (LW) Test Match
Special. 6.00 (FM) Six O’Clock News. 6.30 (FM)
Olga Koch: OK Computer. 7.00 (FM) The
Archers. 7.15 (FM) Front Row. 7.45 (FM) Two
Minutes Past Nine. 8.00 (FM) The Briefing
Room. 8.30 (FM) The Bottom Line. 9.00 BBC
Inside Science. 9.30 Rethink: Education. 10.00
The World Tonight. 10.45 Book at Bedtime:
Brighton Rock. 11.00 Michael Spicer: Before
Next Door. 11.30 Today in Parliament. 12.00
News. 12.30 Book of the Week: Nature Cure.
1.00 As BBC World Service. 5.30 News
Briefing. 5.43 Prayer for the Day. 5.45
Farming Today. 5.58 Tweet of the Day.

World Service

Online.
News on the hour
8.00am News. 8.06 The Inquiry. 8.30
Business Daily. 8.50 Witness History. 9.06
Assignment. 9.30 Healthcheck. 10.00 News.
10.06 The Forum. 10.50 Sporting Witness.
11.00 The Newsroom. 11.30 The Food Chain.
12.00 News. 12.06 Outlook. 12.50 Witness
History. 1.00 The Newsroom. 1.30
Healthcheck. 2.00 Newshour. 3.00 News.
3.06 The Inquiry. 3.30 World Business
Report. 4.00 BBC OS. 6.06 Outlook. 6.50
Witness History. 7.00 The Newsroom. 7.30
Sport Today. 8.06 Assignment. 8.30 Science
in Action. 9.00 Newshour. 10.06 The Inquiry.
10.30 The Food Chain. 11.00 The Newsroom.
11.20 Sports News. 11.30 World Business
Report. 12.00 News. 12.06 The Forum. 12.50
Sporting Witness. 1.06 Business Matters.
2.00 The Newsroom. 2.30 World Football.
3.00 News. 3.06 Outlook. 3.50 Witness
History. 4.00 The Newsroom. 4.30 Heart and
Soul. 5.00 Newsday.

π Barry Douglas, Sound Out with Ian
McGlynn, RTÉ Lyric FM, 9pm

BBC Radio 2

FM: 88.2-90.0; 95.2 MHz, LW: 252 kHz.
News on the hour
7.00am Morning Ireland. 9.00 The Ryan
Tubridy Show. 10.00 Today with Claire Byrne.
12.00 The Ronan Collins Show. 1.00 News at
One. 1.45 Liveline. 3.00 The Ray D’Arcy Show.
4.30 Drivetime. 7.00 Arena. 8.00 The John
Creedon Show. 10.00 The Throw-In. 10.30
Seascapes. 11.00 Late Date. 2.00 Playback
Daily. 3.00 RTÉ Gold on RTÉ Radio 1.

FM: 88-90.2 MHz
6.30am The Zoe Ball Breakfast Show. 9.30
Ken Bruce. 12.00 Jeremy Vine. 2.00 Steve
Wright in the Afternoon. 4.15 Steve Wright in
the Afternoon – Serious Jockin’. 5.00 Sara
Cox. 7.00 Tony Blackburn’s Golden Hour.
8.00 Sounds of the 80s with Gary Davies.
10.00 Sounds of the 90s with Fearne Cotton.
12.00 TBA. 1.00 The Craig Charles House
Party. 2.30 The Craig Charles House Party
Mixtape. 3.00 Rylan’s Singalong Anthems.
4.00 Sophie Ellis-Bextor’s Kitchen Disco.
5.00 Radio 2 in Concert.

RTÉ 2FM

BBC Radio 3

RTÉ Radio 1

FM: 90.4-92.2; 97.0 MHz
6.00am 2FM Breakfast with Doireann,
Donncha and Carl. 9.00 Jennifer Zamparelli
on 2FM. 12.00 Tracy Clifford. 3.00 Jenny
Greene on 2FM. 6.00 Game On. 7.00 The
National Chart Show. 10.00 Weekends on
2fm with DJ Wax. 2.00 The Late Night
Sessions. 5.00 2FM Overnight.

RTÉ Lyric FM

FM: 96-99 MHz
7.00am Marty in the Morning. 10.00 Niall
Carroll’s Classical Daytime. 1.00 The Full
Score with Liz Nolan. 4.00 Lorcan Murray’s
Classic Drive. 7.00 The Lyric Concert with
Paul Herriott. 9.00 Sound Out with Ian
McGlynn. 10.00 Vespertine with Ellen
Cranitch. 1.00 Lyric Through the Night.

RTÉ Raidió na Gaeltachta

FM: 92.6-94.4; 102.7 MHz
7.00am Nead Na Fuiseoige. 8.00 Adhmhaidin.
9.00 Príomhscéalta na Nuachta. 9.15 Iris
Aniar. 10.15 Tobar an Cheoil. 10.55 Tuairisc
Spóirt. 11.00 Barrscéalta. 12.00
Príomhscéalta na Nuachta. 12.08 An Saol ó
Dheas. 1.00 Nuacht a hAon. 1.30 Leagan
Cainte. 2.00 Binneas Béil. 4.00 Príomhscéalta
na Nuachta. 4.10 Rónán Beo – Súil Siar. 5.00
Tús Áite. 5.55 Tuairisc Spóirt. 6.00 Nuacht a
Sé. 6.30 Fógraí an Lae. 7.00 Cuireadh Chun
Ceoil. 9.00 Lasracha. 10.00 An Taobh
Tuathail. 12.00 Scoth na hAoine.

Today FM

FM: 100-102 MHz
7.00am Ian Dempsey’s Breakfast Show. 9.00
Dermot and Dave. 12.00 Mairead Ronan. 2.00
Fergal D’Arcy. 4.30 The Last Word. 7.00
Block Rockin Beats. 10.00 Friday Night
Anthems. 12.00 Overnight Music.

Newstalk 106-108fm

FM: 106-108 MHz
6.00am Breakfast Briefing with Shane Beatty.
6.30 Breakfast Business with Vincent Wall.
7.00 Newstalk Breakfast with Shane Coleman
and Ciara Kelly. 9.00 The Pat Kenny Show.
12.00 Lunchtime Live with Andrea Gilligan.
2.00 Moncrieff with Seán Moncrieff. 4.00 The
Hard Shoulder with Kieran Cuddihy. 7.00 Off
the Ball. 10.00 Splanc. 12.00 Best of Newstalk.

Classic Hits 4fm

FM: 94; 104 MHz
6.00am The Colm and Lucy Breakfast Show.
10.00 Trina Mara at Work. 12.00 Niall Boylan.
2.00 Damian Farrelly. 7.00 Club Classics.
12.00 Classic Hits Through the Night.

BBC Radio 1

FM: 97.6-99.8 MHz
6.33am Radio 1’s Best New Pop with Mollie
King. 7.00 Matt and Mollie. 10.00 Radio 1
Anthems with Matt and Mollie. 10.32 Radio 1

FM: 90.2-92.4 MHz
6.30am Breakfast. 9.00 Essential Classics.
12.00 Composer of the Week: Berlioz. 1.00
Radio 3 Lunchtime Concert. 2.00 Afternoon
Concert. 4.30 The Listening Service. 5.00 In
Tune. 7.00 In Tune Mixtape. 7.30 Radio 3 in
Concert. 10.00 The Verb. 10.45 The Essay:
Adrian Edmondson – Signs of Life. 11.00 Late
Junction. 1.00 Piano Flow with Lianne La
Havas. 2.00 Happy Harmonies with Laufey.
3.00 Through the Night.

BBC Radio 4

FM: 92.4-94.6 MHz, LW: 198 kHz.
News on the hour
6.00am Today. 8.31 (LW) Yesterday in
Parliament. 9.00 Rethink: Education. 9.45 (FM)
Book of the Week: Nature Cure. 9.45 (LW) Daily
Service. 10.00 Woman’s Hour. 11.00
Descendants. 11.30 Ashley Blaker: 6.5 Children.
12.00 News. 12.04 Brighton Rock. 12.18 You and
Yours. 1.00 The World at One. 1.45 A History of
the World in 100 Objects. 2.00 The Archers.
2.15 Drama: The House That Vanished. 2.45
Chinese Characters. 3.00 Gardeners’ Question
Time. 3.45 From Fact to Fiction. 4.00 Last
Word. 4.30 Feedback. 5.00 PM. 6.00 Six
O’Clock News. 6.30 Dead Ringers. 7.00 Front
Row. 7.45 Two Minutes Past Nine. 8.00 Any
Questions? 8.50 A Point of View. 9.00 A Little
Lateral Thinking. 9.30 Rethink: Education.
10.00 The World Tonight. 10.45 Book at
Bedtime: Brighton Rock. 11.00 A Good Read.
11.30 Today in Parliament. 12.00 News. 12.30
Book of the Week: Nature Cure. 1.00 As BBC
World Service. 5.30 News Briefing. 5.43 Prayer
for the Day. 5.45 Four Thought.

World Service

Online.
News on the hour
8.00am News. 8.06 HARDtalk. 8.30 Business
Daily. 8.50 Witness History. 9.00 News. 9.06
Tech Tent. 9.30 Science in Action. 10.00
News. 10.06 The Real Story. 11.00 The
Newsroom. 11.30 World Football. 12.00 News.
12.06 The Fifth Floor. 12.50 Witness History.
1.00 The Newsroom. 1.30 Science in Action.
2.00 Newshour. 3.00 News. 3.06 HARDtalk.
3.30 World Business Report. 4.00 BBC OS.
6.00 News. 6.06 The Fifth Floor. 6.50
Witness History. 7.00 The Newsroom. 7.30
Sport Today. 8.00 News. 8.06 Tech Tent. 8.30
CrowdScience. 9.00 Newshour. 10.00 News.
10.06 HARDtalk. 10.30 World Football. 11.00
The Newsroom. 11.20 Sports News. 11.30
World Business Report. 12.00 News. 12.06
The Real Story. 1.06 Business Matters. 2.00
The Newsroom. 2.30 Stumped. 3.00 News.
3.06 The Fifth Floor. 3.50 Witness History.
4.00 News. 4.06 The Real Story. 5.06 The
Newsroom. 5.30 Spitfire: The People’s Plane.
5.50 More or Less.
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54 | Film

NOT THE END
OF ANYTHING OR
THE BEGINNING
OF ANYTHING

Black Widow’s arrival on both big screens and digital marks a new
phase for an evolving industry. But though we may never return to
the old normal, it would be foolish to write cinema’s obituary

DONALD CLARKE

I

s it safe? Are we back to normal yet?
Can we take down the sandbags and
discontinue the nightly blackout?
It is nearly a year since blockbuster
cinema made its first nervous steps
back into the enormoplex. Remember
when Christopher Nolan’s Tenet was set to
save the medium? That didn’t quite happen.
Wonder Woman 1984 later failed to restart
the machine at Christmas. Cinemas were
open and thriving in China, but Europe and
the United States were still coughing
through a second or third wave. Bad Boys
For Life, the highest-grossing film in the US
last year, was released before the pandemic
set in. No title that premiered after March
6th secured a top-10 spot in the US chart for
takings in 2020.
The current reopening feels different.
Fast and Furious 9 has already made back
its production budget in early release
elsewhere and seems set to take sums
comparable to earlier episodes. Then we
have the return of the Marvel Cinematic
Universe.
Nobody is much talking about the
pandemic at the global press event for
Black Widow. Looking crisp in a pistachio
jumper and dangly earrings, Scarlett
Johansson is pondering the responsibility
of finally playing the title character in an
MCU release.
“I spent such a long chunk of my
adulthood playing this character that I
certainly am less afraid of things now

than I was 10 years ago,” she says. “Which is
good. I feel like that’s a positive progression
in life. Not physically. Physically, I’m more
terrified of stuff than I used to be. But I am
definitely more comfortable taking risks.
I’m more comfortable with jumping into
the unknown with stuff – with taking risks
and seeing how stuff plays out.”
Kevin Feige, the president of Marvel
Studios, works hard to sell his star to a
receptive audience. “Scarlett Johansson is
an amazing performer and with each and
every appearance, you learned more, you

‘‘

The voodoo
economics of the
plague times are
so skewed it is
almost impossible
to draw any useful
conclusions . . .
How much damage
does a simultaneous
streaming release do
to your theatrical
box office?
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saw more and you wanted to know more,”
he says. “And the fact that we finally have
an entire feature dedicated to her was very
exciting for all of us. And now that it’s
coming out and people can see it is even
more exciting.”
That “finally” speaks to a long struggle.
First conceived for the Marvel comic Tales
of Suspense in 1964, the character, alias
for one Natasha Romanova, began as a
Russian spy before defecting to the US and
becoming part first of the espionage body
Shield and then a member of the mighty,
all-conquering Avengers. Back in 2004, the
movie rights were acquired by Lionsgate
Films. That project faltered. Then the
Marvel Cinematic Universe cranked into
action. There was talk of Emily Blunt taking
on the role, but Johansson ultimately
secured the gig and made her first sleek
appearance in Iron Man 2 back in 2010.
Over the past decade, Hollywood has
been under increasing pressure to push
forward diversity and find more prominent
roles for female characters. The notion of a
standalone film for Black Widow became
something of a cause célèbre. Why the heck
was stupid Ant-Man getting a feature when
the more popular Black Widow was still
waiting to get her name over the marquee?
As it happened, Captain Marvel, a hit
for Brie Larson, beat Natasha to the punch
in 2019. All seemed sunny when Cate
Shortland was signed to deliver Black
Widow for 2020 and, thus, became the
first woman to direct an MCU title on her
own. 2020? Just another year. Nothing
special about that date, bar it being the

beginning of a new decade. Right?
Walt Disney, parent company of Marvel
Studios, can congratulate themselves on
putting women front and forward with this
project. At the press event, Feige and
supporting player David Harbour are
outnumbered by Shortland, Johansson and
co-stars Florence Pugh and Rachel Weisz.
“I love stories about women directed by
women. I love playing opposite women,”
Weisz, who plays a mother-figure to
Natasha, tells us. “I like stories about
people. But it was wonderful to tell a story
about three complicated strong women.”
All was set for a new dawn. Then 2020
turned out to be a more unusual year than
we had anticipated. Marvel had already
brought a degree of pressure upon itself.
With all the premature chatter about
Covid dealing some sort of death blow to
an already-ailing medium, it is too often
forgotten that just two years ago the studio,
with Avengers Endgame, gave us the
highest-grossing film of all time (it lost the
title back to Avatar this March when that
film was re-released in China, but that’s
another story). Those audiences have not
been carried away in the rapture. There are
still millions out there who will pay to see
Marvel movies on the biggest screen.
Thecanaryinthecoalmine
The original release date for Black Widow
was May 1st, 2020. When the history of
cinema during the pandemic era comes to
be written, a chapter inevitably titled “A
Canary in the Coalmine” will deal with Eon
Productions’ decision, made as early as
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March 4th of last year, to shift No Time To
Die, the still imminent 25th James Bond
film, from April 2020 until November of
that year (later moved again, to September
2021). Many thought the move was an
overreaction. A trailer for Black Widow
arrived with the original date displayed
prominently. Top industry boffins declared
that Marvel was not going to shift. Then the
walls fell in.
A year and quarter later, more has
changed than even the wildest prognosticators could have guessed. And Disney has
made more radical decisions than most.
Some studios released a few high-budget
duds on streaming services during the
pandemic. Most of the tentpole releases
were, however, held back for the reopening
of cinemas. Eon made it clear from the start
that venerable James Bond would not be
making his debut on the small screen.

Disney did, however, edge titles such as
Mulan, a live-action remake of an animated
hit; and Soul, a lovely new film from Pixar,
onto their Disney+ streaming service. It was
subsequently reported that, some days
after Soul’s release, 13 per cent of new
subscribers had signed on just to watch
the future Oscar winner.
All this was happening during the darker
days of Covid. There was more marked
surprise when it was confirmed that both
Cruella, prequel to One Hundred and One
Dalmatians, and Black Widow, return of the
era’s most lucrative franchise, would arrive
on Disney+ at more or less the same time as
they landed in cinemas. Luca, the latest
from Pixar, arrived on Disney+ on June 18th
without troubling physical cinemas.
The voodoo economics of the plague
times are so skewed it is almost impossible
to draw any useful conclusions about

how the shifts in strategy are playing out.
How much damage does a simultaneous
streaming release do to your theatrical
box office? Scott Mendelson, veteran
box- office analyst for Fortune magazine,
was not much impressed with Cruella’s
$87 million takings during its first two
weeks in US cinemas. “By any rational
theatrical standard, even on a Covid
curve, the film isn’t exactly blowing the
doors down,” he wrote. Maybe the films
is making a fortune at its “premium” rate
on Disney+. Perhaps old-school box office
doesn’t matter. The sums just don’t add up
as they once did.
It seems likely that we will never return
to the old normal. Black Widow is not here
to announce the end of anything or the
beginning of anything. The film’s arrival
in both cinemas and on the digital stream
marks the next chapter for an evolving

Clockwise from top: Scarlett Johansson and
Florence Pugh in Black Widow; Johansson
and Pugh on set with David Harbour and
director Cate Shortland; with Rachel Weisz;
Johansson’s first appearance as Natasha
Romanoff in Iron Man 2. PHOTOGRAPHS: JAY
MAIDMENT/MARVEL STUDIOS; PARAMOUNT

industry that has not yet recovered from
its Covid concussion.
Remember this, however. Disney films
earned about $19 billion in 2019. On the eve
of the first infection, theatrical exhibition
was still a massively profitable business.
Only a fool would write its obituary.
Oh, and the Black Widow press event was
on Zoom. There is a change that really may
be here to stay.
BlackWidowreleasesincinemasfromJuly7th
andonDisney+PremierAccessonJuly9th
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THIRTY YEARS OF TEMPLE BAR

Has the ‘renewal’ project lived up to Charles Haughey’s claim that it would make ‘history in the life of this city’?
FRANK McDONALD

T

he development of Temple Bar
as Dublin’s cultural quarter
“will make history in the life of
this city”, Charles J Haughey
declared 30 years ago. Addressing the Dáil as taoiseach on July 2nd 1991,
he predicted that it would become “a
vibrant new living area, providing new jobs
and attracting many visitors” as well as
serving as “a showcase both nationally and
internationally to emphasise the great
potential for renewal in inner city areas
where there is a cohesive plan, supported by
Government.”
Haughey was introducing the Temple
Bar Area Renewal and Development Bill,
which established a State agency, Temple
Bar Properties, to take charge of this
“Government flagship project” for Dublin’s
year as European City of Culture. TBP’s
remit was to build on what had been happening spontaneously in an area known for
“Left Bank” ambience, by developing new
apartments, speciality shops, restaurants,
recording studios, craft workshops, theatres, film centre, art galleries, hotels and
street markets.
1991 was a long time ago. It was the year

that The Commitments was released, with
Dublin’s rampant decay as its gritty backdrop. There were derelict sites and tumbledown buildings all over the inner city as well
as in Temple Bar, where surface car parks
occupied the areas that were to become
Meeting House Square and Temple Bar
Square. A two-acre site along Essex Street
West, surrounded by a palisade fence, was
used to store mobile libraries and as a
daytime car park for officials in the Civic
Offices.
Into the breach marched 13 talented
young architects from Group 91, who won a
hotly-contested competition for the Temple
Bar Architectural Framework Plan in
November 1991 with their vision of creating
a series of “hearts and spines” to knit the
area together. Temple Bar Square, for
example, was seen as “a carnival space for
young people and tourists [with] a sense of
Montmartre” in Paris, while Meeting
House Square would have an open-air
performance space at the rear of what
became The Ark children’s cultural centre.
Residential accommodation would be
spread throughout the area in a “dynamic
mix” of refurbished buildings and purpose-built apartments, with student housing in the busy core, near the former
Central Bank, and family housing at the
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western end, between Parliament Street
and Fishamble Street. Existing street
blocks were to be remodelled for maximum
residential amenity, with commercial uses
on the ground floor and “airy new residents’
courtyards” at first-floor level.
Group 91’s plan presented compelling
images of a different kind of Dublin: Parliament Street as a tree-lined pedestrian
boulevard – something that wasn’t realised
until recent weekends – and Meeting House
Square as an outdoor cinema, which did
happen with considerable success, even
before huge “umbrellas” were added in
2012. The most beguiling of all showed a
female figure stretching on a recliner in a
minimalist apartment with a big picture
window framing the dome of Adam & Eve’s
church on Merchant’s Quay.
The winning framework plan and 11
unsuccessful entries were all put on
exhibition in Merchant’s Hall on Wellington Quay, generating widespread public
interest. It was the first time that a threedimensional vision had been put forward
for any urban area in Ireland; previously,
what we got from planners was broadbrush zoning on colour-coded maps. And
all of the architectural practices who had
entered the competition were later commissioned by TBP to design major projects in

the area, so everyone was a winner.
In July 1992, TBP stunned the development sector in Dublin by lodging 21 planning applications on a single day for £100
million worth of projects that included a
new curved street flanked by Temple Bar
Music Centre and Arthouse; The Ark,
Gallery of Photography and other buildings
surrounding Meeting House Square; the
renovation of a listed building on Essex
Street for Designyard, a new residential-over-retail building to form the southern side of Temple Bar Square and several
other mixed-use schemes.
Maeve Jennings, who joined TBP in
her early 20s and project-managed the
innovative Green Building on Crow Street
and Temple Lane, recalled that the agency
had “a mix of great people who, whatever
our differing personal styles or beliefs, had
all drank the Kool-Aid. Everyone thought
the project was important for Dublin, for
Ireland. Everyone was very proud of getting
it done. The project won architectural
prizes left, right and centre and was lauded
throughout Europe and beyond as an
example of good government intervention.”
As projects materalised in the mid-1990s,
there were plaudits galore. Brendan Howlin, then minister for the environment,
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described Temple Bar as “a working model
of sustainable development in an urban
context”, London architect Ted Cullinan
hailed it as “one of the best urban renewal
projects in Europe”, and Barcelona-based
architect David Mackay wrote: “I believe
that we can stroll over the Liffey and
wander through the lanes of Temple Bar
and find, with Séamus Heaney, a future
affirming itself under our feet”.
The first gig to be held in Meeting House
Square inaugurated Ireland’s six-month
presidency of the EU on July 1st 1996 with
Anuna, The Corrs, Shaun Davey, Virginia
Kerr and the National Symphony Orchestra
entertaining 650 invited guests from all
over Europe on a chilly night in Dublin’s
newest public space. After all, the EU had
pitched in to fund the cultural development
of Temple Bar under its tourism programme, which used rapidly increasing
pedestrian footfall in the area as a crude
measure of its “success”.
But those of us who bought into the
cultural quarter vision after queuing up for
apartments from TBP in the early days
could see that “putting bums on seats” was
largely being achieved by filling pubs, with
an acre of extra drinking space added to the
area in its first five years. Indeed, by
mid-1997, it was clear that Temple Bar was
turning into Dublin’s version of Sachsenhausen, the tourist-thronged night-time
zone of Frankfurt where nearly every
building on its quaint cobbled streets is
either a bar, a restaurant, a nightclub or a
tourist trinket shop.
In her introduction to TBP’s glossy 1996
book Temple Bar: The Power of an Idea,
representing the apotheosis of its achievements, managing director Laura Magahy
suggested that the “creative tension”
between residents and publicans “will in
fact ensure the sustainability of the area. A
kind of ‘area democracy’ will, I believe,
maintain a balance whereby one sector will
not prevail over another. Temple Bar has
always been about contradiction and
multiple uses, and the area is robust enough
to sustain a high level of apparent conflict.”
In response to concerns about how it was
turning out, the Dublin City Development
Plan was amended in 1998 to incorporate
an appendix on Temple Bar, with a planning objective to “secure a suitable mix of
day and night-time uses and activities so
that pubs, licensed premises, takeaways
and similar forms of uses are not in conflict
with or dominating other land uses, including cultural, residential and retail”. But this
was quietly dropped from the city plan in
2005, because the tourism value of Temple
Bar was too important.
By then, TBP had developed an extensive
residential area in the west end and was
succeeded by Temple Bar Cultural Trust as

the area entered its “management phase”.
Some of the cultural projects failed, almost
inevitably. First to go was the Viking
Adventure, installed in the former church
of St Michael and St John, followed by
Arthouse and Designyard; the latter served
as a headquarters for TBCT until it was
taken over in 2014 by Dublin City Council
and turned into a hollow shell.
In 2015, the council commissioned
Áit/Place to prepare a public realm plan for
Temple Bar, which recommended a whole
series of interventions, not one of which has
been implemented. A year later, GKMP
Architects and Amsterdam-based Redscape were appointed to renovate Temple
Bar Square, drawing up a detailed plan that
seemed set to go until they were dismissed
in December 2019, and the project was
taken over by the council’s roads department. What it has in mind is anyone’s guess.
Ten years ago, the Bad Ass on Crown
Alley - a much-loved family restaurant in
the good old days - was turned into a traditional Irish pub with all the trappings,
including an amplified live band that
created serious noise issues for local
residents, while the former North Face
clothing store on Temple Lane is slated to
become a “bespoke whiskey emporium”, to
be operated by the Temple Bar Pub with a
full seven-day publican’s on-licence, thanks
to An Bord Pleanála overruling Dublin City
Council’s decision to refuse permission and
the recommendation of its own planning
inspector.
Temple Bar residents are anxiously
awaiting the board’s decision on our appeal
against plans by the Merchant’s Arch Pub
to demolish one side of the narrow laneway
for a small boutique hotel with a restaurant
at ground-floor and basement levels,
opening onto Temple Bar Square; we fear
that it would become yet another pub, just
like the Bad Ass. We have also called on
Dublin City Council to safeguard Temple
Bar by designating it as an Architectural
Conservation Area, given that there are
only three sites remaining to be developed.
These include a derelict site on Fishamble Street, just across from the Civic Offices, which is in the council’s ownership and
would be ideal for an affordable apartments
scheme, but it appears to have been forgotten about. Just like Temple Bar, really. But
not by the UCD School of Architecture,
which is staging a “shopfront exhibition” in
the ex-Arthouse (and ex-FilmBase) building on Curved Street, illustrating the area’s
transformation over the past three decades,
for good or ill. So that’s something to
celebrate on its 30th anniversary.
FrankMcDonaldisformerenvironmenteditor
ofTheIrishTimesandaresidentofTempleBar
since1995

Gemma Tipton
Pressure is building on our
collective need for music

R

ecently I was reminded of
Brian Eno’s quote that
culture is everything you
don’t have to do. “You have
to move around,” he said,
“but you don’t have to dance.” I rather
think he’s wrong. A year of not going to
gigs has underlined how much we do
need to dance – together.
Arts workers are well versed in
making arguments for what they do.
When tourism is part of the arts
portfolio at Government level, the
arts brings in visitors. When heritage
is along for the ride, the arts bed down
Ireland’s rich cultural traditions. More
generally the arts are tasked with doing
general good, and that is not empty
rhetoric. Right now we need what they
can provide more than ever.
It might seem greedy to be wheedling
for exceptions as Covid remains a life and
death threat. But as things open up, I
have been aware of rising levels of anger,
and of despair. Things bottled up in
isolation are coming to the fore as we
interact more with others. Incidences of
road rage, aggression in the checkout
queue, and sudden openings up from
casual acquaintances unmask the state
we’re in, and it’s deeply troubling.
Life is seldom smooth and easy, but
the collective pleasures of a concert or
performance have always been one
of our safety valves, releasing tension
as we leap about, or more quietly allow
that blanket of empathy to spread,
connecting audience members no
matter what the tempo of its source.
Today sees a step forward with Gavin
James, Lyra, Denise Chaila, Sharon
Shannon, Wyvern Lingo and Wild
Youth playing to 3,500 people (socially
distanced, antigen tested and in pods
of six people) outdoors at the Royal
Hospital Kilmainham in Dublin. While
theatres and cinemas have reopened,
indoor music remains off the table.
Havocinthewoodwindsection
It’s a tricky one as music is an incredibly
broad church. What harm, one might
wonder, could a string quartet really
cause? On the other hand, might all that
breath in the woodwind section wreak
havoc? And if you allow calm classical,
where do you draw the line? Stirring
Beethoven? Heavy metal? Hard core
punk?
Of course it’s not the music itself
that is the problem, but the behaviours
associated with them, and it is perhaps
unfair to expect hastily drafted and
reactive legislation to allow for the
differences – however much one might
wish it were otherwise. The same thing
happened with sport earlier this year –
when there was a blanket ban that
ignored the differing levels of risk
between, for example, contact team

sports and a round of golf.
So, our seeming inability to be very
good at nuanced thinking ends up
leading to outright vetoes. And to
confusion. Alongside the more
headline-grabbing row-back on
reopening indoor dining, the most
recent Government announcement
also delayed the promised increase in
audience size for theatres and cinemas,
which currently caps them at 50 (and
100 for larger venues). It also paused a
wider opening up of what you can do
within their walls.
Musicandtheatre
Theatre Forum, the go-to organisation
for the sector, has been working hard to
parse the latest advice. Their most recent
bulletin, issued last Tuesday, underlined
that cinemas, theatres and arts centres
can open “only in so far as they operate
as a theatre or cinema”. This means
activities within theatres and arts
centres that are not performance,
“including workshops, classes,
training, exercise and dance classes”
are on hold, with an expectation
that the Government will devise an
implementation plan for them by
July 19th, almost certainly involving
vaccination certification.
However, programmers are also
wondering if you can have shows that
include music on stage. In the now
almost un-rememberable pre-Covid days
of 2019 and early 2020, music was
knitting into theatre in intriguing ways.
Conor McPherson’s Girl from the North
Country, based on and including the
music of Bob Dylan, was wowing
audiences on Broadway. It closed after
just nine days as the pandemic shut
theatres. A New York Times review had
just declared it to be “as close as mortals
come to heaven on earth”. Meanwhile,
Ursula Rani Sarma and Annabelle
Comyn’s Evening Train had turned
Mick Flannery’s concept album into a
musical at Cork’s Everyman. It had felt
as if a new, more thoughtful wave of
musical theatre was in the making.
Being fortunate enough to see Girl
from the North Country in an earlier
incarnation at New York’s The Public
Theatre, I couldn’t agree with the
New York Times reviewer more. To
be floral about it, I felt as if my own soul
had been listened to, and I felt both
elation and release. Of course, Dylan
isn’t for everyone, and neither is
McPherson, and so to each their own.
If folk music is your thing, that’s almost
certainly what you need most right now.
If it’s opera – go for it. But music’s power
reaches beyond the music itself to the
importance of a shared experience of it.
Right now, I suspect, even though we
may not realise it, our collective hearts
are yearning to be allowed to dance.
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THE ART
OF BEING
DIGITALLY
ENTANGLED

The Annex team representing Ireland at this
year’s Venice Architecture Biennale is exploring
the moral maze of the data revolution, and our
country’s utterly central place within it

GEMMA TIPTON

S

lowly things are returning:
the first concerts, the first big
matches, exhibitions and
events. Despite, or because of,
the very long wait, some of it
feels strange. Seeing the group representing
Ireland at this year’s Venice Architecture
Biennale waving from a Vaporetto via
social media, I experienced a conflicted
mixture of delighted-it’s-on, and
no-I’m-not-ready-yet.
The Venice biennales are riddled with
contradictions anyway. Having the world
flock to a sinking landmass for glamorous
parties during each heady opening period
would be enough to give you pause, without
also watching massive cruise ships jostling
with the yachts of the super rich to add their
own irreparable damage to Venice’s fragile
ecosystem. The whole thing has always felt
troubling, to say the least.
And yet where better to exchange new
ideas about art and the world than this
extraordinary spot, where human ingenuity
triumphed to create a floating city, and
which once was a key cultural crossroads?
Perhaps what Venice offers best is the
realisation that nothing is ever that simple,
however things may appear on the surface.
In any case, Entanglement, the Irish
Pavilion at the 17th Venice Architecture
Biennale, is a highly intriguing prospect.
Put together by Annex, a collective of
architects, artists and other thinkers, the
installation features a tower of singed
computer server cabinets, fans, screens,
lights and plants. It is unusual to write
about something I haven’t seen in the flesh.
I’m still not ready to travel yet, even though
some mental gymnastics could have made
me declare it to be “essential work”. But I
can imagine that unlike some of Ireland’s
presentations at Venice – in both the art and
architectural biennales – Entanglement sits
well in its space, and definitely conjures an
impact.
Artist Alan Butler, one of the Annex

team, says that the whole experience in
Venice was surreal. “The city was empty.
Walking through St Mark’s Square had an
apocalypse kind of a vibe.” Working on the
installation involved passes that accessed
your own particular area, and Covid tests
every 72 hours. “Eventually it gets normalised,” Butler says, “but I did get this feeling:
I really have left my 5km now . . .”
Entanglement explores the mysterious
world of the cloud – not the puffy grey
things that disrupt an Irish summer, but the
nebulous entity made up of networks that
hold and upload all our digital information.
Ireland is at the epicentre of the cloud. We
are the data centre hub of Europe, hosting
25 per cent of all available European server
space. And data centres are hungry beasts.
Every time we idly click “Like”, or email
back to say “Thanks”, and then again to add
“No, really, it’s much appreciated”, we
generate a little fizz of heat in a data centre.
The Annex team quote the estimate that by
2027, data centres will consume one-third
of Ireland’s total electricity demand.
In Entanglement, screens show thermal
images of data centres in Ireland, glowing
hotly against pinkish fields. Those colours
remind me of Richard Mosse’s work. He
represented Ireland in the art biennale of
2013, using military-grade film to produce
pink-tinged images of child soldiers in the
Congo. His latest work, exploring the
migrant crisis with different thermalimaging technology, is currently on show
at Kilkenny’s Butler Gallery until August
29th.
Data centres are simultaneously
fascinating and enigmatic. Taking up vast
acreages, they’re also almost entirely
faceless. In 2015, Irish artist John Gerrard
made Google’s Pryor Creek data centre in
Oklahoma the subject of one of his
real-time 3D digital art works. Intrigued
by the physicality of the building weighed
against our idea of the immateriality of
the internet, Gerrard said: “I became
interested in asking: what does the internet
look like?”
It is the same question that has preoccu-
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pied the Annex team. “After a year of being
in the Zoom world, it was great to make
something physical,” laughs Butler.
“And the work was about the physicality
of the internet. All the things we had been
exploring and researching became part of
life during Covid, so while the last year has
been hell, it has opened up conversations
that the work is about.”
Data processing, says Butler, is only a
fragment of what causes energy consumption by data centres. Paradoxically, the fans
that cool the computers generate more
usage, and more heat.
So is idly scrolling through social media a
terrible thing?
“I feel like I have been on the internet
way too much in my adult life,” says Butler.
“But you have to look at what is most
processor-intensive. So that’s machine
learning, cryptocurrencies. Netflix is high
up too,” he adds.
Energyconsumption
While artists have dipped into the world of
data centres, architects have been slower
to respond. As Annex architect David
Capener explains, it is time this changed.
“Architects aren’t interested in massive
great warehouses in the middle of rural
Ireland. Architects are interested in things
they can touch and see,” he says. The group
became fascinated nonetheless. “It’s the
physicality of data centres, but also the
processes, the entangled networks they are

part of,” Capener explains.
“Architects deal with space, but
increasingly mobile technologies are
producing the spaces we inhabit. Google
Maps will very literally produce how you
move around the city,” he says. “And what I
see on my Google app map will be very
different to what you see. The information
there is not necessarily for my benefit.
Statistics have shown that if I’m shown a
shop or cafe on Google Maps, it makes me
much more likely to enter a place.”
Maybe we were already primed for
such a situation. French philosopher
Jean Baudrillard’s essay Simulacra and
Simulation (first published in English in
1994) took the form of a fable, in which an
empire creates a map that is so detailed and
exact it entirely overlays the territories it
describes, leaving them to rot underneath.
Ultimately, people take it for the genuine
thing, unable to distinguish reality from
image.
Now we can add the likes of Alexa to
the mix of what Capener describes as
“the entangled economy of surveillance
capitalism”. The former involve us agreeing
to have what are essentially listening
devices in our homes, in exchange for
various non-essential life enhancements.
“One has to agree to a lot of data collection,”
notes Capener wryly.
Ireland’s own role in the story of global
data goes back almost to the beginning. The
first transatlantic telegraph cable was laid

Entanglement, the Irish Pavilion at the 17th
Venice Architecture Biennale, by Annex.
PHOTOGRAPHS: ALAN BUTLER

Netflix, it has to be about new sources of
technology, new sources of energy.”
“We’re in the digital world,” says Butler.
“It’s not going to go away. But that click you
make is a permission for a data analyst
company to spy on you, and to generate
information to sell to someone else. When
you’re not clicking, it’s information too. The
archives are building and growing. And
they’re being exploited to shape the world.
The problem isn’t the energy use, it’s where
the power is coming from.”
Also on the environmental side, Butler
points out how we’re digging up huge parts
of the Congo to make microprocessors,
which brings us back to Richard Mosse.
“It needs to be looked at from different

‘‘

That click you make is
a permission for a
data analyst company
to spy on you, and to
generate information
to sell to someone
else . . . The archives
are building and
growing. And they’re
being exploited to
shape the world

across the Atlantic sea bed in the 1850s,
from Valentia to the Bay of Bulls in
Newfoundland. It wasn’t a great success,
but efforts persisted. In 1901, Guglielmo
Marconi transmitted some of the world’s
first wireless radio messages from the west
of Ireland to Newfoundland. More recently,
in 2015, a transatlantic fibreoptic cable
came ashore in Kinsale, linking Halifax in
Nova Scotia to Somerset in England, via
Cork.
“It’s a global story, but an Irish story,”
says Capener. “And now the amount of data
being produced is exponential.” This has
brought a degree of greenwashing to the
narrative, with PR exercises knitting the

problem into the fabric of society.
So is there an ask at the heart of
the Annex project? Capener points to
Greenpeace’s Clicking Clean report
(clickclean.org), which audits major
internet companies on their energy usage –
though oddly, given the size of Ireland’s
presence in that field, doesn’t list this
country specifically as it does other regions.
Last updated in 2017, the report sees
Facebook doing well, Netflix less so.
“Efforts are being made,” believes Capener.
“But they’re too slow and not enough. Our
installation is saying: we need to think
about this, and we need to try and propose
solutions. That’s not to stop watching

angles, and with different approaches,”
Butler says. “From audiences as much as
producers. As a visual artist, that’s real
fertile ground,” he concludes.
This year’s biennale has, overall, drawn
mixed reviews. “It’s a miracle it [the
biennale] happened,” says Capener. “You
have to cut it some slack.” He mentions
the moment when celebrated architect
Norman Foster came into the Irish space,
and started taking pictures of himself on
the thermal imaging screens. Capener also
highlights the Chilean Pavilion, and the one
from Uzbekistan. Butler picks out the
Croatian space, and the community library
dreamed up by the Philippines team.
Exploring online, I am also intrigued
by the British entry, which includes an
investigation of the possibilities of pubs,
and the paucity of public toilets, in a
presentation entitled The Garden of
Privatised Delights. Clicking through,
I have an itch to visit the event in Venice. To
go and see. And little by little, I feel drawn
back to travel, to contributing to those
carbon costs via air miles; back to being
part of the problem as we all investigate a
solution. Entanglement seems inevitable.
Annexare:DonalLally,DavidCapener,Fiona
McDermott,AlanButler,ClareLysterandSven
Anderson.IrelandatVeniceisaninitiativeof
CultureIrelandinpartnershipwiththeArts
Council.TheVeniceArchitectureBiennale
runsuntilNovember21st.labiennale.org
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‘I DID A LOT
OF READING
ON IMPOSTER
SYNDROME’
James Vincent McMorrow used lockdown to redo
his new album – and to reflect on his life

TONY CLAYTON-LEA

‘I

never really thought I would get
to five,” says James Vincent
McMorrow of reaching the
number of albums he views as
forming a bona fide body of
work. “It has always been such a protracted
journey for me. Five seems like a lot, but
there are people I know with 15, so it’s all
relative to where you are as a musician.”
Where McMorrow is now is where he
deserves to be. His forthcoming album,
Grapefruit Season, continues steady
progress that started in 2010 with his debut
album, Early in the Morning, deviated with
2013’s follow-up, Post Tropical, and cruised
along, with subtle gear changes, via 2016’s
We Move and 2017’s True Care. Grapefruit
Season, he conveys over a Zoom call, is a
different beast with different beats. (It is
also his first album since he signed to major
label Columbia Records.) The finished
master of the album arrived a week or two
before the start of March 2020.
“We were all very happy with it,” he says,
“but then the world ended.” Back at home
in Dublin, with a partner and a toddler, and
with nowhere to go, spare time and added
deliberation, he adds, revealed something
different about the new songs, aspects that
“make you think you wish you could change
this or that. I’m not so weird as to suggest
that the lockdown periods afforded me a
rare opportunity to change things, because
I was crying in the bathroom like everybody
else. Once I moved through that, I decided I
needed to dig into the album again to see if I
could get more out of it.”
To his ears, how does the album sound
now compared with what he had in March
last year? Brand new? The same but a
variation thereof?
“It is different,” he allows. “I’ve never
been so into my own thing that I considered
myself incapable of being objective, even
though the subjective has to be there, too.
In other words, I can always tell if some-

thing is correct for me, personally, to
inhabit or not.
“The reason I moved to Columbia
Records with this album was that I could
step out and be a bit bolder in the ambition
for the music. When I go back to listen to my
albums, my songs, I had always wished I had
been able to do a little bit more to the music,
but when it was my own money and time it
was a different equation. Of course, you are
never going to be totally objective in the
process, but because I came into it with a
certain amount of imposter syndrome, I
kinda know where I need to be – or, more
specifically, where something isn’t.”
We are not alarmed by McMorrow’s
admission of ambition and a sense of needling away at things, sometimes relentlessly, to achieve the desired result. It is, after
all, something of a characteristic. What is a
major surprise, however, is hearing him
utter the words “imposter syndrome”.
“Well, during lockdown I did a lot of
reading on imposter syndrome because I
always knew there was something of that in
me, but I never really understood the
realities of it. It doesn’t mean that you can’t
be self-possessed. If anything, the fact there
was a little voice in my head telling me I was
a fraud pushed me way more than I would
otherwise have done, probably to the
betterment of me as a career artist because
I’ve always pushed myself, never sat back.
“I think it was driven by the little voice in
the back of my head saying, ‘You need to do
this thing, you shouldn’t say no to that
opportunity’, so I’m just trying to be a bit
more okay with that little voice, and to be
more inclined to tell it to shut the f**k up.
You always think the thing you’ve just
finished is your best work, but what I would
say is the new album is the closest to what
I’ve always imagined a work of mine would
feel and sound like.”
Infrontofpeople
On June 10th at Dublin’s Iveagh Gardens,
McMorrow was the first musician to play an
actual gig in front of people since March
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2020. While he spent most of lockdown
tinkering away in his home studio finessing
Grapefruit Season, replacing a few songs
with new ones, he wasn’t joking when he
said he was crying in the bathroom like the
rest of us. I ask what the most important
thing was that he learned about himself
during periods of lockdown.
“I’d be loath to come back at you
with some sort of glib response about a
higher thing that I learned. I hear a lot of
that, and I question it because I think if
anyone was like me, they were probably
just existing or subsisting on a day-to-day
basis. I would say that, for sure, I have
taken some aspects of my life for granted,
my life as a musician. Because I can sing the
way I sing, I always thought that music
would always be there for me, that I could
always sing on a stage and there would
always be an audience, no matter how

many people turned up. When that gets
taken away, you question how well-rounded
you are as a person. I know I certainly did.”
He mentions watching a documentary
about Kate Bush. During it, he relates, Bush
talks about stepping away from the music
business to avoid becoming a self-important caricature. As soon as you achieve a
little bit of success, McMorrow implies, an
industry is built around you that is intended
to keep you on a treadmill. There is a
trade-off, of course: as further success
arrives, the ability to exist in a day-to-day
life can fade away. Such a proposition, he
admits, was laid bare for him.
“When all the bells and whistles of being
a relatively successful professional musician are taken away. then what are you left
with? What, exactly, is the person? I’ve
never really had a chance to reflect on that.
I don’t want to suggest that I had a euphoric
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DonaldClarke
Whendidsoccerbecomesuchadirtyword?
The once-unavoidable synonym for the beautiful game has been banished from the
lips of all True Football Fans, but what made the word so offensive?

W

James Vincent
McMorrow: ‘If
anything, the fact
there was a little
voice in my head
telling me I was a
fraud pushed me
way more than I
would otherwise
have done.’
PHOTOGRAPH:
EVAN DOHERTY

period of reflection where I came to the
realisation to take this into the next stage of
my life, endeavour to make changes, but I’m
certainly going to try to not take things for
granted.”
He will also try to be, he concludes, a
more rounded human being who will refuse
to take “all my self-worth from conversations like this, music I release, whatever
gets played on the radio or how many
streams I have”.
McMorrow’s parting line is something
we can all only hope for. “If I get an incremental change out of all of this, I’ll be
ecstatic.”
JamesVincentMcMorrow’snewalbum,
GrapefruitSeason,isreleasedinSeptember
onSonyRecords.HeperformsattheIsleof
WightFestivalonSeptember19thand
beginsaEuropeantourinFebruary2022

ill you be watching
England in the soccer
this weekend? They are
playing Ukraine in
the European soccer
championship. I love the soccer, me.
Soccer, soccer, soccer. Can I say “soccer”
again?
You already know where we’re headed
here. There is no easier way of annoying
a British soccer fan than referring to
soccer as “soccer”. Despite the perennial
popularity of Gaelic football, a surprisingly
large number of Irish supporters will also
get themselves into a tizzy at mention of
the s-word.
The perception has developed that
“soccer” is a filthy Americanism and that if
we keep saying “soccer” — as I am doing in
this column — we’ll end up with leaping
cheerleaders and teams named after
North American wild animals. If the word
“soccer” is heard in the wild, it is customary to repeat it in a bad American accent
and make terrible jokes about hotdogs,
Uncle Sam and the availability of handguns in Walmart. Saying “soccer” is worse
than an affectation. It is a betrayal.
Here is the odd thing. Until relatively
recently, “soccer” was, in the United
Kingdom, an unavoidable synonym for
Association Football. Indeed, it derives
from the first word in the sport’s official
name. Linguists have found records of the
word “assoccer” being used in the 19th
century to help distinguish the older
pastime from upstart “rugger”. By the
time of the second World War, it had
become “soccer” and was as commonly
used as “football” for the “round ball, no
hands” code.
Say this to the average England fan now
and, if all goes well, you will be greeted
merely with disbelief. Anger is at least as
likely. But it takes only a modicum of
research to confirm the dread word was
uttered regularly until deep into the 1980s.
David Kynaston’s invaluable Modernity
Britain: A Shake of the Dice, begins with a
Daily Mirror report on an international
match from 1959. That paper’s Bill Holden
explained “the storm which lashed Britain
has swept fear into the hearts of Sweden’s
soccer stars” (how close we were to having
an eerily topical reference there).
Matt Busby, the legendary manager of
Manchester United, titled his autobiography Soccer at the Top: My Life in Football.
Bobby Moore, captain of England’s World
Cup-winning side from 1966, edited The
Book of Soccer. I’m looking at the box for a
50-year-old World Cup edition of “Subbuteo Table Soccer” and the word “football”
appears nowhere in the packaging.
Anybody who grew up with Match of the
Day in the 1970s will — if they can get past

their own baffling self-indoctrination —
remember Jimmy Hill and David Coleman
bandying “soccer” on a weekly basis. Gary
Lineker, born a year after that Daily
Mirror report, is easily old enough to
remember those times, but you will very
rarely (I can’t swear to “never”) hear him
say “soccer” on the show’s 21st century
incarnation.
So how the heck did this happen? Stefan
Szymanski, a professor at the University of
Michigan, wrote a paper on the subject in
2014. “Since 1980 the usage of the word
“soccer” has declined in British publications, and where it is used, it usually refers
to an American context,” he wrote. “This
decline seems to be a reaction against the
increased usage in the US which seems to
be associated with the highpoint of the
NASL [North American Soccer League]

‘‘

Linguists have found
records of the word
‘assoccer’ being used
in the 19th century
to help distinguish
the older pastime
from upstart ‘rugger’.
By the time of the
second World War,
it had become
‘soccer’, and was
as commonly used
as ‘football’

England’s Bobby Moore kisses the Jules
Rimet Cup following his team’s defeat of
West Germany in the World Cup Soccer
Championship July 30th, 1966. (Original
Caption). PHOTOGRAPH: BETTMANN/GETTY

around 1980.” To that point, Prof Szymanski confirmed, “soccer” and “football” were
“almost interchangeable”.
The 1984 Shoot annual was still advertising itself as “from Britain’s top-selling
soccer magazine”, but, by 1990, British
pundits were in full retreat from “soccer”.
The run up to the, ahem, 1994 Soccer
World Cup in the USA finished off the
word for good. The tabloids were awash
with scare stories about goals being
widened and the game being broken up
into four quarters. None of that was ever
likely to happen, but the association was
enough to make a demonic mantra of
“soccer”. It survived in Ireland where GAA
remains the default code, but even here
there are occasional grumbles.
So, the process is clear enough. The
temporary rise of soccer in the United
States made the word unclean. We can,
perhaps, compare with the renaming of
German Shepherds as Alsatians in the
aftermath of the first World War (no, not
an urban myth apparently).
The mystery is how a collective linguistic amnesia fell so quickly upon the soccer-watching population. The generation
that grew up with “soccer” — Gary Lineker, Alan Hansen and the gang — banished
the word from their lips. The succeeding
cohort came to believe the word had barely
ever been spoken between the Shetland
Archipelago and the Isle of Wight.
This all happened weirdly recently. It
was about the same time that 90 percent of
the Irish population decided “crack” was
an Irish word and determined to spell it as
such when writing in English. But we
shan’t go there again.
Anyway, soccer, soccer, soccer…
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Convicted scammer Belle
Gibson leaving a Melbourne
court in 2019. PHOTOGRAPH:
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If it sounds too
good to be true . . .
Love Island’s return proves to be 50 shades of dreary;
Bad Influencer reminds us to always be vigilant; the BBC’s
Stonehenge documentary is less The Dig, more The Slog
Ed Power
Television

C

heeky escapism? Exploitative
reality tat? Harbinger of
civilisation’s imminent
downfall? There are many
opinions on LoveIsland
(Virgin Media One, Sunday), returning
for the first time since January 2020,
when it was overshadowed by the tragic
death of Caroline Flack.
The new season brings with it the
promise of sunshine, flirtation and light
relief after 18 months of Covid. So it’s a
letdown that the opening episode proves to
be 50 shades of dreary, radiating all the
hormonal fervour of last orders at an auld
fella’s pub on a wet Tuesday in February.
The cliche around Love Island is that it’s
brimming with “love-hungry” singletons.
Yet the class of 2021 aren’t ravenous so
much as mildly peckish. The biggest issue
is that they aren’t particularly attracted to
each other. We are introduced to Sharon,
Shannon, Faye, Kaz and Liberty on the
girls’ side and, on the boys’, Toby, Jake,
Brad, Aaron and Hugo.
The girls arrive cavorting in slow-motion
atop massive jeeps while the fellas must
troop in on foot. This is an unforgivable
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gender imbalance and also a missed
opportunity to have the guys show up via
tractor, golf cart or all pedalling together
on a huge tandem bicycle.
They’re pretty much identikit hopefuls:
all tats, tans and fake eyelashes. The
exception is Hugo, an introverted PE
teacher with borderline nerd tendencies
who appears to have parachuted in from
the wrong universe. Did he think he was
signing up for Lovecraft Island and end up
in Majorca by accident? He also has a
club-foot, making him the first disabled
person on Love Island.
Laura Whitmore has inherited Flack’s
role of official small-screen matchmaker.
The Bray presenter brings plenty of vim
and irreverence, though her job largely
boils down to quizzing islanders about
their “type” and commiserating with
anyone who fails to be chosen first time
round and ends up on the subs’ bench.
Sarcastic narration is courtesy of
Whitmore’s husband, Iain Stirling (back
in a shed in London). His zingers are less
cruel than is traditional for the show – a
response perhaps to criticism of Love
Island’s impact on the mental-health of
contestants. (This year ITV has promised
extensive aftercare for participants.)
With the 10 volunteers having coupled
up, there’s some excruciating “banter” as

Ones to
Watch
Richard Curran
reports on the
glamorous life of
the country’s one
percenters in
Ireland’sRich
List2021 (RTÉ,
Monday, 9.35pm).
Documentarian
Ken Burns’ story of
Ernest Hemingway
continues, with
contributions
from Edna O’Brien
and others,
Hemingway (BBC4,
Tuesday, 9pm).

they attempt to strike up chemistry. The
sparks, alas, are few and far between.
Spare a thought, especially, for Faye, a
lettings manager, who appears to undergo
an out-of-body experience as Brad, a
builder, embarks on the chat-up equivalent
of a Terrence Malick movie, going on and
on with no clear purpose in mind.
There’s an attempt at injecting drama
before the credits with the announcement
that a new girl is about to enter the villa and
potentially lure away one of the guys. But
it’s too little too late, in a 95-minute snooze
that commits the ultimately reality-show
sin of just not being exciting enough.
Ablankspace
At the heart of BadInfluencer:The
GreatInstaCon (BBC One, Wednesday)
resides a blank space. Belle Gibson was
the Melbourne “wellness” guru with a
fake story about terminal brain cancer.
Yet in this absorbing profile of her rise and
fall Gibson herself remains elusive and
unknowable.
What we do know is that her lies caused
untold damage. Gibson claimed to have
kept her cancer in check by spurning
conventional medicine and instead
adopting a “wellness” diet – avocados,
berries, no alcohol and so on. When she
documented her “miracle” recovery on
Instagram, she became a celebrity.
A book deal and an Apple app followed –
along with millions of clicks. And initially
nobody thought to verify her assertions or
even ask how someone with cancer could
radiate such a healthy glow.
But now her victims are coming forward.
We are introduced to Pixie Turner, who
rejected doctors’ advice and attempted to
treat her illness by embracing the diet and
lifestyle that Gibson promoted on social
media. As did Maxine Ali, who had gained
weight taking steroids to deal with an
underlying condition – and then gave up
her meds to follow Gibson’s example.
“Seeing someone like Belle heal themselves
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made me feel hopeful,” she says. “This was
the answer to everything I had been
looking for.”
Bad Influencer is at its core a testament
to old-school journalism and a belief in an
objective truth. Both these concepts are
often alien to social media, in Ireland and
elsewhere. It takes Richard Guilliatt, a
gumshoe reporter, to unmask the real
Gibson, who never had cancer and had a
history of feigning illness.
Gibson responds by calling him up and
implying something dark might happen if
he continues his investigation: “She’s just
suggested if I publish this story she’s going
to top herself.” Guilliatt isn’t sure how he
feels about Gibson. He interviewed her
face-to-face on one occasion and was
struck by the degree to which she was
detached from what was going on around
her. “She was a very fragile person whose
grip on reality was tenuous.”
The wellness industry chugs on and social
media is still full of people selling ersatz
versions of themselves. Bad Influencer is a
reminder, then, to always be vigilant and
sceptical. And that online, the truth
routinely takes a back seat to fake sages
telling people what they want to hear.
Magnificentmonoliths
Netflix film The Dig took the dusty old
story of the excavation of the Sutton-Hoo
Anglo- Saxon site in East Anglia and spun
it into costume drama gold. Could
Stonehenge:TheLostCircleRevealed (BBC
Two, Thursday) sprinkle the equivalent
magic dust over Salisbury’s magnificent
monoliths?
This brisk and enthusiastic film tries its
hardest. Irish viewers will certainly have
perked up early on as Prof Alice Roberts
mentions an old myth which stated
Merlin, a noted pre-Roman influencer,
had magicked the famous stone circle all
the way from Ireland. Could it be that
Stonehenge was the Neolithic equivalent
of the Irish pub – a job-lot of bric-a-brac
transported from the old country? Alas, no.
When the legends said “Ireland”, they
actually meant . . . erm, Wales.
So it’s off to Pembrokeshire to locate the
origins of Stonehenge’s “blue stones”– the
mini-menhirs dotted amongst the biggies.
And as Roberts zips up her rain-jacket and
heads west, so the documentary’s pulse
slows. It becomes less The Dig, more The
Slog.
Robert is an effusive presenter. That is
just as well as she spends most of the
broadcast tramping around damp fields,
watching people yank shards of granite out
of the ground. And she has to deliver
snoozy doozies such as: “The acidic soil had
destroyed almost all organic matter that
could be radio-carbon dated”.
The Lost Circle Revealed perks up near
the end as Roberts leaves the digging
behind and speculates as to the purpose of
Stonehenge. Essentially it was Britain’s
answer to Newgrange in that it was designed to channel the sun at the Equinox.
It also helps that Stonehenge is so oddly
calming to behold : you really can imagine
Merlin standing in the centre waving his
staff while the Game of Thrones theme
flutters in the background. The pity is that
these moments of awe-inspiring spectacle
are padded out with all that mucking about
in the mud.

Holdthegin.Thisisjustthetonic
Claire Byrne’s incisive interviewing of Eamon Ryan exposes the many
contradictions of Nphet advice, while a sober mood reigns on Drivetime
Mick Heaney
Radio

A

fter hearing her political
guests vainly try to make
sense of the latest Covid
bombshell, Claire Byrne
has a simple message for
listeners. “So, we’re advising people here
this morning to go on the gin, that’s what
we’re doing,” the host bluntly counsels on
TodaywithClaireByrne, RTÉ Radio 1,
weekdays). This may be an understandable if uncharacteristic response to the
sobering news emerging on Wednesday
morning, but any fears that the reliably
sensible Byrne has gone rogue can be
safely put aside.
In fact, Byrne is making a wry comment
on the advice from dermatologist Rosemary Coleman that people with rosacea
might consider switching from wine to
cocktails to help avoid their blushes, so to
speak. Far from recommending that we
all go on the lash, she distances herself
from the suggestion. When Coleman
jokes that her host run an item on the best
juniper-based tipples, Byrne cautions:
“We’ll be in trouble”.
Like we’re not already. Byrne’s interview with Minister for the Environment
Eamon Ryan about the sudden stalling of
indoor hospitality underscores how
quickly the hitherto optimistic mood has
disappeared, along with any nagging
suspicions that the government might be
on top of the situation. Not always the
most accomplished media performer, the
Green Party leader actually sounds pretty
composed. But under pressure from
Byrne’s questioning, he can’t dispel the
notion that Nphet’s advice to introduce
vaccine passes for indoor dining has left
the Government in shock and confusion.
Ryan tries to put a brave face on
Nphet’s blindsiding of the government.
Showing a flair for understatement, he
admits it will be “no small challenge” to
deliver on the recommendation that
unvaccinated people be excluded from
pubs and restaurants – unless of course
they work there. Byrne focuses on the
latter “contradiction”, as well as the
apparent disconnect between government
and advisory board, pointedly remarking
that no Nphet member would appear on
the show to explain their reasoning.
Indeed, when the host notes that the
board wants restrictions to be enforced,
Ryan shows a rare but revealing flash of
irritation: “It’s not Nphet’s job to tell us
how to do it,” he snaps.
The more Byrne points out the inconsistencies inherent in the new advice, the
more her guest effectively concedes that
the Government hasn’t a clue how to
proceed. When the presenter notes that a
suggestion to allow children under six
into restaurants means she would have to

Blunt counsel: Claire Byrne. PHOTOGRAPH: RTÉ

leave two of her kids outside, Ryan says
these conundrums prove that it’s correct
for the Government “not to make a call”
for several weeks more. Our indecision is
final, indeed.
In his defence, Ryan is in an impossible
position, trying to square public health
imperatives with daunting practicalities.
He also sounds empathetic, saying he
“shares the impatience” of unvaccinated
younger adults like his own children. (In
contrast, Tánaiste Leo Varadkar sounds
as though he’s reciting from a script when
he proffers similarly regretful sentiments
on Morning Ireland earlier.) But when
Byrne asks about the prospects for young
people during the summer, the minister
can only muster that they “may” be
vaccinated quicker than expected.
“We can and will manage this,” he adds
forlornly, a hollow-sounding assertion
after Byrne’s incisive interrogation.
Agrimlyresignedmood
The news doesn’t improve greatly on
Drivetime (RTÉ Radio 1, weekdays), but
given what a bearpit the programme can
be, the mood is grimly resigned rather
than acrimonious. Interviewed by Sarah
McInerney, People Before Profit TD

Moment of
the Week

Withsomanybroadcastsnowdone
fromhome,glitcheshavebecomemore
commonplace,butMondaymorning
producesarichcropofdomesticmishaps.First,GavinJennings’sdiscussion
withpoliticalcorrespondentPaul
CunninghamonMorningIreland(RTÉ
Radio1)isinterruptedbybarkinginthe
background:“Ithink there’sanopinion
emergingbehindyou,”Jenningssays
aboutCunningham’scaninecompanion.
LateronLyricFM,MartyWhelan’schat
withcellistGeraldPeregrineisdisturbed
byaloudlychimingdoorbell.“Areyou
expectingaparcel?”thehostasks.
Peregrinerepliesit’shiscellistaunt
MoyaO’Gradyringingthebell.“Open
thedoor,letherin,”commandsWhelan,
echoingPaulMcCartney’srefrain.Alas
forloversofon-airbloopers,someone
elseanswersthedoor.

Richard Boyd Barrett thinks that it
“reasonable” to pause reopening in
the face of the Delta variant’s spread.
Meanwhile Patricia Callan of Drinks
Ireland, normally a safe bet for on-air
argument, sounds reasonably satisfied
with Government commitment to work
with the industry. Callan also repeatedly
notes that Ireland is an “outlier” on indoor
hospitality, a truism set to enter the Covid
catechism of cliché.
Minds are further concentrated by
Cormac Ó hEadhra’s stark discussion of
rising case numbers in Scotland, which
suggest Nphet isn’t being alarmist for the
sake of it. Ó hEadhra also hears about the
pandemic’s negative impact on mental
health, as he talks to psychiatrist Anne
Doherty about a new survey pointing to a
surge in cases. Doherty says that where
she works, in the Mater hospital, “we’ve
seen a big increase in presentation of
cases”, including depression and selfharm. While the Covid crisis is driving the
surge, matters are exacerbated by Ireland’s comparatively low expenditure on
mental-health services – a familiar story.
The situation is particularly difficult for
people with psychotic illnesses, prompting
Ó hEadhra to wonder if this increases the
risk of violence to others. When Doherty
points out that such patients are much
more likely to be victims rather perpetrators, the presenter strikes a contrite note,
explaining how people “jump” on stories
of such violence in the media, “as I have
done”. It shows that for all his cheerfully
belligerent approach, Ó hEadhra is a
nuanced broadcaster. In fact, Drivetime’s
co-hosts strike an inquisitive tone throughout, rather than seeking to haze guests
with awkward questions. It’s another
indication of the gravity of the situation.
Ultimately, the most sceptical voice is
that of infectious diseases consultant
Paddy Mallon. Speaking to McInerney,
Mallon is clear about the threat posed by
Delta, while observing that “the dynamics
are slower” than with previous variants.
Moreover, he seems baffled at Nphet’s
resistance to antigen testing as a mitigation measure. The consultant says that
while PCR tests are more accurate, they
cost at least 10 times more than their
antigen equivalent, as well as taking much
longer for results. “The concept of testing
as a risk-reduction tool is to do it as close
to an event as possible,” Mallon says,
suggesting PCR tests aren’t “fit for
purpose” in this role.
It’s as concise and cogent an argument
for the introduction of antigen testing as
you’ll hear. As for the wider scenario,
Mallon echoes Eamon Ryan’s opinion
about the difficulty faced by the Government to deliver on Nphet’s advice. “As a
country we’re really ill-prepared for this,”
Mallon says, before delivering a stark
verdict: “It’s going to be a challenging few
weeks.” Drink, anyone?
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Out of power but far
from out of ideas
Two former Labour leaders look past current woes with
a mix of idealism, ambition and stubborn optimism
Paschal Donohoe

P

oliticians usually write books
about how to change the
world before they serve in
government. The pursuit of
high office can be a catalyst
for ambition to remake the world. Being in
government is normally a reminder of the
difficulty of fulfilling such ambition.
It is a tribute to Gordon Brown and Ed
Miliband that governing at the highest
level has not lessened their enthusiasm
for politics. Each has absorbed the low
moments that politics relentlessly serves
and they still want to change the world.
Their books also point to the challenge of
reconciling their agendas with the ascendancy of the Conservative Party and the reconfiguration of British politics by Brexit.
In Go Big, Ed Miliband argues not just
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GoBig:Howto
FixOurWorld
By Ed Miliband
Bodley Head, 352pp,
£18.99
SevenWaysTo
ChangeOurWorld
By Gordon Brown
Simon and
Schuster, 512pp,
£25

for “the consideration of ideas that
promise significant change but for politics
to rediscover its sense of agency”.
A bleak economic and social context is
portrayed. The social contract is fraying. It
is unable to meet the basic needs of enough
citizens and combat growing economic and
social insecurity. This undermines the
ability of citizens to pursue “their own idea
of a good life”. Miliband argues that this
erosion is caused by a singular and powerful
force: that “market mechanisms have come
to dominate the way our society is run”.
The proposed agenda is familiar. More
devolution, strengthened local government, changes in the voting age and the
use of citizen assemblies are part of this
agenda. These policies are more conventional than some readers might expect.
Go Big concludes with an analysis of the
public leaders who can deliver this agenda.
Trade unions, local governments and social

movements are the catalysts of change.
Conspicuously, parliament and government are absent. Miliband acknowledges
that governing is vital but that “governments are both led and constrained by the
wider dynamics of power in society”.
Politicians are unable to overcome the
forces of stasis, he argues.
This view could be a consequence of
disenchantment with parliamentary life
after a career in government or as party
leader. But it is at odds with the recent
experience of the role of government in the
society and economy of Britain. The British
state is central to the significant change
required by the Brexit vote of 2016.
Case studies are central to the narrative
of Going Big as a wide range of policy
challenges are considered. Building more
homes, the role of carers, the measurement of national income and corporate
governance are central to any political
agenda. However, societies and governments have more than one mission and
always confront trade-offs. The author
knows this, due to his extensive experience
in government. These constraints are not
recognised.
The British political context for this
book also raises significant questions. Big
change is already under way in British
social and economic life. “Agency” is alive
and well in national politics. However, it is
not to the liking of the British Labour Party
– old or new. Nigel Farage might argue that
he has already “gone big”.
This may be why Brexit, and the reconfiguration of British politics around differing
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conceptions of national identity, does not
sufficiently feature in this book. There is
also an absence of international co-operation in many of the policy solutions suggested by Miliband.
Still, there is a basic decency and cheerfulness in Go Big, a stubborn optimism that
wicked challenges can be overcome. The
breadth of case studies presented in this
book is also a horizon of both challenges
and solutions.
Brown’sturn
Gordon Brown is equally ambitious with
Seven Ways to Change the World. His
solutions are explicitly international. In
the introduction, he argues that “globalisation and the opening up of greater economic competition between nations will have to
be complemented by new manifestations
of co-operation and by greater solidarity
across national borders”.
Seven challenges are presented. They
include preventing pandemics, moving to a
zero-carbon future and the elimination of
nuclear weapons.
The strengthening of international
institutions and global co-operation are
essential elements of all solutions. A
formula is proposed for the more equitable
funding by wealthy countries of global
public health measures. More inclusive
and stronger global economic growth
requires “new manifestations of co-operation and ... greater social solidarity across
national borders”.
The accessible cheerfulness of Miliband
is less evident. Policies are not suggested

by way of story but by the use of evidence.
Tables of data explain how solutions would
work – country by country. Lists of problems and their solutions are relentlessly
and impressively presented. Typically, a
section on relations between the US and
China is titled “Ten problems, ten possible
ways forward?”
The concluding chapter, “Tackling
populist nationalism head on”, is the most
interesting. Brown argues that increased
support for populist leaders is due to four
factors: economic insecurity, diminished
social status, cultural loss, and the perception of the domination of politics by elites.
Four solutions are proposed. Among
them he argues for developing a form of
patriotism without nationalism. This
would “not only reject all forms of discrimination and exclusion but encourage all
citizens to be active participants directly
involved in shaping their country’s story”.
That this desire for active participation
may have led to Brexit is left unexplored.
Progress can be achieved, Brown writes,
only if it can be demonstrated that “we can
also show institution by institution, and
perhaps network by network, the future
contributions that a reformed international system can make to building a more
prosperous, more stable and fairer world”.
To therefore not consider how Britain’s
global role in these matters is impacted by
leaving the European Union is a serious
omission. To argue for deeper co-operation between countries but not consider
how that relationship is changed by Brexit
undermines the central proposition of
Seven Ways.
In the concluding chapter the author
writes that, as prime minister, he was “so
busy working out the technical solutions to
the crisis that I lost sight of the need to
explain to people what we were trying to
achieve”.
This book combines solutions with a
narrative. The lack of a European perspective may be Brown’s tacit admission that
this is the best way of making the case for
international co-operation in a new “Global Britain”. It is leaden with lists, and lacks
the upbeat zest of Go Big, but the reputation of Gordon Brown as a deeply serious
public contributor will be reaffirmed by
this book.
The simultaneous publication of two
books by two former leaders of the Labour
Party about how to remake Britain and the
world is striking. Some may see this as
futile, that writing books is a distraction
from the sheer and unrelenting demands
of a political vocation.
That would be a mistake. These books
may be part of a very small genre. But they
are dwarfed by the number of books and
articles written, during the governing
tenure of Brown and Tony Blair, analysing
the continued defeats of the Conservative
Party and questioning if that party could
ever win an election again.
In politics, the future is always open. The
worst of outcomes is never certain, the best
outcome is never guaranteed but always
possible. The value of “keeping going” in
politics is underappreciated.
That very tone is evident in every page of
these books.
PaschalDonohoeistheMinisterforFinance
andpresidentoftheEurogroup

Booker contender who
delivers on his promise
Damon Galgut’s tale of a
family’s moral failings
serves as an allegory for a
nation’s wider weaknesses
Mia Levitin
ThePromise
By Damon Galgut
Chatto & Windus, 304pp, £16.99

D

amon Galgut’s electrifying
new novel tracks the
travails of the Swart family
– “just an ordinary bunch
of white South Africans” –
over the span of three decades.
The story opens in 1986 with Rachel,
the matriarch, dying of cancer at 40.
On her deathbed she has her husband,
Manie, promise to give their housekeeper,
Salome, ownership of the small house
she occupies on the family farm outside
Pretoria. The conversation is overheard
by their youngest daughter Amor, who
spends the rest of the book trying to have
her mother’s dying wish honoured. She is
refused first by her father, partly under
the pretence that under apartheid,
Salome can’t own property, then her
siblings, even once it becomes legally
possible to transfer the deeds.
The failure to do the right thing rains
down like a biblical curse on the Swarts.
Each of the four sections is named after a
family member who dies: after Ma comes
Pa, as Manie succumbs to a snake bite
while trying to beat a Guinness world
record for living among poisonous
serpents in his reptile park, Scaly City.
(You couldn’t make it up . . . but Galgut
somehow has.)
The family’s moral failings are not
confined to the unkept bequest. Manie,
who found religion when Amor was
struck by lightning as a child, is devout
but amoral: in addition to denying
Salome her due, he tries to thwart Rachel’s wish to be buried in a Jewish
cemetery. The eldest brother, Anton,
who deserted his military service after
killing a black female protester, ends up a
drunken wannabe novelist. The other
sister, Astrid, is a social climber who
cheats on both of her husbands, dying
unabsolved by their priest.
The narration of The Promise flits
between various points of view, switching
sometimes mid-sentence – a technique
with which Galgut had previously
experimented in the linked novellas of In
a Strange Room (2010). The narrator of
The Promise embodies not only the main
characters but alights on others adjacent
to the plot, such as the woman preparing
Rachel’s body for burial and the family
lawyer (to whom “promises don’t mean a
thing”), as well as ghosts, jackals, the

family dog and the house itself.
This free, indirect style – a narrative
technique credited to Jane Austen – lends
itself to irony, which Galgut further
punctuates with moralising narrative
interventions. The sly asides add levity,
but also implicate the reader as a co-conspirator in the family’s failings. “If
Salome’s home hasn’t been mentioned
before it’s because you have not asked,”
we’re told. “You didn’t care to know.”
Galgut invariably draws comparisons
to his compatriot, the Nobel laureate
JM Coetzee, and The Promise circles
around similar themes of contested
property and reparations as Coetzee’s
Booker Prize-winning Disgrace (1999).
The family saga of The Promise unfoldsagainst the backdrop of South Africa’s
shifting political landscape (from hosting
the Rugby World Cup to Mbeki’s inauguration to Zuma’s resignation), serving as an
allegory for the country’s failings at
reconciliation.
The titular promise relates not only to
Rachel’s death wish but the wasted
promise of “the land of plenty”. Just as
Anton’s potential is squandered, so is the
prospect of a thriving South Africa. In the
last chapter, a “growing throng of the
wasted and depleted and maimed” crowd
the streets of Cape Town. Water
is rationed, “the grid is collapsing, no
maintenance and no money, the President’s friends have run off with the cash”.
The Promise has a decisively Joycean
Dead end, with diluvian rain washing
over the veld. Galgut refuses redemption,
however, by likening the storm to
“some cheap redemptive symbol in a
story, falling from a turbulent sky on to
rich and poor, happy and unhappy alike”.
Although the political situation shifts, the
Swarts remain ignorant and indifferent.
Salome moves from not being allowed to
attend the first funeral at all to a seat in
the family pew for the last one, but apart
from Amor, she remains invisible to the
family members nonetheless.
Even Amor’s unbridled goodness, as
her name implies – she works tirelessly as
a nurse on a HIV ward and signs over her
inheritance to Salome – is insufficient to
make amends. As the last family member
standing, she can finally honour the
promise to Salome, now in her 70s. But
Salome’s son, with whom Amor played as
a child, hisses that the gesture comes 30
years too late. The gift may even turn out
to be a “poisoned chalice”: as there’s a
prior historical claim to the land, despite
the deeds, Salome could be evicted.
After a foray elsewhere with Arctic
Summer (2014), a historical novel about
the personal life of EM Forster, Galgut
returns with The Promise to mine
the issues of his country. He has been
shortlisted for the Booker Prize twice,
for The Good Doctor (2003) and In a
Strange Room (2010), both of which
were set in South Africa. Third time
lucky?
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The shape
of the other
that only
you can see

Cover illustration from Catriona Clutterbuck’s
The Magpie and the Child. IMAGE: WFU PRESS

bridge…” (The Dry Mouth).
Beginning with her own farming childhood, she moves
through spots of time reminiscent of Wordsworth’s The
Prelude, showing the growth of a poet’s mind while
foreshadowing the death of her 11-year-old daughter:
This is the second hand that scales
the air of thirty years
old cracks in the ashes of the fireplace back,
grained in. We do not, then, carry
this world on our backs –
oh the world, this day, is carrying me.
Unflagging in their strength, these astonishing poems
engage with the unbearable loss in Part Two: Threnodies
for Emily. Reflections in glass set up an intricate metaphor
as the eponymous magpie pecks “with such fury, such dark
intent at the shape/ of the other that only you can see in the
glass:/ yourself poor bird…” to this prophetic moving
image:

Poetry
Martina Evans

A

udrey Molloy’s TheImportantThings (Gallery,
¤11.95) begins with a game, “…called Musical
Wives/ and she was ahead. We sat in our
bias-cut slips,/ sipping vermouth in bare feet
and lipstick,/ and she told me his genitals
looked different…” (The Apprentice). This is Molloy’s
signature note: tactile, playful, rueful. There is a sense
of explosions ahead, yet death and divorce are
brightened by Molloy’s curious sensuality, which makes
even the difficult moments deeply pleasurable:
There’s a word in Scots Gaelic – sgrìob –
which refers to the tingle on the upper lip
just before you take a sip of whisky.
We are talking – after the burial,
now they’ve allowed funerals again –
across a table no bigger than a dinner plate
about those we’ve lost to the virus…
(The Important Things)

Part Two begins with an epigraph from Bernard
O’Donoghue’s haunting translation of the medieval poem
The Move, “No one knocks any longer to ask/ how she
likes her new house/ or how she has arranged her sweet
furniture.” Its main subject is Molloy’s mother, who died
in Ireland as Molloy’s late pregnancy prevented her from
travelling from Australia. That birth is as painful as it is
exhilarating, “…A boy, the doc/ says, aren’t you clever, as if
this were my doing, and he/ looks at me with his hard, blue
eyes that say, you see/ now, what would have happened if
the shock brought/ it on? And so, Mother, you have a
grandson. You, who/ longed for a big family of sons and
had to make do with/ two girls - a perfect, pinked-up,
rose-madder boy.”
In poems like Debutante Dress and His Hybrid Tea
Roses, Molloy’s verbal dexterity pays tribute to her mother’s artistry:
When my mother taught me how to knit
I practised until I could turn out blackberry
and trellis in my sleep.
She also taught me how to debone lemon sole:
split the flesh along the spine,
lift the lattice bone.
(The Irish for Yes)
who was it showed you?
who gave you the key?
your not-self sick-self
the long worm body
of your blood wrapped
tight around your brain
The years go by in millions in The Metals, the last poem in
Justin Quinn’s ShallowSeas(Gallery, ¤11.95). His title
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comes from this fine poem, a meditation on the Dublin
coastline, but European forests dominate the collection.
Iambic pentameter and a recurring deer motif bring
Wyatt to mind. There is a sense of Dante as well but if
Quinn is lost, he’s revelling in being astray in history,
among the trees and wild flowers.
As Quinn stares at the deer in Heart Song, a slowmotion moment centres the poem:
But for a while we’re here. Stock-still. Alone,
except for swarms of polyphonic insects.
It lays down beats to do with dying and sex,
beats I can’t hear (I only hear my own).
The “beats” are particularly felt and resonant as the
poet confronts the real-life muse and as the poem pulls to
its rueful halt very much in the 21st century:
I take my pills years after it is gone
and hang around here trying to catch the words.
In Platform, as Quinn contemplates the palimpsest of
cultures along with the flora and fauna – past and present –
of the ancient Austrian mountain village of Hallstatt while
running laps, “I heave in air and then exhale./ Out of my
mouth, wraith after wraith.”
In one of the finest poems in the collection, classical
mythology is grafted imaginatively with science as
dryad speaks from the heart of an oak tree – chilling and
exhilarating in its strangeness:
Stories, sex: they don’t apply to me,
not any more. Perhaps they never did.
The grid beyond the mycorrhizal grid
is vaster, older, like necessity.
There are no stories: there is a green height
and black earth. Between these, only processes.
Trees stand around the place oblivious.
To you at least. They’re busy. They eat light.
(Oak Song)
Catriona Clutterbuck’s narrative of embodied grief, The
MagpieandtheChild (Wake Forest University Press,
$13.95), is rooted in the physical, a sharp visceral presence
as the “cloudy black sloes” cause “the dry mouth/ that I’d
forgotten for years./ I sucked at it over the Island’s

Years later I saw my young child running outside
in the dark –
my lungs clamped shut, suddenly locking me out
till I realised that she’d been passing right behind
my back,
her ghost in the glass the escapee that mocked
my fright.
(Trompe De L’Oeil)
Images and form mirror a grief so exact and physical,
the reader is compelled to keep vigil, enter into the ritual
on the page, as here in the anaphoric quatrains from
Threnodies for Emily:
Holy then, the texture of your bare feet
in our last moments with you after our arriving,
as one by one, I slipped from them the white socks
you’d put on
and covered you with the blanket they’d provided.
Andrew McMillan’s Pandemonium (Cape, £10) opens with
dramatic intent, with terror, its untitled poem asking
“…how many years/ had you carried it/ before you felt it…”.
McMillan makes that vague word “depression” real,
almost unbearable, while the beauty of his powerful
imagery grips the reader.
It’s impossible to look away. McMillan’s mind is concrete, physical, architectural, part of the body:
and without its wall of bone behind it
the skin becomes too sensitive to touch
and the brain begins to crease
into smaller and smaller squares making
itself less visible.
Passion play sets the scene close to the beginning, “open
audition to be held/ in the corridor of a one-bedroom flat”.
Mental illness disconnects, “I say something unconsidered
and you lay down/ weeping in the hallway curled up/ by the
door like a draught excluder”. And yet the narrator’s body
acts as a poignant metaphor striving to close the gap, “I
sleep on the tiled floor like a dog/ by your bed.”
This disconnected connection moves through the seven
sequences, includes a newborn’s death, “…coffin the size of
a pillow…” ending with Knotweed, a sustained sequence of
14 sonnets reflecting the wilderness and disarray within
the relationship, “when I made up my mind/ to leave you
when the lit windows of each house the train passed broke
my heart”. But the “mind” does not feel like a separate
entity here, even the house is some kind of body, “had
settled as though on its knees”.
Physical and mental journeys criss-cross the sonnet,
tangled as the knotweed, reaching a hard-earned satisfying redemption. “Ben I am not/ sure what I mean by this
but I’ll spend my lifetime/ coming home to you.”
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This state-of-England novel feels
timely and deeply considered

Browser

Set during the pandemic,
poet Will Burns’s deeply
considered debut novel
investigates a crisis even
as it is still unfolding

Did Antonio Meucci, while living in
Havana, invent the telephone before
Alexander Graham Bell? The search for
a sheet of paper on which his diagrams
demonstrate irrefutable proof is the
basis for this novel, narrated in a
conversational fashion by Julia, a
character with connections to many of
those who may possess the document.
The deceits and imbroglios which result
from playing these people against one
another, along with Julia’s own self-justifying double-standards, make for a
terrifically enjoyable read but also serve
to bolster a view of post-USSR Cuba as a
country which, by 1993, can no longer
hide the failures of its promises. As Julia
states: “ Each of us holds within us the
discontent of society and every one of it
reproduces it.”
DECLANO’DRISCOLL

Sarah Gilmartin
ThePaperLantern
By Will Burns
W&F, 192pp, £14.99

‘A

generation of people
who had always struggled to define themselves
against the terms of their
parents’ totemic conflicts
finally had their own war.”
Still in the middle of battle, it feels too
early to read a novel set in contemporary
times. There is no distance for the writer,
no hindsight, no chance to properly reflect
on what the poet Will Burns refers to in
his debut novel as the “privations and
anxieties and traumas barely imaginable
only a short time previously”.
And yet, The Paper Lantern manages to
chart and interrogate the public mood and
understanding of the Covid-19 crisis even
as it still unfolds. It is a remarkable achievement in a book that feels at once timely and
deeply considered, an antidote to the
clickbait, flashing headline style
of journalism that has, perhaps understandably, proliferated during the
pandemic.
The unnamed male narrator of the novel
lives at home and works in his parents’
pub, The Paper Lantern, in a village close
to Chequers, the rural residence of the
British prime minister. Even before the
pandemic, the narrator is viewed locally
as an oddity – almost 40, no degree, no
career, no partner, no children, a poet
whose output is sporadic and underpinned
by self-doubt and inertia.
Like many people across the world,
the narrator is jolted out of ordinary life
by the pandemic, which acts as a wake-up
call that forces him to take stock. It also,
crucially, gives him a focus. Something
to think about, which in turn provides
something to write about. The pandemic
gives him his material. He has, in other
words, his war.
From the first page, the insights come
hard and fast. There is a pared-back
lyricism and clarity to the writing,
commentary that is both intelligent
and sensitive to the surrounding world.
Split into three parts, the first (and to my
mind the best) section starts big, like a
19th-century novel, offering a rich, lucid
picture of a country in crisis.
Amid the panic and fear and surreality
are moments of humour. The family sets
about drinking the pub stocks that will

otherwise go to waste. As the weeks pass
and tensions mount, the narrator notes
that they “‘social’ distance even indoors,
and not so much because of the chance of
infection, but because of the fast-fraying
tempers and deteriorating psychological
states of the three of us”.
Also documented are the positives of
lockdown, the restrictions that slowed the
world down and harked back to an older
era. His parents use bicycles for the first
time in decades. Around the village,
meanwhile, there is plenty of home
improvement: “Time on people’s hands,
an opportunity to scrub up, to make good.”
Searingdetails
The backbone of The Paper Lantern is
the author’s searing way of detailing the
inequalities and issues of modern society,
which become so obvious in the stark light
of the pandemic. As the world stops,
everyone is forced to watch.
This book questions what it means to be
an Englishman in a place that values “the
more sinister aspects of Home Counties

‘‘

From the first page,
the insights come
hard and fast. There
is a pared-back
lyricism and clarity
to the writing,
commentary that
is both intelligent
and sensitive to the
surrounding world

Will Burns: careful attention to nature
and community. PHOTOGRAPH: WEIDENFELD
& NICOLSON

homogeneity … the status symbols of so
much village life – the jobs, the schools,
the huge and brutal cars”. There are
meticulous arguments on climate-change,
capitalism and class, particularly the
“dull and rapacious middle class who
appeared to me to propagate themselves
on a particular kind of mutual
congratulation and self-satisfaction”.
Through anecdotes of pub regulars,
there is the casual racism of small-town
England, which a younger generation is
challenging: “The young woman told him
to keep his pet racist on her lead if she
couldn’t behave.” Elsewhere, “the scam of
higher education that was so ubiquitous as
to be both worthless and inevitable and
finally, cripplingly expensive” is tackled
with the vigour of someone whom that
system failed.
Burns began publishing poetry in 2014,
when he was named a Faber & Faber New
Poet. He is a long-time contributor to the
online nature-writing journal Caught by
the River. In The Paper Lantern, the
narrator goes on long walks in the Chiltern
Hills, resulting in authentic descriptions of
landscape, “where roads belonged to the
foxes and muntjac now, and the skies to the
birds”, and a wider sense of the village and
community – the local raves in secret
valleys, the history of landmarks such as
Halton House and Aston Hill.
The careful attention to nature and
community echo the novels of Sarah Moss.
But unlike Moss’s writings, The Paper
Lantern is hugely introspective and offers
largely just a single viewpoint. The pace of
it will not be for everyone – later parts flag
and overall there is a lack of shape to the
narrative – but this will not bother readers
who enjoy a thoughtful ramble through
the English countryside with an engaging
narrator who is both old and wise before
his time.

Havana Year Zero
By Karla Suárez,
translated by Christina Mac Sweeney
Charco Press, £9.99

Empty House: Poetry and Prose
on the Climate Crisis
Edited by Alice Kinsella
and Nessa O’Mahony
Doire Press, ¤15
Nature and art have always been the
perfect bedfellows; beautiful, yet
grotesque, beacons of hope and destruction. In this multi-genre anthology of
Irish and international writing, artists
respond to the climate catastrophe. The
responses are hopeful, fearful, urgent,
tender and healing. They capture the
magnitude and simplicity of our world –
and the chaos humankind has unleashed upon it. “We are detached; too
busy in the bubble of business-bustling,
side-hustling, girl-bossing to notice the
stench of smoke”, Chiamaka Enyi-Amadi writes in the striking poem Smoke
and Mirrors. Empty House features an
impressive array of voices, including
Jan Carson, Rick O’Shea and Paula
Meehan, but it would have been nice to
see Gaeilge included.
BRIGIDO’DEA
Pedro and Ricky Come Again
Jonathan Meades
Unbound, £30
More than 30 years of writing is gathered
here, and the consistency in quality and
style are remarkable. As is the voice; for
this is old-fashioned “got-his-back-up”
backed with encyclopedic knowledge
writing. Meades cleaves any silly notions proffered us by the chancers, the
spivs, the bluffers, the bumph brigade.
Take your pick: buildings, religion,
painters, grub, fake grandioso grubbers.
It’s writing that has a pop; essaying that
puts its pint glass down with a slam,
then offers you another. There are
positive appraisals, too, and even when
a subject feels recondite, Meades leads
the reader happily onwards, such is the
moreishness of his words. Positively
curt and classy.
NJMcGARRIGLE
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What Willow Says
By Lynn Buckle
Epoque Press, ¤9.99
Revealed through journal entries, this
story of the bond between a young
grandmother and her eight-year-old
deaf granddaughter, as they explore the
watery world that surrounds them,
living at the edge of the Bog of Allen, is
heartrendingly beautiful. Communicating through a mix of home sign, lip
reading and official sign language, the
pair explore the sights and sounds of
tree, river and bog. Buckle’s intricate
prose and luminous imagery make this
short book a deliciously long read. Each
sentence is to be savoured, each word
rolled in the mouth. A word of warning:
Buckle is a writer of great emotional
depth. The waters of the bog seemed to
rise from the page and pour out of my
eyes. This book will change forever the
way you look at bogs, frogs and deafness.
ESTELLEBIRDY
Heavy Light: A Journey Through
Madness, Mania and Healing
By Horatio Clare
Chatto & Windus, £16.99
Horatio Clare describes his hypomania
on a family skiing holiday, followed by a
“manic Christmas”, separation from
family, smoking too much cannabis,
drinking too much alcohol, crashing his
car, wandering naked, being arrested by
police, assessed and discharged. It’s
stunning – and frightening – how long it
took for him to be hospitalised. A third
of the book details his 23-day treatment.
When bipolar disorder is diagnosed and
lithium recommended, he’s reluctant as
he believes cannabis-use is the origin of
his illness and worries lithium will affect
his creativity as a writer. Part two
discusses mental-illness treatment in
detail. Deeply grateful to those who
helped him, he wants his story to offer
hope, help and insight to those who
suffer breakdowns and those who love
and care for them.
BRIANMAYE
Outrageous Horizon
By Adrien Bosc, trans. Frank Wynne
Serpent’s Tail, £14.99
Outrageous Horizon makes extensive
use of writings by, among others, Victor
Serge, Anna Seghers, Claude LéviStrauss and André Breton to examine
the conditions on board a ship carrying
passengers from the imminent threat of
Nazi persecution. Bosc uses the available material to imagine sharply diverging class experiences which are exacerbated when the ship lands in Martinique. For Breton, there is serendipity
when he discovers the political and
surrealist magazine Tropiques. For all
those who have travelled, the knowledge that their lives are always at the
mercy of others is ever-present. Bosc’s
novel is deeply intellectual, humane and
fascinating.
DECLANO’DRISCOLL

Senator Robert
F Kennedy and
his wife Ethel
tour northwest
Washington DC,
which was
devastated by
arson after Martin
Luther King’s
murder. The fires
were part of a wave
of civil disturbance
which swept the
US following King’s
assassination on
April 4th, 1968.
Kennedy was
assassinated two
months later.
PHOTOGRAPH:
BETTMANN ARCHIVE/
GETTY IMAGES

A model of how to be an ally
Daniel Geary
JusticeRising:RobertKennedy’s
AmericainBlackandWhite
By Patricia Sullivan
Belknap Press, 576pp, £31.95

P

atricia Sullivan’s brilliant and
beautifully written biography
of Robert Kennedy could
hardly be more timely.
Focusing on Kennedy’s
engagement with the African-American
freedom struggle, it arrives in the wake
of Black Lives Matter protests that
demanded renewed public attention
to institutional racism in the US and
elsewhere. A privileged white man who
came to embrace the cause of racial justice
as his own, Kennedy offers a model of how
to be an anti-racist ally.
Though Justice Rising is highly sympathetic to Kennedy, it hardly reduces the
civil rights struggle to the actions of heroic
white men. In fact, it shows that Kennedy
addressed racism only because the issue
was forced upon him by a mass social
movement.
Justice Rising opens with a revealing
anecdote. In May 1963, with the civil rights
movement at high pitch and Kennedy in
the thick of it as US attorney general, he
agreed to meet leading African American
intellectuals in New York City. A group
including the novelist James Baldwin, the
singer Harry Belafonte, the actor Lena
Horne and the playwright Lorraine
Hansberry visited Kennedy at his family’s
apartment overlooking Central Park.
Kennedy expected to be thanked for the
actions he and his brother had taken on
civil rights. Instead, for over three hours
the group insisted that they had done far
too little. At the meeting was Jerome
Smith, a young civil-rights activist who was
in New York getting treatment for the
serious head wounds he incurred while
agitating for equality. Smith was a visible
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illustration of the violence against African
Americans embedded in American society
that Kennedy, as the nation’s leading law
enforcer, had not done enough to prevent.
Achieving equal rights in law, Kennedy
heard, would only go so far toward
achieving equality. The legislation the
Kennedys had drafted (which eventually
became the Civil Rights Act of 1964) did
little to tackle the poverty, police brutality
and housing discrimination faced by
African Americans outside the Jim
Crow South. Nor did it address the anger
created by systemic racism. Baldwin
warned Kennedy that many urban
African Americans were at breaking
point. Indeed, the first of a series of urban
African American uprisings occurred in
1964 in Harlem after an off-duty policeman
murdered a 15-year-old African American.
Justice Rising shows that Kennedy
would never have faced up to racial injustice
had African Americans not demanded
he do so. Yet it also demonstrates that
Kennedy was a remarkable figure whose
character combined relentless energy with
an extraordinary empathy for others and a
willingness to learn from experience. At
the 1963 meeting, Kennedy was annoyed at
the lack of gratitude shown for his efforts.
But he stayed, he listened and he learned.
Kennedy’s empathy for those less
fortunate than himself partly derived
from his upbringing. Despite his elite
background, Kennedy grew up feeling
like a misfit within his own family and the
elite and Protestant-dominated schools he
attended. Boundless energy and optimism
was seemingly a Kennedy family trait: once
he came to see racism as a problem, he
worked tirelessly to address it.
Kennedy’s education on racism and his
efforts to combat it began in earnest with
his appointment as attorney general in
1961. In 1960, Kennedy had engineered the
support of southern segregationists for his
brother’s presidential campaign. But as
attorney general, he got a quick course in
how white southerners enforced Jim Crow

segregation with extra-legal violence. In
response, Kennedy transformed the justice
department’s civil-rights division into an
effective institution for pushing school
desegregation and enforcing black voting
rights. He did so despite resistance from
J Edgar Hoover, the powerful FBI director
who opposed the civil-rights movement
and portrayed it as a communist plot.
Hoover was behind Kennedy’s biggest
misstep on racial justice when he convinced him to authorise the wiretapping of
Martin Luther King’s phone.
After John F Kennedy’s assassination,
Robert Kennedy successfully ran for the
US Senate in New York; his national
stature was second only to that of president
Lyndon Johnson. In forging his own
political career, Kennedy foregrounded
racism, which he now grasped was
something more deeply rooted than
southern segregation. He made racial
inequality a central issue of his 1968
campaign for the Democratic presidential
nomination, which ended tragically with
his assassination.
It is tempting to imagine Kennedy
living a long life and charting an alternate
path in American history to the mass
incarceration and over-policing of African
Americans that sparked the Black Lives
Matter movement. But it is impossible
to know how things might have been
different and foolish to think that any one
man could have rectified a problem so
deeply seated.
What we do know is that Kennedy left a
legacy of how a white person can fight
racism. Kennedy met the challenge posed
by the civil-rights movement not with
defensiveness, hostility or indifference
but with a willingness to learn from and
identify with those oppressed by racism.
His example remains relevant today not
only in the US but also globally including in
this country to which he traced his roots.
DanielGearyisanassociateprofessorin
AmericanhistoryatTrinityCollegeDublin
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A lifetime’s reading
and reckoning

Old Favourites

Michael Longley

Brian Maye

Kilclief&OtherEssays
By Patricia Craig

Dogs can be far nobler creatures than
some of the two-footed beings they’re
unfortunate enough to come into
contact with. This, what has been
called “the greatest dog story ever
written”, is set in the Klondike in the
Yukon, the barren icy wastes of
northern Canada where gold was
discovered in 1896. Jack London knew
this world intimately.
The hero is Buck, a cross between a
St Bernard and a sheepdog, who starts
life as the much-loved pet of the Miller
family in California. But this happy life
isn’t to last because he’s stolen, beaten
into obedience and then sold as a pack
dog in the Klondike. (The gold rush
greatly increased demand for such
animals and many unfortunate dogs
were pressed into service and brutally
treated.)
Forced
to fight for
his life
against
Spitz, the
leader of
the particular pack he
joins, he
wins and
becomes
leader of
the team
but his life
doesn’t improve; as he’s passed from
one cruel owner to the next, his
existence is one of callous mistreatment. The ghastly specimens that so
maltreat him are insults to the human
race but, alas, are all too common.
Finally unable to take any more,
Buck attacks one of his owners and is
almost beaten to death. He’s rescued
by John Thornton, a gold prospector,
who treats him with kindness. Thornton is one of the few lights in an otherwise dark human domain. Buck well
repays Thornton’s kindness: he saves
him from drowning and wins money
for him by pulling a greatly overloaded
sledge in a bet. But in the meantime,
he’s more and more attracted to the
wilderness, mixing at times with
wolves in the forest.
Native Canadians attack Thornton’s
camp and Buck fights fiercely to
protect his master. He succeeds in
driving them off but then finds that
Thornton has been killed. He stays to
guard the camp and fights against the
wolves that move in. But the call of the
wild proves too strong for him and he
abandons his link with mankind and
joins the wolf pack.
A huge success when published, the
book continues to attract readers
because the harsh world London
creates is so convincing.

The Call of
the Wild (1903)
By Jack London

Irish Pages Press, 482pp, £29
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ilclief & Other Essays is the
marvellous harvest-home
of a lifetime’s reading and
reckoning. At once critic
and creator, Patricia
Craig is what Jorge Luis Borges calls “a
complete reader”; and complete readers,
he suggests, are even rarer than good
writers.
Why Kilclief? Craig was born and
brought up in west Belfast, the Falls Road
district. Even after living in London for
some years, she says, “I never relinquished
Belfast as a sobering and assuaging
hinterland”. But then came the Troubles,
and Belfast (she quotes the city’s great
laureate Ciaran Carson) “tore itself apart
and patched things up again”. It had
become indeed a thing of shreds and
patches. By 1976 her parents “had had
enough of fear and loathing . . . They had
come to crave tranquillity.”
They moved to Kilclief on the rocky
shore of Strangford Lough, and there on
their visits from London Craig and her
husband, the painter Jeffrey Morgan,
“grew to relish the townland’s pure clear
air, its ever-changing sea, its birds and
butterflies and profuse vegetation, its
gorse and montbretia along the roadside,
the crooked apple tree in the back garden”.
Weaving personal memoir and local
history into this quietude, Craig creates an
intricate backdrop for the other essays in
this collection.
She brings to life a gallery of Irish
writers: Patrick Kavanagh, “testy and
disgruntled and lyrical”; Brendan Behan
undone by “injudicious camaraderie,
waywardness, anarchy and buffoonery”;
Somerville and Ross whose stories are “full
of inoffensive belligerence and loveable
improbity”. (How touching that the RM
stories continued to be published under
both names for years after Ross’s death);
then there’s “the mischievous, whimsical,
animated manner” of James Stephens,
whose The Goat Paths, quoted affectionately here, is one of Irish poetry’s glories: “I
would think until I found / Something I can
never find,/ Something lying on the ground
/ In the bottom of my mind”: lines which
might provide a motto for those who divine
and accumulate as Patricia Craig does.
Sometimes her tone can be edgy,
interrogative. Why does JM Synge, whose
richly wrought Irish-English gives his plays
an “hypnotic fluency”, write such flatfooted letters? How do the singing lines of
Austin Clarke’s early poetry (“O she was
the Sunday in every week”) morph into the
modernist knottiness of Martha Blake at
Fifty? How could a man of Philip Larkin’s
illiberal opinions write poetry of such

beauty and tenderness: “What will survive
of us is love”?
Formidable women writers are among
the stars here: Elizabeth Bowen, Edna
O’Brien, Helen Waddell. Craig has
already published with Penguin Books an
authoritative study of Bowen. Here she
suggests: “Toughness, melancholy, wit,
and a stubborn, oblique romanticism
that feeds on loss, are among her
characteristics.”
Of O’Brien (who continues to write
commandingly into her nineties) Craig
observes: “From the start, an astringent
and sardonic viewpoint was an invaluable
asset which gave an edge to all her
utterances. Her characteristic literary
manner is clearsighted and disabused.”
She salutes O’Brien’s “aesthetic and
moral truth” – qualities that might also be
ascribed to Helen Waddell (“Ulster’s
darling”, someone called her), author
of an unexpected best-selling novel
Peter Abelard (she “had a talent for

‘‘

She is brave enough
to walk into the
minefield that is the
Irish poetry
anthology, and she
does so without
academic obfuscation
or special pleading

Patricia Craig: ‘tuned in at the deepest
level to the Anglo-Irish voice.’
PHOTOGRAPH: COURTESY OF THE AUTHOR

communicating the pungency of the past”)
and a brilliant translator. Surely Waddell’s
distinguished Medieval Latin Lyrics
should be back in print.
The range here is phenomenal. An
Irish-speaker, Craig gives us a rollicking
account of Máirtín Ó Cadhain’s Cré na Cille
(Graveyard Clay) – much underground
grumbling. She is tuned in at the deepest
level to the Anglo-Irish voice – William
Trevor, Hubert Butler. There are
engaging essays on children’s literature;
on deciphering the hidden meanings of
nursery rhymes; on Irish rural furniture;
on espionage and photography; on cats
and cookery and ghost stories.
She is brave enough to walk into the
minefield that is the Irish poetry anthology
(volumes edited by Kinsella, Muldoon,
Ormsby, and the Field Day team), and she
does so without academic obfuscation or
special pleading. She proves herself to be
John Hewitt’s and Ciaran Carson’s ideal
reader, a custodian of Ulster’s troubled
psyche.
Rumour has it that in the files there is
enough material for a companion volume.
I was in Boston in October 2019 when
Ciaran Carson died. I felt both relieved and
disconsolate when I conjured out of the
ether Patricia Craig’s exquisite obituary
in the Guardian, a miracle in the way it
gave voice to national heartbreak and
celebration, as well as to personal grief.
Might not this be the soul of a second
collection? The townland of Kilclief is
inexhaustible.
MichaelLongley’slatestcollectionis
TheCandlelightMaster(JonathanCape)
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The absurdities of
the psychiatric ward
Arnold Thomas Fanning
W-3:AMemoir
By Bette Howland

‘I

Picador, 224pp, £14.99
should explain right away that
I didn’t belong here,” Bette
Howland states early on in her
compelling and lucid memoir,
before adding: “But that goes
without saying, no one belonged here.”
“Here” is W-3, the psychiatric ward in a
Chicago teaching hospital, where Howland
found herself admitted for treatment after
an attempt to take her own life. Her memoir, clear-eyed, with an anthropological,
sociological distance, is a brilliant attempt
to document life on the ward with clinical
detachment.
Howland (1937- 2017) was the author of
several books of fiction as well as this
memoir, but stopped publishing in the
1980s after the pressure of receiving a
MacArthur Fellowship stifled her. First
published in the US in 1974, W-3 is now
published for the first time on this side of
the Atlantic, with an insightful introduction by Yiyun Li. The book, and Howland’s
writing on mental distress and its consequent treatment through hospitalisation,
is a wonder.
Her prose is direct, unadorned, understated. Despite the horrors she endures she
does not appeal for the reader’s sympathy,
but rather seeks to be understood, to have
her voice heard, and to have her vision of
her story recounted and expressed, a story
that otherwise would be put down for her
by the doctors, psychiatrists, externs and
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others she meets along the way: “I would
like to put this in a recognizable form,” she
writes of her experiences; and goes on to
do so forthrightly, and without a trace of
self- pity.
Howland captures perfectly one of the
existential contradictions of life on a
psychiatric ward: how the sufferer is
painfully alone and isolated in her
being, while at the same time constantly
surrounded by others, with the total lack
of a private life that entails. For it is a sign
of wellness to be left alone, individual,
and she is not deemed well enough to be
permitted, to be trusted, to be so.
Forced to endure, to let time pass, on
W-3, awaiting discharge, Howland has
little option but to observe and offer
impressions of her fellow “inmates”. This
she does in minute detail, meticulously
documenting the world she now finds
herself in, and its denizens. In doing so, in
recounting the dilemmas of all the other
patients she meets on the ward, in seeking
to understand them, their plights, their
personalities, their illnesses and their
treatments, we get insights into Howland
and her own state of mind.
By observing others, Howland allows
herself to look outwards, refrain from
being overly ruminative, self-analytical
or self-absorbed. At times, inevitably, this
clinical detachment is impossible; and
sometimes facing the reality of her situation is unavoidable. A bungled parting
from her children leads her to express a
rare moment of self-reproach: “It was a
terrible thing I had done to them. And I felt
like a ghost.”
All the while, Howland captures the life
of a hospital psychiatric wing perfectly,

with its monotony, boredom and routines,
medications and their effects, endless
meetings and therapeutic sessions,
sleeplessness, the coveted day-passes and
privileges, the awful food, the occupational
therapy no one wants to do, the acts of
violence and self-harm, the dreaded
desultory recreational activities, the
rudimentary treatment and, of course,
the inevitable institutionalisation.
The language used at times reflects the
period in which it was written, its directness giving little leeway to contemporary
sensitivities; Howland can sound harsh at
times, judgmental in her scrutiny of others.
Nonetheless, she retains the harshest tone
for herself when she does allow herself
brief introspection:
“I suddenly saw myself too … loathing
and loathsome, thickened, confused, same
as all the rest. And none of us knowing
what we were doing here, why we belonged, how we had come to this.”
This account of mental distress and
hospitalisation is never depressing, thanks
to the compelling voice, full of wry, cool
humour and clinical detachment that
allows us to see not only the pain but also
the absurdities of life on a psychiatric
ward. This is Howland’s gift, to be able to
be part of this life, and yet outside sufficiently to document it so compellingly.
Here, on W-3, patients are encouraged
to tell their clinical histories at team
meetings, and there is a promise of redemption in this. In telling one’s story,
Howland asserts: “[E]ach retelling, each
repetition, hastened the time you would
get tired of it, bored with it, done with it –
let it go, drop it forever – and could soar
away and be free.”
W-3: A Memoir, compelling, vivid,
enlightening, an essential reissue, could
ultimately be seen as Bette Howland’s own
attempt to “soar away and be free” through
the writing of her own story.
ArnoldThomasFanningisauthorofMindon
Fire,shortlistedfortheWellcomeBookPrize
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Of men left behind
Jonathan McAloon
MaleTears
By Benjamin Myers

I

Bloomsbury, 288pp, £16.99
n the novelist Benjamin Myers’s
first short story collection, men
look at a changing world and feel
left behind.
Farm labourers are replaced
with GPS-operated heavy machinery. They
remember rivers, now despoiled, that gave
them their first sense of the natural world.
They go out hunting in the midwinter of
the past and return with one fox between
them: “Today we are lesser men.”
They are music journalists who live
alone and get laughed at by young, privately educated guitarists for using analogue
dictaphones. They get mangled, inside and
out. There isn’t any valorisation, on the
author’s part, of the place they occupied or
their world that was replaced. Just acknowledgement.
Myers comes from Co Durham, where
my parents grew up. The most moving
writing in Male Tears focuses on life where
“creosote-stained fences demarcated the
struggle between new suburban and old
rural”. In Ten Men, a young narrator – “I
was eleven then and had already been
nailing the tabs two years” – follows an
itinerant labourer around his uncle’s farm.
What he learns about masculinity and
gender fluidity is quietly done, and speaks
in ways Myers’s men themselves often
won’t.
In 2018 Myers won the Walter Scott
Prize for his 18th century-set novel The
Gallows Pole. The macabre energy and
oral storytelling quality of that book is
echoed here in The Whip Hand, where a

family of modern showmen force their
debtors to build a monument to a dead
patriarch. But there’s something in the
past itself which suits Myers, providing a
ground to offset his grit and consistently
strong writing about the natural world.
The finest showing here, The Longest,
Brightest Day, is set in the farthest reaches
I have been taken to by recent fiction: the
very beginning of mass agriculture in
Britain.
A man and a woman known simply as
“the man” and “the woman” bring a drove
of swine through Neolithic England to a
stone circle, avoiding new human settlements and farms that have begun to spring
up. They hope to conceive a child. Myers
gives them offerings to perform and
navigation techniques to employ, and the
meanings he provides for some of the most
enigmatic structures ever built by human
hands are convincing.
A herd of wild horses is beautifully
described: “Their twitching nostrils are
wet and flared and their eyes are wide and
black and wild as they search for something unseen, the target of their desires
buried deep within the collective abandon
of the wild charge.” I would have happily
read a longer piece of historical – or rather
prehistorical – fiction by Myers extending
his vision of this world.
Going by the other stories, only this deep
in the past can a true uxoriousness and
structurally untainted relationship between the sexes be glimpsed. “She is skilled
and brave too,” the man thinks of the
woman. “She can craft things and she has
the knowledge of the land. Is useful with
her hands. She can lift. Navigate. Forage.
Manage the animals.” He has “a feeling of a
need to protect but also a reliance upon her
too.” Eden doesn’t last long. The bargain
our couple strikes with another man – and

Benjamin Myers: specialises in unflashy,
hard-edged portrayals of silent or gruff types

the fertility ritual the woman performs
with him – is as classic a patriarchal con as
you can imagine.
Literaryfestivals
Most of the better stories have already
appeared elsewhere: won prizes, been
commissioned by literary festivals or made
available as stand-alones. Additions, with
notable exceptions, tend to be a bit on the
thin side: a couple of pages which commu-
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They keep to themselves,
no soft breath on our necks,
no shadowy form by a window.
Sometimes they hide in our dreams
like a face deep in a foggy mirror
or a faded watercolour.
A butterfly in the kitchen,
a robin by the back door,
grief makes us desperate.
We pluck weeds from their graves,
humped from our weighty backpacks
of ‘could haves’ and ‘should haves’,
while above our heads
starlight comes tumbling
through the vast indifference of eternity.
GerardHanberryiscurrentlyworkingonhisfifthpoetrycollection.Healsowritesnon-fiction

nicate a change over time, but not the
compressed heft to which they perhaps
aspire.
A funny squib about a seedy, ex-bad-boy
novelist used to advances beyond his
books’ worth, is told entirely through
backstory or summary. The washed-up Bill
Katz finds himself “in an era in which the
old, deeply rooted totems of patriarchy
were falling hard and fast around him”.
But in terms of modern letters, is not
Myers’s preferred combination of form
and content – unflashy, stolid, hard-edge
and hard body portrayals of silent or gruff
types – one of these deeply-rooted totems?
The slightly neutral, restrained lyricism
Myers favours here is popular among
contemporary writers. But the subject
matter of Male Tears exaggerates this
mode’s reliance on a vocabulary of bodily
tension. The book opens with a hare, “the
taut sinews of its legs flexing”. A sky
elsewhere is “stretched tight across the
city”; “The air is a piece of elastic that has
been pulled to snapping point”; “the air
appears to be stretched so tightly that it
hums”; “in the fire’s glare every muscle of
his short, taut body, every cord, seemed
coiled in readiness for the task ahead”.
So much sinew. When the prose doesn’t
bulge it withholds, and can mirror the
tight-lipped men described. I often felt the
stories in Male Tears guarded whatever
vulnerability they contained too preciously, and wanted them to hazard more.
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A riveting and unique behind-the-scenes journey into the mysteries
of unexplained and sudden death from Ireland’s former state
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Adventurous thrills, exciting tastes, bustling cities and roaming
where eagles soar: Our country is open, ready and waiting
and there’s no limit to what you can discover this Spring.
And the best thing about it? It’s all just down the road.

Stand at the edge of the world
on the majestic 2,500km-long
Wild Atlantic Way. Set your spirit
soaring along the Great Western
Greenway, feel the rush of
crashing waves in Clare, or savour
the tastes of Kinsale. Uncover the
hidden histories of Achill Island, or
witness the dawn of a spectacular
new day at Sliabh Liag’s towering
sea cliffs.

Uncover stories bold and brave
in Ireland’s Ancient East. Explore
epic landmarks and spectacular
sites in a place where legends are
born. Take the road less travelled
along the Waterford Greenway,
or wander through the sweeping
grounds of Wexford’s Johnstown
Castle where time stands still.
Feel the vibrancy of Kilkenny, with
winding streets and a medieval
castle open for discovery.

Unearth this land’s best kept secrets
with a trip to Ireland’s Hidden
Heartlands. Wind your way through
the heart of the country, and let the
river Shannon’s sparkling waters
lead you from Carrick-on-Shannon
through Athlone into the spectacular
Lough Derg. Set adrift on cruise
boats and kayaks or meander
through mystical boglands
and open valleys.

Visit Dublin, where there are
countless stories to be told.
Feel the buzz of the city centre
and get a different perspective
on Croke Park’s Skyline or in
the Gravity Bar at the Guinness
Storehouse. You can also set your
heart racing with water sports at
Grand Canal Dock, or take in the
views of Dublin’s shimmering bay
in picturesque coastal villages.

For great ideas of things to see and do, visit
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I am cursed
with a
sweaty head
and a
big red face

he first time I remember being
properly self-conscious about
my appearance was on a warm
summer day when I was maybe
10 years old. I had been on a
strenuous and lengthy bike exploration
with a friend, and returned home hot and
sweaty, ready for a cold glass of diluted
orange and a lie on my bed.
At 10, I wasn’t massively concerned with
how I looked. I was still wearing
hand-me-downs and spending most of my
summer holidays doing that thing we all
lament never happens any more: disappearing out the door in the morning and
returning only when dinner was on the
table and there wasn’t a tree unclimbed or
a bull undodged without a 2km radius.
Maybe that day my preteen hormones had
just decided to kick in. Maybe I caught
sight of myself in a mirror at an inopportune time. Maybe I was suddenly being
punished for all my previous childish
misgivings. Whatever it was, that was the
day I realised I was cursed with a Big Red
Face.
From that day to this, I’ve been battling
the dreaded combo of the red face and
extremely sweaty head. No matter my level
of fitness, I’ve been scourged. School PE
sessions followed by speedy uniform
changes in cramped dressing rooms
meant an hour of double history with my
cheeks aflame. As if double history wasn’t
tortuous enough. Dancing in nightclubs
meant whatever make-up I’d carefully
applied simply slid off onto my good halter
top while pumping my arms to “I’m horny,
horny, horny, horny”. Holidays in hot
climates have led to 20 minutes of sweating in restaurants upon arrival and ordering four cold drinks at once. It is truly a
curse.
I’ve often wished to be one of those
mythical creatures who’s always cold. Irish
women are stereotypically always freezing
but, while I’m convinced that my DNA
reaches only as far away as either the
Inishowen Peninsula or Loop Head, I am
rarely cold when it would suit me. While
others are pulling jumpers around their
shoulders at the slightest breeze, I’m
beside them sweating from the ear lobes.
My head must surely be a medical
marvel. I sweat so relatively little from the
rest of my body, yet at the first sign of
nerves, stress, heat, movement, even
thinking about being warm I can feel the
first trickle going down the back of my
neck. Under my eyes, my temples and the
back of my head are absolute divils. Getting my hair done for a special event often
feels like a waste of time as I arrive at the
salon in a tizz and continue to perspire
mildly for the entire appointment. Hot
pubs are a nightmare. Public transport can

be deadly. Events that combine concentrating in high heels and talking to people I
don’t know feel borderline cartoonish.
I know I’m not alone in having a sweaty
head and/or a big red face. I’ve confided
with others about having a treacherous
noggin, but the solidarity isn’t much use
when it’s you and you alone fretting over
your SUL (sweaty upper lip) or beetroot
cheeks. I’m pathologically envious of
people who aren’t afflicted. I have a very
good friend who once told me in a breezy
way that she “doesn’t really sweat” and, if
I’m being totally honest, I’ve held it against
her ever since.
I often feel I’m the only person who
doesn’t greet the changing of the season
from April to May to June with complete
joy. Sure, I love summer but at what cost?
Panicking about being too warm. Worrying about temperature changes from
indoors to out and vice versa. Applying
make-up with the resignation of a person
who knows it cannot hold back the beads
of sweat and the tomato cheeks.
The medication I take to curb depression and anxiety has the somewhat ironic
side effect of bringing on increased stress
sweating. As I get older and approach
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I’ve often wished to be one
of those mythical creatures
who’s always cold. Irish
women are stereotypically
always freezing
peri-menopause, I worry that when my hot
flushes reach their peak I may become
radioactively toxic and need to stay away
from pregnant women.
Botox is sometimes suggested as a
treatment for problematic sweating, both
on the head and face and other parts of the
body. While it is something I’ve considered, I also harbour a potentially ridiculous fear: if I block it coming out of one
place, won’t it just have to be secreted
elsewhere? If I Botox up my forehead or
under my eyes, will I suddenly develop
eyeball sweat or damp knees? Or will my
head just spontaneously combust with all
the bottled-up heat? On the plus side, at
least I might look radiant and youthful
while doing so.
And so, as we head into full-blown
sweaty head season, let me reassure my
fellow sufferers that you are not alone and
that while your damp hair and furnace
cheeks feel like beacons of shame, your
fellow cold-blooded lizards barely notice.
They’re too busy looking for a blanket, and
may it suffocate them.
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am tremendously unlucky.
When I set up an Ulster Bank
account all those years ago, I
didn’t realise that they would
eventually decide to withdraw
from the Irish market. But that’s not
the unlucky bit. I’m no more
unlucky in that regard than
thousands of others.
For reasons too boring and
complicated to go into here, I can’t
do that thing where you fill out a
form and they transfer all your
direct debits and standing orders to
a new account. I’ve had to spend the
last few weeks doing it manually:
compiling a list of who gets what,
and working out the timing so that I
don’t miss any payments or leave
myself stuck for money.
That has necessitated many
mornings – and a day off work –
where I’ve had to sit in phone
queues while being reassured that
my call is highly valued.
The unlucky part is that, despite
feeling valued, even treasured, I
never managed to get to speak to a
human in less than 20 minutes:
every time I’ve called a service
provider, I’ve been told that there
are high call volumes. Every time.
I’ve tried it as soon as their phone
lines open, or during lunchtime or
just before the close of business. But
it seems as if these places are in a
semi-permanent state of crisis, daily
battling to deal with a totally
unprecedented and impossibleto-predict surge in phone inquiries.
And when I got through, there
was a tang of suspicion that I might
not be who I was claiming to be.
Didn’t feel so treasured then. I had
to run a gamut of security questions.
My gas provider knows more about
me than some of my closest friends.
But that’s nothing compared to
what the new bank demanded to
know. It was so intrusive, it felt like
attending some avant-garde
therapy session where I was
required to dig around in my psyche
for every traumatic experience until
I was reduced to a snotty mass of
tears.
And the therapy is ongoing:
because of their Quantum Xenophon Starblast 3D Authentication
protocol, every online purchase
requires me to pen a short essay
about my favourite sexual position
and then run around the house
looking for my phone so I can put in
the pin they have texted.
All this, of course, is in the
interests of security: though whose
security isn’t always clear. For the
average punter, having sundry
companies know all sorts of
personal information about you
isn’t exactly a comfort. And no

matter how cool-sounding the
security protocols might be, we
know that companies around the
world are hacked all the time: what
we don’t know is how often, and to
what degree. For obvious reasons,
that’s not information they are keen
to share.
What we can reasonably infer –
and what is widely reported – is that
financial institutions, and the
money in our bank accounts, are
under constant attack: hence the
elaborate security measures. A
comparison with days of yore: if we
were to travel back to the time when
people were largely paid in cash, it
would be like the streets of Ireland
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it’s worth it.
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Spa for cancer sufferers
Monart Spa in Co Wexford is offering a range of new customised
massage and spa treatments to people with cancer. Staff trained
with Christine Clinton from the Clinton Cancer Care centre in
New York during Covid lockdown. “The training took the fear
out of giving treatments to people undergoing chemotherapy
and radiation. We have a phone consultation on the treatment
plan beforehand so that they can switch off and relax and be
assured they are in capable hands when they arrive,” says Kelly
McMullan, head therapist at Monart. The Irish Cancer Society
advises anyone undergoing cancer treatment to talk to their
medical team before trying anything new as some therapies
might interact with conventional cancer treatment.
SylviaThompson

Capital idea
Illustrator and painter Mario Sughi (@nerosunero)
and writer Mia Gallagher have combined their artistic
flairs to create Dubliners, an art book that highlights
the city of Dublin in a very captivating way. Published

by Marinoni Books with support of Literature Ireland,
Dubliners features a myriad of faces and places across
the city. ¤34frommarinonibooks.com
FilomenaKaguako

A clever toy story

Curated shopping

Babies and children
can be easily overwhelmed by too
many toys, yet most
households with
young ones have
bulging toy boxes
whose contents are
seldom played with.
Jenel Sanders has set
up the Clever Tots
Toy Club for children
aged three months to
three years. Each
month, a toy box
with four ageappropriate toys will
be delivered to your
home as the previous
four toys are
collected, cleaned
and re-distributed to other children. There’s everything from
play gyms to puzzles, all made from wood or recycled plastic to
reduce plastic waste. If your child becomes attached to a
particular toy, you can buy it at a discounted price.
Membership costs ¤39.99 per month with discounts for
multiple months. clevertots.ie
SylviaThompson

Curated by
Design Centre
has just
opened at
Kildare
Village,
featuring 30
Irish fashion
designers in a
bright and
stylish
boutique run
by Aisling
Kilduff.
Among the
many names
are Paul
Costelloe with
his mainline
collection previously not available in Ireland, Roisin
Linnane, Electronic Sheep, Banshee of Savile Row,
Deborah Veale, Catriona Hanly (pictured) and Helen
McAlinden. Accessories from FAO Millinery and Deb
Fanning, jewellery from Loulerie and Melissa Curry,
bags from My Name is Ted and Pauric Sweeney,
gloves by Paula Rowan, and hats by Philip Treacy
coming later this year.
DeirdreMcQuillan
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Oak hugger
Add a pop of colour to your home with these
vibrant cushions designed in Co Louth.
Combining her experience of working on luxury
yachts around the world with inspiration from
Irish nature, Jennie Ritchie uses ethically sourced
fabrics from around Europe to create cushions,
bedding and tablewear. These Irish Oak and
Horse Chestnut cushions (pictured) are made
using natural dyes printed on Irish linen , ¤36.
jennieritchie.ie
FilomenaKaguako

DAiLY
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ROSS O’CARROLL-KELLY
‘I might as well be at the focking theatre for all I
understand of what’s going on’

T

here’s a familiar face in the kitchen,
although I’m struggling to put a name
to it.
“Ross,” Sorcha goes, “you
remember Foraoise Farrell, don’t
you? Holy Child Killiney?”
And that’s when the penny suddenly drops.
Yeah, no, I was in UCD with her brother, Conor.
We did the old Sportsman Dip course together –
although the only sport we actually played, if I’m
being honest, was pool while pissed.
Sorcha’s like, “We very nearly did an Erasmus
year togather in Heidelberg.”
I go, “Yeah, no, I remember the girl. How the
hell are you, Foraoise?” because I can’t not be a
chorming bastard?
But she’s just like, “Fine,” because my powers
are useless on some girls.
“Foraoise’s an orchitacht,” Sorcha goes.
I’m there, “She’s a what?”
“An orchitacht?”
“Sorry, I think I’m going to have to ask you to
say that again, Sorcha.”
“An orchitacht! Oh my God, Ross!”
“Are you trying to say orchitecht.”
Yeah, no, when Mounties and HCK girls get
together, they tend to ramp up the accents until
they might as well be talking in Irish for all I
understand of what’s going on.
“That’s what I did say,” Sorcha goes.
“Awoord-wanning, I think I’m corract in saying?”
Foraoise just shrugs modestly. She didn’t
learn that in Holy Child Killiney.
“So,” the girl goes, “you said on the phane that
you had an excishing projact that you wanted to
talk to me abashe.”
Sorcha’s there, “I do, Foraoise – okay, we’re
actually unterasted in, like, building something
and we wanted to talk to the bast orchitacht in
the Ireland. Your wabsite, by the way, is say, say
good.”
Jesus, if this keeps up, I’m going to have to ask
Honor to come downstairs to translate.
“Oh my God, that’s say nishe of you say,”
Foraoise goes. “So what are deeing – are you
thinking of, like, extanding? Because I did, like,
an amazing extansion for my mom and dod, with
an actual atrium in the moddle of ush.”
“No, we’re nosh thinking in terms of an
extansion?” Sorcha goes. “Are we, Ross?”
I’m there, “Don’t drag me into it. I might as
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well be at the focking theatre for all I understand
of what’s going on.”
“We’re thinking in terms of, like, knocking the
hase dane.”
“Knocking the hase dane?” Foraoise goes.
“Are you talking about thus hase?”
Sorcha’s like, “Yes, I’m very moch talking
about thus hase.”
“And whash are you gaying to push in uts
plashe? Oh my God, I designed this amazing,
amazing Mediterranean-style hase for a frand of
my dod on Saval Pork Rade. It was actually, like,
Venetian-style, except wuth Byzantine unfluences and a gorgeous, gooorgeous piazza.”
She storts forting about with her iPad then.
She goes, “There’s dafinitely a pocture of ush
on my wabsishe.”
But Sorcha’s there, “We’re nosh unterasted in
building a new hase, Foraoise. We want to build
a block of aportments.”
Foraoise looks at her like she’s just said, “I’m
about to borbecue next door’s Jack Russell – do
you want a leg or a breast?”
“Aportments?” the girl goes. “What, here? On
Vacay Rade?”
Sorcha’s like, “Yes, here, Foraoise – on Vacay
Rade.”
The girl looks at me then, a smile frozen
on her face, probably wondering
why my wife isn’t in some kind of
secure facility.
“So, like, whash type of
aportments,” she goes, “are
you thanking in terms of?”
Sorcha’s like, “Affordable ones.”
“Affoyerdable-?”
“Thot’s roysh – affoyerdable.
We think we could squeeze suxty,
maybe saventy aportments onto
thus sishe.”
“Sorcha, I know you and I vorry,
vorry nearly did an Erosmos year
togather – but thus is, like, Vacay
Rade we’re talking abashe. You’re
navver, avver gaying to get plonning
permassion for something like thash –
nosh here!”
“I’m nosh asking you to halp me get
plonning permassion. I’m just asking
you will you be the orchitacht?”
Foraoise stares into space. She’s

weighing up the likely consequences of having
her name anywhere near the orchitechtural –
slash, orchitachtural – drawings when the
planning application is submitted.
She goes, “Sorcha, are you not, like, worried
about what people are gaying to say?”
Sorcha’s like, “Whash, on the Dalkey Open
Forum? I’m not scared of the Dalkey Open
Forum.”
Everyone is scared of the Dalkey Open Forum.
Foraoise goes, “I’m talking abate the people
who live on Vacay Rade. We’re talking abate
very, very powerful onterests.”
Yeah, no, she’s not just thinking about all the
work she’d lose. People have been disappeared
for less.
Sorcha goes, “Does it really mosher what they
think? I’m offering you a job, Foraoise. Do you
want it, yes or nay?”
Foraoise stands up from the island.
She goes, “I’ll, em, hov a think abashe ush.
Then I’ll come back to you, okay?”
The girl is out the door like me after a
one-night stand.
I’m there, “You, er, know you’re never going
to hear from her again, don’t you? She’s probably
blocking your number right now.”
Again, like me after a one-night stand.
She’s there, “You were focking
useless, by the way – taytally
useless.”
I’m like, “I couldn’t keep up. It
was like that time you brought me
to The Abbey. I was focking dizzy
listening to the two of you.”
She goes quiet then.
I’m like, “Sorcha, she possibly has
a point – as in, maybe you should
forget about the whole aportment thing.
I mean, you’re only doing it because you
got the big F.O. at the Vico Road Residents
Association stort-of-summer barbecue.”
Sorcha just stares into space.
Then she goes, “You knay the reason we
navver went on Erosmos togather in the ond?
It was because Foraoise decided at the very
last monnish to gay to, like, Salamanca with
her HCK frands? She’s always been a botch –
a taytal, taytal botch.”
And I’m like, “She’s gone, Sorcha. You
can go back to talking in your normal voice
now.”

CHANGE

Why are
Irish
trains so
ill-equipped
to take
bikes?

SPEND IT BETTER
CATHERINE CLEARY

M

y friend Amy’s bike is a veteran.
We’ve decided to call her
Babycakes. She was born in the
1940s. A Dutch bike made from
one single iron frame, she has no
gears and a back pedal brake. She wears her
rust with pride. When a hill approaches Amy
powers on, taking Babycakes as fast as she can,
like a spin junkie sweating up the side of a
virtual Italian alp to win the session and walk
out into the day in an invisible yellow jersey.
She was christened Babycakes as we tried to
wedge her into one of two bike slots on the
Rosslare train recently. Our two bikes had to be
joined together with a bungee to stop them
from falling out into the corridor. Bikes go free
on trains but you pay (Fame style) in sweat. If
the two places are already booked you have to
wait for the next train.
The rules on the Dart are different. Bikes
can be wheeled on outside of rush hour times
(assuming you can navigate the lift system,
which often involves origami-ing yourself
and your bike into a phone-box sized lift to get
to the platform). This is a system designed for
strong people or very light bikes, or both.

■ A fold-up bike fits on all public transport options
– buses, the Luas, Dart and trains.

Better bike facilities on trains are promised.
As Irish Rail makes its rolling stock more
bike friendly, I hope they are thinking of future
bikes, which will be chunkier than the “fixie
you can pick up with a finger” for which the
current system seems to be designed. A
wheel-on-wheel-off facility of ramps and
accessible trains would benefit people who use
wheelchairs, and the growing army of cyclists
discovering the joy of electric bikes.

But in the meantime, how do we plan a
spontaneous summer day trip to take
advantage of this month’s welcome reduction in
public transport fares? One answer is the
folding bike. London bike company Brompton
started manufacturing the nifty bikes nearly a
half-century ago. They fold up into something
the size (and virtually half the weight) of a
carry-on luggage bag. Bromptons cost from
¤1,000 but other brands start at around ¤300.
The joy is that a fold-up fits on all public
transport options – buses, the Luas, Dart and
trains. And you can bring it indoors with you,
rather than leave it at the mercy of that other
scourge of cyclists: the bike thief with a bolt
cutter.
The future of transport is electric vehicles.
The most democratic, healthy and affordable
version of that future will be where most of
those vehicles are electric bikes, folding or
full-size knitted into a system of comfortable,
safe and convenient public transport.
Fit, like Babycakes, for another 80 years of
getting around.
Catherine Cleary is co-founder of Pocket Forests
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Designs
on space

Yvonne Farrell and Shelley McNamara of Grafton Architects have scooped yet another prestigious
award, yet they remain as grounded as ever on a passion for design, writes Gemma Tipton

I

t has always surprised me what little
interest the general public has in
architecture. We watch shows such
as Room to Improve and Grand
Designs in our droves, and most
readers of the Property pages are looking
to drool rather than buy; but truth be told,
we tend to care more about interiors than
the architecture itself.
Perhaps that’s not so odd. Most people
will splash out on new kitchen cabinets and
kettles, tins of paint and rolls of wallpaper
over the course of their lives; but fewer will
be able to buy the home of their dreams,
much less commission an architect to
design one.
That tends to leave architectural
discussions to those who like to speak of
cantilevers and typologies, building
envelopes and fenestration, nudging the
rest of us out of the conversation, leaving
everyone all the poorer for it.
For Yvonne Farrell and Shelley
McNamara of Grafton Architects,
architecture is vital to our wellbeing, and
they are passionate about getting more
people involved. “One of the most
important questions about a building is,
how does it make you feel?” McNamara
says, when we talk over Zoom.
The day after we speak, the pair were
due to travel to Barcelona to collect yet
another international award, this time the
ultra-prestigious European Union Prize
for Contemporary Architecture, the
Mies Van der Rohe Award. Grafton’s
£50 million Town House for Kingston
University in London – which includes the
university’s main library and archive,
dance studios, a theatre, adaptable
learning spaces, and two cafes – was
chosen from a list of more than 500 works,

from 41 countries. McNamara and Farrell
are the first Irish architects to win the
award.
Congratulatory emails and calls have
been flooding in. “Have you seen it?” asks
Farrell, although what she really means is
have I experienced the building, rather
than simply looked at the pictures. There
is a huge difference. “Architecture is
bodily experienced,” adds McNamara.
“Drawings don’t describe it.”
She’s right. We can appreciate
beautifully composed images of buildings,
where shafts of light illuminate artfully
placed items or epic empty spaces, but
pictures can’t connect you to the feeling of
being inside a building, on a street or in a
city square. Farrell, McNamara and their
team pay attention to these feelings,
spending as much time and thought on the
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emotional response as they do on the
structures themselves.
In their work, which has won almost
every award possible – including the RIBA
Royal Gold Medal and the 2020 Pritzker
prize, regarded internationally as
architecture’s highest honour – architecture ranges from motorway bridges to
private screening rooms, social houses to
university buildings, schools to
government buildings and city squares.
Architecture is the home you live in, the
streets you walk, the shapes of buildings
and the path of light in between. It’s the
height of a window, the depth of a
doorway, and while it can also be an epic
overhang or a dramatic balcony, more
frequently it’s to do with understanding of
space at a human level.
“One of the biggest tasks of architects is

‘‘

We can
appreciate
beautifully
composed
images of
buildings, but
pictures can’t
connect you
to the feeling
of being inside
a building, on
a street or in
a city square

to make spaces that bring people together
happily,” says McNamara. Because of
Covid, we are on Zoom rather than in their
charmingly chaotic offices just off Dublin’s
College Green. The impression of chaos is
misleading: it’s actually incredibly neat
and well-ordered. But the profusion of
papers, books, references, computers,
cutting boards and models has, on
previous visits, rather overwhelmed me.
On my last visit in 2019, large
photographs of the Skelligs were tacked
up next to images of Machu Picchu. These
were references for a campus for the
University of Engineering and Technology
in the Peruvian capital, Lima. “It might
seem presumptuous,” McNamara said at
the time, “to relate Peru to Ireland, but we
were thinking about the climate and the
geography, and there were connections.”
That sense of connection has led Grafton,
which was established in 1978 and named
for its first offices above Weir’s of Grafton
Street, to work on sites around the world –
from Limerick to Lima, Ballinasloe to
Dublin, Milan, London and beyond.
As we talk, they are generous in their
praise for other Irish architects. In a
profession otherwise noted for its
competitive nature, Irish architects can be
remarkably collegiate. Farrell and
McNamara mention a talk by John
Tuomey of O’Donnell + Tuomey, praise a
book by the late and much-missed Niall
McCullough of McCullough Mulvin, and
pause to consider Free Market, the Irish
pavilion exhibition at the Venice Biennale
in 2018 put together by a collective of
young Irish architects, the same year
Grafton became the first Irish architects to
curate the overall exhibition.
Free Market, like Valerie Mulvin’s

■ Shelley McNamara and Yvonne

Farrell of Grafton Architects.
Opposite: McNamara and Farrell
as students in UCD, 1974.
PHOTOGRAPH: NICK BRADSHAW
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recent book, Approximate Formality,
invited us to reconsider the potential of Ireland’s rural towns. To have a conversation
with Farrell and McNamara is to become
flooded with cross references and wonderful ideas, which suddenly seem both urgent
and achievable. “We need a change of
mindset, a cultural change,” says McNamara, who is particularly critical of the
Irish procurement system that prevents
many firms, Grafton included, from
getting more chances to build here.
“We were lucky,” she says. “As young
architects we were given the opportunity
to design schools for the Department of
Education. Then the policy changed, and
we didn’t have access to schools projects
for 15 years or more.” I pause to think of the
potential opportunities for those places for
learning, lost. Grafton is now doing a
school again, the first for many years, at
Grangegorman, as well as working on a
social-housing project for Dublin City
Council on Constitution Hill.
“We’re not magicians,” says McNamara,
“but to make a space for community, to
make a place that has the subtlety of
thought, is something we’re interested in.
The way you make a front door or an entrance is how people can feel safe, or have a
sense of ownership. Small things can make
such a big difference.”
Talking about home and schools brings
us to their own childhoods. Farrell grew up
in Tullamore, and remembers walking to
school by the canal, and over a humpback
bridge. “The first school I went to was
brand new. I remember the parquet floors,
the terrazzo, the tall windows looking
south, the pebbledash walls, they were
beautiful,” she says, her voice full of fondness at the thought.
McNamara was born in Lisdoonvarna,
and walked up the Sulphur Hill every day
on her way to school. “I’d meet the farmers,
coming down to drink the sulphur water.”
Her father was a builder (her older brother
is property developer Bernard McNamara), and she describes her interest in architecture as coming from a family tradition. “Once you get into it,” she told me
once, “you’re hooked.”
After meeting at the UCD School of Architecture, the pair left for separate jobs,
but returned to Dublin after a year to set up
Grafton, with Shay Cleary, Frank Hall and
Tony Murphy. Farrell had found an apartment on Grafton Street but McNamara immediately saw its potential as a studio for
the new practice. As they reminisce, I wonder how the working relationship endures.
They are both strong-minded, and don’t always agree.
They are a serious but entirely likeable
pair; they don’t do that “anxious to please”
thing so many of us fall prey to. I had been
going to ask how they stay grounded amid
all the accolades, but the idea of them running away with themselves seems faintly ridiculous. Farrell has the lighter tone. McNamara weighs her words, thinking and

■ Clockwise from main: Grafton’s award-winning £50 million Town House for Kingston University in London; Grafton Architects

at the Venice Biennale; Ard Scoil Mhuire in Ballinasloe, Co Galway is built on the side of a gently sloping hill; exterior of Town
House for Kingston University in London; PHOTOGRAPHS: ALICE CLANCY; ROS KAVANAGH
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caring deeply about the subject matter at
hand.
They both have an incisive intelligence
that tends to leave me feeling flippant,
even when I’m putting my best foot forward. It’s a question of register, rather
than any intention to overbear. Often,
when one or both have picked up on something I’ve said, turning it around to discover something interesting within, I feel as if
I’ve made a special achievement.
I wonder whether such a level of intensity comes from battles hard won. It can’t
have been easy carving out a practice headed by two women in the Ireland of the late
1970s.
Despite the fame of the late Iraqi-born
Zaha Hadid and the American Denise
Scott Brown, architecture has been an almost entirely male-dominated, and frequently macho profession. You only have
to think of Charles-Édourad Jeanneret,
who liked to call himself Le Corbusier,
striding around naked, painting murals on
the previously beautifully spare walls of Eileen Gray’s house, E-1027 in the south of
France.
The judges of the Pritzker prize described Farrell and McNamara as “pioneers in a field that has traditionally been
and still is a male-dominated profession;

they are also beacons to others as they
forge their exemplary professional path”.
“We have enough common ground,”
says McNamara of the Grafton relationship, “that we can find the areas of agreement without compromise. We don’t want
to dumb each other down. But we’re also
part of a bigger collective. Architecture is
collaborative. We work together to find
the best route forward.”
“The energy has to go into finding the solution,” agrees Farrell. “It’s a commissioned art. What we love about the collective nature of it is that you hear the voices
of the other people, the client, the team,
it’s like an embryo that’s not formed. You
hear other voices, like a tumble dryer kind
of process.”
“Or a distillation,” suggests McNamara.
I suggest that those different ways of seeing it are a key to the pair’s different
thought processes. And I wonder how
much that collegiate way of working, and
respecting opinions, is a gendered thing.
“Maybe there’s a piece of truth in that,”
says Farrell, going on to consider the difference between seeing architecture as a platform for life, rather than as a series of significant objects. Is that a female thing? “I
don’t know,” she says. “Maybe it’s learned
behaviour, or maybe it’s a human charac-

■ Solstice Arts Centre, Navan. PHOTOGRAPH: ROS KAVANAGH
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teristic. Some people are hungry to hear
the views of others. Others less so.”
“I think the male/female discussion confuses things,” says McNamara firmly. “It’s
not a gender issue, it’s a humanism that is
at the core of good architecture.”
Still, the growing presence of women in
the upper echelons of the professions does
allow for a broader expression of humanity
to be present. Farrell agrees: “There are
statistics that show the inclusion of women
in business allows other values to percolate more strongly. Women do bring something, another layer if you like, that is sometimes suppressed.”
“It’s crazy there aren’t more female architects being recognised,” adds McNamara. Was that something, I ask, that affected their own path starting out? “No,”
she says. “We were lucky, it didn’t affect
us. We were never obstructed from doing
what we wanted to do, and if we were discriminated against, we didn’t notice!”
As we talk, I’m aware of their Zoom backdrops, bookshelves in the case of McNamara; a window to a leafy garden for Farrell. I ask them if the cliché, that an architect’s own home is never finished, is true in
their own cases? “That’s an understatement,” laughs McNamara.
“One of the things that is wonderful, to
be alive over decades,” says Farrell, “is you
observe the power of simplicity. I live
around a little square, and generations of
young children are still dragging branches
and making funny things on the green
from wood and leaves. Rather than everything being designed, you want to leave
space for generations of imagination to
grow.
“Architecture is not about style,” she
continues. “It’s not about having the perfect kitchen or whatever. It’s a loving place
where you feel at home. There’s too much
pressure on design, you know, that you
have to have the latest thing. That’s not a
home. Architecture is also how things are
joined together, it’s a societal thing.”
“That’s the nature of architecture,”
agrees McNamara. “It’s to do with immediate pleasure, but it’s also to do with the strategic understanding of community and society.” By now, the pair are adding to, and
amplifying each other’s ideas, and I start to
imagine what it must be like to be in a creative session with them and the team.
“As a nation, we have the architects who
can make the Ireland of the future,” says
Farrell. “But we need access, and the respect that we can do it. We can’t do it if
we’re excluded.”
So what’s next? They are currently working on reimagining the Crawford Gallery
in Cork, as well as other projects in Ireland,
and around the world. They also have a hectic international teaching schedule. The
team at Grafton would also love to see the
Mies Van der Rohe Prize exhibition of
their work coming to Ireland, so that people here can experience it. I really think it
should, too.

■ Clockwise from

top left: Universita
Luigi Bocconi
School of
Economics Milan,
Italy; Loreto
Community
School,
Co Donegal; The
Long House,
Dublin; Temple
Bar Square; and
Denzille Lane
Private Cinema
and Apartments.

Five buildings
from
Grafton
Architects
TempleBarSquare,1996
NestleduptotheBadAssCafé,
TempleBarSquareandthebuildings
thatabutitwereGraftonArchitects’
contributiontotheGroup91planforthe
redevelopmentoftheareaasacultural
quarter.Grafton’sSquareisthecentral
gatheringplace,holdingtheareatogether.
“Wehadhoped20,000peoplewouldbe
livinginthatsection,”saysMcNamara.
“Butthenotherpressures,theforcesof
economicscreatedthemega-pubs.There
hastobeapolicytoholdthetideofthe
economicsofacity.”
DenzilleLanePrivateCinema
andApartments,1999
AtatimewhenhugechunksofDublinwere
beinglefttolieneglectedandunloved,the
DenzilleLaneprojectbetweenHollesStreet
andFenianStreetprovedhowyoucouldknit
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smallmomentsofjoyintothecityfabric,ina
processFarrelldescribesas“stitchingand
repairing”.Italsoshowshowcleveruseof
spaceletsyoupackanawfullotoflivingonto
averysmallsite,andisamasterclassin
gettinglightinateverylevel–exceptinthe
cinemaitself,ofcourse.
TheLongHouse,Dublin,2001
Anothersmallsite–just6.5mx20m–this
canal-sidehouseintheheartofDublin
demonstrateshowthinkingdifferentlyabout
spacegivesyouabeautifulmedleyofinside
andoutdoorrooms,soyou’realwaysaware
ofnature,evenasyou’rebeingstylishly
cocooned.TheLongHousealsoletsits
materialssing–timberandpolished
concreteneverlookedsogood.
LoretoCommunitySchool,
CoDonegal,2006
Similarinsizetotheoriginaltownof
Milford,theschoolisonaslopingsite,
overlookingplayingfields,andexposedto
theAtlanticwinds.Thebuildingshelters
outdoorspaces,echoingtheideaofatownor
village,witha“mainstreet”andquieter
areas.“Children’sfirstexperiencesof
architecturearehadwhencomingto
school,”saysFarrell.

UniversitaLuigiBocconiSchoolof
EconomicsMilan,Italy,
2008
ThiswaswinneroftheWorldBuildingofthe
Year,amongnumerousotheraccolades.
FarrellandMcNamaraimaginedtheproject
alongthelinesoftheold-fashionedmarket
place–somewheretomeetandexchange;
althoughinthiscase,theexchangesareof
ideas.Askedforresearchofficesfor
1,000professorswithconferencefacilities
for1,500people,Graftonwentastepfurther
toallowthelifeofthecitytoenter,andmeet
theworldoftheuniversity.
Andonethatgotaway…
Evenastheaccoladescomein,sotoo–
earlierthisyear-didthenewsthatDublin
CityCouncilhadterminatedthedesign
team’scontractfortheCityLibraryat
ParnellSquare,whichhadbeenheadedup
byGraftonArchitects,alongsideShaffrey
Architects.AccordingtotheDublinCity
Councilwebsite,“thefeeproposedwas
unacceptable”.McNamarasaysthat
whilethey’reverysadabouttheoutco
me,theycan’tdiscussitforcontractual
reasons.Someoneshouldbekicking
themselves.Whatamissedopportunityfor
thecity.

INTERVIEW

‘Ireland is
where it
all started
for me’
Minnie Driver’s stunning memoir recalls the ‘lovely’
Maeve Binchy, her break-up with Matt Damon and
her #MeToo experience, writes Róisín Ingle

M

innie Driver is reminiscing
about playing Irish student
Benny in Maeve Binchy’s Circle of Friends, her breakout
film from 1995. “Ireland is
where it all started for me,” she says. When
filming ended, the young English actor returned to London with several knitted jumpers that had been pressed on her by various
people she met while filming. “They’d say,
‘You have a very large bosom’,” she recalls
smiling, switching to an excellent Irish accent. “They were always talking about my
bosom. They’d say, ‘You’ve got a great
chest, now here you go, my mother made
this for you. You need to cover it up’.”
Driver is laughing at the bizarre memory
on a Zoom call from London, where she’s
been on a relentless publicity schedule not,
this time, for a new movie but for her first
book, a memoir called Managing Expectations. She’s wearing a white T-shirt on
which the word “Love” is printed in colourful letters. Now 52 and mother to a teenage
boy, Henry, she glows with movie-star charisma, palpable even over Zoom.
Hers is a “tell most” as opposed to “tell
all” book comprising 10 essays that explore
pivotal episodes from her life, including a
peripatetic childhood, a decades-long film,

television and music career and various
love stories, both romantic and platonic.
There is one essay, called You’re It, in which
she reclaims the narrative of her relationship and subsequent break-up with her
Good Will Hunting co-star Matt Damon,
the tabloid version of which has clung to her
like a shadow since the 1990s.
The memoir is stunningly good. The writing elegant, original, stylish, moving and, in
parts, extremely funny – the bosom-concealing jumpers from Circle of Friends make an
appearance. In preparation for our meeting, I mention that I’ve been watching clips
from the movie and how it seems mad to me
that she was supposed to be what Benny
self-describes as a “big fat article” when she
was a glorious-looking size 14. She put on
two stone to play the role. “I know,” Driver
agrees, remembering conversations with
Circle of Friends author Maeve Binchy
about the anomaly. She treasures the memory of Binchy coming to the set, they were
“the best days”, when they’d sit together
■ Minnie Driver: ‘Maeve used to say to

me, “God love you, you are not what I
wrote Benny to be, you are the
Hollywood version of the girl that I
wrote”.’ PHOTOGRAPH: MARK WILLIAMS
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under a tree talking. “Maeve used to say to
me, ‘God love you, you are not what I wrote
Benny to be, you are the Hollywood version
of the girl that I wrote’.”
I tell her the 10-year anniversary of
Binchy’s death is coming up in July and that
an RTÉ documentary about her life recently aired. “I’d love to see that,” she says.
“Maeve was one of the most special, wonderful women I’ve ever met. So generous.”
Did she keep in touch with Binchy? “Yeah,
we wrote to each other. I’ve got some beautiful letters from Maeve. And she always kept
track of the things that I went on to do and
she was just lovely.”
The things Driver “went on to do”, including an Oscar nomination for best supporting actress for her role as Skylar in Good
Will Hunting, is an impressive and eclectic
list. She starred in a slew of movies such as
Sleepers with Brad Pitt, the Bond movie
GoldenEye and Grosse Pointe Blank with
John Cusack. Her television shows have included The Riches with Eddie Izzard and a
long-running guest star spot in Will &
Grace. Along the way she made two acclaimed albums and became an accomplished surfer and long-distance swimmer,
saying: “Swimming and the sea has always
been my escape.”
She lives in London and Malibu, where
she owns a mobile home overlooking the Pacific. Of the ocean, she says, “I miss it like a
lover.” Her partner since 2018 is documentary film-maker Addison O’Dea and one
swashbuckling, deeply romantic essay in

‘‘

The fact that I’d been
nominated for an Oscar was
glossed over in favour of the
heartbreak and the ending of
that relationship
the book tells of the very beginning of their
relationship, a sea-based incursion they
made together to reach her Malibu home
while the Californian fires raged.
During the pandemic she was annoyingly
productive, writing the memoir and starting a podcast, Minnie Questions with Minnie Driver, where she asks the same seven
probing questions of celebrity guests. Last
year, she returned to Ireland to film John
Carney’s Modern Love episode. “It was
filmed during the pandemic, neighbours
left notes and care packages for me outside
my cottage, I ran every day. I loved it. I’ve
been back to Ireland many times since Circle of Friends and it always feels like I’m being welcomed home.”
The thread that connects all the essays is
the ways in which Driver has managed
expectations throughout her life and
career. She had a bohemian, emotionally
challenging upbringing between London
and Barbados and Hampshire, where her fa-

■ Minnie Driver with her mother: ‘There are days where I just still feel so angry and
completely lost that she’s not here to call’; out hiking; and relaxing with a friend

ther, Ronald, a wealthy financial adviser,
had a home. Her mother, Gaynor, was not
married to her father, who had another family. When Driver was seven, in order to retain custody of her children under the misogynistic legal constraints of that time, her
mother married another man and moved
the family to a remote cottage in rural
Hampshire. Driver began boarding at the
local school Bedales – only 5km from her
home.
At boarding school, she was crippled
with homesickness but eventually settled
in, and the book is dedicated in part to the
teachers she had there who prized critical
thinking and creativity. Bedales is where
she did her first audition, winning a solo in a
school musical, and where she appeared on
television for the first time, singing in an
oak tree for the BBC’s Nationwide, when
the schoolchildren campaigned to stop a bypass going through the grounds. In a neat
twist, while showing her son around the
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school grounds during the pandemic, he
took a notion to go there and is a student at
Bedales now.
Driver told the truth as she saw it as a
child, often when adults did not want to
hear it. She tells the astonishing story of
tackling her father about his young girlfriend and being sent, as a result of her outburst, back to England from Barbados
alone on a flight, with an overnight stop in
the Fontainebleau Hotel in Miami. She was
11. Driver has, over the years, been one of
those female actors described as “difficult”
because of this tendency to call things out.
One example she has spoken about happened while filming the movie Hard Rain,
where she spent a lot of time underwater
and wanted to wear a wetsuit. The producers did not want her to wear one because it
would mean her nipples would not be visible through her clothes.
“I’ve noticed people would rather not be
confronted by direct truth telling or my ver-

sion of it but I don’t sugarcoat things . . . I
was always like that. It was very difficult
when I was a kid. And when I was a young
woman as an actor it was often impossible.
It had a massive impact on my career at different times with producers who have completely admitted that over a glass of wine 20
years later.”
There is so much wisdom and beauty and
truth-telling in the book, whether about her
career struggles, friendship, single motherhood or fame, but inevitably the story that’s
garnered the most attention concerns her
relationship with Damon. The essays are
clearly very thoughtfully curated, she could
easily have left that part out. Why did she
choose to address it?
“I was acutely aware of not writing anything sensational, because it was the absolute antithesis of what I wanted to do,” she
says. “But I wrote about that because that
was a huge inflection point in my life, in my
story. And even though that whole period
has been so aligned with who I am and it’s
followed me around my whole life, I’ve never actually spoken about it from my point of
view without it being put through the sausage grinder of a journalist. No offence,”
she adds quickly.
“None taken,” I say, telling her it’s one of
my favourite essays in the book for exactly
that reason. The tabloid story goes that Damon revealed his newly single status on Oprah before telling Driver their relationship
was over. And then, nominated for her part
in Good Will Hunting – she did not win –
Driver had to smile through the Oscars ceremony which Damon, who won an Oscar
that night, attended with his new girlfriend.
But the ill-fated romance, as recounted by
Driver in her book, is far more nuanced and
relatable than the one we thought we knew.
Anyone who has ever been heartbroken
will recognise aspects of their story: “I
didn’t hear the break-up in his words. I reframed the entire thing, made myself as
small as possible, and forced my way into
the sliver of hope I created,” she writes.
“There was only ever a kind of drama attached to it as opposed to the love that was
in there,” she reflects. “The sweetness that
was in there, the genuine young person’s
grief and heartbreak at the end of a relationship, not the tragedy that was played out as
a soap opera, but rather, the human experience of that. And how my parents had seen
it coming and knew that it was a bad idea,
even though he was a lovely boy. I wanted to
humanise it and take it out of the awful tabloid parsing of that story. That was a beautiful, strange moment in my life. And I’m very
proud of what I accomplished. The fact that
I’d been nominated for an Oscar was
glossed over in favour of the heartbreak
and the ending of that relationship, which
has never been faithfully reported. So anyway, it felt really good to do that. He’s a lovely bloke, and we were very young. He’s a
dear man, Matt.”
He’s certainly very dear to Ireland, I tell
Driver. Did she see the photo of him and his
SuperValu bag in Dalkey?” She laughs.

“Yes, I heard about that.”
There’s a part in the book where she’s getting ready for the Oscar’s red carpet and lamenting to her mother about how this massive moment was being overshadowed by
her break-up and “feels punitive”. Her
mother, a model, interior designer and
something of a guru herself when it came to
managing expectations, gives her some important life advice: “Your expectation that
anything is ever untinged by something else
is an extremely dodgy narrative to cling to.
Let it be messy and painful, let it be joyful
and rare.”
“And it’s the hardest thing to remember
when you’re incredibly sad or when you
want to just blame someone for robbing
you of the purity of an experience,” says
Driver. “It’s about learning to lean into experiences that have more than one emotion
attached to them. Childbirth is both beautiful and painful, as we know, heartbreak really can have that in it too. It would have been
fun to just have been in a joyful place, being
nominated, sitting with my dad, holding his
hand and my mum and my sister, and not,
you know, looking at my ex-boyfriend
receiving an Oscar on stage, which was
weird, because I did love him. And I wanted
to be happy and I was sad, that’s just what
the story was.”
She also writes about another aspect of
being cast in Good Will Hunting as the love
interest of her soon-to-be boyfriend Da-

■ Minnie Driver getting ready to hit the water during a charity swim last September:
‘Swimming and the sea has always been my escape.’ PHOTOGRAPH: GARETH CATTERMOLE/GETTY

mon. After her audition, word came down
from on high that the head of the company
producing the movie, one Harvey Weinstein, did not want her to be in the film as
“nobody would want to f**k her”. “It definitely had a huge effect on my self-esteem,”
she says now. “I mean there’s always people
out there who don’t find you attractive, but
to actually hear it from a powerful person in
my business, there was a moment where I
was like, ‘Oh, my God, I’m never going to

work again’. Hollywood is based around, I
wish it were just talent, but it is based
around sex and how you look.
“But I’m glad that I very quickly ascertained that he really was just a revolting pig
of a person. And that I didn’t care how powerful he was. That was just his opinion.” In
the end, Ben Affleck and Damon, the young
writers and stars of the movie, overruled
Weinstein and she was cast. “It was really
good that these other men could stand up

and say, actually no she’s the person that we
want very, very much.”
She found the #MeToo movement “a
huge relief”. “It was just such a vindication
for those women . . . having been punished
for either speaking out, having careers ended, being vilified. It was really satisfying.
And I hope that there was systemic change
that has come as a result of it, I really do.”
The final essay, Daffodils, is a reflection
on the death, during the pandemic, of her
mother from liver cancer. She and her sister, Kate, spent days and nights on the floor
beside their mother nursing her through
those final days. The writing is raw and delicate and heartbreaking. How is Driver
now? “I am not who I was before,” she says
with the eloquence that is the hallmark of
her memoir. “We don’t have enough rituals
around grief and death or the support systems that I think we used to have . . . everyone says the same lovely, sweet platitude . . .
which is that your life grows around the
grief and that, you know, you will end up remembering them with a smile. But there
are days where I just still feel so angry and
completely lost that she’s not here to call.
“And I think particularly with the book
coming out, she would have just loved all of
this so much. And she would have been glad
to be useful, to have made such a beautiful
ending for a book, that something could
have been recycled out of the agony of her
dying.”
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Covid babies

‘She is very clingy’
Have we underestimated the effect of the pandemic on our youngest members of society?
Parents of toddlers are reporting more shyness, anxiety and language delays, writes Jen Hogan

M

other of two Christina
Ruigrok can clearly see the
effect of the pandemic on
her three-year-old son Jake
and one-year-old daughter
Hayley. “Jake lost all his interaction with
any children. He went from doing activities
like Jo Jingles, playgroups and swimming
lessons every day to nothing. Hayley has
had no classes at all. We have managed to
avoid catching Covid as a family unit by
keeping to ourselves, so I have never felt
comfortable enough to bring her to baby
classes.”
Jake had a speech delay. “After speaking
to his ECCE teachers, all children in his
class are not where they should be speech
wise, and they think it’s the Covid effect –
not learning from their peers,” Ruigrok explains.
“Hayley doesn’t do well with crowds or
groups of people. At her own christening
she had to be taken away from the busyness
of so many faces all at the one time.”
With Covid restrictions lifted, life has
returned to normal for many of Ireland’s
school-aged children. The catch-up awaits,
however, as the full social, emotional,
educational and developmental impacts of
pandemic restrictions on children’s lives
begin to unfold. But for those born into
pandemic times, or who were mere babies
when the world changed beyond recognition, there is no “return” – the only normal
they’ve ever known is utterly abnormal. So
how are the “Covid babies” doing now as
they adjust to an unfamiliar world, and
have we underestimated the effect of it all
on our youngest members of society?
Ruigrok, owner of online baby store
Kozy Kids, sought speech and language in-

■ Stephen and Christina Ruigrok with their children Hayley, who ‘doesn’t do well

with crowds’ and Jake, who has a speech delay

tervention for her son. He was assessed
publicly, but had private treatment because of the waiting lists. She says Jake is
now “a social butterfly” and is “delighted to
be with friends again”. “He is a lot more
aware of what has happened in the world
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and is asking why people aren’t wearing
masks.”
But Hayley, who was born in the middle
of the second lockdown, is still struggling
to adjust to life without restrictions. “Hayley knows no different than mask wearing,

so doesn’t really like seeing people without
them,” she says. “Hayley doesn’t know
what to do in a crowd. She is a very clingy
baby and doesn’t like to be left with anyone
other than a select few. I feel this is because
this is all she knows.”
Dr Yvonne Quinn, principal clinical psychologist at Treehouse Practice in Dublin,
believes we are “underestimating the impact of Covid on babies in the same way
that we underestimate the impact of early
years generally”.
“Unfortunately there is a commonly
held misbelief that babies don’t remember
and therefore, they are not impacted by
their environment and the quality of the relationships that they have in early years.
Yet we know from neuroscience that, in
fact, the opposite is true. Ninety per cent of
brain development occurs in the first three
years of life and therefore early experiences matter and have a disproportionate impact on wellbeing across the life span.”
Infants weren’t just impacted directly by
restrictions, but also indirectly by the pressure placed on their caregivers and the impacts of these pressures on those relationships, Quinn explains. “As parents, we
were isolated from the protective networks
like access to family support, community
engagement through playgroups, freedom
and ease to connect with others and so on.
Added to this were the complex societal
challenges like loss of income, redefined
working environments, heightened risk to
vulnerable family members as well as the
pervasive and chronic stress that resulted
from the juggle of multiple roles for working parents.
“For many parents, reliance on technology to pacify children became a lifeline and

took the place of parental presence. Babies
and toddlers need attuned, responsive and
present caregivers which shapes how they
see the world, themselves and others.”
For infants, social engagement with caregivers is a primary mechanism for learning and development, she continues. “Eye
contact, facial expressions . . . become a
window for learning as they are the first exposure to communication and language.
The over-reliance on technology impacted
on reciprocal engagement for babies and
toddlers.”
The use of face masks only exacerbated
the issue, and “reduced all of the wonderful
learning that occurs with face-to-face contact in the early months, particularly”.
For Quinn, the impact of the pandemic
on parental presence is one of her greatest
concerns for this age group. “Distress in
any form – whether it’s chronic stress, anxi-

ety, low mood – impacts on our capacity as
parents to be present and attuned. We
know that some of the risk factors associated with maternal mental health in the perinatal period [the period from conception to
one year post birth] include social isolation
and mental health difficulties, and leave
mum and baby more vulnerable. Chronic
levels of stress and adversity lead to heightened levels of arousal in infants – which impacts on all aspects of development.”

‘‘

Hayley doesn’t know what
to do in a crowd. She is a
very clingy baby and doesn’t
like to be left with anyone
other than a select few

Clinically, Quinn reports seeing “higher
levels of anxiety and heightened arousal in
children”. “There are some emerging anecdotal reports of delays in development
such as gross and fine motor skills and language development – particularly in populations that endured greater levels of adversity [such as families in homeless accommodation, direct provision and families who
endure multiple psychosocial risk factors].
Parents are also reporting deteriorations
to their mental health, which has a direct
impact on their children’s wellbeing.”
Suzanne Domotor ’s daughter Ella was
born in August 2020. Living in a different
county to her parents, kept apart by travel
restrictions and with in-person antenatal
classes and other groups and supports cancelled, she describes being pregnant at that
time as “very isolating and scary”.
As a first-time mother, Domotor says

■ Early years teacher Eilish Balfe with

her daughter Minnie McDermott in the
Early Learning facility in Rathoath,
Co Meath. Balfe says they’re having ‘to
go back to the very basics’ with children.
PHOTOGRAPH: DARA MAC DÓNAILL

Covid restrictions amplified the already
“very difficult experience of having a baby
and navigating post-partum”.
Her husband is from Budapest, and the
pandemic meant that the couple’s daughter Ella didn’t get to meet many of her Hungarian family until she was 1½.
Domotor has noticed the impact of Ella’s
limited interactions with others outside
her immediate family. “Ella is the most bubbly, cheeky, outgoing little girl who’d buy
you and sell you . . . she’s an incredible personality, but we were outdoors on a beauti-
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ful day meeting friends of ours – a couple
who are expecting their first baby and they
haven’t seen Ella much . . . and the whole
time Ella didn’t make a sound. She
wouldn’t go near them, and she was incredibly clingy,” she says.
“She was just terrified of these people
she didn’t know . . . and my heart breaks for
her because it’s so unfair, that such a bubbly, outgoing little personality is just not
equipped for meeting people.”
Creche is helping, Domotor says, and
she “loves her creche family now”, but as a
bilingual child, the mask wearing has been
a particular challenge for Ella. “It’s great
they’re respecting Covid is still around . . .
[but] it is having a huge impact on how
many words she is learning.”
Domotor finds it hard as a parent to
judge what might be a consequence of pandemic restrictions, and what might be a
genuine cause for concern. “For every single parent impacted by Covid [the question
is:] is this something normal, or is this something I should be worrying about and advocating for my child? You don’t want to look
ridiculous . . . and look way too over the top
and reading too much into everything. At

‘‘

Normally when they come
into us, their imaginative play
has come along and they’re
starting to play with each
other, but we found the
play, when they came in,
was parallel play
the same time you want to get your child
the help they need.”
Ruigrok’s baby son Jake attended playgroups and swimming lessons and Jo Jingles music classes. He had something on
every day, she says, until Covid hit in March
2020 and all social interactions outside the
household stopped overnight.
Father of five Alan Lacasse’s youngest
son Josh was born in July 2020. He says he
was lucky that restrictions started towards
the end of his partner’s pregnancy, meaning he was able to be present for early scans
and appointments, but “from March onwards it was strictly drop and go”.
As Josh was a breech baby, his partner
Jen delivered him by elective C-section. “After the birth and Josh being placed on Mammy for a few minutes, he was given to me to
dress and we were taken into the next
room. I got to give him his bottle and hold
him for about 30 minutes. Once Jen was finished in theatre, they sent me home and
she and Josh were taken to the ward. That
was the last I saw of them until they were
discharged.”
Once home, things were very different in
comparison to when other newborns in the

■ lan Lacasse with his son Josh in Mountrath, Co Laois. “There were none of the normal social events that happen – birthday

parties, family barbecues and day trips – so he rarely saw anyone except his immediate family.” PHOTOGRAPH: LAURA HUTTON

family had arrived home, he says. “When
my other children were born aunts, uncles,
grandparents and friends would all have arrived within a few days. Even though we
had gone to phase three [restrictions level]
there are vulnerable people and carers in
the family, so people were hesitant to travel.
“There were also none of the normal social events that happen – birthday parties,
family barbecues and day trips – so he rarely saw anyone except his immediate family.
There was a visit to the public health nurse
within a few days of him coming home and
then his vaccinations, but in the main his
only human interaction was with us.
“Even when schools reopened in August
there was none of the usual standing outside the gates until your kids came out. We
all sat in our cars until we saw our children
coming out. In pre-Covid times, he would
have been out in the air saying ‘hello’ to all
the kids and their parents.”
Lacasse says in spite of all this, Josh “is
fine with new people”, but his speech “is
way behind”. At almost two years old, he
only has about five words. “Confidence he
has in bucket-loads, mainly due to having
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four older siblings, who for large portions
of his first year were stuck at home together.”
Lacasse’s biggest concern is that Josh’s
developmental delay “could be more than
just a delay due to lack of interaction and socialisation. With the already horrendous
lists, that have only been made worse by
the pandemic, I’d be concerned that early
intervention, if needed, just won’t be
there.”
Speech and language therapist Mary
Hanly says between birth and two years of
age, communication milestones can be difficult to judge for many parents. “Due to restrictions, parents were left without developmental checks, and meeting with other
parents of babies and toddlers of a similar
age who they might have ‘compared’ their
own children with and noticed a communication difficulty,” she says.
“Toddlers in 2020 who may have had
subtle signs of communication difficulties
have missed out on months of early intervention without any referral, and then endured the long waiting times for speech
and language assessment and intervention
both publicly and privately.”

“Research shows that when children
don’t catch up in their language skills, they
may have persistent language difficulties,
as well as difficulty with reading and writing when they get to school. Early intervention involves treating the toddler, but it
also provides education, support and
guidance for parents. It can have a
significant impact on a young child’s development, socially, emotionally and their
future behaviour.”
Hanly says parents should seek help if
their child is showing any signs of delayed
communication milestones. “Covid babies
do not need extra time to catch up,” she
advises. “Do not take a ‘wait and see’
approach as early intervention is most
beneficial.”
She suggests making “your home a language-rich environment by talking about
what is happening in your child’s world every day”. Reading with your child, using all
forms of communication, including
non-verbal gestures and signs, and expanding on words – “if your toddler says ‘ball’,
you respond ‘kick ball’” – can all help.
Early years teacher Eilish Balfe has seen
first-hand the impacts of the pandemic on

the toddlers and preschoolers who attend
her service.
“They missed out on a lot of their social
and emotional development and we can
see it in here. When you’re locked away for
the guts of two years, it is going to impact
them. All they knew were their mums and
dads. They weren’t going to see their grannies and grandads anymore ... they weren’t
going to normal places.”
As parents are returning to their workplaces, children are having to adjust too.
“There’s different people collecting them
or there’s a childminder. Things are coming back to our normal, and they haven’t experienced that.”
Balfe says they’re having “to go back to
the very basics” with children. “Normally
when they come in at preschool age – and
we take them in from 2½ – they’ve some
sort of emotional and social skills, but they
didn’t. They didn’t know how to share. Normally when they come into us, their imaginative play has come along and they’re
starting to play with each other, but we
found the play, when they came in, was parallel play. They were playing beside each
other, not with each other. We wouldn’t
have experienced that before, unless the
child had additional needs. We could see
huge development regression in those children who were born into the pandemic.”
The prevalence of technology use

■ Suzanne Domotor with her daughter Ella, who is bubbly but very clingy as result of

pandemic times

throughout lockdowns is also evident, even
at this young an age, Balfe says. “We’re seeing three- and four-year-olds who are already talking about Xboxes, because that’s
what was going on. It’s no fault of the parents; they still had to work, early years were
closed, and it probably wasn’t the best start

in their life, unfortunately.”
Along with speech and language delay,
Balfe is also seeing children “who are already presenting with anxiety in preschool, which is very worrying”.
The service focuses on the children’s
emotional skills, and they have won an

award for the way they teach kindness. Behavioural problems have rarely been an issue before.
“This year is the first year in about eight
years we’ve had a lot of aggression from
kids. I’ve had a lot of behavioural problems.
They’re all over the place – one minute they
were locked in, then they were out, then
they were locked in again.”
Aware of the long waiting lists, now exacerbated further by the pandemic, Balfe advises any parent who comes to her with concerns about developmental delays and red
flags to go private if they can afford it, as
she has seen the difficulty some parents of
toddlers and preschoolers have faced trying to access supports.
Quinn reminds parents who are worried
about their “Covid toddlers” that “brains
are malleable”. “For children who have experienced early adversity in the context of
Covid, every interaction has the capacity to
be an intervention and this offers great
hope,” she says.
“Repetitive moments of nurture and attuned connection is at the heart of wellbeing. Parents often put too much pressure
on themselves, when little and often doses,
throughout the day are hugely beneficial,”
she adds. For parents, “our capacity to do
all of this is contingent on how resourced
we are, and so prioritising our own needs
becomes essential”.
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Fashion’s
futures
NCAD and Limerick School of Art and Design
are hosting their graduate shows in person for
the first time in two years,
writes Deirdre McQuillan

‘I

bloody love fashion,” exclaims
Erica Flannery, one of this year’s
25 fashion graduates from
Limerick School of Art and
Design (LSAD), whose collection,
Like A Rhizome Cowboy (rhizomes being a
tangled web of knotted stems), explores
how fashion can challenge the
contemporary culture of surveillance.
In a world in which we are under constant scrutiny by ever more sophisticated
machines, her riposte is to make clothes
that evade observation by artificial intelligence. “I wanted to confuse the machine,”
she says of her abstract, amorphous shapes
with their angular geometric points and sinuous curls. The concept makes for striking,
unconventional silhouettes. “Covid really
speeded up this tech-centric world and I
wanted to reflect that in my work,” she
says.
Shane Nolan’s collection called Up the
Áras was based around a dream he had as a
child about a party in Áras an Uachtaráin.
“It developed into a collection in which I
reference queer and dance culture,” he
says. The resulting cat suit in stretch foil
with a blazer and pleated skirt is a mix of
classic tailoring with shiny additions.
“My aim was to transport the wearer into
the 1970s with modern references. For me
it is interesting to look back to a simpler
place which is now invaded by social
media. Then it was about living life; now it
is living life through a phone.”
These are just two of the students who
will present their work at the first postpandemic physical fashion show in two
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years on Saturday, June 4th on the campus
at LSAD. Michelle Molloy, joint
programme leader of the BA in Fashion
Design, says “being online they missed out
on a lot, but it is always interesting to see
how they reflect the world around them
and very diverse interests. There is a real
feeling of energy and enthusiasm and a
desire to get out there into the world.”
This year she and joint programme
leader Siobhán Hanley took students to Paris on a fabric research trip, where they also
took in exhibitions of Thierry Mugler and
Azzedine Alaia. The fabrics sourced, according to Hanley, were mostly recycled or
deadstock. “That is getting more prevalent
in projects,” she says. “They are asking
questions about content and composition
and quantities. There are interesting cuts
and patterns and fabrics stretched in different ways.”
Flannery, who spent four months on a
placement in Berlin, is considering the
possibility of doing an MA, while Nolan is
moving to London for the summer where
he hopes to find work with Irish menswear
designer Robyn Lynch, before heading to
Stockholm to work in Acne’s studio in
September.
At NCAD, acting head of design, body
and environment Bernie McCoy says this
year’s 17 graduates are creating “wearables
■ From Limerick School of Art and Design

collections – Right: Up the Áras, by
Shane Nolan; Left: Like A Rhizome Cowboy,
by Erika Flannery.
PHOTOGRAPHS: FAOLAN CAREY
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FASHION

that resonate and enhance personal identity. Values are embedded in the design approach through choice of fabrics and embellishment.” Like the Limerick students,
the focus is on sustainable practices, longevity of wear and use of deadstock fabrics.
The stories they tell with their collections
connect emotionally with their audiences,
she says.
Rebecca McCabe’s starting point for her
collection, called Pookie, was how human
behaviour changed during lockdown “and
that huge battle with your own thoughts
and the unknown as that continued”. She
collected images throughout that period,
and for her collection used them to explore
ideas of escapism on a physical and
psychological level and how relationships
with formal clothing changed. Sportswear

elements are apparent across the
collection. “Dress got more casual and
more about comfort, and many invested in
higher end clothing,” says McCabe, whose
ambition is to work with a designer
committed to sustainability.
Leah Kelly’s collection Pennywell is a
tribute to her grandmother Dolores Kelly,
who grew up in an orphanage in Limerick
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‘‘

Dress got more casual
and more about comfort,
and many invested in
higher end clothing

with her four sisters after their mother
died of TB. The name refers to a road near
the orphanage where the sisters would
collect blackberries. Using the Japanese
shibori technique, Kelly created clusters
from buttons and jar lids wrapped in fabric
and boiled that, when dried, reflected
those shapes. The delicate all-white
collection – symbolising the purity and
innocence of childhood – with some pink
undertones was created using cotton bed
sheets, organdie, power mesh and silk
organza. Kelly intends to further her skills
with a course in fashion buying in London.
Also planning to head to London in
August is Rachel Morris. The idea for her
unisex collection, Sin, no Sin, grew from
looking at her mother’s old religious books,
and thinking about the influence of the

■ National College of Art and Design

collections, from left: Sin, no Sin, by
Rachel Morris; Maiden Mother Crone, by
Laura Murray; Pookie, by Rebecca
McCabe; and Pennywell, by Leah Kelly.
PHOTOGRAPHS: FIACH O’NEILL/M-CO

Catholic Church on Irish society and its
attitudes to sexuality. Using knit and
drypoint print techniques, the collection
challenges gender norms. Morris hopes
“that kids when they see my collection will
realise that there is no shame in being gay”.
She is interested in the collaboration
between design and fine art, and hopes to
findwork with a knitwearor textiledesigner.
The NCAD graduate show will be open
to the public on the campus in Thomas
Street, Dublin from June 8th to 14th.
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BEAUTY

LAURA
KENNEDY

Bridal beauty for summer weddings

W

You want lasting formulations but flattering, forgiving textures for your big day

edding season is back, and for the
first time in three years, so are big
weddings. With that comes all the
usual stresses. You’re worried about
where to seat Auntie Joan and cousin
Tadhg – they haven’t spoken since that unfortunate
dispute over a small scratch card win in 1997. Your
mother has insisted on inviting “Sheila from the
library”, a woman of whom you had never heard
until you found out you’re apparently paying for her
dinner. Three hundred “azure” napkins were just
delivered when you specifically ordered “seafoam”.
Considering it all, you’re now seriously contemplating faking your own death and emigrating.
One thing you don’t need to stress about is the
beauty part. Finding a make-up artist and beauty
looks for inspiration is easier than ever before. A
browse through Instagram and TikTok will reveal
swathes of both. There has also never been more
choice in the sort of adaptable, long-wearing and
smart products for the day. You want lasting formulations but flattering, forgiving textures.
This is why doing a make-up test with a make-up
artist (if you’re hiring one) is important. Test drive
the make-up you think you’ll want for the day itself,
see how it behaves, and adjust or swap out anything
that doesn’t look right after six or eight hours.
Lip products will generally always need topping

1
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up, but something like 1)VictoriaBeckhamPosh
GlossinBikini(¤30atvictoriabeckhambeauty.com)is
the perfect solution. It is a delectable universal nude
– neither so warm in tone that it will clash with paler
complexions, nor so cool as to wash out deeper ones.
It’s also small (though not miserly in its proportions)
and portable.
2)WestmanAtelierBonneBrowDefiningPencil
(¤40atcultbeauty.co.uk) is my favourite new brow
product – with a clean mascara spoolie on one end –
the very best tool for brushing product through
brows to make them look full and natural – and an
angled pencil-crayon hybrid on the other, it is close
to perfect. Firm and sharp enough to draw individual hairs, but soft enough to blend with the brush.
Once on, you no longer need to worry about it, and
the tones are natural – no odd warmth or unwanted
ashiness.
Bridal make-up is 90 per cent skin – get that right
and the rest follows. 3)LisaEldridgeSeamlessSkin
Foundation(¤53atlisaeldridge.com) is a tried and
tested wedding foundation. It photographs elegantly, sits on skin without sitting in it, builds to full
coverage without looking mask-like, treads a perfect
balance between glowy and lasting, and comes in40
inclusive shades. It is ideal.
Finally, the fragrance. It’s utterly personal and
there are no rules that you should feel obliged to

3

PRODUCT OF
THE WEEK

TrudonCireBeeswaxAbsoluteCandle
(¤90attrudon.com)
follow. Wear your favourite if that suits the day.
However, if you are looking for something new to
remember the day by, 4)DiptyquePhilosykosEaude
Toilette(from¤85atSpaceNK) is a somewhat
forgotten classic. Lighter and floatier than the eau de
parfum, this scent has a drenched, summery
leafiness that is figgy and fruity with a woody base,
making it both memorable and wonderfully
optimistic.

4

ADVICE

My
boyfriend
has returned
to his
abusive
wife and
I’m worn out

ASK ROE
ROE McDERMOTT

D

ear Roe,
My brother’s wife had an affair
last year, and he was devastated.
She has always treated him badly
and has been emotionally
abusive, and he suffers from low self-esteem
now. He leaned heavily on me, and I have
been supportive, which he is very
appreciative of. Her new relationship didn’t
work out and she is now back and he has
decided to give it another go. I’m gutted as I
thought that after all these years of
heartache he was finally going to break free.
I feel used and I’m fed up of the emotional
merry-go-round. I want to stand back from
the situation now as it will happen again,
as it has over the years, and I find it very
distressing myself. Please help me keep my
relationship with my brother but stop being
an emotional crutch. I’m worn out.
This sounds very difficult, for your brother of
course, but also you. It’s not easy to be the main
source of emotional support for someone who is
struggling or in an abusive relationship – there
is a reason that therapists go through years of

training, have firm boundaries and get paid for
the work they do. Supporting someone through
difficult situations, particularly long-term
situations, can be emotionally exhausting.
Many of us do it for the people we love, of
course, because we care deeply about them and
want to support them – but it’s not selfish or a
betrayal to admit that it can be difficult.
You have put a lot of emotional energy into
supporting your brother, worrying about him,
listening to him and advising him, and you are
understandably emotionally burnt out.
However, it will be important to separate your
feelings of exhaustion and your need for
boundaries from your brother’s intentions.
He has not deliberately “used” you. He hasn’t
consciously decided to stretch your capacity for
empathy and care. He possibly isn’t even
consciously going back to an abusive
relationship – he may not fully, truly understand
that what is happening to him is abuse.
Abusive relationships have a way of warping
victims’ realities and their image of themselves,
making them believe that this is the only form of
love they can have, and making abuse seem so
familiar that, ironically, the unknown feels far

scarier. You can be tired, exhausted and frustrated – and you can still recognise that your
brother is not doing this in order to annoy you.
He is a victim of abuse. He is not the one doing
wrong here. You can be angry for him without
being angry with him.
Now, guess what your brother needs? That’s
right, a therapist. He needs a dedicated safe
space where he can speak about his
relationship, hopefully get to the root of why
he has stayed in this relationship so long, and
help extracting himself from this situation.
You can help him research therapists, give him
an alibi for his appointments if he needs one,
and if he resists, make sure that he knows there
is an open offer to help him get professional
support should he decide to. You could also
look at specialist resources such as
SafeIreland.ie.
You should also consider getting a therapist
yourself – as you have experienced, watching a
loved one go through something awful is its own
form of stress and distress, and you deserve an
outlet and person who can help you come up
with strategies for creating boundaries, too.
Good luck.
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TRAVEL NEWS
GEMMA TIPTON
StayitagainSam

You have to grab the title of “Dublin’s
newest hotel” while you can, as hotels are
springing up in the city like mushrooms. At
time of writing, it’s currently the Samuel,
a four-star in the docklands, and a fiveminute walk to the Samuel Beckett Bridge.
Rooms are from ¤160, but as we’re coming
into summer, you’re looking at about ¤239
a room. Sign up to iSave@thesamuel for a
10 per cent discount. thesamuelhotel.com

Starrynights

We’ve all come to know that five-star
means stuff like lifts, doormen and (oddly)
cast iron baths where possible; but those in
charge of categorising can also add stars
for general loveliness. Two new five-star
designations will take you the length of the
country. Start at Belfast’s Grand Central,
where you can sleep on pillows previously
enjoyed by Prince Charles and Shania
Twain (though not together). Celebrate
with their Bolly Good Stay, with B&B and a

half bottle of bubbles from ¤269 per room;
grandcentralhotelbelfast.com
Head down south for a self-catering stay
at one of Fota Island Resort’s lodges in Co
Cork, which are all newly starry themselves. Try a three-bed, from ¤206 a night
for a four-night stay; fotaisland.ie

WestWaterfordgetsfestive

From Lismore to Dungarvan and all along
the Copper Coast, west Waterford is only
gorgeous. Reasons to visit in June include
the return of the West Waterford Festival
of Food, June 10th-12th, where there are
still tickets for the Food Cloud Dinner,
always a brilliant reminder of the great
things you can make with stuff that would
otherwise go to waste.
Find out about this, plus the Comeragh
Lamb barbecue, Flahavan’s Greenway
Breakfast, markets and more at
westwaterfordfestivaloffood. com (a
mouthful in itself), where you’ll also find
info on partner hotel rates and offers.
Stick around, because Lismore’s travel
writing festival, Immrama, makes a
welcome return running June 16th-19th,
with talks and stories galore to tickle

the itchiest of feet, including true life
tales of Irish pirates from Des Ekin, and
De Dannan’s Charlie Piggott on his
musical travels. Fullprogrammeat
lismore-immrama.com

Bankonit

Bank holidays seem to come like busses

The USA with
American Airlines & British Airways
• Up to 70 daily flights across the Atlantic
• Direct flights from Dublin to Philadelphia, Chicago,
Dallas and Charlotte with American Airlines
• NEW service to Portland with British Airways
• Ask about upgrading to Premium Economy
for extra legroom or Business Class for lounge
access, luxurious flat bed seating, premium
wines & delicious onboard menus

Wonders of Oregon

these days. If you fancy blinging up for the
next one, which falls on June 6th, try the
Powerscourt Dining Experience, where
you get dinner, bed and breakfast from
¤281 pps. The best thing about the hotel
(apart from its 20m Swarovski crystal-lit
swimming pool, if that’s your kind of thing)
is the gorgeous grounds, as it’s set amid

&

12 nights from €2,999#

13 nights from €4,699^

Classic Carolinas

Iconic Cities of America

Flights to Portland with British Airways,
9 days fully inclusive car hire,
3★ to 4★ hotels and 4 breakfasts
• Portland • Astoria • Gleneden Beach
• Florence • Ashland • Crater Lake
• Sunriver • Hood River
British Airways NEW service
(via London Heathrow) to Portland will
operate five times a week from June

Direct Flagship® Business Class
flights to Charlotte with American
Airlines, fully inclusive car hire,
3★ to 4★ hotels and 4 breakfasts
• Charlotte • Hilton Head Island
• Charleston • Myrtle Beach • Wilmington
• Kitty Hawk • Outer Banks • Raleigh
• Asheville • Great Smoky Mountains
American Airlines flies daily direct from
Dublin to Charlotte between May & October

Flights with American Airlines
and British Airways, 4★ hotels,
Chicago 2 Day Hop-On Hop-Off Bus Tour,
Vegas Nights Helicopter flight and
Los Angeles Hop-On Hop-Off Bus Tour
• Philadelphia • Chicago
• Las Vegas • Los Angeles
Priced for the Summer holidays

12 nights from €2,149*

Book with Conﬁdence with TRAILFINDERS
• Financial guarantee – we pay for your holiday, keeping your money
untouched in Trust until you’re home
• Tailormade travel worldwide – every holiday is bespoke
• Award-winning service – our consultants are on hand 7 days a week to
help plan your next holiday, on the phone or in your local travel centre

NO ONE LOOKS AFTER YOU BETTER
Tailormade Travel Worldwide 01 881 4953

First & Business Class Travel 01 881 4954

All prices on this advert are per person ‘from’prices, are subject to availability & valid for selected departures: ^June #September * Price based on 2 adults
& 2 children under 12 travelling. Trailﬁnders is licensed by the Commission for Aviation Regulation, TA0542. Prices correct at time of going to print on 18 May 2022.

“Truly excellent: patient, friendly, helpful
& a mine of knowledge, tips and advice.”

Wellnesswithwow

Head further afield for your pampering
wellness experiences with the wonderful
Lefay Resort and Spa Lago di Garda,
which has just reopened after a massive
refurb. The Italian health hot spot has
lake views, including Sky Suites that have
their own private saunas and outdoor hot
tubs. Opt for packages that claim to
support the immune system and rebalance
gut health, and generally help you turn
into superman or woman. I like the sound
of the Longevity Programme, that offers to
“assess whether your lifestyle is damaging
your body or mind”, though I think I
already know the answer to that one.
Rooms from ¤370 a night. Treatment
programmes extra. Closest airport,
Verona, with direct flights from Dublin via
Ryanair; lefayresorts.com

Cancun?Yesyoucan(soon)
the 1,000-acre Powerscourt Estate;
powerscourthotel.com

Workupanappetite

The Ross in Killarney aims to get you
moving, with its immersive two-day
experience, the Pressure Drop. Including
two nights’ B&B, a kayak trip, mountain

■ Clockwise from

main: The Ross in
Killarney offers
the Pressure Drop;
the Samuel hotel,
Dublin; the West
Waterford Festival
of Food is in June

hike, yoga class, spa treatments, gin
tasting, and dinner and cocktails on one
evening, and a snack box for the journey
home. Sounds exhausting? Their beds are
pretty damn comfortable to collapse onto
afterwards. From ¤450 pps, it’s available
year round, but book soon, because you
might want to go back for more; theross.ie

Irish tour operator TUI is picking up
its direct flights from Dublin to Cancun
in Mexico from next June. It’s a while
to wait, but book now to add delicious
anticipation to your trip. The seven-week
season starts June 5th, 2023, with 14-night
holidays on offer along the Caribbean
coast. Try two weeks at the all inclusive Riu
Lupita, Playacar, from ¤1,799 per person;
tuiholidays.ie

‘‘

I like the
sound of the
Longevity
Programme,
that offers to
“assess
whether your
lifestyle is
damaging
your body or
mind”,
though I
think I
already know
the answer to
that one

Flexible Booking Conditions
New Year’s Eve in Tuscany

Andrea Bocelli in Krakow

Price includes:
• Return flight from Dublin, taxes
• Four nights in the 4* Villa San Lucchese in Poggibonsi
• 3 evening meals in hotel
• New Years‘ Eve Four-course dinner event with
musical accompaniment at the Bochelli Family Restaurant
• Full day excursion to Florence
• Full day excursion to Pisa
• Full day excursion to medieval city of Siena
• Transfers and local guide as per the programme

Price includes:
• Return scheduled flight from Dublin
• Three-nights in the four-star Grand Ascot in Krakow
with breakfast
• Three evening meals in your hotel
• Walking tour of historic Krakow
• Visit to the Wieliczka Salt Mines
• Tour of Jewish Krakow (Kazimierz area)
• Concert evening by Andrea Bocelli
• Private coach and guide assistance as per the programme

4-nights, from €2239, Departing 30 December 2022

3-nights, from €1059pp, Departing 26 August 2022

Oxford, Blenheim Palace & The Cotswolds

Music in Berlin & The Christmas Markets

Price includes:
• Return flight from Dublin, taxes
• Three-nights in the 4* Crown Plaza Stratford-upon-Avon
• Four lunches and one evening meal
• Excursion to Shakespeare’ House, Wawick Castle and
Anne Hathaway’s Cottage
• Excursion to Oxford and Blenheim
LAST FEW
• Excursion to the Cotswolds
REMAINING
• Transfers and local guide as per the programme

Price includes:
• Return flight from Dublin, taxes
• Three nights in the 4* Hotel NH Berlin Kurfurstendamm
• Welcome lunch served
• Highlights of Berlin sightseeing tour
• An evening at Charlottenburg Palace: 3-course dinner in the
Charlottenburg Palace Orangery, then take in the classical
sounds of the Berlin Residence Orchestra
• Transfers and local guide as per the programme

3-nights, from €899pps, Departing 03 July 2022

For a brochure or to book, call:01 888 7820
www.irishtimes.com/traveloffers
•

3-nights, only €799pps, Departing 01 December 2022

Also Now on Sale:

Verona Opera Festival - 24 August 2022, from €1579pps
Historical Berlin - 15 Sept 2022, from €1129pps

Organised & operated by Travel Direction Ltd, a company independent of Irish Times, whose booking conditions apply. Travel Direction Ltd, trading as IFC and Keith Prowse is licensed and bonded by the Commission for Aviation Regulation (TA0231). Prices are per person,
based on two sharing and subject to finite availability. When you respond to offers we may use your information to contact you with offers/services we believe will be of interest. Please give your mobile or email details if you wish to receive offers by sms or email. We will
not give your data to other companies without your permission; please let us know if you are happy for us to do so. Please note that no checked in baggage is included in the above tours. For feedback to The Irish Times, email travelreaderoffers@irishtimes.com
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■ The Bosphorus Cross-Continental

Swim. On the day, a flotilla of swimmers
is ferried upriver to the east bank, from
where they dive off en masse.
The race is on!

Swimming from
Asia to Europe
Once a year, one of the world’s busiest shipping channels
closes for a 6.5km open-water swim, writes Jamie Ball

Y

ou know you are in a truly
ancient place when the “new”
mosque dates from the 16th
century. Istanbul’s Old City has
8,000 years of history behind it,
along which weaves the gargantuan,
mile-wide Bosphorus: the only river that
separates two continents. The primarily
residential, more recent Asian side basks
in stark contrast to the economic, cultural
and ancient heart of the Old City, which
teeters on the riverine strip of the
European side.
And what better way to experience the
dichotomy between old and new than to
swim between the two sides? Yes, swim.
From Asia to Europe, down 6.5km of this
venerable waterway, during the few hours
of each year when the shipping channel
closes, it is possible to swim.
Since its inception in 1989, the
Bosphorus Cross-Continental Swim has
been hosted by the Turkish Olympic
Committee, but to have a hope in hell of
entering the yearly event, I’d recommend

booking through SwimTrek (swimtrek.
com), a British-based tour operator specialising in open-water swimming holidays
worldwide, who can also provide training
schedules for longdistance swim events
such as this.
I can hear you wonder, “six and a half
kilometres – are you off your rocker?” Two
summers previously, I had struggled to
complete a 1.5km lake swim, which I wrote
about in The Irish Times. But persistence
and training paid off, starting with a pool
swim once a week, then sea swimming two
to three times a week from April until the
race in August.
Once I’d cracked a decent open-water
technique, I found it surprisingly easy to
gradually ramp up the distance from less
than 1km to more than 4km. This was
sufficient to get me through the Bosphorus
swim; as you’re going with the flow of this
mighty river, the event feels more like
3.5-4km of standard open-water
swimming. And it was worth every stroke
over the previous six months.
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Before the event, a flotilla of near-naked
swimmers is ferried 6.5km upriver to the
east bank, where upon we dive off en masse
into the tepid waters, swimming back
down to the jetty from which we had
departed. The glorious lunacy of it all
reminded me of those Serengeti
documentaries on wildebeest migration,
as they dive off steep river banks.
I was nervous, but I soon fell into a
languid, gliding stoke, allowing the river do
most of the work, edging past ancient forts
and towers and mansions on the west bank.
With more than 2,000 participants, you’d
think it would be chocka out there and yet
there were moments when I could not lay
eyes on a single other swimmer. With the
finishing jetty within roaring distance, I
realised how much I had left in the tank,
which was duly emptied to cross the line.
Before and after the race, we had a few
days to explore. While Europe was,
comparatively speaking, dragging its
knuckles through the mud between the 9th
and 16th centuries, Islamic civilisation was
rocketing ahead, as documented in the
Museum of Islamic Science and History of
Technology. Housed in the former
imperial stables, within the dappled shade
of Gulhane Park, it’s a perfect place to chill,
picnic or people-watch beneath ginormous
plane trees, right at the foot of the aweinducing Topkapi Palace, home to a
jewel-filled museum.

A 10-minute walk away is the Museum of
Turkish and Islamic Art, nestled within a
16th-century former-private palace in the
Süleymaniye Mosque complex, and
exhibiting rare examples of the Abbasid,
Mamluk, Seljuk and Ottoman periods. It
also houses one of the best carpet collections in the world, as well as glassware,
stone and terracotta artefacts.
Set within the complex of the Blue
Mosque is the Great Palace Mosaic
Museum. Istanbul’s compact Old City is
also a Romanesque labyrinth of ornate
cisterns. The Serefiye Cistern has recently
undergone an eight-year restoration,
accessible through a carpet store (where
else?). I’m still not sure why the Romans
plunged so much cash into these lavish,
underground basins that nobody was
intended to ever visit, but we are lucky they
did. A legit, English-fluent Tureb-certified
guide is worth paying for, costing between
100-200 TL (about ¤6.50-¤13) for a
six-hour day. Selcuk Eracun (seracun@
yahoo.com) is an author of several books
on Turkish history and an excellent guide.
A fabulous way to get your bearings is
with a sunset sight-seeing cruise with
bosphorustour.com. With a live guide on a
modern yacht, the 2.5-hour tour (¤50)
includes complementary (non-alcoholic)
Turkish drinks, canapés and sliced fruits to
enjoy as you float by the Dolmabahce Palace, Ortakoy Mosque, Rumeli Fortress and
the Maiden’s Tower. Sailing south along
the Asian side, you see baroque, timber
mansions originally built as hunting lodges
and country homes for the Istanbul elite.
At about ¤50 for an hours’ performance,
the whirling dervishes at the Hodjapasha
Culture Centre is an expensive but
worthwhile show.
As you can’t possibly leave Turkey
without experiencing one of its famous
hamam baths – the Kilic Ali Pasa Hamami
(http://kilicalipasahamami.com) gets my
vote. Set in a domed, purpose-built
16th-century stone building, the hamam
ritual takes about one hour, costs 340 TL
(¤21) and includes scrubbing, foaming and
hair wash.
Jamie Ball was a guest of SwimTrek,
Wilusa Travel and Turkish Airlines.

How to
Despite2,400ticketsfortheraceeachyear,
demandalwaysexceedssupply.Applications
openinJanuarythroughtheTurkishOlympic
Committee(bogazici.olimpiyatkomitesi.org.tr)
andareusuallyfullwithinhours.Applying
throughanagentsuchasSwimTrekgreatly
increasesyourchancesofsecuringaplace,but
youwillpayforthataccess:from¤700per
personsharing,toincluderaceentryfeeand
registration,twonights’accommodation,

transferstoandfromairports,andtherace,anda
dedicated,English-fluentSwimTrekguide
stayingatyourhotel.Theswimtakesplaceon
theSundaymorning,withraceregistration,a
briefingandboattourofthecourseonthe
Saturdaymorning.SwimTrekacceptsapplicationsfromOctober.Forthe2023event,jointhe
mailinglistandstartswimming!
TurkishAirlinesfliesfromDublintoIstanbul
severaltimesaweek,from¤310return.

COMPETITION

Best Place to Holiday in Ireland 2022
People have nominated towns, villages, cities,
islands and regions for the Irish Times award

M

onaghan is the Irish county
with the highest number of
nominations so far in the
Irish Times Best Place to
Holiday 2022 competition.
It is followed by Kerry with 23 and Donegal
with 22.
The Irish Times is searching for the Best
Place to Holiday in Ireland, in association
with Fáilte Ireland, by asking people to
nominate their favourite holiday destina-

tion – a town, village, city, island or region
– at irishtimes.com/bestplace.
A panel of judges and researchers will
scour Ireland to check out the places
you’ve suggested – before announcing a
winner later in the summer. Thanks to
everyone who has entered so far. Entries
close on June 7th.
To help inspire you, here is a sample
entry sent in by reader Conor Sweeney on
the place he considers the Best Place to
Holiday in Ireland, 2022.
Inishbofinisland,CoGalway:
‘Iamtornwhethertosharethis’
The journey to Inishbofin through the
rugged landscape of Connemara may lead
you to believe that that this is a good as it
gets. A 30-minute boat journey from
Cleggan to this island with the most
wonderful people blows that theory apart.
I have been travelling to Inishbofin and
to Pat in the Dolphin Hotel for more than

15 years. The island provides a constant
magical feeling as you wander down the
East End with its pretty beaches, through
the bogland shared with wildlife and along
the coastal path. On a sunny day the
waters glisten like I can imagine they
would in the Caribbean.
I am constantly torn whether or not to
share my experiences of Bofin because you always want to keep it
for yourself. And that in itself is
its true mark. Invariably, you
end up telling everyone because they need to feel what we
all feel when we visit. It also
holds a uniqueness insofar
that it makes passing visitors
feel part of a community during
their time there. They also have
great broadband but poor mobile
phone coverage – a genius ploy
to make sure we cut ourselves off as much as
possible from the rest of
the world whilst giving us
a little fix. The dream is to
retire there.
–ConorSweeney

Wheretheentries
comefrom

W W W.C R OAT I A . I E
TA I LO R - M A D E J O U R N E Y S O F T H E A D R I AT I C
Choose from a wide range of packages or contact our team to
tailor make the holiday of your dreams.
From airport to hotel and back, with local support for all the
delights in between. Let the Adriatic Experts take care of you.

ACTIVE – ELAPHITE ISLANDS MULTI-SPORT

Discover the Elaphite Archipelago, its incredible
diversity & dramatic landscapes while sea kayaking,
cycling, sailing, swimming, snorkelling and hiking.No
previous experience is needed.
from

» 7 nights -

€1190 pps

MULTI - THE ISLAND OF KORCULA AND DUBROVNIK

Combining two of Croatia’s finest walled cities,
experience the relaxed atmosphere and beautiful
surroundings of Korcula coupled with the historical and
buzzing ambience of Dubrovnik.
from

» 7 nights - €1120pps
4 nights - 4* Hotel Liburna – Island of Korcula
3 nights - 5* Dubrovnik Palace – Dubrovnik
ACTIVE - SAILING ADVENTURE AND CAVTAT

The daily activities of kayaking, sailing and cycling are not
too demanding and are designed for the complete novice.
from

» 7 nights - €1460pps
3 nights - Nautitech 46 Open - Catamaran Yacht
4 nights - 5* Hotel Croatia – Cavtat, Dubrovnik
All holidays above include return flights, hotel accommodation, all transfers, airport taxes & 10kg
checked in baggage. Subject to availability, prices based on two people sharing - single rooms require a
supplement. Croatia Tours is a bonded and licensed tour operator TO142

VISIT

C R O AT I A . I E

OR CALL AN EXPERT

0 1 - 878 0 80 0
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REVIEW
CORINNA HARDGRAVE

Good vibes, great wine and delicious food

I

t is one of those evenings when
you feel a bit like a tourist in your
own town, taking in each shop
front as you stroll by, looking for
signs of somewhere that has
changed hands, with the possibility that
it may become yet another restaurant.
Where better to wander than Dublin’s
Camden Street, home to Delahunt,
Hang Dai and Mister S, the start of a
stretch that runs all the way into town,
or indeed, is already “town”, but with a
neighbourhood feel.
Outside Frank’s, the former pork
butchers with its original sign in place,
most of the seats are already taken, but
inside there is still room at the broad
sweep of a communal table with 20
high stools. It is one of the few rooms in
Dublin that has been designed to be a
wine bar, and in the minimalist style of
P Franco, the spiritual home that
spawned much of the natural wine bar
scene in London, there are just two induction hobs and a plancha for cooking.
David Bradshaw, who worked in one
Michelin star Lyle’s in London before
returning to Dublin and working in
Clanbrassil House, is the tall, slightly
shy chef leaning over that hob, and his
one-pager is that rarest of things, an accessibly priced menu. It starts with sizable bowls of marinated olives (¤3.50)
and smoked almonds (¤4), and tops out
at ¤16 for a large portion of pasta.
Our plan is to work our way through
the small plates, and make a dent in the
wine list, which has 18 wines by the
glass, all in the low intervention stable.
The pours are 125ml, ranging from ¤7
for a vinho verde to ¤12 for a Jura chardonnay at the top end of the scale, so
you’re looking at the equivalent of
¤32-¤72 for a bottle, which is reasonable for the quality on offer here.
Cold plates include charcuterie (¤12)
– Bayonne ham, saucsisson and pickles
– which is fine but rudimentary. But
what does stand out are the crudités
with sauce garrigue (¤9). It’s a burst of
summer colour, raw radishes, carrots,
elongated tufts of radicchio from Treviso, and butter-coloured Castelfranco
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David Bradshaw’s one-pager is that rarest
of things – an accessibly priced menu

9
–––
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Frank’s,22CamdenStreetLower,Dublin2;
franksdublin.com
Facilities:Smart,withRitualsproducts.
Music:Goodsoundsystemandcooltunes.
Foodprovenance:Glenmar,ArtisanFoods,
Redmond’s,Sheridan’s,Caterway,LaRousse,
foragedgarlicmustardinthepastadishandthe
floweringcurrantinthedessert.
Vegetarianoptions:Crudités,Hegarty’scheddar
crumpetandapastaoptionwhichchanges
regularly;veganoptionswithadvancenotice.
Wheelchairaccess:Theroomandtoiletare
accessiblebuttablesareaboveregularwheelchairlevel.
THEVERDICT:You’llwanteverythingonthis
menuandwinelist.
radicchio leaves speckled with magenta. All of this is waiting to be dipped into
the sauce garrigue, a featherlight emulsion which is assertively scented with
bay, rosemary, marjoram, sage and
thyme, and just a background note of anchovy. It is as joyous as it is delicious,
particularly with a glass of Tuffeau sparkling wine (¤7.50).
Golden croquettes (¤8), oozing
smoky scamorza, ’nduja and cauliflower, are dipped in romesco sauce, and a

Hegarty’s cheddar crumpet (¤4.50,
pictured) – crumpets being the dish of
the moment – arrive in a cloud of micro-planed cheese and ramson flowers.
The crumpets would have benefited
from just a little more cooking, and the
topping of cabbage, which has been
cooked into a delicious savoury submission, is just a shade over-seasoned. Tagliatelle (¤12) arrives steaming hot, with
fresh peas as sweet as the dew, garlic
mustard adding complexity, but again,
there is just a tad too much salt.
The final lap is one of true glory. Bradshaw’s baked cream with blackberry
granita, from his time in Clanbrassil
House, got my dessert of the year in
2021, and once again, I am stunned by
the delicacy and poise of his desserts.
An ethereal buttermilk ricotta
ice-cream is topped with a flowering
currant granita (¤8), the variegated
ruby crystals glistening like uncut
gems, the acidity from finely chopped
rhubarb rippling through from beneath. It is so delicious with a glass of
vermouth (¤4).
An elderflower creme brûlée (¤4.50)
is seductively rich. It is more like a
Basque cheesecake with its soft charred
top, and fermented honey cuts it with
an unexpected sharpness. The Niepoort Ruby Port (¤5.50), recommended by Chloe Carthy, who has been looking after us nicely, is a lovely pairing.
There is a subtle fineness to how Bradshaw cooks. Yes, there are some early
days mistakes, but they are easily sorted. You get the sense that this is a young
chef who is settling in, bringing a truly
original take to his dishes, using wild
produce he has foraged, such as mustard garlic and flowering currant. The
dishes change regularly and there’s no
pressure to commit to a certain number
of plates or order everything at the
same time. It’s about enjoying the vibe,
the wine and the really delicious food.
But it’s walk-in only, so be sure to get
there early.
Dinner for two with two glasses of
wine, plus a Port and a vermouth, was
¤79.50.

FOOD

IndiestoreisBlaschampion

Johnny McDowell and Laura Bradley’s
Indie Füde, which started out as an online
Irish artisan food shop and now also has
bricks and mortar stores in Comber and
Belfast, is the Blas na Éireann Producers
Champion for 2022.
The award is voted for by food producers who have entered the Blas na hÉireann
Irish Food Awards, which are an integral
part of the Dingle Food Festival. The
festival returns to the Co Kerry town this
year, September 30th-October 2nd.
irishfoodawards.com

Thebutcher’sbarbecue

Jessica Madden honed her butchery skills
in Melbourne before coming home to join
her parents, Sarah and Michael, in their
family business, the Village Butcher in
Ranelagh, Dublin 6. Sausage-making is
her speciality, and she handmakes a wide
range for the shop’s barbecue range,
including boerewors; Italian chilli and
fennel; cheddar, jalapeno and smoked
bacon; Argentinian (Gaucho) and Toulouse.

FOOD-FILE
MARIE-CLAIRE DIGBY
She also has some excellent tips for
marinating meat prior to grilling. “Skirt
steak is a great option – a quick sear on a
very hot barbecue each side is all it needs.
Even better if you have time to marinate it
in beer and fresh limes for an hour. Or if
you’re using flank steak, bavette or sirloin,
try a simple marinade of garlic, olive oil,
salt, pepper, brown sugar and ginger.”
The shop’s burger range is also extensive, including pork, chorizo and apple
burgers; Angus short rib and Monterey
Jack cheese burgers; Belted Galloway
burgers with smoked applewood cheese;
Dexter burgers with bone marrow, and
Irish Wagyu burgers.
For a change from sausages and burgers
and steaks on the grill, the shop also stocks
lobster tails (¤17.99), olive-fed pork
shoulder (from ¤9.99), and tiger prawn
skewers (¤10.99), or you could go all out
with a whole suckling pig (¤175).
The shop is now delivering, with Dublin
deliveries on Tuesday, Thursday and
Friday (¤7.99) and nationwide on Monday
to Wednesday (¤13.99). Free delivery on
orders over ¤120. thevillagebutcher.ie

Localpride

It has been a good couple of weeks for
small food and drink producers in Ireland,
with products from the 24 finalists in the
Grow with Aldi programme going on sale
in 150 branches of the supermarket
chain, and 33 graduates of SuperValu’s
Food Academy going on shelves as part of
the chain’s Taste of Local initiative. The
Aldi selection will be in store for two
weeks, while the new SuperValu listings
will be part of an initiative to highlight
hyperlocal produce in stores across the
country.

Gastronomysymposium

■ Sarah Kelly and Michael Madden and

their daughter, Jessica, of the Village
Butcher in Ranelagh.
PHOTOGRAPH: KILLIAN BRODERICK

The sixth biennial Dublin Gastronomy
Symposium takes place on Tuesday and
Wednesday, May 31st and June 1st, at the
TU Dublin Grangegorman campus. The
theme is Food and Movement, and
attendance can be in person (¤230, to
include lunches, refreshments and a place
at the gala dinner at King’s Inns), or online
(¤30). The provisional programme and
booking details are online.
arrow.tudublin.ie/dgs
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COOK
PAUL FLYNN

Three favourite family meals

I

Nothing soothes more than a nice dinner at home. Here are three classics chez Flynn

can’t imagine having a partner
who didn’t care about food. It simply wouldn’t have happened. I spotted my wife’s potential immediately, but to be sure, I took her out to
my favourite restaurant at the time,
Kensington Place. Rowley Leigh was
the head chef, a much esteemed cook
and food writer. I loved the place. It was
boisterous, perennially packed and super-cool. The food was modern British
with Italian influences. There was none
of the staidness of French haute cuisine,
with its whispering dining rooms.
A lunch there with friends was deliciously hedonistic, hours passed in a
flash, all laughter, gossip and clinking
glasses. We all worked in the industry.
KP, as we affectionately called it, made
us feel as if we had achieved something
simply by being there.
The new Irish stuck together, but this
time not in Kilburn or Cricklewood. All
of London was ours to be had. We were
ambitious and we weren’t afraid of hard
work. Máire, my young soon-to-be-wife,
embraced the food and our profession
and moved over to London to be with me
shortly afterwards. I’ll always be grateful.
Many years later, food is still our refuge. After a hard week in the restaurant,
there is nothing that will soothe us more
than a nice dinner at home, and these
dishes are some of my favourites.
The most technical thing here is the
onion tarte Tatin, but it’s not really complicated once you put your mind to it.
The reverse-sear steak is a revelation.
It was my first time ever cooking it this
way. It is unconventional; the trick is to
cook it backwards. First it is slowly
cooked in a very low oven. This ensures
minimum shrinkage and maximum tenderness. Then it is flash-fried, to get a
deep caramelisation. You will need a
meat thermometer to get this right. If
you do, then it will melt in your mouth
like beautiful beefy butter.

■ Harry Weir Photography

Reverse-sear côte de boeuf,
red onion tarte Tatin, horseradish butter
Makes 1
Ingredients
For the tarte Tatin:
3 red onions (350g)
Drizzle of sunflower oil
Sprigs of thyme
Good knob of soft butter
Salt
Black pepper
Half a packet of puff pastry
1 egg beaten with a little milk
For the horseradish butter:
100g soft butter
1tbs horseradish sauce
Chopped parsley
1 côte de boeuf (850g)
3tbs sunflower oil plus more for the pan
Salt
Black pepper
Knob of butter
Sprig of thyme
3 cloves of garlic, unpeeled, slightly crushed
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Method
1. Set the oven to 160 degrees.
2. Cut the onions in half across the circumference. Drizzle oil on a roasting tray, scatter the
sprigs of thyme around, then place onions
cut-side down on the tray, cover with foil and
bake for 45 minutes.
3. Remove the onions and turn the oven up to
185 degrees.
4. Allow the onions to cool, then peel the
outside layer off while keeping the shape of
the onion.
5. Take a non-stick frying pan. Smear the base
and sides with the butter, season and place
the onions cut-side down on top of the butter.
6. Cut a circular piece of pastry the same size
as the rim of the pan – it doesn’t have to be too
perfect. Drape the pastry snugly over the top
of the onions and tuck it in.
7. Brush the pastry lightly with the egg wash
and bake for 25 minutes until crisp and golden.
8. Allow to cool for no more than a minute or
two, then nudge the pastry away from the pan
with a spatula and turn it out carefully, with

the onions on top. Place on a tray to warm
through when you’re ready to serve.
For the horseradish butter:
Mix everything together. Roll in clingfilm and
chill.
For the beef:
1. Set the oven to 95 degrees.
2. Brush the meat with a little sunflower oil
and season it. Place on a wire rack in the oven
for about an hour and 45 minutes. The core
temperature needs to be 60 degrees – this is
at the cusp of medium rare to medium.
3. To sear it, heat a large pan with more oil
over a high heat until lightly smoking. Lower
the beef into the pan and cook for about three
minutes, until the beef is dark and crusted.
4. Turn the meat over and add the butter,
thyme and garlic to the pan. Baste the steak
three or four times. When the crust has
formed on the second side, transfer to a board.
5. Warm the onion tart, carve the meat, and
serve with the horseradish butter.

Chicken in
cider cream
Serves 2
Ingredients
Small glug of sunflower oil
Knob of butter
1 small free-range chicken (1,200g), jointed
into 8 pieces (you can ask your butcher to do
it)
Sprig of fresh thyme
6 large shallots, peeled
3 cloves of garlic, unpeeled and slightly
crushed
Salt
Black pepper
100ml cider or white wine
150ml chicken stock
150ml cream
1tbs Dijon mustard
4 slices of streaky bacon, cooked till crisp
1 packet (200g) trimmed fine French beans
Method
1. Set the oven to 185 degrees.
2. Pour the oil into a heavy-bottomed
oven-proof casserole dish, then add the
butter over a medium-high heat. When it is
foaming, add the chicken and start to get
colour on it, you may have to do this in
batches so you don’t crowd the pan.

Cod baked with
butterbeans,
olives and
smoked paprika
3. When the chicken is coloured, carefully
pour out any excess oil then add the thyme,
shallots and garlic. Season and continue to
brown for a minute or two more to glaze the
shallots.
4. Cover and put in the oven for 20 minutes.
Remove it, then add the cider, stock and the
cream.
5. Place back in the oven uncovered for a
further 20 minutes, until the chicken is fully
cooked. Take the chicken pieces out of the
pan and keep them warm.
6. Whisk the mustard into the sauce and
check it for seasoning.
7. Put the packet of French beans unopened
into the microwave and cook on a high heat
for 2½ minutes.
8. Divide the chicken onto warm plates, pour
the sauce over it and add the French beans
and crispy bacon.

Serves 2
Ingredients
1tbs olive oil, plus more for drizzling
2 x 150g fillets of cod (skin on bones removed)
1 tin (400g) of butterbeans
2 cloves of garlic, peeled and sliced
1 pointed red pepper, deseeded and sliced
10 stuffed green olives in brine, plus two tbs
of brine
1 piece of orange peel
1tsp smoked paprika
A sprig of rosemary
150ml cream
Salt
Pepper
Method
1. Set the oven to 185 degrees.
2. Brush the olive oil on to a small roasting
tray or casserole dish. Lay the cod on top and
add the butterbeans around the fish, then
scatter the garlic, pepper and olives on top,
add the brine and the orange peel and evenly

sprinkle the smoked paprika over the top.
3. Nestle the rosemary beside the cod, then
pour the cream over the fish and season it.
4. Bake for 20 minutes or so until the cream
is bubbling and the fish is cooked. Thicker
pieces of fish will take a little longer. Serve
with new potatoes or rice.
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FOOD FOR
THOUGHT
JP McMAHON
Whatever you want to call it, lamb breast,
or belly, is a deliciously succulent cut of
meat that is often neglected by both chefs
and domestic cooks. Because of its rich fat
content, it needs to be cooked low and
slow. It works well with spicy sauces such
as harissa or nutty sauces such as romesco.
But lamb belly also confits well and it
can be braised in a myriad of spices and
liquids, from red wine to whiskey. Because it is so underused, it is a relatively
cheaper cut, compared with rack of lamb.
Spring lamb belly will cost you a bit more,
yet it will be delicious.
High-end restaurants often combine
lamb belly as part of a lamb dish. I recall
chopping thyme and rosemary while
spending a few days in Restaurant Gordon Ramsay in London many years ago,
for their braised lamb belly which went
alongside a rack of lamb and some baby
vegetables.
Cooking with cider still feels less
important than cooking with wine, but we
have excellent artisan ciders in Ireland, so
give them a go when cooking lamb,
chicken or fish. You’ll be pleasantly
surprised.
Howtocooklambbellyincider
Lay your lamb belly flat, skin side down,
and sprinkle with fine sea salt and
chopped rosemary and thyme. Roll it up
and tie with some twine. Do the same with
a second belly and you’ll have enough to
serve four. Oil the outside and season also
with salt and pepper. Fry the rolled belly
in oil until nicely browned. Transfer to a
casserole dish and add one quartered
onion, a chopped carrot, a diced celeriac
and a bay leaf. Pour 500ml of cider over
the lamb and then cover with lamb or
chicken stock.
Cover the dish and braise in a 160-degree oven for three hours. Remove the
belly and the vegetables from the liquid
and carve the meat into nice pieces.
Reduce the sauce a little. Place the vegetables in a large serving bowl with the lamb
on top. Pour over the sauce and then
garnish with some fresh watercress.
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L

eftovers are always a blessing. I
like to cook a little extra chicken,
rice or potatoes whenever I can
because they have so many uses.
Fried rice is one of my go-to
dishes. It used to be for a quick and easy
lunch but now, as my kids are getting
bigger, they seem to need it after school,
rugby training or swimming. Their
appetites seem insatiable as they’re
growing, my eldest being only 10. A bowl
of brown rice with some added protein
such as egg or chicken is ideal fuel. They
also love small cubes of fried chorizo and a
tin of kidney beans stirred through. It’s
fast food that is easy to make and
nutritious.
For this dish, I’m changing up our
regular fried rice and bringing some
Caribbean flavours with Scotch bonnet
chillies, allspice, thyme and juicy fresh
pineapple. It’s a bright summery version
of a family favourite.
You can use tinned pineapple for this, or
keep an eye out in the freezer section for
frozen pineapple, it’s so much nicer. If you
do get fresh pineapple, it’s always fun to
make the most of it and hollow the fruit out
to make a pineapple boat. It’s a gorgeous
way to serve this rice, or keep it for serving
sorbet, fruit salad or ice cream. Go that
extra mile and use the pineapple skin to
make tepache, a Mexican fermented
drink. It’s very easy to make and requires
only a few days to ferment by placing the
skins in water with sugar. You’re rewarded
with a fizzy probiotic-rich version of Lilt. I
always do this if I get an organic pineapple
and it’s great fun. There are lots of recipes
online and I recommend serving it chilled
with crushed mint.
To make the pineapple boat, cut the
fruit in half, then use a smaller paring
knife to cut out the fruit inside. Leave at
least half an inch as a rim around the edge
to form your bowls. Or just remove the top
of the fruit to make one larger bowl.
Scotch bonnet peppers are named so
because of their shape, looking like the
traditional Scottish Tam o’Shanter hat.
They’re spicy and slightly sweet, giving
Caribbean dishes their unique flavour. If you
can’t find them, then try using habanero,
jalapeños or chilli flakes.They won’t be
the same but will give that spicy heat.
This fried rice is a very handy one-pan
dish that requires very little cooking time
and has minimum clean-up. It’s ideal for
busy week nights, and it can be eaten in
bowls outdoors, making the most of those
longer evenings as it gets warmer.

FAST FAMILY FEASTS
LILLY HIGGINS

Caribbean-style
fried rice
Ingredients
1tbs olive oil
250g leftover cooked chicken, chopped
1 clove garlic, crushed
3 spring onions, sliced
1 red pepper, diced
½ a pineapple, cubed
½ tsp finely diced Scotch bonnet
pepper, or use chilli flakes
1tsp ground allspice
1tsp black pepper
2tbs soy sauce
500g cooked rice
3tbs coriander, chopped

Method
1. Heat the oil in a pan. Add the
chicken, garlic, spring onion, chilli,
pepper and pineapple. Stir and cook
for a few minutes until everything
takes on a little colour. The natural
sugars in the pineapple will begin to
caramelise.
2. Add the allspice and black pepper
and mix well. Heat for a minute, then
add the rice and soy sauce. Mix well.
Cover with a lid and leave to heat
through for five minutes, stirring every
so often.
3. Once the rice is fully heated, taste
for seasoning and fold the coriander
through.
4. Serve in bowls or the hollowed out
pineapple boat.

FOOD

BAKE
AOIFE NOONAN
A hybrid of old
favourites for
summer days

S

ome of my best desserts are a hybrid
of old favourites; simple in concept,
but upgraded to make them just a
little more special. This week sees a
classic Eton Mess turned into a
traybake, using the best summer combination there is (in my humble opinion), strawberries and cream, paired with a soft fluffy
sponge and crunchy meringue.
Anything sponge with fruit and cream is
probably my favourite sweet, and here I have
added texture and crunch in the form of tiny
meringues. Is it Eton Mess? Is it sponge cake?
It is both.
This sponge is a simple base for any toppings your heart desires; it is neutral in
flavour, making it a perfect canvas for any
combination of flavours or seasonal fruits,
come summer or winter. Here I’m using
strawberries, but any fruit will work. Try
raspberries, blueberries or peaches, and
when the weather gets cooler you could try
blackberries, figs or plums.
I bake this cake in a rectangular baking tin
and pile the cream, fruit and meringues on
top of the sponge once cooled.
I sometimes nestle a few strawberries in
the sponge before being baked, as they
provide a contrast to the fresh berries on top
of the cake. Once baked, the sponge rises up
around them and they turn soft and jammy,
adding a little pop of sweetness to every
mouthful.
The cream is a version of crème Chantilly,
that is vanilla cream; here I’ve added a little
yoghurt which adds tang and a lightness that
using cream alone just won’t give. A little
splash of elderflower cordial rounds off the
flavours nicely and is a perfect accent for the
strawberries.
I tend to make my own meringues, but you
can use store bought if you prefer. If you
make your own, you have control of the shape
and size. They can easily be made and stored
in an airtight container for a week, or in the
freezer for a month. I sprinkle a few little
meringues on top of the cake and crush a few
too, for a gorgeous texture.
Dot the finished traybake with some edible
flowers and cut into squares to serve for a
perfect summer party dessert.

■ Harry Weir Photography

Eton Mess traybake
Serves 15
For the meringues:
2 egg whites
Pinch of salt
110g caster sugar
1 tsp cornflour
½ tsp white wine vinegar

Method

For the cream:
300ml cream
1 tsp icing sugar
1 tsp vanilla extract or 1 vanilla pod, seeds
scraped
2 tsp elderflower cordial (optional)
100ml yoghurt

For the meringues:
1. Preheat the oven to 130 degrees, or 110
degrees if using a fan oven. Line a baking tray
with a sheet of parchment paper.
2. Whisk the egg whites and salt together
using a stand mixer or electric whisk until
frothy. Add the sugar gradually, a tablespoon at a time, and continue to whisk to
stiff peak, about five minutes.
3. Add the vinegar and sift in the cornflour,
and gently fold in until well combined.
4. Put the meringue in a piping bag fitted
with a large star nozzle, or alternatively, use
a Ziploc bag.
5. Pipe different sized small stars of meringue on the prepared baking sheet and
bake the meringues in the preheated oven
for 10 minutes, then reduce the heat to 110
degrees or 90 degrees fan and continue to
bake for another 30 minutes. Turn off the
oven and leave to cool in the oven for 10
minutes.

To finish:
200g strawberries, halved
Edible flowers (optional)

For the sponge:
1. Preheat the oven to 180 degrees, or 160
degrees fan. Grease and line a 30x20cm

For the sponge:
335g butter, softened
335g caster sugar
6 eggs
335g self-raising flour
1 tsp vanilla extract
2 tbsp milk
200g strawberries, quartered

rectangle baking tin.
2. Cream the butter and sugar together until
pale. Add the eggs one by one, beating in
each one until fully combined.
3. Sift in the flour and add the vanilla,
followed by the milk and mix until just
combined.
4. Pour the batter into the tin and arrange
the strawberries on top. Bake in the preheated oven for 45 minutes, until a skewer
inserted into the centre comes out clean.
5. Remove from the oven and leave to cool
slightly before turning out onto a wire rack
to cool completely.
For the cream:
Whisk the cream, icing sugar and vanilla
together to soft peak. Fold in the elderflower
cordial (if using) followed by the yoghurt.
To finish:
1. Pile the cream on top of the cooled sponge
and arrange the halved strawberries on top.
2. Place a few meringues in and around the
strawberries, crushing a few to make a
coarse powder.
3. Garnish with edible flowers (if using) and
cut into squares to serve.
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DRINK

WINE
JOHN WILSON

In search of lower-alcohol wines

I

Four wines, four countries, four different grape varieties – and all with an abv of 13% or less

have been contacted by several
frustrated readers unable to find
lower-alcohol wines. Lighter
white wines are easier to find
than reds; in general, white wines
and sparkling wines tend to have
higher acidity and less alcohol.
Most are 13 per cent abv or lower and
very few reach 14 per cent. Many of
those from cool climates, such as
Muscadet, Austrian Grüner Veltliner
and Australian Riesling are frequently
less than 12.5 per cent, and the great
German Rieslings are often less than
10 per cent.
Finding a lighter red wine can be
tricky. Part of the problem is climate
change. Regions such as Bordeaux
once typically produced red wines at
12.5 per cent to 13 per cent alcohol;
these days 14 per cent and 14.5 per cent
is common. But it is also a stylistic
choice by the producer. Red grapes are
picked later when they are considered
fully ripe. They have less acidity and
higher sugar levels and as a result the
wines will have more alcohol.
I suspect that many consumers in
this country and other markets prefer
richer red wines. There is something
very seductive about a glass of velvety
ripe fruit-sweet red wine – the alcohol
provides texture, warmth and
balances the tannins. Lighter reds
tend to have higher acidity and taste
fresher. This is not always to everyone’s
taste, although the best have a
delicious juiciness that is hard to beat.

ANOTHER
ROUND
Shane Murphy of Dot Brewing was in
the process of launching a new core
range of beers when I talked to him.
“We are delighted with the beers
and they seem to be going down well
with beer drinkers. We poured them
at the Rascals Beer Festival and had
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I suspect it is going to become easier
to find lower alcohol red wines in the
future, as the multiples try to offer
cheaper wines; under the new alcohol
regulations, lower alcohol wines can
be sold at lower prices.
This week, the first of the summer
reds; four wines from four different
countries each made from a different
grape variety and all with an abv of
13 per cent or less. There will certainly
be more as we move into summer.
Beaujolais, one of my favourite
wines, tends to be lighter in alcohol,
including the “crus” or villages such as
Fleurie, Moulin-à-Vent and Brouilly.
The Domaine des Nugues, in the panel,
has been one of my go-to wines for
many years. While there are many very
insipid wines produced in Bardolino,
wines such as the La Prendina are
perfect in warm sunny weather. If you
don’t live close to a Marks & Spencer,
O’Briens has the delicious vibrant
fruity Rizzardi Bardolino Classico
Cuvée XV (13 per cent) for ¤15.45.
Many of the red wines from Austria
and Germany (both have relatively
cool climates) are lighter in alcohol.
As well as the Zweigelt featured here,
look out for wines made from
Pinot Noir (sometimes called
Spätburgunder here) and
Blaufränkisch.
All of these wines should be served
cool. As the weather warms up, you
could even consider drinking them
lightly chilled.

to go back to the brewery on
Saturday night to refill our kegs!
We wanted to give the best value to
our customer, and I think we have
achieved that.
“We’ve had an insane amount of
cost increases; you see it everywhere
in the supermarkets and at the petrol
pumps, but the pressure is less
obvious with producers. We have had
three rounds of price increases since
January alone. The utility costs for
running a kettle and cooling a tank

Bardolino2020,
LaPrendinaEstate
13%,¤11
Lightcrunchyredcherry
fruits,withaherby,earthy
edge.Thiswouldbegreat
withgrilledfishor
whippedgoat’scheese
withroastpeppers.
From:Marks&Spencer.

ThörleSpätburgunder
2018,Rheinhessen
12.5%,¤21.95
Juicyriperedcherryfruits
withalivelypepperynote.
Atruevindesoif.Drinkthis
coolwithtuna,duckbreast,
orrisottoprimavera.
From:TheCorkscrew,D2.

BeaujolaisVillages2018,
DomainedesNugues
13%,¤19.50-¤20
Utterlydelicioussmooth
ripebutjuicydarkandred
fruitswithverylighttannins
onthefinish.Adelightto
drink,eitherbyitself,with
charcuterie,firmcheese,
andmostwhitemeat
recipes.
From:SIYPS.com;
ElyWineStore,Maynooth;
Beshoff,Howth.

PittnauerZweigelt
Heideboden2019,
Burgenland,Austria
12.5%,¤22-¤25
Alightlyearthyfruit-filled
treatwithvibrantdark
berries,andsofteasy
tanninsonthefinish.
Agreatpicnicwine,orwith
dishesfeaturingcooked
tomatosauces.
From:DrinkStore,D7;
TheCorkscrew,D2;
Martin’sOffLicence,D3;Morton’s,D6;
SIYPS.com;Mitchell&Son,D1,
Sandycove,andAvoca,Kilmacanogue
&Dunboyne.

are enormous, and our supply chain is
tricky.
“For instance, most aluminium
comes from Russia and Ukraine, but
there is a squeeze on malts, labels and
all the other materials – we have
retained our original retail price by
adjusting our processes while still
retaining quality.”
The new range includes a delicious
refreshing Pilsner called Solo,
conditioned for six weeks.
Then there is Loose, a session IPA

made using a different kind of yeast
that retains complex sugars. “It’s a
body-builder so you get a low abv with
a bigger, bolder beer,” Go Go a New
England IPA, which is all about sweet
fruits, stone fruits and mango, and
Alto Double IPA – “fruit juice for
adults is the best way to describe it,
with a pillowy mouthfeel and higher
body and texture.”
This September they will complete
the range with Easy Amber, an
American Amber.

TV & RADIO SEVENDAYS
This week’s
highlights
SilentWitness
Monday&Tuesday,BBCOne,9pm
Emilia Fox returns as pathologist Dr Nikki
Alexander, and, to celebrate the series’
25th anniversary, she’s joined by a former
star of the series: Amanda Burton as
pathologist Sam Ryan. Sam has just
started a new company, but no sooner has
she launched it than the country is rocked
by the assassination of Britain’s health
secretary. Sam summons Nikki and her
team to help with the investigation, but
does Sam know more about the case than
she’s letting on?
Change- Ireland’sMenopauseStory
Monday,RTÉOne,9.35pm
Las year on Liveline, many women talked
to Joe about their experiences going
through menopause, challenging the
taboo around “the change” and reminding
listeners that it a real life event that affects
a huge section of the population and their
families. This documentary emerges from
those Liveline conversations, and explores
how women in Ireland experience menopause, and the challenges they face at
home and at work as they navigate the
symptoms. The programme will also look
at the biomedicine science behind
menopause, and the work being done to
alleviate its effects.
HospitalLive
Tuesday,Wednesday&Thursday,
RTÉOne,7pm
What will the future bring for healthcare
and medical science in Ireland? To find
out, Philip Boucher-Hayes and Anna Daly
are spending three days in St James’s
Hospital in Dublin, meeting healthcare
workers and patients and seeing firsthand
how frontline staff deal with the challenges of a healthcare system that’s been under
unbelievable pressure over the past two
years. They’ll meet doctors, nurses and
porters who work hard to look after
patients, and they’ll also meet scientists
and researchers who are developing
the next generation of cutting-edge
health innovations. Working from a
purpose-built set on the grounds of the
hospital, the presenters are hoping to
build a picture of what healthcare could
look like over the next several years, both
in Ireland and around the world.

StateoftheUnion
Tuesday,BBCTwo,10pm,
10.10pm&10.20pm
Chris O’Dowd and Rosamund Pike were
excellent as the unhappily married couple
meeting up at the pub before their
marriage counselling sessions in the series
of shorts written by Nick Hornby and
directed by Stephen Frears. Now it’s the
turn of Brendan Gleeson and Patricia
Clarkson to have the chats about where
it all went wrong in their relationship.
Each episode is just 10 minutes long,
but no less absorbing for that.
Obi-WanKenobi
FromWednesday,Disney+
Ewan McGregor reprises his role as the
Jedi master in this latest live-action series
set in the Star Wars universe, with Hayden
Christensen returning as Sith lord Darth
Vader. This was originally going to be a
movie, but with The Mandalorian becoming one of the big TV events of 2020,
producer Lucasfilm has decided to go with
the episodic televisual format. The action
takes place sometime after the events
depicted in Revenge of the Sith. Obi-Wan
has a serious problem on his hands: his
star pupil, Anakin Skywalker, has gone to
the dark side and now sports a black
helmet and cloak and creepy breathing.
Can he bring Anakin back to the light side
and thwart the Empire’s ambitions?
TheFlightAttendant
Thursday,SkyMax&Now,9pm

■ Eduardo Franco, Charlie Heaton,

Millie Bobby Brown, Noah Schnapp
and Finn Wolfhard in Stranger Things.
Left: Kaley Cuoco in The Flight Attendant.
PHOTOGRAPHS: NETFLIX; HBO

Kaley Cuoco returns as Cassie Bowden in
series two of the comedy/crime series and,
following the madcap events of series one,
Cassie’s life seems to have stabilised. She’s
been sober for a year, she’s got a new
boyfriend, and her side-gig as an asset for
the CIA is going very nicely. But now she
might have a doppelganger who is threatening her standing with the agency.
ArdalO’Hanlon:TombRaider
Thursday,RTÉOne,10.15pm
Father Dougal as Lara Croft? Actor and
comedian Ardal O’Hanlon is on a quest to
find out who were the first-ever Irish men
and women, and he’s using old-fashioned
archaeology rather than heavy weaponry
to get to the bottom of this age-old
mystery. He’s not the first to try to uncover
the original Celts: in the 1930s, a motley
crew of experts descended on the island of

Ireland – including a team from Harvard,
a geography professor from Wales and a
Nazi from Austria – in search of primeval
paddies. O’Hanlon looks back at this
period in Irish history, just 10 years after
partition, when the island was the source
of some of Europe’s most important
archaeological finds. Still, Father Dougal
in hotpants dispatching CGI baddies –
could be a gaming idea worth exploring.
StrangerThings
FromFriday,Netflix
We’ve been waiting, and waiting, and
finally, season four of the Duffer Brothers’
masterful retro series is here, and in
between the jump scares and demagorgon
attacks, we’ll be watching out for more
blatant 1980s pop culture references.
Season three ended with the battle of
Starcourt shopping mall and the apparent
death of Hopper in a secret underground
laboratory. But a series of teaser trailers
over the past year tells us that Hopper now
seems to be doing hard labour in a Russian
gulag, and Eleven has moved to California
with the Byers family. You can be certain,
though, it won’t be long before everybody
ends up back in the upside-down.
KEVINCOURTNEY
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SATURDAY MAY 21
NEW SERIES The Great Garden Revolution
Channel 4, 8.15pm Horticulturist Errol Reuben
Fernandes, designer Joel Bird and craftsman
Bruce Kenneth present the second run of
the inspirational programme in which they
pool their skills to help householders make
the most of their outdoor spaces. In each
edition, they makeover someone’s garden,
demonstrating how, with a few tweaks, we
can all have a plot of which we can be proud.

MUSICAL SHOWCASE Later... with Jools
Holland BBC Two, 10pm On Tuesday, Liam
Gallagher is the subject of the Sky Arts
documentary 48 Hours at Rockfield. But before
that there’s a chance to see him perform on
this show. He also talks about his latest projects
and picks a favourite clip from the Later archive.
Plus, Dublin singer-songwriter Sinead O’Brien
is also performing, as are Oumou Sangaré, and
Charlotte Adigéry & Bolis Pupul.

RTÉ One

RTÉ2

Virgin One

TG4

BBC One

BBC Two

6.00 EuroNews 6.10 Teleshopping
7.55 Ros na Rún S 8.50 Fair City
Omnibus S 10.40 Monarch of the
Glen R 11.45 My Kitchen Rules:
Australia R S 12.50 News S 1.00
Super Garden R S 1.30 The Liffey
R 2.00 Only Fools and Horses R S
2.35 FILM: An Affair to
Remember (1957, Drama, U)
Cary Grant, Deborah Kerr.
Dir: Leo McCarey. S
4.45 Great Lighthouses of Ireland
R S 5.45 Nuacht Followed by
The Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 7.45 Children’s
Programmes 10.35 Junior Bake
Off R S 11.10 News S 11.30 Meerkat
Manor: Rise of the Dynasty S 12.00
Home and Away R S 1.00 Young
Sheldon R S 1.30 Champions
League Magazine
2.00 Racing from the Curragh
Live coverage of the Tattersalls
Irish Guineas Festival. S
4.45 URC Live Connacht v Zebre
(Kick-off 5.00pm). S

6.10 Think Tank R 8.00 Taste of
Italy R 9.00 Ireland AM S 12.00
John and Lisa’s Weekend Kitchen
R 1.00 Yorkshire Airport R 1.30
The Secret Life of Our Pets R 2.30
Winning Combination R 3.30 In for
a Penny R 4.00 The Chase
Celebrity Special R 5.00
Coronation Street: Memorable
Moments R 5.30 News S

7.00 Cúla 4 10.00 GAA R 11.00
Murder, She Wrote R S 12.50
Domhan an Dúlra R 1.50 Cúla 4 R
1.52 Clarence R 2.03 Mo Chlann
Fhiáin R S 2.08 ToonMarty R 2.19
Cat Cliste R 2.31 Sicíní Spáis sa
Spás R 2.46 Adventure Time R
2.57 SpongeBob SquarePants R S
3.20 WAC R 3.50 C.L.U.B R 4.25
The Golden Girls R S 4.55 The
Wonder Years R S

6.00 News S 10.00 Saturday
Kitchen Live S 11.30 The Airport:
Back in the Skies R S 12.00
Football Focus S 1.00 News S
1.15 Athletics: Diamond League
Birmingham The British Grand
Prix. Gabby Logan presents
coverage of the second meeting of
the Diamond League campaign,
held at Alexander Stadium. S
4.30 Escape to the Country R S
5.20 Garden Rescue R S

6.05 Children’s Programmes R S
8.35 Eat Well for Less? R S 9.35
The Best of RHS Chelsea Flower
Show R S 10.30 The Great British
Sewing Bee R S 11.30 Britain’s Top
Takeaways R S 12.30 The Best
Dishes Ever R S 12.40 DIY SOS:
The Big Build R S
1.40 FILM: Operation Crossbow
(1965, Adventure, PG) George
Peppard. Dir: Michael Anderson. S
3.35 Commando: Britain’s Ocean
Warriors R S 4.35 Barra on the
Bann R S 5.00 Gardeners’ World S

6.01 NEWS S
6.35 FILM: DESPICABLE ME
(2010, Animation, U)
Steve Carell, Jason Segel,
Russell Brand, Julie
Andrews. A criminal
mastermind hopes to seal
his reputation as the
greatest villain of them
all by stealing the Moon.
First he needs to get his
hands on a shrinking ray
owned by a rival evil genius,
and adopts three orphan
girls to help him – but
finds that fatherhood brings
out his long-buried caring
side. Dir: Pierre Coffin,
Chris Renaud. S
8.25 HOME ADVANTAGE
Quiz hosted by Jennifer
Zamparelli in which one
player from each of three
teams is present in the
studio while their families
support from home. S
9.10 NEWS S
9.40 FILM: THE SNAPPER
(1993, Drama, 15) Tina
Kellegher, Colm Meaney. A
20-year-old woman from a
large family announces she
is pregnant, but refuses to
reveal the identity of the
father. Her protective dad is
determined to stand by her
through thick and thin, but
over the next nine months,
small-town gossip starts to
take its toll on him. Dir:
Stephen Frears. S
11.30 CONVERSATIONS WITH
FRIENDS Adaptation of
Sally Rooney’s novel,
starring Sasha Lane and
Alison Oliver. R S

4.45 URC LIVE Connacht v
Zebre (Kick-off 5.00pm).
Daire O’Brien presents
all the action from both
teams’ final match of the
season in the United Rugby
Championship, held at The
Sportsground. Connacht
missed out on a place in
the quarter-finals, but will
be expecting to end their
campaign on a high in front
of their own fans against
the Italian outfit, who
have struggled at the foot
of the table all season.
With analysis from Eddie
O’Sullivan and Niamh
Briggs, commentary by
Hugh Cahill and Fiona
Coghlan, and reports by
Murray Kinsella. S
7.15 FROG SONG S
8.15 TITANIC: INTO THE
HEART OF THE WRECK
See Choice
9.50 FILM: THE
MAGNIFICENT SEVEN
(2016, Western, 12) Denzel
Washington, Chris Pratt,
Ethan Hawke, Vincent
D’Onofrio, Byung-hun Lee,
Manuel Garcia-Rulfo, Martin
Sensmeier, Peter Sarsgaard.
A remote frontier town
falls under the control
of a ruthless industrialist,
who uses the locals as
forced labour in his mines.
A woman goes in search of
help, recruiting a band of
seven hired guns to protect
the town and train the
people to fight back.
Remake of the classic
Dir: Antoine Fuqua. S

6.00 TIPPING POINT: LUCKY
STARS Ben Shephard
presents a celebrity edition
of the quiz, in which
contestants answer
questions to win turns on
an arcade-style machine.
7.00 ROMEO & DUET Oti
Mabuse presents the dating
show that uses the power of
singing to help people find
their ideal partners, with
Rachael, Jamie, Ky and
Joey taking part this time.
8.00 BRITAIN’S GOT TALENT
Ant and Dec host as
more awe-inspiring and
showstopping performers
take to the stage at the
London Palladium Theatre
to try to impress judges
Simon Cowell, Amanda
Holden, Alesha Dixon
and David Walliams and
secure their place in the
live semi-finals.
9.20 BEAT THE CHASERS
New. Bradley Walsh hosts
as contestants take on a
team consisting of Issa
Schultz, Mark Labbett,
Shaun Wallace, Jenny
Ryan and Darragh Ennis,
hoping to win big money.
10.20 THE GRAHAM NORTON
SHOW The host is joined by
guests Usain Bolt, Channing
Tatum, Jennifer Saunders,
Beattie Edmondson and Rob
Brydon, while Florence and
the Machine perform. R
11.25 GORDON, GINO AND
FRED: ROAD TRIP
Gordon Ramsay, Gino
D’Acampo and Fred Sirieix
cook oysters in France. R

5.25 SURVIVOR: WINNERS
AT WAR Part two of two.
Twenty winners of Survivor
compete once more. R
6.25 NUACHT TG4
6.40 RUGBAÍ BEO Leinster v
Munster (Kick-off 7.15pm).
Coverage of the match in
the United Rugby
Championship, which takes
place at Aviva Stadium.
9.30 OPRY LE DANIEL
Daniel O’Donnell returns
to the Millennium Forum
in Derry to present a
special programme with
Lisa McHugh, one of the
biggest country music
stars in Ireland. R
10.30 FILM: DESPERATELY
SEEKING SUSAN
(1985, Comedy, 15) Rosanna
Arquette, Madonna, Aidan
Quinn, Mark Blum, John
Turturro, Robert Joy, Laurie
Metcalf. Bored housewife
Roberta is fixated with the
antics of a fugitive
temptress named Susan,
who places personal ads in
a newspaper as messages
for her lover. However, a
bump to the head leaves
Roberta with amnesia – and
the firm conviction that she
is really Susan – a confusion
of identity that ends with
angry gangsters on her tail.
Dir: Susan Seidelman.
12.25 HECTOR Ó SIBERIA GO
SAIGON Hector Ó
hEochagáin begins his
new journey in the Siberian
town of Tomsk with ice
swimmers and sleigh dogs
in minus 30 degrees cold. R

6.20 NEWS S
6.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
6.40 THE WEAKEST LINK
Romesh Ranganathan
presents a Strictly Come
Dancing special of the
quiz show. R S
7.30 CELEBRITY CATCHPOINT
Clare Nasir and Owain Wyn
Evans take on Ugo Monye
and Nina Wadia. S
8.00 POINTLESS CELEBRITIES
New. Olga Koch, Chloe
Petts, Arabella Weir, Jon
Culshaw, Ted Robbins,
Justin Moorhouse, Neil
Delamere and Loyiso Gola
take part in a comedythemed edition of the quiz.
Alexander Armstrong and
Richard Osman host. S
8.50 CASUALTY Elvira and
Mariam hatch a plan to
escape that involves forcing
their supervisors to call an
ambulance - which brings
Iain’s search for them to an
unexpected conclusion. S
9.30 MRS BROWN’S BOYS
The family awaits the
fruits of its fraud. R S
10.00 NEWS S
10.20 FILM:
CRAZY RICH ASIANS
(2018, Comedy, 12)
Constance Wu, Henry
Golding, Gemma Chan,
Michelle Yeoh. A professor
heads to Singapore with her
boyfriend, and is surprised
to learn he is from an
extremely wealthy family.
The problem is they aren’t
so approving of her, so she
attempts to win them over
Dir: Jon M Chu. S

6.00 BEECHGROVE Continuing
the project that started
when the garden lost one of
its feature trees. S
6.30 HOME GROUND Gavin
Andrews and Jo Scott
present from the Balmoral
Show. Last in the series. R S
7.00 CELINE DION AT THE BBC
Archive appearances by
the Canadian singer,
including her representing
Switzerland at Eurovision in
1988 and performances of
Beauty and the Beast and
My Heart Will Go On. S
8.00 TOTP: THE STORY OF
1998 Mel Giedroyc
narrates a review of the
year through Top of the
Pops performances,
featuring appearances by
All Saints, B*Witched,
Robbie Williams and Air. S
9.00 TOTP: BIGGEST HITS 1998
Top of the Pops
performances from the
year, featuring appearances
by Robbie Williams, Jay-Z,
Cher, Steps, Fat Les,
Aerosmith, Celine Dion,
Green Day, the Cardigans
and Usher. S
10.00 LATER – WITH
JOOLS HOLLAND
See Choice
10.45 2-TONE: THE SOUND OF
COVENTRY Documentary
recounting the story of the
2 Tone Records label that
was founded in 1979 and
played a vital part in the
movement against racism
in Britain and beyond. S
11.45 CHER AT THE BBC Archive
footage of the singer. R S

12.05 Conversations with Friends
S
12.40 FILM: Pale Rider (1985,
Western, 15) Clint Eastwood,
Michael Moriarty. Dir: Clint
Eastwood. S
2.40 Last Tango in Halifax R S
3.35 EuroNews

12.15 FILM: Cal (1984, Drama, 15)
Helen Mirren, John Lynch, Ray
McAnally. A man who was once
involved with the IRA falls in love
with an older widow, but conceals
his part in her husband’s murder.
Dir: Pat O’Connor. S
2.10 North and South: Book I R S
3.50 EuroNews

12.25 Billy Connolly: My Absolute
Pleasure R 1.35 The Best of
Ireland AM 3.00 Close

1.25 Fargo R S 2.25 France 24

12.20 News S

12.45 FILM: Land of Mine
(2015, Drama, 15) Roland Moller,
Louis Hofmann, Joel Basman.
A group of young German POWs
are forced to clear a beach of
thousands of landmines under
the watch of a Danish sergeant.
Dir: Martin Zandvliet.
2.20 This Is BBC Two S
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NEW DOCUMENTARY Titanic:
Into the Heart of the Wreck RTÉ2, 8.15pm The
ill-fated vessel lies 12,500ft below sea level, 380
nautical miles off the Newfoundland coast. It is
the world’s most famous shipwreck, one which
has been visited more times than any other
since it was discovered in 1985 by a FrenchAmerican team. This programme features
footage from that expedition and others,
including James Cameron’s 2005 exploration.

Channel 4
6.00 Cheers R S 7.20 Everybody
Loves Raymond R S 8.10 Frasier
R S 9.10 The Simpsons R S
12.00 Live Betfred Super
League Rugby Hull Kingston
Rovers v Catalans Dragons
(Kick-off 12.30pm). S
2.45 Four in a Bed R S 5.15 Ugly
House to Lovely House with
George Clarke R S

6.15 NEWS S
6.45 FORMULA 1 SPANISH
GRAND PRIX QUALIFYING
HIGHLIGHTS Action from
the battle for pole position
in the sixth round of the
campaign from Circuit de
Barcelona-Catalunya. S
8.15 THE GREAT GARDEN
REVOLUTION
See Choice
9.20 FILM PREMIERE:
ZOMBIELAND:
DOUBLE TAP
(2019, Comedy, 15) Woody
Harrelson, Jesse Eisenberg,
Emma Stone. A decade
after they joined forces,
survivors Tallahassee,
Columbus, Wichita and
Little Rock have become
experts in identifying and
disposing assorted zombies.
They set up their new home
in the abandoned White
House, but after Little Rock
heads to Graceland, the
team tries to save her from
a group of super zombies.
Dir: Ruben Fleischer. S
11.15 FILM: JASON BOURNE
(2016, Thriller, 12) Matt
Damon, Tommy Lee Jones.
Jason Bourne has been in
hiding for 12 years after
exposing a sinister CIA
operation. However, he once
again finds himself being
hunted down when a former
CIA operative gone rogue
acquires top secret
information - including
details of Bourne’s own
father’s involvement in a
clandestine scheme.
Dir: Paul Greengrass. S
1.35 Ramsay’s Hotel Hell R S 2.25
Come Dine with Me R S 3.20
Hollyoaks Omnibus R S 5.20 The
Perfect Pitch R S 5.45 Sunday
Brunch S 5.55 Cheers R S

Virgin Two

6.30 Tipping Point R S 7.30 The
Chase Australia R 9.30 This Time
Next Year R 10.30 WWE
SmackDown 11.30 UEFA
Champions League Weekly 12.00
Tipping Point R S 1.00 Chopping
Block R 3.00 Tipping Point R S
4.00 John and Lisa’s Weekend
Kitchen R 5.00 Heathrow: Britain’s
Busiest Airport R
6.00 DRESS TO IMPRESS In
Cardiff, three more
singletons hope to win a
date with their style
savviness. R S
7.00 KEEPING CANADA ALIVE
Documentary about the
Canadian healthcare
system. R
8.00 MEET THE PARENTS R
9.00 FILM: OUTRAGE
(1998, Drama, 15) Rob Lowe.
A couple who report a trio
of vandals to the police are
subjected to a campaign of
harassment. Dir: Robert
Allan Ackerman. S
10.50 GOGGLEBOX IRELAND R
11.50 ONE NIGHT WITH MY EX R
12.50 WWE SmackDown R 1.45
The Mummy Diaries R 2.45 Close

GENERAL

Virgin Three

Sky Showcase

6.00 Orangutan Jungle School
R S 8.00 Will & Grace R S 9.30
The F1 Show R
10.30 Soccer AM Jimmy Bullard
and John Fendley are joined by
guests from the world of sports
and entertainment for the
Saturday morning institution.
12.00 Monkeys: An Amazing
Animal Family R S 2.00 The
Simpsons R S 4.00 The Ultimate
Action Movies R S 5.00 River
Hunters R
6.00 DEEP WATER SALVAGE R
7.00 EXTREME ANIMALS: ONE
WILD DAY R S
8.00 TOM CRUISE: MOVIE
MAVERICK
9.00 FILM: TOP GUN
(1986, Adventure, PG) Tom
Cruise, Val Kilmer. An
arrogant pilot causes
conflict when he joins an
elite US Navy fighter school,
and falls for his instructor.
Dir: Tony Scott. R S
11.05 FORMULA 1 R
12.50 Rob & Romesh vs
Restaurants – Second Course
R 1.50 The Rising R 2.55
Nothing to Declare R S

Sky Atlantic

UTV

6.00 Richard E Grant’s Hotel
Secrets R S 10.00 American Rust
R S 2.25 Six Feet Under R S
6.45 SIX FEET UNDER In the
last-ever episode, Brenda
goes into labour, Rico
encourages David to sell
the funeral home, and
George has trouble
overcoming personal
obstacles. R S
8.00 RAISED BY WOLVES
A reeling Marcus and Paul
join forces with Mother
to disarm the newly
weaponised serpent
before it wreaks
unimaginable havoc. R S
9.00 GAME OF THRONES
Daenerys arrives in Slaver’s
Bay looking to form an
army, while Jon Snow tries
to earn the trust of wildling
leader Mance Rayder.
Fantasy drama, starring
Emilia Clarke. R S
10.05 GAME OF THRONES
Margaery and her
grandmother encourage
Sansa to speak freely about
Joffrey, while Jaime finds a
way to pass the time. R S
11.10 GAME OF THRONES
Jaime strikes a deal
with his captors. R S
12.15 Game of Thrones R S 1.20
Das Boot R 2.25 In Treatment R S
4.00 Fish Town R S

6.00 CITV 8.25 News S 8.30
Garraway’s Good Stuff S 9.25
James Martin’s Saturday Morning
S 11.35 Ainsley’s Good Mood Food
S 12.40 James Martin’s French
Adventure R S 1.10 News S 1.25
Grand Slam Years: England 2016
RS
2.30 Live Gallagher
Premiership Rugby Union
Harlequins v Gloucester (Kick-off
3.00pm). S
5.30 You’ve Been Framed! R S
6.00 NEWS S
6.15 UTV LIVE S
6.30 IN FOR A PENNY S
7.00 ROMEO & DUET S
8.00 BRITAIN’S GOT TALENT
Ant and Dec host as more
performers take to the
stage to try to impress the
judges and secure a place in
the live semi-finals. S
9.20 THE 1% CLUB Quiz,
hosted by Lee Mack. S
10.20 NEWS S
10.40 FILM: TAKEN
(2008, Thriller, 15) Liam
Neeson, Famke Janssen.
A former CIA agent puts his
old skills to use in rescuing
his daughter from a gang of
European sex traffickers.
Dir: Pierre Morel. S
12.25 Shop: Ideal World 3.00
Parveen’s Indian Kitchen R S 3.50
Unwind with ITV S 5.05 Nadia’s
Family Feasts R S

7.30am Benidorm ER. 8.35 Feeding the Super Rich.
9.30 Paul O’Grady: For the Love of Dogs. 10.30
Judge Judy. 1.00 Emmerdale. 4.00 The Chase USA.
5.00 The Hotel Inspector. 6.00 Paul O’Grady: For
the Love of Dogs. 6.55 Inside Tatler. 8.00 Chopping
Block. Rosemary Shrager and John Whaite assess
the contestants’ basic kitchen skills. 9.00 Red
Rock. 10.00 Titanic. Muriel Batley reveals she
knows a secret about the Earl. 11.00 A Mother’s
Son. 12.00 This Time Next Year.

Virgin More

12.35pm Classic UEFA Champions League. 1.30
Niall Quinn – Bootroom to Boardroom. 3.10 UEFA
Europa League. 5.00 UEFA Champions League
Weekly. 5.30 UEFA Europa League Update. 6.00
The Voice USA. 9.00 Rectify. Janet’s day in town
with Daniel becomes a media spectacle. 9.50
Redemption. Colette finally gets evidence to
corroborate what she suspected. 10.40 Love Island
USA. Emotions run high as Aimee turns more than
one boy’s head.

BBC Four

1982. 10.45 Greatest ABBA Cover Versions Ever.
The stories behind well-loved versions of the
Swedish group’s songs.

National Geographic

Noon: Ultimate Airport Dubai. 1.00 Air Crash
Investigation. 3.00 Lost Treasures of Egypt. 5.00
Drain the Oceans: Deep Dive. 7.00 Titanic: Case
Closed. Tim Malton explains his theory about the
cruise liner’s demise. 9.00 Science of Stupid.

FILMS

TCM Movies

12.10pm Maverick. 1.15 The Sheepman (1958,
Western, U) 3.00 The Searchers (1956, Western, U)
5.30 Three Violent People (1956, Western, PG)
7.35 Apache War Smoke (1952, Western, U) 9.00
Dumb and Dumber (1994, Comedy, 12) 11.15 47
Ronin (2013, Fantasy, 12)

Film4

1.05pm Barnyard (2006, Animation, PG) 2.50
Before We Go (2014, Comedy, 12) 4.40 Eddie the
Eagle (2016, Drama, PG) 6.50 The League of
Extraordinary Gentlemen (2003, Fantasy, 12)
9.00 Deadpool 2 (2018, Comedy, 15) 11.20 Happy
Death Day (2017, Horror, 15)

7.00pm Barcelona: An Art Lovers’ Guide. Janina
Ramirez and Alastair Sooke discover the art and
architecture of Barcelona. 8.00 Rick Stein’s Long
Weekends. The chef visits the Spanish city of Cadiz.
9.00 Beck. Alex Beijer’s participation in a morning
TV show turns into a nightmare. 10.30 Vikings. Neil
Oliver explores the Norse warriors’ trading empire.
11.30 Wogan: The Best Of.

Sky Cinema Premiere

ITV2

Sky Cinema Comedy

6.00am Totally Bonkers Guinness World Records.
6.25 Coronation Street Omnibus. 9.05 Secret
Crush. 11.05 Dress to Impress. 1.05 Take Me Out.
2.25 Film: Goosebumps 2: Haunted Halloween
(2018, Comedy, PG) 4.10 Film: Bean (1997, Comedy,
PG) Rowan Atkinson, Burt Reynolds. 5.55 Film: Back
to the Future Part II (1989, Comedy, PG) Michael J
Fox, Christopher Lloyd, Lea Thompson. 8.00 Film:
Legally Blonde 2: Red, White and Blonde (2003,
Comedy, PG) Reese Witherspoon, Sally Field, Regina
King. 10.00 Celebrity Juice. With AJ Odudu, Joel
Corry, Tom Read Wilson and Aston Merrygold.
10.50 Family Guy. 11.45 American Dad!

ITV3

12.10pm The Intern (2015, 12) 2.15 Knocked Up
(2007, 15) 4.25 Delivery Man (2013, 12) 6.15 Ferris
Bueller’s Day Off (1986, 12) 8.00 Just Go with It
(2011, 12) 10.00 This Is the End (2013, 15) 11.50
Road Trip (2000, 15)

Sky Cinema Family

1.00pm Scooby-Doo 2: Monsters Unleashed (2004,
Comedy, PG) 2.35 Annie (2014, Musical, PG) 4.35
School of Rock (2003, Comedy, PG) 6.30 Fantastic
Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald (2018, Fantasy,
12) 9.00 Power Rangers (2017, Fantasy, 12) 11.05
Alvin and the Chipmunks: The Road Chip (2015,
Drama, U) 12.40 Pinocchio (2019, Drama, PG)

SPORT

6.00am On the Buses. 6.35 Agatha Christie’s
Marple. 12.30 Inspector Morse. 4.55 Lewis. 7.00
Midsomer Murders. 11.00 Vera.

Eurosport 1

E4

11.00am The Great Celebrity Bake Off for Stand Up
to Cancer. 12.05 Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 12.35 The
Goldbergs. 1.35 Young Sheldon. 2.30 The Big Bang
Theory. 6.00 Film: Transformers: Dark of the Moon
(2011, Sci-Fi, 12) 9.00 Celebrity Gogglebox. Opinions
on This Morning, Killing Eve, Taken and The Chase.
10.00 Gogglebox.

More4

11.25am A Place in the Sun. 12.30 The Great Big
Tiny Design Challenge with Sandi Toksvig. 1.35
Location, Location, Location. 2.35 Come Dine with
Me. 5.15 Four in a Bed. 8.00 Flying Solo: The
Mystery of Amelia Earhart. Profile of the pioneering
aviator. 9.00 24 Hours in A&E. 11.05 8 Out of 10 Cats
Does Countdown.

Channel 5

12.55pm Apache Junction (2021, Western, 15)
2.50 False Positive (2021, Horror, 15) 4.30 Come
Play (2020, Horror, 15) 6.20 Venom: Let There Be
Carnage (2021, Adventure, 15) 8.00 Ghostbusters:
Afterlife (2021, Adventure, 12) 10.10 Best Sellers
(2021, Comedy, 15) 12.10 Halloween Kills (2021,
Horror, 18)

11.40am Friends. 1.40 Film: Smurfs: The Lost
Village (2017, Animation, U) 2.45 Entertainment
News on 5. 2.50 Film: Smurfs: The Lost Village
(2017, Animation, U) 3.25 Film: The Queen’s Corgi
(2019, Animation, PG) 4.25 Entertainment News on
5. 4.30 Film: The Queen’s Corgi (2019, Animation,
PG) 5.15 Film: The Goonies (1985, Adventure, 12)
6.20 News. 6.25 Film: The Goonies (1985,
Adventure, 12) 7.15 Film: ABBA: The Movie (1977,
Comedy, U) 8.15 News. 8.20 Film: ABBA: The Movie
(1977, Comedy, U) 9.20 ABBA: The Missing 40 Years.
The story of what happened after the band split up

10.20am Live Motorsport: ETCR. Coverage from
Istanbul. 11.05 Tennis. 11.30 Cycling: Milan-San
Remo. 11.45 Live Cycling: Giro d’Italia. Coverage of
stage 14. 5.00 Live Show Jumping. Coverage of the
Global Champions Tour event from Saint Tropez.
7.00 Cycling: Tour of Burgos. 8.00 Cycling: Giro
d’Italia. 9.00 Giro d’Italia: The Breakaway. 9.35
Speedway Grand Prix. 10.30 World Superbikes.
12.30 Giro d’Italia: The Breakaway. 1.00 Cycling:
Tour of Burgos.

Sky Sports Main Event

10.30am Soccer AM. With John Fendley and Jimmy
Bullard. 12.00 Sky Sports News. Round-up of the
sports news. 1.00 Sky Sports News. Round-up of the
sports news. 2.00 Live EFL. Sunderland v Wycombe
Wanderers (Kick-off 3.00pm). 6.00 Live PGA
Championship Golf. Coverage of day three from
Oklahoma. 12.00 Sky Sports News. 1.30 Live NBA
Basketball. Live coverage of a game from the 2022
NBA Playoffs (Tip-off TBA).

Sky Sports Premier League

10.30am Soccer AM. Jimmy Bullard and John
Fendley are joined by guests from the world of
sports and entertainment for the Saturday morning
institution. 12.00 Premier League Preview. 12.30
Premier League Matchpack. 1.00 Premier League
World. 1.30 Premier League Preview. 2.00 Drink It
In: The Rise of Man City. 3.00 Premier League Years.
7.00 Premier League Preview. 7.30 Premier League
Matchpack. 8.00 PL Retro. 12.00 The Tyler
Archives. 1.00 PL Retro.
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DOCUMENTARY Great Lighthouses of Ireland
RTÉ One, 6.30pm The focus of the third episode
is the history of lighthouse optic engineering.
As you’d expect, various technological
improvements have been made since the
1700s, making lights brighter than ever, which
have helped save many lives. There’s also an
insight into a spot near the Cromwell Point
lighthouse in Co Kerry, which was the landing
place for the first transatlantic cable.

INSIGHTS AND TRAVEL The Liffey RTÉ One,
7.30pm Angeline Ball once again narrates this
look at life in, on and around the famous river.
The focus turns to the role the Liffey plays
within industry. Among those featured is crane
operator Gary Reilly, who gives us a bird’s eye
view of Dublin Port. Archaeologist Christiaan
Corlett also describes a community in
Blessington, Co Wicklow, which was destroyed
by the construction of the Poulaphouca Dam.

RTÉ One

RTÉ2

Virgin One

TG4

BBC One

BBC Two

6.00 EuroNews 6.15 Teleshopping
8.00 Holby City S 9.10 Casualty S
10.00 Nationwide R 11.00 Mass S
12.00 The Week in Politics S 1.00
News S 1.10 The Shelter: Animal
SOS R S
1.40 Racing from the Curragh
The final day of the Tattersalls
Irish Guineas Festival. S
4.05 FILM: Monsters vs Aliens
(2009, Animation, PG) Dir: Rob
Letterman, Conrad Vernon. S
5.40 Nuacht Followed by The
Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 7.55 Children’s
Programmes 10.35 Meerkat
Manor: Rise of the Dynasty S 11.05
Home and Away R S 12.35 Junk
Kouture Dublin City Final 2022 R S
1.35 FILM PREMIERE: Love’s
Match (2021, Drama, PG) Megan
Hutchings, Kyana Teresa. Dir:
Virginia Abramovich. S
3.15 The Sunday Game Live
Clare v Waterford (Throw-in
4.00pm). Coverage of the Munster
Senior Hurling Championship
encounter at Cusack Park. S

6.10 Think Tank R 8.00 Taste of
Italy R 9.00 Ireland AM S 12.00
John and Lisa’s Weekend Kitchen
R 1.00 Yorkshire Airport R 1.30
Tipping Point: Lucky Stars R
2.35 Romeo & Duet R 3.40
Britain’s Got Talent R 5.00
Bradley & Barney Walsh: Breaking
Dad R 5.30 News S

7.00 Cúla 4 10.00 Timpeall na Tíre
10.30 Bean an Tí R 11.00 Murder,
She Wrote R S 11.55 Beidh Mé Ar
Ais! R 12.55 Gaeil Bhoston R
1.30 GAA Beo Live coverage of
the U20 Hurling Championship
All-Ireland Final.
4.00 Cloch Le Carn R 4.30
Cuimhní Órga Spóirt R
4.40 FILM: The Odd Couple
(1968, Comedy, PG) Jack Lemmon,
Walter Matthau. Dir: Gene Saks. S

6.00 News S 9.00 Sunday Morning
S 10.00 News S 10.30 Wanted
Down Under Revisited R S 11.15
Homes Under the Hammer R S
12.15 Bargain Hunt R S 1.00 News
S 1.15 Songs of Praise S 1.50
Points of View S
2.05 FILM: Coco (2017, Animation,
PG) Anthony Gonzalez. Dir: Lee
Unkrich, Adrian Molina. S
3.45 Dodger R S 4.30
Attenborough’s Life in Colour
R S 5.30 News S 5.50 Regional
News S

6.05 Christine’s Garden R S 6.35
Gardeners’ World R S 7.35
Countryfile R S 8.30 Beechgrove S
9.00 Landward S 9.30 Saturday
Kitchen Best Bites S
11.00 Great Manchester Run
Live coverage of the races. S
1.00 Britain’s Top Takeaways R S
2.00 The Hairy Bikers’ Asian
Adventure R S
3.00 FILM: Escape to Athena
(1979, Adventure, PG) Roger
Moore. Dir: George Pan Cosmatos.
5.00 Final Score S

6.01 NEWS S
6.30 GREAT LIGHTHOUSES
OF IRELAND
See Choice
7.30 THE LIFFEY
See Choice
8.00 FAIR CITY Pete comes up
with a plan to make Doug’s
troubles disappear, while
Hughie and Paul put on a
united front for Maxine, but
clash over the youth cafe.
Zak’s suspicions are roused
when Tommy fails to see
the funny side of his
teasing. S
8.30 KILLINASKULLY The
villagers wait with bated
breath to find out who will
replace Father Mullarkey,
and are more than a little
surprised when the new
priest turns up. Patt Short
stars in the irreverent
comedy about the events in
a not-so-typical village. S
9.00 NEWS S
9.30 FILM PREMIERE:
HUSTLERS
(2019, Drama, 15)
Constance Wu, Jennifer
Lopez, Lili Reinhart, Lizzo,
Cardi B, Julia Stiles,
Mercedes Ruehl, Mette
Narrative. Strip club
employees band together to
turn the tables on their Wall
Street clients, drugging
stock traders and CEOs
who visit the establishment
then running up bills on
their credit cards. Dir:
Lorene Scafaria. S
11.25 THE WEEK IN POLITICS
The latest political issues,
hosted by Áine Lawlor. R S

6.05 FILM: OCTOPUSSY
(1983, Adventure, PG)
Roger Moore, Maud Adams.
James Bond investigates
the mysterious death of a
British agent in East Berlin,
a mission that leads him to
a glamorous, international
jewel thief. He discovers one
of her criminal cohorts, an
Indian gangster, is in league
with a crazed Soviet general
who plans to heat up the
Cold War by detonating a
nuclear bomb in an
American Air Force base.
Dir: John Glen. S
8.30 AMAZING HOTELS:
LIFE BEYOND THE LOBBY
New. Giles Coren and
Monica Galetti work
behind the scenes of a
hotel that is all about
getting out into Iceland’s
incredible landscape of
volcanoes and glaciers. S
9.30 THE SUNDAY GAME Des
Cahill is joined by Colm
O’Rourke, Davy Fitzgerald,
Derek McGrath and Noelle
Healy for highlights and
analysis of all the
weekend’s action. Among
the matches taking place
were Clare v Waterford and
Tipperary v Cork in the
Munster Senior Hurling
Championship. S
11.30 LOVE/HATE Fran is
imprisoned, but he and
Nidge still conspire to
have each other killed,
while Siobhan finds her
dangerous drug-fuelled
double life is spiralling
out of control. R S

6.00 BRITAIN’S BRIGHTEST
CELEBRITY FAMILY
Anne Hegerty presents
as eight more celebrities
take part in the knockout
tournament, with the
Vanessa Feltz and Matthew
Wright competing with their
families in the first heat. R
6.30 WINNING COMBINATION
Omid Djalili hosts the quiz
in which Dan, Lesley, Gary,
Lewis, Jade, Tee, Sam,
Dulcie, and Ian hope to win
the four-digit jackpot
defined by their numbers.
7.30 IN FOR A PENNY
Stephen Mulhern sets
challenges to members
of the public in Derby.
8.00 THE CHASE CELEBRITY
SPECIAL Adam Garcia,
Carol Decker, Holly Walsh
and Rylan Clark-Neal work
as a team to take on quiz
genius the Chaser and
secure a cash prize for
charity. Presented by
Bradley Walsh. R S
9.00 WHO WANTS TO BE A
MILLIONAIRE? Big-prize
quiz in which another lineup of contestants answer
questions that could
change their lives.
10.00 WORLDS COLLIDE:
THE MANCHESTER
BOMBING The events
surrounding the
Manchester Arena
bombing in 2017. R
11.00 THE MR MOONLIGHT
MURDER Documentary
examining the gruesome
murder of DJ Bobby ’Mr
Moonlight’ Ryan. R

6.40 GAA GOLD R
7.15 NUACHT TG4
7.30 OLLCHLÁR ROS NA RÚN
Vanessa is shocked to
discover that Tony is not
the father of Berni’s baby.
Although happy that
she can now fit into her
wedding dress, Bobbi Lee
is concerned about she
sudden shake in her hands.
Berni worries about her
impending birth and Briain
wanting a DNA sample to
prove paternity.
8.30 LAOCHRA GAEL
Exploring the life of hurler
Andrew O’Shaughnessy,
whose intercounty career
was over by the time he
turned 24, after a diagnosis
of multiple sclerosis turned
his world upside down.
This programme looks
back on O’Shaughnessy’s
extraordinary underage
career. R
9.30 SAM HENRY –
CEILIÚRADH CEOIL The
conclusion of the two-part
celebration of Coleraine
musicologist Sam Henry
features a concert of songs
from his collection,
including performances
from Damien O’Kane,
Pauline Scanlon, Andy
Irvine and Cup O’ Joe. R
10.35 GEANTRAÍ From McCagues
Pub in Scotstown, Co
Monaghan. R
11.05 MARÚ INÁR MEASC The
case of Sandra Collins, who
disappeared after leaving
her aunt’s house in Mayo in
December 2000. R

6.00 RHS CHELSEA FLOWER
SHOW 2022 New. Sophie
Raworth and Joe Swift
present an exclusive first
look at this year’s show.
Caroline Quentin comes to
Chelsea in search of
inspiration for her own back
garden, while Adam Frost,
Carol Klein, Rachel de
Thame, Arit Anderson and
Toby Buckland showcase
some of the most eagerly
anticipated show gardens
and discover the beautiful
blooms in the Great
Pavilion. S
7.00 COUNTRYFILE Joe
Crowley and Anita Rani
present the show from
Ystradgynlais, South Wales,
visiting a local rugby club
and meeting a gathering of
grandmothers passionate
about knitting. S
8.00 ANTIQUES ROADSHOW
Fiona Bruce presents the
show from the Royal
Botanic Garden Edinburgh,
and gets to see one of the
resident botanical artists at
work capturing flowers and
plants on paper. S
9.00 GENTLEMAN JACK
Anne’s plans for her Halifax
empire grow grander by
the day, and Ann’s
determination to secure her
share of the family estate
sends shockwaves through
her tribe of relations. S
10.00 NEWS S
10.20 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.30 MATCH OF THE DAY
Action from the final
day of the season. S

6.40 SAVING LIVES AT SEA
A crew races to the rescue
of a diver found
unconscious 30 metres
underwater, a yacht starts
to sink in the Dover Strait
and a windsurfer is caught
in a storm. R S
7.10 EDEN: UNTAMED PLANET
A look at the rolling
grasslands of the Luangwa
Valley in Zambia, which is at
the very end of East Africa’s
Great Rift Valley. S
8.00 COMMANDO: BRITAIN’S
OCEAN WARRIORS
Captain Jen is mentoring
young hopeful Donna,
who dreams of joining the
commando ranks, but
currently just two out of
7,000 of them are women. S
9.00 IDRIS ELBA’S FIGHT
SCHOOL On the eve of their
big night, Idris and his squad
are dealt a devastating blow
when the experiment is put
on hold as the Omnicron
variant hits the country.
Last in the series. S
10.30 THE TOON: BACK
TO BALLYMONEY
Writer Ewen Glass returns
home to Ballymoney to
reconnect with his UlsterScots roots, and to try to
find ways to make this
heritage part of his young
son’s life in England. S
11.00 NEWS R S
11.30 MORTIMER &
WHITEHOUSE:
GONE FISHING Paul
and Bob are on the River
Severn in Worcestershire
to fish for zander. S

12.30 Unforgotten R S 1.25 Call
the Midwife R S 2.30 After the
Sirens S 3.15 EuroNews

12.30 The Terror R S 1.20 The First
Team R S 1.55 EuroNews

12.00 Ireland’s Youngest
Grandparents: True Lives R 1.00
The Best of Ireland AM 2.25 Close

12.10 Murder, She Wrote R S 1.05
France 24

12.10 MOTD Top 10: Rest of the
World S 12.40 Question of Sport
R S 1.15 News S

12.00 Idris Elba’s Fight School R S
1.00 Sign Zone: Question Time R S
2.00 The Jubilee Pudding: 70
Years in the Baking R S 3.00 This
Is BBC Two S
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Cable & Satellite

NEW SERIES Hunted Channel 4, 9pm Thanks to
modern technology, it’s more difficult than ever
to remain out of sight and under the radar.
However, those who have signed up to take part
in this show’s sixth run feel confident they can
outsmart the experts on their trail before
reaching their final destination. The chase
begins tonight, after the fugitives arrive on a
deserted beach with only a change of clothes
and a small amount of cash to their name.

Channel 4
6.20 Cheers R S 7.15 Everybody
Loves Raymond R S 8.00 The
Simpsons R S 9.00 W Series Motor
Racing S 9.30 Sunday Brunch S
12.30 FILM: Wonder Park (2019,
Animation, PG) Mila Kunis.
Dir: Dylan Brown. S
2.10 FILM PREMIERE: The Kid
Who Would Be King (2019,
Fantasy, PG) Louis Ashbourne
Serkis, Patrick Stewart, Rebecca
Ferguson. Dir: Joe Cornish. S
4.35 Escape to the Chateau R S
5.35 News S
6.00 THE ANDREW NEIL SHOW
Political discussion show,
featuring extended
interviews with decisiontakers and news-makers
from across the political
spectrum. S
6.30 FORMULA 1 SPANISH
GRAND PRIX HIGHLIGHTS
Steve Jones is joined by
David Coulthard and Billy
Monger to present action
from the sixth round of the
season, held at the Circuit
de Barcelona-Catalunya. S
9.00 HUNTED See Choice
10.00 GOGGLEBOX The
households’ opinions
on recent TV. R S
10.55 RICHARD HAMMOND’S
CRAZY CONTRAPTIONS
The first semi-final
sees battle commences
between two competitive
teams of brothers, building
jaw-dropping chain reaction
machines that will allow
Richard to dust his
ornaments. S
11.55 FILM: GIFTED
(2017, Tearjerker, 12) Chris
Evans, Lindsay Duncan,
Mckenna Grace, Octavia
Spencer, Jenny Slate,
Michael Kendall Kaplan.
Single man Frank Adler
attempts to raise his child
prodigy niece, Mary.
However, his plans for a
normal school life for the
youngster are foiled when
the youngster’s
mathematical abilities
come to the attention of
Frank’s formidable mother,
Evelyn. Dir: Marc Webb. S
1.40 FILM: Dogman (2018, Drama,
15) Marcello Fonte, Edoardo Pesce.
A dog groomer clashes with a
former boxer who has been
terrorising his neighbourhood.
Dir: Matteo Garrone.
3.25 Come Dine with Me R S 5.35
The Perfect Pitch R S

Virgin Two

7.30 The Chase Australia R 9.30
This Time Next Year R 10.30 WWE:
Raw 11.30 UEFA Europa League
Update 12.30 Ridiculous Rides R
1.00 Chopping Block R 3.00
Tipping Point R S 4.00 John and
Lisa’s Weekend Kitchen R 5.00
Gino’s Italian Coastal Escape R
6.00 ANIMAL SOS RSPCA
inspector Lorna Campbell
deals with the problem of
fleas. R
7.00 STUDENT NURSES:
BEDPANS AND
BANDAGES R
7.30 STUDENT NURSES:
BEDPANS AND
BANDAGES First-year Kelly
has to be brave. R
8.00 HOW TO LOSE WEIGHT
WELL Six more people
attempt popular diets. R
9.00 POSH PAWN The world of
high-end pawnbroking.
10.00 RUPAUL’S DRAG RACE UK
11.15 SCHITT’S CREEK R
11.45 SCHITT’S CREEK R
12.10 Schitt’s Creek R 1.15
RuPaul’s Drag Race UK 2.45 The
Graham Norton Show R 3.45
WWE: Raw R 4.45 Close

GENERAL

Virgin Three

Sky Showcase

6.00 Hour of Power R 7.00 Croods
Family Tree R S 9.05 The
Simpsons R S 10.20 Formula 1 R
12.05 Tom Cruise: Movie Maverick
R
1.00 Gillette Labs Soccer
Special Follow the full story of
the final day. R
3.00 The Simpsons R S
6.00 FOOTBALL’S FUNNIEST
MOMENTS Comical
incidents from sport. R S
8.00 FORMULA 1 The Spanish
Grand Prix. Highlights of the
sixth round of the season at
Circuit de BarcelonaCatalunya. R
9.00 S.W.A.T Hondo teams up
with a cop for a dangerous
rescue mission. S
10.00 NCIS: LOS ANGELES
A Japanese-American
veteran is the victim of a
vicious hate crime. S
11.00 SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
American sketch show. R
12.30 The Ultimate Action Movies
R S 1.30 The Equalizer R 2.30
Road Wars R S 3.00 Hawaii Five-0
R S 4.00 Nothing to Declare R S
5.00 The Early Rundown R

Sky Atlantic

UTV

6.00 Richard E Grant’s Hotel
Secrets R S 10.00 Urban Secrets
R S 1.00 Julia R S
6.00 JULIA A bad roll of
videotape leads to reshoots
and a dubious decision to
replace chicken with a less
savoury meat. Starring
Sarah Lancashire and David
Hyde Pierce. R S
7.00 JULIA Julia is
unexpectedly inspired by an
offhand comment from a
well-respected chef. R S
8.00 JULIA Julia’s decision to
end the show shocks the
staff of WGBH and Paul. R S
9.00 DAS BOOT Forster
investigates the Dorfmann
murder. In Kiel, the sailors
of the U-949 get into a fight,
and Royal Navy Captain
Swinburne travels to
Liverpool for his son’s
funeral. In German.
10.05 THE STAIRCASE Based on
the documentary, Colin
Firth and Toni Collette star
in this dramatised
adaptation which explores
the life of Michael Peterson.
11.10 THE TIME TRAVELER’S
WIFE Adaptation of Audrey
Niffenegger’s novel. R
12.15 Game of Thrones R S 1.20 In
Treatment R S 2.00 The Time
Traveler’s Wife 3.05 In Treatment
R S 4.05 Storm City R S

6.00 CITV 8.25 News S 8.30 Big
Zuu’s Breakfast Show S 9.25 Love
Your Garden S 10.00 Love Your
Weekend with Alan Titchmarsh S
11.55 Ainsley’s Good Mood Food
R S 12.55 News S 1.05 Orkney:
Britain’s Green Islands with Julia
Bradbury and Alex Beresford R S
1.35 Midsomer Murders R S 3.25
The Masked Singer US R S
4.25 FILM: The Mummy (1999,
Fantasy, 12) Brendan Fraser,
Rachel Weisz. A soldier of fortune
battles the vengeful spirit of an
ancient Egyptian high priest who
has supernatural powers. Dir:
Stephen Sommers. S
6.35 NEWS S
6.45 UTV LIVE S
7.00 TIPPING POINT: LUCKY
STARS With Roisin Conaty
and Jordan Banjo. S
8.00 GRACE A body is dredged
from the English Channel,
and the investigation forces
Grace to ask himself just
how far someone might go
to save the ones they love.
Last in the series. S
10.00 NEWS S
10.15 BRITAIN’S STRICTEST
HEADMISTRESS S
11.15 GALLAGHER
PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
UNION HIGHLIGHTS R S
12.05 Shop: Ideal World 3.00
Motorsport UK R S 3.50 Unwind
with ITV S 5.05 Tipping Point R S

7.30am Benidorm ER. 8.25 Alphabetical. 9.30 Wild
Things with Dominic Monaghan. 10.30 Judge Judy.
1.00 Coronation Street. 4.00 The Chase USA. 5.00
The Hotel Inspector. 6.00 A Touch of Frost. 8.00
The Darling Buds of May. Part two of two. Pop and
Ma become the target of a dirty tricks campaign.
9.10 Film: The Nanny Diaries (2007, Comedy, 12)
11.10 A Mother’s Son.

Virgin More

12.45pm Classic UEFA Champions League. 2.30
Formula E Highlights. 4.10 Classic 6 Nations. 5.10
The Voice USA. 8.10 Sports Stories: Damien
Delaney. An interview with the former Crystal
Palace and Republic of Ireland defender. 9.00
World on Fire. Kasia makes plans to flee Warsaw.
10.00 The Ipcress File. 10.50 Love Island USA. 11.35
Sports Stories: Damien Delaney.

BBC Four

7.00pm Holst and Vaughan Williams: Making Music
English. The friendship between composers Ralph
Vaughan Williams and Gustav Holst. 8.00 Inside
Classical: Women’s Words and Voices. New.
Concerts by the BBC Orchestras and specially
invited guests. 9.30 Christopher Lee: Talking
Pictures. The actor discusses some of the
performances that have defined his career. 10.05
Christopher Lee’s Ghost Stories: The Ash Tree.
10.35 Film: Horror Express (1972, Horror, 18) 12.00
Holst and Vaughan Williams: Making Music English.

ITV2

6.00am Totally Bonkers Guinness World Records.
6.30 Secret Crush. 8.25 Dress to Impress. 11.20 In
for a Penny. 11.50 Britain’s Got Talent. 1.10 You’ve
Been Framed! & Fabulous! 2.10 Film: The Smurfs 2
(2013, Comedy, U) 4.15 Film: Over the Hedge (2006,
Animation, U) 5.55 Film: Mr Popper’s Penguins
(2011, Comedy, PG) Jim Carrey, Carla Gugino,
Angela Lansbury. 7.45 Film: The Proposal (2009,
Comedy, 12) Sandra Bullock, Ryan Reynolds. 10.00
The Sex Lives of College Girls. 11.10 Family Guy.

ITV3

6.00am Emmerdale Omnibus. 8.50 On the Buses.
9.20 Film: On the Buses (1971, Comedy, PG) 11.05
Agatha Christie’s Marple. 3.00 The Queen’s
Coronation in Colour. 4.00 A Very Royal Wedding.
5.00 The Queen and Her Cousins with Alexander
Armstrong. 6.00 The Queen Unseen. 7.00 Film: The
Queen (2006, Drama, 12) Helen Mirren, Michael
Sheen. 9.00 The Queen: Inside the Crown. How the
Queen has mastered the art of being a monarch
over her reign. 10.00 Vera. A physiotherapist is
murdered at a luxury country retreat.

E4

11.55am The Big Bang Theory. 2.20 Lego Masters
USA. 3.20 Film: Transformers: Age of Extinction
(2014, Sci-Fi, 12) 6.25 Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 7.00 The
Goldbergs. 8.00 Young Sheldon. 9.00 Film: Atomic
Blonde (2017, Thriller, 15) 11.20 The Inbetweeners.

More4

Noon: Come Dine with Me. 2.40 Four in a Bed. 5.20
Come Dine with Me. 8.00 24 Hours in A&E. Eightyear-old Billy is rushed to St George’s after being
crushed by falling bricks. 9.00 Emergency
Helicopter Medics. New. In Lanchester, heli-medics
struggle to free a man trapped in his mangled car.
10.00 24 Hours in A&E.

Channel 5

11.50am The Miss Teagarden Mysteries: Heist &
Seek. 12.50 Entertainment News on 5. 12.55 The
Miss Teagarden Mysteries: Heist & Seek. 1.40 Nick
Knowles’ Big House Clearout. 4.40 World’s Most
Expensive Cruise Ships: Back on Board. 6.25 News.
6.30 When Holidays Go Horribly Wrong. 8.00
Burger King: How Do They Really Do It? The secrets
of the fast-food chain. 9.00 Big Brits Go Large! New.
A look at what life is like for plus-sized people.
10.00 The Hamptons: Home of the Rich & Famous.

New. The resort of the Hamptons in Long Island,
New York. 10.55 Most Shocking Celebrity Moments.
A look at stars who have been caught breaking the
law.

National Geographic

Noon: The Lost Tomb of Alexander the Great. 1.00
Air Crash Investigation. 3.00 Lost Treasures of
Egypt. 4.00 Secrets of the Pyramids. 5.00 Lost
Gold of the Dark Ages: Treasure Hoard. 6.00
Secrets of Christ’s Tomb. 7.00 Car S.O.S. Fuzz
Townshend and Tim Shaw secretly restore classic
vehicles. 8.00 Explorer: The Deepest Cave. Setting
a new world record for the deepest cave
exploration. 9.00 To Catch a Smuggler. HSI and
CBP seize counterfeit cash and fake vax cards
arriving from Peru. 10.00 Seconds from Disaster.

FILMS

TCM Movies

12.05pm Maverick. 1.10 Outlaw’s Son (1957,
Western, PG) 3.00 The Outriders (1950, Western, U)
4.55 Cattle Annie and Little Britches (1980,
Western, PG) 6.50 Memphis Belle (1990, Drama, PG)
9.00 Maximum Risk (1996, Thriller, 18) 11.05
Passenger 57 (1992, Adventure, 15) 12.50 Spare the
Rod (1961, Drama, PG)

Film4

12.50pm Thunderbirds Are Go! (1966, Adventure, U)
2.40 The Choice (2016, Drama, 12) 4.50 Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles: Out of the Shadows (2016,
Adventure, 12) 7.00 The Addams Family (1991,
Comedy, PG) 9.00 Fighting with My Family (2019,
Drama, 12) 11.15 Midnight Run (1988, Comedy, 18)

Sky Cinema Premiere

12.20pm Venom: Let There Be Carnage (2021,
Adventure, 15) 2.05 Best Sellers (2021, Comedy, 15)
3.55 Apache Junction (2021, Western, 15) 5.50
Ghostbusters: Afterlife (2021, Adventure, 12) 8.00
Vendetta (2022, Thriller, 15) 9.45 As 12.20pm. 11.25
Halloween Kills (2021, Horror, 18)

Sky Cinema Comedy

12.40pm Ferris Bueller’s Day Off (1986, 12) 2.35
Road Trip (2000, 15) 4.15 Just Go with It (2011, 12)
6.15 Clueless (1995, 12) 8.00 Mean Girls (2004, 12)
9.45 Bad Neighbours (2014, 15) 11.25 Sex Drive
(2008, 15)

Sky Cinema Family

12.15pm The Tiger Rising (2022, Drama, PG) 2.00
Space Jam: A New Legacy (2021, Animation, U) 4.00
Power Rangers (2017, Fantasy, 12) 6.15 Are We There
Yet? (2005, Comedy, PG) 8.00 Are We Done Yet?
(2007, Comedy, PG) 9.35 Lassie (2005, Adventure, U)
11.20 As 2pm.

SPORT

Eurosport 1

9.30am Live Roland-Garros. 12.00 Live RolandGarros. 3.00 Live Roland-Garros. Continued
coverage of the opening day of the French Open.
5.00 Live Roland-Garros. Further coverage of the
opening day of the French Open. 8.00 Live RolandGarros. Continued coverage of the opening day of
the French Open. 9.00 Cycling: Giro d’Italia. 10.00
Giro d’Italia: The Breakaway. 10.30 Roland-Garros.
12.30 Cycling: Giro d’Italia. 1.30 Giro d’Italia: The
Breakaway.

Sky Sports Main Event

10.00am Super Sunday Matchday. 12.30 Live
Formula 1. 1.55 Live Formula 1. 4.00 Live Renault
Super Sunday. Live coverage of a top-flight clash
(Kick-off 4.00pm). 8.00 Live PGA Championship
Golf. Coverage of day four from Oklahoma. 12.00
Sky Sports News.

Sky Sports Premier League

10.00am Super Sunday Matchday. 1.00 Gillette
Labs Soccer Special. 3.00 Live Renault Super
Sunday. Live coverage of a game from the final day
of the season (Kick-off 4.00pm). 8.00 Drink It In:
The Rise of Man City. 9.00 Best PL Goals:
Manchester City. 9.30 Best PL Goals: Liverpool.
10.00 Premier League.
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NEW DOCUMENTARY Troy Deeney: Black
History Matters Too Channel 4, 10pm He’s best
known for scoring goals for Watford FC and,
more recently, his hometown club Birmingham
City, but Deeney is also passionate about using
education to inform identities while combating
racist beliefs and exploding stereotypes. He
discusses the topic in this fascinating
programme which also includes contributions
from Big Narstie and Anthony Joshua.

NEW SERIES Silent Witness BBC One, 9pm The
crime drama is marking its 25th series by
bringing back a familiar face – the show’s
original star, Amanda Burton. She reprises her
role as Professor Sam Ryan, who becomes
embroiled with the Lyell team once again after
the health secretary is murdered during the
launch of her new company. However, as the
investigation proceeds, Nikki grows suspicious
of her predecessor. Continues tomorrow.

RTÉ One

RTÉ2

Virgin One

TG4

BBC One

BBC Two

6.00 EuroNews 6.15 Teleshopping
8.00 Today R S 10.05 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show S 11.00 Dr Phil S
11.55 Shortland Street S 12.25
Doctors S 1.00 News S 1.30 Home
and Away S 2.00 Neighbours S
2.30 Fair City R S 3.00 The Style
Counsellors R S 3.30 Today S 5.40
Nuacht Followed by The Angelus
R

6.00 EuroNews 8.10 Children’s
Programmes 4.30 The Simpsons
R S 5.00 The Goldbergs R S 5.30
Shortland Street R S

6.10 The Six O’Clock Show R S
7.00 Ireland AM S 10.00 This
Morning 12.30 News S 1.00 The
Chase R S 3.00 Loose Women
4.00 Coronation Street:
Memorable Moments R 4.30
Judge Judy 5.30 News S

7.00 Cúla 4 10.40 Ainmhithe
Craiceáilte R 11.10 The Wonder
Years R S 11.40 The Golden Girls
R S 12.10 Luke Nguyen’s Vietnam
R S 12.40 Garraí Glas R 1.10 Dr
Quinn: Medicine Woman S 2.05
Weakest Link R S 3.00 Cúla 4 R
4.40 SpongeBob SquarePants R S
4.55 Is Eolaí Mé R S 5.30 Irish
Paint Magic R

6.00 News S 9.15 Morning Live S
10.00 For Love or Money R S 10.45
Rip Off Britain R S 11.15 Homes
Under the Hammer R S 12.15
Bargain Hunt S 1.00 News S 1.30
Regional News S 1.45 Doctors S
2.15 Five Bedrooms S 3.00 Escape
to the Country S 3.45 RHS
Chelsea Flower Show 2022 S 4.30
The Bidding Room R S 5.15
Pointless S

6.30 Bargain Hunt R S 7.15 Garden
Rescue R S 8.00 Sign Zone:
Secrets of the Museum R S 9.00
News S 10.00 News S 12.15
Politics Live S 1.00 Ready Steady
Cook R S 1.45 Eggheads R S 2.15
James Martin: Home Comforts
R S 3.00 Britain in Bloom R S 3.30
Murder, Mystery and My Family R S
4.15 Interior Design Masters with
Alan Carr R S 5.15 Flog It! R S

6.01 NEWS
7.00 NATIONWIDE Anne
Cassin and Blathnaid Ní
Chofaigh present an
eclectic mix of reports,
features and events from
all around the country. S
7.30 EASTENDERS Callum
fumes at Ben for telling
Lewis about his vigilante
actions, Lola is distraught
to hear Isaac has met
someone else and Lily
wants to stay off school to
look after Jean. S
8.00 CAD FAOI NA
TUISMITHEOIRÍ? The
Cookes in Kerry benefit
from guidance from
parenting expert Stella
O’Malley, who helps them
navigate through the tricky
world of sleep. R S
8.30 BRAINSTORM
See Choice
9.00 NEWS S
9.35 THE CHANGE: IRELAND’S
MENOPAUSE STORY
Documentary about
women’s experiences of
going through the
menopause, looking both at
common and rare
symptoms, and talking to
experts about what the
causes and effects are. S
10.35 CLAIRE BYRNE LIVE
Debate on the day’s main
talking points. S
11.35 THE WORKS PRESENTS
John Kelly talks to Rachel
Fallon, a visual artist whose
work deals with women’s
relationships to society,
motherhood and the
domestic realm. R S

6.00 NEIGHBOURS Hendrix and
Mackenzie take a trip down
memory lane. R S
6.30 HOME AND AWAY A
determined Tane pushes
through Mia’s reluctance to
seek help. R S
7.00 FORCES OF NATURE The
story of how water rules the
world. As it moves around
the globe and through the
atmosphere, it changes the
weather, shapes the land
and impacts everything.
Last in the series. S
8.00 AGAINST THE HEAD A
look back at the weekend’s
rugby action. S
9.00 GHOSTS Alison tries to
help Kitty to come to terms
with her relationship with
her sister, but the other
ghosts fear that this will
prove traumatic. S
9.35 HOME RESCUE –
THE BIG FIX Róisín Murphy
and Peter Finn are in
Bridgetown Co Wexford,
where they aim to
create a bespoke
kitchen and a calm and
contemplative bedroom
to suit Mary O’Brien’s
needs and dreams. R S
10.40 SPECIAL FORCES –
ULTIMATE HELL WEEK
The DS continue to pile
the pressure onto the
remaining recruits in the
final challenges. R S
11.40 SHORTSCREEN Jan Boon’s
short comedy Big Bird. R S
11.50 THIS TIME WITH ALAN
PARTRIDGE A new makeup artist puts a spring in
Alan’s step. R S

6.05 THE SIX O’CLOCK SHOW
Chat show. S
7.00 NEWS
7.30 EMMERDALE Vanessa
and Suzy question their
relationship. Ethan is
concerned he is going to be
punished. Leyla is worried. S
8.00 CORONATION STREET
Hope uncovers the truth
about Phill, Tim gets a
shock when he sees Dr
Gaddas, and Daniel breaks
the news to Ken that he is
giving up teaching. S
8.30 CORONATION STREET
Hope uncovers the truth
about Phill, Tim gets a
shock when he sees Dr
Gaddas, and Daniel breaks
the news to Ken that he is
giving up teaching. S
9.00 REDEMPTION With the
help of Patrick and Siobhán,
Colette finally gets
evidence to corroborate
what she has always
suspected. However, things
take an unexpected turn
when she discovers the
house ransacked and Cara
missing. The detective must
think quickly as time runs
out to uncover the truth
behind her daughter’s
death. Last in the series. S
10.00 THE TONIGHT SHOW
Claire Brock and Ciara
Doherty offer their unique
take on the big stories of
the day. S
11.00 IRELAND’S YOUNGEST
GRANDPARENTS: TRUE
LIVES Part two of two.
Some of the country’s
youngest grandparents. R

6.00 THE GOLDEN GIRLS
Dorothy goes out with a
man who turns out to be
less than attractive,
prompting her friends to
reminisce about their worst
ever dates. R S
6.30 THE WONDER YEARS
Kevin is caught in the
middle of a fierce family
row between Jack and
Karen as her 18th birthday
approaches. R S
7.00 NUACHT TG4
7.30 ÉININÍ Éamon de
Buitléar examines
Ireland’s birds and other
wildlife in six different
habitats, with Killian
Mullarney providing
illustrations. R
8.00 GAA GAA championship
highlights, including
football and hurling action.
9.00 GLÓR TÍRE: ROGHA &
TOGHA Performing on
stage in the Quays Live
are Patrick Feeney, Mike
Denver, Trudi Lalor, John
McNicholl and Ciarán
Rosney agus Jim Devine.
9.30 FILM: NO COUNTRY
FOR OLD MEN
(2007, Thriller, 15) Josh
Brolin, Tommy Lee Jones,
Javier Bardem, Kelly
Macdonald. A hunter
takes the money left at the
scene of a botched drug
deal, but a merciless
hitman is on his trail. Dir:
Ethan Coen, Joel Coen. S
11.45 GEANTRAÍ From
McCagues Pub in
Scotstown, Co Monaghan.
First shown in 2004. R

6.00 NEWS S
6.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
7.00 THE ONE SHOW
Alex Jones and Jermaine
Jenas present the first
visit of the week to the One
Show studio, featuring the
usual mix of topical stories
and celebrity chat. S
7.30 EASTENDERS
As RTÉ One, 7.30pm. S
8.00 A STITCH THROUGH TIME
Claire McCollum presents
this show in which aspiring
fashion designers take on
challenges inspired by
Ulster’s once mighty
textile industry. R S
8.30 THE CHRONICLES OF
STRANGFORD
Documentary following a
year on Strangford Lough,
beginning in autumn,
when grey seals visit the
inlet and use the sheltered
Islands to breed and raise
their pups. R S
9.00 SILENT WITNESS
See Choice
10.00 NEWS S
10.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.35 PANORAMA In-depth
current affairs report
covering a story behind
the headlines. S
11.40 OUR PLACE IN SPACE
New. Short films in
which Oliver Jeffers and
Stephen Smartt bring the
wonders of space to
ordinary people. S
11.50 FAMILIES FLEEING WAR
The story of a mother and
her three children hiding
out amongst the ruins of
Mariupol. R S

6.00 RICHARD OSMAN’S
HOUSE OF GAMES With
Maisie Adam, Rory Bremner,
James Cracknell and
Michelle Gayle. R S
6.30 ANIMAL PARK
Hamza Yassin helps
with the annual survey
of heron numbers. S
7.00 MARCUS WAREING’S
TALES FROM A KITCHEN
GARDEN The chef travels
across the country to
discover the secrets of
planting, rearing livestock
and growing vegetables to
help at his smallholding. S
8.00 RHS CHELSEA FLOWER
SHOW 2022 Monty Don and
Joe Swift launch BBC Two’s
coverage of the event. S
9.00 THE CHRIS & ROSIE
RAMSEY SHOW With
Martin and Shirlie Kemp. S
9.45 THE CHRONICLES OF
MOURNE SHORTS
Landscape photographer
Leslie Hanthorne captures
dawn and sunset shots. S
10.00 CROÍ NA CEISTE LE
CAOIMHE Caoimhe Ní
Chathail investigates
the impact of social
media on mental wellbeing
and how people feel
about their bodies. S
10.30 NEWSNIGHT S
11.15 COUPLES THERAPY
Matthew has two
breakthroughs. Last
in the series. S
11.40 BETWEEN THE COVERS
Trevor McDonald, Sarah
Hadland, Peter Davison and
Cariad Lloyd share their
favourite books. R S

12.10 The Late Late Show S 1.55
Nationwide R 2.25 Doctors R S
2.55 Dr Phil R S 3.40 EuroNews

12.25 New Amsterdam R S 1.15
Gossip Girl R S 2.20 EuroNews

12.00 Endeavour R 2.00 Don’t
Look Back in Anger R S 2.55 Close
5.20 The Tonight Show R S

12.20 The Killing III R 1.30
Weakest Link R S 2.25 France 24

12.20 Have I Got a Bit More News
for You R S 1.05 News S

12.10 Sign Zone: Countryfile R S
1.05 Art That Made Us R S 2.05
Speed Kids – Our Lives R S 2.35
This Is BBC Two S
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FASCINATING FACTS Brainstorm RTÉ One,
8.30pm Social historian Donal Fallon presents
the penultimate edition of what has been an
enlightening series. This time he’s turning his
attention to four different subjects. The first
involves amateur sports stars and why they
play for free. Also featured are queries about
the history of the mobile phone, insights into
the origins of nursery rhymes, and the impact
of postcodes on Dublin house prices.

Channel 4
6.05 Countdown R S 6.45 Cheers
R S 7.35 The King of Queens R S
9.00 Frasier R S 10.30 Undercover
Boss USA R S 11.25 News S 11.30
Couples Come Dine with Me R S
12.30 Steph’s Packed Lunch S 2.10
Countdown S 3.00 A Place in the
Sun R S 4.00 The Great House
Giveaway S 5.00 Sun, Sea and
Selling Houses R S

6.00 THE SIMPSONS
Homer befriends a former
CIA agent when he gets into
a spot of bother with a
Ukrainian terrorist. R S
6.30 HOLLYOAKS
An exciting job offer leaves
one Hollyoaks resident
with a a tricky decision
to make. Cindy and Zara
make a discovery on
Ollie’s laptop. R S
7.00 NEWS S
7.30 MPS UNDER THREAT:
DISPATCHES Newlyelected MP Kim Leadbeater
investigates the threats and
abuse faced by MPs, and the
terrible impact it can have
on them, their staff and
their families. S
8.00 FOOD UNWRAPPED
GETS BAKING Special
episode featuring bakingrelated reports. Briony
May Williams gets to the
bottom of a pretzel
mystery, and learns the
surprising truth about
bicarbonate of soda. S
9.00 HUNTED The hunters
track Elinor and Meurig
to his sister’s house in
Brecon, where Meurig
makes a dramatic getaway.
Shoba and Amarinder
continue to rely on their
family network.
10.00 TROY DEENEY:
WHERE’S MY HISTORY?
See Choice S
11.05 999: ON THE FRONT
LINE A woman collapses
in the street while out
shopping and may have
broken her hip. R S
12.10 Gordon Ramsay: Uncharted
S 1.00 24 Hours in A&E R S 1.55
The Cane Field Killings S 2.55
Grand Designs R S 3.50 George
Clarke’s Old House, New Home R S
4.45 Location, Location, Location
R S 5.40 The Perfect Pitch R S

Virgin Two

7.30 Benidorm ER R 8.30 The
Chase Australia R 9.30 Tipping
Point R S 10.30 Gift Wrapped R
11.30 River Monsters R 12.30 This
Time Next Year Australia R 1.30
The Six O’Clock Show R S 2.30
Emmerdale R S 3.00 Coronation
Street R S 4.00 Tipping Point R S
6.00 THE CHASE Dino, Anna,
Steve and Pam take part.
RS
7.00 THE CHASE Pete, Novuyo,
Joan and Nik compete. S
8.00 UEFA EUROPA LEAGUE
UPDATE A round-up of all
the latest stories from the
UEFA Europa League. R S
9.00 FREDDIE FLINTOFF:
LIVING WITH BULIMIA
The former England
cricketer faces up to his
eating disorder. R
10.05 ONE NIGHT WITH MY EX R
11.05 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One, 8pm. R S
11.35 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One, 8.30pm. R S
12.05 Emmerdale R S 12.35
UEFA Champions League Weekly R
1.05 The Graham Norton Show R
2.10 Close

GENERAL

Virgin Three

Sky Showcase

6.00 The Early Rundown R 7.00
Kay Burley R 8.00 Malawi Wildlife
Rescue R S 9.00 Nothing to
Declare R S 10.00 Supergirl R S
11.00 NCIS: Los Angeles R S 1.00
Hawaii Five-0 R S 2.00 S.W.A.T R S
3.00 Modern Family R S 4.00 Will
& Grace R S 5.00 The Simpsons
R S 5.30 The Fresh Prince of BelAir R S
6.00 THE FRESH PRINCE OF
BEL-AIR R S
6.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.00 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
8.00 FILM: THE BEE GEES:
HOW CAN YOU MEND A
BROKEN HEART
(2020, Documentary, 12)
The history of the group.
Dir: Frank Marshall. R S
10.00 ROB & ROMESH VS
RESTAURANTS – SECOND
COURSE R
11.00 LAST WEEK TONIGHT
WITH JOHN OLIVER R
11.40 THE RISING R
12.35 The Force: North East R S
1.30 Road Wars R S 3.00 Hawaii
Five-0 R S 4.00 S.W.A.T R S 5.00
The Early Rundown R

Sky Atlantic

UTV

6.00 Urban Secrets R S 10.00 The
Affair R S 12.15 Game of Thrones
R S 1.20 The Sopranos R S 3.30
Boardwalk Empire R S 5.45 The
Affair R S
6.50 THE AFFAIR Noah’s visit to
Paris provides Juliette with
a distraction from realities,
but subsequent tragedy
brings her true priorities
into sharper focus. R S
7.55 GAME OF THRONES
Robb weighs up a
compromise to repair his
alliance with House Frey,
Roose Bolton decides what
to do with Jaime, while Jon,
Ygritte and the wildlings
face a daunting climb. R S
9.00 THE TIME TRAVELER’S
WIFE Adaptation of
Audrey Niffenegger’s novel
of the same name, which
tells the story of a woman
who falls for a time
traveller. Starring Rose
Leslie and Theo James.
10.05 DEVILS In the final battle
of the data war, Massimo
has to finalise a new 5G
deal with the EU and face
the threat to democracy. R
11.10 DEVILS Massimo sees an
opportunity to get justice. R
12.15 The King R S 1.20 Gomorrah
R 2.25 In Treatment R 3.00
Babylon Berlin R 4.05 Urban
Secrets R S

6.00 News S 9.00 Lorraine S
10.00 This Morning S 12.30 Loose
Women S 1.30 News S 1.55 UTV
Live S 2.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal
R S 3.00 Tenable R S 4.00 Tipping
Point S 5.00 The Chase. Ben,
Anne, Esther and Tony take part in
the game show. R S
6.00 UTV LIVE S
6.30 NEWS S
7.30 EMMERDALE
As Virgin One, 7.30pm. S
8.00 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One. S
9.00 LONG LOST FAMILY:
BORN WITHOUT TRACE
New. Davina McCall and
Nicky Campbell return with
more stories of people who
were abandoned as babies,
helping them try to find
their birth families. S
10.00 NEWS S
10.30 UTV LIVE S
10.45 VIEW FROM STORMONT
Paul Clark and the team
report on political
developments in Belfast,
London and Dublin, with
analysis from expert
commentators. S
11.45 ALL ELITE WRESTLING:
DYNAMITE Hard-hitting
action from the world of All
Elite Wrestling. S
1.25 Shop: Ideal World 3.00 Loose
Women R S 3.50 Unwind with ITV
S 5.05 Tipping Point R S

7.45am The Royal. 9.50 Loose Women. 10.45 Peter
Andre’s 60 Minute Makeover. 11.50 Eat, Shop, Save.
12.20 Zoo Days. 12.50 River Monsters. 1.50 Think
Tank. 2.50 Paul O’Grady: For the Love of Indian
Dogs. 3.50 The Chase Australia. 4.50 Heartbeat.
5.55 Agatha Christie’s Marple. 7.55 Heartbeat.
Bellamy runs down a boy. 9.00 Cold Feet. Karen and
Jenny’s weekend away is hijacked by their mothers.
10.00 Autopsy USA. 11.00 Cracker.

Virgin More

12.55pm UEFA Europa League Update. 1.25 UEFA
Europa League. 3.10 Classic 6 Nations. 5.00 Sport
Stories: Paul McGrath. 6.40 UEFA Europa League
Update. 7.30 The Voice USA. The singing
competition continues, hosted by Carson Daly. 9.00
Sport Stories: Graeme Souness. 9.50 Rectify. 10.40
Love Island USA. 11.25 Sport Stories: Graeme
Souness.

BBC Four

7.00pm Great British Railway Journeys. 7.30 The
Flying Archaeologist. 8.00 Earth from Space. The
stories behind the planet’s most intriguing colours.
9.00 Secrets of Size: Atoms to Supergalaxies. Part
two of two. Jim Al-Khalili explores the largest
known cosmic structures. 10.00 The Ruth Ellis
Files: A Very British Crime Story. 11.00 Crime &
Punishment – The Story of Capital Punishment.
12.00 Handmade: By Royal Appointment.

ITV2

6.00am Totally Bonkers Guinness World Records.
6.30 Dress to Impress. 7.30 The Ellen DeGeneres
Show. 8.25 You’ve Been Framed!: Family Special.
9.20 Hart of Dixie. 10.15 One Tree Hill. 11.10 The
O.C. 12.00 Love Bites. 1.05 Dress to Impress. 2.05
The Ellen DeGeneres Show. 3.00 Hart of Dixie. 4.00
One Tree Hill. 5.00 The O.C. 6.00 Catchphrase
Celebrity Special. 7.00 Superstore. 8.00 Bob’s
Burgers. 9.00 Family Guy. 9.30 American Dad!
10.00 Family Guy. 11.25 American Dad! 11.50 Bob’s
Burgers.

ITV3

6.00am Classic Coronation Street. 7.00 Classic
Emmerdale. 8.05 On the Buses. 9.45 Wycliffe.
11.30 Heartbeat. 1.30 Classic Emmerdale. 2.35
Classic Coronation Street. 3.40 Agatha Christie’s
Poirot. 5.55 Heartbeat. 8.00 Vera. A surgeon is
murdered and his two daughters are abducted.
10.00 DCI Banks.

E4

Noon: Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 1.00 The Big Bang
Theory. 3.00 The Goldbergs. 4.00 Brooklyn NineNine. 5.00 The Big Bang Theory. 7.00 Hollyoaks.
7.30 Teen Mum Academy. 8.00 Below Deck:
Mediterranean. Lloyd heads to the hospital. 9.00
Made in Chelsea. James finds himself in the middle
of a cheating scandal. 10.00 Gogglebox. 11.05 First
Dates.

9.00 Inside the Force: 24/7. PC Will Cawte responds
to a call about an aggressive man. Last in the
series. 10.00 Casualty: Every Second Counts. 11.05
Ambulance: Code Red.

National Geographic

Noon: Car S.O.S. 1.00 Ultimate Airport Dubai. 2.00
Air Crash Investigation. 4.00 Airport Security: First
Class. 5.00 Ice Road Rescue. 6.00 Car S.O.S. 7.00
Air Crash Investigation. The crash of a Boeing 737 in
a remote jungle. 8.00 To Catch a Smuggler. HSI
uncovers a multi-million-dollar cocaine smuggling
ring of airline employees. 9.00 Ice Road Rescue.
Arctic storms kick off the coldest winter in a
decade. 10.00 Wicked Tuna. 11.00 Air Crash
Investigation. 12.00 Drugs Inc.

FILMS

TCM Movies

12.20pm Maverick. 1.30 Waterloo (1970, Drama, U)
4.15 Bandits of the West (1953, Western, PG) 5.25
Firecreek (1968, Western, PG) 7.30 The Pearl of
Death (1944, Mystery, PG) 9.00 A Nightmare on Elm
Street (1984, Horror, 18) 10.55 Jarhead (2005,
Drama, 15)

Film4

1.40pm Apache Uprising (1965, Western, PG) 3.25
El Dorado (1966, Western, PG) 6.00 Exodus: Gods
and Kings (2014, Epic, 12) 9.00 Eagle Eye (2008,
Thriller, 12) 11.20 American Made (2017, Drama, 15)

Sky Cinema Premiere

12.10pm Charming the Hearts of Men (2021, Drama,
PG) 2.10 Come Play (2020, Horror, 15) 4.05 Best
Sellers (2021, Comedy, 15) 6.05 Vendetta (2022,
Thriller, 15) Bruce Willis, Thomas Jane, Clive
Standen. 8.00 As 12.10pm. 10.00 Halloween Kills
(2021, Horror, 18) 11.55 As 2.10pm.

Sky Cinema Comedy

12.20pm Sex Drive (2008, 15) 2.20 Clueless (1995,
12) 4.10 Mean Girls (2004, 12) 6.00 Pixels (2015, 12)
8.00 That’s My Boy (2012, 15) 10.00 Madea’s Family
Reunion (2006, 12) 11.55 Kajillionaire (2020, 12)

Sky Cinema Family

1.15pm Lassie (2005, Adventure, U) 3.00 Monte
Carlo (2011, Comedy, PG) 5.00 The Cat in the Hat
(2003, Comedy, PG) 6.30 Matilda (1996, Fantasy, PG)
8.15 Zathura: A Space Adventure (2005, Sci-Fi, PG)
10.00 Hop (2011, Comedy, U) 11.45 Garfield (2004,
Comedy, U)

SPORT

Eurosport 1

9.30am Live Roland-Garros. 12.00 Live RolandGarros. 1.00 Live Roland-Garros. 3.00 Live RolandGarros. Further coverage of the second day of the
French Open. 6.00 Live Roland-Garros. Continued
coverage of the second day of the French Open.
7.30 Live Roland-Garros. Further coverage of the
second day of the French Open. 11.20 RolandGarros. 1.30 Olympics: Legends Live On.

Sky Sports Main Event

11.05am Find It, Fix It, Flog It. 1.05 Heir Hunters.
2.10 Four in a Bed. 4.50 Find It, Fix It, Flog It. 5.55
Escape to the Chateau: DIY. 6.55 The Block: Big
Renovation Challenge. 7.55 Escape to the Chateau.
Dick and Angel prepare for Angel’s parents’ 50th
wedding anniversary. 9.00 Best of Britain by the
Sea. Ainsley and Grace take a trip along the coast of
south Devon. 10.00 Sarah Millican: Chatterbox Live.
11.05 8 Out of 10 Cats Does Countdown.

11.00am The Football Show. 12.00 The Football
Show. 1.00 Sky Sports News. 2.00 Sky Sports News.
3.00 Live Women’s T20 Challenge. Live coverage of
the first match of the Women’s T20 Challenge.
5.00 Live Netball Superleague. London Pulse v
Manchester Thunder (Centre-pass 5.30pm). 7.00
Live SPFL. Live coverage of the second leg of the
final of the Scottish Premiership play-offs (Kick-off
TBA). 10.15 Sky Sports News. 11.00 Sky Sports
News. 12.00 Live: Total Access. 1.00 Sky Sports
News. 1.30 Live NBA Basketball.

Channel 5

Sky Sports Premier League

More4

9.15am Jeremy Vine. 12.15 Shoplifters &
Scammers: At War with the Law. 1.10 News. 1.15
Home and Away. 1.45 Neighbours. 2.15 A
Prescription for Murder: Hailey Dean Mysteries.
4.00 Bargain-Loving Brits in the Sun. 5.00 News.
6.00 Neighbours. 6.30 Eggheads. 7.00 Police
Interceptors. The work of a high-speed police
interception unit. 7.55 News. 8.00 The Motorway.
Two officers attend a six-car pile-up. 8.58 News.

11.00am The Football Show. 1.00 Premier League.
4.30 Gary Neville’s Soccerbox. 5.00 Premier
League 100 Club. 6.00 PL Legends: Sol Campbell.
6.30 Soccer AM: The Best Bits. 7.00 Premier
League Review. 8.00 Soccer AM: The Best Bits.
8.30 Gary Neville’s Soccerbox. 9.00 Premier
League Review. 10.00 Premier League Icons.
10.30 PL Retro. 12.30 Premier League Icons.
1.00 Premier League Years.
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NEW SERIES The Witch Hunts: Lucy Worsley
Investigates BBC Two, 9pm Each episode of this
programme sees the historian investigate a
different period in history. The Black Death,
the madness of Britain’s King George III and
the incarceration of King Edward IV’s two
young sons in the Tower of London in the
1480s are set to feature, but the series begins
with an insight into the 16th century witch
hunts, which began in Edinburgh in 1590.

NEW SERIES Hospital Live RTÉ One, 7pm Philip
Boucher-Hayes and Anna Daly present a threepart programme which is being broadcast on
consecutive days. Each edition will take them
behind the scenes at the St James’ Hospital in
Dublin, where they’ll meet the nurses, doctors,
porters and patients on the frontline of the
health service. The duo also catch up with
innovators trying to make a difference at the
cutting edge of medical science.

RTÉ One

RTÉ2

Virgin One

TG4

BBC One

BBC Two

6.00 EuroNews 6.05 Teleshopping
7.50 Today R S 9.55 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show 10.50 Dr Phil S
11.45 Shortland Street S 12.15
Doctors S 12.45 Telly Bingo S 1.00
News S 1.30 Home and Away S
2.00 Neighbours S 2.25 The Style
Counsellors R S 2.55 EastEnders
R S 3.30 Today S 5.40 Nuacht
Followed by The Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 8.00 Children’s
Programmes 4.30 The Simpsons
R S 5.00 The Goldbergs R S 5.30
Shortland Street R S

6.10 The Six O’Clock Show R S
7.00 Ireland AM S 10.00 This
Morning 12.30 News S 1.00 The
Chase R S 3.00 Loose Women
4.00 Coronation Street:
Memorable Moments R 4.30
Judge Judy 5.30 News S

7.00 Cúla 4 10.40 Ainmhithe
Craiceáilte R 11.10 The Wonder
Years R S 11.40 The Golden Girls
R S 12.10 Luke Nguyen’s Vietnam
R S 12.40 Garraí Glas R 1.10 Dr
Quinn: Medicine Woman S 2.05
Weakest Link R S 3.00 Cúla 4 R
4.40 SpongeBob SquarePants R S
4.55 Adventure Time R 5.10 Mo
Shaol Do Shaol R S 5.30 Bliain in
Inis Oírr R

6.00 News S 9.15 Morning Live S
10.00 For Love or Money R S 10.45
Rip Off Britain R S 11.15 Homes
Under the Hammer S 12.15
Bargain Hunt R S 1.00 News S 1.30
Regional News S 1.45 Doctors S
2.15 Five Bedrooms S 3.00 Escape
to the Country S 3.45 RHS
Chelsea Flower Show 2022 S 4.30
The Bidding Room R S 5.15
Pointless S

6.15 Homes Under the Hammer
R S 7.15 Bargain Hunt R S 8.00
Sign Zone: Antiques Roadshow R S
9.00 News S 10.00 News S 12.15
Politics Live S 1.00 The Super
League Show S 1.45 Eggheads R S
2.15 James Martin: Home
Comforts R S 3.00 Britain in
Bloom R S 3.30 Murder, Mystery
and My Family R S 4.15 Interior
Design Masters with Alan Carr R S
5.15 Flog It! R S

6.01 NEWS S
7.00 HOSPITAL LIVE
See Choice S
8.00 EASTENDERS Ben is in
shock about the events of
the night before and
confronts Lewis about his
actions. Mr Lister offers to
take Honey for a drink and
Lola tries to make things up
to Frankie. S
8.30 FAIR CITY Carol suspects
something is up in the
garage, while Damien gets a
surprise job offer that could
change his life. Zak is on the
trail of Olwen’s secret
stash. S
9.00 NEWS S
9.35 PRIME TIME In-depth
analysis of current affairs
and topical reports. S
10.15 THE TEACHER New. Jenna
Garvey is a popular teacher,
but beneath the veneer of
professional respectability
she is emotionally troubled
and seeks to numb her pain
with alcohol and
promiscuity. After a night
out celebrating a
promotion, she is accused
of sleeping with 15-year-old
Kyle Hope, one of her pupils.
Drama, starring Sheridan
Smith and Samuel
Bottomley.. S
11.10 HIDDEN ASSETS
Diamonds are found in
Fionn Brannigan’s offices
and Emer links this to the
bombings and warns him
his life is in danger.
Christian learns Hadi has
been beaten by a fellow
officer. R

6.00 NEIGHBOURS Australian
soap opera, charting the
lives and loves of the
residents of the suburb of
Erinsborough. R S
6.30 HOME AND AWAY Nikau
tries reaching out to Chloe
to clear the air. Tane is
concerned about Mia’s
decision. Roo is struggling
with the distance between
her family. R S
7.00 THE BALMORAL HOTEL:
AN EXTRAORDINARY
YEAR The hotel goes
hi-tech with an indoor drone
shoot for Visit Scotland, and
hotel manager Rob gets
Instagram-ready,
welcoming social media
celebrity Mildred,
a sausage dog. S
7.55 TOP GEAR New. Return of
the motoring magazine,
with Freddie Flintoff, Chris
Harris and Paddy
McGuinness. In this first
edition, the trio battle three
F1 drivers at Silverstone. S
9.00 FIRES Tash and Mott join
the local fire-fighting effort
in a small beachside
community, as locals and
tourists alike have to make
the difficult decision of
whether to stay or flee. S
10.05 FIRES On Christmas
Eve, Tash and Mott escort
locals from a small
rural community to a
community hall for refuge
from the fires. S
11.10 LIVE AT THE APOLLO
Loyiso Gola introduces
routines by Scott Bennett
and Helen Bauer. S

6.05 THE SIX O’CLOCK SHOW
Chat show. S
7.00 NEWS
7.30 EMMERDALE Leyla is
alarmed when Suzy sees
sense. Meanwhile, Samson
attempts to reassure
Amelia, and Pollard thinks
David is misguided. S
8.00 THE SECRET LIFE OF
OUR PETS How pets
demonstrate their
incredible athletic abilities
evolved from their wild
origins, from dogs that can
outrun human athletes and
a Californian cat who loves
to surf, to the extraordinary
high-speed flight abilities
of parrots, budgies and
cockatiels. Narrated by
Hugh Bonneville.
9.00 LONG LOST FAMILY
Davina McCall and Nicky
Campbell present a
series that aims to helping
people reunite with longlost relatives.
10.00 THE TONIGHT SHOW
Claire Brock and Ciara
Doherty offer their unique
take on the big stories of
the day with a panel of
guests. There is also a panel
discussion covering the key
issues in the news. S
11.00 BEAT THE CHASERS
Bradley Walsh hosts the
return of the quiz in which
contestants from across
the UK take on a team
consisting of Chasers Issa
Schultz, Mark Labbett,
Shaun Wallace, Jenny Ryan
and Darragh Ennis, hoping
to win big money. R

6.00 THE GOLDEN GIRLS Part
one of two. The residents of
Miami prepare for a
hurricane, but stormclouds
of a different kind gather
when Dorothy’s snooty
sister Gloria visits. R S
6.30 THE WONDER YEARS
The decision to move across
town puts a strain on
Kevin’s relationship. R S
7.00 NUACHT TG4
7.30 BLASTA Máirtín travels to
Belfast to meet Brian,
Caoimhe and Treacy who
show him how to make
some of their traditional
local dishes while exploring
the history behind them. R
8.00 7 LÁ Analysis and debate on
political stories, with an
added focus on regional and
Gaeltacht affairs.
8.30 ROS NA RÚN Caitríona is
confident she can seduce
Vince and sets a plan in
action to do so. O’Shea
is summoned to Sonny’s
site when skeletal remains
are discovered.
9.00 GLÓR TÍRE: ROGHA &
TOGHA Performances
by Patrick Feeney, Mike
Denver and Trudi Lalor.
9.30 OPRY LE DANIEL
Daniel O’Donnell introduces
up-and-coming stars of
country music, including
Stuart Moyles, Keelan
Arbuckle, Olivia Douglas,
Caitlin and Brandon
McPhee. R
10.30 FARGO Gloria heads to
California to investigate
Ennis’s past. S
11.30 ROS NA RÚN R

6.00 NEWS S
6.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
7.00 THE ONE SHOW
Alex Jones and Jermaine
Jenas host the live show
featuring a mixture of chat
and stories of interest. S
7.30 EASTENDERS
As RTÉ One, 8pm. S
8.00 DIY SOS: THE BIG BUILD
The team set to work on an
adventure playground in
Southmead, Bristol, which
has fallen into disrepair and
is now unfit for purpose,
transforming it for
generations to come. S
9.00 SILENT WITNESS
Part two of two. DNA
evidence linked to the
health secretary’s
assassination forces
Nikki to face her past,
with consequences will
affect her, and her
profession, for ever. S
10.00 NEWS S
10.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.40 SPOTLIGHT S
11.10 OUR PLACE IN SPACE
Ordinary people experience
the wonders of space,
beginning with a group of
young astronauts swarming
the Maiden City to beat a
world record. S
11.15 THE AIRPORT: BACK IN
THE SKIES Jeremy Spake
joins returning Aer Lingus
Captain Louise in the
simulator. S
11.45 GENTLEMAN JACK
CHANGED MY LIFE How
the TV drama helped a
number of British women
rediscover their sexuality. S

6.00 RICHARD OSMAN’S
HOUSE OF GAMES With
Maisie Adam, Rory Bremner,
James Cracknell and
Michelle Gayle. R S
6.30 ANIMAL PARK Native
beavers appear to have
returned to the park, and
it’s time to check in with the
fennec foxes to see if love
has blossomed between
Anthony and Zuri. S
7.00 MARCUS WAREING’S
TALES FROM A KITCHEN
GARDEN Marcus embraces
a slower pace of life at his
Sussex smallholding. He
goes on the hunt for the
perfect chicken and heads
down to the village pub with
other local growers. S
8.00 RHS CHELSEA FLOWER
SHOW 2022 Emotions are
running high at Chelsea as
the all-important medals
are revealed. Monty Don
and Joe Swift bring us the
highlights of the garden
awards. S
9.00 THE WITCH HUNTS: LUCY
WORSLEY INVESTIGATES
See Choice S
10.00 STATE OF THE UNION
See Choice S
10.10 STATE OF THE UNION
See Choice S
10.20 STATE OF THE UNION
See Choice. S
10.30 NEWSNIGHT S
11.15 THE CHRIS & ROSIE
RAMSEY SHOW The
husband and wife host the
comedy entertainment
show, with celebrity couple
Martin and Shirlie Kemp
joining them. R S

12.15 Holby City R S 1.25 Prime
Time R S 2.05 Telly Bingo R S 2.20
Doctors R S 2.50 Dr Phil R 3.35
EuroNews

12.05 Time R S 1.10 David Brophy’s
Frontline Choir R S 2.10 Ireland’s
Fittest Family R S 3.25 The Style
Counsellors R S 3.50 How to Be
Good with Money R S 4.15 Clear
History R S 5.00 Bernard’s
Working Comics R S 5.40
EuroNews

12.00 Endeavour R 2.00 Don’t
Look Back in Anger R S 2.55 Close
5.20 The Tonight Show R S

12.03 Orange Is the New Black R S
1.10 Fíorscéal R 2.15 France 24

12.45 Celebrity Catchpoint R S
1.20 News S

12.00 Sign Zone: Eden: Untamed
Planet R S 12.50 The Great British
Sewing Bee R S 1.50 This Is BBC
Two S
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NEW SERIES State of the Union BBC Two, 10pm,
10.10pm & 10.20pm The first run of the comedy
written by Nick Hornby and directed by
Stephen Frears starred Rosamund Pike and
Chris O’Dowd as a couple meeting up before
going for counselling. It was touching and
amusing, and the show is back, but featuring
new characters, played by Brendan Gleeson
and Patricia Clarkson, who are trying to figure
out where their relationship went wrong.

Channel 4
6.05 Countdown R S 6.45 Cheers
R S 7.40 The King of Queens R S
9.00 Frasier R S 10.30 Undercover
Boss USA R S 11.25 News S 11.30
Couples Come Dine with Me R S
12.30 Steph’s Packed Lunch S 2.10
Countdown S 3.00 A Place in the
Sun R S 4.00 The Great House
Giveaway S 5.00 Sun, Sea and
Selling Houses R S

6.00 THE SIMPSONS A
collection of Halloween
tales, in which Homer is
paralysed by a venomous
spider, Ned Flanders
becomes a night-time
vigilante and Bart and
Milhouse transform into
one-eyed aliens. R S
6.30 HOLLYOAKS Ste defends a
possible reunion between
him and James as Leela
questions whether his ex
has really changed. At The
Dog, a double date set up by
Prince breeds tension. R S
7.00 NEWS S
8.00 BAKE OFF: THE
PROFESSIONALS New.
Liam Charles and Stacey
Solomon present as a new
batch of pastry chefs
compete, making individual
strawberry cakes and
transforming treacle tarts
into sculptures. S
9.00 24 HOURS IN A&E An
18-year-old motorcyclist is
rushed in after colliding
with two cars, an eightyear-old hurts herself
falling off her scooter and a
military veteran has an
accident at the gym. S
10.00 GOGGLEBOX The armchair
critics’ opinions on shows
from November 2020
including Strictly Come
Dancing, Don’t Rock the
Boat, The Undoing and
BBC News coverage of
Covid-19. R S
11.05 GOGGLEBOX The critics
share their opinions on
what they have been
watching. R S
12.05 The Great Garden
Revolution R S 1.05 Ramsay’s
Kitchen Nightmares USA R S 1.55
Chivalry R S 2.20 Spreadsheet R S
3.20 Taskmaster R S 4.15 Come
Dine with Me R S 5.10 Location,
Location, Location R S

Virgin Two

7.30 Benidorm ER R 8.30 The
Chase Australia R 9.30 Tipping
Point R S 10.30 Gift Wrapped R
11.30 River Monsters R 12.30 This
Time Next Year Australia R 1.30
The Six O’Clock Show R S 2.30
Emmerdale R S 3.00 Coronation
Street R S 4.00 Tipping Point R S
6.00 THE CHASE Contestants
Alex, Doreen, Freddie and
Dan take part. S
7.00 THE CHASE Quiz show,
hosted by Bradley Walsh. S
8.00 WINNING COMBINATION
R
9.00 LOUISIANA LOCKDOWN
10.00 THE GRAHAM NORTON
SHOW Guests include
Nicole Kidman, Stephen Fry,
Joe Lycett and Take That. R
11.05 EMMERDALE
As Virgin One, 7.30pm. R S
11.35 FILM: OUTRAGE
(1998, Drama, 15) Rob Lowe,
Jennifer Grey. A couple who
report a trio of vandals to
the police are subjected to a
campaign of harassment.
Dir: Robert Allan Ackerman.
1.15 The Graham Norton Show R
2.15 Close

GENERAL

Virgin Three

Sky Showcase

6.00 The Early Rundown R 7.00
Kay Burley R 8.00 Malawi Wildlife
Rescue R S 9.00 Nothing to
Declare R S 10.00 Supergirl R S
11.00 NCIS: Los Angeles R S 1.00
Hawaii Five-0 R S 2.00 S.W.A.T R S
3.00 Modern Family R S 4.00 Will
& Grace R S 5.00 The Simpsons
R S 5.30 The Fresh Prince of BelAir R S
6.00 THE FRESH PRINCE OF
BEL-AIR R S
6.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.00 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
8.00 THE FLASH
9.00 LIAM GALLAGHER: 48
HOURS AT ROCKFIELD
10.05 FILM: KNOCKED UP
(2007, Comedy, 15) Seth
Rogen, Katherine Heigl.
An journalist unexpectedly
becomes pregnant after a
one-night stand with a
directionless layabout.
Dir: Judd Apatow. R S
12.25 The Blacklist R S 1.20 Sex
and the City R S 2.30 Road Wars R
3.00 Hawaii Five-0 R S 4.00
S.W.A.T R S 5.00 The Early
Rundown R

Sky Atlantic

UTV

6.00 Fish Town R S 10.00 The
Affair R S 12.15 Game of Thrones
R S 1.20 The Sopranos R S 3.30
Boardwalk Empire R S 5.45 The
Affair R S
6.50 THE AFFAIR Alison is saved
by a handsome stranger.
Elsewhere, Cole tries to
keep Alison’s behaviour
from ruining an important
deal, and Luisa’s legal
status threatens her plans
for the future. R S
7.55 GAME OF THRONES Tywin
counsels the king, Daenerys
exchanges gifts with a slave
lord outside Yunkai,
Melisandre reveals a secret
to Gendry, and Brienne
faces a formidable foe at
Harrenhal. R S
9.00 DAS BOOT Forster
investigates the Dorfmann
murder. In Kiel, the sailors
of the U-949 get into a fight,
and Royal Navy Captain
Swinburne travels to
Liverpool for his son’s
funeral. In German. R
10.05 THE KING The secret
services infiltrate San
Michele.
11.05 BAND OF BROTHERS
Easy Company reaches
breaking point. R S
12.20 Band of Brothers R S 1.25
Big Love R S 3.35 In Treatment R S
4.05 Fish Town R S

6.00 News S 9.00 Lorraine S
10.00 This Morning S 12.30 Loose
Women S 1.30 News S 1.55 UTV
Live S 2.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal
R S 3.00 Tenable R S 4.00 Tipping
Point S 5.00 The Chase S
6.00 UTV LIVE S
6.30 NEWS S
7.30 EMMERDALE
As Virgin One, 7.30pm. S
8.00 THE MARTIN LEWIS
MONEY SHOW: LIVE
The cash expert tackles the
cost of living crisis, giving
tips on how to make the
most of money if holidaying
this summer. S
9.00 LONG LOST FAMILY:
BORN WITHOUT TRACE
The man who became
famous as ‘the Ice Baby’,
after being found in a phone
box. S
10.00 NEWS S
10.30 UTV LIVE S
10.45 YORKSHIRE RIPPER:
THE SECRET MURDERS
Part one of two. Examining
the police investigation into
the crimes of Peter
Sutcliffe. R S
11.45 HEATHROW: BRITAIN’S
BUSIEST AIRPORT It’s all
systems go at Heathrow’s
Covid-19 testing centre. R S
12.05 Shop: Ideal World 3.00
Loose Women R S 3.50 Unwind
with ITV S 5.05 Tipping Point R S

7.45am The Royal. 9.50 Loose Women. 10.50 Peter
Andre’s 60 Minute Makeover. 11.50 Winning
Combination. 12.50 Eat, Shop, Save. 1.20 Zoo Days.
1.50 Think Tank. 2.50 A Celebrity Taste of Italy.
3.50 The Chase Australia. 4.50 Heartbeat. 5.55
Lewis. 7.55 Heartbeat. Vernon and David uncover a
shocking case of fraud. 9.00 Des. Reeling from Des’
change in plea, Jay and the police throw
themselves into proving premeditation. 10.00 The
Tower. 11.00 Chopping Block. 12.00 This Morning.

Virgin More

12.55pm UEFA Champions League Weekly. 1.25
Classic 6 Nations. 4.10 UEFA Man In The Middle.
7.30 The Voice USA. The singing competition
continues, hosted by Carson Daly. 9.00 Grace. New.
The detective believes a serial killer might be on
the loose. 10.30 Love Island USA. 11.20 Grace.

BBC Four

7.00pm Great British Railway Journeys. Michael
Portillo reaches the Kent seaside resort of Herne
Bay. 7.30 The Flying Archaeologist. The
archaeological history of the Norfolk Broads. 8.00
Keeping Up Appearances. Hyacinth finds a hobby
for Richard. 8.30 Yes, Prime Minister. Jim tries to
get rid of the Department of Education. 9.00 The
Many Faces of Ronnie Barker. A profile of the
comedy actor and writer. 10.00 Tutankhamun in
Colour. 11.00 The Man Who Shot Tutankhamun.
12.00 How to Make: The Trainer.

ITV2

6.00am Totally Bonkers Guinness World Records.
6.30 Dress to Impress. 7.30 The Ellen DeGeneres
Show. 8.25 You’ve Been Framed! Gold: Harry’s
Favourites. 9.20 Hart of Dixie. 10.15 One Tree Hill.
11.10 The O.C. 12.00 Love Bites. 1.05 Dress to
Impress. 2.05 The Ellen DeGeneres Show. 3.00 Hart
of Dixie. 4.00 One Tree Hill. 5.00 The O.C. 6.00
Celebrity Catchphrase. 7.00 Superstore. 8.00 Bob’s
Burgers. 9.00 Family Guy. 11.30 American Dad!

ITV3

6.00am Classic Coronation Street. 7.00 Classic
Emmerdale. 8.05 On the Buses. 9.10 Wycliffe. 11.30
Heartbeat. 1.30 Classic Emmerdale. 2.35 Classic
Coronation Street. 3.40 Agatha Christie’s Poirot.
5.55 Heartbeat. 8.00 Midsomer Murders. The
members of a post-operative rehab club start dying.
10.00 DCI Banks.

E4

Noon: Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 1.00 The Big Bang
Theory. 3.00 The Goldbergs. 4.00 Brooklyn NineNine. 5.00 The Big Bang Theory. 7.00 Hollyoaks.
Ollie prepares to reunite with his estranged son.
7.30 Teen Mum Academy. Antonia feels the
pressure as she meets a London nail brand. 8.00
Below Deck: Mediterranean. The crew tries to pull
off a picnic in an old Croatian fortress. 9.00
Celebrity Gogglebox. Famous faces appraise
Antiques Roadshow and My Gay Dog and Other
Animals. 10.00 Naked Attraction.

More4

11.05am Find It, Fix It, Flog It. 1.05 Heir Hunters.
2.10 Four in a Bed. 4.50 Find It, Fix It, Flog It. 5.55
Escape to the Chateau: DIY. 6.55 The Block: Big
Renovation Challenge. 7.55 Escape to the Chateau.
Dick and Angel host their last wedding of the year.
9.00 Grand Designs. A 63-year-old building an
ambitious house on the Essex coast. 10.00 999:
What’s Your Emergency? The importance of the
father-son relationship. 11.05 24 Hours in A&E.

Channel 5

9.15am Jeremy Vine. 12.15 Shoplifters &
Scammers: At War with the Law. 1.10 News. 1.15
Home and Away. 1.45 Neighbours. 2.15 Film: Friends
Who Kill (2020, Thriller, 12) 4.00 Bargain-Loving
Brits in the Sun. 5.00 News. 6.00 Neighbours. 6.30
Eggheads. 7.00 The Dog Rescuers with Alan Davies.
An animal lover with too many pets makes the hard

choice to give up a dog. 7.55 News. 8.00 The
Yorkshire Vet. A three-legged sheep called Star
might be given a new lease on life with a prosthetic
leg. 8.58 News. 9.00 The Chernobyl Disaster:
Meltdown. New. The events that led up to the
nuclear disaster in 1986. 10.00 HMP Belmarsh:
Maximum Security. Inside HMP Belmarsh prison.

National Geographic

Noon: Car S.O.S. 1.00 Ultimate Airport Dubai. 2.00
Air Crash Investigation. 4.00 Airport Security: First
Class. 5.00 Ice Road Rescue. 6.00 Car S.O.S. 7.00
Mayday. A Boeing 737 that disintegrated in mid-air
in 1992. 8.00 Viking Seas: Drain the Oceans. Experts
search for the battleship the Mars. 9.00 Shipwreck
Graveyard. A well-preserved Byzantine wreck in the
Black Sea. 10.00 Earth’s Giant Hole. 11.00 Air Crash
Investigation. 12.00 Drugs Inc.

FILMS

TCM Movies

12.20pm Maverick. 1.30 The Best Years of Our Lives
(1946, Drama, U) 5.10 The Outlaw Stallion (1954,
Western, U) 6.30 The Searchers (1956, Western, U)
9.00 We Own the Night (2007, Drama, 15) 11.25 The
Lost Boys (1987, Horror, 15)

Film4

1.10pm Dragoon Wells Massacre (1957, Western, PG)
2.55 Captain Scarlett (1953, Adventure, U) 4.30
Donovan’s Reef (1963, Comedy, U) 6.45 Super 8
(2011, Sci-Fi, 12) 9.00 Sicario (2015, Drama, 15) 11.20
The Autopsy of Jane Doe (2016, Thriller, 15)

Sky Cinema Premiere

12.35pm Vendetta (2022, Thriller, 15) 2.20 Deadlock
(2021, Thriller, 15) 4.00 12 Mighty Orphans (2021,
Drama, 12) 6.00 Charming the Hearts of Men (2021,
Drama, PG) 8.00 As 12.35pm. 9.45 Apache Junction
(2021, Western, 15) 11.30 Halloween Kills (2021,
Horror, 18)

Sky Cinema Comedy

12.05pm Pixels (2015, 12) 2.00 Madea’s Family
Reunion (2006, 12) 3.55 That’s My Boy (2012, 15)
5.55 Think Like a Man (2012, 12) 8.00 Think Like a
Man Too (2014, 12) 10.00 Pineapple Express (2008,
15) 11.55 An American Pickle (2020, 12)

Sky Cinema Family

1.30pm Zathura: A Space Adventure (2005, Sci-Fi,
PG) 3.15 Charlotte’s Web (2006, Drama, U) 5.00
Paddington (2014, Comedy, PG) 6.45 Bandslam
(2009, Musical, PG) 8.45 Peter Rabbit (2018,
Comedy, PG) 10.30 Peter Pan (2003, Fantasy, PG)
12.30 Look Who’s Talking (1989, Comedy, 12)

SPORT

Eurosport 1

9.30am Live Roland-Garros. 12.00 Live RolandGarros. 1.00 Live Roland-Garros. 3.00 Live RolandGarros. Further coverage of the third day of the
French Open. 6.00 Live Roland-Garros. Continued
coverage of the third day of the French Open. 7.30
Live Roland-Garros. Further coverage of the third
day of the French Open. 11.15 Roland-Garros. 1.30
Olympics: Legends Live On.

Sky Sports Main Event

11.00am Live Women’s T20 Challenge. 2.50 Live
Indian Premier League. 7.00 Sky Sports News.
Round-up of the sports news. 8.00 Sky Sports
News. Round-up of the sports news. 9.00 Sky
Sports News. Round-up of the sports news. 10.00
Sky Sports News. 11.00 Sky Sports News. 12.00
Live: Total Access. 1.00 Sky Sports News.

Sky Sports Premier League

11.00am The Football Show. 12.00 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 1.00 Premier League Years. 3.00 PL
Greatest Games. 4.00 PL Best Goals 08/09. 5.00
Premier League 100 Club. 6.00 PL Legends: Paul
Ince. 6.30 Soccer AM: The Best Bits. 7.00 Premier
League Review. 8.00 Soccer AM: The Best Bits. 8.30
Gary Neville’s Soccerbox. 9.00 Premier League
Review. 10.00 Premier League Icons. 10.30 PL
Retro. 12.30 Premier League Icons. 1.00 Premier
League Years.
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THRILLING COMEDY Inside No 9 BBC Two, 10pm
The only problem with each series of Steve
Pemberton and Reece Shearsmith’s inventive
programme is that they’re simply not long
enough – we’re already about to see the
penultimate edition of the latest run. Jessica
Hynes and Noah Valentine guest star as a
mother and her teenage son. There’s tension
between the pair – until a stranger (Pemberton)
arrives to sort out their problems...

UNSOLVED CRIMES Marú inár Measc TG4,
9.30pm In April 2005, shortly after completing
a trip around the world, Emer O’Loughlin was
living in a mobile home in Galway with her
long-term boyfriend Shane on land owned by
his family. She was found brutally murdered on
the eighth day of the month and her killer
remains at large. In this programme, viewers
learn about the man thought to be responsible,
and why he’s never faced justice.

RTÉ One

RTÉ2

Virgin One

TG4

BBC One

BBC Two

6.00 Teleshopping 7.45 Today R S
9.50 The Ellen DeGeneres Show S
10.45 Shortland Street S 11.15
Doctors S 11.50 Leaders’
Questions S 1.00 News S 1.30
Home and Away S 2.00
Neighbours S 2.25 Fair City R S
2.55 EastEnders R S 3.30 Today S
5.40 Nuacht Followed by The
Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 8.00 Children’s
Programmes 4.30 The Simpsons
R S 5.00 The Goldbergs R S 5.30
Shortland Street R S

6.10 The Six O’Clock Show R S
7.00 Ireland AM S 10.00 This
Morning 12.30 News S 1.00 The
Chase R S 3.00 Loose Women
4.00 Britain’s Brightest Celebrity
Family R 4.30 Judge Judy 5.30
News S

7.00 Cúla 4 10.40 Ainmhithe
Craiceáilte R 11.10 The Wonder
Years R S 11.40 The Golden Girls
R S 12.10 Luke Nguyen’s Railway
Vietnam R S 12.40 Garraí Glas R
1.10 Hart to Hart R S 2.05 Weakest
Link R S 3.00 Cúla 4 R 4.40
SpongeBob SquarePants R S 4.55
Clarence R 5.10 Animal Fanpedia
S 5.30 Comhrá R

6.00 News S 9.15 Morning Live S
10.00 For Love or Money R S 10.45
Rip Off Britain R S 11.15 Homes
Under the Hammer R S 12.15
Bargain Hunt R S 1.00 News S 1.30
Regional News S 1.45 Doctors S
2.15 Five Bedrooms S 3.00 Escape
to the Country R S 3.45 RHS
Chelsea Flower Show 2022 S 4.30
The Bidding Room R S 5.15
Pointless S

6.15 Homes Under the Hammer
R S 7.15 Escape to the Country R S
8.00 Sign Zone: Our Changing
Planet R S 9.00 News S 10.00
News S 11.15 Politics Live S 1.00
Ready Steady Cook R S 1.45
Eggheads R S 2.15 James Martin:
Home Comforts R S 3.00 Britain
in Bloom R S 3.30 Murder, Mystery
and My Family R S 4.15 Interior
Design Masters with Alan Carr R S
5.15 Flog It! R S

6.01 NEWS S
7.00 HOSPITAL LIVE Philip
Boucher-Hayes and Anna
Daly meet the patients,
health workers and
innovators at the cuttingedge of Irish medical
science, with stories from
around the country. S
8.00 EASTENDERS Kathy is
stunned to hear that Ben
apparently cheated on
Callum. Rainie discovers
Stuart has been lying about
taking his painkillers and
Rocky pushes on with his
Jubilee plans. S
8.30 FAIR CITY Pete tries to
manipulate Ray and Nora,
Mondo’s attempt to warn
Damien about his new boss
backfires badly, while
Tommy discovers why
Olwen needs to move her
medicinal plants.
9.00 NEWS S
9.35 CONVERSATIONS WITH
FRIENDS See Choice.
10.10 CONVERSATIONS WITH
FRIENDS See Choice.
10.45 DAVY’S TOUGHEST TEAM
Wexford GAA manager Davy
Fitzgerald uses his style of
man-management to
motivate seven young men
with uncertain futures to
trek to the base camp of
Mount Everest. R S
11.50 THE WINDSORS: INSIDE
THE ROYAL DYNASTY
The coronation of George
VI, and the efforts of the
uncertain new monarch to
rebuild the prestige of the
monarchy in the shadow of
the Second World War. R S

6.00 NEIGHBOURS Freya, David
and Levi team up to find
Harlow and Corey. R S
6.30 HOME AND AWAY Mia is
despondent, but keeps the
wheels in motion on her
departure plans. R S
7.00 THE SIMPSONS
Lisa creates a social
network that takes the
town by storm. R S
7.25 IARNRÓD ENDA A journey
from Dundalk to Newry.
Last in the series. R S
7.55 SNÁITHE Ciara O’Doherty
meets contemporary
leather designer Una Burke,
who lists stars such as
Beyonce and Lady Gaga as
her clients. Last in the
series. R S
8.25 DIY SOS: THE BIG BUILD
Nick Knowles and designer
Oliver Heath enlist an army
of volunteers to help
renovate the Liversidge
family home in Hull, which
is in desperate need of
future-proofing. R S
9.35 GREY’S ANATOMY
The team prepare for Dr
Hamilton’s long-awaited
surgery, Bailey receives an
unexpected offer, and
Owen’s impatience makes
him a difficult physical
therapy patient. S
10.25 GLOW UP IRELAND
Amateur make-up artists
compete in a series of
challenges. R S
11.30 OUR MIRACLE YEARS
New. Drama centered
around the Wolf family in
post-war Germany in the
40s and 50s. S

6.05 THE SIX O’CLOCK SHOW
Chat show, featuring
interviews, food from chefs
and guidance on a wide
range of topics, from
consumer affairs to the
latest trends, with viewers
invited to contribute. S
7.00 NEWS
7.30 EMMERDALE Charity is
stunned by Noah’s plan.
Meanwhile, David makes a
romantic gesture, and
Leyla is frustrated. S
8.00 CORONATION STREET
Phill asks Fiz to marry him,
Summer starts to panic
over her blood sugar levels,
and Toyah takes a call
requesting an urgent
meeting regarding Elsie. S
8.30 CORONATION STREET
Phill asks Fiz to marry him,
Summer starts to panic
over her blood sugar levels,
and Toyah takes a call
requesting an urgent
meeting regarding Elsie. S
9.00 HARRY & WILLIAM:
WHAT WENT WRONG?
Key royal insiders help to
trace how the relationship
between Prince William
and Prince Harry has
deteriorated in recent
years, as private fallingsout became public.
10.00 THE TONIGHT SHOW
Claire Brock and Ciara
Doherty offer their
unique take on the big
stories of the day. S
11.00 GOGGLEBOX IRELAND
Telly addicts review the
week’s viewing from
their living rooms. R S

6.00 THE GOLDEN GIRLS
Part two of two. Stan looks
for a new outlet for his
affections, first latching on
to a fake monkey, then
Dorothy’s sister. R S
6.30 THE WONDER YEARS
Kevin and his family go on
his dad’s work picnic. R S
7.00 NUACHT TG4
7.30 AN BHUÍON CHEOIL
Examining the local love
affair with the fife and drum
band in west Donegal, and
what fuels the commitment
to and longevity of the
marching band tradition in
these communities. R
8.30 AON LÁ AMHÁIN Six
anglers on Lough Corrib in
Dúiche Sheoigheach take
the opportunity to observe
the mayfly, which lives for
just one day. R
9.00 GLÓR TÍRE: ROGHA &
TOGHA From the stage at
Quays Live, classic
performances by Patrick
Feeney, Mike Denver, Trudi
Lalor, John McNicholl and
Ciarán Rosney agus Jim
Devine. Last in the series.
9.30 MARÚ INÁR MEASC
See Choice
10.30 NARCOS Javier deals with
the repercussions from
Judy’s interview. Tata tries
to convince Pablo to
surrender for the sake of his
children. Wagner Moura and
Boyd Holbrook star.
11.35 SURVIVOR: WINNERS
AT WAR One castaway
is out for blood after
realising an ally was sent to
the Edge of Extinction.

6.00 NEWS S
6.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
7.00 RHS CHELSEA FLOWER
SHOW 2022 Sophie
Raworth and Joe Swift
reveal the show gardens
in contention for the BBC/
RHS People’s Choice Award,
and JJ Chalmers reveals
why he wants to get more
children gardening. S
7.30 EASTENDERS
As RTÉ One, 8pm. S
8.00 THE REPAIR SHOP Jay
Blades and the team of
experts set about restoring
two Olympic medals, a
musical jewellery box, a
mythical creature and a
hammer that helped make
a home. S
9.00 THE GREAT BRITISH
SEWING BEE It’s children’s
week in the sewing room
and Sara Pascoe invites the
sewers to create a cute
sailor suit for a toddler.
For the Transformation
Challenge, the contestants
turn old school clothes into
a cool outfit to be seen in
out on the streets, and
things get scary when minimodels enter the sewing
room for a made-tomeasure Halloween
challenge. S
10.00 NEWS S
10.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.40 NOLAN LIVE Lively debate
on issues affecting
Northern Ireland. S
11.40 PEACOCK Andy applies
for the head trainer
role and tries to get
serious with Carly. R S

6.00 RICHARD OSMAN’S
HOUSE OF GAMES With
Maisie Adam, Rory Bremner,
James Cracknell and
Michelle Gayle. R S
6.30 ANIMAL PARK
A mysterious illness
appears to be stopping the
rock hyrax mum from
feeding her babies. S
7.00 NADIYA’S TIME TO EAT
Nadiya Hussain
demonstrates time-saving
recipes for an easy end to
the day. R S
7.30 BETWEEN THE COVERS
With Richard E Grant,
Deborah Meaden, Stephen
Bailey and Sukh Ojla. S
8.00 RHS CHELSEA
FLOWER SHOW 2022
Monty Don and Joe Swift
take a look at the smaller
gardens of the show. Carol
Klein reveals the winner of
the Platinum Jubilee
Award, the biggest award in
the Great Pavilion. S
9.00 DNA FAMILY SECRETS
Forty-six-year-old Mel found
out as a teenager that she
was conceived using a
sperm donor. Now she
wants to see if she can find
her biological father’s
identity by decoding her
DNA. S
10.00 SPOTLIGHT Social and
political issues. R S
10.30 NEWSNIGHT S
11.15 INSIDE NO 9
See Choice S
11.45 UNSPUN WORLD
WITH JOHN SIMPSON
The week’s major global
news stories. S

12.45 Rachael Blackmore: A Grand
Year R S 1.45 The Great House
Revival S 2.45 Ireland’s Dirty
Laundry R S 3.40 The Way We
Were R S 4.35 Cloch Le Carn S
5.00 Ear to the Ground R S 5.25
The Big DIY Challenge R S 5.50
EuroNews

12.25 I May Destroy You R S 1.00
Unforgotten R S 1.55 EuroNews

12.00 Inside Monaco: Playground
of the Rich R 1.15 Don’t Look Back
in Anger R S 2.10 Close 5.20 The
Tonight Show R S

12.30 Weakest Link R S 1.25 Dáil
Éireann 1.50 France 24

12.10 DIY SOS: The Big Build R S
1.10 News S

12.15 News S 12.40 Sign Zone:
Idris Elba’s Fight School R S 1.40
Fergal Keane: Living with PTSD R S
2.40 This Is BBC Two S
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Cable & Satellite

ENTHRALLING DRAMA Conversations with
Friends RTÉ One, 9.35pm & 10.10pm Another two
episodes of the series adapted from Sally
Rooney’s debut novel are heading to our
screens. In the first, Melissa is away, which
gives Frances and Nick ample opportunity to
meet up and discuss the kiss they shared – and
it’s obvious the attraction between them is set
to develop further. Then, she and Bobbi visit
Croatia with their new friends.

Channel 4
6.05 Countdown R S 6.45 Cheers
R S 7.40 The King of Queens R S
9.00 Frasier R S 10.30 Undercover
Boss USA R S 11.25 News S 11.30
Couples Come Dine with Me R S
12.30 Steph’s Packed Lunch S 2.10
Countdown S 3.00 A Place in the
Sun R S 4.00 The Great House
Giveaway S 5.00 Sun, Sea and
Selling Houses R S

6.00 THE SIMPSONS Lisa
creates a social network
that takes the town by
storm. R S
6.30 HOLLYOAKS
Ollie prepares to reunite
with his estranged son.
Olivia is reeling from the
news of her fiance’s former
fling with new colleague
Yazz. R S
7.00 NEWS S
8.00 LOCATION, LOCATION,
LOCATION Kirstie Allsopp
and Phil Spencer search
Bristol with Josh and Anna,
who are buying their first
home together, and Sue
and Samira, who are moving
to a city they barely know.
The next episode will be
available on All 4 directly
after the transmission of
this one. S
9.00 GEORGE CLARKE’S
FLIPPING FAST New.
Reality challenge in which
six would-be property
developers from across the
UK are given a £100,000
investment and compete
to make the biggest profit
in 12 months. S
10.00 GRAYSON’S ART CLUB:
QUEEN’S JUBILEE
SPECIAL Artworks that
celebrate the Queen
and her contribution to
national life. S
11.05 SPREADSHEET Lauren
finds her actions have
unsavoury consequences. S
11.40 SPREADSHEET Lauren
discovers she needs a dance
partner for a fancy work
event. S
12.10 Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA R S 1.00 Come
Dine with Me R S
1.55 FILM: The Purge: Election
Year (2016, Horror, 15) Frank Grillo.
Dir: James DeMonaco. S 3.45 MPs
Under Threat: Dispatches R S 4.15
How Healthy Is Your Gut? R S 5.10
Location, Location, Location R S

Virgin Two

GENERAL

Alcatraz: The Impossible Escape. 11.05 Porn Stars:
Our Secret World.

Virgin Three

Sky Showcase

7.30 Benidorm ER R 8.30 The
Chase Australia R 9.30 Tipping
Point R S 10.30 Gift Wrapped R
11.30 River Monsters R 12.30 This
Time Next Year Australia R 1.30
The Six O’Clock Show R S 2.30
Emmerdale R S 3.00 Yes Chef R S
4.00 Tipping Point R
6.00 THE CHASE Amy, John,
Claire and Stephen take
part. R S
7.00 LIVE UEFA EUROPA
CONFERENCE LEAGUE
AS Roma v Feyenoord
(Kick-off 8.00pm). Coverage
of the inaugural final from
Air Albania Stadium in
Tirana. Roma defeated
Leicester City 2-1 on
aggregate in the semi-finals
and are now aiming to end a
51-year wait for their first
European trophy since they
lifted the Inter-Cities Fairs
Cup in 1961.
11.00 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One, 8pm. R S
11.30 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One, 8.30pm. R S
12.00 Emmerdale R S 12.30 The
Graham Norton Show R 1.35 Close

6.00 The Early Rundown R 7.00
Kay Burley R 8.00 Malawi Wildlife
Rescue R S 9.00 Nothing to
Declare R S 10.00 Supergirl R S
11.00 NCIS: Los Angeles R S 1.00
Hawaii Five-0 R S 2.00 S.W.A.T R S
3.00 Modern Family R S 4.00 Will
& Grace R S 5.00 The Simpsons
R S 5.30 The Fresh Prince of BelAir R S
6.00 THE FRESH PRINCE OF
BEL-AIR R S
6.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.00 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
8.00 DC’S LEGENDS OF
TOMORROW Gideon jumps
the time machine into the
Manor Dimension.
9.00 THE BLACKLIST A new
case reunites Red with a
former blacklister.
10.00 MOTHER TERESA: FOR
THE LOVE OF GOD R S
11.05 TOM CRUISE: MOVIE
MAVERICK R
12.05 Caught on Dashcam R 1.05
The Force: North East R S 2.00
NCIS: Los Angeles R S 3.00 Hawaii
Five-0 R S 4.00 S.W.A.T R S 5.00
The Early Rundown R

Sky Atlantic

UTV

6.00 Richard E Grant’s Hotel
Secrets R S 10.00 The Affair R S
12.15 Game of Thrones R S 1.20
The Sopranos R S 3.30 Boardwalk
Empire R S 5.45 The Affair R S
6.50 THE AFFAIR Cole’s
relationship with Alison
begins to jeopardise his
marriage to Luisa.
Meanwhile, Alison and Ben
dig into her past and begin
confronting her fears. R S
7.55 GAME OF THRONES
Daenerys meets the
captains of the Second Sons
mercenary company, Davos
demands to see proof of
Melisandre’s power and
there is a wedding in King’s
Landing. R S
9.00 RAISED BY WOLVES
Grandmother reveals her
own agenda. Marcus seeks
revenge, and Mother sets
out to neutralise the
serpent, but is levelled by
the fallout. S
10.05 DEVILS In the final battle
of the data war, Massimo
has to finalise a new 5G
deal with the EU and face
the true threat to
democracy. R
11.10 DEVILS Massimo sees an
opportunity to get justice. R
12.15 Six Feet Under R 3.30 In
Treatment R 4.00 Richard E
Grant’s Hotel Secrets R S

6.00 News S 9.00 Lorraine S
10.00 This Morning S 12.30 Loose
Women S 1.30 News S 1.55 UTV
Live S 2.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal
R S 3.00 Tenable R S 4.00 Tipping
Point S 5.00 The Chase S
6.00 UTV LIVE S
6.30 NEWS S
7.30 EMMERDALE
As Virgin One, 7.30pm. S
8.00 CORONATION STREET
As Virgin One. S
9.00 LONG LOST FAMILY:
BORN WITHOUT TRACE
Heart-wrenching news
awaits a woman discovered
as a newborn baby on the
steps of a tower block,
while a man hopes DNA can
help him find his roots. Last
in the series. S
10.00 NEWS S
10.30 UTV LIVE S
10.45 PESTON Political
magazine show. S
11.40 BRITISH TOURING CAR
CHAMPIONSHIP
HIGHLIGHTS Steve Rider
presents action from the
fourth, fifth and sixth races
of the season, held at
Brands Hatch. With
commentary by David
Addison, and reports from
Louise Goodman. R S
12.55 Shop: Ideal World 3.00 The
Switch R S 3.50 Unwind with ITV S
5.05 Tipping Point R S

7.45am The Royal. 9.55 Loose Women. 10.55 Peter
Andre’s 60 Minute Makeover. 12.00 Winning
Combination. 1.00 Eat, Shop, Save. 1.30 Zoo Days.
2.00 Think Tank. 3.00 A Celebrity Taste of Italy.
4.05 The Chase Australia. 5.05 Heartbeat. 6.10 A
Touch of Frost. 7.55 Heartbeat. Bellamy lands
himself in trouble. 9.00 SeaChange. Laura is
shocked to learn of Trudi’s pregnancy. 10.10 The
Hotel Inspector. 11.10 Wentworth Prison.

Virgin More

12.40pm UEFA Europa League. 2.30 UEFA Europa
League Update. 3.20 UCL Defining Moments. 5.50
Brian Kerr – A Life in Football. 7.30 The Voice USA.
The singing competition continues, hosted by
Carson Daly. 9.00 The Serpent. New. Drama,
starring Tahar Rahim and Jenna Coleman. 10.00
Harlots. 10.50 Love Island USA. 11.35 The Serpent.

BBC Four

7.00pm Great British Railway Journeys. 7.30 The
Flying Archaeologist. 8.00 The Story of Scottish
Art. Exploring Scottish art over the past 100 years.
Last in the series. 9.00 The Hermit of Treig. An
elderly hermit questions whether he can live out his
last years in the wilderness. 10.00 Cathy Come
Home. 11.20 Ken Loach in Conversation with Cillian
Murphy.

ITV2

6.00am Totally Bonkers Guinness World Records.
6.30 Dress to Impress. 7.30 The Ellen DeGeneres
Show. 8.25 You’ve Been Framed! Attacks. 9.20 Hart
of Dixie. 10.15 One Tree Hill. 11.10 The O.C. 12.00
Love Bites. 1.05 Dress to Impress. 2.05 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show. 3.00 Hart of Dixie. 4.00 One Tree
Hill. 5.00 The O.C. 6.00 Celebrity Catchphrase.
7.00 Superstore. 8.00 Bob’s Burgers. 9.00 Family
Guy. 11.30 American Dad!

ITV3

6.00am Classic Coronation Street. 7.00 Classic
Emmerdale. 8.05 Bless This House. 9.10 Wycliffe.
11.30 Heartbeat. 1.30 Classic Emmerdale. 2.35
Classic Coronation Street. 3.40 Agatha Christie’s
Poirot. 5.55 Heartbeat. 8.00 Lewis. A woman’s
murder is copied from the pages of a novel. 10.00
DCI Banks.

E4

Noon: Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 1.00 The Big Bang
Theory. 3.00 The Goldbergs. 4.00 Brooklyn NineNine. 5.00 The Big Bang Theory. 7.00 Hollyoaks.
7.30 Teen Mum Academy. 8.00 Below Deck. New.
Captain Lee, Kate and Nico embark on a new
charter. 9.00 Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 10.00 Derry Girls.
11.05 Gogglebox.

More4

11.05am Find It, Fix It, Flog It. 1.05 Heir Hunters.
2.10 Four in a Bed. 4.50 Find It, Fix It, Flog It. 5.55
Escape to the Chateau: DIY. 6.55 The Block: Big
Renovation Challenge. 7.55 Escape to the Chateau.
Dick passes on his conker skills to the family. 9.00
Britain’s Beautiful Rivers with Richard Hammond.
New. The historical and ecological importance of
four rivers, beginning with the Severn. 10.00
Britain’s Most Beautiful Landscapes: The Lake
District. 11.05 24 Hours in A&E.

Channel 5

9.15am Jeremy Vine. 12.15 Shoplifters &
Scammers: At War with the Law. 1.10 News. 1.15
Home and Away. 1.45 Neighbours. 2.15 The Miss
Teagarden Mysteries: The Honeymoon Murder. 4.00
Bargain-Loving Brits in the Sun. 5.00 News. 6.00
Neighbours. 6.30 Eggheads. 7.00 Secrets of the
Fast Food Giants. Alexis Conran steps behind the
scenes at a branch of KFC. Last in the series. 7.55
News. 8.00 Police Interceptors. Officers Jim
Carrington and Lewis Marshall hunt down a familiar
foe. Last in the series. 8.58 News. 9.00 The
Chernobyl Disaster: Firestorm. Firefighters battle
to bring the blaze under control. 10.00 Draining

National Geographic

Noon: Car S.O.S. 1.00 Ultimate Airport Dubai. 2.00
Air Crash Investigation. 4.00 Airport Security: First
Class. 5.00 Ice Road Rescue. 6.00 Car S.O.S. 7.00
Air Crash Investigation. Investigators examine
similarities between two accidents. 8.00 Primal
Survivor: Escape The Amazon. Hazen Audel crosses
miles of snake-filled mangrove swamp. 9.00 Dutch
Caribbean Coastguards. The Royal Navy
orchestrates a spectacular drug bust. 10.00 Car
S.O.S.: Ultimate Countdown. 11.00 Air Crash
Investigation. 12.00 Drugs Inc.

FILMS

TCM Movies

12.20pm Maverick. 1.30 Operation: Daybreak (1975,
Drama, 15) 4.00 Outlaw’s Son (1957, Western, PG)
5.50 The Outriders (1950, Western, U) 7.50 Bandits
of the West (1953, Western, PG) 9.00 47 Ronin (2013,
Fantasy, 12) 11.30 Ocean’s Thirteen (2007, Comedy,
PG)

Film4

1.05pm O.S.S (1946, Adventure, PG) 3.15 Gunpoint
(1966, Western, PG) 5.00 Carry On Nurse (1959,
Comedy, PG) 6.45 Star Trek: Generations (1994, SciFi, PG) 9.00 The Predator (2018, Sci-Fi, 15) 11.10 War
for the Planet of the Apes (2017, Adventure, 12)

Sky Cinema Premiere

12.10pm 12 Mighty Orphans (2021, Drama, 12) 2.15
Vendetta (2022, Thriller, 15) 4.00 Charming the
Hearts of Men (2021, Drama, PG) 5.55 As 12.10pm.
8.00 Deadlock (2021, Thriller, 15) 10.00 Halloween
Kills (2021, Horror, 18) 11.55 Paul Dood’s Deadly
Lunch Break (2021, Comedy, 15)

Sky Cinema Comedy

12.20pm An American Pickle (2020, 12) 2.00 Think
Like a Man (2012, 12) 4.05 Think Like a Man Too
(2014, 12) 5.55 Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky
Bobby (2006, 15) 8.00 How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days
(2003, 12) 10.00 The Other Guys (2010, 12) 11.50
Eurotrip (2004, 15)

Sky Cinema Family

1.20pm Peter Rabbit (2018, Comedy, PG) 3.10 Willy
Wonka and the Chocolate Factory (1971, Musical, U)
5.00 Paddington 2 (2017, Animation, PG) 6.45
Stardust (2007, Fantasy, PG) 9.00 Spy Kids (2001,
Adventure, U) 10.35 Hook (1991, Fantasy, U) 1.00
Look Who’s Talking Too (1990, Comedy, PG)

SPORT

Eurosport 1

9.30am Live Roland-Garros. 12.00 Live RolandGarros. 1.00 Live Roland-Garros. 3.00 Live RolandGarros. Further coverage of the fourth day of the
French Open. 6.00 Live Roland-Garros. More
coverage of the fourth day of the French Open. 7.30
Live Roland-Garros. Further coverage of the fourth
day of the French Open. 11.15 Roland-Garros. 1.15
Cycling: Gent-Wevelgem. 1.30 Olympics: Legends
Live On.

Sky Sports Main Event

11.00am The Football Show. 12.00 Sky Sports
News. 1.00 Sky Sports News. 2.00 Sky Sports News.
3.00 Live Indian Premier League. Live coverage of
the eliminator match. 7.00 Live Vitality T20 Blast
Cricket. Kent Spitfires v Somerset. 10.30 Sky Sports
News. 11.00 Sky Sports News. 12.00 Live: Total
Access. 1.00 Sky Sports News. 1.30 Live NBA
Basketball.

Sky Sports Premier League

11.00am The Football Show. 12.00 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 1.00 Premier League Years. 3.00 PL
Greatest Games. 4.00 Best PL Goals 1999/2000.
5.00 Premier League 100 Club. 6.00 PL Legends:
Andrew Cole. 6.30 PL Legends: Jamie Carragher.
7.00 Premier League World. 8.00 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 9.00 Premier League World. 10.00
Premier League Icons. 10.30 PL Retro. 12.30
Premier League Icons. 1.00 Premier League Years.
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NEW SERIES Big Boys Channel 4, 10pm &
10.30pm He’s recently kept us entertained as
James in Derry Girls, and now Dylan Llewellyn
is set to keep us laughing in a new sitcom.
He and Jon Pointing star as a mismatched
pair of students – nerdy, sheltered Jack and
the older, laddish Danny – who are thrown
together during their first week at university.
Each episode follows their adventures as
they try to find their place in the world.

NEW SERIES Who Do You Think You Are? BBC
One, 9pm The genealogy programme is back for
its 19th series. This time, five famous faces are
participating, with Matt Lucas, Anna Maxwell
Martin, Richard Osman and Ralf Little among
the line-up. However, the run begins with
comedian and presenter Sue Perkins. Among
the matters she researches are her greatgrandfather’s experiences during the First
World War, and a poignant tale from the 1940s.

RTÉ One

RTÉ2

Virgin One

TG4

BBC One

BBC Two

6.00 Teleshopping 7.45 Today R S
9.50 The Ellen DeGeneres Show S
10.45 Shortland Street S 11.15
Doctors S 11.50 Leaders’
Questions 12.45 Telly Bingo S 1.00
News S 1.30 Home and Away S
2.00 Neighbours S 2.25 Fair City R
2.55 EastEnders R S 3.30 Today S
5.40 Nuacht Followed by The
Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 8.00 Children’s
Programmes 4.30 The Simpsons
R S 5.00 The Goldbergs R S 5.30
Shortland Street R S

6.10 The Six O’Clock Show R S
7.00 Ireland AM S 10.00 This
Morning 12.30 News S 1.00 The
Chase R S 3.00 Loose Women
4.00 Britain’s Brightest Celebrity
Family R 4.30 Judge Judy 5.30
News S

7.00 Cúla 4 10.40 Ainmhithe
Craiceáilte R 11.10 The Wonder
Years R S 11.40 The Golden Girls
R S 12.10 Luke Nguyen’s Railway
Vietnam R S 12.40 Garraí Glas R
1.10 Hart to Hart R S 2.05 Weakest
Link R S 3.00 Cúla 4 R 4.40
SpongeBob SquarePants R S 4.55
Na hInnealtóirí R S 5.30 Aon Lá
Amháin R

6.00 News S 9.15 Morning Live S
10.00 For Love or Money R S 10.45
Rip Off Britain S 11.15 Homes
Under the Hammer S 12.15
Bargain Hunt R S 1.00 News S 1.30
Regional News S 1.45 Doctors S
2.15 Five Bedrooms S 3.00 Escape
to the Country R S 3.45 RHS
Chelsea Flower Show 2022 S 4.30
The Bidding Room R S 5.15
Pointless S

6.30 Escape to the Country R S
7.15 Pointless R S 8.00 Sign Zone:
Gardeners’ World R S 9.00 News S
10.00 News S 12.15 Politics Live S
1.00 Ready Steady Cook R S 1.45
Eggheads R S 2.15 James Martin:
Home Comforts R S 3.00 Britain
in Bloom R S 3.30 Murder, Mystery
and My Family: Case Closed? R S
4.15 This Farming Life R S 5.15
Flog It! R S

6.01 NEWS S
7.00 HOSPITAL LIVE Philip
Boucher-Hayes and Anna
Daly meet the patients,
health workers and
innovators at the cuttingedge of Irish medical
science. Last in the series. S
8.00 EASTENDERS Stacey puts
her foot down when Jean
refuses to accept any more
care from her. Stuart tells
Rainie the truth about his
feelings toward Roland and
Harvey pays Jean a visit. S
8.30 FAIR CITY Pete is shocked
when an investigator starts
asking questions, while
Tommy suspects Zak is
up to his old tricks again.
Mairead instructs Mondo
to stop interfering. S
9.00 NEWS S
9.35 PRIME TIME
In-depth analysis of
current affairs and topical
reports, presented by
Miriam O’Callaghan
and Fran McNulty.
10.15 ARDAL O’HANLON: TOMB
RAIDER See Choice
11.15 THE WORKS PRESENTS
John Kelly meets Dublinborn film-maker Clare
Langan, who became
immersed in the
experimental film scene
while studying at New York
University. S
11.50 DEATH IN PARADISE
The arrival of a long-lost
brother to a family-run golf
club culminates in a body
on the course, though the
prime suspect leaves the
team with a conundrum. S

6.00 NEIGHBOURS Australian
soap opera, charting the
lives and loves of the
residents of the suburb
of Erinsborough. R S
6.30 HOME AND AWAY
Mackenzie recruits Ziggy
to help with poker night,
during which an enraged
Dean walks in to see Ziggy
getting propositioned
by a player. R S
7.00 WORLD’S MOST
LUXURIOUS A peek
inside the world’s most
luxurious private jets. S
8.00 SUPER RICH
SLEEPOVERS New.
Sally is welcomed to an
80-room stately home in
Devon, where the menu
includes a spot of pigeon for
dinner, the opportunity to
shoot a few clays, and a
game of dress-up. S
9.00 FATHER TED Clare
Grogan guest stars as a
feminist singer who visits
Craggy Island and talks
gormless Dougal into giving
her the parochial house
while Ted is away. R S
9.30 SPECIAL FORCES –
ULTIMATE HELL WEEK
The series has reached the
final, more tactical phase.
Of the 28 recruits who
started the course, seven
candidates now remain. S
10.30 DERRY GIRLS Jenny
Joyce organises a
50s-style prom. R S
11.00 LOUIS THEROUX: LIFE ON
THE EDGE The film-maker
reflects on 25 years of his
documentaries. R S

6.05 THE SIX O’CLOCK SHOW S
7.00 NEWS
7.30 EMMERDALE Noah is
in court. Moira is under
pressure as Faith’s only
confidante. Cathy is
worried about Amelia. S
8.00 EMMERDALE Moira is
under pressure as Faith’s
only confidante. S
8.30 BRADLEY & BARNEY
WALSH: BREAKING DAD
On the final leg of their
journey, the pair continue
through the snow to New
Hampshire, before going
lobster fishing in the subzero temperatures of Maine.
Last in the series.
9.00 WORLDS COLLIDE: THE
MANCHESTER BOMBING
Part two of two. The final
minutes in the run-up to the
2017 bombing at
Manchester Arena and the
emergency services’
response in the aftermath.
A mock terrorist attack run
one year before the
bombing was designed to
discover any shortcomings.
But on the night of the
explosion, the national
police response to
terrorism, codenamed
Operation Plato, failed to
achieve its aims and the
emergency services
response was delayed.
10.00 THE TONIGHT SHOW The
big stories of the day. S
11.00 REDEMPTION Colette
finally gets evidence to
corroborate what she has
always suspected. Last in
the series. R S

6.00 THE GOLDEN GIRLS Rose
announces she has had
enough of Miles’s pennypinching ways, so Blanche
arranges for her to go on a
blind date with a big
spender. R S
6.30 THE WONDER YEARS
Kevin starts the ninth
grade. R S
7.00 NUACHT TG4
7.30 COMHRÁ Séamus Mac
Cuinneagáin from Co
Donegal is this week’s
guest. He spent most of
his working life as a local
government official.
Séamus has a keen
interest in acting.
8.00 BLIAIN IN INIS OÍRR
Autumn and winter bring
new life and discoveries,
sparking optimism for the
future of the island. R
8.30 ROS NA RÚN Briain has
Nuala believe that he has
only just learned he may
be the father of Berni’s
unborn child. Just when
things couldn’t get any
worse for Berni, O’Shea
drops a bombshell.
9.00 THE CYCLING SHOW
Monthly highlights show.
9.30 LAOCHRA GAEL
Profile of footballer Colm
Cooper, exploring his origins
on a Killarney housing
estate, the personal
tragedies he has had to
overcome, and the
testimonial controversy. R
10.30 FÍORSCÉAL The longevity
of the naked mole-rat.
11.35 ROS NA RÚN O’Shea
drops a bombshell. R

6.00 NEWS S
6.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
7.00 THE ONE SHOW Alex
Jones and Ronan Keating
present the usual mix of
celebrity guests and stories
about people in
extraordinary
circumstances. S
7.30 EASTENDERS
As RTÉ One, 8pm. S
8.00 EAT WELL FOR LESS?
Jordan Banjo and Chris
Bavin advise a family from
West Drayton, west London.
Liston, Preety and their
children Teyha, Jorja and
Dylan love a takeaway and
need to cut down their
snacking. Fast food and
sugary snacks aren’t great,
but for Preety it’s more
serious than normal as she
has diabetes. It’s a condition
that runs in the family and
she is concerned that the
children don’t follow in her
footsteps. Chris shows
them a tasty and nutritious
meal using ingredients from
their pantry. Jordan is on a
mission to get the kids
eating more veg and hopes
his ‘rainbow’ pizza will
convince them. S
9.00 WHO DO YOU THINK YOU
ARE? See Choice
10.00 NEWS S
10.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.40 THE VIEW News,
comment and analysis
from Stormont and
Westminster. S
11.20 QUESTION TIME Fiona
Bruce hosts the political
debate from Belfast. S

6.00 RICHARD OSMAN’S
HOUSE OF GAMES
Maisie Adam, Rory Bremner,
James Cracknell and
Michelle Gayle test their
skills in a variety of triviabased games, with the
ultimate winner declared
on Friday. R S
6.30 ANIMAL PARK Longleat
Safari Park’s keepers have
made an exciting discovery
in the emu barn. S
7.00 MARCUS WAREING’S
TALES FROM A KITCHEN
GARDEN The Michelinstarred chef gets more
than he bargained for
when ducks arrive, and he
also has a close encounter
with some bees. S
8.00 RHS CHELSEA FLOWER
SHOW 2022 Monty Don,
Joe Swift and the team
explore ways to encourage
wildlife no matter what
size or style of garden
you have. S
9.00 ART THAT MADE US How
the generation of artists
who recorded the shocks of
global war gave way in the
1950s and 1960s to an
explosion of new voices
from across the British
Isles. Last in the series. S
10.00 THERE’S NO PLACE
LIKE TYRONE Ruth
introduces her new baby
and prepares to open her
beauty salon. R S
10.30 NEWSNIGHT S
11.15 HAFTAR’S RUSSIAN
MERCENARIES Evidence
of war crimes carried out in
Libya by mercenaries. S

12.55 The Nest R S 2.05 Prime
Time R 2.40 Telly Bingo R S 2.50
Doctors R S 3.20 Dr Phil R S 4.05
EuroNews

12.05 Five Bedrooms R S 1.00
Pretty Little Liars: The
Perfectionists R S 1.50 Friday
Night Dinner R S 2.20 EuroNews

12.00 Inside Monaco: Playground
of the Rich R 1.15 Trump’s America
R 2.25 Close 5.20 The Tonight
Show R S

12.05 Murder, She Wrote R S 1.00
Dáil Éireann 1.25 France 24

12.20 News S 12.50 News S

12.10 Wild on Water – Bird Island
R S 12.15 Sign Zone: Freeze the
Fear with Wim Hof R S 1.15
Yorkshire Midwives on Call R S
2.15 Britain’s Top Takeaways R S
3.15 This Is BBC Two S
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NEW DOCUMENTARY Ardal O’Hanlon:
Tomb Raider RTÉ One, 10.15pm In the 1930s,
an archaelogical project began with the aim
of finding the first Irish people. Now, the
comedian and actor is returning to the idea
to find out what the experts unearthed.
Along the way he also learns more about the
nation’s importance as a historical site, finds
answers to his questions about the Celts, and
tries to figure out what it means to be Irish.

Channel 4
6.05 Countdown R S 6.45 Cheers
R S 7.40 The King of Queens R S
9.00 Frasier R S 10.30 Undercover
Boss USA R S 11.25 News S 11.30
Couples Come Dine with Me R S
12.30 Steph’s Packed Lunch S 2.10
Countdown S 3.00 A Place in the
Sun R S 4.00 The Great House
Giveaway S 5.00 Sun, Sea and
Selling Houses R S

6.00 THE SIMPSONS Bart
decides to steal a kiss from
his crush at school after
taking advice from Grampa,
but the plan backfires. With
the guest voices of Angela
Bassett and Sarah
Silverman. R S
6.30 HOLLYOAKS Ste makes a
big confession to his sister,
and Zoe’s life is threatened
when Sienna goes rogue.
Sally discovers the school
newspaper’s slanderous
front-page headline about
her son. R S
7.00 NEWS S
8.00 SECRET SPENDERS:
BEAT THE PRICE RISES
Anita Rani and the team
help two couples battling to
pay the bills. In
Chesterfield, Derbyshire,
Dan is worried about his
wife’s credit card bill after
she splashed out on a hot
tub and gazebo for the
garden. In Clacton-on-Sea,
Essex, care worker Jackie
needs her retired husband
to stop spending their cash
in the seaside arcades, so
they can afford to see her
family in the Philippines for
the first time in 10 years. S
9.00 TASKMASTER Ardal
O’Hanlon indulges in a
snack, liquids are poured
onto Sophie Duker and Chris
Ramsey refuses to consume
dried spaghetti. S
10.00 BIG BOYS See Choice
10.30 BIG BOYS See Choice
11.05 FIRST DATES Two sisters
make a foursome with their
dates. R S
12.05 Hunted R S 2.00 The World’s
Most Extreme R S 2.55 Troy
Deeney: Where’s My History? R S
3.50 Come Dine with Me R S 4.45
Location, Location, Location R S
5.40 The Perfect Pitch R S

Virgin Two

7.30 Benidorm ER R 8.30 The
Chase Australia R 9.30 Tipping
Point R 10.30 Gift Wrapped R
11.30 River Monsters R 12.30 This
Time Next Year Australia R 1.30
The Six O’Clock Show R S 2.30
Emmerdale R S 3.00 Coronation
Street R S 4.00 Tipping Point R S
6.00 THE CHASE Quiz show,
hosted by Bradley Walsh.
RS
7.00 THE CHASE Quiz show,
hosted by Bradley Walsh. S
8.00 THE FAMILY CHASE
Bradley Walsh pits the Kane
family from Hamilton
against some of the finest
quiz brains in the country, in
a twist on the popular
general-knowledge game
show. R
9.00 BORN TO KILL? The
crimes of Robert Reldan. R
10.00 AUTOPSY USA The case of
former WWE star Chyna.
11.00 EMMERDALE
As Virgin One, 7.30pm. R S
11.30 EMMERDALE
As Virgin One, 8pm. R S
12.00 The Graham Norton Show R
2.10 Close

GENERAL

How a nuclear disaster was contained. Last in the
series. 10.00 Ambulance: Code Red. 11.05 Skin A&E.

Virgin Three

Sky Showcase

6.00 The Early Rundown R 7.00
Kay Burley R 8.00 Malawi Wildlife
Rescue R S 9.00 Nothing to
Declare R S 10.00 Supergirl R S
11.00 NCIS: Los Angeles R S 1.00
Hawaii Five-0 R S 2.00 S.W.A.T R S
3.00 Modern Family R S 4.00 Will
& Grace R S 5.00 The Simpsons
R S 5.30 The Fresh Prince of BelAir R S
6.00 THE FRESH PRINCE OF
BEL-AIR R S
6.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.00 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
8.00 THE PRINCE’S MASTER
CRAFTERS: THE NEXT
GENERATION The students
forge a glass panel. R S
9.00 THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT
New. Return of the comedy
thriller, starring Kaley
Cuoco.
10.05 THE FLIGHT ATTENDANT
11.05 LIAM GALLAGHER: 48
HOURS AT ROCKFIELD R
12.10 The Rising R S 1.05 Road
Wars R S 2.00 NCIS: Los Angeles
R S 3.00 Hawaii Five-0 R S 4.00
S.W.A.T R S 5.00 The Early
Rundown R

Sky Atlantic

UTV

6.00 Richard E Grant’s Hotel
Secrets R S 8.00 The Staircase
9.10 Richard E Grant’s Hotel
Secrets R S 10.00 The Affair R S
12.15 Game of Thrones R S 1.20
The Sopranos R S 3.30 Boardwalk
Empire R S 5.45 The Affair R S
6.50 THE AFFAIR Noah
supports Anton in a
decision about his future
which puts Janelle in a
complicated position.
Meanwhile, Alison makes
a surprising discovery
about her father. R S
7.55 GAME OF THRONES Lord
Walder Frey plays host to a
long-awaited wedding. R S
9.00 THE STAIRCASE In 2001,
an ill-fated Thanksgiving
leaves Kathleen stressed.
Five years later, Sophie
launches her own
investigation.
10.05 THE TIME TRAVELER’S
WIFE Adaptation of Audrey
Niffenegger’s novel of the
same name, which tells the
story of a woman who falls
for a time traveller. Starring
Rose Leslie and Theo
James. R
11.10 RAISED BY WOLVES
Grandmother reveals her
own agenda. R S
12.15 The Newsroom R S 3.30 In
Treatment R S 4.00 Richard E
Grant’s Hotel Secrets R S

6.00 News S 9.00 Lorraine S
10.00 This Morning S 12.30 Loose
Women S 1.30 News S 1.55 UTV
Live S 2.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal
R S 3.00 Tenable R S 4.00 Tipping
Point S 5.00 The Chase S
6.00 UTV LIVE S
6.30 NEWS S
7.30 EMMERDALE S
8.30 THE PRINCE’S TRUST
AWARDS IN
ASSOCIATION WITH TK
MAXX & HOMESENSE
Ant and Dec present the
ceremony celebrating
the accomplishments of
people supported by the
Prince’s Trust, held at the
Theatre Royal, Drury Lane
in the presence of Prince
Charles. S
10.00 NEWS S
10.30 UTV LIVE S
10.45 YORKSHIRE RIPPER: THE
SECRET MURDERS Part
two of two. The pressure
continues to build on West
Yorkshire Police as they
step up the hunt for the
killer, now being dubbed by
the press, the Yorkshire
Ripper. R S
11.40 ALL ELITE WRESTLING:
RAMPAGE S
12.30 Shop: Ideal World 3.00 Alan
Titchmarsh: Spring into Summer
R S 3.50 Unwind with ITV S 5.05
Tipping Point R S

7.45am The Royal. 9.50 Loose Women. 10.50 Peter
Andre’s 60 Minute Makeover. 11.50 Winning
Combination. 12.50 Eat, Shop, Save. 1.20 Zoo Days.
1.50 Think Tank. 2.50 A Celebrity Taste of Italy.
3.45 The Chase Australia. 4.40 Heartbeat. 5.45
Inspector Morse. 7.55 Heartbeat. A terrified patient
makes a shocking revelation. 9.00 Aquarius. Hodiak
follows a new lead. 10.00 Born to Kill? 11.05 Doc
Martin.

Virgin More

12.55pm UEFA Europa Conference League. 2.45
UEFA Europa League Update. 3.15 Classic UEFA
Champions League. 5.00 UEFA Europa Conference
League Season Review. 5.50 Classic UEFA
Champions League. 7.30 The Voice USA. The singing
competition continues, hosted by Carson Daly. 9.00
World on Fire. Tom fights for his life on HMS Exeter
at the Battle of River Plate. 10.00 The Loch. 10.50
Love Island USA. 11.35 World on Fire.

BBC Four

7.00pm Great British Railway Journeys. Michael
Portillo continues his travels through the capital.
7.30 The Flying Archaeologist. Ben Robinson views
a network of trenches on the Hoo Peninsula. Last in
the series. 8.00 The RKO Story: Tales from
Hollywood. The paranoia created by the House
Committee on Un-American Activities. 9.00 Film:
Suspicion (1941, Thriller, PG) 10.35 Film: Angel
Face (1953, Drama, PG)

ITV2

6.00am Totally Bonkers Guinness World Records.
6.30 Dress to Impress. 7.30 The Ellen DeGeneres
Show. 8.25 You’ve Been Framed! Presents Top 100
Shockers. 9.20 Hart of Dixie. 10.15 One Tree Hill.
11.10 The O.C. 12.00 Love Bites. 1.05 Dress to
Impress. 2.05 The Ellen DeGeneres Show. 3.00 Hart
of Dixie. 4.00 One Tree Hill. 5.00 The O.C. 6.00
Celebrity Catchphrase. 7.00 Superstore. 8.00 Bob’s
Burgers. 9.00 Family Guy. 10.00 Celebrity Juice.
10.50 Family Guy. 11.45 American Dad!

ITV3

6.00am Classic Coronation Street. 7.00 Classic
Emmerdale. 8.05 Bless This House. 9.10 Wycliffe.
11.30 Heartbeat. 1.30 Classic Emmerdale. 2.35
Classic Coronation Street. 3.40 Agatha Christie’s
Poirot. 5.55 Heartbeat. 8.00 Vera. A former
policeman is stabbed to death. 10.00 DCI Banks.

E4

Noon: Car S.O.S. 1.00 Ultimate Airport Dubai. 2.00
Air Crash Investigation. 4.00 Airport Security: First
Class. 5.00 Ice Road Rescue. 6.00 Car S.O.S. 8.00
Car S.O.S.: Ultimate Countdown. Fuzz Townshend
and Tim Shaw select three of their favourite
transformations. 9.00 Wicked Tuna. Pinwheel
fights to stay in the lead despite a mechanical
issue. 10.00 Lawless Island. 11.00 Air Crash
Investigation. 12.00 Drugs Inc.

FILMS

TCM Movies

12.20pm Maverick. 1.30 Funeral in Berlin (1966,
Thriller, PG) 3.40 Billy Two Hats (1973, Western,
15) 5.40 The Battle of the Sexes (1960, Comedy,
PG) 7.25 Sierra Stranger (1957, Western, U) 9.00
Full Metal Jacket (1987, Drama, 15) 11.25 We Own
the Night (2007, Drama, 15)

Film4

1.15pm The Man Who Would Be King (1975,
Adventure, PG) 4.05 The Wrecking Crew (1968,
Comedy, PG) 6.15 Catch Me If You Can (2002,
Drama, 12) 9.00 Once Upon a Time in Hollywood
(2019, Comedy, 18) 12.15 Don’t Breathe (2016,

Horror, 15)

Sky Cinema Premiere

12.10pm The Last Letter from Your Lover (2021,
Drama, 12) 2.15 Vendetta (2022, Thriller, 15) 4.00
Here Today (2021, Drama, 12) 6.00 Best Sellers
(2021, Comedy, 15) 8.00 Venom: Let There Be
Carnage (2021, Adventure, 15) 9.45 As 2.15pm.
11.30 Halloween Kills (2021, Horror, 18)

Sky Cinema Comedy

12.35pm Talladega Nights: The Ballad of Ricky
Bobby (2006, 15) 2.40 The Other Guys (2010, 12)
4.30 How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days (2003, 12) 6.25
Alan Partridge: Alpha Papa (2013, 15) 8.00 This Is
the End (2013, 15) 9.50 The Ugly Truth (2009, 15)
11.30 Paul Blart: Mall Cop (2009, PG)

Sky Cinema Family

Noon: Hook (1991, Fantasy, U) 2.25 Peter Rabbit 2
(2021, Animation, U) 4.00 Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory (2005, Fantasy, PG) 6.00 Spy
Kids 2: Island of Lost Dreams (2002, Adventure, U)
7.45 Spy Kids 3-D: Game Over (2003, Adventure, U)
9.15 Mirror Mirror (2012, Fantasy, PG) 11.15
Marmaduke (2010, Comedy, U) 12.50 Look Who’s
Talking Now (1993, Comedy, PG)

SPORT

Noon: Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 1.00 The Big Bang
Theory. 3.00 The Goldbergs. 4.00 Brooklyn NineNine. 5.00 The Big Bang Theory. 7.00 Hollyoaks.
7.30 Teen Mum Academy. 8.00 Below Deck. The
crew welcomes their first charter guests. 9.00
Embarrassing Bodies. Dr Tosin advises a patient
living with hair loss. 10.00 Naked Attraction.

Eurosport 1

More4

11.05am Find It, Fix It, Flog It. 1.05 Heir Hunters.
2.10 Four in a Bed. 4.50 Find It, Fix It, Flog It. 5.55
Chateau DIY. 6.55 The Block: Big Renovation
Challenge. 7.55 Escape to the Chateau. Dick
Strawbridge and Angel Adoree transform a river
boat. 9.00 Royal Flying Doctors. A remote bush
retrieval suddenly turns violent. 10.00 Emergency
Helicopter Medics. 11.05 24 Hours in A&E.

Channel 5

National Geographic

9.15am Jeremy Vine. 12.15 Shoplifters &
Scammers: At War with the Law. 1.10 News. 1.15
Home and Away. 1.45 Neighbours. 2.15 Film: A Date
with Danger (2021, Thriller, 12) 4.00 BargainLoving Brits in the Sun. 5.00 News. 6.00
Neighbours. 6.30 Eggheads. 7.00 Spring Gardening
with Carol Klein. Carol reveals the differences
between English and Spanish bluebells. Last in the
series. 7.55 News. 8.00 Nick Knowles’ Big House
Clearout. The team helps Mike, who lives in a
cluttered Hastings cottage. 8.58 News. 9.00 The
Chernobyl Disaster: Fallout. Part three of three.

9.30am Live Roland-Garros. 12.00 Live RolandGarros. 1.00 Live Roland-Garros. 3.00 Live RolandGarros. Further coverage of the fifth day of the
French Open. 6.00 Live Roland-Garros. More
coverage of the fifth day of the French Open. 7.30
Live Roland-Garros. Further coverage of the fifth
day of the French Open. 11.20 Roland-Garros. 1.15
Cycling: Gent-Wevelgem. 1.30 Olympics: Legends
Live On.

Sky Sports Main Event

11.00am The Football Show. 12.00 Sky Sports
News. 12.30 Live DP World Tour Golf. 5.30 Sky
Sports News. 6.00 Sky Sports News. Round-up of
the sports news. 7.00 Live Premier League Darts.
Live coverage of night 16 from Utilita Arena in
Newcastle. 10.30 Live PGA Tour Golf. 12.00 Live
LPGA Tour Golf.

Sky Sports Premier League

11.00am The Football Show. 12.00 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 1.00 Premier League Years. 3.00 PL
Greatest Games. 4.00 PL Best Goals 05/06. 5.00
Premier League 100 Club. 6.00 PL Legends: Tony
Adams. 6.30 PL Legends: Peter Schmeichel. 7.00
Premier League Review. 8.00 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 9.00 Premier League Review. 10.00
Premier League Icons. 10.30 PL Retro. 12.30
Premier League Icons. 1.00 Premier League Years.
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NEW SERIES The Lateish Show with Mo
Gilligan Channel 4, 10pm A few weeks ago,
Gilligan made an emotional acceptance speech
at the Bafta awards ceremony after his popular
series won the Best Comedy Entertainment
Programme trophy. Now the show is back for
a third run to liven up our Friday evenings.
Expect lots of fun and games, comedy featuring
Gilligan’s trademark characters, celebrity
confessions and musical performances.

ANIMAL EMERGENCIES
The Shelter: Animal SOS RTÉ One, 7.30pm
One of the most heartbreaking – and then
heartwarming – cases we’ve witnessed takes
place when 12-year-old dog Dexter is found
abandoned with a ‘homeless’ sign around his
neck. Luckily, head of adoptions Tanya knows
someone willing to take this elderly gent on.
Plus, an injured dog called Paddington and a
cat in need of a bath also receive assistance.

RTÉ One

RTÉ2

Virgin One

TG4

BBC One

BBC Two

6.00 EuroNews 6.05 Teleshopping
7.50 Today R S 9.55 The Ellen
DeGeneres Show 10.50 Dr Phil S
11.45 Shortland Street S 12.15
Doctors S 12.45 Telly Bingo S 1.00
News 1.30 Home and Away S 2.00
Neighbours S 2.25 Fair City R S
2.55 EastEnders R S 3.30 Today S
5.40 Nuacht Followed by The
Angelus R

6.00 EuroNews 8.00 Children’s
Programmes 4.30 The Simpsons
R S 5.00 The Goldbergs R S 5.30
Shortland Street R S

6.10 The Six O’Clock Show R S
7.00 Ireland AM S 10.00 This
Morning 12.30 News S 1.00 The
Chase R S 3.00 Loose Women
4.00 Britain’s Brightest Celebrity
Family R 4.30 Judge Judy 5.30
News S

7.00 Cúla 4 10.40 Ainmhithe
Craiceáilte R 11.10 The Wonder
Years R S 11.40 The Golden Girls
R S 12.10 Luke Nguyen’s Railway
Vietnam R S 12.40 Garraí Glas R
1.10 Hart to Hart R S 2.05 Weakest
Link R S 3.00 Cúla 4 R 4.40
SpongeBob SquarePants R S 4.55
Sadie Sparks R 5.10 Animal
Fanpedia S 5.25 Aifric R 5.57
Domhan an Dúlra – Fiántas Nua na
hEorp

6.00 News S 9.15 Morning Live S
10.00 For Love or Money R S 10.45
Rip Off Britain S 11.15 Homes
Under the Hammer R S 12.15
Bargain Hunt S 1.00 News S 1.30
Regional News S 1.45 The Repair
Shop S 2.15 Money for Nothing R S
3.00 Escape to the Country R S
3.45 RHS Chelsea Flower Show
2022 S 4.30 The Bidding Room R S
5.15 Pointless S

6.15 Homes Under the Hammer
R S 7.15 Pointless R S 8.00 Sign
Zone: The Repair Shop R S 9.00
News S 10.00 News S 12.15
Politics UK S
1.00 FILM: Odette (1950, Drama,
PG) Anna Neagle, Trevor Howard.
Dir: Herbert Wilcox. S
3.00 Britain in Bloom R S 3.30
Murder, Mystery and My Family:
Case Closed? R S 4.15 This
Farming Life R S 5.15 Flog It! R S

6.01 NEWS S
7.00 NATIONWIDE Topical
reports and stories. S
7.30 THE SHELTER: ANIMAL
SOS See Choice
8.00 GREAT IRISH INTERIORS
The restoration of
Castletown House in Co
Kildare, where Mary
Heffernan and a team of
experts are exploring the
history of the family of
original owner William
‘Speaker’ Conolly. S
8.30 YOUNG SHELDON George
Sr and Mary insist on
meeting the new woman in
Georgie’s life, while Sheldon
and Missy have suspicions
about what is going on with
their family. S
9.00 NEWS
9.35 THE LATE LATE SHOW
Ryan Tubridy hosts the light
entertainment show,
featuring a mix of celebrity
guests, music, in-depth
interviews and discussions
on the stories that have the
nation talking.
11.15 FILM: NUTS
(1987, Drama, 18) Barbra
Streisand, Richard Dreyfuss.
A high-class prostitute is
tried for manslaughter
after killing a client in selfdefence. When her upper
middle-class family tries to
have her declared mentally
incompetent to avoid a
public scandal, she hires a
lawyer to help her prove she
is sane - aware she will be
confined to a psychiatric
institution if he fails. Dir:
Martin Ritt. S

6.00 NEIGHBOURS Glen is
brought into hospital,
fearing he has suffered
permanent damage. R S
6.30 HOME AND AWAY Dean
bullies Ryder into being his
informant. R S
7.00 JUNK KOUTURE: BEHIND
THE SEAMS A look into the
creative process behind the
designs, as teams from the
North, South, East, West
and South-East of the
country explore key pillars
of Junk Kouture. S
7.30 GREAT ASIAN RAILWAY
JOURNEYS Michael
Portillo continues his
exploration of Hong Kong. S
8.40 JOANNA LUMLEY’S
GREAT CITIES OF THE
WORLD New. The actress
looks at the unusual
aspects of cities,
beginning with Paris. S
9.35 FILM PREMIERE: CAN
YOU EVER FORGIVE ME?
(2018, Comedy, 15) Melissa
McCarthy, Richard E Grant,
Dolly Wells, Jane Curtin.
While suffering financial
troubles, writer Lee Israel
finds a new way to make
ends meet – forging letters
from literary legends. Dir:
Marielle Heller. S
11.40 FILM: TERMS OF
ENDEARMENT
(1983, Drama, 15) Shirley
MacLaine, Debra Winger.
A woman has an
argumentative but
supportive relationship with
her daughter through three
decades of ups and downs.
Dir: James L Brooks. S

6.05 THE SIX O’CLOCK SHOW
Chat show. S
7.00 NEWS
7.30 EMMERDALE Charity
panics. Meanwhile, Sam
jumps on an opportunity,
and Amelia lies to Cathy. S
8.00 CORONATION STREET
Abi admits her plan to flee
abroad with Alfie, Summer’s
high blood sugar has a
devastating impact on her
exam, and Sean attracts the
attention of a Rovers
customer called Frank. S
8.30 CORONATION STREET
Abi admits her plan to flee
abroad with Alfie, Summer’s
high blood sugar has a
devastating impact on her
exam, and Sean attracts the
attention of a Rovers
customer called Frank. S
9.00 FILM PREMIERE:
MECHANIC:
RESURRECTION
(2016, Thriller, 15) Jason
Statham, Jessica Alba,
Tommy Lee Jones, Michelle
Yeoh, Sam Hazeldine, John
Cenatiempo, Toby
Eddington, Femi Elufowoju
Jr. Hitman Arthur Bishop’s
arch-enemy Crain kidnaps
his new girlfriend Gina and
blackmails him into
committing three
assassinations in as many
days, while making them
look like accidents. Dir:
Dennis Gansel.
11.10 WHO WANTS TO BE A
MILLIONAIRE? Big-prize
quiz in which another lineup of contestants hope to
change their lives.

7.00 NUACHT TG4
7.30 SCANNAL Charles Stewart
Parnell was a man at the
height of his personal and
political powers when the
story of his affair with a
married woman hit the
headlines. The public were
shocked to learn that he
was living with Katherine
O’Shea, the wife of Captain
William O’Shea, and that he
had already fathered three
children by her. The story of
Parnell and Katherine
O’Shea is a story of intense
love, of clandestine
meetings, of jealousy and
hatred, and the beginnings
of that great Irish curse,
‘the Political Split’. Above
all else, it is a story of great
hypocrisy. Last in series. R
8.00 INIS AIRC – BÁS OILEÁIN
The mass exodus of the
Inishshark community in
1960 to the Connemara
mainland, after the
government opted to
resettle the inhabitants
instead of building a pier. R
9.05 FILM: THE LONG RIDERS
(1980, Western, 18) James
Keach, Stacy Keach. The
brothers comprising the
Jesse James gang go their
separate ways, but reunite
years later for one last
robbery that ends in
disaster and leaves Jesse
on the run from both the
law and his old partners in
crime. Dir: Walter Hill. S
11.00 SAM HENRY –
CEILIÚRADH CEOIL
Part two of two. R

6.00 NEWS S
6.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
7.00 THE ONE SHOW Live chat
and topical reports, with
Alex Jones and Ronan
Keating. S
7.30 RHS CHELSEA FLOWER
SHOW 2022 Sophie
Raworth and Joe Swift
reveal the winner of this
year’s People’s Choice
Award. S
8.00 QUESTION OF SPORT With
guest panellists Roger
Black, Asha Philip, Danny
Mills and Jon Wilkin. S
8.30 HERE WE GO See Choice
9.00 HAVE I GOT NEWS FOR
YOU Miles Jupp hosts, with
Joan Bakewell and Phil
Wang. Last in the series. S
9.30 THE OTHER ONE Cathy is
excited to introduce siblings
Cat and Callum to lambing
season at Auntie Dawn’s
farm. Caroline Quentin
guest stars, with Ellie White
and Lauren Socha. S
10.00 NEWS S
10.30 REGIONAL NEWS S
10.40 LOVE LIFE Mia has
complicated feelings that
may threaten her
relationship with Marcus. S
11.10 LOVE LIFE S
11.40 FILM: DESPERATELY
SEEKING SUSAN
(1985, Comedy, 15) Rosanna
Arquette, Madonna. A
housewife becomes fixated
with the antics of a fugitive
temptress – but her
fascination leads to a mixup when she loses her
memory. Dir: Susan
Seidelman. S

6.00 RICHARD OSMAN’S
HOUSE OF GAMES With
Maisie Adam, Rory Bremner,
James Cracknell and
Michelle Gayle. R S
6.30 ANIMAL PARK How
Longleat Safari Park’s
keepers look after Anne the
rescue elephant. S
7.00 MY UNIQUE B&B Simon
Parfett and team head to
Dorset to help musicians
Ralph and Dizzy. S
7.30 BEECHGROVE What
happens if you do not
follow the instructions on a
plant’s label. R S
8.00 RHS CHELSEA FLOWER
SHOW 2022 Monty Don
and Joe Swift chat to the
winner of this year’s BBC
RHS People’s Choice
Award, and Texas’s Sharleen
Spiteri shares her passion
for gardening. S
9.00 THE TERROR: INFAMY
A tuberculosis outbreak
forces Amy to act. S
9.40 THE TERROR: INFAMY
Chester and Luz finally
reach a turning point in
their relationship, while
Amy is forced to take action
after going up against a
powerful nemesis. S
10.25 PLANET EARTH: A TALE
OF THREE BEARS Julia
Bradbury and expert Lynn
Rogers follow black bear
cubs in the Northwoods
of Minnesota. R S
10.30 NEWSNIGHT S
11.05 IDRIS ELBA’S FIGHT
SCHOOL The experiment is
put on hold as the Omnicron
variant hits the country. R S

1.25 Nationwide R 1.55 Telly Bingo
R S 2.10 Doctors R S 2.40 Dr Phil S
3.25 EuroNews

2.05 EuroNews

12.10 Gogglebox Ireland R S 1.10
Gordon, Gino and Fred: Road Trip R
2.05 Close

12.05 Wwoofáil R 12.35 Orange Is
the New Black R S 1.45 France 24

1.25 News S

12.35 Sign Zone: Panorama R S
1.35 DNA Family Secrets R S 2.35
This Is BBC Two S
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CHARMING COMEDY Here We Go BBC One,
8.30pm It’s the penultimate episode of the
sitcom. Alison Steadman takes centre stage
as Sue, who has a new boyfriend, Italian
restaurant owner Alf. He offers to prepare
a meal on the premises for her family, little
realising she will end up inviting almost
everyone she knows – something that makes
Alf wonder if Sue really likes him, or if it’s
his eaterie she’s fallen in love with.

Channel 4
6.05 Countdown R S 6.45 Cheers
R S 7.40 The King of Queens R S
9.00 Frasier R S 10.30 Undercover
Boss USA R S 11.25 News S 11.30
Couples Come Dine with Me R S
12.30 Steph’s Packed Lunch S 2.10
Countdown S 3.00 A Place in the
Sun R S 4.00 The Great House
Giveaway S 5.00 Sun, Sea and
Selling Houses R S

6.00 THE SIMPSONS Bart
begins tagging Springfield
with unflattering
references to Homer, and
when his work is seen by a
group of professional
graffiti artists they offer
him a gallery show. R S
6.30 HOLLYOAKS Zoe has a
decision to make after Saul
catches on to her new
romance with colleague
Sam. Elsewhere, Leela is
brought in for questioning
over Maya’s death. R S
7.00 NEWS S
8.00 DEVON AND CORNWALL
New. Enterprising
Cornishman Jack Baines
hopes to turn fields of
colourful flowers into liquid
gold by cultivating 275,000
sunflowers. S
9.00 GOGGLEBOX The armchair
critics share their opinions
on what they have been
watching during the week,
with cameras capturing
their instant reactions and
the lively discussions that
are prompted by the week’s
biggest and best shows.
Last in the series. S
10.00 THE LATEISH SHOW
WITH MO GILLIGAN
See Choice
11.05 SARAH MILLICAN:
THOROUGHLY MODERN
MILLICAN LIVE
Stand-up performance,
recorded at London’s
Hammersmith Apollo
during the comedienne’s
2012 UK tour, featuring
anecdotes on life’s
humdrum curiosities. R S
12.10 FILM: Fantastic Four (2015,
Sci-fi, 12) Miles Teller, Michael B
Jordan. Dir: Josh Trank. S
1.55 Ramsay’s Kitchen
Nightmares USA R S 2.45 Come
Dine with Me R S 4.55 Location,
Location, Location R S 5.50
Sunday Brunch R S

Virgin Two

7.30 Benidorm ER R 8.30 The
Chase Australia R S 9.30 Tipping
Point R S 10.30 Gift Wrapped R
11.20 River Monsters R 12.30 This
Time Next Year Australia R 1.30
The Six O’Clock Show R S 2.30
Emmerdale R S 3.30 Fool
Britannia R 4.00 Tipping Point R S
6.00 THE CHASE Quiz show,
hosted by Bradley Walsh. S
7.00 THE CHASE Quiz show,
hosted by Bradley Walsh. S
8.00 THE VOICE USA Four
artists, one from each team,
are revealed as safe by
America’s votes. Each coach
then selects one more artist
to move forward.
10.00 RUPAUL’S DRAG RACE UK
The queens’ acting skills are
put to the test, with
EastEnders’ Natalie Cassidy
giving them a masterclass
in the art. With Michelle
Visage and Graham Norton.
11.30 RUPAUL’S DRAG RACE
Highlights and outtakes
from the show.
12.55 Coronation Street R S 1.55
Emmerdale R S 2.25 CelebAbility
R 3.10 Close

GENERAL

National Geographic

Virgin Three

Sky Showcase

6.00 The Early Rundown R 7.00
Sky News Breakfast R 8.00 Beth
Rigby Interviews R 9.00 Nothing
to Declare R S 10.00 Supergirl R S
11.00 NCIS: Los Angeles R S 1.00
Hawaii Five-0 R S 2.00 S.W.A.T R S
3.00 Modern Family R S 4.00 Will
& Grace R S 5.00 The Simpsons
R S 5.30 The Fresh Prince of BelAir R S
6.00 THE FRESH PRINCE OF
BEL-AIR Hilary is asked to
model for Playboy. R S
6.30 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.00 THE SIMPSONS R S
7.30 THE SIMPSONS R
8.00 MR MAYOR Neil has a
fling with an actress.
8.30 MR MAYOR
9.00 THE RISING Maria is finally
ready to believe in Neve’s
continued existence.
10.00 LATE LATE SHOW BEST
OF THE WEEK
11.00 SEX AND THE CITY R S
11.35 SEX AND THE CITY R S
12.10 Road Wars R S 1.05 The
Force: North East R S 2.00 NCIS:
Los Angeles R S 3.00 Hawaii Five0 R S 4.00 S.W.A.T R S 5.00
Motorway Patrol R S

Sky Atlantic

UTV

6.00 Storm City R S 10.00 The
Affair R S 12.15 Game of Thrones
R S 1.20 The Sopranos R S 3.30
Boardwalk Empire R S 5.45 The
Affair R S
6.50 THE AFFAIR A hopeful
epiphany leads Cole on a
journey to a horrific
discovery. Meanwhile, Noah
questions his role in tragic
events. R S
7.55 GAME OF THRONES
Joffrey stands up to his
grandfather, Daenerys
discovers if she is seen as a
conqueror or liberator and
mercy comes from a
surprising source in
Dragonstone. R S
9.00 THE KING Hoping to
identify the jihadist cell, the
secret services infiltrate
San Michele and Bruno
seeks help from imam Amir.
In Italian. R
10.05 DAS BOOT Forster
investigates the Dorfmann
murder. In Kiel, the sailors
of the U-949 get into a fight,
and Royal Navy Captain
Swinburne travels to
Liverpool for his son’s
funeral. R
11.10 TREME Drama from the
creators of The Wire,
starring Clarke Peters. R S
12.45 Treme R S 1.50 True Blood
R S 4.00 Storm City R S

6.00 News S 9.00 Lorraine S
10.00 This Morning S 12.30 Loose
Women S 1.30 News S 1.55 UTV
Live S 2.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal
R S 3.00 Tenable R S 4.00 Tipping
Point S 5.00 The Chase S
6.00 UTV LIVE S
6.30 NEWS S
7.00 UTV LIFE S
7.30 EMMERDALE
As Virgin One, 7.30pm. S
8.00 CORONATION STREET S
9.00 IT’LL BE ALRIGHT ON
THE NIGHT TV disasters
featuring Elton John, Ant
and Dec, and others. S
10.00 NEWS S
10.30 UTV LIVE S
10.45 WHEN ENGLISH
FOOTBALL RULED
EUROPE Part one of two.
English clubs’ dominance of
the European Cup between
1977 and 1984. R S
11.40 FILM: 2 FAST 2 FURIOUS
(2003, Thriller, 12) Paul
Walker, Tyrese Gibson,
Eva Mendes. A disgraced
cop is given a chance to
redeem himself by going
undercover to bring a drug
trafficker to justice. Dir:
John Singleton. S
1.25 Shop: Ideal World 3.00
Winning Combination R S 3.50
Unwind with ITV S 5.05 Robson
and Jim’s Icelandic Fly-Fishing
Adventure R S

7.40am The Royal. 9.50 Loose Women. 10.50 Peter
Andre’s 60 Minute Makeover. 11.50 Winning
Combination. 12.50 Eat, Shop, Save. 1.20 Zoo Days.
1.50 Think Tank. 2.45 Taste of Italy. 3.40 Soapy
Slip-Ups. 4.40 Heartbeat. 5.45 Inspector Morse.
7.55 Heartbeat. Gina goes into premature labour.
9.00 Vera. The detective must complete a murder
victim’s research into an old criminal case. 11.00
This Morning.

Virgin More

12.45pm UEFA Europa League Update. 1.35 Classic
UEFA Champions League. 3.20 UEFA Champions
League Weekly. 3.50 UEFA Europa League Update.
4.20 UEFA Europa Conference League. 6.05 Classic
UEFA Champions League. 8.00 Unbeatable. Quiz,
hosted by Jason Manford. 9.00 Bodyguard. Thriller,
starring Keeley Hawes and Richard Madden. 10.00
Innocent. 10.45 Love Island USA.

BBC Four

7.00pm Tony Bennett: BBC Four Session. A
performance recorded at the London Palladium.
8.00 TOTP 1992 Biggest Hits. Performances by Kris
Kross, Bizarre Inc and Primal Scream. 9.00 Jeff
Buckley: Everybody Here Wants You. Tribute to the
singer-songwriter. 10.00 Showstoppers at the BBC.
11.00 Gregory Porter’s Popular Voices. 12.00 The
Old Grey Whistle Test.

ITV2

6.00am Totally Bonkers Guinness World Records.
6.30 Dress to Impress. 7.30 The Ellen DeGeneres
Show. 8.25 You’ve Been Framed! and Fearless. 9.20
Hart of Dixie. 10.15 One Tree Hill. 11.10 The O.C.
12.00 Love Bites. 1.05 Dress to Impress. 2.05 The
Ellen DeGeneres Show. 3.00 Hart of Dixie. 4.00 One
Tree Hill. 5.00 The O.C. 6.00 Catchphrase Celebrity
Special. 7.00 Superstore. 8.00 Bob’s Burgers. 9.00
Film: Ride Along (2014, Comedy, 12) 11.10 Family
Guy.

ITV3

6.00am Classic Coronation Street. 7.00 Classic
Emmerdale. 8.05 Bless This House. 9.10 Wycliffe.
11.30 Heartbeat. 1.35 Classic Emmerdale. 3.10
Classic Coronation Street. 3.40 Agatha Christie’s
Poirot. 5.55 Heartbeat. 8.00 The Larkins. 10.00 DCI
Banks.

Noon: Car S.O.S. 1.00 Ultimate Airport Dubai. 2.00
Air Crash Investigation. 4.00 Airport Security: Peru
and Brazil. 5.00 Ice Road Rescue. 6.00 Car S.O.S.
7.00 Air Crash Investigation. The 1999 plane crash
that killed John F Kennedy Jr and his wife. 8.00
Airport Security: Rome. The Pope arrives at
Fiumicino Airport. 9.00 Car S.O.S.: Ultimate
Countdown. Fuzz Townshend and Tim Shaw select
three of their favourite transformations. 10.00 Ice
Road Rescue. 11.00 Air Crash Investigation. 12.00
Drugs Inc.

FILMS

TCM Movies

12.20pm Maverick. 1.30 Cromwell (1970, Drama, U)
4.30 Sherlock Holmes and the Spider Woman (1944,
Mystery, U) 5.50 The Scarlet Claw (1944, Mystery,
PG) 7.25 The Fighting Lawman (1953, Western, U)
9.00 Kill Bill: Volume 1 (2003, Thriller, 18) 11.20
Lethal Weapon (1987, Thriller, 15)

Film4

1.15pm The Man Who Knew Too Much (1956,
Thriller, PG) 3.40 It’s a Wonderful Life (1946,
Fantasy, U) 6.20 The Hunger Games: Mockingjay –
Part 2 (2015, Sci-Fi, 12) 9.00 The Take (2016, Thriller,
15) 10.45 Big Game (2014, Adventure, 12) 12.30 The
Strangers: Prey at Night (2018, Horror, 15)

Sky Cinema Premiere

12.50pm Fireheart (2022, Animation, PG) 2.35 Best
Sellers (2021, Comedy, 15) 4.35 Charming the
Hearts of Men (2021, Drama, PG) 6.25 As 12.50pm.
8.00 Vendetta (2022, Thriller, 15) 9.45 As 2.35pm.
11.35 Halloween Kills (2021, Horror, 18)

Sky Cinema Comedy

12.35pm Alan Partridge: Alpha Papa (2013, 15) 2.20
The Ugly Truth (2009, 15) 4.10 This Is the End (2013,
15) 6.10 Grown Ups (2010, 12) 8.00 Grown Ups 2
(2013, 12) 9.45 The Hangover (2009, 15) 11.25
Trading Places (1983, 15)

Sky Cinema Harry Potter

1.40pm Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire (2005,
Fantasy, 12) 4.20 Harry Potter and the Order of the
Phoenix (2007, Fantasy, 12) 6.40 Harry Potter and
the Half-Blood Prince (2009, Fantasy, 12) 9.15 Harry
Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 1 (2010,
Fantasy, 12) 11.45 Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows: Part 2 (2011, Fantasy, 12)

E4

SPORT

More4

9.30am Live Roland-Garros. 12.00 Live RolandGarros. 1.00 Live Roland-Garros. 3.00 Live RolandGarros. The sixth day of the French Open. 6.00 Live
Roland-Garros. The sixth day of the French Open.
7.30 Live Roland-Garros. The sixth day of the
French Open. 11.15 Roland-Garros. 1.15 Cycling:
Milan-San Remo. 1.30 Olympics: Legends Live On.

Noon: Brooklyn Nine-Nine. 1.00 The Big Bang
Theory. 3.00 The Goldbergs. 4.00 Brooklyn NineNine. 5.00 The Big Bang Theory. 7.00 Hollyoaks.
7.30 Teen Mum Academy. 8.00 Below Deck. Chris
Brown’s decision to nap finds him in the crosshairs
with Captain Lee. 9.00 Film: Atomic Blonde (2017,
Thriller, 15) 11.15 Naked Attraction.
11.05am Find It, Fix It, Flog It. 1.05 Heir Hunters.
2.10 Four in a Bed. 4.50 Find It, Fix It, Flog It. 5.55
Chateau DIY. 6.55 The Block: Big Renovation
Challenge. 7.55 Escape to the Chateau. A British
family moves to a French chateau. 9.00 Nordic
Murders. Ellen and Rainer get caught up in a battle
between a politician and his ex-wife. In German.
11.00 24 Hours in A&E.

Channel 5

9.15am Jeremy Vine. 12.15 Shoplifters &
Scammers: At War with the Law. 1.10 News. 1.15
Home and Away. 1.45 Neighbours. 2.15 Film: Dying
for a Baby (2019, Thriller, PG) 4.00 Bargain-Loving
Brits in the Sun. 5.00 News. 6.00 Neighbours. 6.30
Eggheads. 7.00 Burger King: How Do They Really Do
It? The secrets of the fast-food chain. 7.55 News.
8.00 World’s Most Scenic Railway Journeys. A
journey from San Diego, following the Californian
coast. 8.58 News. 9.00 Tractor World: The Fast &
the Furious. Cameras follow engineers behind the
world’s fastest tractor. 10.00 Million Pound
Motorhomes. 11.00 Film: Bridget Jones’s Baby
(2016, Drama, 15)

Eurosport 1

Sky Sports Main Event

11.00am The Football Show. 12.00 Sky Sports
News. 12.30 Live Formula 1. 2.15 Sky Sports News.
3.00 Sky Sports News. Round-up of the sports
news. 3.45 Live Formula 1. The second practice
session at the 2022 Monaco Grand Prix. 5.10 The F1
Show. News from the 2022 Monaco Grand Prix. 6.10
Ted & the VR Car. 6.15 Live Vitality T20 Blast
Cricket. Lancashire Lightning v Yorkshire Vikings.
10.00 Live PGA Tour Golf. The Charles Schwab
Challenge. 12.00 Live LPGA Tour Golf. The 2022
Bank of Hope Match-Play.

Sky Sports Premier League

11.00am The Football Show. 12.00 Gary Neville’s
Soccerbox. 1.00 Premier League Years. 3.00 PL
Greatest Games. 4.00 PL Best Goals 09/10. 5.00
Premier League 100 Club. 5.30 PL 100 Club: Harry
Kane. 6.00 PL Legends: Gianfranco Zola. 6.30 PL
Legends: Gary Neville. 7.00 Premier League Review.
8.00 Gary Neville’s Soccerbox. 9.00 Premier
League Review. 10.00 Premier League Icons.
10.30 PL Retro. 12.30 Premier League Icons.
1.00 Premier League Years.
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RADIO
Saturday

Sunday
BBC Radio 1

Afternoon. 6.00 Club Classics. 12.00 Classic
Hits Through the Night.

BBC Radio 1

π Muireann Nic Amhlaoibh, Folk on One
RTÉ Radio 1, 10pm

RTÉ Radio 1

FM: 88.2-90.0; 95.2 MHz, LW: 252 kHz.
News on the hour
6.00am Rising Time. 8.00 (FM) Countrywide.
9.00 (FM) Playback. 10.00 (FM) The Business.
11.00 (FM) Brendan O’Connor. 1.00 (FM)
Saturday with Katie Hannon. 2.00 (FM)
Saturday Sport. 9.20 (FM) Céilí House.
10.00 Folk on One. 11.00 (FM) Country Time.
11.59 Late Date. 2.00 (FM) RTÉ Gold on RTÉ
Radio 1.

RTÉ 2FM

FM: 90.4-92.2; 97.0 MHz
6.00am 2FM Overnight. 7.00 Weekend
Breakfast with Beta Da Silva. 9.00 Laura Fox
at the Weekend. 11.00 Weekends on 2FM.
1.00 Dave Fanning. 3.00 Weekends on 2FM.
7.00 The Electric Disco with Jenny Greene.
The soundtrack to Saturday night. 9.00
Mo-K. The biggest hip hop, urban and dance
anthems. 11.00 The Spring Sessions. 1.00
White Noise. 2.00 The Late Night Sessions.

RTÉ Lyric FM

FM: 96-99 MHz
7.00am Daybreak with Evonne Ferguson.
10.00 The Hamilton Scores. 1.00 Movies and
Musicals with Aedin Gormley. 4.00 Evelyn
Grant’s Weekend Drive. Selection of the
world’s best music. 6.30 Culture File Weekly.
7.00 Opera Night with Paul Herriott.
Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor. 10.00
Vespertine with Ellen Cranitch. 1.00 Lyric
Through the Night.

RTÉ Raidió na Gaeltachta

FM: 92.6-94.4; 102.7 MHz
7.30am Béal Maidine. 9.30 Rogha na
Seachtaine. 10.30 An Cúinne Dána. 11.00 An
tSeachtain le Máirín Ní Ghadhra. 12.00
Príomhscéalta na Nuachta. 12.08 Togha
agus Rogha. 1.00 Nuacht a hAon. 1.20 Cas
Ceirnín. 2.00 Spórt an tSathairn. 6.00
Nuacht a Sé. 6.30 Blas. 7.00 SpóRt An
TráThnóNa. 9.00 An Ghealach Ghorm. Music
show presented by Áine Hensey. 12.00 Scoth
na Seachtaine.

Today FM

FM: 100-102 MHz
8.00am Alison Curtis. 11.00 Jessica Maciel.
2.00 Pumped Up Kicks. 6.00 Saturday Hits.
9.00 Claire Beck’s Saturday SoundSystem.
Three hours of absolute bangers to get you
ready to go ëout-out’, or indeed ëin-in’.
Expect everything from house classics and
festival favourites to future dancefloor
fillers. 12.00 Overnight Music.

Newstalk

FM: 106-108 MHz
7.00am Soundscape – TED Talks. 8.00 The
Home Show with Sinead Ryan. 9.00 The
Anton Savage Show. 11.00 Down to Business
with Bobby Kerr. 1.00 Off the Ball. 5.00 Tech
Talk with Jessica Kelly. 6.00 Screentime
with John Fardy. 7.00 Soundscape – TED
Talks. 8.00 The Home Show with Sinead
Ryan. 9.00 Documentary and Drama on
Newstalk. 10.00 Best of The Pat Kenny Show.
11.00 Tech Talk with Jessica Kelly. 12.00
Best of Newstalk.

Ireland’s Classic Hits Radio

FM: 94; 104 MHz
6.00am Something for the Weekend. 10.00
Classic Hits. 2.00 Barry Lang in the

FM: 97.6-99.8 MHz
6.00am Radio 1 Happy. 7.00 Adele Roberts.
10.00 Radio 1 Anthems. 11.02 Dean
McCullough. 1.00 Matt and Mollie. 4.00
Radio 1’s Dance Anthems with Charlie
Hedges. Charlie mixes up the biggest dance
anthems. 7.00 1Xtra’s Takeover with DJ
Target. 1Xtra takes over Radio 1 with DJ
Target! @1Xtra on social. 9.00 1Xtra’s Rap
Show. 11.00 Radio 1’s Soundsystem. 1.00
Radio 1’s Classic Essential Mix. 3.00 Future
Dance Mix with Sarah Story. 3.30 Pete Tong’s
Hot Mix. 4.00 Radio 1’s Dance Anthems with
Charlie Hedges. 5.00 Radio 1 Relax.

BBC Radio 2

FM: 88-90.2 MHz
6.00am Sounds of the 60s with Tony
Blackburn. 8.00 OJ Borg. 10.00 Vernon Kay.
1.00 Pick of the Pops. 3.00 Rylan on
Saturday. Music and guests. 6.00 Liza
Tarbuck. 8.00 The Rock Show with Johnnie
Walker. 9.00 Jools Holland. 10.00 The Craig
Charles House Party. 11.30 The Craig Charles
House Party Mixtape. 12.00 Ana Matronic’s
Dance Devotion. 2.00 Jools Holland. 3.00
Friends Will Be Friends. 4.00 Radio 2 in
Concert – Roxy Music. 5.00 Tracks of My
Years.

BBC Radio 3

FM: 90.2-92.4 MHz
7.00am Breakfast. 9.00 Record Review.
11.45 Music Matters. 12.30 This Classical
Life. 1.00 Inside Music. 3.00 Sound of
Cinema. 4.00 Music Planet. 5.00 J to Z.
Highlights of aconcert by Isfar Sarabski. 6.30
Opera on 3. A New York Met production of
Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor. 10.00 New
Music Show. 12.00 Freeness. 1.00 Through
the Night.

BBC Radio 4

FM: 92.4-94.6 MHz, LW: 198 kHz.
News on the hour
6.07am Ramblings. 6.30 Farming Today This
Week. 7.00 Today. 9.00 Saturday Live. 10.30
Soul Music. 11.00 The Week in Westminster.
11.30 From Our Own Correspondent. 12.00
News. 12.04 Money Box. 12.30 The News
Quiz. 1.00 News. 1.10 Any Questions? 2.00
Any Answers? 2.45 39 Ways to Save the
Planet. 3.00 Drama: Cocktail Sticks. 4.00
Weekend Woman’s Hour. 5.00 Saturday PM.
5.30 Political Thinking with Nick Robinson.
6.00 Six O’Clock News. 6.15 Loose Ends. 7.00
Profile. 7.15 This Cultural Life. 8.00 Archive
on 4: A Brief History of Progress. 9.00 GF
Newman’s The Corrupted. 9.45 The Skewer.
10.00 News. 10.15 Generation Change. 11.00
Round Britain Quiz. 11.30 Poetry Please.
12.00 Midnight News. 12.15 Witness. 12.30
Short Works. 1.00 As BBC World Service.
5.30 News Briefing. 5.43 Bells on Sunday.
5.45 Profile.

World Service

Online.
News on the hour
6.00am Weekend. 8.30 The Conversation.
9.00 BBC OS Conversations. 9.30 Pick of the
World. 9.50 Over to You. 10.00 Sports Hour.
11.00 The Newsroom. 11.30 Comedians vs
the News. 12.00 The Documentary. 1.00
Newshour. 2.00 Sportsworld. 6.00 The
Newsroom. 6.30 Trending. 6.50 Sporting
Witness. 7.00 Interview with Professor Peter
Singer: The Berggruen Prize Interview 2022.
8.00 The Arts Hour. 9.00 Newshour. 10.00
Music Life. 11.00 The Newsroom. 11.20
Sports News. 11.30 The Cultural Frontline.
12.00 BBC OS Conversations. 12.30 Trending.
12.50 More or Less. 1.00 The Science Hour.
2.00 The Newsroom. 2.30 Healthcheck. 3.00
The Documentary. 4.00 From Our Own
Correspondent. 4.30 The Cultural Frontline.
5.00 The Newsroom. 5.30 The Documentary.
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Monday

π Ailbhe Ní Ghearbhuigh, The Poetry
Programme, RTÉ Radio 1, 7pm

RTÉ Radio 1

FM: 88.2-90.0; 95.2 MHz, LW: 252 kHz.
News on the hour
6.00am Rising Time. 8.00 World Report.
8.30 (FM) Bowman: Sunday: 8.30. 9.00 (FM)
Sunday Miscellany. 10.00 (FM) Sunday with
Miriam. 11.00 (FM) Brendan O’Connor. 11.00
(LW) Sunday Worship. 11.45 (LW) Brendan
O’Connor. 1.00 (FM) This Week. 2.00 (FM)
Sunday Sport. 6.00 (FM) Beo ar Éigean. 7.00
The Poetry Programme. Ailbhe Ní
Ghearbhuigh introduces a major new
anthology that explores 15 centuries of Irish
language poetry. 7.30 Songs In My Head.
8.00 Drama on One. 9.00 (FM) The Rolling
Wave. 10.00 (FM) South Wind Blows. 11.00
Late Date. 2.00 (FM) RTÉ Gold on RTÉ Radio
1. 5.30 Rising Time.

RTÉ 2FM

FM: 90.4-92.2; 97.0 MHz
6.00am 2FM Overnight. 7.00 Weekend
Breakfast with Beta Da Silva. 9.00 Laura Fox
at the Weekend. 11.00 Weekends on 2FM.
1.00 Dave Fanning. 3.00 Weekends on 2FM.
7.00 The Request Show with Emma Power.
9.00 Tara Kumar on 2FM. 10.00 The Greene
Room. 12.00 Hysteria with Bingo Players.
1.00 Rave Culture Radio Tritonia.

RTÉ Lyric FM

FM: 96-99 MHz
7.00am Vox Nostra with Vlad Smishkewych.
10.00 The Hamilton Scores. 1.00 Aedín
Gormley’s Sunday Matinée. 4.00 Evelyn
Grant’s Weekend Drive. 6.00 The Lyric
Feature. 7.00 Mystery Train with John Kelly.
9.00 The Singers Upfront. 10.00 Vespertine
with Ellen Cranitch. 1.00 Lyric Through the
Night.

RTÉ Raidió na Gaeltachta

FM: 92.6-94.4; 102.7 MHz
7.30am Béal Maidine. 9.30 Cartlann Bhóthar
na Léinsí. 10.00 An tSeachtain le Máirín Ní
Ghadhra. 11.00 Bimís ag Ceol. 11.30 Aifreann
an Domhnaigh. 12.15 Togha agus Rogha. 1.00
Nuacht a hAon. 1.15 Baile an Droichid. 1.50
Spórt an Lae. 6.00 Nuacht a Sé. 6.30 An
Cúinne Dána. 7.00 An Braon Gaelach. 8.00
Siulach Scealach. 9.00 Tequila Tíre. 11.00 An
tSeachtain le Máirín Ní Ghadhra. 12.00 Scoth
na Seachtaine.

Today FM

FM: 100-102 MHz
9.00am Alison Curtis. 12.00 Jessica Maciel.
4.00 Claire Beck. 7.00 Paula McSweeney.
10.00 Ed Smith. 1.00 Overnight Music.

Newstalk

FM: 106-108 MHz
7.00am Documentary and Drama. 8.00
Clare McKenna. 9.00 Mandy Johnston. 10.00
Jonathan McCrea. 11.00 Gavan Reilly. 1.00
Off the Ball. 7.00 Talking History with Patrick
Geoghegan. 8.00 Screentime with John
Fardy. 9.00 Jonathan McCrea. 10.00 Tom
Dunne. 12.00 Best of Newstalk.

Ireland’s Classic Hits Radio

FM: 94; 104 MHz
6.00am Best of the Niall Boylan Show. 8.00
Classic Love Songs. 11.00 Classic Hits
Sunday with Damien Farrelly. 2.00 Barry
Lang in the Afternoon. 6.00 Classic Songs
Investigations. 10.00 Best of Niall Boylan at
Night. 12.00 Classic Hits Through the Night.

FM: 97.6-99.8 MHz
6.00am Chillout Anthems. 7.00 Adele
Roberts. 10.00 Anthems. 11.02 Dean
McCullough. 1.00 Matt and Mollie. 4.00 Life
Hacks. 6.00 The Official Chart. 7.00 Chillest
Show. 9.00 Daniel P Carter. 11.00 BBC
Introducing on Radio 1. 12.00 Future Soul
with Victoria Jane. 1.30 UK R&B Mix. 2.00
Decompression Session. 3.00 Chill Mix. 4.00
Dance. 5.00 Breakfast with Arielle Free.

BBC Radio 2

FM: 88-90.2 MHz
6.00am Good Morning Sunday. 9.00 Sunday
Love Songs. 11.00 Michael Ball. 1.00 Elaine
Paige. 3.00 Sounds of the 70s. 5.00 Paul
O’Grady. 7.00 Music Night. 9.00 Edith
Bowman. 10.00 Dr Rangan Chatterjee.
12.00 Phil Williams. 3.00 Alternative Sounds
of the 90s. 4.00 Vanessa Feltz.

BBC Radio 3

FM: 90.2-92.4 MHz
7.00am Breakfast. 9.00 Sunday Morning.
12.00 Private Passions. 1.00 Radio 3
Lunchtime Concert. 2.00 The Early Music
Show. 3.00 Choral Evensong. 4.00 Jazz
Record Requests. 5.00 The Listening Service.
5.30 Words and Music. 6.45 Sunday Feature:
Electronic India. 7.30 Drama on 3: The
Hummingbird. 8.30 Radio 3 in Concert. 10.10
Record Review Extra. 11.00 Anoushka
Shankar’s Journey Through Indian Classical
Music. 12.00 The Music & Meditation
Podcast. 12.30 Through the Night.

BBC Radio 4

FM: 92.4-94.6 MHz, LW: 198 kHz.
News on the hour
6.00am News. 6.05 Something Understood.
6.35 On Your Farm. 7.00 Sunday Papers. 7.10
Sunday. 7.54 Appeal. 8.00 Sunday Papers.
8.10 Sunday Worship. 8.48 A Point of View.
8.58 Tweet. 9.00 Broadcasting House. 10.00
The Archers. 11.00 Desert Island Discs. 11.45
Living with the Gods. 12.00 News. 12.04 Just
a Minute. 12.32 The Food Programme. 1.00
The World This Weekend. 1.30 The Listening
Project. 2.00 Gardeners’ Question Time. 2.45
1922: The Birth of Now. 3.00 Drama. 4.00
Open Book. 4.30 Poetry Please. 5.00 File on
4. 5.40 Profile. 6.00 Six O’Clock News. 6.15
Pick of the Week. 7.00 The Archers. 7.15 Don
Biswas – Neurotopical. 7.45 How One
Becomes Lonely. 8.00 Feedback. 8.30 Last
Word. 9.00 Money Box. 9.25 Radio 4 Appeal.
9.30 The Digital Human. 10.00 The
Westminster Hour. 11.00 Loose Ends. 11.30
Something Understood. 12.00 News. 12.15
Thinking Allowed. 12.45 Bells on Sunday.
1.00 As BBC World Service. 5.30 News
Briefing. 5.43 Prayer for the Day. 5.45
Farming Today. 5.58 Tweet of the Day.

World Service

Online.
News on the hour
6.00am Weekend. 8.30 The Food Chain.
9.00 From Our Own Correspondent. 9.30
Outlook. 10.00 People Fixing the World.
10.30 Heart and Soul. 11.00 The Newsroom.
11.30 The Compass: Money, Money, Money.
12.00 Interview with Professor Peter Singer:
The Berggruen Prize Interview 2022.
1.00 Newshour. 2.00 The Forum. 2.50 Over
to You. 3.00 Music Life. 4.00 Sportsworld.
7.00 The Newsroom. 7.30 Comedians vs
the News. 8.00 The History Hour. 9.00
Newshour. 10.06 Tech Tent. 10.30 Pick
of the World. 10.50 Over to You. 11.00 The
Newsroom. 11.20 Sports News. 11.30
Outlook. 12.00 From Our Own
Correspondent. 12.30 Heart and Soul.
1.00 The Newsroom. 1.30 Discovery: The
Curious Cases of Rutherford and Fry. 2.00
The Newsroom. 2.30 The Climate Question.
3.00 Tech Tent. 3.30 Pick of the World.
3.50 Over to You. 4.00 The Newsroom.
4.30 The Conversation. 5.00 Newsday.

π Gráinne Ní Dhomhnaill, Nead Na
Fuiseoige, Raidio na Gaeltachta, 7am

RTÉ Radio 1

FM: 88.2-90.0; 95.2 MHz, LW: 252 kHz.
News on the hour
7.00am (FM) Morning Ireland. 9.00 (FM) The
Ryan Tubridy Show. 10.00 (FM) Today with
Claire Byrne. 12.00 (FM) The Ronan Collins
Show. 1.00 News at One. 1.45 Liveline. 3.00
(FM) The Ray D’Arcy Show. 4.30 (FM)
Drivetime. 7.00 (FM) Arena. 8.00 (FM) The
John Creedon Show. 10.00 (FM) Mooney Goes
Wild. 11.00 Late Date. 2.00 (FM) Playback
Daily. 3.00 (FM) RTÉ Gold on RTÉ Radio 1.
5.30 Rising Time.

RTÉ 2FM

FM: 90.4-92.2; 97.0 MHz
6.00am 2FM Breakfast with Doireann,
Donncha and Carl. 9.00 Jennifer Zamparelli
on 2FM. 12.00 Tracy Clifford. 3.00 Drive It
with The 2 Johnnies. 6.00 Game On. 7.00
Tara Kumar on 2FM. 9.00 The Greene Room.
11.00 The Alternative with Dan Hegarty.
12.00 2FM Overnight.

RTÉ Lyric FM

FM: 96-99 MHz
7.00am Marty in the Morning. 10.00 Niall
Carroll’s Classical Daytime. 1.00 The Full
Score with Liz Nolan. 4.00 Lorcan Murray’s
Classic Drive. 7.00 Mystery Train with John
Kelly. 9.00 The Blue of the Night with
Bernard Clarke.

RTÉ Raidió na Gaeltachta

FM: 92.6-94.4; 102.7 MHz
7.00am Nead Na Fuiseoige. Music show,
presented by Gráinne Ní Dhomhnaill. 8.00
Adhmhaidin. 9.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 9.15 Iris Aniar. 10.15 Cuideachta
Ceoil. 10.55 Tuairisc Spóirt. 11.00
Barrscéalta. 12.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 12.08 An Saol ó Dheas. 1.00 Nuacht
a hAon. 2.00 Tuairisc Spóirt. 2.05 Eachtraigh
Dom. 3.00 Binneas Béil. 5.00 Tús Áite. 5.55
Tuairisc Spóirt. 6.00 Nuacht a Sé. 6.30
Fógraí an Lae. Notices and events. 7.00
Ceol Binn ó na Beanna. Music show
presented by Neansaí Ní Choisdealbha. 9.00
An Bóthar go Nashville. 10.00 An Taobh
Tuathail. 12.00 Scoth an Luain.

Today FM

FM: 100-102 MHz
6.00am The Ian Dempsey Breakfast Show.
9.00 Dermot and Dave. 12.00 Pamela Joyce.
2.00 Ray Foley. 4.30 The Last Word. 7.00
Paula McSweeney. 10.00 Ed Smith. 12.00
Overnight Music.

Newstalk

FM: 106-108 MHz
6.00am Breakfast Briefing with Shane
Beatty. 6.30 Breakfast Business with Joe
Lynam. 7.00 Newstalk Breakfast with Shane
Coleman and Ciara Kelly. 9.00 The Pat Kenny
Show. 12.00 Lunchtime Live with Andrea
Gilligan. 2.00 Moncrieff with Seán Moncrieff.
4.00 The Hard Shoulder with Kieran Cuddihy.
7.00 Off the Ball. 10.00 The Tom Dunne
Show. 12.00 Best of Newstalk.

Ireland’s Classic Hits Radio

FM: 94; 104 MHz
6.00am The Colm and Lucy Breakfast Show.
10.00 Classic Hits with Trina Mara. 12.00
Niall Boylan. 2.00 Damian Farrelly. 7.00 80s
and 90s at Night. 9.00 Niall Boylan at Night.
1.00 Classic Hits Through the Night.

Tuesday

BBC Radio 2

FM: 88-90.2 MHz
6.30am The Zoe Ball Breakfast Show.
9.30 Scott Mills. 12.00 Jeremy Vine. 2.00
Steve Wright in the Afternoon. 5.00 Sara
Cox. 6.30 Sara Cox’s Half Wower. 7.00 Jo
Whiley’s Shiny Happy Playlist. 7.30 Jo
Whiley. 9.00 The Blues Show with Cerys
Matthews. 10.00 Trevor Nelson’s Magnificent
7. 10.30 Trevor Nelson’s Rhythm Nation.
12.00 OJ Borg. 2.30 One Hit Wonders with
OJ Borg. 3.00 TBA. 4.00 Vanessa Feltz.

BBC Radio 3

FM: 90.2-92.4 MHz
6.30am Breakfast. 9.00 Essential Classics.
12.00 Composer of the Week: Vaughan
Williams Today. 1.00 Radio 3 Lunchtime
Concert. 2.00 Afternoon Concert. 4.30 New
Generation Artists. 5.00 In Tune. 7.00 In
Tune Mixtape. 7.30 Radio 3 in Concert. 10.00
Music Matters. 10.45 The Essay: Adrian
Edmondson – Signs of Life. 11.00 Night
Tracks. 12.30 Through the Night.

BBC Radio 4

FM: 92.4-94.6 MHz, LW: 198 kHz.
News on the hour
6.00am Today. 9.00 Start the Week. 9.45
(FM) Book of the Week. 9.45 (LW) Daily
Service. 10.00 Woman’s Hour. 11.00 The
Untold. 11.30 Don’t Log Off. 12.00 News.
12.04 You and Yours. 1.00 The World at One.
1.45 Metamorphosis. 2.00 The Archers. 2.15
Drama: Jason’s Mates. 3.00 Round Britain
Quiz. 3.30 The Food Programme. 4.00 Youth
Unites. 4.30 The Digital Human. 5.00 PM.
6.00 Six O’Clock News. 6.30 Just a Minute.
7.00 The Archers. 7.15 Front Row. 8.00
Sports Star. 8.30 Crossing Continents.
9.00 The Long View of the Future. 9.30
Start the Week. 10.00 The World Tonight.
10.45 Book at Bedtime: Love Marriage.
11.00 DMs Are Open. 11.30 Today in
Parliament. 12.00 News. 12.30 Book of the
Week: Empire of Pain: The Secret History of
the Sackler Dynasty. 1.00 As BBC World
Service. 5.30 News. 5.43 Prayer. 5.45
Farming Today. 5.58 Tweet of the Day.

World Service

Online.
News on the hour
8.00am News. 8.06 HARDtalk. 8.30
Business Daily. 8.50 Witness History. 9.06
The Climate Question. 9.30 CrowdScience.
10.00 The Cultural Frontline. 10.30 Trending.
10.50 More or Less. 11.00 The Newsroom.
11.30 The Conversation. 12.00 Outlook. 12.50
Witness History. 1.00 The Newsroom. 1.30
CrowdScience. 2.00 Newshour. 3.00
HARDtalk. 3.30 World Business Report. 4.00
BBC OS. 6.00 Outlook. 6.50 Witness History.
7.00 The Newsroom. 7.30 Sport Today. 8.06
The Climate Question. 8.30 Discovery. 9.00
Newshour. 10.00 HARDtalk. 10.30 The
Conversation. 11.00 The Newsroom. 11.20
Sports News. 11.30 World Business Report.
12.00 The History Hour. 1.00 Business
Matters. 2.00 The Newsroom. 2.30 The
Documentary. 3.00 Outlook. 3.50 Witness
History. 4.00 The Newsroom. 4.30 In the
Studio. 5.00 Newsday.

BBC Radio 1

BBC Radio 1

BBC Radio 1

FM: 97.6-99.8 MHz
7.00am Radio 1 Breakfast with Greg James.
10.32 Rickie, Melvin and Charlie. 12.45
Newsbeat. 1.00 Scott Mills. 3.32 Going
Home with Vick and Jordan. 5.45 Newsbeat.
6.00 Radio 1’s Future Sounds with Clara
Amfo. 7.00 Radio 1’s Hottest Records of
the Week. 8.00 Radio 1’s Future Artists
with Jack Saunders. 10.00 Radio 1’s Power
Down Playlist with Sian Eleri. 11.00 Radio 1’s
Drum & Bass Show. 12.00 Radio 1’s Drum &
Bass Mix. 2.00 Radio 1’s Motivate Me Mix.
3.00 Radio 1’s Workout Anthems. 4.00
Radio 1 Dance. 5.00 Radio 1 Early Breakfast
with Arielle Free.

Wednesday

π Niall Carroll’s Classical Daytime
RTÉ Lyric FM, 10am

RTÉ Radio 1

FM: 88.2-90.0; 95.2 MHz, LW: 252 kHz.
News on the hour
7.00am (FM) Morning Ireland. 9.00 (FM) The
Ryan Tubridy Show. 10.00 (FM) Today with
Claire Byrne. 12.00 (FM) The Ronan Collins
Show. 1.00 News at One. 1.45 Liveline. 3.00
(FM) The Ray D’Arcy Show. 4.30 (FM)
Drivetime. 7.00 (FM) Arena. 8.00 (FM) The
John Creedon Show. 10.00 (FM) The Late
Debate. 11.00 Late Date. 2.00 (FM) Playback
Daily. 3.00 (FM) RTÉ Gold on RTÉ Radio 1.
5.30 Rising Time.

RTÉ 2FM

FM: 90.4-92.2; 97.0 MHz
6.00am 2FM Breakfast with Doireann,
Donncha and Carl. 9.00 Jennifer Zamparelli
on 2FM. 12.00 Tracy Clifford. 3.00 Drive It
with The 2 Johnnies. 6.00 Game On. 7.00
Tara Kumar on 2FM. 9.00 The Greene Room.
11.00 The Alternative with Dan Hegarty.
12.00 2FM Overnight.

RTÉ Lyric FM

FM: 96-99 MHz
7.00am Marty in the Morning. 10.00 Niall
Carroll’s Classical Daytime. Classical music.
1.00 The Full Score with Liz Nolan. Cellist
Stephen Isserlis joins the Frankfurt Radio
Symphony Orchestra. 4.00 Lorcan Murray’s
Classic Drive. 7.00 Mystery Train with John
Kelly. 9.00 The Blue of the Night with
Bernard Clarke. 12.00 Lyric Through the
Night.

RTÉ Raidió na Gaeltachta

FM: 92.6-94.4; 102.7 MHz
7.00am Nead Na Fuiseoige. 8.00
Adhmhaidin. 9.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 9.15 Iris Aniar. 10.15 Cuideachta
Ceoil. 10.55 Tuairisc Spóirt. 11.00
Barrscéalta. 12.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 12.08 An Saol ó Dheas. 1.00 Nuacht
a hAon. 2.00 Tuairisc Spóirt. 2.05 Eachtraigh
Dom. 3.00 Binneas Béil. 5.00 Tús Áite. 5.55
Tuairisc Spóirt. 6.00 Nuacht a Sé. 6.30
Fógraí an Lae. 7.00 Ceol Binn ó na Beanna.
9.00 Rí-Rá ar RnaG. 10.00 An Taobh Tuathail.
12.00 Scoth na Máirte.

Today FM

FM: 100-102 MHz
6.00am The Ian Dempsey Breakfast
Show. 9.00 Dermot and Dave. 12.00 Pamela
Joyce. 2.00 Ray Foley. 4.30 The Last Word.
7.00 Paula McSweeney. 10.00 Ed Smith.
12.00 Overnight Music.

Newstalk

FM: 106-108 MHz
6.00am Breakfast Briefing with Shane
Beatty. 6.30 Breakfast Business with Joe
Lynam. 7.00 Newstalk Breakfast with Shane
Coleman and Ciara Kelly. 9.00 The Pat Kenny
Show. 12.00 Lunchtime Live with Andrea
Gilligan. 2.00 Moncrieff with Seán Moncrieff.
4.00 The Hard Shoulder with Kieran Cuddihy.
7.00 Off the Ball. 10.00 The Tom Dunne
Show. 12.00 Best of Newstalk.

Ireland’s Classic Hits Radio

FM: 94; 104 MHz
6.00am The Colm and Lucy Breakfast Show.
10.00 Trina Mara at Work. 12.00 Niall Boylan.
2.00 Damian Farrelly. 7.00 Lisa Gernon at
Night. 9.00 Niall Boylan at Night. 1.00
Classic Hits Through the Night.

FM: 97.6-99.8 MHz
7.00am Radio 1 Breakfast with Greg James.
10.32 Rickie, Melvin and Charlie. 12.45
Newsbeat. 1.00 Scott Mills. 3.32 Going Home
with Vick and Jordan. 5.45 Newsbeat. 6.00
Radio 1’s Future Sounds with Clara Amfo.
8.00 Radio 1’s Future Artists with Jack
Saunders. 10.00 Radio 1’s Power Down
Playlist with Sian Eleri. 11.00 Annie
Nightingale Presents. 1.00 Radio 1’s Festival
Anthems. 2.00 Get Set with Radio 1. 3.00
Gameplay with Baby Queen. 4.00 Radio 1
Dance. 5.00 Radio 1 Early Breakfast with
Arielle Free.

BBC Radio 2

FM: 88-90.2 MHz
6.30am The Zoe Ball Breakfast Show. 9.30
Scott Mills. 12.00 Jeremy Vine. 2.00 Steve
Wright in the Afternoon. 5.00 Sara Cox. 6.30
Sara Cox’s Half Wower. 7.00 Jo Whiley’s
Shiny Happy Playlist. 7.30 Jo Whiley. 9.00
The Jazz Show with Jamie Cullum. 10.00
Trevor Nelson’s Magnificent 7. 10.30 Trevor
Nelson’s Rhythm Nation. 12.00 OJ Borg. 3.00
Sounds of the 80s Mastermix. 4.00 Vanessa
Feltz.

BBC Radio 3

FM: 90.2-92.4 MHz
6.30am Breakfast. 9.00 Essential Classics.
12.00 Composer of the Week: Vaughan
Williams Today. 1.00 Radio 3 Lunchtime
Concert. 2.00 Afternoon Concert. 5.00 In
Tune. 7.00 In Tune Mixtape. 7.30 Radio 3 in
Concert. 10.00 Free Thinking. 10.45 The
Essay: Adrian Edmondson – Signs of Life.
11.00 Night Tracks. 12.30 Through the Night.

BBC Radio 4

FM: 92.4-94.6 MHz, LW: 198 kHz.
News on the hour
6.00am Today. 8.31 (LW) Yesterday in
Parliament. 9.00 The Life Scientific. 9.30
One to One. 9.45 (FM) Book of the Week:
Empire of Pain: The Secret History of the
Sackler Dynasty. 9.45 (LW) Daily Service.
10.00 Woman’s Hour. 11.00 The Dolittle
Machine. 11.30 Black Roots. 12.00 News.
12.04 Call You and Yours. 1.00 The World at
One. 1.45 Metamorphosis. 2.00 The Archers.
2.15 Drama: Moving the Goalposts. 3.00
Short Cuts. 3.30 Costing the Earth. 4.00 The
Amazing Life of Olaudah Equiano. 4.30 Great
Lives. 5.00 PM. 6.00 Six O’Clock News. 6.30
Daphne Sounds Expensive. 7.00 The Archers.
7.15 Front Row. 8.00 File on 4. 8.40 In Touch.
9.00 All in the Mind. 9.30 The Life Scientific.
10.00 The World Tonight. 10.45 Book at
Bedtime: Love Marriage. 11.00 Fortunately.
11.30 Today in Parliament. 12.00 News. 12.30
Book of the Week: Empire of Pain: The Secret
History of the Sackler Dynasty. 1.00 As BBC
World Service. 5.30 News. 5.43 Prayer. 5.45
Farming. 5.58 Tweet of the Day.

World Service

Online.
News on the hour
8.00am News. 8.06 People Fixing the
World. 8.30 Business Daily. 8.50 Witness
History. 9.00 The Documentary. 9.30
Discovery. 10.00 The Arts Hour. 11.00 The
Newsroom. 11.30 In the Studio. 12.00
Outlook. 12.50 Witness History. 1.00 The
Newsroom. 1.30 Discovery. 2.00 Newshour.
3.00 People Fixing the World. 3.30 World
Business Report. 4.00 BBC OS. 6.00 Outlook.
6.50 Witness History. 7.00 The Newsroom.
7.30 Sport Today. 8.00 The Documentary.
8.30 Digital Planet. 9.00 Newshour. 10.00
People Fixing the World. 10.30 In the Studio.
11.00 The Newsroom. 11.20 Sports News.
11.30 World Business Report. 12.00 The Arts
Hour. 1.00 Business Matters. 2.00 The
Newsroom. 2.30 The Compass: Money,
Money, Money. 3.06 Outlook. 3.50 Witness
History. 4.00 The Newsroom. 4.30 The
Documentary. 5.00 Newsday.

π Sarah McInerney, Drivetime
RTÉ Radio 1, 4.30pm

RTÉ Radio 1

FM: 88.2-90.0; 95.2 MHz, LW: 252 kHz.
News on the hour
7.00am (FM) Morning Ireland. 9.00 (FM) The
Ryan Tubridy Show. 10.00 (FM) Today with
Claire Byrne. 12.00 (FM) The Ronan Collins
Show. 1.00 News at One. 1.45 Liveline. 3.00
(FM) The Ray D’Arcy Show. 4.30 (FM)
Drivetime. Sarah McInerney and Cormac Ó
hEadhra bring you all the latest news and
stories of the day. 7.00 (FM) Arena. 8.00 (FM)
The John Creedon Show. 10.00 (FM) The Late
Debate. 11.00 Late Date. 2.00 (FM) Playback
Daily. 3.00 (FM) RTÉ Gold on RTÉ Radio 1.
5.30 Rising Time.

RTÉ 2FM

FM: 90.4-92.2; 97.0 MHz
6.00am 2FM Breakfast with Doireann,
Donncha and Carl. 9.00 Jennifer Zamparelli
on 2FM. 12.00 Tracy Clifford. 3.00 Drive It
with The 2 Johnnies. 6.00 Game On. 7.00
Tara Kumar on 2FM. 9.00 The Greene Room.
11.00 The Alternative with Dan Hegarty.
12.00 2FM Overnight.

RTÉ Lyric FM

FM: 96-99 MHz
7.00am Marty in the Morning. 10.00 Niall
Carroll’s Classical Daytime. 1.00 The Full
Score with Liz Nolan. 4.00 Lorcan Murray’s
Classic Drive. 7.00 Mystery Train with John
Kelly. 9.00 The Blue of the Night with
Bernard Clarke. 12.00 Lyric Through the
Night.

RTÉ Raidió na Gaeltachta

FM: 92.6-94.4; 102.7 MHz
7.00am Nead Na Fuiseoige. 8.00
Adhmhaidin. 9.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 9.15 Iris Aniar. 10.15 Cuideachta
Ceoil. 10.55 Tuairisc Spóirt. 11.00
Barrscéalta. 12.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 12.08 An Saol ó Dheas. 1.00 Nuacht
a hAon. 2.00 Tuairisc Spóirt. 2.05 Gabh i
leith, Cogar. 3.00 Binneas Béil. 5.00 Tús Áite.
5.55 Tuairisc Spóirt. 6.00 Nuacht a Sé. 6.30
Fógraí an Lae. 7.00 Ceol Binn ó na Beanna.
9.00 Rí-Rá ar RnaG. 10.00 An Taobh Tuathail.
12.00 Scoth na Céadaoine.

Today FM

FM: 100-102 MHz
6.00am The Ian Dempsey Breakfast Show.
9.00 Dermot and Dave. 12.00 Pamela Joyce.
2.00 Ray Foley. 4.30 The Last Word. 7.00
Paula McSweeney. 10.00 Ed Smith. 12.00
Overnight Music.

Newstalk

FM: 106-108 MHz
6.00am Breakfast Briefing with Shane
Beatty. 6.30 Breakfast Business with Joe
Lynam. 7.00 Newstalk Breakfast with Shane
Coleman and Ciara Kelly. 9.00 The Pat Kenny
Show. 12.00 Lunchtime Live with Andrea
Gilligan. 2.00 Moncrieff with Seán Moncrieff.
4.00 The Hard Shoulder with Kieran Cuddihy.
7.00 Off the Ball. 10.00 The Tom Dunne
Show. 12.00 Best of Newstalk.

Ireland’s Classic Hits Radio

FM: 94; 104 MHz
6.00am The Colm and Lucy Breakfast Show.
10.00 Trina Mara at Work. 12.00 Niall Boylan.
2.00 Damian Farrelly. 7.00 Lisa Gernon at
Night. 9.00 Niall Boylan at Night. 1.00
Classic Hits Through the Night.

FM: 97.6-99.8 MHz
7.00am Radio 1 Breakfast with Greg James.
10.32 Rickie, Melvin and Charlie. 12.45
Newsbeat. 1.00 Scott Mills. 3.32 Going Home
with Vick and Jordan. 5.45 Newsbeat. 6.00
Radio 1’s Future Sounds with Clara Amfo.
8.00 Radio 1’s Future Artists with Jack
Saunders. 10.00 Radio 1’s Power Down
Playlist with Sian Eleri. 11.00 Benji B. 1.00
Pete Tong. 3.00 Radio 1’s Future Alternative.
4.00 Radio 1 Dance. 5.00 Radio 1 Early
Breakfast with Arielle Free.

BBC Radio 2

FM: 88-90.2 MHz
6.30am The Zoe Ball Breakfast Show. 9.30
Scott Mills. 12.00 Jeremy Vine. 2.00 Steve
Wright in the Afternoon. 5.00 Sara Cox. 6.30
Sara Cox’s Half Wower. 7.00 Jo Whiley’s
Shiny Happy Playlist. 7.30 Jo Whiley. 9.00
The Folk Show with Martin Freeman. 10.00
Trevor Nelson’s Magnificent 7. 10.30 Trevor
Nelson’s Rhythm Nation. 12.00 OJ Borg. 3.00
Sounds of the 90s. 4.00 Vanessa Feltz.

BBC Radio 3

FM: 90.2-92.4 MHz
6.30am Breakfast. 9.00 Essential Classics.
12.00 Composer of the Week: Vaughan
Williams Today. 1.00 Radio 3 Lunchtime
Concert. 2.00 Afternoon Concert. 4.00
Choral Evensong. 5.00 In Tune. 7.00 In Tune
Mixtape. 7.30 Radio 3 in Concert. 10.00 Free
Thinking. 10.45 The Essay: Adrian
Edmondson – Signs of Life. 11.00 Night
Tracks. 12.30 Through the Night.

BBC Radio 4

FM: 92.4-94.6 MHz, LW: 198 kHz.
News on the hour
6.00am Today. 8.31 (LW) Yesterday in
Parliament. 9.00 More or Less. 9.30 Just
One Thing with Michael Mosley. 9.45 (FM)
Book of the Week: Empire of Pain: The Secret
History of the Sackler Dynasty. 9.45 (LW)
Daily Service. 10.00 Woman’s Hour. 11.00
Sports Star. 11.30 Lady Killers with Lucy
Worsley. 12.00 News. 12.04 You and Yours.
1.00 The World at One. 1.45 Metamorphosis.
2.00 The Archers. 2.15 Drama: The
Disappearance of Mr Chan. 3.00 Money Box
Live. 3.30 All in the Mind. 4.00 Thinking
Allowed. 4.30 The Media Show. 5.00 PM.
6.00 Six O’Clock News. 6.30 Heresy. 7.00 The
Archers. 7.15 Front Row. 8.00 The Moral
Maze. 8.45 Just One Thing with Michael
Mosley. 9.00 Costing the Earth. 9.30 The
Media Show. 10.00 The World Tonight. 10.45
Book at Bedtime: Love Marriage. 11.00 Sunil
Patel: An Idiot’s Guide to Cryptocurrency.
11.15 The Skewer. 11.30 Today in Parliament.
12.00 News. 12.30 Book of the Week. 1.00 As
BBC World Service. 5.30 News. 5.43 Prayer.
5.45 Farming. 5.58 Tweet of the Day.

World Service

Online.
News on the hour
8.00am News. 8.06 HARDtalk. 8.30
Business Daily. 8.50 Witness History.
9.00 The Compass: Money, Money, Money.
9.30 Digital Planet. 10.00 The Documentary.
11.00 The Newsroom. 11.30 The
Documentary. 12.00 Outlook. 12.50 Witness
History. 1.00 The Newsroom. 1.30 Digital
Planet. 2.00 Newshour. 3.00 HARDtalk.
3.30 World Business Report. 4.00 BBC OS.
6.00 Outlook. 6.50 Witness History.
7.00 The Newsroom. 7.30 Sport Today.
8.00 The Compass: Money, Money, Money.
8.30 Healthcheck. 9.00 Newshour. 10.00
HARDtalk. 10.30 The Documentary.
11.00 The Newsroom. 11.20 Sports News.
11.30 World Business Report. 12.00 The
Documentary. 1.00 Business Matters.
2.00 The Newsroom. 2.30 Assignment.
3.00 Outlook. 3.50 Witness History.
4.00 The Newsroom. 4.30 The Food Chain.
5.00 Newsday.
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π Tara Kumar on 2FM
RTÉ 2FM, 7pm

RTÉ Radio 1

FM: 88.2-90.0; 95.2 MHz, LW: 252 kHz.
News on the hour
7.00am (FM) Morning Ireland. 9.00 (FM) The
Ryan Tubridy Show. 10.00 (FM) Today with
Claire Byrne. 12.00 (FM) The Ronan Collins
Show. 1.00 News at One. 1.45 Liveline. 3.00
(FM) The Ray D’Arcy Show. 4.30 (FM)
Drivetime. 7.00 (FM) Arena. 8.00 (FM) The
John Creedon Show. 10.00 (FM) The Late
Debate. 11.00 Late Date. 2.00 (FM) Playback
Daily. 3.00 (FM) RTÉ Gold on RTÉ Radio 1.
5.30 Rising Time.

RTÉ 2FM

FM: 90.4-92.2; 97.0 MHz
6.00am 2FM Breakfast with Doireann,
Donncha and Carl. 9.00 Jennifer Zamparelli
on 2FM. 12.00 Tracy Clifford. 3.00 Drive It
with The 2 Johnnies. 6.00 Game On. 7.00
Tara Kumar on 2FM. Showcasing the best in
brand new music. 9.00 The Greene Room.
11.00 The Alternative with Dan Hegarty.
12.00 Shannon Keenan. 2.00 2FM Overnight.

RTÉ Lyric FM

FM: 96-99 MHz
7.00am Marty in the Morning. 10.00 Niall
Carroll’s Classical Daytime. 1.00 The Full
Score with Liz Nolan. 4.00 Lorcan Murray’s
Classic Drive. 7.00 Mystery Train with John
Kelly. 9.00 The Blue of the Night with
Bernard Clarke. 12.00 Lyric Through the
Night.

RTÉ Raidió na Gaeltachta

FM: 92.6-94.4; 102.7 MHz
7.00am Nead Na Fuiseoige. 8.00
Adhmhaidin. 9.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 9.15 Iris Aniar. 10.15 Cuideachta
Ceoil. 10.55 Tuairisc Spóirt. 11.00
Barrscéalta. 12.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 12.08 An Saol ó Dheas. 1.00 Nuacht
a hAon. 2.00 Tuairisc Spóirt. 2.05 Baile an
Droichid. 2.30 Leagan Cainte. 3.00
Bladhaire. 5.00 Tús Áite. 5.55 Tuairisc
Spóirt. 6.00 Nuacht a Sé. 6.30 Fógraí an Lae.
7.00 Ceol a’Ghleanna. 8.00 An Braon
Gaelach. 9.00 Rí-Rá ar RnaG. 10.00 An Taobh
Tuathail. 12.00 Scoth an Déardaoin.

Premium Digital
& Weekend Edition
WEEKEND PACK

n6.25 per week
W: newsdelivery.ie
T: 01 675 8894
E: infoMnewsdelivery.ie
*The Weekend package includes
all digital access, ePaper and home
delivery of The Irish Times Weekend
on Saturdays.
The package is billed monthly at a
fee of 525.

Today FM

FM: 100-102 MHz
6.00am The Ian Dempsey Breakfast Show.
9.00 Dermot and Dave. 12.00 Pamela Joyce.
2.00 Ray Foley. 4.30 The Last Word. 7.00
Paula McSweeney. 10.00 Ed Smith. 12.00
Overnight Music.

Newstalk

FM: 106-108 MHz
6.00am Breakfast Briefing with Shane
Beatty. 6.30 Breakfast Business with Joe
Lynam. 7.00 Newstalk Breakfast with Shane
Coleman and Ciara Kelly. 9.00 The Pat Kenny
Show. 12.00 Lunchtime Live with Andrea
Gilligan. 2.00 Moncrieff with Seán Moncrieff.
4.00 The Hard Shoulder with Kieran Cuddihy.
7.00 Off the Ball. 10.00 The Tom Dunne
Show. 12.00 Best of Newstalk.

Ireland’s Classic Hits Radio

FM: 94; 104 MHz
6.00am The Colm and Lucy Breakfast Show.
10.00 Trina Mara at Work. 12.00 Niall Boylan.
2.00 Damian Farrelly. 7.00 Lisa Gernon at
Night. 9.00 Niall Boylan at Night. 1.00
Classic Hits Through the Night.
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FM: 97.6-99.8 MHz
7.00am Greg James. 10.32 Rickie, Melvin
and Charlie. 12.45 Newsbeat. 1.00 Scott
Mills. 3.32 Going Home with Vick and Jordan.
5.45 Newsbeat. 6.00 Future Sounds with
Clara Amfo. 8.00 Indie Show with Jack
Saunders. 10.00 BBC Introducing Dance.
11.00 Residency. 1.00 Rap Anthems. 2.00
Wind Down Presents. 3.00 Relax in Love.
4.00 Dance. 5.00 Early Breakfast.

BBC Radio 2

FM: 88-90.2 MHz
6.30am The Zoe Ball Breakfast Show. 9.30
Scott Mills. 12.00 Jeremy Vine. 2.00 Steve
Wright in the Afternoon. 5.00 Sara Cox. 6.30
Sara Cox’s Half Wower. 7.00 Jo Whiley’s
Shiny Happy Playlist. 7.30 Jo Whiley. 9.00
The Country Show with Bob Harris. 10.00
Trevor Nelson’s Magnificent 7. 10.30 Trevor
Nelson’s Rhythm Nation. 12.00 OJ Borg. 3.00
Sounds of the 90s with Fearne Cotton. 4.00
A Dance Through the Decades. 4.30 Vanessa
Feltz.

BBC Radio 3

FM: 90.2-92.4 MHz
6.30am Breakfast. 9.00 Essential Classics.
12.00 Composer of the Week: Vaughan
Williams Today. 1.00 Radio 3 Lunchtime
Concert. 2.00 Afternoon Concert. 5.00 In
Tune. 7.00 In Tune Mixtape. 7.30 Radio 3 in
Concert. 10.00 Free Thinking. 10.45 The
Essay: Adrian Edmondson – Signs of Life.
11.00 The Night Tracks Mix. 11.30
Unclassified. 12.30 Through the Night.

BBC Radio 4

FM: 92.4-94.6 MHz, LW: 198 kHz.
News on the hour
6.00am Today. 8.31 (LW) Yesterday in
Parliament. 9.00 In Our Time. 9.45 (FM) Book
of the Week: Empire of Pain: The Secret
History of the Sackler Dynasty. 9.45 (LW)
Daily Service. 10.00 Woman’s Hour. 11.00
From Our Own Correspondent. 11.30 The
Dancer and Her Shoe Maker. 12.00 News.
12.04 You and Yours. 12.30 Sliced Bread. 1.00
The World at One. 1.45 Metamorphosis. 2.00
The Archers. 2.15 Drama: Our Friends in the
North. 3.00 Ramblings. 3.27 Radio 4 Appeal.
3.30 Open Book. 4.00 Elon Musk: The
Evening Rocket. 4.30 BBC Inside Science.
5.00 PM. 6.00 Six O’Clock News. 6.30
Thanks a Lot, Milton Jones! 7.00 The
Archers. 7.15 Front Row. 8.00 A Celebration
for Ascension Day. 9.00 BBC Inside Science.
9.30 In Our Time. 10.00 The World Tonight.
10.45 Book at Bedtime: Love Marriage. 11.00
Gaslit, Groomed and Ghosted. 11.30 Today in
Parliament. 12.00 News. 12.30 Book of the
Week: Empire of Pain: The Secret History of
the Sackler Dynasty. 1.00 As BBC World
Service. 5.30 News. 5.43 Prayer for the Day.
5.45 Farming Today. 5.58 Tweet of the Day.

World Service

Online.
News on the hour
8.00am News. 8.06 The Inquiry. 8.30
Business Daily. 8.50 Witness History.
9.00 Assignment. 9.30 Healthcheck. 10.00
The Forum. 10.50 Sporting Witness. 11.00
The Newsroom. 11.30 The Food Chain.
12.00 Outlook. 12.50 Witness History.
1.00 The Newsroom. 1.30 Healthcheck.
2.00 Newshour. 3.00 The Inquiry. 3.30
World Business Report. 4.00 BBC OS. 6.00
Outlook. 6.50 Witness History. 7.00 The
Newsroom. 7.30 Sport Today. 8.00
Assignment. 8.30 Science in Action. 9.00
Newshour. 10.00 The Inquiry. 10.30 The Food
Chain. 11.00 The Newsroom. 11.20 Sports
News. 11.30 World Business Report. 12.00
The Forum. 12.50 Sporting Witness. 1.00
Business Matters. 2.00 The Newsroom.
2.30 World Football. 3.00 Outlook. 3.50
Witness History. 4.00 The Newsroom.
4.30 Heart and Soul. 5.00 Newsday.

π Jennifer Zamparelli on 2FM
RTÉ 2FM, 9am

RTÉ Radio 1

FM: 88.2-90.0; 95.2 MHz, LW: 252 kHz.
News on the hour
7.00am (FM) Morning Ireland. 9.00 (FM) The
Ryan Tubridy Show. 10.00 (FM) Today with
Claire Byrne. 12.00 (FM) The Ronan Collins
Show. 1.00 News at One. 1.45 Liveline. 3.00
(FM) The Ray D’Arcy Show. 4.30 (FM)
Drivetime. 7.00 (FM) Arena. 8.00 (FM) The
John Creedon Show. 10.00 The
Championships. 10.30 (FM) Seascapes. 11.00
Late Date. 2.00 (FM) Playback Daily. 3.00
(FM) RTÉ Gold on RTÉ Radio 1.

FM: 97.6-99.8 MHz
6.33am Radio 1’s Best New Pop. 7.00 Radio 1
Breakfast with Greg James. 10.00 Radio 1’s
Big Weekend Anthems with Arielle Free.
11.02 Dean McCullough. 12.45 Newsbeat.
1.00 Matt and Mollie. 3.00 Radio 1’s Party
Anthems. 4.00 The Official Chart on Radio 1
with Scott Mills. 5.45 Newsbeat. 6.00 Radio
1’s Big Weekend. 12.00 Radio 1’s Essential
Mix. 2.00 Radio 1 Dance Presents. 3.00
Danny Howard. 4.00 Radio 1’s Wind Down
Presents. 5.00 Radio 1 Relax.

BBC Radio 2

RTÉ 2FM

FM: 88-90.2 MHz
6.30am The Zoe Ball Breakfast Show. 9.30
Scott Mills. 12.00 Jeremy Vine. 2.00 Steve
Wright in the Afternoon. 4.15 Steve Wright in
the Afternoon – Serious Jockin’. 5.00 Sara
Cox. 7.00 Tony Blackburn’s Golden Hour.
8.00 Sounds of the 80s with Gary Davies.
10.00 Sounds of the 90s with Fearne Cotton.
12.00 Romesh Ranganathan: For the Love of
Hip-Hop. 1.00 The Craig Charles House Party.
2.30 The Craig Charles House Party Mixtape.
3.00 Michelle Visage’s Rule Breakers. 4.00
Sophie Ellis-Bextor. 5.00 Radio 2 in Concert.

RTÉ Lyric FM

FM: 90.2-92.4 MHz
6.30am Breakfast. 9.00 Essential Classics.
12.00 Composer of the Week: Vaughan
Williams Today. 1.00 Radio 3 Lunchtime
Concert. 2.00 Afternoon Concert. 4.30 The
Listening Service. 5.00 In Tune. 7.00 In Tune
Mixtape. 7.30 Radio 3 in Concert. 10.00 The
Verb. 10.45 The Essay: Adrian Edmondson –
Signs of Life. 11.00 Late Junction. 1.00
Composed with Emeli Sandé. 2.00 Gameplay
with Baby Queen. 3.00 Through the Night.

FM: 90.4-92.2; 97.0 MHz
6.00am 2FM Breakfast with Doireann,
Donncha and Carl. 9.00 Jennifer Zamparelli
on 2FM. Jen Z nails the day with her
distinctive brand of humour and edge. 12.00
Tracy Clifford. New tunes as well as the
biggest hits. 3.00 Drive It with The 2
Johnnies. 6.00 Game On. 7.00 The National
Chart Show. 10.00 Weekends on 2fm with DJ
Wax. 12.00 Cormac Battle. 2.00 The Late
Night Sessions.
FM: 96-99 MHz
7.00am Marty in the Morning. 10.00 Niall
Carroll’s Classical Daytime. 1.00 The Full
Score with Liz Nolan. 4.00 Lorcan Murray’s
Classic Drive. 7.00 RTÉ lyric Live: National
Symphony Orchestra. 10.00 Vespertine with
Ellen Cranitch. 1.00 Lyric Through the Night.

RTÉ Raidió na Gaeltachta

FM: 92.6-94.4; 102.7 MHz
7.00am Nead Na Fuiseoige. 8.00
Adhmhaidin. 9.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 9.15 Iris Aniar. 10.15 Cuideachta
Ceoil. 10.55 Tuairisc Spóirt. 11.00
Barrscéalta. 12.00 Príomhscéalta na
Nuachta. 12.08 An Saol ó Dheas. 1.00 Nuacht
a hAon. 2.00 Tuairisc Spóirt. 2.05 Cartlann
Bhóthar na Léinsí. 2.40 Tuatha Dé Danann.
3.00 Bladhaire. 5.00 Tús Áite. 5.55 Tuairisc
Spóirt. 6.00 Nuacht a Sé. 6.30 Fógraí an Lae.
7.00 Cuireadh Chun Ceoil. 9.00 Rí-Rá ar
RnaG. 10.00 An Taobh Tuathail. 12.00 Scoth
na hAoine.

Today FM

FM: 100-102 MHz
6.00am The Ian Dempsey Breakfast Show.
9.00 Dermot and Dave. 12.00 Pamela Joyce.
2.00 Ray Foley. 4.30 The Last Word. 7.00
Block Rockin Beats. 10.00 Friday Night
Anthems. 12.00 Overnight Music.

Newstalk

FM: 106-108 MHz
6.00am Breakfast Briefing with Shane
Beatty. 6.30 Breakfast Business with Joe
Lynam. 7.00 Newstalk Breakfast with Shane
Coleman and Ciara Kelly. 9.00 The Pat Kenny
Show. 12.00 Lunchtime Live with Andrea
Gilligan. 2.00 Moncrieff with Seán Moncrieff.
4.00 The Hard Shoulder with Kieran Cuddihy.
7.00 Off the Ball. 10.00 Splanc. 12.00 Best of
Newstalk.

Ireland’s Classic Hits Radio

FM: 94; 104 MHz
6.00am The Colm and Lucy Breakfast Show.
10.00 Trina Mara at Work. 12.00 Niall Boylan.
2.00 Damian Farrelly. 7.00 Club Classics.
12.00 Classic Hits Through the Night.

BBC Radio 3

BBC Radio 4

FM: 92.4-94.6 MHz, LW: 198 kHz.
News on the hour
6.00am Today. 8.31 (LW) Yesterday in
Parliament. 9.00 Desert Island Discs. 9.45
(FM) Book of the Week: Empire of Pain: The
Secret History of the Sackler Dynasty. 9.45
(LW) Daily Service. 10.00 Woman’s Hour.
11.00 Sketches: Stories of Art and People.
11.30 Believe It! 12.00 News. 12.04 Over the
Top. 1.00 The World at One. 1.45
Metamorphosis. 2.00 The Archers. 2.15
Drama: Lusus. 2.45 Living with the Gods.
3.00 Gardeners’ Question Time. 3.45 Short
Works. 4.00 Last Word. 4.30 More or Less.
5.00 PM. 6.00 Six O’Clock News. 6.30 The
News Quiz. 7.00 Past Forward: A Century of
Sound. 7.15 Screenshot. 8.00 Any Questions?
8.50 A Point of View. 9.00 Archive on 4:
Tuning In. 10.00 The World Tonight. 10.45
Book at Bedtime: Love Marriage. 11.00 Great
Lives. 11.30 Today in Parliament. 12.00 News.
12.30 Book of the Week. 1.00 As BBC World
Service. 5.30 News. 5.43 Prayer for the Day.
5.45 Just One Thing with Michael Mosley.

World Service

Online.
News on the hour
8.00am News. 8.06 HARDtalk. 8.30
Business Daily. 8.50 Witness History.
9.00 Tech Tent. 9.30 Science in Action.
10.00 The Real Story. 11.00 The Newsroom.
11.30 World Football. 12.00 The Fifth Floor.
12.50 Witness History. 1.00 The Newsroom.
1.30 Science in Action. 2.00 Newshour. 3.00
HARDtalk. 3.30 World Business Report. 4.00
BBC OS. 6.00 The Fifth Floor. 6.50 Witness
History. 7.00 The Newsroom. 7.30 Sport
Today. 8.00 Tech Tent. 8.30 CrowdScience.
9.00 Newshour. 10.00 HARDtalk. 10.30
World Football. 11.00 The Newsroom. 11.20
Sports News. 11.30 World Business Report.
12.00 The Real Story. 1.00 Business Matters.
2.00 The Newsroom. 2.30 Stumped. 3.00
The Fifth Floor. 3.50 Witness History.
4.00 The Real Story. 5.00 The Newsroom.
5.30 Trending. 5.50 More or Less.
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‘‘

Whenpeoplearejoking,
it’snotalwaysobviousthat
they’rejoking.You’renever
quitesure.I’vetradedon
thisallmylifeasastand-up.You’ve
tradedonit ArdalO’Hanlon

RestlessnativeSkidsfrontman
filmmaker,TVpresenterand
writerRichardJobson’slifelong
questforsomethingnewtodo

Saturday,May21,2022
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FORTAKE-OFF
36YEARSON,TOPGUNISBACKIN
THEAIR.WHATTOOKITSOLONG?
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maybethelastwordonJoyce’sUlysses
ReviewsNegativeSpacebyCristínLeach;
TheDanceTreebyKiranMillwoodHargrave
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IN IT FOR
THE LONG
HAUL

Top Gun producer Jerry Bruckheimer spent
three decades getting a sequel off the ground.
It’s a story full of twists, turns and tailspins
TARA BRADY

I

t’s probably the most famous Quentin
Tarantino monologue not featured in
a Quentin Tarantino movie. In Sleep
With Me, an otherwise forgettable
1994 romantic comedy featuring Eric
Stoltz and Meg Tilly, Tarantino’s character
moviesplains Top Gun at a party.
Top Gun, he says, is really “a story about a
man’s struggle with his own homosexuality”. Here comes the missive: “You’ve got
Maverick, all right? He’s on the edge,
man . . . And you’ve got Iceman, and all his
crew. They’re gay, they represent the gay
man, all right? And they’re saying, go, go

the gay way . . . He could go both ways . . .
Kelly McGillis, she’s heterosexuality. She’s
saying: no . . . go the normal way, play by the
rules, go the normal way . . . That is what’s
going on throughout that whole movie.”
The Pulp Fiction director wasn’t the first
– or last – to pick up on that particular
subtext. Writing in 5001 Nights at the
Movies in 1991, the late critic Pauline Kael
noted that whenever “. . . McGillis is offscreen, the movie is a shiny homoerotic
commercial: the pilots strut around the
locker room”.
Jerry Bruckheimer, Hollywood veteran
and Top Gun producer, doesn’t mind that
interpretation a bit. Any theory from
Tarantino, he notes, is “a compliment”.
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“It’s always interesting how various
artists kind of pick up on things we did in
the past,” he smiles. “I first met him
through (Top Gun director) Tony Scott. In
fact, Quentin did some writing for us on
Crimson Tide. And the scenes he wrote for
us were brilliant.”
More than three and a half decades ago,
when Bruckheimer and his late producing
partner Don Simpson premiered Top Gun –
a movie in which a competitive young pilot
with the callsign of Maverick (Tom Cruise),
loses his best pal and wingman Goose
(Anthony Edwards), reluctantly teams up
with his former rival Iceman (Val Kilmer),
and gets the girl named Charlie (Kelly
McGillis) – they thought they had made a
career-ending mistake.
“I never know how an audience is going
to accept our films,” says the producer
behind such franchises as Bad Boys and
Pirates of the Caribbean. “When we made
Top Gun, we had a preview in Houston and
I’m telling you, there was no reaction
whatsoever. We thought we had the biggest
flop in the world.
“But we didn’t realise it was the weekend
that the shuttle crashed and it was Houston.
There was an emotional numbness in the
audience that they just couldn’t react to
anything, But when we saw the cards, they
were excellent. Then we got the reviews,
which weren’t. So we still had no idea what
we had. At least I didn’t. I had no idea this
was something that was going to last 35
years or get talked about as being a classic.”
Top Gun: Maverick, a sequel some 36
years in the making, stars Tom Cruise as an
unorthodox captain placed in charge of an
elite group of Top Gun graduates for a
specialised mission against an unidentified

foe, at the behest of former rival Iceman
(Kilmer, again). Among the new recruits
is Rooster (Miles Teller), the son of
Maverick’s late best friend, Goose.
“When we first came out, of course,
Paramount said, ‘oh, we have a big hit
movie, we got to make a sequel, and can we
make it cheaper?’” recalls Bruckheimer.
“And no, that’s not how we work. But we did
try to develop something and it never quite
happened. So we all went on to other things.
We made a whole bunch of movies.
“Maybe seven or eight years ago, we got
more serious about it. We brought Joe
Kosinski into it, and he came up with an idea
that we all loved, and we took him to Paris
where Tom had a 30-minute break in his
Mission Impossible schedule. And Tom
pulled out his phone and called the head of
Paramount and said, ‘I’m making another
Top Gun’. They were very happy to hear
that.”
Original director Tony Scott’s suicide in
2012 had delayed the already long-gestating production and shocked the core team
of Cruise and Bruckheimer.
“He had so much energy and love of life,”
says Bruckheimer. “It’s unfortunate that it
has happened. In fact Tom and myself were
with Tony in Nevada on the weekend that
he died. We were there on Friday. We were
scouting and talking to Top Gun pilots. We
flew home together, and I got a call on
Sunday that he passed away. It was very sad
and really a shock because he was very
excited about making the movie.”
Directing duties passed to screenwriter
Joseph Kosinski, who previously directed
Tron: Legacy and Oblivion. But even after a
complicated shoot, Covid got in the way of
the original release date.
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Tom Cruise in Top
Gun: Maverick.
Right: producer Jerry
Bruckheimer on set.
PHOTOGRAPHS: SCOTT
GARFIELD/PARAMOUNT;
BRUCKHEIMER FILMS

The last time we sat down with Jerry
Brckheimer, he was attending a premiere for
Gemini Man in Budapest and pondering the
contemporary difficulties of getting an
original sci-fi movie off the ground in an era
of conveyor-belt superheroes. Since that
conversation, there’s been an industry-wide
shutdown, and nothing like the hoopla of
Budapest. Until now. After we finish our
conversation today, Bruckheimer, Cruise
and the entire team will make their way to
Cannes for the world premiere of Top Gun:
Maverick, and then back to London for
additional red carpet duties.
“I’ve missed it,” says Bruckheimer. “I
missed making movies. And I’ve missed this
part. The junkets and the publicity. People
think you just make a film and you go away.
That’s not true. This is part of the process of
making movies.”
Recruitmenttables
As chronicled in David Sirota’s 2011
article for the Washington Post – 25 Years
Later: How Top Gun Made America Love
War – the 1986 hit, which was made with
cooperation from the Pentagon, marked a
turning point for America’s post-Vietnam
military. The Navy capitalised on the film’s
popularity by setting up recruitment tables
at cinemas. While the project winged its
way to an extraordinary $350 million in box
office receipts, and a 500 per cent increase
in applications to the US aviation forces.
The sequel, unsurprisingly, was equally
embedded with the military-industrial
complex. Bruckheimer worked with
Lockheed Martin to design the fake Darkstar hypersonic aircraft that appears in the
film. The effect was so realistic from space
that China reportedly moved a spy satellite

to photograph it. Meanwhile, combatminded kids can enjoy 1/48 scale Top Gun
plastic models, including an F-14A Tomcat
inspired by the aircraft in the movie.
“It took us 15 months to figure out how to
put six cameras in the cockpit,” says Bruckheimer. “We had a special camera made.
We worked with the Navy technicians and
pilots, asking: do you need this, do you need
that? Because cameras meant taking stuff
out of the plane. When we interviewed the
actors for various parts, we said: we’re
going to put you in a plane. We’re going to
put you in an F-18. We had a number say: no
chance. I’m not doing it. So the ones you see
in the movie agreed up front that they were
going to have to actually get in an F-18.
“Joe, the director, designed this
programme where they start with a small
prop plane and they get used to that. And
then he put them in an aerobatic prop. And
then, he put them in a jet where you feel
more G-force. And finally in the F-18, where
they felt seven times our body weight, like
an elephant on your chest. When you’re
watching the movie and you see those
expressions on their faces, that’s real.”
Bruckheimer is too much of a diplomat –
and too experienced in a capricious
industry – to count any of his former A-list
collaborators out of the game.
Will Smith has had various heavy-hitting
projects cancelled in the wake of his Oscars
assault on Chris Rock, but Bruckheimer will
only say that any future collaborations will
be decided “higher up”. Ditto Johnny Depp,
whose dirty linen has been properly and
publicly aired during his ongoing legal
actions against former wife Amber Heard.
Bruckheimer is currently developing
future instalments of Pirates of the
Caribbean around Margot Robbie. There
is no part for Johnny Depp “at this time”.
The Hollywood producer may be a poster
boy for the genius of the system and the
notion that most movie authorship resides
with studios and big-budget producers
rather than a visionary auteur. He still,
however, values the old school idea of the
movie star.
“Tom is a good example of this,” says the
producer. “He earned it, he deserves it. He
works very hard at it. He lives his life like a
professional athlete. The way he eats, how
he sleeps, everything that he does is so he
can make movies and be the actor that he
wants to be. It’s all part of who he is.”
Back in 2019 as Top Gun: Maverick’s
casting was announced, Kelly McGillis, who
was not asked back for the sequel, gave a
moving interview about Hollywood and
older women. “I’m old, and I’m fat, and I
look age-appropriate for what my age is.
And that is not what that whole scene is
about,” she told Entertainment Tonight in
2019. (Jennifer Connelly replaces McGillis
as Cruise’s love interest in the sequel; Meg
Ryan, who also featured in the original cast,
was not asked back either.)
“I didn’t hear the interview,” says
Bruckheimer. “But Maverick’s character
wouldn’t stay with somebody. He would
move on because it’s not only him, it’s his
life. The whole conversation he has in
the bar with Penny (Jennifer Connelly’s
character) about: you’re here and then
you’re in Bahrain and you’re there. That’s
who he is.”
It’s not the most convincing answer but
it’s hard to argue. In a business where,

‘‘

Tom and myself were
with Tony in Nevada
on the weekend that
he died. We were
there on Friday. We
were scouting and
talking to Top Gun
pilots. We flew home
together, and I got a
call on Sunday that
he passed away

famously, nobody knows anything,
Bruckheimer seems to know something
at least. It was his partner Don Simpson,
who died in 1996 and who still appears in
the opening credits of the Top Gun sequel,
who popularised the idea of the highconcept movie during the 1980s.
“He coined that phrase, I think. It’s
simple: can you describe the movie in two
sentences? That’s what it is. He’s still with
me. He was quite a force in developing both
our careers. We made a lot of fun movies
for audiences.”
It’s interesting that Bruckheimer often
cites audience appeal. His earliest film
credits, including the revisionist western
The Culpepper Cattle Company, Michael
Mann’s Thief and Paul Schrader’s Cat
People – point to a rather more arthouse
path.
“Well, it’s really interesting because
those films weren’t thought of as that when
I made them,” he says. “But over time,
when you work with talented artisans, that
happens. That’s what my career is built on.
I’m standing on top of all these great
directors and writers and actors.
“I try to find who’s the real talent. Hollywood is full of people who can talk the talk
but can’t walk the walk. They can spin a tale
but when you look at the work, you think:
wait a second. So your job is to sift through
all the people that can spin you a great tale
and see the ones who really have a gift. And
I’ve just been very fortunate to work with a
lot of people who’ve had a great gift.”
TopGun:MaverickopensonWednesday

TRAVELLING WITH

IRISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
István Várdai Director/Cello
Mozart
Boccherini
Mozart
Mozart
Kraft

Stephen Brennan Reader

Mitridate, rè di Ponto, K.87: Overture
String Quintet in E Major, Op. 11, No. 5: Minuetto
Symphony No. 45 in D, K.95
Symphony No. 38 KV 504 Prague: Andante
Concerto for Cello and Orchestra in C major, Op. 4

Thursday 26 May

St. Mary’s Cathedral, Limerick

Friday 27 May

Christ Church Cathedral, Waterford
(in association with Symphony Club of Waterford)

Saturday 28 May

Tinteán Theatre, Ballybunion

www.irishchamberorchestra.com
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A LONG HOT
SUMMER,
A CLEAR
BLUE SKY

The best open-air gigs and festivals from
Féile Nasc today until Garth Brooks in September

TONY CLAYTON-LEA

May

FéileNasc
May21st,MarlayPark,Rathfarnham,Dublin
One-day folk and traditional music festival
features Paul Brady, Inni-K, Daoirí Farrell,
The Bonny Men, Rónán Ó Snodaigh,
Strange Boy and Dublin Lasses.
MyChemicalRomance
May24th(soldout)/25th,RoyalHospital
Kilmainham,Dublin
Skeleton costumes are optional as Gerard
Way and his goth-metal/pop friends return.

June

SimplyRed
June2nd,LiveatBotanicGardens,Belfast
Mick Hucknall and friends deliver the hits.
WildRootsFestival
June2nd-5th,Hazelwood,Sligo
Inaugural music/arts festival with an
impressive Irish line-up that includes
Damien Dempsey, Dark Tropics, Róisín O,
Hamsandwich, and Soda Blonde. UK acts
include James Bay and Razorlight.
AVAFestival
June3rd-4th,TitanicSlipways,Belfast
Superb dance/techno/hip-hop festival. Acts
appearing include Bicep, Mura Masa, Jon
Hopkins, Biig Piig and a rake of others.
PaulHeaton&JacquiAbbott
June4th,StAnne’sPark,Dublin
Finally, the former Beautiful South pair
make it to Dublin. Special guests are
Scottish soul/pop band Deacon Blue.
ForbiddenFruit
June4th/5th,TheRoyalHospital,Kilmainham,
Dublin(soldout)
From Bicep to Hot Chip, from Floating
Points to Kojaque, from Loyle Carner to
The Avalanches, from Gemma Dunleavy to
Lorde .
NoelGallagher’sHighFlyingBirds
June5th,StAnne’sPark,Dublin
Meat? Check. Two veg? Check. Thick gravy?

Check. Special guests include Confidence
Man and Two Door Cinema Club.
TheNational
June7th,BotanicGardens,Belfast
The guvnors. Simple as.
DermotKennedy
June10th/11th,StAnne’sPark,Dublin(soldout)
Irish singer-songwriter with a powerhouse
of a voice and buckets of bared emotion.
Also June 24th (Malahide Castle, County
Dublin), June 25th (Musgrave Park, Cork).
BeyondthePale
June10th-12th,GlendaloughEstate,
CoWicklow
A new festival features quite the line-up.
Artists include Four Tet, Orbital, Lisa
Hannigan, Soda Blonde, John Francis
Flynn, Nealo, Elaine Mai, Aoife Nessa
Francis, New Jackson and Soulé.
DuranDuran
June12th,StAnne’sPark,Dublin
Enduring UK pop band. Special guests
include Goldfrapp and Sinead O’Brien.
TheKillers
June14th/15th,MalahideCastle,CoDublin
(soldout)
Mr Brightside and co are back. Special
guest is UK songwriter Sam Fender.
Kodaline
June17th,MalahideCastle,CoDublin
Irish band, experts in delivering anthemic
pop/rock tunes.
PictureThis
June17th,MusgravePark,Cork(soldout)
Effortless, efficient pop music. Special
guests include The Vamps and Moncrieff.
(Also June 18th, Malahide Castle, Co
Dublin; June 19th, Ormeau Park. Sold out.)
Body&Soul
June17th-19th,BallinloughCastle,
CoWestmeath
Acts include Róisín Murphy, Mogwai,
Pillow Queens, CMAT, Lee Fields, Soda
Blonde, Yard Act, Lisa O’Neill, Overhead,
The Albatross, Strange Boy, JyellowL and
Mango x Mathman.
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SeaSessions
June17th-19th,Bundoran,CoDonegal
Acts include Kodaline, Basement Jaxx, All
Tvvins, David Keenan, Lyra, Wyvern Lingo
and Thumper.
DavidGray
June18th,MusgravePark,Cork
UK singer-songwriter Gray celebrates,
belatedly, the 20th anniversary of his
trailblazing album White Ladder.
HigherVision
June18th,NavanRacecourse,CoMeath
One-day dance/electro festival featuring
deadmau5, Versatile, Dax J, Ejeca,
Under Black Helmet, Shampain, Shannen
Blessing, Marcus O’Laoire, Belters Only,
Chantel Kavanagh and Sarah Mooney.
TheScript
June19th,MusgravePark,Cork
Irish trio deliver pop/rock with a side order
of hip-hop.
PhoebeBridgers
June20th,FairviewPark,Dublin(soldout)
On her way to Glastonbury she might be, but
we’re happy that Ms Bridgers is stopping by.
Her latest album, Punisher, is a beaut.
PrimalScream
June22nd,FairviewPark,Dublin
Screamadelica Live is the name of Bobby
Gillespie’s game, and if you want to play it,
you know where to go.
HarryStyles
June22nd,AvivaStadium,Dublin
If rock is in Fairview Park, then pop is here,
as Styles presents his Love on Tour show for
the first time in Ireland. Special guest is
Mercury Music Prize winner Arlo Parks.
TheChemicalBrothers
June23rd,MusgravePark,Cork
Two men of a certain age continue to make
noise for the kids, young and young at heart.

GretaVanFleet
June23rd,FairviewPark,Dublin
If straight-up rock music is your thing, then
say hello to this sibling US rock band.
LewisCapaldi
June24th,MusgravePark,Cork(soldout)
Scottish performer, much loved over here,
as proven by these capacity shows. Also
June 25th, Malahide Castle, Co Dublin (sold
out); June 26th, Ormeau Park, Belfast (sold
out).
TheEagles
June24th,AvivaStadium,Dublin
Back to celebrate their 50th birthday.
Special guests are Little Big Town.
Inhaler
June25th,FairviewPark,Dublin
Dublin band on the path to commercial
success, even if the venue size seems
somewhat over-ambitious. Support from
Wet Leg and New Dad.
StVincent
June26th,FairviewPark,Dublin
A quality US songwriter and no mistake.
One for the cognoscenti, we reckon.
Foals
June27th,FairviewPark,Dublin
Textured UK rock band hit tender and
terrifying marks, as they plug their
forthcoming album, Life Is Yours.
GreenDay/FallOutBoy/Weezer
June27th,MarlayPark,Rathfarnham,Dublin
A trio of US pop/punk stalwarts.
TrinityCollegeGigs
FromJune27th,TrinityCollegeDublin
A series of gigs in the graceful surrounds of
TCD. Shows include Michael Kiwanuka
(June 27th), Haim (June 28th), Crowded
House (June 29th), Keane (June 30th), The
Coronas (July 1st), The Specials (July 2nd)
and Beck (July 3rd).
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Harry Styles,
June 22nd,
Aviva Stadium;
Olivia Rodrigo,
June 30th,
Fairview Park;
St Vincent, June
26th, Fairview
Park; Inni-K, Féile
Nasc, May 21st.
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MickFlannery&SusanO’Neill
July7th,IveaghGardens,Dublin
One of the most creatively intimate
collaborations of last year continues.
Westlife
July8th/9th,AvivaStadium,Dublin
The oldest mop-tops in town bring their
Wild Dreams tour back home. Also August
12th/13th, Páirc Uí Chaoimh, Cork.

GunsN’Roses
June28th,MarlayPark,Rathfarnham,Dublin
Axl, Slash and company rock the park.
Mabel
June28th,FairviewPark,Dublin
The rising star of UK dance/pop performs
tracks from her debut album, High
Expectations, as well as new material.
RedHotChiliPeppers
June29th,MarlayPark,Rathfarnham,
Dublin(soldout)
Any takers out there for an enthusiastic
session of Rathfarnication?
OliviaRodrigo
June30th,FairviewPark,Dublin(soldout)
US singer and songwriter du jour brings
her much-praised debut album, Sour, to
Ireland. Support is Baby Queen.

July

EltonJohn
July1st,PáircUíChaoimh,Cork
The human hits machine finally makes it to
Ireland.
Stereophonics
July1st,FairviewPark,Dublin
Pop/rock from Wales – they’re here, so
someone must like them.
Longitude
July1st-3rd,MarlayPark,Rathfarnham,
Dublin
Manna from heaven for the dance/
techno crew. Headliners include Tyler,
the Creator, Dave, A$AP Rocky, Doja
Cat and Megan Thee Stallion. Lower
down the line-up acts includes Denise
Chaila, Kojaque, Aby Coulibaly and Rejjie
Snow.
FontainesDC
July2nd/3rd,IveaghGardens,Dublin
The boys are back in town. Yes, really.

OthersideMusic&ArtsFestival
July8th-10th,RockFarm,Slane,CoMeath
Inaugural music and arts festival. The
line-up includes Le Boom, Soda Blonde,
Mango x Mathman, Nealo, Saint Sister,
The Scratch and loads more.
JamesBlunt
July10th,IveaghGardens,Dublin
Assured singer-songwriter plugs greatest
hits album, The Stars Beneath My Feet.

Indiependence2022
July29th-31st,Mitchelstown,CoCork
Joining headliners Bastille, Rudimental,
and Fatboy Slim are the likes of Jerry
Fish, Lyra, Tolu Makay, Erica Cody, The
Academic, Pa Sheehy, Le Boom, Wild
Youth and Sophie Doyle Ryder.

August

AnotherLoveStory
August19th-21st,KillyonManor,CoMeath
A full weekend of music, conversation, art
and food. Music acts include Niamh Regan,
The Altered Hours, David Kitt, Nealo and
Rachael Lavelle.
SimplyRed
August26th,NationalMuseumofIreland,
CollinsBarracks,Dublin
Back for another summer gig.

LiamGallagher
August27th,RoyalHospitalKilmainham,
Dublin
Some might view Gallagher with scepticism, but he still knows how to be a great
frontman. The gig itself? It’s gonna be
biblical, according to the man himself.
FleetFoxes
August28th,NationalMuseumofIreland,
CollinsBarracks,Dublin
Revered US alt-folk/pop group presents
songs from their critically acclaimed and
Grammy-nominated album Shore.
MassiveAttack
August28th,RoyalHospitalKilmainham,
Dublin
Bristol’s finest return for an end-of-summer
gig. Special guest is Jon Hopkins.

September

ElectricPicnic
September2nd-4th,Stradbally,CoLaois
(soldout)
The line-up is equal parts super-commercial
(Dermot Kennedy, Snow Patrol, Picture
This), super-cool (Tame Impala, Arctic
Monkeys) and just darned good (Fontaines
DC, Wolf Alice, Pixies).
GarthBrooks
September9th/10th/11th/16th/17th,Croke
Park,Dublin(soldout)
The final open-air concerts of the summer –
expect fireworks, much joy and a few tears
from a real pro.

Villagers
July14th,IveaghGardens,Dublin
A bucolic home from home for one of
Ireland’s most thoughtful songwriters.
RexOrangeCounty
July15th,IveaghGardens,Dublin
Who Cares? is the flippant new album title
from this idiosyncratic English singer-songwriter born Alexander James O’Connor.
ForeverYoung
July15th-17th,PalmerstownHouseEstate,
CoKildare
Just when you thought they were retired,
your Top of the Pops memories return with
Boomtown Rats, Paul Young, Nik Kershaw,
The Undertones, Tiffany, Hue and Cry,
Nick Heyward, Bad Manners, Bananarama,
Holly Johnson, Marti Pellow, Wendy
James, Chesney Hawkes and Five Star.
Pixies
July16th,IveaghGardens,Dublin
Still packing a quiet/loud Pixies-shaped
punch after all these years.
SineadO’Connor
July17th,IveaghGardens,Dublin
The only Irish solo headline show this year
from one of life’s treasured mavericks.
AllTogetherNow
July29th-31st,CurraghmoreEstate,
CoWaterford
Acts include Nick Cave & the Bad Seeds,
Underworld, Sinead O’Connor, Denise
Chaila, Pillow Queens, Self Esteem,
Gemma Dunleavy, New Dad, CMAT and
many, many more.
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ORIGINS OF A CURIOUS MIND

The Skids (from
left): Jamie
Watson, William
Simpson, Bruce
Watson and
Richard Jobson

Skids frontman Richard Jobson’s lifelong pursuit of his passions has taken him
far and wide, but he’s never strayed too far from his punk rock roots
TONY CLAYTON-LEA

I

t’s clichéd but true – music saved
Richard Jobson. Now in his early 60s,
and back once more in the fold of The
Skids, the Scottish punk band he
co-founded as a 16-year-old, he says
that his music tastes, maverick sensibilities
and a confident sense of optimism were
influenced by his older brother, Francis. Up
until his mid-teens, Jobson had a distinct
inclination for, shall we say, getting himself
into a spot of bother. His tearaway teens,
however, were interrupted by the advent of
punk and the music his brother, a recent
convert to Hare Krishna, was listening to.
“When you think about the community
our family came from – pretty much a
macho mining community, hardened
drinkers, into football and the like – someone into the music of Captain Beefheart,
Frank Zappa, MC5, Iggy Pop, Lou Reed,
Bowie, and so on, was quite unusual. It was
from Francis that I learned about dissonant
music, and because of that I was slightly
different from my mates.
“When punk happened it just made
perfect sense to me, because the reference
points for the people who were in the
first wave – Sex Pistols, Siouxsie and the
Banshees, Buzzcocks – were the same
as what I was listening to. There were
immediate allies, you felt. Where I came
from, everyone wanted to look like Rory
Gallagher – long hair, jeans, check shirt –
but I was wearing winklepickers, skin-tight

trousers, a leather jacket, and, at the time, I
had black and white hair. I got that bravery
from my brother, who had the balls to walk
down the street in Hare Krishna robes – the
abuse he got! – so it was an easy task to dress
the way I did.”
Jobson has been negotiating quite the
individualistic path for decades. Google
him and lead singer of The Skids isn’t the
first, second or third career description that
pops up. Instead, it’s filmmaker, television
presenter and writer. Everything, he says, is
part of his life story.
“It isn’t a big story, just a little story,” he
says. “Yet I ventured out, I tried different
things. Some of it has been phenomenally
exciting and successful, some of it hasn’t
been successful at all, and some of it has
been crap. But isn’t that all part of the
journey? If you think back to the late 1970s,

you were allowed to grow a little bit slower
into yourself. I joined The Skids when I was
16, straight from school, so my rite of
passage was as a member of a punk band,
which isn’t really a recommendation for
growing up, I have to say.”
He recalls, with some humour, The Skids’
support slot on a tour with The Stranglers.
Because he was under 18 years of age, he
was informed he would have to take a
teacher on tour with him. “As you can
imagine, that’s not very punk rock,
but luckily for me Hugh Cornwell, The
Stranglers’ lead singer, had a teaching
qualification and so he told the authorities
he would teach me history, geography and
English each night after the gigs.
“After the show every night, I had to go to
Hugh for my tutoring, and I can assure you
he never once taught me any of that stuff.

JOBSONONU2ANDGREENDAY

“Outoftheblue,IgotaphonecallfromtheEdge,whoaskedifitwouldbeokayifthey
changedonelineinTheSaintsAreComing,whichtheywererecordingfortheHurricane
Katrinacharity.TheywererecordingitinAbbeyRoadStudios,London,withGreenDay,
andsaidifIwasinterestedwouldIliketocomedownandwitnessit.
“Iwasinastateofshockthattwooftheworld’sbiggestrockbandswerecoveringa
songIhadwrittenwhenIwas15.Theywereverykindtome,anditwasquitesomething
tobehold,whatwithRickRubinproducingandAntonCorbijnmakingafilmaboutit.
Theywereallintriguedbymyown story,andU2wereverygenerousinacknowledging
theinfluenceofTheSkidsonthemintheearlydays.
“Whentherecordcameoutitwasamassivesuccess.Itwasgreattothinkthatina
smallwayIwaspartofit,andI’dbelyingtosaythatitwasn’tquiteemotional.It’squite
amusingnowbecausealotofyoungerpeoplecometoourshowsandtalktomeafter
andaskmewhywecoverthatU2song?Isaytothem,well,it’sactuallymysong!”
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He taught me other things that helped me
pass exams in the University of Life, I might
add, but nothing of English grammar.”
From then to now, Jobson has resolutely
soldiered on, moving from one passion
project to another, be that film directing
(the award-winning 16 Years of Alcohol,
2003), television presenting, acting,
modelling, poetry, and writing (his memoir,
Into the Valley, and a sci-fi/pop-culture
novel, Speed of Life, both 2018). There is a
thread of fearless determination running
through his life as well as a sense of not
really caring what people think about such
endeavours.
Some of his projects, he admits, “were
things a person didn’t do if they wanted to
be either critically or commercially successful. With those things, you raise your head
above the parapet to be absolutely slaughtered, which I have been on occasion.”
Keep calm and carry on, is Jobson’s
resilient attitude. Why else, he posits,
would The Skids be releasing new music
(2018’s well-received album Burning Cities)
and playing the occasional punk nostalgia
festival?
“Whether we like it or not, we are part
of the heritage industry, but in the context
of those punk nostalgia line-ups, I think
The Skids have tried to reframe the culture
of the band, who we are and what the songs
mean. You don’t stop observing things, do
you?”
TheSkidsplayButtonFactory,Dublin,onMay
27thandLimelight,Belfast,onMay28th
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A BORDER
TOWN’S CODE
OF SILENCE

Ardal O’Hanlon’s latest book is set amongst the wary
people of a typical small Irish community, where, ‘under
the surface, there’s all sorts of things going on’

FRANK McNALLY

A

lthough conceived and
part-written years before
anyone heard of Covid-19,
Ardal O’Hanlon’s latest book
is a happy offspring of the
pandemic, when he “relaxed completely”
for the first time in his adult life.
The fact that it brings his average output
up to one novel every 25 years might
suggest he was relaxed already. But that
would be misleading.
Between his 1997 debut and the 2022
publication of Brouhaha, there was also a
long-drawn-out “miserable failure” of a
book, killed (wilfully, in the end) by his
busyness with other projects. And even
after he wrote “a decent first draft” of this
one, six or seven years ago, he had to put
that aside too while throwing himself back
into TV and stand-up like never before.
So when the pandemic descended, he
was ready for a break. And in the “skeletal”
draft of a novel, had the perfect lockdown
project. Brouhaha is a sort-of murder
mystery, set in “Tullyanna”, which a niche
section of readers (including this one)
might recognise as Carrickmacross,
Ardal’s home town.
Like that, Tullyanna has a conspicuously
wide main street, with a courthouse at one
end and a Protestant church at the other.
It’s also just a few miles from the Border,
which features prominently in the plot.
The broad main street was “a handy
feature when there were so many people to
avoid”, suggests the novel. “Which was all
very well except, in what was a smallish
border town populated by just three thousand pinched faces and all of them secretive, you were never quite sure who exactly
it was you were supposed to be avoiding.”
At the suggestion that Tullyanna is a
“thinly disguised” Carrickmacross,
however, O’Hanlon laughs, composes a
straight face and says: “Absolutely not!
I don’t know where you get that idea.”
Growing more serious, he suggests the
physical setting is just “a kind of template
for a Border town”. Besides, he points out,
the plot was imported from England.
His story was inspired “by a featurelength article I read about a very strange
case, about 10 years ago, while touring”.
That arose from the stand-up version

of “due diligence”, researching the place
you’re performing and scouring local
newspapers “for any little titbits you might
be able to use onstage”.
“I remember being fascinated by this
story about a person who had disappeared.
It became clear reading the article that
everybody in the town knew who did it,
but nobody spoke out.”
He had been looking for a book subject,
“in the crimey area. And I thought this
would be a good story if you could transpose
it to the Irish Border region, where I come
from, and where you come from, and where
there is a genuine culture of omerta anyway
for obvious reasons.”
The imported plot and setting are
certainly a natural fit. O’Hanlon admits that
part of the motivation in writing was to
capture the humour and language of the
area he grew up in, and the weirdness of the
events there during the 1970s and 1980s
that formed both him and his characters.
Border people are “quite careful about
what they say”, he notes with understatement. “They do kind of speak out of the side
of their mouths. It’s not a bad thing [he
laughs], it’s perfectly normal. But they’re a
little bit wary and always have been.
“There’s always been this ambiguity
towards the law, for example. We all know
people who are involved in smuggling, to
this day. And that was considered perfectly
normal and acceptable. Then later, with the
paramilitary stuff, real or imagined, there
was also this kind of fear lurking in the
background.”
“Pretty black” humour is part of the
make-up too. And a certain slyness. “When
people are joking, it’s not always obvious
that they’re joking. You’re never quite sure.
I’ve traded on this all my life as a stand-up.
You’ve traded on it. And people have a great
way with language. As they do everywhere
in Ireland – but there’s a unique way with
words in the Border region.”
Then there was the strangeness of the
background that formed his characters (the
book’s pivotal event happens in 1994, near
the end of the Troubles). As a serious teenager, O’Hanlon “read The Irish Press every
day” and was “rapt” by the carnage that was
happening “sometimes only 10 miles away”.
He came to think of that as normal. Yet
when writing this book, underlining the
oddity of it now, he found himself drawing
on parallels from Colombian fiction and
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Ardal O’Hanlon.
PHOTOGRAPH:
NICK BRADSHAW

from a novel about terrorism and Mafia
violence in 1970s Italy.
As for the local sense of comedy, he
has found echoes elsewhere too. “Even
watching Fargo, the Coen Brothers. That
felt very familiar the first time. Everyone’s
laughing in the cinema and I’m going: that’s
the kind of milieu I grew up in. The deadpan
tone. You don’t quite know what people
mean when they’re talking to you because
they keep a very straight face.”
Firstvocation
With the episodic novel-writing career,
O’Hanlon is going back to his first vocation,
before he was distracted “by the sexy world
of stand-up comedy and TV”. He composed
“the usual cringey poetry” as a teenager
and, aged 16, attempted a crime novel set in
Montreal, “a place I’d never been”, and
featuring a French-Canadian detective
called “Philippe”.
Unsurprisingly, that went nowhere. A
communications and journalism degree
and the life-changing phenomenon of

Father Ted later, his literary debut had to
wait until his early 30s with the coming-ofage novel Talk of the Town. It was a critical
and commercial success. But he now thinks
the two-book deal he earned was “a terrible
thing to happen to a writer”. Like the
difficult second album, the follow-up novel
was much harder. Whereas the debut was
written in a “splurge”, he was now hamstrung by self-consciousness and the need
to produce something more sophisticated.
“I had what I thought was a decent idea
but I kept stopping and starting and going
away and doing other jobs and then coming
back. The tone would change and I would
lose my way. And I lost my way too many
times and ended up tying myself in knots.
“Basically, I was looking for any excuse
not to do it. Any job – yeah, I’ll do that, if it
means getting away from this for three or
four weeks. So eventually I binned it.” He
had spent part of the advance “on a kitchen
extension” and was embarrassed when he
had to give the money back. In writing the
first draft of Brouhaha, he learned from
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that experience. First, he took six months
off work. Then he hired an office.
Even in his Rathmines home, he had
always felt the need “to carve out a little
space”. It used to be the attic, magicked
up by a carpenter friend who turned the
door into a bookcase: “A kind of portal to
another world, a Narnia world of creativity.
That was the theory anyway.”
But hiring an office was a way of demonstrating commitment, getting himself to be
professional and “knuckle down”.
Did he write from nine to five? “Yeah, I
did. Well, 10 to five,” he laughs apologetically. “Well, 10 to four. With an hour for lunch.
But I did stick at it and that was the key.”
A skeleton draft complete, he plunged
back into stand-up and TV. He toured for 18
months and spent “very, very long summers” in Guadeloupe, making the TV series
Death in Paradise. Then Covid-19 struck
and, unlike many performers, he had a
ready-made project waiting.
He was well-used, anyway, to having
“fallow periods, when you sit at home and
think the world is falling apart”. But the
two-year release from performing proved a
sort of emotional sabbatical. The “low-level
anxiety” he had lived with all his adult life –
“the anxiety of live performing, getting on a
plane every week, meeting new people,
going on to a TV set”, suddenly evaporated.
“I had been working my hole off for the
previous five years. I had just come off the
back of four hard years in the Caribbean
[we both pause for laughter at this last
phrase]. Nobody believes that, I know.”
Then, overnight, it all stopped.
“Suddenly, I was drained of adrenalin.
My body didn’t quite shut down, but for
the first time that I could remember in 30
years, 40 years, I relaxed. Completely. And
yes, my income fell off a cliff. But there were
compensations.”
Brouhaha is on the surface a “crimey”
novel, with dark subplots of sexual abuse
and of a victim “disappeared” by paramilitaries, but it has a “bog-standard philosophical” element. Above all, it’s an attempt to
observe life in a typical small Irish town.
“What I love as a writer is the disconnect
in small-town life between surface reality
and what’s underneath. Most small towns
in Ireland are wonderful places in so many
ways. There’s a great sense of community,
great neighbourliness. A great sense of
propriety. And piety. And modesty. But,
under the surface, there’s all sorts of things
going on. I have met at least three people
who have killed other people. I just have.
And maybe many more for all I know.”
O’Hanlon is open-minded about his
future. He has grown to hate air travel,
so writing may play an increased part but
he has no immediate plans for another
book. In general, he is “past striving”.
He currently sports a beard for the part of
a “very scruffy man” in another TV show.
But the beard suits him. It would look
good on an election poster. As the son of a
former government minister, was he ever
groomed for politics? “No, not me. Even in
my family, I would have been probably the
least likely candidate. Because I sort of ran
away from it.”
But when asked the Zelenskiy question,
about the latter-day tendency of comedians
to end up running countries (and wars), he
is not dismissive: “I think I would be quite
good at it, actually.”

Donald Clarke
The pernicious legacy of Deep Throat

P

lans are afoot for a US rerelease of the most profitable
film of 1972. There is talk of
digital restoration and public
screenings with Q&A sessions.
Why not? The film is (for good or ill, mostly
ill) among the most culturally significant
of its era.
You knew all this. Indeed, The Godfather
and The Godfather Part II have already had
their 50th anniversary screenings in Irish
cinemas. The first film really did pass out
Gone With the Wind to become the highest
grossing film of all time. Why am I telling
you this now?
While The Godfather was still in cinemas
a very different phenomenon was oozing its
way from greasy fleapits to unlikely success
in mainstream venues. Gerard Damiano’s
horrible Deep Throat opened in the US on
June 12th, 1972. Profiting from the confused aftermath of the sexual revolution,
the modestly budgeted porn film gathered
respectable audiences and helped launch a
briefly squalid phenomenon dubbed “porn
chic”. Frank Sinatra, Jackie Kennedy and
Norman Mailer were among the celebrities
who turned up to watch exploited star
Linda Lovelace – a victim of shocking
sexual abuse – sell Americans the concept
of a woman born with a clitoris in her
throat. The argument afoot was that the
social changes of the 1960s would wear
down supposedly prudish attitudes to sex
and, by 1980 or so, pornography would be
mainstream entertainment while
wife-swapping would be the national sport.
Given the unconventional nature of
Deep Throat’s finances, it has always been
hard to pin down quite how much the film
really made, but it sits at number six,
between Jeremiah Johnson and Cabaret,
in the top 10 of North American moneymakers for 1972. When you consider
the tiny budget and ponder the alleged
unrecorded earnings, the claim that it is,
in percentage terms, the most profitable
film ever made do not seem so ludicrous.
The film was so embedded in the culture
that nobody blinked when journalist
Bob Woodward, during the Watergate
investigations, picked Deep Throat as the
codename of his secret source.
This was largely a US phenomenon. It
hardly needs to be said that Deep Throat
did not trouble Irish viewers. In the United
Kingdom, what we used to quaintly call
“blue movies”, did escape Soho and creep
on to the high street but, for the most part,
the crossover, if it can be so described,
involved tame comedies such as the
largely harmless Confessions series.
The contemporaneous British equivalents
of Jackie Kennedy and Frank Sinatra –
Princess Margaret and Des O’Connor
perhaps? – most certainly were not seen
trumping in to mucky films.
The supposed sexual liberation in the US
did, nonetheless, threaten a shift in popular
culture throughout the world. Since at least
the second World War, American tastes
had driven consumption on the rest of the
planet. If Hollywood was going to open

itself up to explicit sex then the rest of us
would surely end up consuming the
resulting content (as we then didn’t call it).
The aftermath of porn chic proved more
confusing and more juddery than the
libertarians predicted. In Erotic 80s,
the most recent series of the excellent
podcast You Must Remember This,
Karina Longworth notes how, during
the Reagan years, the grubbier excesses
of the previous decade – from the
cheap exploitation of Deep Throat to the
pretentious posturing of Last Tango in
Paris – gave way to a sleek, entertaining
treatment of sexual themes in films as
diverse as American Gigolo, Body Heat,
10 and Fast Times at Ridgemont High.
Somewhere between then and now
Hollywood got frightened of copulation
again. One can’t imagine, say, Chris
Evans and Jennifer Lawrence going
at it in the sink with the same gusto
that Michael Douglas and Glenn Close
brought to Fatal Attraction. Kidult
franchises that, financed on colossal
budgets, cannot risk prohibitive 18
certificates have edged grown-up
entertainment out of the multiplex.
You will see plenty of sexually explicit
material in the more outré material
screening at the current Cannes film

festival. But even James Bond now pauses
before leaping into bed with the next
passing lady assassin. The fact that people
bothered to remark on the tame love scene
in Chloe Zhao’s Marvel flick Eternals just
confirmed how sexually anaemic that
franchise remains.
Yet no sane person would claim that
contemporary media is short on sexually
explicit material. Deep Throat and its
companion titles did not open up the
ordinary home to endlessly accessible
pornography. It was the technological
advances of the internet age that turned
44 Acacia Avenue into the Erotic Palace.
In contrast the VHS boom of the 1980s
seemed like a minor diversion.
Meanwhile, social attitudes to such
material, on the surface at least, changed
relatively little in the journey from
Deep Throat to here. The percentage
of terrifyingly modern people who
habitually invite guests to watch explicit
erotica after dinner is much the same as
it was 50 or 60 years ago. Such practices
may, in the US, have enjoyed a brief
boom during the porn chic era. But the
average citizen quickly went back to
their bourgeois hypocrisies.
That may not be altogether a bad
thing.
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Alison Oliver and Sasha Lane
in Conversations With Friends.

PHOTOGRAPH: ENDA BOWE/ELEMENT
PICTURES/ BBC

Carrying on
regardless
Back in the Rooneyverse, everyone is still young, well-read and
miserable; Joe Wicks confronts his deeply troubled childhood;
Derry Girls stretches out its final farewell as much as possible
Ed Power
Television

N

ormal People was the sad,
sexy television sensation of
2020. Lenny Abrahamson’s
adaption of the Sally Rooney
bestseller fleshed out the
novel’s dewy-eyed melancholia and, in the
process, made stars of Daisy Edgar-Jones
and Paul Mescal. And, of course, it passed
the ultimate Irish cultural litmus test
by prompting an outcry on Joe Duffy’s
Liveline (on account of all that nefarious
nudity).
Two years later, it’s back to the
Rooneyverse as Abrahamson tackles
the Castlebar author’s 2017 debut,
ConversationsWithFriends (BBC Three,
Sunday). And, as fans of the earlier
series will have hoped, it is exceedingly
Rooney-esque. Everyone is young, wellread and miserable. Listless, drifting
dialogue is framed against the grey Dublin
light (it turns out that, if there is one thing
for which the grey Dublin light is perfect, it
is the framing of listless, drifting dialogue).
Plus, we are treated to the classic
“Rooney snog”, where both participants
are full of dread as their lips lock and at
least one looks like they’d rather be alone
and weeping. No less inevitably, we get
pronouncements such as “what happens if
I have a s**t morning? Do I just make
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arbitrary decisions and we use that as a
test of cultural excellence?” Funny, I was
saying the very same to the postman the
other day.
There’s a plot, too. This is already
enough to distinguish it from Normal
People. In that series, the storyline boiled
down to: “boy meets girl but existence is
futile, so why bother?”
Here, with country-pop indie star CMAT
warbling with gusto on the soundtrack, we
are introduced to arty undergrads Frances
(Alison Oliver) and Bobbi (Sasha Lane).
Friends since forever, they spend their
time hanging around Trinity or delivering
annoying spoken-word poetry in a bar that
looks like the Workman’s Club but can’t be
(interior scenes were shot in Belfast).
One night, at one of those poetry
readings, they cross paths with a trendy
and clearly very toxic married couple,
Melissa (Jemima Kirke) and Nick (Joe
Alwyn). She’s from London, so everyone
remarks on how incredible it is that she
would want to live in Dublin (Bobbi, from
New York, agrees). Her husband, Nick, is
an actor – possibly Irish, though it’s hard to
tell because Alwyn’s accent apparently
fell overboard on the ferry from Holyhead
and is presently bobbing up and down
wondering when the rescue party arrives.
Bobbi and Melissa are soon flirting like
pros. A slower dance ensues between
Frances and Nick. Rooney’s novel asks us
to spend a great deal of time inside Franc-

Ones to
Watch
Irish women’s
experience of the
menopause is
explored in The
Change:Ireland’s
MenopauseStory
(RTÉ One,
Monday, 9.35pm)
It’s back to
Hawkins for one
last slice of 1980s
nostalgia in series
four of Stranger
Things(Netflix,
from Friday)

es’s head, and Oliver impressively communicates the character’s hyperintroversion. the sense of a placid exterior
containing gravity wells of emotion.
All of this unfolds in a cloud of elevated
languor: in the Rooneyerse nobody can
hear you scream, because why scream
when you can sob quietly to yourself on the
Dart? Somnolent and self-serious, it
certainly isn’t for everyone. But for
those with an appetite for middle-class,
postmillennial mooching, with some
nice shots of Rooney’s beloved Trinity
and the odd awkward snog thrown in, this
addition to the Sally Rooney Expanded
Universe ticks all the boxes.
Challengingcircumstances
Joe Wicks’s daily workout videos were a
light at the end of an endless tunnel for
many when Covid struck in 2020. But, as
we learn in the gripping and moving Joe
Wicks:FacingMyChildhood (BBC One,
Monday), that infectious enthusiasm – a
can-do fervour that lifted spirits across
the world – has been forged in deeply
challenging circumstances.
With a thriving keep-fit empire and 4.4
million Instagram followers, Wicks is a
self-made success. He is also a survivor of
an emotionally abusive childhood, having
grown up with a heroin-addict father who
would fall off the wagon over and over.
“Other kids would say, ‘Your dad’s a
junkie’. I would reply, ‘I don’t know my
dad’,” says Wicks, adding that, as a teenager, the gym became his “sanctuary”.
Wicks revisits his childhood home and
reconnects with his parents. His mother
has battled OCD all her life. And while his
father is now clean of heroin, he continues
to come to terms with his years as an
absent parent. “I can remember thinking,
‘The only one suffering here is me’,” says
his dad. “How selfish, how deluded can you
be to think that?”
Facing My Childhood widens its scope
beyond Wicks’s personal circumstances.
We learn support services for the children
of people with mental-health issues are still
hugely inadequate in the UK (the problem
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is presumably the same, or worse, in
Ireland).
As an urgent reminder of of the extent to
which mental health issues can devastate
families, the film thus makes its point
powerfully. But it also speaks to the fact
successful people are often driven by
demons.“Some days I don’t want to be the
Body Coach,” says Wicks. “I don’t want to
carry all these emotions. I just want to be
Joe.”
Ananevengranderfarewell
Derry Girls is such a beloved series that
Channel 4 has given it not one finale but
two. Technically, Lisa McGee’s comedy
took its bows on Tuesday night – and on a
bleak note with the sudden death of the
father of Nicola Coughlan’s Clare.But
scarcely have audiences had a chance to
dab away tears than it’s back for an even
grander grand farewell in the form of a
feature-length special on Wednesday.
The idea is to apply a big shiny, full stop
to a show that has become an unlikely
juggernaut – who’d have imagined, after
all, that international viewers would go
gaga for an ensemble chortlefest set in the
final years of the Troubles?
But while this leave-taking feels
appropriately momentous – 50 minutes
is an epic running time for a sitcom – it is
accompanied by bucketfuls of saccharine,
plus a truly bizarre cameo (see below).
And so, when people fondly reminisce
about Derry Girls years from now, it is
probable they won’t be thinking back to
tonight’s sappy sign-off.
It’s 1998 and Ireland is about to vote on
the Good Friday Agreement. Yet for Erin
(Saoirse-Monica Jackson) and friends the
red-letter occasion on the horizon is an
upcoming birthday party. Two parties in
fact: to save money, Erin and cousin Orla
(Louisa Harland) are throwing a joint
18th-birthday shindig. Sadly, they have
clashing ideas as to what makes a killer
bash. Erin wants to celebrate great
authors. Orla is keen on a monkey-themed
soiree.
Derry Girls is a delight in half-hour
nuggets. Alas, with the final curtain
looming, McGee stirs in too much
treacle. In particular, a scene in which
our favourite characters shuffle to a
polling booth to vote for the Good Friday
Agreement, to the inevitable strains of
The Cranberries, tips towards mawkish.
McGee brings back Liam Neeson, once
again playing a rumpled RUC detective.
Yet the true shock cameo is in an epilogue
as we travel to present day New York,
where a postman calls on . . . Chelsea
Clinton? She is taking belated delivery of a
missive Erin and friends had written to her
in the 1990s when she was coming to
Ireland with her father, Bill. This leaves
you wondering which icons of that decade
might potentially appear next? Roy Keane?
2 Unlimited? The Teletubbies?
Not every great series receives the finale
it deserves. And with Derry Girls having
already entered the Irish comedy hall of
fame alongside Father Ted and the new
Prime Time set, it probably doesn’t matter
that its big exit didn’t entirely work.
No matter. Derry Girls’ reputation is
already secure and fans will be delighted
to discover what McGee, Jackson and the
rest get up to next.

Reasonstobecheerful
Pat Kenny tackles the week’s knotty news in characteristic fashion,
while Andrea Gilligan can’t get worked up over the Dáil bar
Mick Heaney

suspicious of his guest’s simple solution.
“Is it unnecessarily complicated or just
typically complicated?” he muses.
Perhaps it’s his engineer’s training, or
maybe just experience of the world, but
either way Kenny knows life is rarely easy.

Radio

M

ore than most current
affairs presenters,
Pat Kenny sounds
comfortable dealing
with bad news. When
discussing difficult topics, the veteran
broadcaster is a blend of the coolly
analytical and the luridly speculative,
carefully dissecting stories while
hypothesising worst case scenarios.
But appearances can be deceptive.
Kenny might appear energised when
covering melancholy events, but it doesn’t
mean he’s happy about it. On Monday,
while discussing the effect of bad news on
children with psychotherapist Colman
Noctor, the host lets out a veritable cri de
coeur: “What is there to be cheerful
about?”
Kenny is asking his question from a
child’s point of view; his tone is matter-offact rather than despairing. But it’s still
jarring to hear, as again when he later
mutters, apropos the deluge of grim
stories on mobile devices, that “there’s
only so much you can take”.
In fairness, he may have a point. As
Noctor describes young people being
adversely affected by everything from
Covid and the Ukraine war to the housing
and climate crises, he echoes his host’s
glum outlook.
“Children seem constantly braced
for the next disaster,” Noctor says,
“There isn’t an awful lot for them to be
enthusiastic about.” Nor for the rest of us.
But for all that, Kenny tackles the
week’s knotty issues in characteristic
style. His treatment of the British government’s plans to unilaterally change the
Northern Ireland protocol is chunkily
factual. Stephen Kelly of Manufacturing
NI reels off figures debunking the Boris
Johnson (and DUP) line that the protocol
is crippling business in the North, stating
that while the arrangement has incurred
£195 million in costs, it has added £1
billion extra in sales to the Republic.
While Kenny’s guests take a level-headed approach, with former taoiseach Bertie
Ahern urging talks on the issues, the host
brings his idiosyncratic brand of political
diagnostics to the discussion. Tory leaders
like Johnson and Liz Truss regard Northern Ireland as an “irrelevancy”, he says,
and are “playing silly buggers” with the
protocol for internal party reasons.
As for the efficacy of negotiations,
Kenny bemoans the tendency of “the
Brits” to pocket EU concessions without
reciprocating. “They’re like Oliver Twist
with the begging bowl, ‘I want more’,”
he says derisively.
Coupled with insightful contributions
from Kelly and Ahern (whatever else
about the former Fianna Fáil leader, he

Entertainingly intemperate: Pat Kenny.
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knows all about tricky negotiations on
the North), the host’s entertainingly
intemperate asides make for a meaty
discussion on a drearily stubborn if
crucial issue. But his approach doesn’t
always work. His discussion on the
National Maternity Hospital – another
dependably draining yet important topic –
lacks spark, despite the presence of
independent TD Michael Healy-Rae:
usually a reliable source of fireworks,
the Kerry deputy’s settings are stuck on
drone in this instance.
There’s not much detail either, with
Kenny’s grilling of Sinn Féin health
spokesman David Cullinane descending
into futile haranguing. The host seems
irritated at Cullinane’s insistence that the
hospital site can be gifted to the State
rather than be leased through complex
contracts: for all that he enjoys pithy
characterisations himself, Kenny is

Moment of
the Week
OnTuesday,RayD’Arcy(RTÉRadio1,
weekdays)talkstoauthorJonRonson
abouttheferocitywithwhichculture
warsarewagedintoday’sworld.
ThewrylyarticulateRonsonoffers
perceptiveviewsofconspiracytheories,
abortionrights,internetlibertarianism
andcancelculture.Buthesounds
unusuallynervouswhendiscussingthe
especiallychargedissueoftransgender
rights.“It’sveryhard forpeopletotalk
abouttransgenderissuesbecauseit’s
suchaminefield,”Ronsonsays,“How
canyouhaveanykindofcivilised
conversationwhenit’sthatfurious?”
D’Arcypicksuponhisguest’sdiscomfort:“Ifpeoplelikeyou–andIcanhearit
inyourvoice–areafraidtohaveopen
adultdiscussions,that’snotgood.”
“It’scertainlynotgoingtobring
peopleintothefold,allit’sgoingtodo
ismakepeoplestayaway,” Ronson
saysglumly,beforeswiftlymovingon.
Telling,anddepressing.

Infamousperk
Those who hold that a TD’s lot isn’t too
bad are given more ammunition on
LunchtimeLive (Newstalk, weekdays),
as host Andrea Gilligan discusses the
infamous political perk that is the Dáil
bar. Long a symbol of cosy elitism, the
Leinster House bar turns out to be legally
dubious as well, operating as it does
without a licence.
Gilligan talks to People Before Profit
TD Paul Murphy, who thinks that the bar
– which operates on the basis of “custom
and practice” - should be closed, and not
just because it is, as the host says, a
“shebeen”. “The more fundamental point
is that the vast majority of people don’t
have a bar in work,” Murphy says, a
principle that “doubly or triply” applies to
the nation’s legislature. No more doubles
or triples before votes if he has his way.
Journalist and former transport minister
Shane Ross takes a different view. He
agrees the bar should be licensed, but
paints a prosaic picture of this supposed
den of bibulous privilege. “It isn’t a haven
of drunkenness at all, it’s where people go
for a sandwich.”
Though a hardly a pressing issue, it
seems like a tailor-made topic for a
phone-in show like Lunchtime Live,
providing a readily identifiable target for
listeners to get exercised about. But the
item falls flat, with Gilligan unsure how to
approach it. At one moment, she asks
whether closing the bar would be a
populist gesture. At another, she sums
up the incongruity of the situation in
ploddingly expository fashion. “It’s a
little like if I decided to set up a bar here
in Newstalk and sell Lunchtime Live
cocktails,” she says. “I have to get a licence
for it, I suppose people will wonder why
those in the Dáil wouldn’t have to do the
same.” Ah, now we get it.
While Gilligan sounds uncomfortable
playing the rabble-rouser, she is more
assured with less forced items that
chime with her naturally benign on-air
presence. She converses easily with the
seemingly ubiquitous Colman Noctor on
the importance of sibling birth order, a
more engrossing subject than it initially
seems, and has an absorbing discussion
with callers on whether the children of
working mothers do as well as those
raised by stay-at-home parents. (The
consensus, probably unsurprisingly, is
that they do.) As for the Dáil bar, Gilligan
isn’t the only one who can’t get worked up
about it: most texters think it should stay
open. People have bigger things to worry
about these days.
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The 27-page manuscript of the
Circe chapter of James Joyce’s
Ulysses. PHOTOGRAPH: LORENZO
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Ulysses down to
the finest detail

This heroically researched and richly detailed annotated
guide may turn out to be the last word on Joyce’s classic
Declan Kiberd

J

orge Luis Borges once imagined
a map that would render every
place, object and person in the
world: but decided that the
project was futile, since a
map so constructed would have to be
superimposed upon a world that would
disappear under its sheer detail. Prof
Sam Slote and his team must have had
similar worries as their annotated guide to
Joyce’s Ulysses reached almost twice as
many pages as the book it is designed to
illuminate.
But they needn’t have worried and their
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Annotationsto
JamesJoyce’s
Ulysses
By Sam Slote, Marc
A Mamigonian and
John Turner
OUP Oxford,
1,424pp, £145

labour has not been in vain. In fact it makes
one wonder whether Borges’s mythical
map-maker should have persisted. Maps,
of their very nature, tend to abbreviate and
summarise, as did all previous annotations
to Ulysses; but here at last is a volume that
not only explains places but directs the
reader to hundreds of further sources.
The result is a kind of short story behind
most of the footnotes, of a kind which Joyce
(I guess) would have approved. After all,
this was the man of whom his father said
that if he found himself landed in the
Sahara desert “he would sit, by god, and
make a map of it”.
For instance, a restaurant named

Rodot’s is mentioned in the Proteus
episode: “a patisserie operating at the turn
of the century, located at nine boulevard
Saint-Michel, Paris, in the Latin Quarter”
(Bulletin parroissial de Saint-Severin,
Jan.1914, p17). On an early draft of Proteus,
Joyce originally wrote “Polidor’s” and
then changed it to “Rodot’s” (James Joyce
Archive, Vol 12, p246). Polidor is a restaurant at 41 rue Monsieur le Prince (see note
at 9.858), which Joyce frequented when he
could afford it (Patricia Hutchins, James
Joyce’s World, p57). If you turn to 9.858,
you are told it is “a street in the Latin
Quarter of Paris”.
The annotators might have added
that it was a haunt of Verlaine, Rimbaud,
Hemingway and the Pataphysicists, or that
its omelette was one of Joyce’s favourite
foods; but that might have been going too
far. Still, I had fun following up the hints
given.
Many previous annotators have not only
provided background facts, but have tilted
these towards possible interpretations of a
scene or statement. (Guilty, my lord).
Here, for all the detail offered, the editors
are chastely restrained, on the good old
newspaper adage that, while comment
may be free, facts are sacred.
I wondered whether I could find an entry
of Joyce’s own planned afternoon newspaper, The Goblin, but (unsurprisingly in a
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book of this girth) there is no index. (The
Goblin may be mentioned, but if so I
nodded off and missed it). There are,
however, compensations aplenty in the
Aeolus episode, explaining why Joyce
called himself “a scissors and paste man”
(after a newspaper run by his hero Arthur
Griffith); or how he seems to have invented
the term “dayfather” from “a father of the
chapel of journeymen printers”. (Was it
later that father of the chapel referred also
to journalists in general?)
Leopold Bloom, the main character in
Ulysses, at one point expresses the desire
to be an agony uncle on a newspaper: “You
could learn a lot teaching others.” A reader
here learns an awful lot: “to go for one
another baldheaded” recalls an age “when
men wore wigs and would cast them off
during a fistfight”. Or “steal upon larks” is
a nickname for “a slow and cautious
character” (if you wonder about that, as I
did, you can check it out in Padraic Colum,
My Irish Year, p86).
Accumulatedservice
The research behind this compendium
is heroic, involving not only the three
editors but a substitutes’ bench of Joycean
experts. They really have been scratching
their heads for well over a century, if you
tot up their accumulated service to Joyce
studies. They have even learned from

predecessors (generously and respectfully
acknowledged) that travelling from Arran
Quay to Phibsborough in 1904 would
require three trams and two changes.
“The first tram, either the Parkgate and
Ballybough line or O’Connell Bridge and
Parkgate Street line, would take [a person]
along the north quays to Capel Street;
the second, the College Green and
Drumcondra tram, up Capel Street,
Bolton Street and Upper Dorset Street
as far as the corner of Blessington Street;
the third to his destination via the
Donnybrook and Phoenix Park line
along Blessington Street, Berkeley Road
and North Circular Road.” Wow! And all
because, as Mr Bloom shrewdly notes, the
area bounded by the northern quays was
the largest in the city centre to lack a
proper tram service.
If you were a neophyte reader of Ulysses,
working your way from episode to episode,
all this might seem like an overload. When
first I read the book, I simply skipped the
(many) passages I couldn’t follow (much as
I ignored the images of Bob Dylan’s Blonde
on Blonde that I couldn’t understand). By
the way, Dylan appears to have had the
same problem with Ulysses: given a first
edition by the president of Columbia
Records, he opined “I could see this man
Joyce was a lord of language, but what he
was trying to say, I couldn’t figure out”. A
classic case of projection, perhaps; but now
there are hundreds of books and guides to
help us through Dylan’s lyrics.
Ditto with Joyce. But I would find it
hard to imagine a new reader (or listener)
constantly having to keep a consultative
finger in this useful Slote volume. (You
might need a splint after a couple of
hundred pages.) The initiatory experience
in Joyce or Dylan is to press on regardless.
Most readers of Proteus realise, after just a
few pages, that they are not expected to
follow all the learned references. Joyce is
instead wickedly evoking the ways in which
a good mind can be thoroughly messed up
by a recent arts degree. The learning is
satiric (as a classmate said, Joyce made the
little he knew go a long way) – much like
the recondite references to Achilles and
Vermeer in Blonde on Blonde.
That said, as a Joycean veteran of more
than four decades, I thoroughly enjoyed
this book – it’s simply one of the best ever
devoted to Ulysses. Previous annotations
come from an earlier period of Joyce
studies and can seem a little dated. These
new notes are all up to speed with current
scholarship. Because of the ample space
taken, many entries read, as I said, like
short stories or Joycean epiphanies in
themselves. In the end I read the book
straight through, for the sheer pleasure of
its learning, its fine prose and unexpected
insights – only now and then did I go back
to Ulysses to restore a fuller context. (This
was doubtless cheating – and my next
sequential reading of the “buke” will be
hugely enriched by this experience). These
annotations are the dernier cri and may
never be superseded. But you should read
the main book (perhaps more than once or
twice) before you turn to them.
DeclanKiberdisauthorofUlyssesandUs:
TheArtofEverydayLiving(Faber).The28th
JamesJoyceSymposiumwilltakeplaceat
TrinityCollegeDublin,June12th-18th

Pieces of history that
point a way forward
Through the story of a
nurse in 1970s Alabama,
Dolen Perkins-Valdez
explores race, class,
power and the black
American experience
Niamh Donnelly
TakeMyHand
By Dolen Perkins-Valdez
Phoenix Books, 368pp, £14.99

T

he history of black America,
and the reverberations of
that history, are familiar
ground for US author Dolen
Perkins-Valdez. Her first
novel, Wench (Amistad Press, 2010)
followed four enslaved women who were
mistresses to their enslavers in pre-civil
war Ohio. Her second, Balm (Amistad
Press, 2015), followed migrants seeking
healing in post-civil war Chicago.
Her latest novel, Take My Hand,
continues in a similar vein, examining
horrific events and their aftermath
through the story of a nurse in 1970s
Alabama, and two sisters in her care
who become victims of medical abuse.
The first of Perkins-Valdez’s novels to be
published in the UK market (which also
serves Ireland), it marks an impressive
arrival.
Civil Townsend (named as such
because, in her father’s words, “we
wanted you to be free”) is a 23-year-old
black nurse. She has just started her first
ever job at the Montgomery Family
Planning Clinic. Ostensibly, the
“mission” of this clinic is to help
disadvantaged black women by
allowing them the freedom of planned
pregnancy. As part of her role, Civil
visits these women in their homes and
delivers birth control via a shot in their
arm. She believes in the clinic’s mission
and its capacity to do good. She has had a
clandestine abortion and wants “things
to be different” for her patients, through
“the miracles” of birth control. But as
the book goes on, this mission and Civil’s
belief in it quickly unravel and what
looked like reproductive freedom is
revealed as something far more sinister.
The book is loosely inspired by
Relf v Weinberger, a landmark 1973
legal case in Montgomery, Alabama,
which dealt with two sisters, aged 11 and
14, who suffered medical abuse at the
hands of a federally funded agency.
Sparing the specifics to avoid spoilers, it
brought to light a much larger scandal
and prompted national discussions
about medical ethics and racism.
The novel handles a large story with

relative ease. Civil’s perspective is an
ideal one from which to explore class
dynamics and power. The daughter
of a doctor, from a family for whom
education is a “shield against the kind of
disdain that [does] not have the capacity
to even conceive of black intellect”,
Civil’s challenge lies in coming to terms
with her own blind spots and biases.
She goes above and beyond to protect a
family in her care – two girls, India and
Erica, and their father and grandmother, who live in a run-down shanty on a
white man’s land – but though she is
well-versed in the idea of the “white
saviour story”, she remains blind
to the idea that her attempts to help
this family might be misguided and
damaging.
The often-unintended consequences
of affirmative action – the idea that
“good intentions could be just as destructive as bad ones” – recurs in many guises
throughout. In the background, the
community where Martin Luther King
jnr was once pastor attempts to build
upon what he started. Progress occurs,
but in the shadow of this progress are
people who fall through the cracks, or
become further oppressed. Ideologies
become warped or are exploited. The
iconography of King, and later Barack
Obama and John F Kennedy, that recurs
throughout the book is tinged with a
certain amount of irony. “Every accomplishment starts with the decision to
try,” goes one JFK quote, while we
wonder if “trying” is what caused the
harm to these girls in the first place.
Though there is at times a tendency to
overexplain what people’s actions or
behaviours mean, at a larger structural
level the novel is well-balanced. It
alternates between present-tense
sections in 2016, as Civil embarks on a
journey of atonement back to Montgomery, and past-tense sections in 1973, as
the story of these girls and the wrong
done to them unfolds. This structure
allows a feeling of finality to hang over
everything – we always know that what
is done cannot be undone. It also
reinforces one of the book’s main theses:
that the past will continue to exert its
power over the present, even after
supposed change has occurred, and
especially if we attempt to forget it.
This is a book about choice, freedom,
forgiveness, that pulls threads of history
together, and in doing so, catapults its
ideas forward. The case of hundreds of
black men in rural Alabama who were
left untreated for syphilis in a federally
funded study, for example, provides a
moral touching point as Civil tries to
understand what’s going on under her
nose. The reader, too, feels compelled to
question the ways in which present-day
institutions might be failing, or doing
wrong by, people. As with all good
historical fiction, Take My Hand speaks
to the now.
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n April 25, 1955,
between the hours of
11.45am and 2.30pm
central time, 642,987
American women –
wives and mothers, all – became dragons.” This “mass dragoning” includes
homes and workplaces set alight, and “no
fewer than 1,246 confirmed cases of
philandering husbands extracted from
the embrace of their mistresses and
devoured on the spot”.
At this early stage in Kelly Barnhill’s
WhenWomenWereDragons (Hot Key,
£14.99), we may suspect we’re getting a
pleasing feminist revenge fantasy –
dragons as metaphor for when suppressed female rage finally explodes;
what’s not to love? – but it gets a little
more complicated than that.
Barnhill, whose The Girl Who Drank
the Moon won a Newbery Medal in 2017,
excels at balancing the “big picture” of
her various fantastical works with the
smaller, quieter details of everyday life in
these worlds. In her latest novel, the focus
is not on the dragons but what it means to
be left behind after these transformations
have occurred. Alex is eight when the
“dragoning” occurs, and once it becomes
clear that it’s not a sinister communist
plot, the topic becomes off-limits due to a
presumed association with female biolo-

gy: “Adults turned red in the face when
children raised their hands and asked
questions about it.”
As an aspiring scientist, Alex nevertheless has questions as she grows up: why
did her aunt transform when her mother
did not? Could becoming a dragon have
saved her mother from the illness that
killed her? Will her younger cousin, the
girl she must pretend is her sister in this
new post-dragon family unit, succumb to
this strange fate? Her quest to understand
her own family, and herself, unfolds
alongside briefer accounts of those who
research dragons being hauled before the
House Committee on Un-American
Activities. It is an immensely believable
portrayal of an alternate 20th century,
with a shrewd exploration of how people
adapt to situations where the truth is
unspeakable.
Helena Close from Limerick delves into
the truths that are not quite unspeakable
but often unpalatable in her latest novel,
ThingsIKnow (Little Island, £8.99).
Saoirse is about to head off to college;
she’s also dealing with the repercussions
of trauma and the kind of psychological
suffering that is not solved by bland
slogans. Waiting for her regular counselling session with Malcolm, fond of “quick
fixes and two-euro solutions”, she notes
the inspirational posters: “… it’s OK not to
be OK. I hate that one the most ... Anybody who’s not OK knows this as the
biggest lie ... People have no tolerance for
sad. You can be Insta sad – sad because
you saw pictures of dying refugees or

abandoned puppies. You can’t be ongoing
sad.”
Saoirse’s curiosity and intelligence –
she considers brains to be “fascinating
yokes” – are assets but not bulletproof
shields against mental illness, or the grief
of losing her ex-boyfriend to suicide at the
beginning of a turbulent summer. Close
has a great ear for dialogue and a keen eye
for the often-stifling dynamics of
small-town life; this is a compelling and
compassionate account of growing up in
contemporary Ireland, where despite all
the lip service paid to mental health, many
young people are still “having tiny breakdowns all the time”. (The adults haven’t
quite got it sorted either; there’s a gem of
a scene where Saoirse’s boss casually calls
her love of surfing an “addiction” and
then references Timber, the local alcoholic who comes in daily for lunch, without
any sense of irony whatsoever.) Read it –
and buy a second copy to thrust into the
hands of the next platitude-utterer you
encounter.
For another YA title that explores a
health issue with a particular eye on
regional differences – very welcome in a
field that, for all its fondness for “diversity”, struggles with the idea that experiences beyond those of the United States exist
– it’s worth looking at Lucas Rocha’s
WhereWeGoFromHere (David Fickling,
£7.99), translated from Brazilian Portuguese by Larissa Helena. Eighteen-year-old Ian has just tested positive
for HIV, and while he is aware that treatment options have improved, the specific
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When Women Were Dragons: the focus is on
how it means to be left behind after
transformations have occurred.
PHOTOGRAPH: GETTY IMAGES

contours are alien to him. The balance
between acknowledging the medical
advances and making space for the fear
and uncertainty that come with any kind
of chronic condition, especially one that
still has stigma attached to it, is handled
well here, and there’s a hopeful, feel-good
quality to the friendships and romances
that lets a reader forgive a little too much
exposition in the dialogue.
Fans of witty rom-coms will be delighted that romance writer Casey McQuiston
has turned to teen fiction with IKissed
SharaWheeler (Macmillan, £12.99). The
prom queen of the title disappears shortly
before graduation, leaving behind clues
for three different classmates – including
her arch-nemesis Chloe – who must team
up to find her. The implausibility of the
premise threatens to derail the novel for a
moment, but it’s saved by Chloe’s irritation at the whole thing: “Of course Shara
cast herself as the main character of her
own personal John Green novel.”
Chloe is determined to “beat Shara at
her own game” and then “destroy her”,
but as the treasure hunt progresses, and
slivers of her past experiences with Shara
are revealed, it becomes clearer that this
is less about rivalry and more about
kissing. Charming, funny and
heart-warming.
E Lockhart revisits the wealthy Sinclair
family (We Were Liars) and their private
island in the 1980s-set FamilyofLiars (Hot
Key, £12.99). My initial scepticism about
this book, as feels appropriate for any
prequel to a bestselling title, rapidly gave
way to admiration. This is a stylish prequel
that echoes the mood of the original – with
menace and pain lurking beneath the
polished, privileged surface, often coded
into fairytale retellings – while luring us
into a new satisfying, twisty mystery.
Carrie and her sisters, who we know only
as adults in the original, have secrets of
their own, and several relate to the summer when “the boys all came to stay ... and
the year I first saw a ghost.” This is one to
devour – and then revisit.
Finally, RebelSkies (Walker, £7.99) by
debut author Ann Sei Lin is the first in a
trilogy inspired by Japanese history and
myth, set in a world where a few Crafters
have the ability to create creatures –
shikigami – from paper and bring them to
life. Protagonist Kurara, a servant on a
skyship, is unaware that her “party trick”
is a much-valued skill until disaster strikes.
Her new life as a shikigami hunter offers
more freedom and opportunity than ever
before, but her main priority is to rescue
her best friend, Haru, even though the
secret he’s kept from her haunts her.
This is a pacy, immersive adventure
with many deft twists and turns, allowing
for an occasional nod to metaphor
(Kurara resents that Haru doesn’t “have
to fold himself up like origami, smaller
and smaller, for someone else’s sake”,
while the overall concept of paper as
magic is one that will resonate with book
lovers) and some addressing of big
themes (human rights, slavery) without
ever weighing down the action.

Manic street dancers
Helen Cullen
TheDanceTree
By Kiran Millwood Hargrave
Picador, 304pp, £14.99

P

erhaps still better known
for her hugely popular
children’s books, Kiran
Millwood Hargrave’s debut
for adults, The Mercies,
was nonetheless an instant bestseller that
scooped up several prestigious awards
when it was published in 2020. Following
in hot pursuit now is her second foray into
historical fiction, The Dance Tree, and
fans of the first will recognise much of
what they enjoyed appearing in this
sophomore work.
Set in Strasbourg, in 1518, the fiction
is inspired by a dancing plague which
historical accounts suggest sent the
city into a mania for three months of
relentless dancing in the streets.
The novel focuses on the pregnant
Lisbeth, and the women closest to her, as
the repercussions of this frenzy impact
upon them in myriad ways as they are
pushed to the limits of endurance.
An award-winning poet, the author
leans heavily into her poetic instincts on
the page in order to produce rich prose
that some readers will luxuriate in.
Whereas metaphorical language should
offer deeper revelation, at times, it does
read here as excessively ornamental
where style is prioritised over substance.
Less description on a surface level and
deeper characterisation would have
provided greater scope for complexity
in the narrative that would have elevated
the novel.
That Millwood Hargrave can turn a
beautiful sentence isn’t in question, but
future work would benefit from the

Kiran
Millwood
Hargrave:
Motherhood,
misogyny, the
patriarchy and
forbidden love

more considered deployment of this
talent. Allowing the prose to breathe
more would allow for more light and
shade, and tonal variation, which would
also help with the pacing. What this novel
does deliver with great skill, however, is a
lens through which to view this incredibly
intriguing phenomenon from history.
Exploring themes of motherhood,
misogyny, the patriarchy and forbidden
love, the author utilises this moment in
history as a great catalyst for examining
issues that are still central to our contem-

porary concerns. This interweaving of the
past with the present is deftly done with
the author’s incredible capacity for
empathy illuminating the sensitive topics
that the story incorporates.
Overall there is much to recommend
The Dance Tree to fans of historical
fiction who long for immersion in another
world but prefer escapism that provokes
further thought about the time and place
that we do live in.
Millwood Hargrave delivers on this,
and then some.

Celebration of the personal narrative
Carmel McMahon
BodyWork:TheRadicalPowerof
PersonalNarrative
By Melissa Febos
Manchester University Press, 192pp, £12.99

I

t hardly seems necessary given the
variety and abundance of excellent
memoir-writing to warrant a
defence of the form. Yet, Melissa
Febos finds, even after years of
writing, publishing and teaching, that she
still encounters a bias against it.
In her latest book, Body Work: The
Radical Power of Personal Narrative, she
recounts examples of where she meets
resistance: in the classroom, at conferences, among other writers, even other
writer friends. For Febos, there is something more sinister at play beneath
seemingly harmless sneers about “writing

as transformation, as catharsis, or even
therapy”.
She argues that insights gleaned from
lived experience are political. “Writing is
a form of freedom more accessible than
many,” she says, “and there are forces at
work in our society that would like to
withhold it from those whose stories most
threaten the regimes that govern this
society.”
From her secrets and her pain, Melissa
Febos has penned three celebrated
memoirs: Whip Smart, Abandon Me and
Girlhood. She brings to bear her experiences as a queer woman, a former
sex-worker and a recovering addict, and
through the alchemy of writing, she has
something of substance to share about
her process.
Body Work is not a craft book in the
traditional sense, but rather, she says, an
attempt to describe the ways that writing
is integrated into the fundamental move-

ments of her life: political, corporeal,
spiritual, psychological, and social.
For Febos, personal narrative is a
literary endeavour. Of the many texts on
the subject, this one feels most engaging
and timely. Febos examines the work of
contemporary authors: Raven Leilani,
Garth Greenwell and Eileen Myles, as
well as some old staples of the autobiography genre: Augustine and Montaigne
among others. She shares practical advice
on how to write better sex, how to write
about people you know, and how to
develop the critical distance necessary to
create art out of life.
Febos dedicates this volume to her
students, but it will be of interest to all
readers, writers and potential writers of
personal narrative, as well as anyone
interested in the mysterious way the
creative spirit moves through an artist
brave enough to engage it, and embrace it
in return.
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In Enough: the
Violence Against
Women and How to
End It the sting of
women not being
believed, or their
allegations and
experiences being
minimised, is a
brutal one.
PHOTOGRAPH: GUY
SMALLMAN/GETTY
IMAGES

A forensic study and lucid call to act
Una Mullally
Enough:theViolenceAgainstWomenand
HowtoEndIt
By Harriet Johnson

E

William Collins, 208pp, £12.99

nough: the Violence Against
Women and How to End It, by
Harriet Johnson, comes at a
time of great insistence rooted
in this title. Johnson is a
clear-thinking British barrister, who has
published what amounts to a loud and
clear instruction for legal systems – not just
in Britain – to address their failings when it
comes to justice for violence against
women and girls, and also for society to act
on preventing violence. This may seem like
an obvious thing, but there is always room
for a book this accessible and coherent.
Enough is in three parts. Part one
examines the reality of violence against
women and girls in terms of statistics and
case studies. Part two focuses on the
justice system. Part three examines the
path forward to addressing violence
against women and girls once and for all.
Opening early chapters with the
literal letter of the law, and detailing
everything from stalking to female genital
mutilation, transphobic harassment to
online harassment, Enough deftly avoids
becoming a grim read by adopting a stoic
stance. This refined distance from prurience works very much to the book’s
advantage. There’s a clinical expertise
here, that resists leaning into trauma or
true crime, allowing the reader to stay
afloat, and not become bogged down or
deflated by the terrible reality of the
crimes emanating from misogyny, and
how men are socialised.
What is incredibly insightful, is the

contextualising of the sort of “thin end of
the wedge” of violence against women, and
how “smaller” infractions are all part of
the landscape of harassment and abuse
that can and does end in murder. Women
spend a lot of time insisting that warning
signs are part of a broader alarm system
that should be heeded. The background
noise of harassment and abuse is not
ambient, it is a piercing siren that alerts
women to the reality that they could be
killed at any time. When people say “not all
men”, the obvious response is: how are we
meant to know which ones?
Johnson draws from law, from extensive
experience at trial, and colours the text
with specific (and sometimes anonymised)
cases as examples of what can happen and
what does happen when women aren’t
listened to as they go about reporting
various threats to their safety. The potency
of these case studies – which almost feel
like sad fables – is that the reader can
relate, and if they can’t, they are then
educated by these examples.
Tinychanges
Occasionally, Johnson deviates from the
clear boundaries she has set herself to
offer her own frank and fair point of view,
helpfully reiterating things female readers
will know, but also reminding male readers
of the context and experience of being
female in the world, such as when she
explains how many women don’t notice
the tiny changes they make to their
behaviour in the quest to be safe.
She then details the ultimate futility of
these actions: “A woman was taken off the
street and murdered. Don’t worry, I won’t
go out. Most women who are murdered die
at home. Don’t worry, I won’t stay in. A
woman was targeted on a dating app –
don’t worry, I have a friend nearby. I’ll call
you to let you know I’m okay. I just won’t
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date. A woman was attacked in the street.
Don’t worry, I’ll ignore him. Or I won’t,
because that might make him angrier. I’ll
smile and placate him until I’m in a safe
space. Or I won’t, because that’s leading
him on. I’ll tell him to leave me alone. Or I
won’t, because that might make him attack
me. The bitter reality is that there is
nothing we can do to make ourselves safe…
No woman can make herself small enough
to be safe from this violence. No woman
should have to.”
In the Policing Women chapter, the
sting of women not being believed, or their
allegations and experiences being minimised, is a brutal one. In detailing the
obstacles women face when engaging with
police, it’s obvious that such poor policing
is not a succession of near misses or honest
mistakes, it’s the corners not checked
within the architecture of misogyny that
scaffolds pretty much everything in
society, where women are not listened to,
ignored, or not taken seriously. As Johnson
writes, “Disbelief or pre-judgment of
victims is part of a culture of victim-blaming and rape denial that pervades in the
UK,” as it does everywhere.
Johnson rightly and repeatedly writes
that marginalised women – including but
not limited to women of colour, women
with disabilities, trans women, and women
of ethnic minorities outside of the dominant ethnicities in a given society – are far
worse off, and bemoans the lack of statistics and data that can give the UK (and it’s
the same situation in Ireland) a better
picture of who is suffering more, and how
to then address that problem.
Systemicchange
In the third part of the book, How To End
It, Johnson heads her chapters with the
simple but very necessary elements that
contribute to effecting systemic change;

political will, how to make police safe for
women, a system of justice, and cultural
change. On the latter, she writes, “There
are two parts to the conversation about
ending violence against women. One
centres on how we can change society so
that women can safely go where they please
and behave as they want without being at
risk. The other focuses on how we protect
women from the society we currently have,
which presents threats of violence, harassment, intimidation and discrimination at
every turn. Until we have the former, we
cannot stop working on the latter.”
There is a sense, as the peak of #MeToo
began to flatten, that the theorising and
philosophising is over. We are seeing a
wave of practical and instructive books,
demonstrating steps people can take in
their own lives, and offering outright, the
solutions for broader society.
This is a book of great lucidity, mercifully devoid of legalese despite being steeped
in knowledge and experience of the law.
The topic is of course very familiar to us.
What is repeated can often lose impact.
And yet such repetition can also hack away
at the bushel of obfuscation, especially
when it is conducted, as here, with such
clarity.
Soon, an obvious desire path forms in
this clearing, one walked by the countless
number of activists with diverse gaits; the
activists, the survivors, the legal experts,
the campaigners, the women who share
their stories on social media, the victim
impact statements, the occasional caring
politicians, the rare progressive police, the
surviving relatives of murdered women,
the reporters, and by this author. What
we do with these facts, and how we proceed
as societies – knowing the problems,
knowing that there is a suite of actions and
solutions at our disposal – is up to us, and
those in power.
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Infidelity and more
Brian Dillon
NegativeSpace
By Cristín Leach
Merrion Press, 114pp, ¤14.95

E

arly in this sharply angled
essay-cum-memoir, Cristín
Leach quotes Seamus Heaney:
writers are people who can’t
help but “estimate their own
identity through how well they can write”.
Leach, who has been an art critic (most
visibly for the Sunday Times) for almost 20
years, knows in mundane as well as profound ways how life and writing may get
painfully ravelled.
An odd consequence of being a prolific
journalist or reviewer: you can often match
the timescale of your published existence
with events in “real” life, whether ghastly
or glad. As time-stamped computer files
and printed fragments accumulate, they
rhyme with the history of birth and death,
failure and success. Also betrayal, shock,
the ruin of a marriage.
Leach recalls that in 2014, when a text
arrived to say her husband was cheating,
she had been writing a review of a book
about Irish art and architecture. And she
carried on: “My body was so full of adrenaline that, instead of screaming or fighting, I

went still, and I went to work, with words.”
Many writers, perhaps especially those
who live by their deadlines, will have
similar stories. But the controlled-panic
response cannot last: Leach soon went to
bed, and stayed there for three days. In
some ways, Negative Space is a conventional memoir about what happened next:
marriage counselling and a slow realisation that all the talk was merely putting off
an assured end; months of sunglasses at
the school gates and seeing in friends’ eyes
their anxiety at her plunging weight;
constant fretting about what she (and her
husband) had not noticed about the
marriage.
But this is also the memoir of a writer
who is trying to figure what kind of writer
she has been and wants to be now – which
is also (Heaney again) a way of asking what
kind of person. “Words are solid and
slippery things. When my marriage broke,
I came to distrust them for a time.” When
she comes back to writing, she and it will
have to have changed.
Leach remembers that at the start of her
journalistic career she learned not to say
“I”, and toned down subjective or descriptive passages to fit the constraints of word
count, audience, editorial style. (She had
actually begun as a writer in childhood,
turning out book reviews for the RTÉ
Guide: an anxious and laborious debut

Cristín Leach: remaking life and language.
PHOTOGRAPH: JILL COTTER

freelance gig.)
Negative Space – the title invokes
drawing lessons from her mother – is
partly about allowing her writing to
become more personal: or better, more
physical. Criticism and autobiography
start to merge, and Leach finds correlatives for her predicament, or instruction
on how to get beyond it, in a wide array of
art and literature.
It’s an established and sometimes
awkward genre, the memoir or personal
essay with forays into describing or analysing beloved artworks. But here it feels
immediate and wholly convincing. A
sculpture by Dorothy Cross based on the
negative space inside a kiss, the “accusatory stare” of Saoirse Wall in a video self-portrait, the voice and presence of Doireann
Ní Ghríofa as she reads her poetry aloud –
all of this serves not as aesthetic or intellectual displacement of pain, but to ratify and

enrich Leach’s understanding of it.
She is uncommonly good at writing
about being embodied. When she learns of
her husband’s infidelity, she starts wringing her hands and notices for the first time
that this is not only something that happens in books. As if to shout down cliches
about finding one’s voice: “After my
marriage breaks, I go to the top of a mountain and scream. The wind whips the sound
away, disappearing it out of my mouth
before it has even hit the air. I scream in
the empty house. I scream at the empty
house. I yell in the bath.”
For a writer whose subjects are primarily visual, she pays a lot of attention to
sound, detailing the tinnitus (“an internal
bell, an inner alarm”) that means she is
never quite unaware of her own insides.
While training as a perinatal yoga instructor, she learns to channel and appreciate
the sounds she had made giving birth to
her children.
At times, the way Leach pitches such
bodily being, and its artistic incarnation,
against the abstractions of critical intelligence (including her own) can seem
slightly too schematic. But I think in those
pages she is testing various aspects of her
voice rather than coming down definitively
on the side of feeling over reason, urgency
above craft. A distrust of language, a
longing to be done with it, comes with the
vocation of writing, and is felt in peculiar
ways by those of us who write about art.
Negative Space is the record of a writer
remaking life and language, knowing they
will always be strangely matched.
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Turbulent
times in
Ireland

Scene of a
murder
ambush at
Fanore, Co
Clare from
Echoes from a
Civil War by
Joe Queally.
Below:
Tadhg Barry,
regarded as
the last
high-profile
victim of the
crown forces
in the War of
Independence,
standing in
goal in Croke
Park, 1920

Local History
Paul Clements

T

he killing of four Clare men in
the War of Independence in
November 1920 has been
imprinted in the minds of local
people for generations. The
ScariffMartyrs:War,MurderandMemoryin
EastClare (Mercier Press, ¤19.99) by
Tomás Mac Conmara brings together for
the first time precise details of the incident
in which British forces shot the men dead
on Killaloe bridge, straddling Clare and
Tipperary. A renowned oral historian, Mac
Conmara has immersed himself in the
events of that night and assembled a huge
amount of evidence, including recording
an interview with a 105-year-old woman
who recalled it, as well as tapping into
previously unused material.
Three of those killed, Martin Gildea,
Michael “Brud” McMahon and Alphie
Rodgers, were active members of the
IRA. The fourth, Michael Egan, was a
civilian who had been pulled into the
story by allowing the other three to stay in
Williamstown House in Whitegate where
he was caretaker. The betrayal of the men
by a spy, their torture and refusal to give up
comrades is dealt with, while the killings
are set against the deeper tensions and
feelings of the times.
At the other end of Clare, in the north
and west of the county, the murders of
Guard Thomas Dowling in 1925 and of
Detective Tadhg O’Sullivan four years
later are recalled in EchoesfromaCivil
War (¤20) by Joe Queally. While their
deaths were not directly connected, they
were linked by the fact that they took place
in communities torn by years of strife and
warfare. In describing both incidents – the
shooting of Guard Dowling at Craggagh in
Fanore and the bomb explosion that killed
Detective O’Sullivan in Tullycrine – the
author is sensitive to the depth of distress
their deaths caused to the families of the
two gardaí.
Although the Civil War had ended in
1923, bitter feelings and entrenched
positions persisted in local communities,
as well as conflict over the illicit traffic in
poitín. Dowling, who was 29, was shot
while returning from patrol duty on his
bicycle at the end of December. He was
accompanied by an off-duty colleague,
Guard John Cahill, who cycled away hastily
from the scene to try to get help.
A murder investigation was launched
under Superintendents Kelleher (Ennis)
and Brady (Ballyvaughan) which involved
searching houses and questioning people
about their movements. Three men were
charged with murder and after a trial at the
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Central Criminal Court in Dublin they
were released. The case is one of the
longest unsolved murders in the history of
the Irish State.
The name Tadhg Barry may be littleknown today but he is regarded as the last
high-profile victim of the crown forces in
the War of Independence. In his biographical study UtterDisloyalist:TadhgBarryand
theIrishRevolution (Mercier Press, ¤19.99)
Donal Ó Drisceoil draws together the
strands of his life and death. An alderman
on Cork City Corporation, a leading trade
unionist, veteran republican activist and
enthusiastic GAA supporter, Barry was
arrested and imprisoned without charge or
trial in early 1921.
On November 15th that year he was shot
dead by a sentry in Ballykinlar internment
camp in Co Down. The anger at his death
was exacerbated by the timing – just three
weeks later he would have been released
along with his fellow internees as part of
the Anglo-Irish Treaty settlement. The
author points out that following his death,
Cork Corporation called for the Treaty
negotiations to be suspended. And despite
a huge funeral – Barry’s name was “lost in
the smoke” after the Civil War, erased
from the collective memory, even in his
native city.
In an absorbing compendium

IndependenceMemories:APeople’s
PortraitoftheEarlyDaysoftheIrishNation
(Hachette, £14.99) Valerie Cox soaks up
social history from 100 years ago. She
interviews a cross-section of ordinary
people, capturing their authentic speaking
voices telling of how their families were
affected by the troubled times. The tragedy
of innocent civilians killed during the Civil
War – estimated to be between 300 and
400 people whose stories are largely
unknown – is recounted. One of them, Mary
Ellen Kavanagh, who was 19, was shot dead
during a bank raid in Buncrana in 1922. Her
family was offered compensation of £19 –
one pound for every year of her life.
An overview of the revolutionary decade
drawn from the Witness Statements
archive is revealed in Eamonn Duggan’s
WeGoIntoActionTodayatNoon...
First-handAccountsfromIreland’s
RevolutionaryYears,1913-22(O’Brien
Press, ¤19.99).
Seventeen chapters provide invaluable
recollections of the organisation of battalions and flying columns, procuring arms
and ammunition, spying and intelligence
work, and other subjects. Those interviews
were carried out by the Bureau of Military
History from 1947-57, covering the period
of the Easter Rising up to the War of
Independence. The statements are a
comprehensive roadmap of the decade and
capture significant stories from not only
the men but also the women who joined
Cumann na mBan. They paint a portrait of
who took part in military operations across
the country shedding light on the political
manoeuvres and wider thinking in republican circles.
Stirring accounts of the Rising include
those of Michael Staines, Quartermaster
General of the Irish Volunteers from
1913-16 who was in the GPO. And from
Monsignor Michael Curran – secretary to
the Archbishop of Dublin, Dr Walsh – who
kept a personal dairy of the fast-moving
events and was a witness to shootings and
lootings.
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Memoir reads like first
draft. Is that mean?
Sarah Gilmartin
MeanBaby
By Selma Blair

T

Virago, 320pp, £18.99

he first thing to say about
Mean Baby by Selma Blair is
that it would not have been
published if it hadn’t been
written by a celebrity. The
second is that it was clearly written by
Blair and not a ghostwriter. The third is
to wonder about the editorial process,
which seems to a critical eye to be largely
non-existent, in a book that reads like a
first draft outpouring from start to finish,
with little refinement throughout.
Blair is an American actor known for her
roles in Cruel Intentions, Legally Blonde
and Hellboy. Her biography states that she
was named a Time Person of the Year in
2017 as one of their Silence Breakers in the
#MeToo movement, though there is no
mention of this in the memoir. She is also
the subject of the recent documentary,
Introducing, Selma Blair (2021), which
charts her life following a diagnosis of
multiple sclerosis in 2018.
Subtitled A Memoir of Growing Up,
Mean Baby is structured – and I use that
word loosely – into three parts, Signs,
Questions, Answers, with titled chapters
that give an idea of the scattergun
approach of the narrative: I, Selma, Elliot
Again, Split/Screen, Brigadoon, Ducky
Manor. On the face of it, there is plenty of
interesting, important material. A
complex mother-daughter relationship, a

father who seems more like an arch
nemesis, a long battle with alcoholism,
sexual assault, the highs and lows of
Hollywood, tumultuous celebrity
romances, the hardship of living with MS.
But while these subjects are repeatedly
referred to, they are rarely scrutinised,
as if Blair has confused reiteration with
depth. The repetitions slow the narrative;
there is little in the way of momentum.
Part of this is explained by Blair’s arrested
development, how she keeps repeating
the same mistakes as the years go by.
The tone can be self-pitying and there is
the overarching sense that the author
lacks perspective on much of what she’s
discussing – at least, that’s how it comes
across on the page. Questions such as,
“Can you believe it?”, or multiple
exclamation points within a single
paragraph to highlight perceived
injustices, attempt to get the reader on
board but instead work to alienate us from
the anecdotes of a difficult, privileged
upbringing.
The book is all tell, very little show, full of
feelings with a capital F: “He had a lock on
her insecurities and could be critical...
She was truly stunning...I was shook.
Devastated. Crushed. In my acute panic,
I rushed to self-destruction.” Here’s a
summary of her first date with the fashion
designer Jason Bleick (father to her son
Arthur), who took her to a gallery that
turned out to be closed: “He was stricken,
mortified. Stunned.” Really?
Elsewhere, in irksome flash forwards,
her MS is blamed for all sorts of erratic
behaviour in the past. Getting ready for a
Bottega Veneta party thrown in the early

Selma Blair: feelings with a capital F.
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days of Mad Men, Blair downs shots on an
empty stomach. Later, she has a drunken
encounter with January Jones: “I figured it
was because I hadn’t eaten and the alcohol
amplified everything. Now I see it was the
MS.” What about the possibility that it was
all three? Similar back-dated logic is
applied to a host of other situations and
relationships throughout.
On the positive side the celebrity titbits
enliven proceedings – Jones is funny and
courteous, Kate Moss returns a bite from

Book
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The Man Who Died Twice
by Richard Osman

Poem Bottles

SAV

By John Kelly
A small boy enters the enclosure –
an iron, floodlit maze of bottle-banks.
It’s late, and he should not be here.
His hunched-up father watches from the car.
The boy works quickly, relentlessly,
shoving bottle after bottle after bottle
into a dark and open O – each one
exploding brutally like a brawl
in a stinking hull, or in the belly
of a bomb-proof bunker in the sand.
The glass is always green or brown or clear;
the bottles mostly vodka, brandy, wine.
When the job is done, he backs away.
He keeps the bags for again.
His father, straightening, starts the car.
The boy has fed the Minotaur.
BottlesisfromJohnKelly’ssecondcollectionSpace(DedalusPress)

Blair, Karl Lagerfeld designs her wedding
dress, Carrie Fisher lends her house as a
venue, then turns up late to the ceremony.
Blair is at her best when writing about her
experiences of rejection as an actor.
In a neat twist she gets her big break in
Cruel Intentions by playing up the “mean
baby” tag she was branded with as an
infant. Occasionally, the celebrity stories
bring moments of hilarity, possibly
unintentional, as when she notes of the
famous kiss scene with Sarah Michelle
Gellar in that same movie, “I wasn’t
attracted to girls, but I did enjoy the soft,
whisker-free lips of SMG on mine”.
Other successes in Mean Baby include
candid descriptions about life with MS, and
the portrayal of Blair’s mother as, by turns,
clever, callous, caring. Her vanity and
desperation as she ages are particularly
well done, like a real-life Blanche du Bois –
“‘I look best in low lighting,’ she would say”
– and the way in which this negatively
impacts Blair’s own self-image is clear.
Too often however, the insights are trite,
related in language that is pedestrian,
hackneyed or sometimes (as with this
description of Drew Barrymore)
downright nonsensical: “But I count
my lucky stars, the famous star is the
dearest Drew.” Mean Baby is the story
of a woman who wanted all her life to know
what was wrong with her, but by the book’s
end, this mean reviewer feels that the
mystery remains largely unsolved.
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Richard Osman is back with everyone’s favourite mystery-solving quartet,
in the second instalment of the ‘Thursday Murder Club’ series.
‘Fiendishly clever and brimming with wit on every page’ Shari Lapena
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